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Environmental Quality Commission 
NEIL GOLDSCHMIDT 

GOVERNOR 
811 SW SIXTH AVENUE, PORTLAND, OR 97204 PHONE (503) 229-5696 

DEQ·46 

II REQUEST FOR EQC ACTION II 

Meeting Date: October 20, 1989 
Agenda Item: I 

Division: Water Quality 
Section: Planning 

SUBJECT: 

Adoption of Temporary Rules to Establish Interim Numerical 
Standards for Maximum Measurable Levels of Contaminants in 
Groundwater. 

PURPOSE: 

Under the recently adopted Groundwater Quality Protection Act 
of 1989 contained in House Bill 3515, these standards shall 
be used to trigger the designation of groundwater management 
areas as defined in the House Bill 3515. 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

Work Session Discussion 
General Program Background 
Potential Strategy, Policy, or Rules 
Agenda Item ~- for Current Meeting 
Other: (specify) 

Authorize Rulemaking Hearing 
~ Adopt Rules 

Proposed Rules 
statement of Need and Emergency 

Justification Statement for Temporary 
Rule Filing 

Land Use Compatibility Statement 
Fiscal and Economic Impact Statement 
p,,l)lic Notice 

Issue a Cnntested Case Order 
Approve a Stipulated Order 
Enter an O:.:der 

Propos€d Order 

Attachment __A_ 

Attachment _IL 
Attachment _Q__ 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Attachment 
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Approve Department Recommendation 
Variance Request 
Exception to Rule 
Informational Report 
Other: (specify) 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

DESCRIPTION OF REQUESTED ACTION: 

The requested action is the result of the adoption of the 
Groundwater Quality Protection Act of 1989, which was 
contained in Sections 17 through 66 of House Bill 3515. The 
Act requires that established federal standards be adopted as 
interim standards for Maximum Measurable Levels of 
Contaminants in Groundwater. The interim standards are to 
apply to regional nonpoint source groundwater contamination 
problems only. They will not affect how the Department deals 
with point sources. 

The Act defines a federal standard as a maximum contaminant 
level, a national primary drinking water regulation or an 
interim drinking water regulation adopted by the 
Administrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
pursuant to the federal Safe Drinking Water Act, as amended, 
42 u.s.c. 300g.-l. 

AUTHORITY/NEED FOR ACTION: 

~ Required by statute: HB 3515 Sec. 26 Attachment _E__ 
Enactment Date: July 24, 1989 

statutory Authority: Attachment 
Pursuant to Rule: Attachment 
Pursuant to Federal Law/Rule: Attachment 
Other: Attachment 

~ Time Constraints: (explain) 

House Bill 3515 requires the Environmental Quality Commission 
to adopt interim standards for Maximum Measurable Levels of 
Contaminants in Groundwater within 90 days of the effective 
date of the Act which was July 24, 1989. 
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DEVELOPMENTAL BACKGROQND: 

Advisory Committee Report/Recommendation 
Hearing Officer's Report/Recommendations 
Response to Testimony/Comments 
Prior EQC Agenda Items: (list) 

Other Related Reports/Rules/Statutes: 

-2L Supplemental Background Information: 
-summary of House Bill 3515, Sections 

17 through 66 
-House Bill 3515, Sections 17 through 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Attachment 

Attachment 

Attachment 
66 Attachment 

REGULATED/AFFECTED COMMUNITY CONSTRAINTS/CONSIDERATIONS: 

_IL 
__!L 

The adoption of the Groundwater Quality Protection Act of 
1989 was the result of a long and thorough process that 
involved industrial, agricultural and environmental 
organizations, interested citizens, state agencies, 
legislators, and the Governor. It was a consensus bill which 
had broad support in the legislature. 

The interim standards are to be applied in lieu of the final 
standards for Maximum Measurable Levels for Contaminants in 
Groundwater until the Commission adopts such final standards 
by rule. The Department shall use these standards to declare 
a groundwater management area when monitoring and assessment 
activities indicate that suspected nonpoint source 
activities have resulted in: 

a. Nitrate contaminants at levels greater than 70 percent 
of the Maximum Measurable Levels for Contaminants in 
Groundwater, except that it shall be 100 percent for the 
first two years after the effective date of the Act. 

b. Any other contaminants at levels greater than 50 percent 
of the Maximum Measurable Levels for contaminants in 
Groundwater. 

Nonpoint source activities are those that result in the 
diffuse run-off, seepage, or leaching of pollutants to waters 
of the state, including groundwater. Common nonpoint source 
pollutants include soils eroded from farms, forestry 
operations, and construction sites; oils and metals washed 
from roads; fertilizers and pesticides from croplands; and 
bacteria and nutrients from animal waste and domestic 
gardening and landscaping. 
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No other use of the interim standards is required by House 
Bill 3515. 

PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS: 

The adoption of interim standards will allow the Department 
to expedite the implementation of the Groundwater Quality 
Protection Act. Because the Act specifies the procedure and 
time frame within which these final standards are to be 
developed and adopted, it may take as long as one year and 
nine months before such final standards become rule. 

As a result of statutory requirements for the final 
standards, it is extremely unlikely that the final standards 
will not be as stringent as the interim standards. 
Therefore, areas that are designated as groundwater 
management areas under the interim standards are likely to 
remain so under the final standards. The adoption of the 
interim standards will be beneficial in allowing the 
Department to address regional groundwater contamination 
problems under the provisions of the Act much earlier, and 
will be consistent with legislative expectations. 

The adoption of the interim standards will not directly 
result in excessive resource demands for the Department. 

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BY THE DEPARTMENT: 

Alternatives considered by the Department were related to 
the timing and methods for the adoption of the interim 
standards, and whether or not to include bacteriologic and 
radiologic federal standards. The legislation is so specific 
with regard to the actual numbers to be adopted that 
alternatives were not available. 

1. Adopt interim standards as a temporary rule in order to meet 
the statutory deadline, then readopt them as permanent rules 
within 180 days. 

2. Proceed with normal rule adoption for the interim standards 
and miss the legislative deadline by at least six weeks. It 
was not feasible to conduct the required rule making process 
for permanent rules and meet the statutory deadline. 

3. Adopt interim standards for chemical constituents only. 
This option was considered by the Department because there 
are considerable technical and administrative difficulties 
associated with the adoption of bacteriologic and radiologic 
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standards. These contaminants were not included in the 
Numerical Groundwater Quality Reference Levels included in 
the proposed Groundwater Quality Protection rules before the 
Commission in Agenda Item H at this meeting. 

DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION FOR ACTION. WITH RATIONALE: 

The Department recommends that the Commission take the action 
proposed in alternative number one above: 

1. Adopt the findings necessary for temporary rule adoption 
contained in Attachment B, and 

2. Adopt as interim standards for Maximum Measurable Levels of 
Contaminants in Groundwater the temporary rules as proposed 
in Attachment A. 

This action is being recommended as the only feasible way of 
meeting the statutory deadline, and will be without negative 
consequence. Radiologic and bacteriologic standards were 
included because the legislation is quite specific in stating 
that if a federal standard for a substance has been adopted 
the Commission must adopt the federal standard. 

CONSISTENCY WITH STRATEGIC PLAN. AGENCY POLICY. LEGISLATIVE 
POLICY: 

The adoption of the proposed interim standards would be the 
direct implementation of legislative policy for groundwater 
quality management. It is also consistent with the existing 
and long held policy of adopting numerical water quality 
standards to ensure the protection of the beneficial uses of 
the waters of the state. 

The adoption of these interim standards should in no way be 
construed as being in conflict with antidegradation policies 
and standards which are established in statute or rule and 
would apply to groundwater. These interim standards are 
meant to work in conjunction with existing antidegradation 
requirements to ensure a more effective management of the 
groundwater resource. 
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INTENDED FOLLOWUP ACTIONS: 

1. As reT,Iired by the Act, the Strategic Water Management Group 
(SWMG ) has appointed a technical advisory committee to 
develop criteria and methods to be recommended to the EQC for 
use in the adoption of final standards for Maximum 
Measurable Levels of Contaminants in Groundwater. These 
recommendations must be delivered within one year of the 
effective date of the Act; rulemaking must be initiated 
within 90 days after the recommendations are delivered; and 
final rules must be adopted within 180 days after rulemaking 
is initiated. 

2. The proposed interim standards can stand as temporary rules 
for only 180 days. Since it will be approximately one year 
and nine months before final standards will be adopted, it 
will be necessary to readopt the interim standards as 
permanent rules after opportunity for public review and 
comment and other requirements have been met. The Department 
intends to request authorization to conduct public hearings 
on such rule adoption at the December 1, 1989 EQC meeting. 

(GAP:kjc) 
(PM\WJ2292) 
( 10/5/89) 

Approved: 

Section: 

Division: 

Director: 

Report Prepared By: Greg Pettit 

Phone: 229-6065 

Date Prepared: 9-20-89 

1 SWMG is a legislatively established committee chaired by 
the Governor's Assistant for Natural Resources, and its 
membership includes the directors of the state's natural resource 
agencies. SWMG is charged with the coordination of the state's 
natural resource programs. 



ATTACHMENT A 

The following is the proposed language for a new temporary rule 
establishing interim standards for maximum measurable levels of 
contaminants in groundwater: 

INTERIM STANDARDS FOR MAXIMUM MEASURABLE LEVELS OF CONTAMINANTS IN 
GROUNDWATER TO BE USED IN THE DESIGNATION OF A GROUNDWATER 
MANAGEMENT AREA 

340-40-090 

The levels contained in Tables 4, 5, and 6 of this Division are 
the interim standards for maximum measurable levels of 
contaminants in groundwater to be used in the designation of a 
groundwater management area. These levels shall be used in all 
actions conducted by the Department where the use of maximum 
measurable levels for contaminants in groundwater is required. 

A-1 
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TABLE 4 

Interim Standards for Maximum Measurable Levels 
Measurable Levels of Contaminants in Groundwater: l, 2 

Inorganic 
Contaminant 

Arsenic 

Barium 

Cadmium 

Chromium 

Fluoride 

Mercury 

Nitrate-N 

Selenium 

Silver 

Interim Standard 
Cmq/Ll 

0.010 

0.002 

1 All reference levels are for total (unfiltered) concentrations 
unless otherwise specified by the Department. 

2 The source of all standards listed is 40 CFR Part 141. 
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TABLE 5 

Interim standards for Maximum Measurable 
Levels of Contaminants in Groundwater (Continuedl: 1

1 
2 

Organic 
Contaminant 

Benzene 

Carbon Tetrachloride 

p-Dichlorobenzene 

1.2-Dichloroethane 

1,1-Dichloroethylene 

1.1.1-Trichloroethane 

Trichloroethylene 

Total Trihalomethanes 

Interim Standard 
Cmq/Ll 

0.005 

0.005 

0.075 

0.005 

0.007 

0.005 

(the sum of concentrations 
bromodichloromethane, dibromochloromethane, 
tribromomethane (bromoforml , and 
trichloromethane (chloroform)) 

Vinyl Chloride 0.002 

2,4-D 

Endrin 0.0002 

Lindane 0.004 

Methoxychlor 

Toxaphene 0.005 

2.4.5-TP Silvex 

1 All reference levels are for total (unfiltered) concentrations 
unless otherwise specified by the Department. 

2 The source of all standards listed is 40 CFR Part 141. 

A-3 
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TABLE 6 

Interim standards for Maximum 
Measurable Levels of Contaminants in Groundwater:1 

Radioactive Substances, Microbiological and Turbidity 

contaminant 

Turbidity 

Coliform Bacteria 

Radioactive Substances 

Gross Alpha2 

Combined Radium 226 and 228 

Gross Beta 

I - 131 

Sr - 90 

Tritium 

Interim standard 

1 T U 

< 1/100 mL 

15 pCiLl 

5 pCiLl 

50 pCiLl 

3 pCiLl 

8 pCiLl 

20,000 pCiLl 

1 The source of all standards listed is 40 CFR Part 141. 

2 Including Radium 226, but excluding Radon and Uranium. 

PM\WJ2248 
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ATTACHMENT B 

STATE OF OREGON 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY COMMISSION 

811 SW 6TH AVENUE 
PORTLAND, OREGON 

STATEMENT OF NEED 
AND EMERGENCY JUSTIFICATION STATEMENT 

TEMPORARY RULE ESTABLISHING INTERIM STANDARDS FOR 
MAXIMUM MEASURABLE LEVELS OF CONTAMINANTS IN GROUNDWATER 

In accordance with ORS 183.335(5), the Environmental Quality 
Commission (EQC) makes the following findings and declarations in 
support of the issuance of a temporary rule establishing interim 
standards for maximum measurable levels of contaminants in 
groundwater. 

1. ORS 468.015 and 468.020 provide the EQC with the authority to 
establish policies, rules and standards necessary and proper 
in performing the functions vested by law in the Commission. 
House Bill 3515 Section 26 requires the Commission to 
establish interim standards for maximum measurable levels of 
contaminants in groundwater within 90 days of the effective 
date of the Act. 

2. Failure to act promptly in this instance will result in 
serious prejudice to the public interest, and in particular 
to the ability to comply with the statutory deadline for the 
adoption of the standards. House Bill 3515 contained an 
emergency clause and took effect immediately on passage. It 
was signed by the Governor on July 24, 1989. The standards 
can not be adopted within the required 90 day period if the 
Commission follows its established procedures for permanent 
rule adoption. 

3. This rule is needed in order to designate groundwater 
management areas, and begin to develop action plans that will 
ameliorate groundwater contamination that threatens the 
beneficial use of the resource. 

4. Principle documents relied upon and considered in considering 
the need for and preparing the rule were: 

a. House Bill 3515 Section 26 
b. ORS 183.335 
c. Code of Federal Regulations 40 CFR Part 141--National 

Primary Drinking Water Regulations 

PM\WJ2250 
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These documents are available for public review at the 
Department of Environmental Quality, Water Quality Division, 
811 SW 6th Avenue, Portland Oregon 97201. 

B-2 
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ATTACHMENT C 

LAND USE CONSISTENCY STATEMENT 

The Department has concluded that the proposal conforms with statewide 
planning goals and guidelines. 

With regard to Goal 6, (air, water, and land resources quality), the 
proposed rules are intended to improve and maintain groundwater quality in 
the state and are considered to be consistent with the goal. The proposed 
rule does not appear to conflict with the other goals. 

PM\WJ2249 c - 1 



ATTACHMENT D 

Groundwater Protection Act Summary 

HB 3515 Sections 17 through 66 

1. Goal: Section 18 of the Act establishes the following groundwater 
quality protection goal. 

2. 

"it is the goal of the people of the State of Gregori to prevent 
contamination of Oregon's groundwater resource while striving to 
conserve and restore this resource and to maintain the high 
quality of Oregon's groundwater resource for present and future 
uses. " 

Following sections of the Act establish this goal in statutes 
governing the operations of the State Highway Division, Health 
Division, Water Resources Department, Department of Agriculture, DEQ, 
Soil and Water Conservation Districts, Strategic Water Management 
Group, Department of Geology and Mineral Industries, and Department of 
Land Conservation and Development. 

Policies: Section 19 of the Act establishes a number of policies that 
shall guide the activities of the State in managing and using it's 
groundwater resource. In summary those policies are: 

a. Public education, research, and demonstration projects shall be 
utilized. 

b. All State agency programs and rules shall be consistent with the 
goal. 

c. State-wide groundwater characterization and identification 
programs must be conducted. 

d. Programs requiring the use of best practicable management 
practices shall be established. 

e. Groundwater contamination levels shall be used to trigger 
specific governmental actions designed to prevent those levels 
from being exceeded or to restore groundwater quality to those 
levels. 

f. All groundwater of the State must be protected for both existing 
and future beneficial uses so that they may continue to provide 
for whatever uses the natural quality would allow. 

PM\WC4464 - 1 -
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3. Strategy: Section 20 establishes a groundwater protection strategy to 
be implemented by the Strategic Water Management Group. This strategy 
includes such elements as: interagency coordination; promoting public 
awareness and education; coordinate the development of local 
groundwater protection plans, including well head protection; awarding 
grants; and establishing a centralized repository for groundwater 
information. 

4. Grants: Sections 21 and 22 establish the.conditions under which the 
Strategic Water Management Group can award grants for'groundwater 
projects. Not more than one third of the funding available can be used 
for projects directly related to issues pertaining to a groundwater 
management area. This insures that the emphasis will remain on 
preventative programs and that all the resources will not be spent in 
responding to problems. 

5. Groundwater Standards: Section 24 establishes a technical advisory 
committee whose function is to develop criteria and methods for the 
Environmental Quality Commission to use in adopting by rule maximum 
levels of contaminants in groundwater that shall be protective of 
public health and the environment. 

Section 25 requires the Environmental Quality Commission (EQC) to 
initiate rulemaking within 90 days of receiving the recommendations of 
the advisory committee. 

Section 26 requires the EQC to adopt within 90 days of the effective 
date of the Act federal drinking water standards as interim numerical 
standards for maximum measurable levels of contaminants in 
groundwater. These standards shall be used until final maximum 
measurable levels for contaminants in groundwater are adopted. 

6. SWMG Staff· Support; Section 27 states that the Department of 
Environmental Quality shall provide staff for project oversight and day 
to day operations of the Strategic Water Management Group in 
implementing most of the activities authorized in the Act. 

7. Monitoring Program; Section 29 requires the Department of 
Environmental Quality to conduct a state-wide groundwater monitoring 
and assessment program. 

8. Domestic Well Testing; Section 30 requires that domestic water supply 
wells be tested for nitrates and bacteria by the seller when real 
estate property is sold, and the results are to be submitted to the 
Health Division. 

9. Area of Groundwater Concern: Sections 31 through 33 establish the 
conditions for the declaration of an area of groundwater concern. 
Basically, such an area shall be declared when contaminants are found 
in groundwater and result, at least in part, from nonpoint sources. 

PM\WC4464 - 2 -
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Section 34 establishes actions to be taken by Strategic Water 
Management Group upon the declaration of an area of groundwater 
concern. Those are: 

1. Appoint a local advisory committee. 

2. Focus research and public education on area. 

3. Provide for necessary monitoring. 

4. Assist local advisory committee in developing an action 
plan. 

5. In absence of local advisory committee, develop action 
plan. 

10. Local Groundwater Man.agement: Section 35 contains the conditions and 
procedures for establishing local groundwater management committees and 
developing local action plans. The action plan developed by the local 
groundwater management committee for areas of groundwater concer.n would 
rely primarily on voluntary programs. 

11. Groundwater Management Area: Sections 36 through 38 contain the 
conditions under which a groundwater management area would be declared. 
For all but nitrates this would occur when groundwater contaminant 
concentrations reach 50% of the levels established in Section 25 or 26 
of the Act. For nitrates the trigger level would be 100% of the 
Section 25 or 26 level for 2 years after the effective date of the Act 
then it would drop. to 70% of the level. 

12. Local Committee Role: The role of the local groundwater management 
committee when a groundwater management area has been declared is 
established in Sections 39 and 40. 

13. Groundwater Management Area Action Plan: Sections 41 through 43 
contain the procedures and requirements for the development of an 
action plan for a groundwater management area. When an area moves from 
an area of groundwater concern to a groundwater management area, the 
lead role in the development and implementation of an action plan moves 
from the local level to the State. The Strategic Water Management 
Group shall.designate a lead agency for the development of a 
groundwater management area action plan. Such an action plan could 
contain mandatory actions. Because of the severity of the problem at 
this point, the implementation of regulatory programs by the 
appropriate authorities may be necessary to maintain or restore 
groundwater quality within levels adequate to protect beneficial uses. 

14. 

The process for the development of a groundwater management area action 
plan includes ample opportunity for public review and comment. 

Repealing Groundwater Management area: 
declaration of a groundwater management 
44. 

The criteria for repealing a 
area is established in Section 

PM\WC4464 - 3 -
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15. Amendments to existing statutes: Sections 46 through 66 primarily 
contain amendments to existing statutes for a number of agencies to 
ensure the coordinated implementation of the Act and its goals and 
policies. These include requirements for consistency with the goal 
contained in Section 18 of the Act, and requirements for reporting 
groundwater information to the groundwater information repository. 

16. Strategic Water Management Group: Section 52 establishes the 
Strategic Water Management Group role in coordinating the interagency 
management of groundwater. It requires the preparation of a biennial 
report to the legislature on the status of groundwater in Oregon. 

17. Exempt Uses of Water: Sections 54, 55, and 57 establish authority for 
the Water.Resources Commission to institute control over groundwater 
uses exempted from requirements for application for permits under ORS 
537.545. Such controls could be implemented either through the 
classification process, or in a groundwater management area. 

18. Well abandonment: Section 59 establishes authority for the Water 
Resources Commission to order the permanent abandonment of a well that 
is causing pollution of the groundwater. 

19. Well Construction, Operation, and Maintenance: 
authority for the Water Resources Commission to 
antibacksiphoning devices. 

Section 
require 

60 establishes 

20. Fertilizer Inspection Fee: Section 65 increases the fertilizer 
inspection fee from 20 to 45 cents per ton, 25 cents of which will be 
used for funding research on the interaction of pesticides or 
fertilizers and groundwater. It is estimated this will generate 
$250,000 per biennium for those research activities. 

21. Pesticide Use: Section 66 establishes that the Department of 
Agriculture may restrict a pesticide use or take a number of other 
actions upon the declaration of a groundwater management area. 

- 4 . 
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ATTACHMENT E 

HOUSE BIU. 3515 

SECTIONS 17 THROUGH 66 

GROUNDWATER PROTECTION ACT OF 1989 

28 SECTION 17. As used in sections 1 i to 44 of this Act: 

29 (1) "Area of ground water concern" means an area of the state subject to a declaration by the 

30 Department of Ei;ivironmental Quality under section 31 of thiS Act or the Health Division under 

31 section 32 of this Act. 

32 (2) "Contaminant" means any chemical, ion. radionuclide, synthetic organic compound, 

33 microorganism, waste or other substance that does not occur naturally in ground water or that oc· 

34 curs naturally but at a lower concentrauon. 

35 (3} "Ground water management area" means an area in which contaminants in the ground water 

36 have exceeded the levels established under section 25 of this Act, and the atT~cted aM!a is subject 

:r7 to a declaration under section 36 of this Act. 

38 (4) "Fertilizer" has the meaning given that term in ORS 633.310. 

39 (5) "Group" means the Strategic \Vater Management Group. 

40 (6) "Pesticide" has the meaning given that term in ORS 63;4.006. 

41 SECTION 18. The Legislative Assembly declares that it is the goal of the people of the State 

42 of Oregon to prevent contamination of Oregon's ground water resource while striving to conserve 

43 and re~tore this resource and to maintain the high quality of Oregon's ground water resource for 

44 present and future uses. 

181 
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B-Eng. HB 3515 

SECTION 19. In order to achieve !he goal set forth in section 18 uf this Act. the Legislative 

2 Assembly establishes the following policies to control the manqgemcnt and use of the ground water 

3 resource of this state and to guide any activity that may affect !he ground water resource of 

4 Oregon: 

5 (1) Public education programs and research and demonstration projects shall be established in 

6 order to increase the a·Nareness of the citizens of this state of the vulnerability of ground water to 

1 contamination and \vays to protect this irrtportant resource. 

8 {2) All state agencies' rules and programs affecting ground water shall be consistent with the 

9 overall intent of the goal set forth in section 2 of this Act. 

10 (3) State-wide programs to identify and characterize ground waler quality shall be conducted. 

11 (4) Programs to prevent ground water quality degradation through the use of the best practica-

12 hie management practices shall be established. 

13 {5) Ground water contamination levels shall be used to trigger specific governmental actions 

14 designed to prevent those levels from being exceeded or to restore groun~ water quality to at least 

15 those levels. 

16 (6) All ground water of the state shall be protected for both existing and future beneficial uses 

17 so that the state may continue to provide for whatever beneficial uses the natural water quality 

18 allows. 

19 · SECTION 20. (l) The Strategic Water Management Group shall implement the following ground 

20 water resource protection strategy: 

21 (a) Coordinate projects approved by the group with activities of other agencies. 

22 (b) Develop programs designed to reduce impacts on ground water from: 

23 (A) Commercial and industrial activities; 

24 (8) Commercial and residential use of fertilizers and pesticides; 

2S (C) Residential and sewage treatment activities; and 

:?6 (0) Any other activity that may result in contaminants entering the ground waler. 

z:T (c) Provide educational and informational materials to promote public awareness and involve· 

:?8 menl in the protection~ conservation and restoration of Oregon's ground water resource. Public 

29 information materials shall be designed to inform the general public about the nature and extent of 

30 ground water contamination, alternatives to practices that contaminate ground water and the effects 

31 of human activities on ground water quality. In addition, educational programs shall be designed 

32 for specific segments of the population that may have specific impacts on the ground water resource. 

33 (d) Coordinate the development of local ground water protection programs. including but not 

34 limited to local well head protection programs. 

35 {c) Award grants for the implementation of projects approved under the criteria -established 

36 under section 22 of this 1989 Act . 

. Tl (f) Develop and maintain a centralized repository for information about ground water, including 

38 but not limited to; 

39 (A) Hydrogeologic characterizationsi 

40 (8) Results of local and state-wide monitoring or testing of ground water; 

41 (C) Data obtained from ground water quality prot-ection research or development P.rojects; and 

42 (0} Alternative residential, industrial' and agricultural practices that are considered best prac-

43 ticable management practices .for ground water quality protection. 

44 (g) Identify research or information about grQund water .. that needs to be conducted or made 

191 E-2 



B-Eng. HB 3515 

available. 

2 (bl Cooperate with appropriate federal entities to identify the needs and interests of the State 

3 of Oregon so that federal plans and project schedules relating to the protection the ground water 

4 resource incorporate the state's intent to the fullest extent practicable. 

5 {i} Aid in the development of voluntary programs to reduce the quantity of hazardous or toxic 

6 waste generated in order to reduce the risk of ground water contamination from hazardous or toxic 

7 waste. 

8 (2} To aid and advise the Strategic Water Management Group in the performance of its func· 

9 tions, the group may establish such advisory anf;t technical committees as the group considers nee· 

10 essa~. These Committees may be continuing o~ le~po~ary. The SLrategic Water Management Group 

11 shall detennine the representation, membership, tenns and organization of the committees and shall 

12 appoint their members. The chairperson of the S.trategic Water Management Group shall be an ex 

13 officio nlember of each committee. 

14 SEc;:;fION 21. fl) Any person, state agency, poli.t,i_~a·l .subdivision of this .slate or ground water · 

15 management conunittee organized under section 35 or 40 of this 1989 Act may submit to the Stra-

16 tegic Water Management Group a request for funding, advice or assistance for a research or de· 

17 velopment project related to ground water quality as it relates to Oregon's ground water resource. 

18 (2) The request under subsection (1) of this section shalJ be filed in the manner, be in the form 

19 and contain the information required by the Strategic Water Management Group. The requester may 

.20 submit the request either to the group or lo a ground water management conunittee organized under 
,: • i - .• JI' " ', ! '.h. - ':-~ , ',>,', '.','; 1: 

21 section 35 or 40 of this 1989 Act. 

22 {3) The Strategic Water fi4anagement Group shall approve only those. requests that meet the 

23 criteria establiShed by the group under section 22 of this 1989 Act. 

24 SECTION 22. (1) or the moneys available to the Strategic Water M~nageme.nt Group to award 

25 as grants under section 21 of this 1989 Act, not more than one·third shall be awarded for funding 

26 of projects directly related to issues pertaining to a ground water management area. 

27 (2) The Strategic Water Management Group may award grants for the following purposes: 

28 (a) Research in areas related to ground water including but not limited to hydrogeology, ground 

29 water quality, alternative residential, industrial and agricultural practices; 

30 (b) Demonstration projects related to ground water including but not limited to hydrogeology, 

31 ground water quality, alternative residential, industrial and agricultural practicesj 

32 (c) Educational programs that help attain the goal set forth in section 18 of this 1989 Act; and 

33 (d) Incentives to persons who implement innovative alternative practices that demonstrate in· 

34 creased protection of.the ground water resource of Oregon. 

JS (3) Funding priority shall be given to proposals that show promise of preventing or reducing 

36 ground water contamination caused by nonpoint source activities. 

'3'l (4) In awarding grants for research under subsection (2) of this section, the Strategic Water 

38 Management Gr.oup shall specify that not more than 10 percent of the grant may be used to pay 

39 in~irect costs. The exact amount of a grant that may be used by an institution for sucli costs may 

40 be determined by the group. 

41 

42 

43 

44 

(5) ln accordance with the applicable provisions of ORS 183.310 to 183.550, the Strategic Water 

Management Group shall adopt by rule guidelines ·and criteria for awarding grants under this sec· 

ti on. 

SECTION 23. Sections 20, 21, 22 ~nd 24 of this Act are added to and made a part of ORS 
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536,100 10 536.150. 

SECTION 2-1. Ill Not later than 60 day• allcr the clfective date of lhis 1989 Act, !he Slratcgic 

Water Management Group shall appoint a nine-member technical advisory committee to de.velop 

criteria and a method for the En\·ironmental_ Quality Commission to apply in adopting by rule max

imum measurable levels of contaminants in ground ~ater. The technical advisory corrunittee shall 

recommend criteria and a method for the development of standards that are protective of public 

health and the environment. If a federal standard exists, the method shall provide that the commis

sion sh&li first consider the federal standa.:.C., and if the commission does not adopt the federal 

standard, the method shall requ~re the commission to give a scientifically valid reason for not con· 
I ' - . 

curring with the federal standard. As used in this subsection, "federal standiii.rd" means a· maximum 

contaminaiit level, a. national -,Primary drinki~g'-~ate~- reg.ulation or an interim drinking water regu· 

lation adopted by the Administrator or the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency pursuant to the 

federal Safe.Drinking Water Act, as amended, 42 U.$.C. 300g·l. 

.. (2) Th~ .. lec·h~ical "adVi~ory · commilte"e appointee{ under' sUbsection (1) of this section shall be 

comprised of: 

(a) A toxicologist; 

(b) A health professional; 

(c) A water purveyor; 

(d) A biologist; arid <' 

-" 

(e) Technic~Hy capable ~.;;;.bcn 'or the _publii: representing the following groups: 

(A) Citizens; 

(8) Local governments; 

(C) Environmental organizations; 

(0) Industrial organizations; and 

<El Agricultural organi7.ations. 

{3) The technical advisory committee may appoint individuals or committees to assist in devel· 

opment of the criteria and maximum measurable levels .of contaminants in ground water. An indi· 

vidual or committee appointed by the committee under thb' subsection shall serve in an advisory 

capacity only. 

(4) The technical advisory convnittee shall complete its initial development of. criteria and 

methods within one yP.ar afir.r the effective date of this 1989 Act. 

SECTION 25. (1) Within 90 days after receiving the recommendations of the technical advisory 

committee under section 24 of this Act, the Environmental Quality Commission shaJI begin 

rulemaking to first adopt final rules establishing maximum measurable levels fol" contaminants in 

ground water. The commission shall adopt the final rules not later than 180 days after· the commis

sion provides notice under ORS 183.335. 

(2) The adoption or failure to adopt a l"'ulr. establishing a maximum measurable level for a con· 

taminant Under subsection (1) of this section shall not alone be construed to require the imposilion 

or restrictions on the use of rertilizers under ORS 633.310 to 633.495 or the use of pesticides under 

ORS chapter 634. 

SECTION 211. (1) Within 90, days after the effective date of th,is Act, the Environmental Quality 

Commission shall establish by rule interim numerical standards for maximum measurable levels of 

contaminants in ground water. The interim numerical standards shall be applied in lieu of maximum 

measurable levels fol" contaminants in ground water under sectiOn 25 of this Act until the commis· 
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sion by rule adopts such levels under section 25 of this Act. 1he process for establishing interim 

2 numerical standards shall. be as iOllows: 

3 • (a) If a federal standard for a subst.ance ha1 bttn adopted by federal regulation, the commission 

4 shall adopt the federal standard. 

5 {b} If a federal standard for a substance bas not been adopted by federal regulation, but one or 

6 more federal standards have been established by methods other than by adoption of a federal regu· 

7 lation, the commission shall adopt the most recently established fe.deraJ standard as the numerical 

8 standard. 

9 le) If a federal regulation has not been established either by adoption of a federal regul~tion or 

10 ·by any other method. the commission shall request the U. S. Environment.al Protection Agency to 

11 establish a federal standard for the substance, either by adoption of a federal regulation, or by other 

12 method. 

13 (2) As used in this section .. federaJ standard" means a maximum contaminant level, a national 

14 primary drinking water regulation or an interim drinking water regulation adopted by the Admin· 

15 istrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency pursuant- to the federal Safe Drinking Water 

16 Act, aS amended, 42 U.S.C. 300g-l. 

17 SECTION %7. The Department of Environmental Quality shall provide staff for project oversight 

18 and the day-to:.Oay operation of th~ Strategic Water Manageme~t Group for -those activities author· 

19 · ized under sections 20 to 25, 34. 35 and 39 to 44 of this Act, including scheduling meetings, providing 

20 public notice of mtttings and other group activities. and' keeping recon:is of group 'activities. , 
1 

21 SECTION 28. Section 29 of this Act is added to and made a part of ORS 468.700 to 468.777. 

22 SECTION 29. (1) In cooperation with the Water Resources Department, the Department of En· 

23 vironmental Quality and the Oregon State University Agricultural Experiment Station shall conduct 

24 an ongoing state-wide monitoring and assessment program of the quality of the ground water re· 

25 source of this state. The program shall be designed to identify: 

26 (a} Are.as of the state that are espec.ially vulnerable to ground water contamination; 

27 (b} Long-term trends in ground water quality; 

28 (c) Ambient quality of the ground water resource of Oregon; and 

29 {d} Any emerging ground water quality problems. 

30 (2) The department and Oregon State Uni,...rsity Agricultural E.xperiment Station shall forward 

31 copies of all infonnation acquired from the state·wide monitoring and assessment program conducted · 

32 under this section to the Strategic Water Management Group for inclusion in the central repository 

33 of ·infQnnat.ion about Oregon's ground water resource established pursuant to section 20 of this 1989 

34 Act. 

35 SECTION 30. (1) In any t..ransaction for the sale or exchange of real estate that includ~s a well 

36 that supplies ground water .for domestic purposes, the seller of the real estate shall, upon accepting 

37 an offer to purchase that :eal estate, have the well tested for nitrates and total coliform bacteria. 

38 The Health Division also may require additional tests for specifi.c contaminants in an area of ground 

39 water concern or ground water management area. The seller shall submit the results of the test 

40 required under this section to the Health Division. 

41 (2) The failure of a seller to comply with the. provisions of this section does not invalidate an 

42 instrument of c~nveyance executed in the tranSaction. 

43 SECTION 31. Ir, as a result of i~ state-wide monitoring and assessment activities under section 

« 29 of this Act, the Department of Environmental QUaiity confirms the presence in ground water of 
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contaminants su~pected to be the result, at least in part, of nonpoint source activities, the depart· 

2 ment sh"aH declare an area of ground water concern. The declaration shaU identify the substances 

3 confirmed to be in the ground water and all ground water aquifers that may be affected. 

4 SECTION 32. [f, as a result of its activities under ORS 448.1!50, the Health Division confirms 

5 the presence in ground water drinking wat.er supplies of contaminants resulting at least in part from 

& suspected nonpoint source activities, the division shall declare an area o( ground water concern. 

1 The declaration shall identify the substances confirmed in the ground water and all ground water 

8 aquifers that may be affected. , .. 
9 SECTION 33. Before declaring an area of ground water concern, the agency making the dee· 

10 laration shall have a laboratory confirm the results that would cause the agency to make the dee· 

11 laration .. 

12 SECTION' 34. Aller a declaration of an area of ground water concern, the Strategic Water 

13 Management Group shall:. . . . 
14 (1) Within 90 days, appoint a ground water management committee in the geographic area 

15 overlying the ground water aquifer; 

J6 (2) Focus research and public education activities on the area of ground water concernj 

17 

18 

(3) Provide for necessary monitoring in the area of ground water concern; 
;··;..· 

_ (4) Assist the ground water management committee . in developing, ~n a timely manner. a draft 

19 and final local action plan for addressinc the isS~es raised by the declaration of an area_ of ground 

20 water concern'; and 

21 (5) If not developed by the ground water management committee, develop a dr:i-tt and final local 

22 action plan. 

23 • SECTION 35. (1) Upon the request of a local_ government, or as required under section 34 or 

24 40 of this Act, the Strategic Water Management Group shall appoint a ground water management 

25 committee. The ground water management committee shall be composed of at least seven members 

26 representing a balance of interests in the area affected by the .declaration. 

rt (2) After a declaration of an area of ground water concern, the ground water management 

28 committee shall develop and promote a local action plan for the '-rea of ground water concern. The 

29 local action plan shall include but need not be limited to: 

30 (a) Identification of local s-Hidential, industrial and agricultural practices that may be contrib-

31 uting to a deterioration of ground water quality in the area; 

32 (b) An evaluation of the threat to ground water from the potential nonpoint sources identified; 

33 (c) Evaluation and recommendations of alternative practices; 

34 (d) Recommendations regarding demonstration projects needed in the. area; 

35 {e) Recommendations of public education and research apeci(ic to that area that would asaist in 

36 addressing th~ issues related to the area of ground water concern; and 

37 (0 Methods of implementing best practicable management practices to improve ground water 

38 quality in the area. 

39 (3) The availability of the draft local action plan and announcement of a 30-day public comment 

-40· period shall be publicized in a .neWspaper of general circulation in the· a~a designated as an. area 

41 of ground water concern. Suggestiona pro:vided to the ground w.ater management committee during 

42 the public comment period shall be considered by the ground water management committee in de-

43 termining the final action plart. 

44 . _(4) The ground water management committee may request the Strategic Water Management 
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Group lo arrange for 1cchnical advice and assistance rrom appropriate st.ate agencies and higher 

2 education institutions. 

3 {5} A ground water management committee preparing or carrying out an action plan in an area 

4 of ground water concern or in a ground water management area may apply for a grant under sect-ion 

5 21 of this Act for li~it~d funding for staff or for r.xpcnses of the ground water management com-

6 mittee. 

7 SECTION as. (1) The Department of Environment.al Quality shall declare a ground water man-

8 agement area if, as a result of information provided tri the department or from its state-wide moni· 

9 Loring and assessment activities under section 29 of t~i~ Act, the department confirms that, as a 

10 result of suspected nonpoint source activities, there is present in the ground water: 

11 (a} Nitrate contaminants at levels greater than 70 percent of the levels established pursuant to 

12. section 25 of this Act; or 

13 (b) Any other contaminants at levels greater than 50 percent of the levels established pursuant 

14 to section 25 of this Act. 

15 (2) A declaration under subsection (1) of this section shal~ ident~fy the substances detected in 

16 the ground water and all ground water aquifers that may be affected: 

17 SECTION 37. Before declaring a ground water management. area under section 36 of this Act. 

18 the agency shall have a second laboratory confirm the results that cause the agency to make the 

19 declaration.-- - ,.- ,-,,_, i. 

20 SECTION 38. Notwithstanding the requirements of section 36 of this Act, for two years afte~ 

21 the effective date of this Act, a ground water management area shall not be established on the basis 

22! .' of excessive nitrate levels unless levels of nitrates in ground water are determined to exceed 100 

23 percent of the levels established pursuant t.o section 25 of this Act. 

24 SECTION 39. After the declaration of a ground water management area, a ground water man-

25 agement committee created under section 35 of this Act shall: 

26 (1) Evaluate those portions of the local action plan, if any, that achieved a reduction in con-

27 taminant level; 

28 (2) Advise the state agencies developing an action plan under sections 41 to 43 of this Act re-

29 garding local ele:ments of the plan; and . .._ 

30 (3) Analyze the local action plan, if any, developed pursuant to section 35 of this Act to deter-

31 mine why the plan failed to improve or prevent further deterio"ration of the ground water in the 

32 ground water management area designated in the declaration. 

33 SECTION 40. After the declaration of a ground water management area. the Strategic Water 

34 Management Group shall appoint a ground water management committee for the affected area- if a 

lS grou~d water management committee has not already been appointed under section 34 of this Act. 

36 If the affected area had previously been designated an area of ground water concern, the same 

37 ground water management cornnJittee appointed under section 34 of this .Act shall continue to ad· , 

38 dress the ground water issues raised aa a result of the declaration of a ground water management 

39 area. 

40 SECTION 41. After the Strategic Waler Management Group is notified that ·a ground waler 

41 management area has been declared, the Stratetic Water Management Group shall designate a lead 

42 agency responsible for developing ar>:·action plan and assign other agencies appropriate responsibil· 

43 ities for preparation of a drafl. action. plan within 90 days after the declaration. The agencies shall 

44 develop an action plan ·to reduce existing contamination and to prevent further contamination of the 
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aJTcctcd ground water aquifer. The action plan shall include, but need not be limited to: 

:? (1) ldentification of practices that may be contribu~ing to the contamination of <!round water in 

.3 the area; 

4 (2) Consideration of all reasonable alternatives for reducing the contaminatio· of the ground 

5 water to a level below that level requiring the declaration of a· ground water management area; 

6 (3) Reconunendationa of mandatory actions that, when implemented, will reduce the cont.am· 

7 ination to a level below that level requiring the declaration of ground water management area; 

8 (41 A proposed time schedule for: 

9 · · (a) Implementing the group's recommendations; 

10 (b) Achieving estimated reductions in concentrations of the ground water contaminants; and 

11 (c) Public review of the action plan;" 

12 (5) Any applicable provisiono of. a local act.i_on plan developed for the area under a declaration 

13 or an area or ground water conc.ern; and 

14 (6) Required amendmenta or affected city or county comprehensive plans and land use regu. 

15 lations in accordance with the schedule and requirements in ORS 197.640 to 197.647 to address the 

16 identified ground water protection and management. concerns. 

17 SECTION 42. (l) After completion and distribution or the draft action plan under section 41 of 

18 this· Ac·t.. the lead agency shall provide a so.day Period of public comment on the draft action plan 

19 and the,manner by which members of the public- may review the plan or obtain copies of the plan. 

20 A notice of the comment period shaU be published in two issues of one or more newspapers having 

21 general circulation in the coUnties in which the designated area of the ground water emergency is 

22 located, and in two issues of one or more newsp~pen having general circulation in the state. 

23 (2) Within 60 days after the close of the public comment period, the lead agency shall complete 

24 a final action plan. All suggestions and information provided to the lead agency during the public 

2S comment period shall be considered by the lead agency and when appropriate shall be acknowledged 

26 in the final action plan. 

Z1 SECTION 43. (lJ The Strategic Water Management Group shall, within 30 days after completion 

28 of the final action plan, accept the final action plan or remand the plan to the lead agency for re-

29 vision in. accordance with recommendations of the Strategic Welter Management Group. If the plan 

30 is remanded for revision, the lead agency shall return the revised final action plan to the Strategic 

31 Water Management Group within 30 days. 

32 (2) Within· 120 days aft.er the Strategic Water Management Group accepts the linal action plan, 

33 each agency of the group that is responsible for implementing aU or part of the plan shall adopt 

34 rules necessary to carry out the agency's duties under the action plan. If two or more agencies are 

J.5 required to initiate rulemaking proceedings under this section, the agencies shall consult with one 

36 another to coordinate the rules. The agencies may consolidate the rulemaking proceedings. 

XI SECTION 44. (l) tr, after implementation of the action plan developed by affected agencies un-

38 der sections 41 to 43 of this Act, the ground water improves so that the levels of contaminants no 

39 longer exce-ed the levels established under section 36 of this Act, the Strategic Water Management 

'40 Group shall requesl the Department of Environmental Quali Ly to repeal the ground water manage. 

41 rnent area declara.tion and to establish an area of.ground water concern. 

42 (2) Before the declaration of a rroun:d water management area is repealed under subsection (1) 

f3 of thia action, the Stra~gic ~ater Management Group must find that, according to the best infor-

44 mation available, a n~ or revised local action plan exists that will continue to improve the ground 
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water in the area .1nd lhal the Strategic Waler Management Group find·s can be implemented at the 
• 

2 locaJ level without the Ot'Cessity of St.ale enforcement authority. 

3 {3) Before the Strategic Water Management Group terminates any mandatory controls imposed 

4 under the action plan created under sections 41 lo 43 of this Act, the ground water management 

5 co~itt'ee must produ·ce a loc.al action plan that includes provisions necessary to improve ground 

6 water in the area and that the Strategic Water Management Group finds can be implemented at the 

7 local level without the necessity of stale enforcement authorit.>'· 

8 SECTION 45. Section 46 of this Act is added to and made a part of ORS chapter 516. 

9 ·SECTION 46. (1) In carrying out its duties related to mineral resources, mineral industries and 

JO geology, the Sc.ate Department of Geology and Mineral Industries shall act in a manner that is 

11 c~nsistcnt with. the goal set forth in scctio~ 18 ''or th.is ise9 Aci.. 

12 (2) In order to assiSt in the development -or a state-wide repository of inrormation about Oregon's 

13 ground water resource, the department shall pro\'idc any infonnation, acquired by the department 

14 in. c'~rryifig ~UL it.s statuto,.Y duties, that is related ~ rround. water quality to the centraliied re-

15 pository established pursuant to section 20 of this 1989 Act. 
,- . ~ 

16 SECTION 47. Section 48 of this Act is added to and made a part or ORS chapter 197. 

17 SECTION 48. (1) The commission shall take actions it considers necessary to assure that city 

18 · and. co"unty co'mprehensive plans 'and land, use ~gul8tiorli 3nd state agency coordinati~n programs 

19 are consistent with the goal set fOrth in section 18. or this 1989 Act: 

20 (2) The ·'~o~ission sh-all direct the· Departr:rie~l-'Of L.a'nc:f Cons~rvati~n a~d Development to take 

2i'', actio,ns th~- d~P,~rtrnent cOnsidcrs appropriate to aSsure that any ·information contained in a c~ty or 

22 county comprehensive plan that pertains.to the ground water resource of Oregon shall be forwarded 

23 to the centralized repository established under secti0'1 20 of this 1989 Act. 

24 SECTION 49. ORS 366.155 is amended to read: 

25 366.155. (1) The State Highway Engineer, under the direction or the director, among other 

26 things, shall: 

27 (a) So far as practicable. compile statistics relative to the public highways of the state and . 

28 collect all information in regard thereto which the State Highway Engineer may deem important or 

29 of value in connection with highway location,· construction, maintenance, improvement or operation. 

30 (b) . Keep on file in the office of the department copies of all plans, specifications and estimates 

31 prepared by the State Highway Engineer's office. 

32 (c) Make all necessary surveys for the location or relocation of highways and cause to be made 

33 and kept in the State Highway Engineer'• office a general highway plan of the state. 

34 (d) Collect and compile infonnation and statistics relative to the mileage, character and condi-

35 tion of highways and bridges in the different counties in the state: both with respect to sl.ate and 

36 county highways. 

:rt (e) Investigate and detennine the methods or road construction best adapted in the various 

38 counties or sections of the stale, giving due regard to- the topography, natural character and avail-

39 ability of road-building materials and the coat ~f building and maintaining roads under this Act. · 

40 (0 Prepare surveys, plans, specifications and estimates for the construction, reconstruction, im-

41 provement, maintenance and repair or any br:idge, street, road and highway. In advertising for bids 

42 on any sUch project the director shall invite bids in conformity with such plans and specifications. 

43 (g) Keep an accurate and deta·iJed account or .all moneys expended in the location, survey, con· 

44 .struction, reconstruction, improvement, maintenance or operation of highways 1 roads and streets, 
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including costs for rights of way, under this Act, and keep a record of the number of miles so lo-

2 cated, constructed, maintained or operated in each county, the -date of construction, the Y1idth of 

3 such highways and the cost per mile ror the construction and maintenance of the highways. 

4 (h) Install and operate a simple but adequate accountinr system in order that ail expenditures . . 

5 and coats may be classified and that a proper ~cord inay be maintained. 

6 (i) Prepare proper and correct statements or vouchers to make possible partial payments on all 

7 contracta for highway projecta based upon estimates prepared by the State Highway Engineer or 

8 under the _State Highway Enginttr's direction, and submit _them t.o the dire_ctor for approval. 

9 (j) Prepare proper vouchers covering claims for. all salarie.,s an~ expenses of the State Highway 

10 Engineer's office and other expenditures authorized by the director. Such clajms as rrlay be approved 

11 by the director shall be indorsed by the director and be presented for- payment. 

12 (k.) Upon request of a county g~veming body, ~ist t~e county on matters relating to road lo-

13 cation, construction or maintenance. Plans and specifications for bridges or culverts and standard 

14 specifications for road projects that are provided under this paragraph shall be provided without 

15 cost. The Department of Transportation shaU determine an amount to be charged for assistance 

16 under this paragraph in establishing specifications and standards for roads under ORS 368.036. The 

11 costs, or assistance not speci_ncally provided ro~ ~nder . th~~ p~ragraph shall be Paid as provided by 

18 agreement between the county governing body and the State Highway Engineer. 

19 (L) Prepare and submit to the commi~ion ~n or. ~b~ut D~cember 31 of each y~ar a,n ann~al re· 

20 , p~~ in ~hich the. State Highway Engineer shall s;t· forth all that has been done by the Highway 

21 Division of the Department of Transportation during the year just ending, which report shall include 

22 all funds received, the source or sources from which received, the expenditure and disbursement of · 

23 all funds and the PurposcS for which they were expended. The report shall contain a statement of 

24 the roads, highways or streets constructed, reconstructed and improved during the period, together 

25 with a statement showing in a general way the status of the highway system. 

26 (2) The director may, in the director's discretion, relieve the State Highway Engineer of such 

rt portions of the State 1-lighway Engineer's duties and responsibilities with respect to audits, ac· 

28 counting procedures and other like duties and responsibilities provided for in ORS 366.155 to 366.165 

29 aa the director considers advisable. The director may require such portion of such dutieS to be 

30 performed and such responsibilities to be assumed by the fiscal officer of the department appointed 

31 under ORS 184.637. 

32 (3) In carryin1 out the dutieto •et Corth in thU •ection, the State Hi!lhway Engineer shall 

33 act in a manner that is co11.9istent with the roal set rorth in section 18 ol tlWI 1981 Act. 

34 SECTION 50. ORS 448.123 is amended to read: 

35 448.123. (1) It is the purpose of ORS 448.119 to 448.285, 454.235, 454.255 and 757.005 to: 

36 [(!JI (a) Assure all Oregonians safe drinking water. 

'37 ((2JI (b) Provide a simple and effective regulatory program for drinking water systems. 

38 [(JJI {c) Provide a means to improve inadequate drinking water systems. 

39 (Z) In carr:yin1 out the p...,,.._ ••t Corth in subHCtion (1) oC thU .. ction, the Health Di· 

40 vi.ion shall act in accordance with the goal set forth in section 18 or thl• 1989 Act. 

41 (3) IC, in carryinir out any duty prescribed by law, the Health Oivioion acquires informa. 

42 tion related to cround -ter quality in Oregon, the Health Oivi.ion shall forward a copy oC 

43 the information to th= centrc!ized repooitory .. tablished pur•uant to section 20 oC thU 11189 

44 Act. 
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SECTION 5l. ORS 448.150 is amr.ndr.d to read: 

Z 4-16.150. (l) The division shall: 

3 l(IJ] (8) Conduct periodic sanitary sur'\·eys of drinking water systems and sources, Lake wat.er 

4 samples and inspect records lo insure the system is not creating an unre~onable risk to health. 

5 The division shall provide ";ritten reports' or such examinations to the local health administrator and 

6 to the water supplier' 

7 [(2}] (b) ·Require rerular water sampling by water suppliers.. These samples shall be analyzed 

8 in a laboratory approved by the division. The results of the laboratory analysis shall be reported to 

9 the division, the local health department and to the water supplier. 

10 · {(3}] .(c) lnvestipte any water system that fails to meet the water quality standards established 

11 by the division. · 

12 ., [(4}] (d) Require every water supplier that provides drinkinr water that is from a surface water 

l3 source to conduct sanitary surveys of the watershed as may be considered necessary by the di~ision 

14 for the protection of public health. The water supplier shall make w.ritten reports of such sanitary 

15 surveys ·of watersheds promptly to the division and to the local health department. 

16 ••· [(5)] (e) lnvestipte reports of waterborne disease pursuant to its authority under ORS 431.110 

17 · and take necessal')' actions as provided Car in ORS 446.310, 448.030, 448.llS to 448.285, 454.235, 

18 454.255, 455.680 and 757,005 to protect the public health and safety. .,.,;_.. · : .:•.-- ... ,. . . .....• : .. '·.,. 

19 ·" · ·m Notify the Department or Environmental Quality or a potential ground water man-

211 agement ...... i!; .... result or iu -- oamplini: under paragraphs (a) to (e) or this sub-

21 · section• the division· detects the presence .in ground water of:.:, ; • : .,,; . .. . •.. : .. . .•. ;;.' . <'.: 

22 .:.· (A) Nitrate eontaminants at levels greater than 70 pen:ent or the levelo established pur-

23 suant to oection 25 or this 1989 Act; or ·. 
) 

24 ·. ··: (B) ·Any other contaminant. at levels greater than 50 pe1'Ct!nt or the levelo established 

25 purswmt to oection 25 or this 1989 Act. . 

26 ·. · (2) The notification required under paragraph (f) or suboection (l) or this oection shall 

27 identify the substances detected in the ground water and all ground water aquiten that may 

28 be affected. 

29 SEcrION 52. ORS 536.120 is amended to read: 

30 536.l.20. (l) Tho Strateric Water Management Group shall coordinate all of the followinl:' 

31 [(l}] (a) Agency ac'tivities insofar as those activities affect the water resources of this sta~e. 

32 Such activities include· the periodic review and updating by the agencies of the agencies' water re-

33 lated data., policies and management plans.. 

34 [(2)] (b) The responses or state agencies to problems' and issues afi'ecting the water resources -. 

35 of this state when such responses require the participation or numerous stale agen~ies. 

36 (c) lnteragency management or ground water as necessary to achieve the goal set forth 

".rl in aection 18 or this 1989 Act. 

38 Id) The regulatory activities or -.;,,,. affected state agency responc!ini; to the declaration 

39 or a ground water management area und~r section 36 of this 1989 Act.. As used in thU sub· 

40 section .. aITected state agency" means any agency having management responsibility for. or 

41 regulatory control over the C'Tound water Mesource o( this state or any substance that may 

42 contaminate the &:raund water resource of this state. 

43 f(JJ} h~) The development of the water related portions or each member agency's biennial budget 

44 as suhmilted to the Governor that affect the v.·ater related activities or other state agencies. 

r is 1 
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(2) In addition to its duties under subsection (1) or this section. the Strategic \\~ ater 

2 Management Group shall. on or before January 1 of each odd-nuinbered year, prepare a ·re· 

3 port. to the Legialative Aasembly. The report shall inclwle. the •tatua of ground water in 

4 Oreaon.. effort• made in the inunediately precedinc year to protect. con•erve and restore 

S Orepn'a cround water reoourcn, grant• awarded W1der section 21 of thia 1989 Act and any 

6 p--ed lepalatioD the llJ'OUp rmda neceHary to llCCOmpliah the IOal set forth in section 18 

7 of thia 1989 Act. 

8 SECTION 53. ORS 536.220 is amended to read:. 

9 536.220. (l) The Legi•lative Assembly recognizes and declares that.: 

10 (a) The maintenance of the present level of the economic and general welfare of the people of 

I 1 this st.ate and the future growth and development of this state for the increased economic and gen-

12 era! w~Jfare of the people thereof are in large part dependent upon a pro.per utilization and control 

ll of the water resources of this stat..e, and such use and control is therefore a malter of greatest 

14 concern and highest priority. 

15 (~~ A proper utilization and control of the water resources of this st.ate can be achieved only 

16 through a,. coordinated, integrated state water resources policy, through plans and programs for the 

17 development of such water resources and through. other activities designed to e'nc_ourage, promote 

18 . and sect.ire the maximW'I!_ beneficial use and cOntrol of such, water .. resources, aU carried out by a 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

rr 
28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

sincle state agency~~-'' :.;f;.,~ ,_,-_ .• ,,_.,;:_ 'l·- ·)~' -:"-·~- .. '.<"_._.-.-; ;i_ 

(cl The economic and general welfare of the people or this state have been seriously impaired 

and are in danger of further impairment by the exercise of some single-purpose power or inlluence 

over the water resources of this state or portions thereof b_y each of a large: number of public au· 

thorities, and_ by an equally large number of legislative declarations by statute of single-purpose 

policies with regard to such water resources. resulting in friction and duplication of activity among 

such public authorities, in confusion as to what is primary and. what is secondary benefiCiaJ use or 

control of. such water resources and in a consequent failure to utilize and control such water re· 

sources for multiple purposes for the maximum beneficial us~ and control possible and necessary .. 

(2) The Legislative Assembly, therefore, finds thal: 

(a) It is in the interest of the public welfare that a coordinated, integrated state water resources 

policy be Connula~ed and means provided for its enforcement, that plans and programs for the de

velopment and enlargement of the water resources of this state be devised and promoted and that 

other activities designed to encourage, promote and secure the 111a3imt1m beneficial use and control 

of such water resour!=es and the development o( additional water supplies be carried ou.t by a single 

state agency which, in carrying out its functions, shall give proper and adequate consideration to 

the multiple aspects of the beneficial use and control of such water resources with an impartiality 

of interest except that des&gned Lo best protect and promote the public welfare generally. 

(b) The •t•t• water reeource• policy shall be cosu:iatent with the goal set forth in section 

18 of this 1981 Act. 

SECTION 54. o.RS 536.340 is amended to read: 

536..340. Subject at all times to es.isling rights and priorities to use waters of this stat~, the 

commission: 

(l) May, by a water resources statement referred to in ORS 536.300 (2), classify and reclassify 

the lakes, streams, underground reservoirs or other sources of water supply i~ this state as to the 

highest and best u~e and quantities of use thereof for the future in aid of an integrated and balanced 
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program for the benefit of the slate as a ":hole. The commission may so classify and reclassify 

2 portions of any such sources of Waler supply separately. Classificalion or reclassification of sources 

3 of water supply as provided in the subsection has the effect of restricting the use and quantities of 

4 use thereof to the uses and quantities of uses specified in the classification or reclassilication, and 

S no other uses or quantities of uses excep~ as approved by the commission. under ORS 536.370 to 

6 536.390. Re•trictio119 on U8e and quantitie• ot use of a 90urce or water supply resulting from 

7 a cla••ification or recla..aification under this section shall apply to the use of all waters of 

B thia atate aR'ected -by the classification or reclallsification, and shall aj:,ply to uses li9ted in 

9 ORS 537.545 that are initiated after the cl&J1•iracation or reclassification that imposes the 

10 restriction. 

11 (2) Shall diligently enforce laws concerning cancellation, release and discharge of excessive un· 

12 used claims to waters of this suite to the end that such excessive and unused amounts may be made 

13 available for appropriation and beneficial use by t~e public. 

14 (3) May, by a water r-esources st.alement referred to in ORS 536.300 (2) and subject to lhe pref· 

15 erential uses named in ORS 536.310 (12), prescribe preferences for the future for particular uses and 

16 quantities of uses of the waters of any lake, stream or other source of water supply in this state in 

17 aid of the highest and best beneficial use and quanti.lies of use there~f. Iii preScribing such prefer· 

18 · ences the commission shall give effect and due regard to the natural characteristics of 'such sources 

19 of water supply, the adjacent "topography, the economy of Such sources of water suPP1y 1 the economy 

20 of the affected area, seasonal requirements of various users-of such waten, the type of proposed use 

21 · ·· as between consumptive and nonconsumj>tive uses .ci.nd other pertinent data. 

22 SECTION 55. ORS 536.410 is amended lo read: 

23 536.410. (1) When the Water Resources Commission determines that it is necessary to insure 

24 compliance with the state water resources policy or that it is otherwise necessary in the public in· 

25 terest to conserve the water resources of this state for the maximum beneficial use and contr~I 

26 thereof that any unappropriated waters of this state, including unappropriated waters released from 

rt storage or impoundment into the natural now of a stream for specified purposes, be withdrawn from 

28 appropriation for all or any uses includinc exempt use• under ORS 537.545, the commission, on 

29 behalf of the state, may issue an order of withdrawal.· 

30 (2) Prior to the issuance of the order of withdrawal the conunission shall hold a public _hearing 

31 on the necessity for the withdrawal. Notice of the hearing shall_. be published in at least one issue 

32 each week for at le~t two consecutive weeks prior to the hearing in a newspaper of general cir· 

33 culation published in each county in which are located the waters proposed to be withdrawn. 

34 (3) The order of withdrawal shall specify with particularity the waters withdrawn from appro· 

35 priation1 the uses for which the waters are withdrawn, the reason for the withdrawal and the du· 

36 ration of the withdrawal. The commission may modiry or revoke the order at any time. 

r1 (4) Copies of the order of withdrawal and notices of any modification or revocation of the order 

38 of withdrawal shall be filed in lhe Water Resources Department. 

39 (5) While the order of withdrawal is in effect, no application for a permit to appropriate the 

40 waters withdrawn for the uses specified in the order and no application for a preliminary permit or 

41 license involving appropriations of such waters shall be received for filing by the Water Resources 

.fi2 Conunission. 

43 SECI'ION 511. ORS 537.525 is amended to read: 

44 537.52.S. The Legislative Assembly recognizes, declares and finds that the righ~ to reasonable 
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control of 0111 water within this state from all sources of water supply belongs to the public, dnd that 

2 in order to insure the preservation of the public welfare, safety and health it is necessary that: 

3 (lJ Provision be made for the final detennination of relative rights to appropriate ground water· 

4 everywhere within this state and or other matters with regard thereto through a system of .regis· 

5 lration, permits and adjudication. 

6 (2) Rights to appropriate ground water and priority thereof be acknowledged and protected, ex· 
1 cept when, under certain conditions, the public welfare, safety and health require otherwise. 

8 (3) Beneficial use without waste, within the capacity of available sources, be t.he basis, measure 

9 ·. · and extent of the right to appropriate ground water. ,,, 
10 (4) All claims io rights to appropriate ground water be made a matter of public record. 

11 (5) Adequate and safe supplies of ground water for human consumption be assured~ while con-

12 serving maximum supplies of ground water for agricultural, commercial, industi-ial, recreational and 

13 other beneficial uses. 

14 (6) The location, extent. capacity, quality and other characteristics of particula.r sources of 

ground water be determined. 

(7) Reasonably s"table ground water levels _be determined and maintained. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

(8) Depletion of ground water supplies below economic levels, impairment of natural quality of 

ground water by pollution and wasteful practices in connection with ground water be prevented or 
' . -·· . 

controlled within practicable limits._,,,.... .-·,~· , .. ".:!.'-' "" 
• : • • - ' ~> • • I- '· ' ' ·- : ' • l-

. ~-' •; 'i' ,_ .:-: _' ·, ~ ,. 

20 

21 

(9) Whenever wasteful use of ground water, impairment of or interference with. exi.Sting rights 

22 

23 

to appropriate surface water, declining ground water levels, interference among wells, overdrawing 

of ground water supplies or pollution of ground water exists or impends, controlled use of the 

ground water concerned be authorized and imposed under voluntary joint action by the \Vater Re-

24 sources Corrunission and the ground water users concerned whenever possible, but by the commis-

25 sion under the police power of the state when such voluntary joint action is not taken or is 

26 ineffective. 

Z1 (10) Location, construction, depth, capacity, yield and other characteristics of and matters in 

2S connection with wells be controlled in accordance with. the purposes set forth in this section. 

29 (11) :All activiti ... in the state that alfect the quality or quantity of ground water shall 

30 be coft9istent with the goal set forth in section 18 of this 1989 Act. 

31 SECTION 57. ORS 537.545 is amended to read: 

32 537.54!1. (1) Except u provid.d in subnctioa (3) or this section. no registration, certificate 

33 of registration,· application for a permit, permit, certificate of completion or ground water right 

34 certificate under ORS 537.505 to 537.795 is required for the use of ground water for: 

35 (a) Stockwatering purposes; 

36 (b) Watering any lawn or noncommercial garden not exceeding one·half acre in areai 

'J7 (c} \Vatering the grounds, thrtt ac~ in size or less, of schools that have less than· 100 students 

38 and that are located in cities with a population of less than 10,000; 

J9 (d) Singte or group domestic purposes in an amount not exceeding 15,000 gaJJons a day; 

40 (e) Down-hole heat exchange purposes;. or 

41 (0 Any single industrial or co~ercial .purpose in an amount not exceeding 5,000 gallons a day. 

42 (2) The use of ground' water for (any •uch purpos~I • use exempt under sub•ection (1) or t!Wo 

43 section. to the extent that it iS ·beneficial, constitutes a right to appropriate ground "water equal to 

44 that established by a ground water right certificate issued under ORS 537.700. The Water Resources 
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Commission may require any person or public agency using ground \i.1aler for any such purpose t.o 

2 furnish information with regard to such ground water and the use thereof. 

3 (3) After declaration of a gJ"ound water management area. any person intending to make 

4 a new use of ground water that is exempt under subsection (1) of this section •hall apply for 

5 a ground water permit under ORS 537.505 to 537.79S to use the water. Any person applying 

6 for a permit for an otherwise exempt use shall not be required to pay a fee for the permit. 

7 SECTION 58. ORS 537.665 is amended to read: 

8 537 .665. (1) Upon its own motion. or upon the request of another state agency or local 

9 government. the \.Valei" Resources Commission. within the limitations or available resources •. 

10 shall proceed as rapidly as possibl_e to identify and define tentatively the location, extent, Ciepth and 

11 · other characteristics of each ground water reservoir in this··state. and shall assign to each a dis-

12 tinctive name or number or both as a means of identification. The commission may make any in· 

13 · vestigation and gather all data and infonnation essential to a proper understanding of the 

14 characteristics of each ground ,,,.ater reser:oir and the relative rights to appropriate ground water 

15 from each ground water reservoir. 

16 · (2) In identifyin1 the -characteristics or each groWtd water reservoir under subsection (1) 

17 of this section, the commission shall coordinate its activities with activities or the Depart-

18 ment oC Environmental Quality under section 29 of this -1989 Act in order that the final 

19 . characterization may include an assessment of bo~h ground water quality and ground water 

20 :· quantity. · •. 1.;:; ·, ... l'· 

21 ·· •· (3) Before the commission makes a final determination- of boundaries and depth of any ground 

22 water reservoir, the d~rcctor shall proceed to make a final determination of the rights to appropriate 

23 the ground water of the ground water reservoir under ORS 537.670 to 537.695. 

24 (4) The commission shall forward copies of all information acquired from an assessment 

25 conducted under this section to the central repository of information about Oregon's ground 

26 water resource established pursuant to section 20 or this 1989 Act. 

27 SECTION 59. ORS 537.i75 is amended to read: 

28 537.775. (1) Whenever the Water Resources Corrunission finds that any \\'ell; including any "·ell 

29 exempt urider ORS 537.545, is by the nature of its construction, operation or otherwise causing. 

30 wasteful use of ground water, is unduly interfering with other wells or surface water supply is a 

31 threat to health or is polluting ground water or surface water supplies contrary to ORS 537.505 

32 to 537. 795, the commission may order discontinuance of the use or the well. {or) impose condi Lions 

33 upon the use of such well to such extent as may be necessary to remedy the defect or order per· 

34 manent abandonment or the well according to specifications or the commission. 

35 (2) In the absence of a determination of a critical ground water area, any order issued under this 

36 section imposing conditions upon interfering wells shall provide to each party all water to which the 

37 party is entitled. in accordance wirh the date of priority of the water right. 

38 SECTION 60. ORS 537.780 is amended to read: 

39 537.780. In the administration of ORS 537.505 to 537. 795, the Water Resources Commission may: 

40 (1) Require that all flowing wells be ~apped or equipped with val\·es so that the flow of ground 

41 water may be completely slopped when the ground water is not actually being applied to a beneficial 

42 use. 

43 (2) Enforce: 

44 (a) General standards for the co.nstruction and mainlenance of wells and their casings, fittings, 
" 
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valves. land} pumps(,,) and back-siphonin1 prevention devices; and 

2 (b) Special standards for the construction and maintenance of particular wells and their casings. 

3 littings, valves and pumps. 

4 (31Cal Adopt by rule and enforce when -oary to protect the ground water resource, 

5 standard. for th• con.11truction. maintenance, abandonment or use or any hole through which 

6 llJ'OUDd -ter may be contaminated: or [.) 

7 (b} Enter into a.a agreement with. or advise. other state agencie• that are responsible for 

8 bola other than ...,u. throup which ground -ter may be contaminated in order to protect 

9 the ground water resource from contamination. 

ID [(JI) (4) Enforce uniform standards for the scientific measurement of water levels and of ground 

11 water flowing or withdrawn from wells. •: 

12 ((411 (5) Enter upon any lands for the purpose of inspecting wells, including wells exempt under 

13 ORS 537.545, cas.ings, fittings, valves, pjpes, pumps (an.a'), measuring devices and b5C.k .. aiphoning 

14 prevention devices. 

15 ((511 (8) Prosecute actions and suits to enjoin violations of ORS 537.505 to 537.795. and appear 

16 and become a party to any action, suit or proceeding in any_ court or before any administrative body 

17 when it appears. to the satisfaction of the commission that the determination of the action, suit or 

18 proceeding might be in conflict with the public p~licy expressed in ORS 537.525. 

19 ((6)) (7) Call upon and receive advice and assistance from the Environmental Quality Com.mis· 

ZO sion or any Other public agency or any person, and enter into cooperative agreements with a public 

21 agency or person. 

22 ((7JI (8) Adopt and enforce_ ·ruiH necessary to tarry out the provisions of ORS 537.505 to 53i. i95 

23 including but not limited to rules governing: , ~ '--', 

24 (a) The form and content of registration .. statcments, certificates of registration, applications for 

2.S permits, permits, certificates of completlon, ground water right certificates, notices, proofs, maps. 

26 d-rawings, logs and Hcenses; 

27 (b) Procedure in hearings held by the commission: and .. · 

28 (c) The circumstances under which the helpen of persons operating well drilling machinery may 

29 be ei.empt from the requirement of direct supervision by a licensed water well constructor. 

30 lfBJI (9) ln accordance with applicable law regarding search and seizure, apply to any court of 

31 competent jurisdiction for a warrant to seize any well drilling machine used in violation of ORS 

32 537.747 or 537.753. 

11 SECTION 61. ORS 540.610 is amended to read: 

34 540.610. ( 1) Beneficial use shall be the basis, the measure and the limit of all rights ··to the use 

35 of water in this state. Whenever the owner of a perfected and developed water right ceases or fails 

36 to use the water appropriated for a period of five successive years, the right to use shall cease, and 

37 the failure to u~e shall be conclusiv~ly presumed to be an abandonment of water right. Thereafter 

3R the water which was the subject of use under such water right shall revert to the public and become 

39 again the subject of appropriation i~ the manner provided by law, subject to es.isling priorities. 

40 (2) Subsection (1) of this sec:tion shall not: 

41 (a) Apply to, o.r affect, the use o( water, or rights of use, acquired by cities and towns in this 

42 stat.e, by appropriation or by purchase, for all reasonable and usual municipal purposes. 

43 (b) Be so construed as to ·impair any of the right.a of such cities and towns to the use of water, 

44 whether acquired by appropriation ·or purchase, or heretOfore recognized by ac;t of the legislature, 
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or which may hereafi.cr be acquired. 

(c) Apply to, or affect, the use of water, or rights of use, appurtenant to property obtained by 

the Department of Veterans' Affairs under ORS 407.135 or 407.145 for three years after the expira

tion of redemptions as provided in ORS 23.530 to 23.600 while the land is held by the Director of 

Veterans' Affairs, even if during such time the water is not used for a period of more lhan live 

successive years. 

(d) Apply to, or affect the use of water, or rights of use, under a water right, if the owner oft he 

property to \\'hich the right is appurtenant is unable to use the water due to economic hardship as 

defined by rule by the commission. 

(e) Apply to, or affect, the use of ~ter, or rights of use, under a water right, if the use 

o( water under the rigb.t iii discontinued under an order or the commission under ORS 

537.775. 

(3) The right of all cities and towns in this state to acquire rights to the use of the water of 

natural streams and lakes,: not otherwise appropriated, and subject to existing rights, fo.r all rea· 

sonable and usual municipal purposes, and for such future reasonable and usual municipal purposes 

as rriay reasonably be anticipated by reason of growth of population, or to secure sufficient water 

supply in cases of emergency, is expressly confirmed. ' 1 

SECTION Gla. If Senate· Bill 153 becomes law, section 61 of this Act is repealed and ORS 

540.610, as amended by section l, chapter , Oregon Laws 1989 (Enrolled Senate Bill 153), is 

further amended to read: ··";1: !- '~ . 

540.610. (1) Beneficial use shall be the basis, the measure and the limit of all rights to t.hC use. 

of water in this state. Whenever the owner of a perfected and developed wale~ right ceases" or fails 

to use all or part of the water appropriated for a period of five successive years, the failure to use 

shall establish a rebut.table presumption of forfeiture of all or part of the water right. Thereafter the 

water which was the subject of use under such water right shall revert to t.he public and become 

again the subject of appropriation in the manraer provided by law, subject to existing priorities. 

(2) Upon a showing of failure to use beneficially for live successive years, the appropriator has 

the burden of rebutting the presumption of forfeiture by showing one or more of the follov.·ing: 

(a) The water right is for use ~f water, or rights of use, acquired by cities and towns in this 

state, by appropriation or by purchase, for all reasonable and usual municipal purposes. 

(b) A finding of forfeit"ure would impair the rights of such cities and towns to the use of '~rater, 

whether acquired by appropriation or purchase, or heretofore recognized by act of the legislature, 

or which may hereaner be acquired. 

(c) The use of water, or rights of use, are appurtenant to property obtained by the Department 

of Veterans' Affairs under ORS 407.135 or 407.145 for three years after the expiration of redemptions 

as provided in ORS 23.530 to 23.600 while the land is held by the Director of Veterans' Affairs, even 

if during such time the water is not used for a pe:riod of more than live successive years. 

(d) The use of water, or rights of use, under a water right, if the owner of the property to which 

the right is appurtenant is unable to use the water due to economic hardship as defined by rule by 

the commission. 

(e} The period of nonuse occurred during a period or time within which land was withdrawn 

from use in accordance with the Act of Congress of May 28, 1956, chapter 327 (7 U.S.C. 1801-1814; 

1821·1824; 1831·1837>, or the Federa.1. Conservation Reserve Program, Act of Congress or December 

23, 1985, chapter !98 (16 U.S-C. 3831-3836, 3841--3845). If necessary, in a cancellation proceeding un-
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der rhis section. the \\:atc?r right holder rebutting the prcsUmption under this paragraph shall provide 

:? documentation that the water rii.:-ht holder's land Y:as v.·ithdrawn Crom use under a federal reserve 

3 program. 

4 m The end of the alleged period of .nonuse occurred more than 15 yean before the date upon 

5 which evidence of nonuse was submilted to the commission or the co1nmission initiated cancellation 

ti proceedings under ORS 5-10.631, whichever occun lint. 

7 (g) The owner of the property to which the water right wa• appW"tenant i• unable to use 

S the water because the use or water under the right l9 di•continued. under an order oC the 

9 commiuion under ORS 537.775. 

10 (3) The- right or all cities and towns in this state to ;Acquire rights to the use of the water of 

11 natural streams and lakes, not otherwise appropriated. and subject to existing rights, for all rea-

12 sonable and usual m~nicipal purposes, and for such future reasonable and usual municipal purposes 

13 as may reasonably be anticipated by ~aSOf"! of growth of population. or to secure sufficien.t water 

14 supply in cases of emers:ency, is exp~:tly confirmed. 

15 SECTION 82. ORS 561.020 is ame~ded to read: 

16 561.020. (!) The department shall have full responsibility and authority for all the inspectional, 

17 regulalory a!'d market developmP.nt work provided for under the pru_visions of all statutes which the 

18 dep~rtmen~ is cmpu~·crcd and directed tU cn~orce. '" 

l9 (2) The department shall encourage and work toward long-range planning Lo develop and pro-

:?O_ mote_ the agricultural resources of Oregon that they may contribute as greatly as possible to the 

21 future economy of the stale. 

22 (3) The Director of Agriculture shall coordinate any activities of the department related to a 

23 watersht~d enhanc1?mf?nt proj~ct appro\·ed by the Governor's WatP.rshed Enhancement Board under 

24 ORS 541.375 with activities of other cooperating slate and federal aJ:t'encies participating in the 

23 project. 

26 (4t The Director or Agr-iculture shall conduct any activities of the department in a man-

27 ner consim tent with the pal ••t (orth in section 18 or thi9 1989 Act. 

2M SECTION 83. ORS 568.225 i• amended to read: 

29 568.225. (1) In recognition of the r.~er-increasing demands on the renewable natural resources 

30 of the stale and of the need to conserve. protect and develop such resources. it iS hereby declared 

31 to be the policy of thr. Legislative Assr.mbly to provide for the conservation of the renewable natural 

32 resources of the stale and thereby to conserve :..nd develop natural resources, control and prevent 

l3 soil erosion, control floods, conserve and develop water resources and water quaJity, prevent 

34 impairment of dams and reservoirs, assist in maintaining the navigability of riven and harbors, 

3.~ preserve wildlife, con5ervc natural beauty, promote recreational development. protect the tax base, 

36 protect public lands and protect and promote the health, safety .and general welfare of the people 

:r1 of this statf!'. 

38 (2) It is further the policy of the Legislative Assembly to authorize soil and water conservation 

39 (local aduisory committ~rsl districts r.stablished under ORS 568.210 to 568.805. to participate in 

40 effectuatin( the fabovrl policy set (orth in subsection (1) of this section and for such purposes 

41 to cooperate with landowners, land occupie.rs, other natural resource users, other local govern~ 

42 mental units; and with agencies oft.he government of this state and of the United States, in projects, 

43 programs and activities calcul8.tect to accelerate such policies. In effectuatinc the policy ••t Co.rth 

44 in sub•ection (1) ot this section. the soil and water conservation districts also shall strive to 
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achieve the goal •et forth in section 18 of this 1989 Act. 

2 SECTION 114. ORS 633.~40 is amended to read: 

3 633.440. Ill The department shall administer and enforce ORS 633.310 to 633.495, '1 for that 

4 purpose may make rules and regulations not inconsistent with law. 

5 (2) The department shall prosecute· any violations of those sections. 

6 (3) Upon the declaration or a ground water management area under section 36 of this 1989 

7 Act. or when the department h8s reasonable cause.to bclic\'C any quantity or lot of fl·rtilizer, ag· 

8 ricultural mineral, agricuitural amendment or lime ·is being sold or distr-ibutcd in violation of ORS 

9 633.310 to 633.495 or rules promulgated thereunder {ill the department may, in accordance with 

10 ORS 561.605 to 561.620, issue and enforce a written "withdrav.·al from distribution" order directing 

11 the distributor thereof not to dispose of the quantity or lot of fertilizer, agricultural minerals, agri-

12 cultural amendments or lime in any manner until written permi.ssion is first given by the depart· 

13 ment. The department shall relr.ase the quantity or lot of fertilizer, agricultural minerals, 

14 agricuJturaJ amendments or lime so \Vithdrawn when &aid law or rules have been complied with. 

15 (4) Any qUantity or lot of fertilizer, agricultural minerals, agricultural amendments or lime found 

16 by the department not to be in compliance with ORS 633.310 to 633.495 or rules promulgated 

17 thereunder may be seized by the department in accordance with the provisions of ORS 561;605 to 

18 561.620. 
-~, •• 

19 SECTION 85. ORS 633.460 is amended to read: 

20 ,,., 633.460. (1) Each person who as set forth 'in subsection (3) of this section is a first purchaser 

21· or fertilizerS-;' agricultural minerals;' agricultural amendment.S or lime in this -stale shall pay to the 

Z? department an inspection fee established by the department by rule of: ; " 

23 {a) Nol to- exceed (201 45 cents for each ton of fertilizer, agricultural minerals, or agricultural 

24 amendments purchased by such person during each calendar year, 25 cents of which shall be 

25 continuously appropriated to the State Department of Agriculture for the purpo•e of funding 

26 p-ants ror research and development related to the interaction of pesticides or fertilizers and 

27 ground water. 

28 (b) Nut to exceed five cents for each ton of gypsum, land plaster and every agricultural mineral 

29 the principal constituent of which is calcium sulphate (CaS04. 2H20), purchased by such person 

30 during each calendar year. 

31 (c) Not to exceed five cents for each ton of lime purchased by such first purchaser during each 

32 calendar year. 

33 (2) In computing the tonnage on which the inspection fee must be paid as required in subsection 

34 (1) of this section1 sales or purchases of fertilizers 1 agricultural minerals, agricultural amendments 

35 and lime in individuat packages weighing five pounds net or less, and sales of fertilizers, agric~lt.ural 

36 minerals, agricultural amendments and Hme for shipment to points outside this state, may be ex· 

".rl eluded. 

38 (3) •First purchaser" or ._purchased" for the purpose of this section, except as otherwlse pre-

39 scribed bf the department, means the first person in Oregon who buys or purchases, or who takeS 

40 title to, or who handles, receives or obtains possession of, fertilizer, agricultural minerals, agricul-

41 tural amendments or lime. The department after public hearing and as authorized under ORS 183.310 

42 tO 183.5501 may further define and may prescrib~ "first purChaser" for practical and reasonable rules 

43 necessary to effectuate the provisions of this section. 

44 (4) The provisions of ORS 561.4~ also apply to any person who refuses to pay inspection fees 
" 
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due I hr. dcparLmcnL. 

2 SECTION 68. ORS 634.016 is amended to read: 

3 · 634.016. (l) Every pesticide, including P.ach formula or formulation, manufactured, compounded, 

~ delivered, distributed, sold, offered or exposed for sale in this state shall be registered each year 

5 with the department. 

6 . (2) £\·cry device, manufactured, delivered, distributK, sold, offered or exposed for sale in this 

7 statr., shall be regi~tered each year with the department. 

8 13) The registration shall .be made by the manufacturer or a distributor of the pesticide. 

9 (4) The application for registration shall include: 

10 (a) The name and address of the rcgistranL 

11 (b) The name and address of the manufacturer if different tha~ the registrant. 

12 (c) 'fhc brand name or trade-mark of th~ pesti"cide.,, .. 

13 · (d) A spP.cimcn or facsimile of the label of each pesticide, and each formula or formulation, for 

14 which registration is .suu.:ht. except for annual renewals of the regi.tstration when the label remains 

15 unchanged., 

16 (e) The correct name and total percentage of each active ingredient. 

17 (0 The total percentage of inert ingN"dienl.1'. 

18 (5) The application foi- registration shall he ai:compan:ied by a .reJ:istration fee to be established 

19 by the dupnf'.1.ment for each pesticide, and each formula or __ f~nnulation_, which shall not P.Xcced S40 

20 for each such pesticide, or each .formula or formulation. 

21 (6) ·rhr. department, at the time of application for registration of any pesticide or after a dec-

22 laration ol a eround water rftanacement area under section 341 or this. 1989 Act may: , 

23 Cal Restrict or limit the manufacture, delivery, distribution. sale or use of any p<!sticide in this 

24 state. 

~ (b) Refuse to rr.gil'itrr any pestici<le which is highly toxic for which there is no effective antidote 

26 un<lcr lhe conditions of use for which such pesticide is intended or recommended. 

rr . (c) Rc?fu11ie to register any pesticide for use on a crop for which no finite tolerances for residues 

28 of such pesticide have been· established by either the department or the Federal Government. 

29 {d) ln r'?stricting the purposes for which pesticidP.s may be manufactured, delivered, distributed, 

30 sold or used, or in refusing to register any pesticide, give consideration to: 

31 (A) The damage to health or life of humans or animals, or detriment to the environment, which 

32 might result from the distribution and use of such pesticide. 

3.1 (8) AuthoritativP. findings and recommendations of agencies of the Federal Government and of 

34 any ad,·isory corrunittce or group est.ablished under ORS 634.306 (10). 

3.~ <O ·rhe existence of an uffective antidote under known conditions of use for which the material 

36 is intended or ~commended. 

37 lDl Residual or del.ayP.d toxicity of the malr.rial. 

3H (£) ·rhe extent to which a pesticide or its carrying agent simulates by appearance and may be 

39 mistaken for human -food or animal feed. 

40 (7) The provisions of this section shall not, e:otcept as provided herein, apply to: 

41 (a) The use and purchase of pesticide:!i by the Federal Government or its agencies. 

42 (b) The sale or exchange of pesticides between manufacturers and distributors. 

43 (c) Drugs, chemicals or ottler preparationa sold or intended for medicinal or toilet purposes or 

44 ror use in the arts or :S'ciences. 

\27\ 
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(d) Conunon carriers, contract carriers or publ_ic warehousemen ~elivering or .storing pesticides, 

•xcepl as provided in ORS 634.322. 

CTION 67. ORS 459.005 ia amended to road: 

!5. As used in ORS 275.275, 459.005 to 459.385, unless the context requires other"'·ise: 

ectPd person" means a person or entily invoh.-cd in the soli.d waste collection service 

collection ser\'ice, disposal site pennillee or O\Vner, 

county or combination or portion thereof or other 

f the slate as may be designated by the commission. 

(3) "Board of cot Ly commissioners" or .. board" includes count!' court. 

,(4l .. Collection fran hise" means a franchise, ccrt.ificate, contract or license issued by a city or 

county authorizing a pers n to provide collection service. 

eans a service that provides ror collection or solid wa~te or recyclable 

material or both. 

{6) "Conunission" means 

(7) MConditionally exempt s 

hazardous wa•t• but is conclitio 

i• cenerated in quantitie• 

pursuant to ORS 466.020. 

((7)1 (8) "Dopartmenl" means 

quantity generator" means a person that generates a 

exempt from sub•tantive regulation because the waste 

ndopt.ed by the commission 

nt of Environffiental Quality. 

((8JJ (9) "Disposal site" means land and ilities used for the disposal, handling or transfer of 

or resource recovery from solid wastes, includin but not limited to dumps, landfills. sludge lagoons. 

sludge treatment facilities, disposal sites for scp · c tank pumping or cesspool cleaning service, 

transfer sta·tions, resource recovery facilities, for solid \.vaste delivered by the public 

or by a solid waste collection service, composting plan and land and facilities previously used fol"' 

solid waste disposal al a land disposal site; but the term oes not include a fncilily sUbject lo the . 

permit requirements of ORS 468. i40; a landfill site which is scd by the ownel"' or pcnon in control 

of the premises to dispose of soil, rock, concrete or other sim1 r nondecomposable material, unless 

the site is used by the public eithel"' dil"'e.ctly or through a soli waste collection service; or a site 

ope!"'ated by a w!"'ecker issued a certificate undel"' ORS 822.110. 

(10) .. Hazardous waste" has th• meaning a:i;veu that term in RS 466.005. 

(11) .. Hazardous wa•te collection 11ervice" means a service th.a collects hazardous waste 

from exempt small quantity cenerator'!I and rrom hou:seholds. 

(12) .. Household hazardous waste" means any discarded. useless unwanted chemical. 

material. substance or product that is or may be hazardous or toxic the public or the 

environment and is commonly used in or around households which may l elude. but .is not 

limited to, liome cleaners. solvents, pesticides, and automotive and paint pro ucts. 

((9JI (13) "Land disposal site" means a disposal site in which the method of dis sing of solid 

waste is by landfill, dump, pit, pond or lagoon. 

(( JOJI (14) "Land reclamation" means the restoration of land to a bet lei"' or more use state. 

((11)) (15) '"Local government unit" means. a city, county, metropolitan sel"'vice di&t!"'ict fanned 

under ORS chapter 268, sanitary distl"'ict OI"' s.anitary authol"'ity formed unde!"' ORS chapte 

county 9ervice distl"'ict formed under ORS chapter 451, regional air quality control aUthority fo 

under ORS 468.500 Lo 468.530 and 468.540 to 463.575 or any other local govel"'nment unit responsibl 
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DEQ-46 

ACTION ITEM 

Meeting Date: October 20. 1989 
Agenda Item: J 

Division: Water Quality 
Section: Administration 

SUBJECT: 

Response to the request by Northwest Environmental Defense 
Center (NEDC) for the Environmental Quality Commission (EQC) 
to initiate rulemaking to codify internal department 
procedures regarding the content of public notices for 
wastewater discharge permits. The request also indicated 
that equivalent requirements should be imposed for air 
contaminant and solid waste contaminant permit applications. 

PURPOSE: 

The purpose of the report is to explore: (1) whether the 
proposal submitted by NEDC would result in the Water Quality 
Program's public notice on proposed wastewater discharge 
permits being more meaningful to the public, would result in 
the public being able to better respond with useful 
testimony, would result in better permits being issued and 
thus, improve or better protect the water quality in Oregon; 
(2) whether including the water quality public notice 
provisions in the Oregon Administrative Rules is the best 
means to assure implementation of such public notice 
requirements. 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

Work Session r:iscussion 
General Program Background 
Potential strategy, Policy, or Rules 
__ Agenda It·em __ for current Meeting 
_x_ Other: Future Agenda item 

Authorize Rulemaking Hearing 
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Adopt Rules 
Proposed Rules 
Rulemaking Statements 
Fiscal and Economic Impact Statement 
Public Notice 

Issue a Contested Case Order 
Approve a stipulated Order 
Enter an Order 

Proposed Order 

~-Approve Department Recommendation 
Variance Request 
Exception to Rule 
Informational Report 
Other: (specify) 

DESCRIPTION OF REQUESTED ACTION: 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Provide direction to the Department of Environmental Quality 
(Department, DEQ) whether to revise its present water quality 
public notice; provide direction whether to do so through the 
Oregon Administrative Rules; advise the Department whether to 
approach such revisions agency wide (include air contaminant 
and solid waste contaminant permit application public 
notices) or solely for water quality. 

AUTHORITY/NEED FOR ACTION: 

Required by Statute: 
Enactment Date: 

statutory Authority: 
Pursuant to Rule: 
Pursuant to Federal Law/Rule: 

_x.__ Other: Request by NEDC that the Commission 
initiate rulemaking 

Time Constraints: (explain) 

DEVELOPMENTAL BACKGROUND: 

Advisory Committee Report/Recommendation 
Hearing Officer's Report/Recommendations 
Response to Testimony/Comments 
Prior EQC Agenda Items: (list) 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Attachment --1L_ 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Attachment 
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Other Related Reports/Rules/Statutes: 

Supplemental Background Information 
Attachment 
Attachment 

REGULATED/AFFECTED COMMUNITY CONSTRAINTS/CONSIDERATIONS: 

If existing Water Quality Program rules on public notice for 
permit applications is broadened to include detailed 
direction about the information to be included in the public 
notice, any error, omission or information which one may wish 
to dispute could be subject to litigation. 

Some of the information suggested by NEDC is not presently 
available or not readily available. Some of the suggestions 
could result in the Department requiring additional 
monitoring and assessment information from the regulated 
community. 

There is some restriction on the volume of material which may 
be included in public notices published by the Secretary of 
State's Office in the official bulletin. 

PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS: 

Some of the information requested by NEDC is regularly 
developed and maintained by the water Quality Program. The 
information which is not presently available is shown on 
attachment B. Principally among it is TMDL information where 
the Division has not yet completed the TMDL process on 
water quality limited streams and cumulative impact analysis 
by basin. Other information is not retained for the time 
periods suggested for coverage in the notice. staffing 
impact to perform these activities would be fairly 
substantial with regard to cumulative impact analysis which 
would have to be done manually. 

The NEDC request states that similar rules be considered for 
air contaminant discharges and solid waste contaminant permit 
application notices. If the Commission advises the 
Department to proceed to rulemaking, direction needs to be 
provided whether it is to be done in an agencywide effort. 

The principal program consideration, however, is whether the 
increased information in the public notice would enhance the 
public's ability to respond to permits under consideration. 
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The Air Quality Program presently provides public notice on 
all air permits. Notice is described under OAR 340-14-025. 

The Water Quality Program provides public notice on NPDES 
permits. The notice is described under OAR 340-45-045. 

The solid waste program presently provides public notice 
based on the agency's internal policy used to determine when 
public notice is advisable. They are not codified in rule. 

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BY THE DEPARTMENT: 

1. The Department considered continuing the present practice 
without modification of the information provided. The 
Department concludes that the notice presently provided may 
not always be as good as it could be to alert the public to 
the implications of the announced action. Therefore, the 
Department feels some revisions should be explored. 

2. The Department considered asking the Commission to direct 
that it revise its present public notice without going to 
rulemaking to include information suggested which is 
available, to evaluate suggested information which is not 
presently accumulated for future inclusion, to devise a means 
to evaluate whether the modified public notice results in 
more meaningful notice and participation by the public, with 
a subsequent report to the Commission for recommended rules 
action. 

3. The Department considered asking the Commission to authorize 
the Department to go to rulemaking with the suggestion made 
by NEDC. 

4. The Department considered asking the Commission for 
authorization to go to rulemaking after requesting and 
receiving detailed suggestions from the affected public 
about what information should be included and which permits 
should require public notice for wastewater discharge, air 
contaminant discharge and solid waste contaminant permit 
applications. 

DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION FOR ACTION, WITH RATIONALE: 

The Department recommends alternative 4 which would provide a 
uniform approach by the Department on public notice on 
permits and would provide appropriate accountability by 
placing the requirements in rule form. 
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CONSISTENCY WITH STRATEGIC PLAN. AGENCY POLICY. LEGISLATIVE 
POLICY: 

The proposed alternative is consistent with the agency policy 
to provide public access and comment on Department actions. 

ISSUES FOR COMMISSION TO RESOLVE: 

1. Should the public notice be modified to include more 
information? 

2. Should the public notice be codified in Department rules? 

3. Should any action be for Water Quality alone, with later 
actions taken on Air and solid Waste as appropriate? 

INTENDED FOLLQWUP ACTIONS: 

1. Develop proposed public notice rules with input from the 
public. 

2. Return to the Commission for authorization to go to 
rulemaking. 

3. Hold public hearing on the proposed rules 

4. Return to the Commission for adoption of rules. 

Approved: 

Section: 

Division: 

Report Prepared By: Lydia Taylor 

Phone: 229-5324 

Date Prepared: Oct. 3, 1989 · 

Lydia R. Taylor:crw/hs 
WC5629 
(10/6/89) 



Attachment A 

Department comments are noted in italics. Where no comment is offered it 
can be assumed the Department already collects such information to some 
extent. 

PROPOSED GUIDELINES FOR CONTENTS OF PUBLIC NOTICES 

Presented before the Environmental Quality Commission on September 7, 1989 
by David S. Mann on behalf of the Northwest Environmental Defense Center 
(NEDC). 

(Please note that these model requirements are for wastewater discharges, 
equivalent requirements should be imposed for air contaminant and solid 
waste contaminant permit application notices.) 

PROPOSED RULE 

All public notices pertaining to proposed new, modified, or renewals of 
discharge permit must contain, at the minimum, the following information: 

ALL PERMITS 

1. General Information: 

a. Name of applicant. 

b. Type of facility. 

c. Location of facility, discharge. 

d. Wastes received/Wastes generated. 

Not all wastes received are identified for municipal 
facilities; for example, industrial wastes served by 
sewage treatment plants. 

e. Type of products/Quantity of product. 

f. Treatment and/or control facilities currently in place. 

2. Basis of need for permit (i.e., problems, regulations, technology 
change, change in Water Quality standards). 

3. Water Quality Impacts: 

a. Description of the Water Quality of the receiving stream, both 
upstream and downstream. 

WC5545 

We presently may not have upstream or downstream 
monitoring data. The Division is moving in this 
direction, but we aren't in this position yet. 

A - 1 



b. If the stream is water quality limited, list the TMDLs that have 
been established and how the permit will fit within the TMDLs. 

THDLs have been established for three of the water 
quality limited streams (Tualatin, Yamhill, Bear Creek). 
We are scheduled to complete two per year. A 
description of where proposed permits fit into the THDL 
process and the opinion of Division staff about how the 
proposed can fall within anticipated solutions might be 
more appropriate. 

c. Description of how the permit will impact the water quality. 

This can be done generally, but specific quantitative 
data may not be available. 

d. Summary list, by date, of all evaluations done by the Department 
or the applicant concerning the water quality impacts. 

The Division ma.y or may not retain evaluations more than 
five years old. 

4. Special Conditions: 

Assessment of future control needs based on findings on water quality, 
and a schedule for compliance. 

(No #5 listed by NEDC) 

6. List and location of documents used to prepare permit proposal. 

FOR PERMIT RENEWALS AND MODIFICATIONS 

7. If a permit modification, why? (i.e., change in technology, change in 
water quality, failure to meet previous conditions). 

8. Permit History. 

a. Type of Discharge. 

b. Dates of previous permits. 

This information was not computerized in years past. A 
file search would be required in all cases. 

c. Compliance History for at least the last two permit cycles. 

Host permit cycles are five years. This would require 
10 year file search. 

1) Evaluation and summary of DMRs with explanation of previous 
NPDES violations. 

WC5545 A - 2 
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2) Swnmary of inspections performed by DEQ on influents and 
effluents to verify DMRs. 

If more than recent inspections were included, file 
seaches would be required. 

3) Swnmary of complaints received and Department actions. 

4) Enforcement History, including; Notice of Violations, Notice 
of Intents, and enforcement actions taken. 

5) Evaluations of special conditions in previous permits and 
whether they were met. Explanation for any previous 
conditions that were not met. 

6) Documentation of any load increases allowed and the basis for 
the allowance, including dates of EQC approval. 

d. Location of DEQ cumulative impacts analysis to assure basin water 
quality standards or plans are not being violated. 

The Division does not currently perform CWIIlllative 
impact analysis outside the THDL process. 

9. An assessment of future control needs based on the adequacy of present 
controls, records of compliance, and applicable rules and regulations, 
and the proposed schedule for permittee to meet these conditions. 

This is provided when appropriate, but an assessment of 
future control needs is not a standard application by the 
Division. 

The above proposed rules should serve as guidelines for promulgating minimum 
standards for public notices of proposed discharge permits. NEDC requests 
that the Commission initiate rulemaking proceedings within the next 30 days 
in accordance with applicable procedures for Commission rulemaking. 

WC5545 A - 3 
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Environmental Quality Commission 
811 SW SIXTH AVENUE, PORTLAND, OR 97204 PHONE (503) 229-5696 

II REQUEST FOR EQC ACTION II 

Meeting Date: October 20, 1989 
Agenda Item: K 

Division: Off ice of Director 
Section: 

SUBJECT: 

Petition for Declaratory Ruling -- Salt Caves Hydroelectric 
Project §401 Certification. 

PURPOSE: 

To determine whether to issue a Declaratory Ruling pursuant 
to a petition filed by Save our Klamath River, the Northwest 
Environmental Defense Center, the Sierra Club, Oregon Trout, 
Oregon Natural Resources Council, and the Oregon Rivers 
Council. 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

Work Session Discussion 
General Program Background 
Potential Strategy, Policy, or Rules 
Agenda Item for Current Meeting 
Other: (specify) 

Authorize Rulemaking Hearing 
Adopt Rules 

Proposed Rules 
Rulemaking Statements 
Fiscal and Economic Impact Statement 
Public Notice 

Issue a Contested Case Order 
Approve a Stipulated Order 
Enter an Order 

Proposed Order 

_x__ Approve Department Recommendation 
Variance Request 
Exception to Rule 
Informational Report 

_x__ Other: (specify) 
Re: Petition for Declaratory Ruling 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Attachment ___11_ 
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DESCRIPTION OF REQUESTED ACTION: 

Petitioners seek a declaratory ruling from the Environmental 
Quality commission (EQC) on three questions as follows: 

"(A) Whether the submission of a new design, the designation 
of the affected river as a scenic waterway and the 
receipt of new water quality analysis showing 
significant water quality impacts constitute substantial 
changed conditions; 

(B) Whether the Department, in light of the substantially 
changed conditions, [should] revoke the city's 
certification; and 

(C) Whether the applicant's failure to complete the required 
studies constitutes violations of the conditions 
sufficient to warrant revocation or suspension of the 
certification." [Petition for Declaratory Ruling, 
page 8] 

Background 

The Director of the Department of Environmental Quality 
(DEQ) issued a conditional §401 certification of the 
city of Klamath Falls' proposed Salt Caves 
Hydroelectric Project on July 7, 1988 based upon 
documents included and referenced in the Application 
transmittal letter dated February 11, 1988. 

A coalition of environmental organizations, including 
most of the organizations petitioning for this 
Declaratory Ruling, have petitioned the Multnomah County 
Circuit Court to review the Director's decision to issue 
the certification for the Salt Caves Project. The 
matter is still pending before the court. 

The Klamath River segment where the Salt Caves Project 
is located was designated as a state Scenic Waterway by 
the voters on November 8, 1988. 

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), on 
August 11, 1989, published notice of opportunity to 
comment on their Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
(DEIS) for the Salt Caves Project. The DEIS presents 
analysis on the City's proposed project, the city's 
project with some modifications to mitigate impacts, a 
FERC proposed "no dam" alternative, and a no-build 
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alternative. The DEIS designates the FERC proposed "no 
dam" alternative as the preferred alternative. 

OAR 340-48-040(1) provides as follows: 

(1) Certification granted pursuant to these rules may 
be suspended or revoked if the Director determines 
that: 

(d) Conditions regarding the project are or have 
changed since the application was filed. 

(e) Special conditions or limitations of the 
certification are being violated. 

DEQ has not received any submission or notice from 
either the City of Klamath Falls or FERC of intent to 
pursue a new design for the Salt Caves Hydroelectric 
Project. 

By letter dated September 22, 1989, the Department 
notified FERC and the city of Klamath Falls that the 
§401 certification granted by DEQ for the City's 
proposed project is not valid for the FERC-preferred "no 
dam" alternative, and that the City will have to file a 
new application in order to obtain §401 certification 
review of the FERC proposed "no dam" alternative. 
[See Attachment BJ 

,AUTHORITY/NEED FOR ACTION: 

Required by Statute: 
Enactment Date: 

_z_ Statutory Authority: ORS 183.410 
_z_ Pursuant to Rule: OAR 340-11-061 & 137-02-010 

Pursuant to Federal Law/Rule: 

Other: 

_z_ Time Constraints: (explain) 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Attachment 

Pursuant to rules adopted by the EQC, the Commission 
must, within 60 days of filing of a petition for 
declaratory ruling, notify the petitioner whether it 
will issue a ruling. The petition was filed with in the 
Director's Office on August 28, 1989. 
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K 

DEVELOPMENTAL BACKGROUND: 

Advisory Committee Report/Recommendation 
Hearing Officer's Report/Recommendations 
Response to Testimony/Comments 
Prior EQC Agenda Items: (list) 

Other Related Reports/Rules/Statutes: 

_K_ Supplemental Background Information 
Letter to FERC and City of Klamath Falls 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment --1L 

REGULATED/AFFECTED COMMUNITY CONSTRAINTS/CONSIDERATIONS: 

The city of Klamath Falls, as the proponent of the Salt caves 
Hydroelectric Project, could be directly affected by a 
decision in this matter. 

Other potentially interested parties, in addition to the 
petitioners, include the Oregon Water Resources Department, 
the Oregon Department of Parks and Recreation, Oregon 
Department of Fish and Wildlife, and the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission. 

PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS: 

The Department is involved in case preparation for the 
proceeding in Multnomah County Circuit Court challenging the 
issuance of the §401 certification for the Salt caves 
Project. 

The Department is also involved in detailed review of the 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement in an effort to meet a 
deadline of October 25, 1989 for the filing of coordinated 
state comments. 

The issues raised in the petition may become moot if the City 
of Klamath Falls decides to pursue licensing of the "no dam" 
alternative which FERC has proposed in the DEIS as the 
preferred alternative. In that event, the city will have to 
file a new application for §401 certification for the "no 
dam" alternative as a new project. 
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ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BY THE DEPARTMENT: 

1. Notify the Petitioners that the Commission declines to issue 
a Declaratory Ruling. 

If this alternative is selected, the Department will 
notify the petitioners of the Commission's decision. 

2. Notify the Petitioners that the Commission will issue a 
Declaratory Ruling. 

Under this alternative, Commission rules in OAR 340-11-
061 provide that the Attorney Generals Model Rules for 
Declaratory Rulings (OAR 137-02-010 through 137-02-060) 
be followed. This includes mailing to all persons 
listed in the petition (persons known by the petitioner 
to be interested in the matter) a copy of the petition, 
a copy of the agency's rules of practice, and notice of 
the proceeding at which the petition will be considered 
(including time, place, and designation of the presiding 
officer). 

Thus, if this alternative is pursued, it will be 
necessary to determine procedures for the proceeding: 
Whether the matter will be presided over by the full 
Commission, a member of the Commission, or the 
Commission's designated Hearings Officer; procedures and 
timing for filing of briefs and for oral argument; etc. 

The Department would generally support designation of a 
presiding officer who would establish the schedule for 
briefs and oral arguments, and would return to the 
Commission with a draft order setting forth the proposed 
ruling for consideration and adoption. 

DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION FOR ACTION, WITH RATIONALE: 

It is recommended that the Petitioners be notified that the 
Commission declines to issue a Declaratory Ruling. 

The rationale for the recommendation is as follows: 

(a) The matter is presently before the Circuit Court in 
Multnomah County; 

(b) The City might elect to withdraw the certified project 
proposal in the near future; and 
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(c) The Department retains the ability under OAR 340-48-040 
to initiate revocation or suspension proceedings, if 
appropriate. 

This recommendation is concurred in by Department legal 
counsel. 

CONSISTENCY WITH STRATEGIC PLAN. AGENCY POLICY. LEGISLATIVE 
POLICY: 

The Department believes the above recommendation is 
consistent with agency policies. 

ISSUES FOR COMMISSION TO RESOLVE: 

(See Alternatives and Department Recommendation sections 
above.) 

INTENDED FOLLOWUP ACTIONS: 

Notify the Petitioners of the Commission decision. 

HLS:l 
DECLRUL2 
10/5/89 

Approved: 

Section: 

Division: 

Report Prepared By: Harold Sawyer 

Phone: 229-5776 

Date Prepared: October 5, 1989 
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STATE OF OREGON 

State of Oregon 
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

[ffi [g @ [g ~ w [g [ID 
AUG 28 1989 

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY COMMISSION iOHt:CE :on JHE DIRECtOR 

In Re ) 
) 

401 Certification for the ) 
Salt Caves Hydroelectric Project,) 
FERC No. 10199 "Salt Caves III''. ) 

PETITION FOR DECLARATORY 
RULING 

NATURE OF REQUEST 

Pursuant to ORS 183.410 and OAR 340-11-062, Save Our 

Klamath River, the Northwest Environmental Defense Center, the 

Sierra Club, Oregon Trout, Oregon Natural Resources Council and 

the Oregon Rivers Council petition for a declaratory ruling that 

the Conditional 401 Water Quality Certification issued to the 

City of Klamath Falls ("City") on June 30, 1988 be revoked. 

This petition is based on the City's change to a new 

project design, failure to comply with permit conditions, the 

November 1988 designation of the Salt Caves reach of the Upper 

Klamath River as an Oregon Scenic Waterway, and new water 

quality information received from the federal government. These 

items show substantial changes in conditions and a failure to 

comply with the permit conditions. Pursuant to OAR 340-48-

040(d) and (e), the June 30, 1988 Conditional 401 Certification 

should be revoked. 

FACTS 

In July 1986 the City first applied to the Federal 

Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC") for a license to construct 

a hydroelectric project on the Upper Klamath River. Pursuant 
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to Section 401 of the Clean Water Act and Chapter 340, Division 

48 of the Oregon Administrative Rules, the City applied ("Salt 

Caves I") to the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 

(DEQ) to obtain a certification of state and federal water 

quality compliance. The City later withdrew this 401 

application. 

On August 26, 1986, after significantly altering the 

nature of the proposed project, the City filed a second 

application for 401 certification ("Salt Caves II"). On August 

19, 1987, after soliciting public comments, holding public 

hearings and analyzing the possible water quality impacts of 

this project, DEQ denied 401 certification for Salt Caves II. 

On February 11, 1988, after again altering the nature 

of the proposed project, the City filed a third application for 

401 certification (''Salt Caves III"). On June 30, 1988, DEQ 

issued a Conditional 401 Certification. That certification is 

now being challenged by petitioners in Multnomah County Circuit 

Court as outside the authority of the agency and improperly 

issued. A copy of the complaint in that action is attached as 

Exhibit A. 

The Salt Caves III 401 certification was conditioned 

upon the completion by the City of additional studies showing 

compliance of the project with the state temperature and anti

degradation standards. To-date, well over one year later, the 

required studies have not been completed. 

On November 28, 1988, the voters of Oregon approved 
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Ballot Measure No. 7 and amended ORS 390.825 by designating the 

Salt Caves stretch of the Upper Klamath River as an Oregon 

Scenic Waterway. Designation was based primarily on the Upper 

Klamath's recreational and scenic values. The Scenic Waterways 

Act prohibits the construction of dams on any scenic waterway. 

A recent interpretation by the Oregon Supreme Court indicates 

that any diversion of water which could affect the purposes for 

which the waterway was designated is unlawful. See, Diack v. 

City of Portland, 306 Or 287, 759 P2d 1070 (1988). 

On January 25, 1989, the Oregon Water Resources 

Commission and the Oregon Energy Facility Siting Council denied 

the City a water right and an siting permit for Salt Caves III, 

based primarily on Scenic Waterway designation. 

On June 8, 1989, the City filed yet another water 

right application with the Water Resources Department (WRD) for 

yet another newly designed Salt Caves project ("Salt Caves IV"). 

This proposal eliminates the dam. Instead it diverts the 

entire main flow of the Klamath River through a 10-mile concrete 

diversion canal, to the proposed powerhouse. WRD has already 

rejected this application, again based on the Scenic Waterways 

designation of this stretch of the Klamath River. See, A.G. 

Opinion #6334 (copy attached as Exhibit B). 

On August 4, 1989, FERC issued a Draft Environmental 

Impact Statement (DEIS) on these projects. Salt Caves IV is 

designated as the preferred alternative. The DEIS contains 

extensive water quality analysis on the projected impacts of 
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both Salt Caves III and Salt Caves IV. 

PETITIONERS' INTERESTS 

Petitioners have numerous members from Oregon and 

throughout the nation who use the Upper Klamath River because of 

its scenic and recreational values. See Exhibit A, Complaint, ,I 

3-7. Petitioners will be substantially harmed if the City of 

Klamath Falls is allowed to proceed with Salt Caves III or IV. 

Unless the Salt Caves III Conditional 401 Certification is 

revoked, the City may well be able to proceed with Salt Caves 

III. This would dam up the flow of the Klamath River, despite 

Scenic Waterway designation and the repeated refusals by other 

state agencies to issue permits to these ill conceived, poorly 

planned and environmentally devastating proposals. 

RULE INVOLVED 

OAR 340-48-040(1) states: 

"Certification granted pursuant to these rules may be 
suspended or revoked if the Director determines that 

***** 
"(d) Conditions regarding the project are or have 
changed since the application was filed. 

''(e) Special conditions or limitations of the 
certification are being violated." 

ARGUMENT 

The Rule appears to be premised on the idea that if 

the assumptions or conditions relied upon in the 401 permitting 

process are altered, the permit should be invalidated. The 

reason behind this requirement is obvious. Applicants should 
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not be allowed to alter their project after certification and 

rely on previous water quality compliance findings. If 

conditions change, the Department must reevaluate the previous 

decision. See also, ORS 468.734 (Requiring certification or 

denial of proposed changes within 60 days of FERC notice.) 

The City's Salt Caves IV proposal indicates a 

significant and dramatic change in the City's Salt Caves plans. 

Thankfully, Salt Caves IV does not involve a darn or a reservoir. 

However, this proposal will still almost completely "de-water" 

the river. With a completely new design, greater rafting 

releases and other changes, the water quality impacts of Salt 

Caves IV will be dramatically different from those previously 

evaluated. The FERC DEIS shows that Salt Caves III and IV will 

cause significant changes in temperature and other water quality 

related. See, e.g., Figure 4-12 "Predicted hourly water 

temperatures" DEIS ,_'P• 4-105. 

Perhaps more important, since the Salt Caves III 401 

evaluation, the Klamath River has been designated an Oregon 

Scenic Waterway. When DEQ receives new information indicating 

that a particular waterway is of unique value for its 

recreational, scenic, historical and environmental resources, 

DEQ is required to strictly apply the anti-degradation policy 

contained in OAR 340-41-026(l)(a) and 340-41-965(1) and allow no 

degradation. See, "Salt Caves III" 401 Evaluation and Findings, 

6/30/88, pp. 78-80. See also, Evaluation and Findings, 5/3/87, 

Proposed ''Lava Diversion" Hydroelectric Project, FERC No. 5025. 
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DEQ has previously determined that scenic waterway designation 

can have a significant impact on water quality standards and 

that the state and federal anti-degradation standards will be 

violated by a hydroelectric project which removes the main flow 

of the water from the river. See, Lava Diversion Findings, at 

pp. 10-11. 

Moreover, the FERC DEIS provides additional new 

information on water quality impacts expected from Salt Caves 

III. The DEIS specifically notes that: 

"The project as proposed would adversely affect 
suspended sediment, water temperature, dissolved 
oxygen, and algae growth in the river. Relative to 
water quality standards and effects on aquatic biota, 
these impacts would be potentially significant." 

DEIS Section 4.1.2.2 Water Quality, p. 4-8. 

"Long-term unavoidable adverse impacts would occur to 
water quality, the rainbow trout population, and the 
Copco reservoir endangered sucker populations. 
Nuisance levels of algae could occur in the diversion 
reach, which along with increases in water 
temperatures during portions of the day, accumulated 
organic sediment and reduced flows, would result in 
dissolved oxygen levels below the state standard to 
protect trout habitat of 7 mg/l during summer in the 
diversion reach.'' 

DEIS Section 4.1.2.6 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts 
on the Aquatic Environment, p. 4-27. 

"Some long-term adverse impacts would be eliminated or 
reduced with recommended mitigative measures; however, 
adverse effects would remain to water quality, the 
rainbow trout population, and the Copco reservoir 
endangered sucker populations. Nuisance levels of 
algae could still occur in the diversion reach, which 
along with increased water temperature, accumulated 
organic sediment, and stabilized flows, could result 
in dissolved oxygen levels below the state standard of 
7 mg/l during the summer in the diversion reach." 

DEIS Section 4.2.2.2 Aquatic Resources, p. 4-94. 

These statements indicate that the information and assumptions 
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relied upon by DEQ in issuing the Salt Caves III conditional 401 

certification may have changed or were incorrect from the 

start.l/ In light of this situation revocation under OAR 340-

48-040(1) is appropriate. 

The City may argue that Salt Caves IV is only an 

alternative proposal and that the City should be allowed to 

promote that proposal separately while simultaneously pursuing 

Salt Caves III. DEQ should not be required to expend the 

extensive amount of funds and time necessary to continue 

defending an outdated certification, after conditions have 

substantially changed. This is particularly true when the 

Department is, at the same time, preparing to evaluate yet 

another project on the same river, from the same applicant. 

This is exactly the type of abuse that OAR 340~48-040 should be 

protecting against. 

Finally, to-date it appears that the City has failed 

to complete the studies required by DEQ as conditions in the 

Salt Caves III 401 Certification. Fisheries studies (Condition 

No. 11) and dead zone modeling studies (Condition No. 10) have 

not been finished. Thus, the City's certification should be 

revoked or suspended under OAR 340-48-040(l)(e), as well. 

1/ Petitioners note with some irony that the water quality 
impacts projected by FERC are virtually identical to those 
raised by petitioners during the Salt Caves III 401 
administrative proceedings, i.e., increased sediment and 
temperatures, as well as problems with dissolved oxygen and 
nuisance algae growth (also known as: "floating mats of 
putrifying algal scum''). 
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The conditions surroundings the Salt Caves III 

certification have significantly changed. Extensive and 

critical new information has been made available. In addition, 

the City has proposed a significantly modified alternative 

project. Petitioners request an immediate declaratory ruling 

acknowledging the changes and directing the Department to: (1) 

revoke Salt Caves III Conditional 401 Certification, and (2) 

immediately perform a new evaluation of the City's latest 

proposal, taking into account the recent scenic waterway 

designation, as well as other important and similar water 

quality related factors. 

QUESTION PRESENTED 

The questions presented are: (A) whether the 

submission of a new design, the designation of the affected 

river as a scenic waterway and the receipt of new water quality 

analysis showing significant water quality impacts constitute 

substantial changed conditions; (B) whether the Department 

should, in light of the substantially changed conditions, revoke 

the City's certification; and (C) whether the applicant's 

failure to complete the required studies constitutes violations 

of the conditions sufficient to warrant revocation or suspension 

of the certification. 

//Ill 

//Ill 

INDENTIFYING DATA 

The names and addresses of the petitioners are: 
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Save Our Klamath River 
P. O. Box 1956 
Klamath Falls, OR 

Sierra Club 
1431 NW Vista Pl. 
Corvallis, OR 97330 

Oregon Rivers Council 
P. O. Box 7771 
Eugene, OR 97401 

Northwest Environmental Defense 
Center 

10015 SW Terwilliger 
Portland, OR 97219 

Oregon Trout 
6261 SW 47th Pl. 
Portland, OR 97221 

Oregon Natural Resources Council 
522 SW 5th Ave., Suite 1050 
Portland, OR 97204 

The names and addresses of other interested 

parties are: 

Oregon Water Resources Dept. 
3850 Portland Rd., NE 
Salem, OR 97303 

Oregon State Parks and 
Recreation Division 

525 Trade St., SE 
Salem, OR 97310 

City of Klamath Falls, c/o: 
Richard Glick 
RAGEN, TREMAINE, et al. 
1300 SW 5th Ave., Suite 2300 
Portland, OR 97201 

National Wildlife Federation 
519 SW Third, Suite 606 
Portland, OR 97204 

Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund 
Denise Antolini 
216 First Ave., S., Suite 330 
Seattle, WA 98104 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED 

Oregon Dept. of Fish & Wildlife 
P. 0. Box 59 
Portland, OR 97207 

Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission 

Attention: Frank Karwoski 
825 North Capitol St., NE 
Washington, DC 20426 

Peter Glaser 
DOHERTY RUMBLE & BUTLER 
1625 M St., NW 
Washington, DC 20036 

Wilderness Society 
Larry Tuttle 
610 SW Alder, #915 
Portland, OR 97205 

of Augu , 1989. 

Petitioners 
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l 

2 

1111 THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE STATE OF OREGON 

FOR THE COUNTY OF MULTNOMAH 

3 SAVE OUR KLAMATH RIVER, THE ) 
NORTHWEST ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE ) 

4 CENTER, OREGON TROUT, INC., ) 
OREGON RIVERS COUNCIL, OREGON ) 

5 NATURAL RESOURCES COUNCIL, ) 
Oregon non-profit corporations; ) 

6 and THE SIERRA CLUB, a non- ) 
profit foreign corporation; ) 

7 ) 
Petitioners, ) 

8 ) 
v. ) 

9 ) 
THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL ) 

10 QUALITY, an Agency of the State ) 
of Oregon; and FRED HANSEN, ) 

11 Director of the Department of ) 
Environmental Quality, in his ) 

12 Official Capacity, ) 
) 

13 Respondents. ) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~> 

14 

15 1. 

No· A8808-04 641 
PETITION FOR REVIEW 
OF A STATE AGENCY ORDER 
UNDER ORS 183.484 

16 Petitioners are non-profit, public-interest, 

17 organizations, several of whom have their principle place of 

18 businness in Portland, Multnomah County, Oregon. Petitioners 

19 represent numerous individual users of the Upper Klamath River. 

20 Respondent Department of Environmental Quality ("DEQ") is an 

21 agency of the state of Oregon which excercises its permanent 

22 functions at 811 s.w. Sixth Avenue, Portland, Multnomah County, 

23 Oregon. Respondent Fred Hansen is the Director of DEQ. 

24 2. 

25 Respondents are charged under ORS 468.732 with 

26 certifying whether hydroelectric projects subject to Section 401 
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Attorneys at Law 
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1 of the federal Clean Water Act comply with the provisions of the 

2 Act (33 use §1251 et seq.) and with the water quality related 

3 laws of the state of Oregon (ORS 468.700 et seq.). Petitioners 

4 appeal from a final order issued by respondents, which 

5 erroneously certifies that contruction of a proposed 

6 hydroelectric project on the Upper Klamath River (the "Salt caves 

7 Dam") will not violate the provisions of the Clean Water Act or 

8 the water quality related laws of the State of Oregon. 

9 Petitioners actively participated throughout the agency 

10 proceedings which give rise to this action. Petitioners have 

11 exhausted all reasonably available administrative remedies. 

12 3. 

18 Petitioner Save Our Klamath River ("SOKR") is an Oregon 

14 non-profit corporation with its principal place of business in 

15 Klamath Falls, Oregon. SOKR has members who reside throughout 

16 Oregon, as well as other states. SOKR's members use the Upper 

17 Klamath River for a variety of recreational purposes, including 

18 fishing, rafting, camping, swimming, wildlife observation, and 

19 hiking. 

20 4. 

21 Petitioner Northwest Environmental Defense Center 

22 ("NEDC") is an Oregon non-profit corporation which participates 

23 in, and when necessary litigates, environmental resource 

24 allocation and policy decisions made by, in, or affecting the 

25 state of Oregon. NEDC has members throughout Oregon. A number 

26 I I I I I I I I 
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l of these members use the recreational and aesthetic resources of 

2 the Upper Klamath River. 

3 4. 

4 Petitioner Oregon Trout, Inc. is an Oregon non-profit 

5 corporation dedicated to protecting and restoring self-sustaining 

6 populations of salmon, trout and steelhead, and their habitats. 

7 Oregon Trout has approximately 1,100 members throughout the 

8 state. Oregon Trout's members use and enjoy the high quality 

9 fishery currently present on the Upper Klamath River, as well as 

10 other recreational resources available in the area. 

11 5. 

12 Petitioner Oregon Rivers Council ("ORC") is a non-

13 profit Oregon corporation created by a coalition of 16 

14 conservation organizations, 12 recreational river user groups, 

15 and over 300 individual river activists. ORC is devoted to 

16 protecting free flowing rivers which have outstanding 

17 recreational, scenic, fisheries, historic, and archeological 

18 resources. ORC members use and enjoy the Upper Klamath River, in 

19 large part because all of these prized values are present there. 

20 6. 

21 Petitioner Oregon Natural Resources Council ("ONRC") is 

22 an Oregon non-profit corporation which consists of over 85 

23 conservation, sportsmen, educational, business and outdoor 

24 recreation organizations. ONRC has over 3,000 individual members 

25 in Oregon. ONRC is dedicated to protecting and enhancing the 

26 environment of the Pacific Northwest. Members of ONRC use and 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

enjoy the Upper Klamath River for a variety of recreational 

purposes. 

7. 

Petitioner Sierra Club is a non-profit California 

5 corporation. The purposes of the Sierra Club are to explore, 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

enjoy, and protect the wild places of the earth, while promoting 

responsible use of the earth's ecosystems and resources, as well 

as educating and enlisting humanity to protect and restore the 

quality of the natural and human environment. The Sierra Club 
!i:PO nOo 

has over -~o{boo members nationally. The Oregon Chapter of the 
8'}00 

Sierra Club has more than ~,oon members. Members of both the 

Oregon Chapter and the National Club use and enjoy the 

recreational and aesthetic resources of the Upper Klamath River. 

8. 

Violations of the Clean Water Act and the water quality 

related laws of the state of Oregon, including degradation of the 

water quality, damage to the fisheries, and impacts on the 

designated beneficial uses on the Upper Klamath River will injure 

petitioner's members by limiting their use and enjoyment of the 

Upper Klamath River. 

9. 

On February 11, 1988, the City of Klamath Falls, 

Oregon, applied to DEQ for 401 Certification of the proposed Salt 

24 Caves Dam hydroelectric project. On or about July 7, 1988, 

25 respondents issued a final order, including an "Evaluation Report 

26 and Findings• dated June 30, 1988, which granted a 401 
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1 Certification to the City of Klamath Falls for the proposed Salt 

2 Caves project. 

3 10. 

4 Prior to respondent's issuance of the Salt Caves 401 

5 Certification petitioners and others submitted extensive comments 

6 to the respondents, raising concerns which included: 

7 (a) Lack of sufficient information in the Salt Caves 401 

8 application to support the applicants conclusion that the water 

9 quality standards and policies of the State of Oregon and of the 

10 Clean Water Act would not be violated by construction of the project; 

11 (b) Projected violations of Oregon's temperature standard, OAR 

12 340-41-965(2)(b), due to measurable increases in the minimum and 

13 average water temperatures; 

14 (c) Changes in water quality that could cause injury to existing 

15 wild trout populations by increasing diseases and stress 

16 mortality; 

17 (d) Failure of the application to adequately demonstrate that 

18 Oregon's dissolved oxygen standard, OAR 340-41-965(2)(a), would 

19 not be violated; 

20 {e) Failure of the application to adequately demonstrate that 

21 excessive nuisance algal growth, and its attendant floating mats 

22 of putrifying algal scum, would not occur in the Salt Caves 

23 impoundment causing violations of OAR 340-41-965(2)(g,h,i,j,k & l); 

24 (f) The requirement in OAR 340-41-150 that prior to issuance of a 

25 401 Certification for the Salt Caves project respondents would 

26 have to make a finding that the proposed project would not impact 
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1 existing beneficial uses: 

2 {g) Failure of the application to adequately demonstrate that the 

3 proposed Salt Caves Dam would not violate Section 303(c)(2) of 

4 the Clean Water Act (33 USC §1313) and Oregon's anti-degradation 

5 policy (OAR 340-41-026(l)(a) & OAR 340-41-965(1)] by degrading 

6 the water quality of the Klamath River below that necessary to 

7 support and protect each of the designated beneficial uses in the 

8 relevant section of the river: 

9 {h) Respondents' improper refusal to apply the policies and 

10 regulations mandated by Sections 3 & 5 of Chapter 569, Oregon 

11 Laws 1985, to the proposed Salt Caves project. 

12 11. 

18 Respondents' issuance of a 401 Certification for the 

14 Salt Caves project, and the "Evaluation Report and Findings" 

15 which accompanied that Certification, were without a reasonable 

16 basis in law or fact. Respondents erroneously interpreted 

17 provisions of the applicable laws, including but not limited to, 
~l 4"1.C\O 

18 S~ctions 3 & 5 of Chapter 569, Oregon Laws 1985, OAR 
All"l Gin~ 

-(~· 
340-41-

19 965(2)(b), and OAR 340-4 -150. A correct interpretation would 

20 have compelled a different result. 

21 12. 

22 Respondents' Certification and Findings were based 

2S on acts and decisions which were outside the range of the ageny's 

24 delegated discretion, including: 

25 (1) failing and refusing to perform any scientific analysis of 

26 the potential water quality impacts of the proposed project, 
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1 including but not limited to, possible nuisance algae growth and 

2 temperature increases; 

3 (2) refusing to give creedance to the analysis, advice and 

4 conclusions of other state agencies; 

5 (3) ignoring concerns among respondent's own staff, regarding the 

6 sufficiency of the application; 

7 (4) substituting for a required finding, a condition for further 

8 study of a potentially devestating impact on wild fish 

9 populations; and 

10 (5) improperly reversing the burden of proof by requiring 

11 petitioners and others to prove that violations of the applicable 

12 laws would occur, rather than requiring the applicant to prove 

13 that such violations would not occur. 

14 13. 

15 Respondents' Certification and Findings were 

16 inconsistent with the agency's own rules, with its statutory 

17 directives and mandates, and were otherwise in violation of ORS 

18 183. 484 ( 4) • 

l9 WHEREFORE, petitioners request that this court: 

20 1. Set aside the 401 Certification issued by 

21 respondents for the Salt Caves Dam project; 

22 2. Direct respondents to issue a denial of 401 

23 Certification for the Salt Caves project; 

24 3. Remand the case to respondents for further 

25 

26 

action in accordance with the findings of the court; 

I I I I I I I I 
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1 4. Award petitioners reasonable attorney fees pursuant 

2 to ORS 183.497; 

3 s. Award petitioners their costs and disbursements 

4 incurred herein; and 

5 6. Award petitioners such other relief as the court 

6 deems just. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

Respectfully submitted, 

JOLLES, SOKOL & BERNSTEIN, P.C. 

BY-:1=:.::;:."""=l.,,,,.c;,,.,:::;'=-'i..t---,IY'!'=-~~;::..,.~ 
""-JU. G. ANUTA 
of Attorneys for 
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. . 
DAVE FROHNMAYER JAMES E.!40UNTAIN. Jll. 
ATT'ORN£Y G1N£1'AL 

STA Tl or Oll£COff 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
Justice Building 

Salem. Oregon 97310 

Telephone: 1503} 378-4400 

July 28, 1989 

\ • I ~ "T -

' 
' ' 

DCPUTY ATl'OJ.Nn CU:OAL 

William H. Young, Director _ 
Water Resources Department 
3850 Portland Road NE 
Salem, OR 97310 

Re: Opinion Request OP-6334 

De~r Mr. Young: 

You have asked whether the hydroelectric project proposed 
by the City of Klamath Falls on June 8, 1989 (Salt Caves III), 
falls within-the exemption found in Oregon Laws 1985, chapter 
569, section 27. For the reasons discussed below, we conclude 
that it does not. The application, therefore, would be subject 
to the strict licensing standards of the 1985 enactment, and to 
the Water Resources Commission's (WRC) division 51 administrative 
rules. 

Discussion 

1. Background 

In January 1985, the City of Klamath Falls (city) applied 
to state and federal licensing agencies for permission to 
construct and operate a hydroelectric facility on the Klamath 
River. In March of that year the city council authorized the 
issuance of $250 million in revenue bonds to finance the project. 
The city ordinance described the project as follows: 

"The Project, as proposed, would consist of an 
embankment dam, spillway and power diversion facility 
located at river mile 214.3 creating a reservoir 4.8 
miles long; 4.1 miles of open channel power conduit 
leading to twin steel penstocks 1320 feet long; and a 
powerhouse containing two (2) 40 MW turbine-generator 
units located at river mile 209.9 near the Oregon -
California border. * * * Minor revisions may bEEXHIBIT B 
necessitated through the licensing process." Page 1 
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In early 1986, before the WRC completed review of that 
application, th~ city modified the project, withdrew its 
original applications, and submitted revised applications to 
state and federal regulatory bodies (Salt Caves II). In July 
1986, the city authorized new bonds to fund this project. 
Although the ordinance did not describe the project in detail, 
the Preliminary Official Statement made clear that the project 
included a dam and reservoir, albeit considerably scaled down 
from those proposed in Salt Caves I, with a longer open channel 
conduit leading to the powerhouse.l The ordinance 
authorizing the 1986 bonds stated that the project had been 
redesigned to satisfy environmental and regulatory concerns 
raised during-the administrative review process. 

In February 1989, both the WRC and the Energy Facility 
Siting Council (EFSC) rejected the city's Salt Caves II 
application. Both agencies determined that the project could 
not be licensed because it would be constructed in the Klamath 
Scenic Waterway. The city's appeals of these decisions are 
currently pending before the Oregon Supreme Court. 

On June 8, 1989, the city filed an application for a new 
project (Salt Caves III) with the Water Resources Department 
(WRD). Salt ·caves III would divert waters directly from the 
tailrace of the J.C. Boyle powerhouse, to be transported 
through a series of conduits to a channeling forebay and into 
this project's powerhouse. The proposed project would not 
involve construction of a dam or reservoir. To our knowledge, 
the city has enacted no new ordinance authorizing the issuance 
of bonds to finance Salt Caves III. 

2. Analysis 

In 1985, the Oregon legislature enacted strict new 
standards to apply to siting and licensing of hydroelectric 
projects. Or Laws 1985, ch 569 (HB 2990). These standards are 
codified at ORS 543.015 and 543.017. With one exception, the 
new standards apply not only to applications received after the 
effective date of the law but to all pending applications for 
which the hearing record had not closed on the effective date 
of HB 2990. The exception appears in section 27 of HB 2990, 
which provides: 

"Nothing in this Act applies to any hydroel•ctric 
project in excess of 25 megawatts for which funding 
has been approved by the governing body of a city on 
or_before May 15, 1985." 

Or Laws 1985, ch 569, S 27 (uncodified). 

A-
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The WRC adopted rules consistent with the standards 
of HB 2990 to goverri review of hydroelectric

2
applications. 

These rules incorporated the same exemption. Therefore, 
any project that is exempt under section 27 of HB 2990 would 
be reviewed under WRC's "old" hydroelectric rules found at 
OAR chapter 690, division 50. 

The issue here is whether Salt Caves III comes within the 
exemption from HB 2990. For the following reasons we conclude 
that it does not. 

We have previously addressed a similar issue. In April 
1987, we considered whether the Salt Caves II proposal was 
exempt from HB 2990. See Letter of Advice dated April 2, 1987, 
to Fred Hansen, Director, Department of Environmental Quality 
(OP-6043). In attempting to ascertain the scope of the 
exemption,· we reviewed the statutory language in light of 
the legislative history. Our review persuaded us that "the 
legislature's reference to funding approval was [not) intended 
to invoke the technicalities of municipal bonding law." OP-6043 
at 8. Rather, we concluded that through the exemption the 
legislature had attempted "to exempt a specific project, the 
'Salt Caves Project,' by describing certain characteristics 
possessed by only that project." Id. The legislature thus had 
attempted through section 27 "to allow a long-standing proposed 
project to proceed un3er legal standards applicable at the 
project's inception." Id. at 10. That exemption resulted 
from the legislature's apparent desire to avoid any unfairness 
that would result from applying new and stricter standards to a 
project long in the planning stages under a different set of 
standards. Id. at 12. Additionally, the reference in the 
legislative history to the administrative "process" underway 

"demonstrates legislative awareness of multi-agency 
review procedures which were then ongoing or 
contemplated. Those processes themselves contemplate 
that the final configuration of the project might be 
altered from that embodied in the initial application. 
The legislature may fairly be charged with this 
knowledge." 

Id. at 10. We reasoned, therefore, that an alteration in the 
project design did not necessarily remove it from the exemption. 
Nonetheless, we cautioned: 

EXHIBIT B 
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"There may be a theoretical occasion * * * to argue 
that configuration of a previously approved project 
has been so altered that it no longer fits the 
legislative purpose in exempting Salt Caves." 

Id. at 12. 

, Reviewing the Salt Caves II application in light of the 
legislative intent, we concluded that Salt Caves II fell within 
the exemption. When HB 2990 was.enacted, joint review of the 
Salt Caves I configuration was underway but not completed. Nor 
had the review been completed when the city withdrew its first 
application and submitted a new application for Salt Caves II. 
Although the city had changed the project design to accommodate 
environmental and regulatory concerns, that change did not exceed 
the bounds contemplated by the legislature when it enacted the 
exemption for the "Salt Caves Project." Accordingly, we concluded 
that Salt Caves II satisfied the section 27 exemption from HB 2990. 

For the reasons that follow, however, the rationale of 
OP-6043 does not extend so broadly as to include Salt Caves III 
within section 27. 

In three key ways, the circumstances surrounding Salt Caves 
III differ markedly from those surrounding Salt Caves I and II, 
rendering the policies underlying section 27 inapplicable here. 
First, the city offered Salt Caves II as a modified alternative 
to Salt Caves I. Finding Salt Caves II within the scope of 
section 27 furthered the legislative intent to encourage and 
accept "compromise and accommodation by the project's sponsors 
when confronted by objections in the ongoing administrative 
process." OP-6043 at 11. In contrast, the city submitted its 
application for Salt -caves III only after both the EFSC and the 
WRC rejected Salt Caves II and the city sought judicial review 
of those actions. Salt Caves III does not substitute for or 
modify Salt Caves II; rather, the city is pursuing two mutually 
exclusive projects simultaneously. Thus, unlike its predecessor, 
Salt Caves III did not result from beneficial compromise expected 
in typical administrative review procedures. Hence, the basis 
for our conclusion in OP-6043 that the alterations in the project 
did not remove it from section 27--that those alterations were 
a contemplated product of the ongoing administrative review 
process--is absent here. 

EXHIBIT B 
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Second, the Salt Caves III configuration is an entirely new 
concept for hydroelectric development on this stretch of the 
Klamath River. When we concluded in OP-6043 that Salt Caves II 
was covered by the grandfather clause, we premised our answer on -
the legislature's desire to "avoid any unfairness that would 
result from applying new and stricter standards to a project 
long in the planning stages." OP-6043 at 12. Salt Caves III, 
however, was not in the planning stages when section 27 was 
enacted. Rather, the city developed that proposal only recently 
in response to a suggestion by staff of the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission. Consequently, the "grandfathering" 
policy that led to our conclusion in OP-6043 does not apply here. 

Third, Salt Caves III differs radically from both Salt 
Caves I and II. Unlike the earlier proposals, Salt Caves III 
involves no dam or reservoir. Instead, the city proposes to 
divert the entire return flow from the dam immediately upstream 
and transport it approximately ten miles to the powerhouse. In 
OP-6043, we concluded that, despite the changes in design from 
Salt Caves I to Salt Caves II, the project "remained the same 
'hydroelectric project' referred to in Oregon Laws 1985, chapter 
569, section 27." OP-6043 at 11. We so concluded because the 
two. proposals remained fundamentally similar in character. As 
already noted above, however, we cautioned that "configuration 
of a previ~usly approved project [might be] so altered that it 
no longer fits the legislative purpose in exempting Salt Caves." ... 
Id. at 11-12. We conclude that Salt Caves III deviates so 
radically from Salt Caves I and II that the legislature could 
not have intended the exemption to apply.4 

Because we conclude that Salt Caves III falls outside 
the exemption set out in section 27 of HB 2990 and in OAR 
690-51-020(3), the city's application necessarily would be 
subject to OAR chapter 690, division 51. These rules prohibit 
the WRC from accepting an application for ~-project in a scenic 
waterway designated under ORS chapter 390. Although Salt 
Caves III would involve no new dam or reservoir in the bed of 
the stretch of the Klamath River so designated, the Klamath 
Scenic Waterway includes "associated uplands": that is, uplands 
within 1/4 mile of the riverbed. The canals conveying the water 
would fall within that 1/4 mile. The project, therefore, would 
be within the scenic waterway and subject to the WRC's division 
51 rules.6 

EXHIBIT B 
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We conclude, therefore, that the WRD lacked the authority to 
accept the city's application for Salt Caves III. Consequently, 
the director should inform the city that it intends to return the 
application and fees. 

DF:AWS:WPIII:RDW 
tmt/0389H 

5CQ:U 
DAVE FROHNMAYER~ 
Attorney General 

l The Preliminary Official Statement described the 
project as follows: 

"The Project will consist of a diversion embank
ment structure approximately 75 feet high and 580 
feet long, a spillway and a power diversion facility. 
The diversion facility would create a diversion pool 
about 1.4 miles long with an active storage capacity 
of about 500 acre-feet and a surface area of 70 acres 
at normal high pool elevation of 3,250 feet. A 7.3 
mile long open channel power conduit will connect to 
twin steel penstocks l,320 feet long serving a power
house containing two 40 MW (nameplate) turbine 
generating units." · 

2 OAR 690-51-020(3) makes division 51 applicable to 
projects "[e]xcept as provided by Oregon Laws, (OL) 1985, 
chapter 569, section 27." It further provided that "[p]rojects 
to which OL, 1985 Chapter 569 do not apply, shall be subject to 
the provisions of OAR Chapter 690, Division SO and 74." 

3 The purpose of the exemption was, in Representative 
Agrons' words, "to permit a process which has been underway 
for several years to proceed without changing the goal posts on 
it. Judgments relative to the merits of that project, whether 
or not it succeeds, I think should be judged on the process in 
which it is currently involved." Joint water Policy Committee 
(HB 2990), May 28, 1985, tape 82, side B, at 161-402. 

EXHIBIT B 
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4 We do not address whether the bonds approved to 
finance Salt Caves I or Salt Caves II would apply to Salt Caves 
III. If that financing woulc:Lnot apply, then for that reason as 
well Salt Caves III would not be a "hydroelectric project * * * 
for which funding has been approved by the governing body of a 
city on or before May 15, 1985." Or Laws 1985, ch 569, § 27. 

5 We do not intend to suggest that the applicability 
of OAR chapter 640, division 51 will alone determine the fate of 
the application. Even if the application were properly accepted, 
water rights for the project could not be approved if the project 
would interfere with maintaining the "free-flowing character of 
* * * waters [within the scenic waterway] in quantities necessary 
for recreation, fish and wildlife uses." ORS 390.835(1) 
(emphasis added). 

6.The City of Klamath Falls has suggested that the WRC's 
order rejecting Salt Caves II contains language that could be 
read to limit the WRC's power to ban all hydroelectric projects 
in a scenic waterway. We disagree with that reading of the law 
and of the WRC's order. 

In its Salt Caves II order, the WRC noted several reasons 
why Oregon's Scenic Waterways Act, ORS 390.805-390.925, does 
not conflict with the Klamath River Basin Compact. In response 
to an assertion that the Compact forbids the state from banning 
hydroelectric development, the WRC observed that the Scenic 
Waterways Act does not preclude development of all hydroelectric 
projects, but only those projects that contain dams or reservoirs. 
The city has seized on that language to support its contention 
here. That reliance is mistaken. 

The WRC's discussion in its order does not lead to the 
conclusion that the Klamath Compact bars the state from 
imposing by rule a complete ban on any projects within a 
scenic stretch of the river. The Compact leaves to the states 
the power to determine how to allocate the water to the various 
beneficial purposes. As we stated in our Letter of Advice dated 
September 21, 1988, to William H. Young (OP-6268) at 10, the 
Compact "creates neither a state nor a federal obligation to 
grant a hydroelectric permit, or a water right for hydroelectric 
generation. Nor does it create a preference for hydroelectric 
uses over other uses." The Compact's recognition of hydroelectric 
generation as a beneficial use does not· impair the WRC's authority 
to set a stream aside for recreational and fishery purposes, nor 
its authority to prohibit any project within the scenic waterway 
area in furtherance of those uses. The city's argument thus 
confuses authority with duty. 

' A-Zb 
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Moreover, the WRC's rule prohibiting it from accepting an 
application for a project in a scenic waterway is plainly within 
the WRC's statutory authority. 

In sum, nothing in the Klamath Compact, the Scenic Waterways 
Act, or the WRC's Salt Caves II order is contrary to the conclusion 
we reach in this opinion. 

EXHIBIT B 
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Department of Environmental Quality 

GOVERl'{QA 
NEIL GOLDSCHMIDT 811 SW SIXTH AVENUE, PORTLAND, OREGON 97204-1334 PHONE (503) 229-5696 

September 22, 1989 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
825 North Capitol Street, N. E. 
Washington, D. c. 20426 

City of Klamath Falls 
P. o. Box 237 
Klamath Falls, Oregon 97601 

Re: §401 Certification -.for the 
Salt caves DEIS "No Dam" 
Alternative (FERC No. 10199) 

The draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Salt Caves 
Hydroelectric Project (FERC 10199-000) evaluates the city's 
proposed project, the city's project with modifications proposed 
by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), and a new "no 
dam" alternative proposed by FERC. The draft EIS indicates a 
clear preference for and recommends licensing of the "no dam" 
alternative. 

The Department has reviewed the matter of §401 certification for 
the FERC-recommended alternative and concludes that a §401 
certification for such alternative does not exist. The Department 
previously acted upon an application received from the city of 
Klamath Falls pursuant to OAR 340-48-005 et. seq., and granted 
§401 certification on July 7, 1988. The FERC-preferred "no dam" 
alternative is a substantially different project from the project 
evaluated by the Department, and constitutes a new project with 
respect to §401 certification. The FERC-preferred project is 
larger in electric generating capacity, diverts water from the 
Klamath River at a different location, significantly alters stream 
flow patterns in the project area, diverts water for a spawning 
channel, utilizes different alignment and nature of the conduit 
and forbay system for delivering water to the powerhouse, etc. 
The only similarity to the City's proposed project is the location 
of a proposed powerhouse. 

~/ 
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The potential water quality impacts resulting from construction 
and operation of the FERC-preferred alternative have not been 
evaluated by the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) for 
§401 water quality certification purposes. The FERC-preferred 
"no dam" alternative can only be evaluated for §401 certification 
upon filing of an application for §401 certification by the City 
pursuant' to OAR 340-48-020. DEQ has received no §401 
certification application for the FERC-preferred alternative to 
date. 

The Department has reviewed ORS 468.734 as it relates to review of 
a granted §401 certification upon notification that a federal 
agency is considering a change in a previously certified project. 
It should be noted that DEQ has not received notice of project 
modification from the City as required under OAR 340-48-025(2) {h) 
and condition 7.a.(7) of the July 7, 1988, certification. More 
importantly, as noted above, the Department considers the FERC
preferred "no dam" alternative to be a new project--not a 
modification of a previously certified project. If the project 
were considered a modification, the Department would have no 
choice but to notify FERC that there is no longer reasonable 
assurance that the project as changed complies with the applicable 
provisions of the Clean Water Act because of changes in the 
proposed project since I issued the §401 certification. The draft 
EIS does not contain sufficient information upon which to base the 
required §401 certification evaluation of water quality standards 
compliance .. Thus, without a new application being filed pursuant 
·to OAR 340-48-020, the Department would be unable to conclude that 
the proposed project qualifies for §401 certification. 

For similar reasons, review under 33 use §134l(a) (3) is not 
applicable. First, subsection (a) (3) applies only to a federal 
license proposed to be issued by an agency other than FERC. 
Further, as under ORS 468.734, DEQ has not received notice and the 
FERC-preferred "no dam" alternative constitutes a new project in 
any event. 

The City, in the letter from George Flitcraft to Lois Cashell, 
dated September 15, 1989, states its belief that the "no dam" 
alternative is merely a modification of the previously certified 
project. As explained above, the City's position is incorrect. 
The City's position is also contradicted, ironically, by the 
position taken by the city in state court. In a motion filed in 
the pending appeal of the existing §401 certification, the City's 
counsel stated: 
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After this lawsuit was initiated, the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission ("FERC") proposed to the City that 
it consider an alternative project. This project would 
not involve building a dam, and is therefore s 
substantially different project than the one challenged 
by this lawsuit ...• (T]he City can represent to this 
court that it endorses the "no dam" alternative plan in 
concept, but simply needs more time to study the 
proposed project. If the City pursue (sic] the 
alternative project, it will not pursue the project 
challenged in this lawsuit. In addition, if the city 
pursues the alternative project, it will have to submit 
a new application with DEQ. 

Motion to Stay Proceedings, dated September 5, 1989, at 
2 (emphasis supplied) (copy attached]. 

This interpretation is correct. Further, regardless of the City's 
contrary and mistaken interpretation set forth in its September 
15, 1989 letter, DEQ's determination of the need for a new §401 
application is controlling. See city of Fredricksburg v. FERC, 
No. 88-3616 (4th Cir. June 9, 1989). FERC may not license the 
"no dam" alternative until DEQ has reviewed and certified the new 
project. 

This letter constitutes notification by the Oregon Department of 
Environmental Quality of the following: 

1. The §401 certification granted by DEQ for the City's proposed 
project is not valid for the FERC-preferred "no dam" 
alternative. This alternative is substantially different in 
its design, operation, and potential impacts on water quality 
and is considered to be a new project requiring DEQ review 
and certification under ORS 468.732 and 33 USC §1341(a) (1). 
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2. In order to obtain §401 certification review of the FERC
proposed "no dam" alternative, the city will have to file a 
new application for certification with DEQ pursuant to OAR 
340-48-005 et. seq. In accordance with its rules, DEQ would 
act upon the application for certification within 90 days of 
receiving a complete application, or within such other time 
as DEQ deems necessary up to one year. 

Sincerely, 

~::~~ 
Attachment 

cc: Peter S. Glaser, Attorney 
Richard M Glick, Attorney 

Director 

Ronald o. Nichols, Project Director, RMI 
Hydro Task Force 
Oregon Department of Justice 

HLS:kp 
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IN TlLt C!RCU!T CCtJR'l' OF THE STA'l'l!: OF OR.EGON 

FOR 'l'Hl~ Cv'JHTY OF M"JLTNOMA.H 

SAV'E Otrn, KL\Ml>..TR RIVER, THE 
NORTr.!WE.'S'l' ENVIRONM!NTA!,. DEFENSE 
CEN'I'ER I O:RZ.:>ON TROUT I lNC. ' 
OREGON NA'J:'VRA!:, RESO\m.CES COUNCIL, 
OrGqon non-profit e~rporation~; 
and the S!SRRA CLO'B, a non-profit 
torei9n oorporationt 

Petitionus, 

vs. 

'!'HE !:lEI'AR'.'t'MEN'!' OF !NVIRONM:l::NTAL 
QUAL!'l'Y, an agency of th• Sta·l;e 
ot 0~4go~, at al., 

Respondents. 

ClT~ CiF KLAM.\TH FALL£, 

Interv&nor-Respondent. 

) 
) 
) 
) 

I 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

No. aaoa~04S4l 

INTt;RV~NOR-RtSPONDENT'S 
MOTION TO STA';{ 
PROCEEDINGS 

ORAL ARGUMENT ~QuESTEti 

(tho City ot lG.a~ath Falls, 

17 :rnattE.r. This matter iG c1.11:r~ntly scheduled !or trial on 

18 Septamb0r 25, 1989. This motion is made in the interest!!l of judicial 

19 aecnomy, as the matte~ in dispute may wall be rendered moot, as set 

20 forth b·:low. Thill! Oepart::uen<: cf Envi~onmental Quality does not oppose 

21 this rnction. We Wlilre unal:ilt t.o contact plaintiff' a co~msel as he was 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

out Of his of!iee. 

Thisi lawll!Uit arisr,is ou-: of tha City•a attempts to construet 

a dam on the !Cl1.u:1ath Riv€l:r;. The i::lGpartm1tnt of Environmental Quality _,,.. 
?laintiff 3.nitiated this 
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l that depart:nent 's api;>rcwal of tha City's p:roj ll!ct. [ Aftar this lawsuit 

2 w4l.ii in.i tiated, the F!lldoral t1~ergy Ragul11toey cc:m.mission ( lfFERC") 

3 proposed to the City t.1at it consider an Alternative project. This 

4 proj <tet would not itrvo1 vi:: l;luild.i.nq a d11:m, a:nd is thar•fora a 

S substantia1:ty dittar<ant pt'oj~et than the one ohallenq<!!d. h:r t.hie 

6 lat.1suitJ In adclition, FF.RC has is~ued a dra!t. env.l.:r:orunental impact 

7 stat.&m111nt supporting th'1 "n'" dam" proj act. The City is currently 

a studying th6 dr11.ft. anviror.mantal irnpaet atate:mant reqai:-d.l.nq the 11 nci 

9 dam" project. The dl'a.ft statement is several hundred paqes lonq; and 

10 th11 various aspects of . tho al ternat.i ve "no da:m" p:e"oj oic:t lllUSt be 

u carefully stu~ie<l by the City. At this point, howq.var,[:he city can 

1:1 r~p:rAl'IAnt. to this oo\U"i: th~t it endorse$ th>i "na dam" al tarna.tive 

13 plan in concept, l:ut simply needs :nor• time to study the propoi;ed 

14 project. If the City pursue the alternative pr.eject, it will not 

lS pur!lue the project ohalltnged in this lawsuit. In addition, if the 

16 City pu:i:·sues the al t0rnat..i. Vii proj <11ct, it will have to sul:i:mi t a n~w 

17 application with OE:Q:] 'l'h<11ref.ore, this suit a9ainst i:IEQ !or ap:{'rovinq -
18 the pr iol:' prQj ect will b~ comp:.etely =ioot. 

19 The City previou~ly filed a motion to ext~n~ the oriqinal 

20 trial dat<a, which this cou;::•t g::::11nted. That motion for extens;!.on Was 

21 filed for \.'Hlsentially the i;;rune reei:;;cn as the present motion, however, 

22 the cit~/ now has the favoriabla draft envi:ror1rn1&ntal state:r.t!!!nt, and ha$ 

23 

24 

2!1 

even grl!later 

.:i.J1c~-.,asingly 

Ill 

26 Ill 

incentive for staying this proceeding.' EOlCausa of the • 
high likalihccct that the City will J?t.:x-suc th~ "no darn" 

• 



I plan, and in t.ha interest of juctici~l Qcono~y, the city respectfully 

2 requests that this motion fO"Z: sit.ay be qr anted. 
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26 l:\5\54030C16\SfAV,MOT 

' naepe.ct:eully &ubmitt1d, 

l'!AGmi I 'l'REl".A.!NE I KRI~G:tR, 
SCill4EER Si NEILL 

ay: ...J..&l Q .a.-.i R. atf'A'Xt::..::.:i:;.....,,.,,,..,,..,,...,,..,. 
Oouglasl£:J S~cl'>l!lan, osa f72023 
Al!ly R. Alpern, osa #94024 
ot Attorneys for Intervenor
Rt;1$pondants 
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CEBXTFIQbll OF SERlfICE 

I hereby c•rt.ity that on the 5th day of September, 1999, I 

serv~~ thQ !oregoinq r~rERVENOR0RESPONDEN'T 1 S MOTION TO STAi 

PROCEEDINGS en the attorneys: l.i.sted b·salr:iw, by 'lllailinq to a aid 

attorneys a OQrtified truQ copy thereof and dapositinq t.~G same in 

th• OnitQd states mail, first class, at Portland, ore~on, contained. 

in a sealed envelo:pe, vith postaq'11 prepaid., 11.nd addres>1ed to said 

atto?'rley~ at th<tir last known addrlilss, to wit: 

·. 

Mr. ~arl G. Anuta 
Jolles, Sokol & Barn$tGin, P.C. 
721 SW oaks Streat 
Portland, OR 97205-3791 

Mr. K;indall M. 4X"nes, Jr. 
As$iat~nt Attorney General 
450 Juatiet Buildin9 
Salem, o~egon 97310 

RAGEN, TREMAINE, KRIEGER 
SCE:MEER & NEILL 

By: 
Richard M. Giick, OSB #79238 
Arny R. Alpern, OSD ~64024 
Of attorn~ys for Intervenor
Respondent city ef Klamath Falls 

CEP.TIFIED TO BE A ?RUE COP~: 

~icha d M. Glick OSB #7923S 
~.my R. Alpern, OSB #S4024 
Of attorneys for Intarvianor
Raspondent City of Kla~~th Falls 



Envirorimental Quality Commission 
NEIL GOLDSCHMIDT 

GOVERNOR 
811 SW SIXTH AVENUE, PORTLAND, OR 97204 PHONE (503) 229-5696 

RmJE$T FOR Ex:lC ACI'ION 

Meet:in:J nite: ~October==~2=0~·~19=8=9~-
1\gen'la Item: -~L-----,----

Divisian: _w~a~t~e~r'-""Qua,.,,,,l~i~t~y __ _ 
Section: Construction Grants 

Sewer Safety Net Program - Approval of Applications for FUnding 
during the 1989-91 Biennium 

RJREOOE: 

Attain Envirornnental Quality Connnission (Ex:lC) approval of 
applications for Sewer Safety Net FUnding (Assessment Deferral 
Loan Program) from Portland, Gresham, and Eugene. 

Work Session Discussion 
- General Program Background 
_ Potential Strategy, Policy, or Rules 
_Agenda Item_ for CUrrent Meeting 
_ other: (specify) 

_ Authorize Rulemaking Hearing 
_ Adopt Rules 

Proposed Rules 
Rulemaking Statements 
Fiscal and Economic Inpact statement 
Public Notice 

Issue a Contested case Order 
_ Approve a Stipulated Order 

Enter an Order 
Proposed Order 

_x_Approve Department Recamrnendation 
_ Variance Request 
_ Exception to Rule 
_ Infonnational Report 
_x_ other: Background 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment Ji_ 



Meeting Date: 
Agenda Item: 
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October 20, 1989 
L 

Review of Sewer Safety Net Applications 
Attachment JL 

Allocation of Sewer Safety Net Funds 
Attachment _Q_ 

In 1987, the Oregon legislature =eated the Assessment Deferral 
loan Program to provide assistance to property owners who will 
experience extreme financial hardship resulting from sewer 
assessments for sewer connections required by a federal grant 
agreement or an order issued by a state canunission or agency. 
Under this program, public agencies apply to the Department for a 
loan and in turn provide loans to individual property owners for 
their sewer assessments. 

The Department has received applications for loan funds during the 
1989-91 biennium from Portland, Gresham, and Eugene. The Cities' 
proposed programs have been reviewed by the Department. This 
staff report recammends approval of all of the programs. 

AUilDRITll'/NEED FOR ACTIOO: 

_Required by Statute: Attachment 
Enacbnent Date: 

_2L_stat:utmy Altln:ity: CRl 468.970 arrl 454.010 Attachment _lL 
_2L_Tursuant to Rule: ~Q!\R=~340-B~~l-~11D~ _______ Attachment _E_ 
_ Pursuant to Federal IawjRule: Attachment 

Other: Attachment 

x Time Constraints: The Cities of Portland and Gresham are 
anxious to receive approval of their programs. Portland has 
89 applications which are already approved and are awaiting 
funding. Gresham is anticipating receipt of several 
applications in the near future and needs funding in order to 
provide eligible applicants loans. 

_ l\dvisory Conunittee ReportjRecornmendation 
_ Hearing Officer's ReportjRecornmendations 
_Response to Testimony/Comments 
-2L_Prior Ex;:ic Agenda Items: Tenµ>rary Rule 

establishing interest rate for the 1989-91 
biennium for the Sewer Safety Net Program 
(September 7, 1989, Ex;:ic meeting) • 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Attachment _E_ 
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octaber 20, 1989 
L 

_ other Related ReportsjRules/Statutes: 

_ SUpplemental Background Infonnation 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Under this program, public agencies receive loan funds from DID;! 
and, in turn, provide loans to individual property owners. '!he 
loans to property owners will be for the costs of construction or 
connection to the sewer system including connection charges and 
sewer assessments. Public agencies applying for Sewer Safety Net 
funds may not receive any money until their applications are 
approved by the EQC. 

Gresham and Eugene's Sewer Safety Net programs have not yet been 
:i.nplemented. Portland's program has only been operating for a 
year. Alllendments to these public agency programs are anticipated 
during the startup period. Program amendments must be submitted 
and approved by the Deparbnent before :i.nplementation. 

Aill'ERNATIVES <XINSIDERED BY mE llEPARIMENI': 

The Commission could require all amendments to approved Sewer 
Safety Net Programs to be reviewed by the Commission. '!his would 
allow the Commission on-qoing involvement in monitoring plan 
amendments. The Department, however, does not recommend this 
alternative because program amendments are generally related to 
procedural rather than policy issues. 

DEPARIMENI' ~W FUR ACI'IW, Wl'Ill RATICl'lAIE: 

Based on the findings in Attachment B, the Deparbnent finds that 
these programs comply with the rules and statutes related to sewer 
safety net programs. The Deparbnent, therefore, recommends EQC 
approval of the applications for sewer safety net funding 
submitted by Portland, Gresham, and Eugene. Then applications 
describe each canununity's sewer safety net program including how 
funds will be allocated, how the program will be administered and 
how loans will be repaid. 
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Agenda Item: L 
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a:R>ISTENCY WI'IH s:mA'l'EGIC PIAN, .llGENCl1' roIJ:Cl(, I.B;lSIATIVE 
IULICll: 

The programs described in Attachment Bare consistent with the 
statutory intent of providing financial assistance to low income 
property owners who would experience extreme financial hardship 
from payment of sewer assessments. 

None. 

A temporary rule was adopted at the September 7, 1989, EQC Meeting 
establishing the interest rate at 5 percent for the Sewer Safety 
Net Loans to public agencies. The Department will hold a hearing 
on October 16, 1989 to accept public connnents before adoption of a 
pennanent rule. The Department will return to the EQC on December 
1, 1989 for adoption of the pennanent rule. 

:r«;:c:rw 
ill\WC5549 
9/20/89 

Report Prepared By: Maggie Conley 

!hone: 229-5257 

Date Prepared: September 28, 1989 



Attachment A 

Sewer Safety Net Program 

Background 

In the early 1970's, the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) began 
studies in Mid-Multnomah County that showed that the groundwater contained 
abnormally high levels of nitrates. Later, the Legislature passed the 
Threat to Drinking Water Act (ORS 454.275 - .380), which established a 
procedure to determine if a threat existed based on three out of four 
specific criteria. Following nearly two years of hearings and evaluation, 
the EQC found that three of four of the criteria have been met or exceeded 
in Mid-Multnomah County: more than 50% of the area contains rapidly 
draining soils; the groundwater is a potential source of drinking water; and 
more than 50% of the area's sewage is discharged into the ground via 
cesspools. As a result, on April 25, 1986, the Environmental Quality 
Commission (EQC) issued an order requiring sewer service to be provided in 
this area by the year 2005 by the Cities of Portland and Gresham. A very 
important issue to the EQC in making this decision was the affordability of 
the project to local homeowners. The Commission was very concerned about 
being able to assure homeowners that they would not be forced out of their 
homes due to the inability to pay for sewer charges. 

One of the financial programs developed by the 1987 legislature to assist 
property owners in Mid-Multnomah County, and other areas required to connect 
to sewers, was the Assessment Deferral Loan Program (also known as the 
Safety Net Program). Under this program, public agencies apply to the 
Department for a loan and in turn provide loans to individual property 
owners. In order for a public agency to receive a loan, the EQC must 
approve the public agency's proposed loan program and the Department must 
enter into a loan agreement with the public agency. 

In December 1987, the Environmental Quality Commission adopted rules to 
implement the loan program (OAR 340-81-110). Under these rules, all public 
agencies must apply for funding in odd numbered years for each biennium. 
Assessment deferral loan applications were received from Portland and 
Gresham for the Mid-Multnomah County area and from Eugene for the River 
Road/Santa Clara area. The Mid-Multnomah County area is required, under an 
EQC order issued pursuant to ORS 454.305, to connect to sewers due to the 
threat to drinking water. The programs for Portland and Gresham cover the 
entire Mid-Multnomah County area required to be sewered by the EQC order, 
including the unincorporated area in Multnomah County. The River 
Road/Santa Clara area is required, under a federal grant agreement, to 
connect to sewers due to the threat to groundwater. 
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The EQC approved applications from Portland, Gresham and Eugene during the 
1987-89 biennium. Of the $300,000 available in the Sewer Safety Net Fund 
last biennium, Portland borrowed $186,000 which was the full amount the City 
was eligible to borrow. Gresham and Eugene have not yet borrowed any money 
from the Sewer Safety Net Fund because project construction is behind 
schedule. During the 1989-91 biennium, $950,000 of general fund monies are 
available for the Sewer Safety Net. 

In conjunction with the Environmental Quality Commission's review of these 
programs, the Department will enter into a loan agreement with each 
jurisdiction. This agreement will cover items not covered in the proposed 
programs such as procedures for repayment of the loan to DEQ and the 
schedule for loan payments by DEQ to the public agency. These agreements 
will be finalized after the programs are reviewed by the EQC. 
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Attachment B 

Review of 1989-91 Sewer Safety Net Applications 

OAR 340-81-110 sets out a list of criteria which must be addressed in 
assessment deferral loan programs proposed by public agencies, These 
criteria are reviewed below for each jurisdiction which has applied for 
1989-91 loan funds. 

I. Portland 

A. Program 

1. Sewer connections to be made in the affected area as required by 
EQC order. 

A total of 6,544 sewer connections are anticipated by July l, 
1991. The City of Portland submitted a proposed schedule for 
sewer connection through 1991. This schedule is available in 
DEQ's Water Quality Division office. 

2. Analysis of the income levels for the affected property owners. 

OAR 340-81-110 (4) identifies 200 percent of the federal poverty 
level as the basis for determining the amount of funds for which 
the City of Portland will be eligible. The City also uses this 
figure as a cut-off for assessment deferral loan eligibility. The 
City of Portland has estimated that 27 percent of the households 
in the affected area are at or below 200 percent of the federal 
poverty level. (Source: Mid-Multnomah County Sewer Safety Net 
Project, Tables 2-8, CH2M Hill, February 1987.) 

3. Approximate cost of sewer assessments in the affected area, 

The City of Portland has estimated the approximate cost of sewer 
assessments in the affected area at $5,800 per household. This 
is based on an average lot size of 7,000 square feet and an 
assessment cost/sq. ft. of 70 cents, and a connection charge of 
$900. 

4. Allocation of funds among eligible property owners. 

CG\WC5546 

The City of Portland adopted eligibility criteria based on the 
premise that no one should suffer financial hardship or the loss 
of their home because of sewers. Under Portland's program, 
assessment deferrals are not available for businesses. 

Owners who occupy their homes and meet the following criteria 
will automatically qualify for a loan to defer all or part of 
their assessment: 
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a. The gross income of all members of the household less any 
unreimbursable medical expenses must be 200 percent of the 
federal poverty level or less; and 

b. Net assets of all members of the household excluding the 
primary residence and it's contents and one vehicle must not 
exceed $20,000. 

Assessment deferral loans will be granted to homeowners eligible 
for Safety Net assistance in the order that applications are 
received and approved. 

5. Administration of the Assessment Deferral Loan Program. 

CG\WC5546 

a. Accounting and Record-Keeping Procedures: Monthly reports 
are prepared indicating funds disbursed from the Safety Net 
Fund. 

Each quarter, a report is prepared summarizing the amount and 
number of deferrals granted in that quarter, the total amount 
and number of deferrals currently outstanding and the amount 
of loans paid off because of the sale of property, death of 
a property owner or any other reason. 

b. Liens: -- Portland's Financial Administration Agency will 
prepare documents necessary to record Safety Net loans as 
liens against the property. Recorded liens will be filed by 
the Auditor's Office. The City adopted a collection process 
in 1988 which is intended to maximize the collection of 
delinquent loans. 

c. Repayments: -- For loan recipients under 65 years old, the 
term of the loan is until the home is sold or five years, 
whichever comes first. If the loan recipient wants to extend 
the loan, he/she must reapply every five years. Otherwise 
the loan would have to be repaid. The City would allow the 
deferral loan to be converted to an amortized loan which 
would allow loan repayments to be on a monthly basis. 

d. 

For applicant's 65 years old or older, loans are due when the 
property is sold, transferred, or until December 31, 2005, 
whichever occurs first. 

Interest Rate: -- The City plans to charge a 5% interest 
rate on assessment deferral loans. 
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6. Public Involvement. 

The City of Portland provided adequate public involvement in 
adoption of the program in accordance with the requirements of OAR 
340-81-110 (3)(a)(F). The City developed a Citizen's Advisory 
Board in November, 1986, which approved the loan program in April 
1987. In addition, the City held a public hearing to accept 
testimony on the proposed program on March 9, 1987. 

The City meets the requirement for ongoing citizen participation 
in the Mid-Multnomah County sewer project as required by ORS 
454.370. The Citizens' Advisory Board currently has a membership 
of nine. Of these nine, three members are safety net eligible, 
eight live in the area, and one works in the area. The Board's 
membership complies with the requirements of ORS 454.370 (2) 
because more than two-thirds of the members reside in the area, 
and one-third of the members are eligible for financial relief 
under the safety net plan. The Board meets at least bimonthly. 

7. Resolution Adopting the Program. 

The City submitted a copy of a resolution passed by the City 
Council on June 27, 1987, which adopted the program. 

B. Pro~ram Evaluation 

The Department finds that Portland's program meets the intent of the 
Assessment Deferral Loan Program Revolving Fund to provide assistance 
to property owners who would experience extreme financial hardship from 
payment of sewer assessments. 

II. Gresham 

A. Pro~ram 

1. Sewer connections to be made in the affected area as required by 
EQC order. 

A total of 1,587 sewer connection are anticipated in Gresham by 
July 1, 1991. The City has submitted a schedule for construction 
of collector sewers through 1991. 

2. Analysis of the income levels for the affected property owners. 

The City of Gresham has estimated that 26 percent of the 
households in the affected area are at or below 200 percent of the 
federal poverty level (Source: Mid-Multnomah County Sewer Safety 
Net Project, Table 2-8, CH2M Hill, February 1987). 

3. Approximate cost of sewer assessments in the affected area. 
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The City of Gresham has estimated the approximate cost of sewer 
assessments in the affected area will be $6,653 for a 7,000 sq. 
ft. lot. This includes a systems development charge, a house 
branch change 31 cents/sq. ft. frontage charge and an interceptor 
charge. 

4. Allocation of funds among eligible property owners. 

CG\WC5546 

The City of Gresham developed eligibility criteria to provide 
assistance to the very needy who have no alternative means of 
financing the sewer costs. 

a. Homeowners 

Homeowners are eligible if they meet the following criteria. 

1) Income -- Homeowners who occupy the assessed property 
and have a gross household income, less non-reimbursed 
medical expenses, at 200 percent of the federal poverty 
level or less. 

2) Housing Costs -- Homeowners whose housing costs exceed 
30 percent of household income. 

3) Assets -- Homeowners who have net household assets, 
excluding the primary residents, its contents and one 
vehicle, of $20,000 or less. 

All three criteria would have to be met in order for a 
homeowner to automatically qualify for assistance. 
Homeowners who meet all three criteria are eligible for a 
deferred loan from 20 to 100 percent of their sewer 
assessments. 

Homeowners who do not qualify under the three basic criteria 
but may need a safety net loan to avoid losing their homes 
may receive assistance if: 

1) The income criteria is met and one of the other two 
criteria -- housing costs of assets -- is also met; and 

2) The City determines that a homeowner has extraordinary 
costs associated with the sewer implementation program. 

b. Business assessment deferral loans are available to 
businesses that own the building in which they conduct their 
primary business if they meet the above listed income, 
building costs and assets criteria. 
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The City's Financial Operations Division will re-verify 
eligibility of applicants every three years. 

Assessment deferral loans will be allocated to eligible applicants 
on a first-come, first-serve basis, as long as Safety Net funds 
are available. 

5. Administration of the Assessment Deferral Loan Program. 

a. Accounting and Record-Keeping Procedures: -- The City's 
Management Services Department will maintain a list of all 
loans and outstanding balances. A weekly summary of loans 
granted will be produced. Each quarter, a summary report 
will be prepared showing the amount and number of connection 
deferrals granted in that quarter, connection deferrals now 
outstanding, loan granted and loans paid. 

b. Liens: -- Gresham will prepare documents necessary to record 
Safety Net loans as liens against the property. The City 
will monitor the liens and require the liens to be satisfied 
at the time of title transfer. If the property owner becomes 
ineligible for the safety net deferral or if loans are not 
repaid, the City will institute foreclosure proceedings 
similar to those followed for delinquent Bancroft 
assessments. 

c. Repayments: -- All payments are deferred until the property 
is sold, transferred or until December 31, 2005 whichever 
comes first. 

d. Interest Rates: Gresham plans to charge a 5% interest 
rate on assessment deferral loans. 

6. Public Involvement. 

CG\WC5546 

The Assessment Deferral Loan Program rules (OAR 340-81-110 
(3)(a)(F)) require citizen involvement during program 
development. Gresham provided copies of the program at the 
September 29, 1987 Gresham City Council meeting when the draft 
plan was first presented to the council. Subsequently the City 
held a public hearing where public testimony on the proposed 
program was taken. 
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The City meets the requirement for on-going involvement in the 
safety net program as required by ORS 454.370 (2). The City has 
established a citizens sewer advisory committee with five members 
which meets monthly. Two of the members are homeowners who are 
safety-net eligible, and the other three reside or do business in 
the affected area. The Committee's membership complies with the 
requirements of ORS 454.370(2), because more than two-thirds of 
the members reside in the area and more than one-third of the 
members are eligible for financial relief under the safety net 
plan. 

7. Resolution Adopting Program. 

Gresham submitted a copy of the resolution passed by the City 
Council on November 3, 1987, adopting the program. 

B. Program Evaluation 

The Department finds that Gresham's program meets the intent of the 
Assessment Deferral Loan Program Revolving Fund to provide financial 
assistance to low-income property owners who would experience extreme 
financial hardship from payment of sewer assessments. 

III. Eugene 

A. Program 

The City of Eugene currently offers its own assessment deferral program 
targeted at the elderly and those at the lowest income levels. The 
City's program implements the State's Assessment Deferral Loan Program 
and supplements this existing local program. 

1. Sewer connections to be made in the affected area as required by a 
federal grant agreement: 

A total of 1,161 sewer connections in the affected area are 
expected during the 1987-89 biennium. The City submitted an 
estimated schedule of sewer construction in the River Road/Santa 
Clara areas for the period through July 1, 1991. 

2. Analysis of the income levels for the affected property owners. 

CG\WC5546 

The City of Eugene has estimated that 25 percent of the households 
are at or below 200 percent of the federal poverty level. 
(Source: Cost Implications of a Safety Net Program for the City 
of Eugene. Moore Breithaupt and Associates, Inc., May 1987). 
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3. Approximate cost of sewer assessments in the affected area. 

The City of Eugene has estimated the approximate cost of sewer 
assessments in the affected area at $5,200 per service connection. 
This is based on an average lot size of 9,200 square feet. 

4. Proposed plan for allocating funds among eligible property owners. 

The City of Eugene developed eligibility criteria with the goal of 
reducing the immediate financial impact of sewer assessments to 
low-income households. No deferral loans are given to businesses. 

The City relies on the federal poverty level guidelines to 
determine eligibility. An applicant is eligible if the household 
income is at or below 200 percent of the federal poverty level, if 
applicant's non-income producing assets do not exceed four times 
the income eligibility level for which the application is made, 
and the applicant has received no deferrals on other property. 
Similar to the Portland and Gresham programs, the amount of costs 
deferred depends on how far the applicant's income is above the 
poverty level. 

The City plans to review the eligibility of program participants 
every two years. Assessment deferral loans will be granted to 
property owners with the lowest income levels first and in the 
order of their original application. 

5. Administration of the assessment deferral program. 

CG\WC5546 

a. Accounting and Record-Keeping Procedures: -- The funds will 
be accounted for separately by the City of Eugene. 
Information regarding the amount of the assessments, payment 
schedules, principal and interest balances and all loan 
activity will be recorded on a property-by-property basis. 
State loan funds, deferrals granted, and accrued interest 
due will be recorded in the accounting system. 

b. Liens: -- Eugene will place liens on all property receiving 
assessment deferrals and will enforce the liens when the 
assessment becomes due. 

c. Repayments: -- Upon sale or transfer of the property or upon 
determination that the applicant is no longer eligible, the 
assessment must be paid in full. 

d. Interest Rate: -- Eugene will charge 5% interest on 
assessment deferral loans. 
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6. Public Involvement. 

In 1984, a 15-member River Road/Santa Clara Citizens' Advisory 
Team (CAT) was formed to allow input to the planning process of 
the Sanitary Sewer Service Element of the River Road/Santa Clara 
Urban Facilities Plan. Over 70 informal CAT public meetings and 
three formal public hearing were held. 

The Eugene City Council, Lane County, and the City of Springfield 
formally adopted the financing recommendations presented by the 
CAT. 

Eugene does not currently have a citizen advisory group for the 
River Road/Santa Clara sewer project. There is no statutory 
requirement for Eugene to have on-going citizen involvement as 
there is for Portland or Gresham, since the requirements of ORS 
Chapter 454 regarding citizen involvement only apply to cities in 
counties of over 400,000 population. 

7. Resolution Adopting the Proposed Program. 

The program was adopted by ordinance by the City Council on May 
23, 1988. 

B. Program Evaluation 

The Department finds that Eugene's program meets the intent of the 
Assessment Deferral Loan Program Revolving Fund by providing financial 
assistance to low income property owners who would experience extreme 
financial hardship from payment of sewer assessments. 
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Attachment C 

Allocation of Sewer Safety Net Loan Funds to Public Agencies 

A total of $950,000 is available during the 1989-91 biennium for the 
Assessment Deferral Loan Fund. 

DEQ has statutory authority to,"use the money in the Assessment Deferral 
Program Revolving Fund to pay the expenses of the Department in 
administering" the program (ORS 468.977(2)). 

DEQ will set aside 4% ($38,000) for program administration during this 
biennium. This will fund . 2 FTE to administer the program, plus . 2 FTE for 
support staff. The remainder ($912,000) will be allocated to Portland, 
Gresham and Eugene as listed in the Table below. These determinations were 
made according to the procedures outlined in 3400-81-110(4)(C) as follows: 

(A) Calculate the number of connections to low income households for 
each public agency: 

(total number of ) 
(sewer connections) X 
(in project area ) 

(% of households in project ) 
(area where household income) 
(is at or below 200 percent of) 
(the federal poverty level.) 

= nwnber of connections to low income households 

(B) Add the total number of connections to low income households for 
all qualifying public agencies; 

(C) Calculate a percentage of the total sewer connections to low 
income households for each qualifying agency divide (A) above by 
(B) above); 

(D) Multiply the percentage calculated in (C) above by the total funds 
available. 

Percent of 
Connections in 
Project Area Percent 
\Vhere Household of Total 

IIJCOOE is at Nlllber of Nlllber of Allocation 
Total Nlllber or below 200% Connections Connections Loan Tunds 
Cornections of the Federal to low-Incooe to low-IIJCOOE to Public 

City Durint\ 1989-91 Poverty level Property Owners Property Owners Agencies 

Portland 6,544 27 % 1,767 71 % 647,520 

Gresham 1,587 26 % 412 17 % 155,040 

El.Jgene 1,161 25 % 290 12 % 109.440 

Total 2,469 912,000 
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ATTACHMENT D' 

PUBLJ_Q__HEAL TH~A~N~D~S:<.A~F~E'-'T0Y,__ ________ _ 

ASSESSMENT DEFERRAL LOAN 
PROGRAM 

468.970 Definitions for ORS 468.970 
to 468.983. All used in ORS 468.970 to 468.983: 

(1) "Commission" means the Environmental. 
Quality Commission. 

(2) "Department" means the Department of 
Environmental Quality. 

(3) "Extreme financial hardship" has the 
meaning given within the assessment deferral 
programs adopted by public agencies and 
approved by the Department of Environmental 
Quality. 

(4) "Public agency" means any state agency, 
incorporated city, county, sanitary authority, 
county service district, sanitacy· district, metro· 
politan service district or other special. district 
authorized to construct water pollution control 
facilities. 

(5) "Treatment works" means a sewage col· 
lection system. /l9S7 c.G96 §IJ 

Note: 468.970 tu 468.983 were enacted into law by tht> 
Legislative Assembly but were noL added to or mad(' a part of 
ORS chapter 4H8 or any seri~s therein by legislative action. 
See Preface tn Oregun Revh'\ed Su:itutes for further explana
lion. 

468.073 Policy. It is declared to be the 
policy of this state: 

(1) To provide assistance to property owners 
who \Vill experience extreme financial hardship 
resulting frorn payment of assessed costs for the 
construction of treatment \Yorks requirf!d by a 
federal grant agreement or an order issued hy a 
state commission or ngency. 

(2) 1'o provide A.ssistancc lhrough an interest· 
loan progran1 to defer all or part of property 
assessment~. 

(3) To capitalize an assessment deferral loan 
program \Vith tnoneys avnilnble in the Pollution 
Control Fund, available federal funds or available 
local funds. I lt!Hi' cr.v:i §:!J 

Note: S11e nolr under •HiH.U70. 

468.975 Assessment Deferral Loan 
Program Revolving Fund; uses; sources.< I) 
There is established the Asse"8mcnt flelerrul 
Loan Program i{cvolving 1'.,und S<'parat.e and di:-;· 



POLLUTION CONTROL 468.980 

tinct from the General Fund in the State Treas
ury. The moneys in the Assessment Deferi'al 
Loan Program Revolving Fund are appropriated 
continuously to the Department of Environmen
tal Quality to be used for the purposes described 
in ORS 468.977. 

(2) The Assessment Deferral Loan Program 
Revolving Fund may be capitalized from any one 
or a combination of the following sources of funds 
in an amount sufficient to fund assessment defer
ral loan programs provided for in ORS 468.977: 

(a) From the Water Pollution Control 
Revolving Fund. 

(b) From capitalization grants or loans from 
the Pollution Control Fund. 

(3) In addition to those funds used to cap
italize the Assessment Deferral Loan Program 
Revolving Fund, the fund shall consist of: 

(a) Any other revenues derived from gifts, 
grants or bequests pledged to the state for the 
purpose of providing financial assistance to water 
pollution control projects; 

(b) All repayments of money borrowed from 
the fund; 

• '('c) All interest payments made by borrowers 
from the fund; 

(d) Any other fe~ or charge levied in conjunc
tion with administration of the fund; and 

(e) Any available local funds. 
(4) The State Treasurer may invest and rein

vest moneys in the Assessment Deferral. Loan 
Program Revolving Fund in the manner provided 
by law. All earnings from such investment and 
reinvestment shall be credited to the Assessment 
Deferral Loan Program Re.valving Fund. {1987 

c.695 §§3, lll 

Note: See note under 468.970. 

468.977 Conditions for program; 
administrative expenses; priority; report. 
(1) The Department of Environmental Quality 
shall use the moneys in the Assessment Deferral 
Loan Program Revolving Fund to provide funds 
for assessn1ent deferral loan programs admin
istered by public agencies that meet all of the 
following conditions: 

(a) The program demonstrates that assess
ments or charges in lieu of assessments levied 
against benefited properties for construction of 
treatment works required by a federal grant 
agreement or by an order issued by a state com
mission or agency \vill subject property owners to 
extreme financial hardship. 

(b) The governing body has adopted a pro
gram and the department has approved the pro
gram. 
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(c) The treatment works meets the require
ments of section 2, Article XI-H of the Oregon 
Constitution concerning eligibility of pollution 
control bond funds .. 

(2) The department also may use the moneys 
in the Assessment Deferral Loan Program 
Revolving· Fund to pay . the expenses of the 
department in administering the Assessment 
Deferral Loan Program Revolving Fund and to 
repay capitalization loans. 

. (3) In administering the Assessment Deferral 
Loan Program Revolving Fund, the department 
shall: 

(a) Allocate funds to public agencies for 
assessment deferral loan programs -in accordance 
with a priority list adopted by the Environmental 
Quality Commission. 

(b) Use accounting, audit and fiscal pro
cedures that conform to generally accepted gov
ernment accounting standards. 

(c) Prepare any reports required by the 
Federal Government as a condition to the award 
of federal capitalization grants. 

(4) The Department of Environmental Qual
ity shall submit an informational report to the 
Joint. Committee on Ways and Means or, if 
during the interim between sessions of the Legis
lative Assembly, to the Emergency Board before 
awarding the first loan from the Assessment 
Deferral Loan Program Revolving Fund. The 
report shall describe the assessment deferral loan 
program and set forth in detail the operating 
procedures of the program. [1987 c.695 §§4. 5, BJ 

Note: See note under 468.970. 

468.980 Application for loan; terms 
and conditions. Any public agency desiring 
funding of its assessment deferral loan program 
from the Assessment Deferral Loan Program 
Revolving Fund may borrow from the Assess
ment Deferral Loan Program Revolving Fund in 
accordance with the procedures contained in 
ORS 468.220 and 468.970 to 468.983. The public 
agency shall submit an application to the depart
ment on a form provided by the department. 
After final approval of the application, the 
department shall offer the public agency funds 
from the Assessment Deferral Loan Program 
Revolving Fund through a loan agreement with 
terms and conditions that: 

(1) Require the public agency to repay the 
loan with interest according to a repayment 
schedule corresponding to provisions governing 
repayment of deferred assessments by property 
owners as defined in the public agency's adopted 
assessment deferral loan progra1n; 
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(2) Require the public agency to secure the 
loan with an assessment deferral loan program 
financing lien as described in ORS 468.983; and 

(3) Limit the funds of the public agency that 
are obligated to repay the loan to proceeds from 
repayment of deferred assessments by property 
owners participating in the assessment deferral 
loan program adopted by the public agency. [1987 
c.695 §61 

Note: See note under 468.970. 

468.983 Lien against assessed prop· 
erty; docket; enforcement. ( l) Any public 
agency that pays all or part of a property owner's 
assessment pursuant to the public agency's 
adopted assessment deferral loan program shall 
have a lien against the assessed property for the 
amount of the public agency's payment and inter
est thereon as specified in the public. agency's 
assessment deferral loan program. 

(2) The public agency's auditor, clerk or other 
officer shall maintain a docket .describing all 
payments of assessments made by the public 
agency pursuant to its adopted assessment defer· 
ral loan program. The liens created by such pay· 
ments shall attach to each property for which 
payment is made at the time the payment is 

1tered in this docket. The liens recorded on this 
-.locket shall have the same priority as a lien on 
the bond lien docket maintained pursuant to 
ORS 223.230. A lien shall be discharged upon 
repayment to the public agency of all outstanding 
principal and interest in accordance with the 
requirements of the public agency's adopted 
assessment deferral loan program. 

(3) The lien may be enforced by the public 
agency as provided by ORS 223.505 to 223.650. 
The lien shall be delinquent if not.paid according 
to the requirements of the public agency's 
adopted assessment deferral loan program. [1987 
c.695 §7] 

Note: See note under 468.970. 

PENALTIES 

'eparata. 
iolation of ORS 468.760 (1) or (2.}' 

'~·.· ~ .. 

(4) Violation of ORS 454.425 or 468.i42.i 
ss A misdemeanor. · 

'· l5) Violation of ORS 468.770 is a Cla A 
mis meanor. {1973 c.$15 §28; subsection 1.-j~ fo erly 

part . ·~8.990. enacted as 19i3 c.83-? § l i7aJ .· .. r · 
4 992 Penalties for pol tion 

offe ' (1) Wilful or negligent violatiil of any 
rule, s dare! or order of the commissio' elating 
to water ution is a misdemeanor an person 
convicte ereof shall be punishable b a fine of 
not more~ ·$25,000 or by imprison nt in the 
county jail r not more than one yeir r by both. 
Each day Violation constitutes a separate 
offense. { ·· l:\ ··~ 

(2) Re to p(Oduce boo.ks;'p ers or infor-
mation subpe ed )iy the co sion or the 
regional air q ity~_control . a ority or any 
report required law\pr by· the epartment or a 
regional authori pursuant'! ORS 448.305. 
454.010 to 454.04 454.205' .til 54.255, 454.405, 
454.425, 454.505 t 54.535;,1 4.605 to 454. 7 45 
and this chapter is a l~ , · 

(3) Violation of he'. ' of any permit 
issued pursuant to 0 -:; 13.065 is a Class A 
misdemeanor. Each da ... tion constitutes a 
separate offense. [1973 c· 26f~ 

·':\. 
468.995 Penalti for. air pollution 

offenses. (1) Violatio any•t)lie or standard 
adopted or any order · y a:regional author-
ity relating to air po a·§Iass A misde-
meanor. '.i•'ii,. 

,~ :-: ... 
e pro ·· ed,.·each day of 

violation of any standard order relating to 
air pollµtion cons · tes a separ e offense. 

(3) Violation ~ORS 468.47 o~' dt any "'le 
. adopted pursu . ~ ORS 468.46 is a. Class A 
misdemeanor. · day of violatio onstitutes a 
separate offen , 

(4) Viola n of the provisio 
468.605 is a ·s A misdemeanor. [I c.8.'ls §27: 
subaection (6) e · u 1975 c.366 §3: 1983 c.3 !9381 

468.9 /Joinder of certain o e~es. 
Where any. rilvision of ORS 448.305, 45 010 to 
454.040, 4'205 to 454.255, 454.405, 4 .425. 
454.505 454.535, 454.605 to 454. i 45 an this 
chapter rcvides that each day of violati •'.of 
ORS 4 .305, 454.010 to 454.040, 454.20 to 
454.25 454.405, 454.425, 454.505 to 454. 5, 
454.6 ·,to 454.745 or a section of this chap r 

,.tes a separate offense, violations of th · 
1 that occur within the same court jurisdic 

' ay be. joined in one indictment, or com• 
t. or information, in several counts. [Formed~:. 

921 

.... ·' :~~ . 
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SEWAGE TREAT:\!ENT AND DISPOSAL SYSTE:\1S 1;;4 .030 

TREAT'.'ltE:\'T WORKS 

454.010 Definitions for ORS 454.010 
to 454.040. As used in ORS ~5~.010 to ~5~.040,, 
unless the context requires other.vise: 

(1) "Construction" means any one or more of 
the following: Preliminary planning to determine 
the feasibility of treatment works, engineering, 
architectural, legal, fiscal, or economic investiga
tions or studies, surveys, designs, plans, working 
drawings, specifications. procedures, or other 
necessary actions, erection, building, acquisition, 
alteration, remodeling, improvement, or exten· 
sion of treatment works, or the inspection or 
supervision of any of the foregoing items. 

(2) "Industrial user" means a recipient of 
treatment works services for any liquid, gaseous, 
radioactive or solid waste substance or a com
bination thereof resulting from any process of 
industry, manufacturing, trade or business or 
fiom the development or recovery of any natural 
resources. 

(3) "Municipality" means any county, city, 
special service district or other governmental 
entity having authority to dispose of or treat or 
collect sewage, industrial wastes or other wastes, 
or any combination of two or more of the forego
ing acting jointly. 

(4) "Replacement" means those expenditures 
for obtaining and installing equipment, accesso
ries, or appurtenances during the useful life of the 
treatment works necessarv to maintain the 
capacity and performance for which such works 
are designed and constructed. 

including storm water runoff. or industri~il \vast I:'. 
including waste in combined storm \voter and 
sanitary se\ver systems. /!91:) r.lot .~'..!] 

454.020 Compliance with state and 
federal standards; enforcement. The 
Environmental Quality Commission may require 
each user of the treatment works of a munici
pality to comply with the toxic and pretreatment 
effluent standards and inspection, monitoring 
and entry requirements of the Federal Water 
Pollution Control Act, as enacted by Congress. 
October 18, 1972, and acts amendatory thereof or 
supplementary thereto, and federal regulations 
and guidelines issued pursuant thereto. The com
mission may institute actions or proceedings for 
legal or equitable remedies to enforce such com
pliance. [1973 c.101 §5: 1979 c.284 §146} 

454.030 Rates and charges to meet 
costs of treatment works; use of funds; 
enforcement. (1) A municipality is authorized 
to adopt a system of charges and rates to assure 
that each recipient of treatment works services 
within the municipality's jurisdiction or service 
area will pay its proportionate share of the costs 
of operation, maintenance and replacement of 
any treatment works facilities or sen~ces pro
vided by the municipality. 

(2) A municipality is authorized to require 
industrial users of its treatment works to pay to 
the municipality that portion of the cost of con
struction of the treatment works which is alloca-, 
ble to the treatment of such industrial user's 
wastes. The Department of Environmental Qual
ity is autl ~rized to determine whether the pay
ment required of the industrial user for the 
portion of the cost of the construction of the 
treatment works is properly allocable to the treat
ment of the industrial user's wastes. 

(3) A municipality is authorized to retain the 
amounts of the revenues derived from the pay
ment of costs by industrial users of its treatment 
works services and expend such revenues, 
together with interest thereon, for: 

(a) Repayment to applicable agencies of gov
ernment of any grants or loans made to the 
municipality for construction of the treatment 
works; and 

(5)(a) "Treatment works" means any devices 
and systems used in the storage, treatment, recy
cling, and reclamation of municipal sewage or 
industrial wastes, of a liquid nature, necessary to 
recycle or reuse water at the most economical cost 
over the estimated life of the works, including 
intercepting sewers, outfall sewers, sewage collec
tion systems, pumping, power, and other equip
ment, and their appurtenances; extensions, 
improvements. remodeling, additions, and altera
tions thereof; elements essential to provide a 
reliable recycled supply such as standby treat
ment units and clear well facilities; and ·any 
works, including site acquisition of the land that 
will be an integral part of residues resulting from 
such treatment. 

(b) Future expansion and reconstruction of 
the treatment works: and 

(b) In addition to the definition contained in 
paragraph (a) of this subsection. "treatment 
works" means any other method or system for 
preventing, abating, reducing, storing, treating, 
separating, or disposing of municipal i.vaste, 
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(c) Other municipal purposes. 

(4) A municipality shall keep records. finan
cial statements and books regarding its rates and 
charges and amounts collected on account of its 
treatment works and how such revenues are allo
cated. The Department of Environmental Qua!-
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ity may inspect such records. financial 
statements and books. audit t.hem. or cause them 
to be audited. at such intervals as deemed neces
sary. 

(5) In the event a municipality fails. neglects 
or refuses when required by the Environmental 
Quality Commission to adopt the system of 
charges and rates authorized by this section, or 
fails, neglects or refuses to comply with ORS 
454.010 to 454.060, the commission may adopt a 
system of charges and rates as provided for in 
subsection (1) of this section and collect, admin
ister and apply such revenues for the purposes of 
subsection (3) of this section. 

(6) In lieu of proceeding in the manner set 
forth in subsection (5) of this section, the com
mission may institute actions or proceedings for 
legal or equitable remedies to enforce compliance 
with, or restrain violations of, ORS 454.010 to 
454.060. [1973 c.101§3:1979 c.284 §1471 

454.040 Determination of costs paya
ble by users. In determining the amount of 
treatment works costs to be paid by recipients of 
treatment works services, the municipality or, if 
applicable, the Environmental Quality Commis
sion shall consider the strength, volume, types 
and delivery flow rate characteristics of the 
waste; the nature, location and type of treatment 
works; the receiving waters; and such other fac
tors as deemed necessary. (!9;J c.lOI §41 

454.050 Rules. The Environmental Qual
ity Commission may adopt, modify or repeal 
rules, pursuant to ORS 183.310 to 183.550, for the 
administration and implementation of ORS 
454.010 to 454.060. [19~3 c.lOI §61 

454.060 Powers in addition to other. 
municipal or commission powers. The 
powers and authority granted to a municipality or 
the Environmental Quality Commission by ORS 
454.010 to 454.050 are in addition to, and not in 
lieu of, or derogation of any other powers and 
authority vested in a municipality or the commis
sion pursuant to law. [19;J c. !01 §71 

FINANCING OF DISPOSAL SYSTEMS 
454.105 Definitions for ORS 454.105 

to 454.175. As used in ORS 454.105 to 454.175, 
unless the context requires otherwise: 

(1) "Disposal system" means that term as 
defined in ORS 468.700. 

(2) "Municipality" means a city, county, 
county service district, sanitary authority or sani
tary district. [Formerly 449.4051 

454.115 Authority over disposal sys
tems. ( 1) In order to facilitate the abatement, 

elimination or control of the pollution of v.·aters 
and streams, any municipality may: 

(a) Construct, reconstruct, improve, extend. 
repair, equip or acquire disposal systems, within 
'or without the municipality. 

(b) Accept grants or loans or other aid from 
the United States or any other source. 

(c) Enter into all necessary agreements. 

(d) Issue revenue bonds of the municipality 
without limitation as to amount. 

(2) The powers conferred by ORS 454.105 to 
454.175 are in addition to and supplemental to 
the powers conferred by any other law and not in 
substitution for any right, powers or privileges 
vested in a municipality. [Formerly 449.4101 

454.125 Bond election. Before any bonds 
may be issued under ORS 454.115, their issuance 
must first be approved by a majority of the 
electors voting on the proposition at either a 
general election or at a special election, to be 
called, held and conducted in the same manner as 
special elections on the proposition of issuing 
general obligation bonds. (Formerly 449.4151 

454.135 Bonds issued to finance dis
posal system. (1) The bonds issued under ORS 
454.115 shall be payable from that portion of the 
earnings of the disposal system of the munici
pality which is pledged to their payment, and 
they shall have a lien of such priority on the 
earnings as is specified in the proceedings provid
ing for their issuance. 

(2) The governing body may provide that the 
bonds, or such ones thereof as may be specified, 
shall, to the extent and in the manner prescribed, 
be subordinated and be junior in standing, with 
respect to their payment of principal, interest and 
security, to such other bonds of the municipality 
as are designated. 

(3) The bonds shall bear such date, may be 
issued in such amounts, may be in such 
denominations, may mature in such amounts and 
at such time, shall be payable at such place, may 
be redeemable, either with or without premium, 
or nonredeemable, may carry such registration 
privileges, and may be executed by such officers 
and in such manner as is prescribed by the 
governing body. 

(4) In case any of the officers whose sig
natures appear on the bonds or coupons cease. to 
be officers before delivery of the bonds, the sig
natures, whether manual or facsimile shall, nev
ertheless, be valid and sufficient for all purposes, 
the same as if such officers had remained in office 
until delivery. 
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15) The bonds so issued shall bear interest at 
a rate to be fixed by the governing body payable at 
times to be fixed by the governing body. 

board, commission or 
governing bodies consi. 
sion and general mar. 
system and for the op 
prescribe its pov.·ers anl 

h other budy as their 
Jroper for t!1e super\'i
rnent tJf the di;:;po:;al 
~ion thereoL and n1ay 
.uties .:ind fix the coin-

(6) The bonds shall be sold at public sole. 
However, they may be sold at private sale to the 
United States or to the State of Oregon or any of 
their agencies or instrumentalities. [Formerly 
449.420; 1981 c.94 §41) 

pensation of the men .ers thereof. [Fonnf:'rly 
449.4351 

454.175 Agreements with industrial 
establishment. When determined by its govern
ing body to be in the public interest and necessary 
for the protection of the public health, any 

,municipality may enter into and perform con
tracts, whether long-term or short-term, with any 
industrial establishment for the provision and 
operation by the municipality of the disposal 
system to abate or reduce the pollution of waters 
caused by discharges of industrial wastes by the 
industrial establishment and the pa;ment peri
odically by the industrial establishment to the 
municipality of amounts at least sufficient, in the 
determination of such governing body. to com
pensate the municipality for the cost of provid
ing, including payment of principal and interest 
charges, and of operating and maintaining the 
disposal system serving such industrial establish
ment. (Formerly 449.4401 

454.145 Bond content. Bonds issued 
under ORS 454.115 or the proceedings of the 
governing body authorizing their issuance may 
contain such covenants as the governing body 
considers advisable concerning: 

(I) Rates or fees to be charged for services 
rendered by the disposal system, the revenue of 
which is pledged to the payment of such bonds. 

(2) Deposit and use of the revenue of such 
disposal system. 

(3) Issuance of additional bonds payable from 
the revenue of such disposal system. 

( 4) Rights of the bondholders in case of 
default in the payment of the principal of or 
interest on the bonds, including the appointment 
of a receiver to operate such disposal system. 
(Formerly 449.425 l 

454.155 Refunding bonds. (1) The gov
erning body of every municipality by ordinance or 
resolution without prior approval of the electors 
may issue and exchange or sell refunding revenue 
bonds to refund. pay or discharge all or any part 
of its outstanding revenue bonds, including inter
est thereon, if any, in arrears or about to become 
due. 

(2) All other relevant provisions in ORS 
454. 105 to 454.175 pertaining to revenue bonds 
shall be applicable to the refunding revenue 
bonds, including their terms and security, the 
rates and other aspects of the bonds. (Formerly 
449.4301 

454.165 Joint agreements for con
struction and financing of disposal sys
tems. ( 1) Any two, or more, municipalities, 
counties or other political subdivisions, notwith
standing any limitation or provision of municipal 
charter to the contrary. may, through their 
respective governing bodies. enter into and per
form such contracts and agreements as they con
sider proper for or concerning the planning, 
construcrion. lease or other acquisir:.ion and the 
financing of the disposal system and the mainte
nance and operation thereof. 

(2) Municipalities. counties or other political 
subdivisions so contracting with each other may 
also provide in any contract or agreement for a 
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454.205 "Municipality" defined. .-\s 
used in ORS 454.205 to 454.255, "municipality" 
includes an incorporated city, a metropolitan 
service district, a sanitary district, a sanitary 
authority, a county service· district, or any other 
special district authorized to treat and dispose of 
sewage. (1973 c.213 §21 

454.215 Authority over disposal sys
tems. (1) Any municipality may own. acquire. 
construct, equip, operate and maintain, either 
within or without its statutory or corporate lim
its, in whole or in part, disposal systems with all 
appurtenances necessary, useful or con\'enient fvr 
the collection, treatment and disposal of sewage. 
The municipality may acquire by gift, grant, 
purchase or condemnation necessary lands and 
rights of way therefor. either within or without its 
statutory or corporate limits. For the purpose of 
acquiring property fcir such uses. the municipality 
may invoke and shall have t.he rights. po\ver3 and 
privileges granted to public corporations under 
the provisions of existing or future ia\\'S pertain
ing to this subjeci:. 

(2) The authority given by ORS 454.20G tr, 
454.255 shall be in addition to. a::d not in deroga
tion of any power existing in the municipality 
under any constitutional. statutory or charter 
provisions no\v or hereafter existing.11~ri:1 c.:.u:i §:3/ 
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454.225 Rates and charges; collection. 
The governing body of the municipality may 
establish just and equitable rates or char;;es to be 
paid for the use of the disposal system by each 
person, firm or corporation whose premises are 
served thereby, or upon subsequent service 
thereto, If the service charges so establisned are 
not paid when due, the amounts thereof, together 
with such penalties, interests and costs as may be 
provided by the governing body of the munici
pality may be recovered in an action at law, or 
may be certified and presented after .July 15 and 
on or before the following July 15 to the tax 
assessor of the county in which the municipality 
is situated and be by the assessor assessed against 
the premises serviced on the next assessment and 
tax roll prepared after July 15. Once the service 
charges are certified and presented to the 
assessor, the payment for the service charges 
must be made to the taX collector pursuant to 
ORS 311.370. Such payment shall be made by the 
person responsible for the delinquent service 
charge or by the municipality who has received 
payment for the delinquent service charge. These 
charges shall thereupon be collected and paid 
over in the same manner as other taxes are 
certified, assessed, collected and paid over. [ 19;3 
c.213 §4: 1979 c.350 §191 

454.235 Election; bonds; when election 
required; compelling elections; when bonds 
can be ordered sold. ( l) The governing body of 
the municipality, by proposed charter amend
ment or ordinance, may refer the question of 
acquiring and constructing a disposal or water 
system. as defined in ORS 448.115, to a vote of its 
electors. and after approval thereof by a majority 
of such electors, may authorize the issuance of 
and cause to be issued bonds of the municipality 
for such purposes. The bonds may be general 
obligation, limited obligation or self-liquidating 
in character in a sum not more than the amount 
authorized at such election and shall be subject to 
ORS 454.205 to 454.255. The bonds may provide 
for payment of principal and interest thereon 
from service charges to be imposed by the govern
ing body for services to be extended through 
employment and use of the disposal or water 
system. If service charges are imposed to be paid 
as provided in ORS 454.225, such portion thereof 
as may be deemed sufficient shall be set aside as a 
sinking fund for payment of interest on the bond 
and the principal thereof at maturity. 

(2)( a) When the Environmental Quality 
Commission or the Health Division enters an 
order pursuant to ORS 183.310 to 183.550 that 
requires the acquisition or construction of a dis· 
posal system or a water s.ystem in a municipality, 

respectively, the governing body of the mun1c1· 
pality shall refer to its electors the question of a 
bond issue in an amount sufficient to finance the 
necessary acquisition or construction of such 
disposal or water system. The election shall be 
held within one year of the date the order of the 
commission or division is entered. 

(b) If, within eight months after the order of 
the commission or division, the governing body of 
the municipality has not called an election in 
compliance with paragraph (a) of this subsection, 
the commission or division, whichever is appro· 
priate, may apply to the circuit court of the 
county in which the municipality is located, or to 
the Circuit Court of Marion County for an order 
compelling the holding of an election. 

(c) If the eloctors do not approve the disposal 
system bond issue, submitted pursuant to para· 
graph (a) or (b) of this subsection, the commis· 
sion may apply to the circuit court of the county 
in which the municipality is located or to the 
Circuit Court of Marion County for an order 
directing that self-liquidating bonds of the 
municipality be issued and sold pursuant to ORS 
454.205 to 454.255, and directing that the pro
ce<lds be applied to the acquisition or construc
tion of a disposal system required to comply with 
the final order of the commission. If the court 
finds that the disposal system required by the 
final order of the commission is necessary under 
the rules or standards of the commission. it shall 
issue an order directing that such bonds be issued 
and sold without elector approval in such an 
amount as the court finds necessary to acquire or 
construct such disposal system, and that the 
proceeds be applied .for such purposes. 

(d) Any court proceeding authorized by para· 
graphs (b) and (c) of this subsection shall be 
advanced on the court docket for immediate 
hearing. [1973 c.213 §5: 1981 c.749 §221 

454.245 Serial bonds; term and con
tent; interest; amount. (1) The governing 
body of the municipality may determine the 
matUrities and tenor of the bonds issued under 
ORS 454.235. However, ;he bonds shall be serial 
in character in accordance with present or future 
provisions of law or the charter. They shall be 
payable in not to exceed 40 years from the dated 
issuance thereoi, and shall be sold at a price to net 
the municipality not less than the par value 
thereof with accrued in.terest. They shall bear 
inte~-est at not to exceed six percent per annum 
payable semiannually. 

(2) The amount of any bonds issued under 
ORS 454.205 to 454.255 shall not be within any 
limitation of indebtedness fixed bv law or charter, 
but shall be in addition thereto. i is73 c.~lo Hfi. 7i 
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4 54 .255 Plans and cost estimates; 
examination by electors. Before calling any 
election under ORS 454.235. the governing body 
of the mun!cipality shall cause to be prepared 
plans. specifications and estimates of costs of any 
proposed disposal or water system. as defined in 
ORS 448.115, to be voted upon, which may be 
examined by any elector of the municipality. [1973 
c.213 §8; 1981c.7~9 §231 

CONSTRUCTION OF SEWAGE 
TREATMENT WORKS; PROVISION OF 

SERVICES 

454.275 Definitions for ORS 454.275 
to 454.380. As used in ORS 454.275 to 454.380: 

(1) "Affected area" means an area subject to 
an order of the commission issued under 0 RS 
454.305. 

(2) "Commission" means the Environmental 
Quality Commission. 

(3) "Governing body" means a board of com
missioners, county court or other managing board 
of a municipality. 

(4) "Municipality" means a city, county, 
county service district, sanitary district, metro
politan service district or other special district 
authorized to treat or dispose of sewage in any 
county with a population exceeding 400,000 
according to the latest federal decennial census. 

(5) "Subsurface sewage disposal system" has 
the meaning given that term in ORS 454.605. 

(6) "Threat to drinking water" means the 
existence in any area of any three of the following 
conditions: 

(a) More than 50 percent of the affected area 
consists of rapidly draining soils; 

(b) The ground water underlying the affected 
area is used or can be used for drinking water; 

(c) More than 50 percent of the sewage in the 
affected area is discharged into cesspools, septic 
tanks or seepage pita and the sewage contains 
biological, chemical, physical or radiological 
agents that can make water unfit for human 
consumption~ or 

allowable limits set in accordance with the 
Federnl Safe Drinking Water Act. 

(7) "Treatment works'· has the meaning given 
that term in ORS 454.010. [1981 c.358 §1: 1983 c.~35 
§7; 198i c.627 §SJ 

454.280 Construction of treatment 
works by municipality; financing. 
Notwithstanding the provisions of ORS chapters 
450, 451 and 454, or any city or county charter, 
treatment works may be constructed by a munici
pality and financed by the sale of general obliga
tion bonds, revenue bonds or assessments against 
the benefited property without a vote in the 
affected area or municipality or without being 
subject to a remonstration procedure, when the 
findings and order are filed in accordance with 
ORS 454.310. The provisions of ORS 223.205 to 
223.295, 223.770 and 287.502 to 287.515 shall 
apply in so far as practicable to any assessment 
established as a result of proceedings under 0 RS 
454.275 to 454.380. [1981 c.358 §21 

454.285 Resolution or ordinance. (1) 
The governing body may adopt by resolution or 
ordinance a proposal to construct sewage treat
ment works and to finance the construction by 
revenue bonds, general obligation bonds or by 
assessment against the benefited property. 

(2) The resolution or ordinance shall: 
(a) Describe the boundaries of the affected 

area which must be located within a single 
drainage basin as identified in regional treatment 
works plans; and 

(b) Contain findings that there is a threat to 
drinking water. 

(3) The proposal must be approved by a 
majority vote of the governing body and does not 
require the approval of the residents or land· 
owners in the affected area or municipality. 

(4) The governing body shall forward a cer
tified copy of the resolution or ordinance to the 
commission. Preliminary plans and specifica- · 
tions for the proposed treatment works shall be 
submitted to the commission with the resolution 
or ordinance. [1981 c.358 §3: 1983 c.235 §BJ 

454.290 Study; preliminary plans. (!) 
The governing body shall order a study and the 
preparation of preliminary plans and specifica
tions for the treatment works. 

(2) The study shall include: 

( d) Analysis of samples of ground water from 
wells producing water that may be used for 
human consumption in the affected area contains 
levels of one or more biological, chemical, phys
ical or radiological contaminants which, if 
allowed to increase at historical rates, would 
produce a risk to human health as determined by 

. the local health officer. Such contaminant levels 
must be in excess of 50 percent of the maximum 

(a) Engineering plans demonstrating the fea
sibility of the treatment works and conformance 
of the plan with regional treatment works plans. 

(b) Possible methods for financing the treat· 
ment works. 
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454.295 PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY 

(c) The effect of the treatment wnrks on 
property in the affected area. 1n1.-.1 (-,;;:i:i ~-11 

454.295 Commission revie,.v; hearjng_: 
notice. (l l After recei,·ing a certified copy of a 
resolution or ordinance adopted under ORS 
454.285, the commission shall review and investi· 
gate conditions in the affected area. If substantial 
evidence reveals the existence of a threat to 
drinking water, the commission shall set a time 
and place for a hearing on the resolution or 
ordinance. The hearing shall be held within or 
near the affected area. The hearing shall be held 
not less than 50 days after the commission com
pletes its investigation. 

(2) The commission shall give notice of the 
time and place of the hearing on the resolution or 
ordinance by publishing the notice of adoption of 
the resolution or ordinance in a newspaper of 
general circulation within the affected area once 
each week for two successive weeks beginning not 
less than four weeks before the date of the hearing 
and by such other means as the commission 
deems appropriate in order to give actual notice 
of the hearing. (1981 c.358 §.;J 

454.300 Conduct of hearing; notice of 
issuance of findings; petition for argument. 
(1) At the hearing on the resolution or ordinance, 
any interested person shall ha,•e a reasonable 
opportunity to be heard or to present written 
testimony. The hearing shall be for the purpose of 
determining whether a threat to drinking water 
exists in the affected area. whether the conditions 
could be eliminated or alleviated by treatment 
works and whether the proposed treatment works 
are the most economical method to alleviate the 
conditions. The hearing may be conducted by the 
commission or by a hearings offi.cer designated by 
the commission. After the hearing the commis
sion shall publish a notice of issuance of its 
findings and recommendations in the newspaper 
used for the notice of hearing under 0 RS 454.295 
(2), advising of the opportunity for argument 
under subsection (2) of this section. 

(2) Within 15 days after the publication of 
notice of issuance of findings any person or 
municipality that will be affected by the findings 
may petition the commisRion to present written 
or oral arguments on the proposal. If a petition is 
received, the commission &hall set a time and 
place for argument. fl98l c.:\t):~ .~Fil 

454.305 Effect of findings; exclusion of 
areas; filing of findings. (l l If the commis
sion finds a threat to drinking water does exist 
but treatment works would not alleviate the con
ditions. the commission shall terminate the pro
ceedings. 

(2) If the commission finds a threat to drink
ing water exists within the territory and the 
conditions could be removed or alleviated bv the 
construction of treatment works. the commi~sion 
shall order the governing body to proceed with 
construction of the treatment works. 

(3) If the commission finds that a threat to 
drinking water exists in only part of the affected 
area or that treatment works would remove or 
alleviate the conditions in only part of the 
affected area, the commission may reduce the 
affected area to the size in which the threat to 
drinking water could be removed or alleviated. 
The findings shall describe the boundaries of the 
affected area as reduced by the commission. 

(4) In determining whether to exclude any 
area, the commission must consider whether or 
not exclusion would unduly interfere with the 
removal or alleviation of the threat to drinking 
water and whether the exclusion would result in 
an illogical boundary for the provision of services. 

(5) If the commission determines that a 
threat to drinking water exists but that the pro
posed treatment works are not the most eco
nomical method of removing or alleviating the 
conditions, the commission may issue an order 
terminating the proceedings under ORS 454.275 
to 454.380, or referring the resolution or ordi
nance to the municipality to prepare alternative 
plans, specifications and financing methods. 

(6) At the request of the commission the 
municipality or a boundary commission shall aid 
in determining the findings made under subsec
tions (3) and (4) of this section. · 

(7) The commission shall file its findings and 
order with the governing body of the munici
pality. [1981 c.358 §7] 

454.310 Construction authorized upon 
commission approval; final plans. (1) When 
a certified copy of the findings and order approv
ing the proposal is filed with the governing body, 
the governing body shall order construction of the 
treatment works and proceed with the financing 
plan as specified in the order. 

(2) Within 12 months after receiving the 
commission's order t"he municipality shall pre
pare final plans and specifications for the treat
ment works and proceed in accordance with the 
time schedule to construct the facility. [1981 c.3.58 

jSJ 

454.315 [1973 c.424 §2; repealed by 19;5 c.167 i13J 

454.317 Resolution or ;;.rdinance 
authorizing levy and collection of seepage 
charge •. (1) When a certified copy of the find
ings and order approving the proposal is filed 

_, 
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SEWAGE TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL SYSTE:VIS 454.340 

with the governing body as provided in ORS 
454.305, the governing body mav adopt a resolu· 
tion or ordinance authorizing the levy and collec· 
tion of a seepage charge upon all real properties 
served by onsite subsurface se\vage disposal sys
tems, as defined in ORS 454.605, within the 
boundaries of the affected area. 

(2) A resolution or ordinance adopted under 
this section shall authorize the levy and collection 
of a seepage charge only in an affected area 
located entirely within a single drainage basin as 
identified in regional treatment works plans. 

(3) A resolution or ordinance adopted under 
this section shall: 

(a) Describe the boundaries of the affected 
area; and 

(b) Contain an estimate of the commence
ment and completion dates for the proposed 
treatment works and a proposed schedule for the 
extension of sewer service into the affected area. 
11983 c.235 §21 

454.320 Hearing on resolution or ordi
nance; notice of levy. ( 1) The governing body 
shall give notice of the time and place of the 
hearing on the resolution or ordinance by pub
lishing the notice of the .intent to adopt the 
resolution or ordinance in a newspaper of general 
circulation within the affected area once each 
week for four successive weeks and by such other 
means as the governing body deems appropriate 
in order to give actual notice of the hearing. The 
hearing shall be held within or near the affected 
area described in the resolution or ordinance. At 
the hearing on the resolution or ordinance, any 
interested person shall have a reasonable oppor
tunity to be heard or to present written testi
mony. The hearing shall be for the purpose of 
determining whether a seepage charge should be 
levied and collected. 

(2) After the hearing held under this section, 
the go,•erning body shall publish a notice of the 
levy of the seepage charge and thereafter proceed 
to levy and collect the seepage charge in such 
amount as in the discretion of the governing body 
will provide revenues for the payment of the 
principal and interest, in whole or in part, due on 
general obligation bonds or on revenue bonds 
issued by the governing body to construct the 
treatment works or to pro\•ide capital funds for 
the construction of treatment \Yorks. { 1983 c.2:1.5 §31 

(2) The county shall establish a separate 
account for each ordinance or resolution adopted 
by a municipality and imposing a seepage charge 
within the county. The seepage charges collected 
under an ordinance or resolution shall be credited 
only to the account established for that ordinance 
or resolution. 

(3) Moneys in an account established under 
this section shall be disbursed onlv to the munici· 
pality for which the account was ~stablished. 

(4) In order to receive funds under this sec
tion, a municipality must notify the county that 
the commission has ordered the governing body 
to proceed with construction of treatment works 
as provided in ORS 454.305 (2). Upon such 
notification, the county shall release funds from 
the appropriate account to the municipality. [1983 
c.235 §41 

454.335 (1973 c.424 §4: repealed by 19i5 c.167 § l:lj 

454.340 Use of seepage charge; credit 
for systems development charge; seepage 
charge to cease if user fee imposed. (1) All 
seepage charges levied and collected by the gov
erning body shall be used for the construction of 
treatment works. 

(2) Systems development charges for the 
installation or replacement of cesspools or septic 
tanks shall not be imposed by a municipality in 
any area in which seepage charges are imposed 
and collected under ORS 454.317 to 454.350. If an 
owner of real property against which seepage 
charges are imposed has already paid a systems 
development charge for the installation or 
replacement of cesspools or septic tanks for that 
real property, the owner shall be allowed a credit 
against the seepage charge otherwise payable in 
an amount equal to the systems development 
charge. 

(3) When a user fee for the use of treatment 
works is imposed upon real property, all seepage 
charges levied against that real property shall 
cease. 

(4) The governing body shall, by ordinance, 
allocate all of the seepage charges collected under 
ORS 454.317 to 454.350 for the purpose of allow
ing O\Vners of real properties against \Vhich the 
seepage charges are imposed a cr~ciit against ths 
future connection charges or systems develop
ment charges otherwise due when those real pror· 
erties are connected to treatment ;vorks. 454.325 il973 cA2-l §3: repealed b~· l9/,'j c.167 ~i:q 

454.330 County to collect seepage 
charge for municipality. (I) The county in 
which a municipality is levying a seepai;e charge 
under ORS 454.317 to 454.350 shall coliect the 
seepage charge for the municipality. 

(5) If the municipality levying the seerage 
charges is not the municipality imrosing the 
connection ·charges or systems development 
charges imposed at the time of connection to the 
treatment works. then the municipality levying 
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the ~cepngt> chnrgL·s shall I ran~fc·r t ho!-ie 51'''Pilf!t' 
charges it ha5 c111Iected lu the 1nunicipality 
imposing the conni::!l~tion ch.:ir~es or systen1s 
deveJopment. chari.:es iniposed ut the time of con· 
nection to the treatment \Vorl<s. fH.Hti c.:Z:J5 §6: 190.:; 
c.680 §II 

454.345 {1973 c.424 §o; r.pealod by 1975 c.167 § 131 

454.350 Effect of ORS 454.317 to 
454.350 on contracts between munici
palities. Nothing in ORS 454.317 to 454.350 

. prohibits contracts between ·municipalities under 
which a municipality may provide ·treatment 
faciEties or services to another municipality. i 1983 
c.235 §5) 

454.355 (1973 c.424 §6; repealed by 1975 c.167 §13) 

454.360 Areawide 208 Plan as master 
plan for provision of sewage services. The 
Areawide 208 Plan. adopted pursuant to the 
Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972, 
P.L. 92-500, as amended, and any sewer imple
mentation plan approved by the commission 
under ORS 454.275 to 454.380 shall be the gov
erning master plan for the provision of sewage 
collection, treatment and disposal services by 
municipalities in an affected area. Any substan
tial amendment to such plan shall be submitted 
to and approved by the commission before taking 
effect. (1987 c.627 §21 

454.365 Safety net program to provide 
financial relief. (1) Any municipality providing 
sewage collection, treatment and disposal serv
ices within an affected area shall approve and 
adopt a safety net program designed to provide 
financial relief to eligible property owners who 
would experience extreme financial hardship if 
required to pay costs associated with the con
struction of and connection to treatment works. 

. <2J A safety net program adopted under sub· 
section (1) of this section: 

(a) May include funds provided pursuant to 
ORS 468.220 and 468.970 to 468.983. 

. (b) May include, at the option of a munici· 
pahty, funds contributed by the municipality. 
Howe;·er, a municipality shall not be required to 

. contrioute such additional funds. I 1937 c.627 §31 

. 454.370 Citizens sewer advisory com· 
m1ttee; membership; duties. (1) Each munici· 
p~lity providing sewage collection, treatment and 
disposal services within an affected area shall, 
after consultation with elected officials of the 
affected area, esto.bJish a citizens sc·.ver advisory 
committee composed of persons directly affected 
by the order issued under ORS 454.305. The 
committee shall advise lhe commission and the 
governing body of the municipality on matters 

rcJalin1{ to the in1plenlenlation of the co1n111is
sion's order. 

(2) The members of euch citizens sewer 
advisory comrnittee shall repr('.seut. a cross sec
tion ofbusinezses, hOmeowners and renters in the 
affected area and others affected by the order. At 
least two· thirds of the members shall reside or do 
business within the affected area. At least one
third of the members shall be persons eligible for 
financiol relief under the safety net plan provided 
for in ORS 454.365 . 

(3) The citizens sewer advisory committee 
shall provide the commission and the governing 
body of the municipality with a copy of its min
utes and recommendations. The municipality 
shall respond to any recommendation made by 
the advisory committee. 

( 4) Members of the citizens sewer advisory 
committees shall serve without compensation. 

(5) The citizens sewer advisory committees 
within the affected area may meet jointly as 
necessary to carry out their responsibilities. [1987 
c.627 §4] 

454.375 Filing documentation of sewer 
charge::i; prohibited charges. (1) Before any 
property owner is required to pay for construc
tion of or connection to treatment works con
structed pursuant to ORS 454.275 to 454.380, the 
local governing body shall file with the commis· 
sion documentation that connection charges and 
user charges levied for sewer service are based 
upon the cost of providing sewer service, accord
ing to reasonable cost-of-service sewer utility 
ratemaking ·principles. The existence of a city 
boundary shall not be used as a basis for imposing 
a sewer user rate or connection fee differential 
unless there are documented cost causative fac· 
tors to justify the differential . 

(2) Any assessment imposed by a local 
improvement district for the construction of 
treatment works pursuant to an order of the 
commission under ORS 454.305 shall not include 
costs incurred before September 27, 1987, that 
are associated with responding to litigation to 
amend or reverse the order or with develooment 
of the plan for constructing treatment ·works 
prepared pursuant to ORS'454.290. [1987 c.627 §§3 • 

SJ 
454.380 Limitation on spending for 

nonconstruction items; exception. (1) Not 
more than 20 percent of an assessment imposed 
by a municipality through a local improvement 
district for the construction of treatrient works 
in an affected area pursuant to an c.der of the 
commission under ORS 454.305 shall be used to 
pay for nonconstruction items. 
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OREGON AD~!INISTRATIVE RULES 

Chapcer 340, Division 81 - Departmenc of Environmencal Quality 

(Includes temporary rule amendments adopted by the EQC on Sept. 7, 1989) 

Assessment Deferral Loan Program Revolving Fund 

340-81-110 Purpose. The Department will establish and administer an 

Assessrnenc Deferral Loan Program Revolving Fund for Che purpose of 

providing assistance to property owners who will experience extreme 

financial hardship from payment of sewer assessments. Assessment deferrals 

~ill be made available co qualifying property owners from approved 

assessment deferral loan program administered by public agencies. 

CG\\.IC26 77 
(S-8-89) 

(1) Loans from the Assessment Deferral Loan Program Revolving Fund may 

be made to provide funds for assessment deferral loan programs 

administered by public agencies that meet all of the following 

conditions: 

(a) The public agency is required by federal grant agreement or 

by an order issued by the Commission or the Oregon Health 

Division to construct a sewage collection system, and se•..rer 

assessments or charges in lieu of assessments levied againsc 

some benefitted properties will subject property owners. to 

extreme financial hardship; 
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CG\WC26 77 
(8-8-89) 

(b) pt.!blic ager:cy ~as adopted a~ assessment 

program and :he Corrunission has approved che prog;:-am: ar.d 

(c) The sewage collection system meets the requirement of section 

2 Article XI-H of the Oregon Constitucion regarding 

eligibility of pollution control bond funds. 

(2) Any public agency requesting funding for its assessment deferral 

loan program from the Assessment deferral Loan Program Revolving 

Fund shall submit a proposed program and application to the 

Department on a form provided by the Department. Applications for 

loans and the proposed program shall be submitted by the following 

dates: 

(a) By no later than February 1, 1988 for loans to be issued in 

the 1987-89 biennium; 

(b) The subsequent bienniums, by no later than February 1 of odd 

numbered years preceding the biennium. 

(3) Any public agency administering funds from the Assessment Deferral 

Loan Program Revolving Fund shall ha,;.e an assessment deferral loan 

program approved by the Department. 

(a) The proposed program submitted oo the Department shall 

contain the following: 
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CG\WC2677 
(8-8-39) 

(A) The number of se~er connec:~ons ~o oe ~ade dS ~equi~ed 

by 'grant agreement or State order; 

(B) An analysis of the income level and cost of sewer 

assessments for affected property owners; 

(C) A description of how the public agency intends to 

allocate loan funds among potentially eligible propercy 

owners, including the following: 

(i) Eligibility criteria; 

(ii) Basis of choosing the eligibility criteria; 

(iii) How funds will be distributed for assessment 

deferrals among eligible property owners. 

(D) A schedule for construction of collector sewers; 

(E) A description of how the public agency intends to 

administer the assessment deferral program, including 

placing liens on property, repayment procedures, and 

accounting and record keeping procedures; 



CG\wC26 77 
(3-S-89) 

(?) Assurance c~ac ~he public was afforded a~equa~e 

opportuni~y for comment on the proposed program, and 

that public comments were considered prior to adoption 

of the proposed program by the public agency; and 

(G) A resolution thac the public agency has adopted the 

program. 

(b) The Department shall review proposed programs submitted by 

public agencies within 30 days of receipt. The Department 

shall use the following criteria in reviewing submitted 

programs: 

(A) The degree to which the public agency and it's proposed 

program ~ill meet the intent of the Assessment Deferral 

Loan Program revolving Fund as specified in Section 

(l)(a) of this rule; and 

(B) Whether the required sewers will be constructed and made 

available to affected property owners ••ithin the 

biennium for Nhich funds are being requested. 

(c) The Departmenc shall submit to :he Commission recommendations 

for approval or disapproval of all submitted applicacions and 

proposed assessment deferral loan programs. 
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CC\h"C26 77 
(8-8-89) 

(4.) . .;.11 ?ublic agenc:'...es meeting the requirements of ·J . .\?,_ 340-81-110(1) 

shall receive an allocation of up to the amount of funds available 

based on the following criteria: 

(a) The number of sewer connections to be made, as described in 

the approved program; 

(b) The percentage of households within the area described in the 

program that are at or below 200 percent of the federal 

poverty level as published by the U.S. Bureau of Census. 

(c) The allocation of available funds for qualifying public 

agencies shall be determined as follows: 

(A) Calculate the number of connections to low income 

households for each public agency: 

(total nwnber of ) (% of households in project ) 

(sewer connections) X (area where household income) 

(in project area (is at or below 200 percent of) 

(the federal poverty le"l.rel.) 

nwnber of connections to low income households 

(B) Add the total nwnber of connections to low income 

households for all qualifying public agencies; 
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CG\IK26 77 
(8-8-89) 

(C) Calculate a percencage of ::he total ser..,'er connec:::.ons ::::; 

low income households for each qualif_ying agenC~l di~.ride 

(A) above by (B) above); 

(D) Multiply the percentage calculated in (C) above by t:he 

total funds available. 

(5) Within 60 days of Commission approval of the application and 

allocation of loan funds, the Department shall offer the public 

agency funds from the Assessment Deferral Loan Program Revolving 

fund through a loan agreement that includes terms and conditions 

that: 

(a) Require the public agency to secure the loan with assessment 

deferral loan program financing liens; 

(b) Require the public agency to maintain adequate records and 

follow accepted accounting procedures; 

(c) Contain a repayment program and schedule for the loan 

principal and simple annual interest. The interest rate 

shall be 5% [for the 1987-1989 :Oiennium, and shall be set by 

the Commission , by rule-making procedures for each 

subsequent biennium prior to allocation of available funds]; 

(d) Require an annual status reporc from the public agency on the 

assessment deferral loan progrc.rn; and 
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(e) Conform with ~he terms and conditions listed in OAR 

340-81-046. 

(f) Other conditions as deemed appropriate by the Commission. 

CG\~C2677 E-7 
(3-3-89) 



STATE OF OREGON 

DEPARTMENT OF-ENvIRONMENTAL QUALI'rY INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 

DATE: October 20, 1989 

TO: Environmental Quality Commission 

FROM: Fred Hansen 

SUBJECT: Agenda Item M 
October 20, 1989 EQC Meeting 

A previous memo to the Commission dated October 17, 1989 addressed 
recommended changes to the proposed temporary rules for the 
underground storage tank loan guarantee and income tax credit 
programs as a result of the Attorney General's review of the 
Department's proposed temporary rules on the Oregon income tax 
credit program. 

on October 19, 1989 the Department met with representatives from 
the banking community to review the proposed temporary rules. 
They also expressed concern over several items in the rules that 
would effectively preclude most commercial lending institutions 
from entering into a loan for an underground storage tank 
construction project. We agreed to bring these items to your 
attention for consideration. 

Several changes relate to the nonsubsidized interest rate that 
will be used to calculate the income tax credit; e.g. the 
difference between 7.5% and the nonsubsidized interest rate for a 
loan made under like terms and conditions. 

1. Their first request is that you do not establish an upper 
limit for the nonsubsidized interest rate. In the proposed 
rules the Department had established the upper limit at 15%. 
The banks argue that in many cases these loans will be among 
the riskiest, from an ability to repay over the full term, of 
any in their portfolio. Consequently, they believe they must 
be given maximum latitude on the interest rate to be charged 
today that may apply for the duration of a 5 to 10 year term 
loan. Recognizing the Department's needs to be, able to 
forecast expenses,· they .are willing to have a rule that would 
only provide for fixed interest rate loans where a 
subsidized interest rate is used. We are recommending that 
the interest rate cap be deleted at this time and that only 
fixed interest rate loans be eligible for an Oregon income 
tax credit. 

2. Secondly they recommended deletion of the requirement for 
an agreement between Department and each commercial lending 



Memo to: Environmental Quality Commission 
October 20, 1989 
Page 2 

institution to establish the nonsubsidized interest rate to 
be used to calculate the income tax credit. Their first 
concern is that they believe the legislature intended, when 
it determined that commercial lending institutions would make 
the credit determination, that they would use their existing 
business judgement on any loan. That judgement is used on a 
loan application by loan application basis and many times 
involves using experience with the local business economy to 
make the decisions. Secondly, they believe the language is 
unclear as to whether one agreement per institution is 
contemplated or a separate agreement is required for every 
loan the Department guarantees. 'They also believe it woul-d 
be very time consuming to prepare these agreements since it 
would be necessary to involve both their credit and legal 
departments. We are recommending that the language requiring 
an interest rate agreement be deleted at this time. 

3. A third issue is the Department's determination of an 
adequate reserve to cover potential defaults. In light of 
the fact that these loans will be riskier than most, and that 
the loan is being made for environmental improvement rather 
than contributing toward improving the business operation, 
they believe we should plan for the maximum default rate 
rather than the average. In reviewing information from the 
Small Business Administration it appears that the maximum 
yearly default rate is more like 20% rather than 10%. 
Therefore we are recommending that the note on Page A-9 
reflect an allocation of $1,375,000 as a default reserve 
rather than $687,000. The revenue to cover this larger 
reserve is available from recently identified savings in 
administrative expenses over the life of the program. 

4. The fourth change to the proposed temporary rules involves 
clarifying the collection process and the portion of 
collected funds that are paid to the Department by the 
commercial lending institution after a loan is in default. 
We are recommending, where a loan guarantee has been paid, 
that the commercial lending institution reimburse the 
Department an amount equal to the percentage shown on the 
loan guarantee certificate on any collection from the 
borrower rather than 80% as proposed in the rule. 

The attached amendments incorporate both the changrs necessary to 
address the Attorney General Office's concerns and the issues 
discussed above. 

Enclosure: 
1. Attachment A, Agenda M, 10-20-89, Pages 9 through 14 
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institution, or 
(c) when the loan guarantee provided by the Department is replaced by a 

loan guarantee provided by the SBA (U.S. Small Business Administration). 
(3) The commercial lending institution shall notify the Department 

promptly when a loan guaranteed by the Department is paid in full or replaced 
with a S.B.A. loan guarantee. 

(4) The payment of the loan guarantee is subject to monies being allocated 
and being available from the Underground Storage Tank Compliance and 
Corrective Action Fund. 

Note: The funds available for payment of loan guarantees upon loan default 
is estimated to be $1.375.000 [$687,600], where 20% [10%] of the 
loans default during the life of the program. The Department 
expects t.o provide $13, 752, 000 in loan guarantees for approximately 
245 loans, where the Department provides the guarantee throughout 
the life of the loan. It is expected that the SBA (U. S, Small 
Business Administration) will agree to provide their loan guarantee 
(takeout the loan) after the soil cleanup and UST construction work 
is complete, approximately six months after the Department issued 
the original loan guarantee. The Department encourages transfer of 
loan guarantees to the SBA or to conventional financing in order to 
increase the number of loan guarantees provided by the Department. 

NOTICE OF DEFAULT ON A GUARANTEED LOAN 

340-180-080 (1) Any commercial leading institution wishing to obtain 
payment from the Department under the Department's loan guarantee shall 
provide the following: 

(a) Written notice from the commercial lending institution in the form of 
a demand for payment of the loan guarantee, stating: 

(A) the gua:i;anteed loan to the borrower is in default, 
(B) the commercial lending institution has made a good faith effort to 

work with the borrower, using the institution 1 s established procedures, to 
bring the loan back into good standing, 

(C) demand for payment in full has been made to the borrower by the 
commercial lending institution, and 

(D) the borrower has not paid the loan in full. 
(b) The demand for payment of the loan guarantee shall include: 
(A) a copy of the demand letter to the borrower from the commercial 

lending institution, and 
(B) a statement show.ing the principal balance outstanding on the demand 

letter sent to the borrower. 
(2) Subject to the availability of funds from the Underground Storage Tank 

Compliance and Corrective Action Fund, the Department shall, within 30 days 
after receipt of th.e default notice, 

or 

(a) pay to the commercial lending institution the lesser of: 
(A) the amount guaranteed by the Department, or 
(B) the principal balance outstanding on the date of the default notice, 

(b) where agreed upon by the commercial lending institution and where the 
borrower is unable to pay, the Department may make partial payments of the 
loan guarantee equal to the monthly loan payment for up to twelve monthly loan 
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payments. If the loan is still in default after the Department has made 
twelve monthly payments, the Department will pay the loan guarantee, pursuant 
to subsection (2)(a) of this section. 

(3) If the commercial lending institution receives payment of the loan, in 
whole or in part, after the date of the default notice, the commercial lending 
institution shall promptly notify the Department in writing of such payment. 

(4) Once the Department has paid the loan guarantee certificate in whole 
or in part, the commercial lending institution shall reimburse the Department 
for [eighty percent (80%) of] any collection on the unpaid loan at the 
guarantee percentage shown on the loan guarantee certificate. The 
reimbursement shall be in legal tender. The expenses of collection may be 
deducted from the reimbursement paid to the Department. 

Note: The Department understands that collection may consist of cash, 
securities, notes, personal property, real property or any other 
form of payment accepted by the commercial lending institution. The 
reimbursement to the Departinent shall be in legal tender and 
represent the portion [80%] of the true cash value of any such 
collected asset at the guarantee percentage shown on the loan 
guarantee certificate. 

(5) Payment to the Department by the commercial lending institution shall 
be made within thirty days after any collection is converted into legal 
tender [a negotiable financial instrument or note]. 

GENERAL PROVISIONS, INTEREST RATE SUBSIDY AND TAX CREDIT CERTIFICATE 

340-180-090 (1) Commercial lending institutions making loans for .soil 
remediation, UST upgrading, and replacement of UST systems containing motor 
fuel.may qualify to receive an Oregon income [interest rate subsidy in the 
form 9f a] tax credit. 

(2) The [Department may approve an] Oregon income tax credit may not [to] 
exceed the difference between the amount of finance charge charged during the 
taxable year including interest on the loan and interest on any loan fee 
financed at an annual rate of seven and one half percent (]. 5%) a!l.c! [the 
difference between seven and one half percent (7.5%) and] the amount of 
finance charge that would have been charged [annual interest rate, either 
fixed or variable rate, charged] by the commercial lending institution during 
the taxable year. including any interest on the loan and interest on any loan 
fee financed at an annual rate charged for [a] nonsubsidized loan2 made under 
like terms and conditions at the time the loan is made. ,;the determination of 
what interest rate is charged on a nonsubsidized loan made under like terms 
and conditions shall be established by a written agreement executed between 
the Department and each lending institution intending to make use of the 
interest .rate subsidy and tax credit program.~ 

ill [Such i]lncome tax credits may be received [approved] where: 
(a) the borrower pays [a maximum of] seven and one half percent (7.5%) 

interest, 
[(b) funds to provide the interest rate subsidy have been allocated by the 

Department and are available from the Underground Storage Tank Compliance and 
Corrective Action Fund,J 

(Q[c]) the loan is not in default, 
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[(d) the annual interest rate charged by the comm~rcial lending loan has a 
maximum interest rate not to exceed fifteen percent (15%) per annum,] 

(£[e]) the loan is amortized with equal payments over the term of the 
loan, 

(g[f]) the loan maturity date [of the loan] does not exceed 10 years from 
the initial closing date, 

(e) the loan has a fixed annual interest rate, 
[(g) the applicant has received a Category A priority ranking under OAR 

340-180-020, and] 
(f[h]) the borrower has received a tax credit certificate for an interest 

rate subsidy[.] ,and 
(g) the loan applicant has provided the terms of the loan to the 

Department. The terms of the loan include but are not limited to: 
(Al Amount of loan, 
(B) Down Payment. 
(C) Interest rate, and 
(D) Loan maturitv date. 
(.!!:[3]) Only one interest rate subsidy may be issued to each facility. 
[(4) Interest rate subsidies shall be issued on the same priority basis as 

the loan guarantee certificates, in accordance with OAR 340-180-020, OAR 
340-180-110 and OAR 340-180-120.] 

(5) The interest rate subsidy is limited to loans for work for soil 
remediation at a facility where USTs contain motor fuel and work to upgrade or 
replace the underground storage tank systems containing an accumulation of 
motor fuel located at a facility where: 

(a) the USTs are regulated by OAR 340-150-010 through -150, 40CFR 280, and 
40CFR 281, 

(b) UST system upgrading, retrofitting and replacement is performed by 
registered or licensed servi.ce providers in accordance with OAR 340-160-005 
through -150, 

(c) UST tightness testing and/or soil assessment was performed prior to 
application for a loan, 

(d) UST tightness testing and soil assessment was performed in accordance 
with Department regulations, [and] 

(e) each regulated underground storage tank has a valid UST permit[.] ,and 
(f) the loan is provided by a commercial lending institution. 
(6) An Oregon income tax credit [interest rate subsidy] may be paid on 

loans provided by a commercial lending institution that are not guaranteed by 
the Department where the borrower has received a tax credit certificate from 
the Department. 

(7) The commercial lending institution shall apply for the Oregon 
income tax c.redi t during their regular state income tax filing. 

[(8) Payment of tax credits are subject to money being available in the 
Underground Storage Tank Compliance Fund.] · 

Note: The funds available for Oregon tax credits are estimated to total 
$3.874,000 over the life of the program, providing tax credits for 
approximately 245 loans. These 245 loans may be the same as or 
different from the proposed 245 loans guaranteed under OAR 340-180-
070. When the Department has issued tax credit certificates that 
create a demand of approximately $3,874,000 on the UST Compliance 
and Corrective Action Fund the Department will recommend to the 
Environmental Quality Commission to set the maximum interest rate on 
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loans at 7.5%. At that point it is doubtful that any commercial 
lending institution will issue a 7. 5% loan .. thus effectively 
stopping the subsidized interest rate program. The Department 
believes that this intended action is consistent with the 
legislative intent to fund the Oregon income tax credit out of the 
UST Compliance and Corrective Action Fund. 

APPLICATION FOR TAX CREDIT CERTIFICATE 

340-180-100 (1) Any person wishing to obtain a Tax Credit Certificate for 
an interest rate subsidy on a loan for soil remediation, UST upgrading, and 
replacement of UST systems containing motor fuel shall submit a written 
application on a form provided by the Department. 

(2) The underground storage tank loan interest rate subsidy application 
shall include all information required under Section 340-180-050(l)(a) through 
Lil of these rules [shall be provided with the application for the Tax Credit 
Certificate for an interest subsidy]. 

(3) Applications which are obviously incomplete, unsigned, or which do not 
contain the required exhibits will not be accepted by the Department for 
filing and will be returned to applicant. 

(4) Applications which appear complete will be accepted by the Department. 
If the Department determines that the application is not complete, it wil'l 
promptly request the needed information from the applicant. The application 
will not be considered complete for processing until the requested information 
is received. The application will be considered to be withdrawn if the 
applicant fails to submit the requested information within 180 days of the 
request. 

(5) Within 30 days after filing, the Department will determine the 
completeness of the application. 

(6) Within 30 days after the application is complete for proces~ing, the 
Department will[:] 

[(a) assign a priority category in accordance with OAR 340-180-020, and] 
[(b)] approve or deny the issuance of a Tax Credit Certificate. 
(7) If, upon review of an application, the Department determines that the 

application does not meet the. requiren1er1ts of tl:1e statl1tes a11d rules, the 
Department shall notify the applicant in writing of this determination. Such 
notification shall constitute final action by the Department on this 
application. 

Note: Work qualifying for the Tax Credit Certificate includes: 

1. Modification, replacement, and installation of any portion of the an 
UST system containing motor fuel including replacement of paving and 
structures located immediately over the UST systems. 

2. Replacement of an under.ground storage tank system with an above ground 
storage tank system that meets existing state and local codes. 

3. Installation of the underground portion of any required Stage I vapor 
recovery system or anticipated future Stage II vapor recovery system. 

4. Soil remediation for soil contaminated with motor fuel including 
replacing excavated soil, paving and structures that are required to be 
removed during soil remediation. 
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(9) The Department shall have access to books, documents, papers and 
records of the applicant which are directly pertinent to qualifying for the 
loan guarantee for the purpose of making audit, examination, excerpts and 
transcripts. 

TAX CREDIT CERTIFICATE 

340-180-110 (1) In accordance with this part, the Department shall issue a 
tax credit certificate to an applicant who has filed a complete application 
[where the facility receives a numerical ranking of 30 points or greater when 
ranked in accordance with OAR 340-180-020]. 

(2) [At the beginning of each month the Department shall determine the 
portion of the fL[unds collected and deposited into the Underground Storage 
Tank Compliance and Corrective Action Fund may [that shall] be used to pay 
this Oregon income tax credit [for the expenses of approved tax credit 
applications during the month] . 

(3) [Funds set aside during any month shall be used to provide funds for 
t]Iax credit certificate£ [applications received during a month] shall be 
issued on a first come first serve basis.[, first providing certificates to 
those applications with the highest numerical ranking, then to applications 
with the next highest numerical ranking, and so on in numerical order, 
except:]· 

[(a) Any tax credit application not receiving a tax credit certificate 
during a month shall receive a tax credit certificate before any application 
received during the next month.] 

[(b) Where applications have the same numerical ranking, t]Ihe application 
with the earliest filing date shall receive a tax credit certificate first. 

[(4) At the end of the month, funds not used to provide tax credit 
certificates shall be added to the funds the Department makes available for 
tax credit certificates during the following month.] 

[(5) Applications that do not receive a tax credit certificate within that 
month shall be funded first in time and in priority order during the following 
month, and so on in subsequent months.] 

(~[6]) The applicant may not assign any right, title, and interest in the 
tax credit certificate to any person other than a subsequent owner of the 
underground storage tank facility. 

(2[7]) Tax credit certificates shall be valid for 180 days or the 
termination date shown on the tax credit certificate. 

[LOAN INTEREST RATE SUBSIDY] 

·k**..," Section 340-180-120 is deleted in its entirety. **..,'>·k 

[340-180-120 (1) The Department may approve an interest rate subsidy in the 
form of an Oregon income tax credit equal to the difference between seven and 
one half percent (7.5%) and the annual interest rate, either fixed or variable 
rate, charged by the commercial lending institution for a nonsubsidized loan 
made under like terms and conditions where:] 

[(a) the loan provides for soil remediation, UST upgrading, and replacement 
of USTs at a facility containing motor fuel,] 

[(b) a tax credit certificate has been issued to the loan applicant,] 
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[(c) the tax.credit certificate does not provide an interest rate subsidy 
for work other than approved work authorized in 340-180-100,] 

[(d) the loan has a fixed or variable interest rate not to exceed fifteen 
percent (15%) and is amortized with equal payments over the term of the loan,] 

[(e) the maturity date of the loan does not exceed 10 years from the 
initial loan closing date,] 

[(f) the.commercial lending institution has approved the loan, subject to 
receiving approval of the interest rate subsidy from the Department, and] 

[(g) the loan applicant has provided the terms of the loan to the 
Department. The terms of the loan include but are not limited to:] 

[ (A) Amount of loan, ] 
[(B) Down Payment,] 
[(C) Interest rate, and] 
[(D) Loan maturity date.] 
[(2) The interest rate subsidy shall terminate at the loan maturity date, 

including all extensions or renewals, but not later than ten years after 
issuance of the loan.] 

[ (3) The payment of the. interest rate subsidy is subject to monies being 
allocated and being available from the Underground Storage Tank Compliance and 
Corrective Action Fund.] 

[Note: The funds available for interest rate subsidies are estimated to 
total $3,874,000 over the life of the program, providing tax credits 
for approximately 245 loans. These 245 loans may be the same as or 
different from the 245 loans guaranteed under OAR 340-180-070.J 

NOTICE OF COMPLIANCE FOR SOIL.REMEDIATION 
340-180-120[110] (1) A person wishing to obtain a written notice of 

compliance for soil remediation shall submit a written application on a form 
provided by the Department. The application shall include: 

(a) The name and mailing address of the applicant, 
(b) The signature of the applicant, 
(c) The UST facility name and location, 
(d) The UST permit numbers, 
(e) The date of the application, 
(f) The completion date of the soil remediation, 
(g) Description, including a sketch showing, but not limited to, property 

boundaries, location of structures, location and identification of tanks 
including tank contents, and identification of soil assessment sites, and 

(h) Findings including, but not limited to, results of laboratory tests, 
soil matrix calculations, and tank tightness tests. 

(2) Applications which are obviously incomplete, unsigned, or which do not 
contain the required exhibits (clearly identified) will not be accepted by the 
department for filing and will be returned to the applicant for completion. 

(3) Applications which appear complete will be accepted by the department 
for filing.· 

(4) Within 30 days after filing, the Department will determine if the 
facility meets the Departments cleanup standards and will provide a written 
determination of compliance. 
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DEQ-46 

NEIL GOLDSCHMIDT 
GOVERNOR 

Environmental Quality Commission 
811 SW SIXTH AVENUE, PORTLAND, OR 97204 PHONE (503) 229-5696 

II REQUEST FOR EQC ACTION II 

Meeting Date: October 20 1989 
Agenda Item: M 

Division: Hazardous & Solid Waste 
Section: Underground Storage Tanks 

SUBJECT: 

Underground Storage Tanks - Adoption of Temporary Rules to 
Implement Loan Guarantee and Interest Rate Subsidy Programs 
Enacted in House Bill 3080 

PURPOSE: 

Provide assistance in the form of guaranteed loans to 
property owners, tank owners, or permittees for upgrading or 
replacing underground storage tank facilities that contain 
motor fuel and interest rate subsidies to commercial lending 
institutions. 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

Work Session Discussion 
General Program Background 
Potential Strategy, Policy, or Rules 
Agenda Item ~- for Current Meeting 
Other: (specify) 

_x__ Authorize Rulemaking Hearing 
_x__ Adopt Rules 

Proposed Rules 
Rulemaking Statements 
Fiscal and Economic Impact Statement 
Public Notice 

Issue a Contested Case Order 
Approve a Stipulated Order 
Enter an Order 

Proposed Order 

Attachment __A_ 
Attachment _lL_ 
Attachment 
Attachment ___!L 

Attachment 
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Approve Department Recommendation 
Variance Request 
Exception to Rule 
Informational Report 
Other: (specify) 

DESCRIPTION OF REQUESTED ACTION: 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

The 1989 legisla~ure passed House Bill 3080 to establish a 
reimbursement grant, loan guarantee, and interest rate 
subsidy program which provides financial assistance to 
persons responsible for underground storage tanks which must 
meet Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) requirements and 
obtain financial responsibility coverage. The legislation 
required the program to become operative on September 1, 
1989. 

The proposed rules establish the loan guarantee and interest 
rate subsidy portion of the legislation by allowing the 
Department to provide a loan guarantee and an interest rate 
subsidy to commercial lending institutions who provide loans 
for soil remediation and upgrading or replacing underground 
storage tank systems containing motor fuel. The loan 
guarantee is limited to 64 percent of the total eligible 
project cost, up to a maximum of $64,000. A 7.5 percent 
interest rate subsidy is made possible by providing the 
commercial lending institutions an income tax credit for the 
difference in loan interest expenses on a 7.5 percent loan 
and a nonsubsidized loan made under like terms and conditions 
at the same institution but not to exceed 15 percent. 

The temporary rule establishes a priority qualification 
process that gives preference to: 

1. Financial condition of the applicant. 
2. Availability of motor fuel to rural population centers. 
3. Small business. 
4. Facilities retailing motor fuel. 

These four criteria address the stated public purpose in 
HB3080; to insure an adequate supply of competitively priced 
motor fuel throughout the state, to sustain and support 
economic development, to protect Oregon's growing tourism 
industry, and to encourage private insurance carriers to 
reenter or create an UST insurance market. 
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AUTHORITY/NEED FOR ACTION: 

Required by Statute: 
Enactment Date: 

_x_ Statutory Authority: ORS 466.907 - .995 
Chapter 1071 Oregon Law 1989 

Pursuant to Rule: 
Pursuant to Federal Law/Rule: 

Other: 

_x_ Time Constraints: 

Attachment 

Attachment __i;_ 

Attachment 
Attachment 

Attachment 

Adoption of temporary rules is necessary to assure that the 
underground storage tank loan guarantee and interest rate 
subsidy programs will start soon after September 1, 1989, as 
required by statute. 

DEVELOPMENTAL BACKGROUND: 

Advisory Committee Report/Recommendation 
Hearing Officer's Report/Recommendations 
Response to Testimony/Comments 
Prior EQC Agenda Items: (list) 

Other Related Reports/Rules/Statutes: 

Supplemental Background Information 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 

REGULATED/AFFECTED COMMUNITY CONSTRAINTS/CONSIDERATIONS: 

The federal underground storage tank regulations require 
owners and operators of USTs to demonstrate financial 
responsibility of at least $1,000,000 no later than October 
26, 1990 to pay for cleanup and third party damages caused by 
releases from USTs. Firms offering UST insurance are likely 
to require that UST sites be upgraded to the EPA standards 
for new USTs before insurance will be provided. Businesses 
that pump small quantities of motor fuel may not be able to 
afford the cost of both the upgrading and the financial 
responsibility coverage. 

The UST loan guarantee program proposed by HB 3080 provides 
for financial assistance through loan guarantees and 
interest rate subsidies in the form of income tax credits for 
commercial lending institutions that loan money to tank 
owners, property owners and UST permittees for soil 
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remediation and upgrading or replacement of UST facilities 
where the tanks contain motor fuel. 

The proposed temporary rules place these financial 
assistance programs into separate and distinct programs that 
may be used separately or together for any project. Both 
programs use a numerical priority ranking system to place 
applications into three separate categories, Category A (30 
points or greater), Category B (16 through 29 points), and 
Category C (15 points or less). The numerical ranking 
provides a maximum of 10 points and a minimum of 2 points 
each for: · 

1. Construction cost, 
2. Distance to the further of the two nearest retail 
motor fueling facilities, 
3. Population of the community where the motor fueling 
facility is located, by the regional rural population or 
the incorporated city population, 
4. Annual motor fuel throughput, and 
5. Annual gross receipts sales at a retail motor fueling 
facility. 

(Points for #4 and #5 are the most quantifiable and 
objective, in the Department's opinion, to evaluate the 
"financial condition of the applicant" as required by 
the statute. ) 

At the end of each month, as funds are received into the 
Underground Storage Tank Compliance and Corrective Action 
Fund, the Department will assign monies to cover the expenses 
of loan guarantee applications received that month by 
assigning 60 percent to Category A, 30 percent to Category B, 
and 10 percent to Category C. Funds will be committed within 
a category by numerical ranking first then by date received. 
Applications in each category not funded within a month will 
receive funds before any new application. Funds not committed 
within a month will be added to the monies available in the 
next month for distribution to the three categories. 

The loan guarantee program will provide guarantees for an 
estimated 245 facilities. Early discussions with the U.S. 
Small Business Administration indicate that they are 
interested in "taking out" the loan and providing an SBA loan 
guarantee for up to 90 percent of all construction work at 
the facility. These take outs" may free additional monies 
and allow the Department to provide loan guarantees for more 
than 245 facilities. 
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The proposed temporary rules limit the interest rate subsidy 
program to those facilities and projects that are 
numerically ranked in Category A. This program provides an 
Oregon income tax credit to financial lending institutions 
who provide loans a 7.5 percent for qualified UST projects. 
The amount of the tax credit is limited to the difference 
between the loan expenses on a 7.5 percent loan and a 
nonsubsidized loan made under like terms and conditions at 
the same institution, but not to exceed 15 percent. The 
Department believes that it is necessary to limit interest 
rate subsidies to Category A projects to prevent committing 
all of the funds collected for HB 3080 activities to paying 
interest rate subsidies. Funds available for interest rate 
subsidies over the life of the program are estimated to be 
$3,874,400. 

The loan guarantee and interest rate subsidy programs benefit 
the environment by providing an incentive to approximately 
245 UST facility systems which without the incentive may not 
have upgraded and replaced their systems. 

The public should benefit by being able to purchase fuel from 
additional retail motor fuel facilities in the rural and 
remote sections of Oregon since the proposed priority system 
gives preference to small rural businesses retailing motor 
fuel and, hopefully, will help them stay in business. 

Funds for the loan guarantee and interest rate subsidy tax 
credit program are provided by a regulatory fee on petroleum 
products of $10 per withdrawal from a bulk loading facility 
and $10 per cargo tank or barge for petroleum products that 
are imported for delivery into an underground storage tank. 
This fee also funds the UST grant reimbursement program and 
the administrative expenses associated with both programs. 

The Department has been working with an Underground storage 
Tank Financial Assistance Advisory Committee to develop these 
proposed rules. The committee is supportive of the program 
and the temporary rules. In addition the Department has 
worked with technical experts from the commercial lending 
institutions to develop workable loan guarantee and interest 
rate subsidy rules. Those portions of the regulated 
community with whom we have had contact are supportive of 
both the loan guarantee program and the interest rate 
subsidy program. 

The Department will be seeking input through public meetings 
and rules hearings on the methods proposed in the rules for 
prioritizing the applications and distributing the funds for 
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both the loan guarantee and the interest rate subsidy 
programs. 

PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS: 

There are approximately 6,000 locations in Oregon with USTs 
that contain motor fuel. The loan guarantee and interest 
rate subsidy programs will provide funding for the expenses 
of tax credit and loan defaults for approximately 245 
facilities if: 

1. An upgraded facility receives a $25,600 loan 
guarantee, 
2. A facility where USTs are replaced receives a $64,000 
loan guarantee, 
3. Ten percent of the loans default during life of the 
program (13 years), and 
4. All facilities receive an interest rate subsidy. 

Approximately $687,600 will be spent for loan defaults and 
$3,874,400 for payment of interest rate subsidies, a total of 
$4,562,000. 

The remainder of the $10 regulatory fee will be used for 
program administration and to fund the grant reimbursement 
portion of the legislation (HB 3080). These funds will 
provide grants for reimbursement of 50 percent, up to $3,000 
maximum, for expenses of soil assessment and tank tightness 
testing at USTs that contain motor fuel. The temporary rules 
for the grant portion of the program were adopted by the 
Commission on September 15, 1989. 

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BY THE DEPARTMENT: 

1. Propose EQC adoption of a Temporary Rule for the loan 
guarantee and interest rate subsidy/tax credit portions of 
House Bill 3080. 

This alternative will allow the loan guarantee program 
to start soon after September 1, 1989 allowing an UST 
system to be upgraded or replaced prior to October 26, 
1990 when under EPA requirements the tank owner or 
operator must demonstrate financial responsibility for 
cleanup of releases and third party damages resulting 
from releases. The average time to accomplish an UST 
upgrade or replacement is 8 months. 
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2. Undertake normal rulemaking. 

The normal rulemaking process takes a minimum of 90-120 
days to accomplish (Commission authorization for 
hearing, notice publication in the Secretary of state's 
Bulletin, hearing, evaluation, then return to EQC for 
adoption of final rule). 

The delay would adversely affect small businesses that 
retail motor fuel by delaying the availability of loans. 
The public may not be able to purchase fuel in the rural 
and remote sections of Oregon. 

DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION FOR ACTION, WITH RATIONALE: 

The Department recommends that the Commission: 

1. Adopt the Findings of Need for adoption of a temporary 
rule as presented in Attachment B. 

2. Adopt the Temporary Rule as presented in Attachment A. 

3. Authorize hearings for the temporary rule. 

The Department expects to return to the Commission in early 
1990 for adoption of the final rules for both the loan 
guarantee program and the grant reimbursement program. 

CONSISTENCY WITH STRATEGIC PLAN, AGENCY POLICY, LEGISLATIVE 
POLICY: 

The recommended action is consistent with legislative policy. 

ISSUES FOR COMMISSION TO RESOLVE: 

1. On September 15, 1989 the Commission authorized a grant 
reimbursement program. There is some question as to whether 
sufficient money is available to handle all prospective grant 
applicants. One alternative is to either temporarily or 
permanently delay the loan guarantee and interest rate 
subsidy program. The $4,562,000 of revenue proposed to be 
allocated to the loan guarantee and interest rate subsidy 
programs would support an additional 1520 grant applications. 
We do not recommend this approach since there are legislative 
expectations that all programs will be carried out at some 
minimal level. 
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2. Does the priority process for qualifying loan applicants meet 
the intent of the legislature? We think it does. The loan 
qualification process used by the commercial lending 
institutions considers the financial condition of the 
applicant. The loan guarantee priority system gives 
preference to financial condition of the applicant, small 
bvsiness, the availability of motor fuel to rural population 
centers and facilities retailing motor fuel. 

3. The temporary rule allows loans both with and without 
incentives. Do these alternatives meet the intent of the 
legislature? The Department believes that the legislative 
intended for the loan guarantee and interest rate subsidies 
to be separate programs. The temporary rules allow: 

1. Loans with eighty percent guarantees, with and without 
subsidized interest. 
2. Loans without guarantees, with and without subsidized 
interest. (Loans without guarantees and without subsidized 
interest will not involve the Department but would be private 
transactions between lender and borrower.) 

4. The rule allows a loan guarantee to be assumed by another 
person, such as the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA). 
Initial discussions with the commercial lending institutions 
and the SBA developed a scenario where the Department would 
guarantee the loan during the soil cleanup and construction 
phases of the project then the SBA would "take out" the loan 
and replace the Department's guarantee with the SBA guarantee 
(up to 90 percent) during the remainder of the loan. The 
soil cleanup and construction phases would last approximately 
six months. This arrangement would free up monies to be used 
for additional loan guarantees by the Department. 

Does this alternative meet the intent of the legislature? 

The Department believes that allowing the SBA to "take out" 
our loan meets the intent of the legislature by increasing 
the number of loans that can be written. 

5. The Department is proposing to make loan guarantees totaling 
$13,752,000 over the eight-year life of the program with 
$687,600 of income. The Department will be leveraging the 
income approximately 20:1. If the loan default rate should 
exceed the predicted 10 percent, the Department may not be 
able to pay all loan guarantees. Is this appropriate action? 

6. Should interest rate subsidies be independent or linked to 
the loan guarantee? If linked, the commercial financial 
institutions would receive interest rate subsidies on all 
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guaranteed loans. The Department would help fewer 
applicants because of the expense of subsidies. Guaranteed 
loans would be limited to the first 245 loan applicants over 
the life of the program. Where the interest rate subsidy is 
discretionary a needs test, such as the numerical ranking 
system in the proposed rules, that would allow a candidate 
who might not otherwise qualify for a loan to qualify for a 
guaranteed loan with an interest rate subsidy. Additionally, 
an unlinked loan would encourage the commercial financial 
institutions to work with the Small Business Administration 
on takeout financing with the SBA guarantee. 

The temporary rules, Attachment A, unlink the loan guarantee 
and the interest rate subsidies. The rules provide both a 
numerical ranking that takes into consideration the needs of 
the applicant and the needs of the public. The rules allow 
the Commission to determine the amount of money that will be 
available for interest rate subsidies after estimating the 
long term expenses for the subsidies. 

7. Should the rules fix the interest rate that the commercial 
financial institutions may charge on interest rate subsidized 
loans? The interest rate has been fixed at a maximum of 15 
percent so that the Department can predict and control the 
expenses associated with the subsidy to insure that adequate 
money is collected and is available to meet these expenses 
over the period of the loans. 

INTENDED FOLLOWUP ACTIONS: 

File the Temporary Rule with the Secretary of State 
immediately upon EQC adoption. 

Distribute fact sheets promoting the loan guarantee program. 

Work with the Underground Storage Tank Financial Assistance 
Advisory Committee to evaluate early implementation of the 
program and modify the final rules where improvement is 
needed. 

Hold statewide hearings on the temporary rule. 
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OREGON ADMINISTRATIVE RULES 

Attachment A 
Agenda Item M 
10-20-89 EQC Meeting 

CHAPTER 340, DIVISION 180 - DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK LOAN GUARANTEE AND INTEREST RATE SUBSIDY PROGRAM 

AUTHORITY, PURPOSE, AND SCOPE 

340-180-005 (1) These rules are 
the authority of ORS 466.705 through 
Oregon Laws, 1989 (House Bill 3080). 

promulgated in accordance 
ORS 466.995 as amended by 

with and under 
Chapter 1071, 

(2) The purpose of these rules is to provide for the regulation of: 
(a) persons who receive guaranteed loans for soil remediation, upgrading 

of underground storage tanks, and replacement of underground storage tanks 
where the underground storage tanks contain motor fuel and are regulated by 
ORS 466.705 through ORS 466.995; to provide assistance to owners of 
underground storage tanks in meeting Environmental Protection Agency 
requirements and obtaining financial responsibility coverage, and 

(b) commercial lending institutions who issue guaranteed underground 
storage tank loans. 

(3) These rules establish requirements and standards for: 
(a) loan guarantees of up to 80 percent of the loan principal not to 

exceed $64,000 for UST upgrading, UST replacement, and soil remediation, 
(b) applying and qualifying for a guaranteed loan through a commercial 

lending institution, 
(c) loan interest rates, 
(d) applying and qualifying for interest rate subsidies to commercial 

lending institutions, 
(e) loan default, and 
(f) Administration and enforcement of these rules by the Department. 
(4) Scope: 
(a) OAR 340-180-005 through -080 applies to persons who receive loan 

guarantee certificates and loan guarantees for soil remediation, underground 
storage tank upgrading, and underground storage tank replacement. 

(b) OAR 340-180-090 through -100 applies persons who receive tax credit 
certificates and loan interest rate subsidies on loans for soil remediation, 
underground storage tank upgrading, and underground storage tank replacement. 

(c) OAR 340-180-110 applies to persons seeking a written notice of 
compliance from the Department for soil remediation. 

DEFINITIONS 

340-180-010, As used in these rules, 
(1) "Collection Expenses" means out of pocket expenses, attorney fees, 

administrative expenses, filing fees, recording fees, and other expenses 
related to collection of unpaid loan monies. 

(2) "Commercial lending institution" means any bank, mortgage banking 
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company 1 trust company 1 stock savings bank, saving and loan association, 
credit union, national banking association 1 federal savings and loan 
association or federal credit union maintaining an office in this state. 

(3) 11 Commission 11 means the Environmental Quality Commission. 
(4) "Corrective action11 means remedial action taken to protect the present 

or future public health, safety, welfare, or the environment from a release of 
a regulated substance. "Corrective action" includes but is not limited to: 

(a) The prevention, elimination, removal 1 abatement, control 1 

minimization, investigation, assessment, evaluation or monitoring of a hazard 
or potential hazard or threat, including migration of a regulated substance; 
or 

(b) Transportation, storage, treatment or disposal of a regulated 
substance or contaminated material from a site. 

(5) "Department" means the Department of Environmental Quality. 
(6) "Director" means the Director of the Department of Environmental 

Quality. 
(7) 11 Facility 11 means any one or combination of underground storage tanks 

and underground pipes connected to the tanks, used to contain an accumulation 
of motor fuel, including gasoline or diesel oil, that are located at one 
contiguous geographical site. 

(8) "Firm" means any business, including but not limited to corporations, 
limited partnerships, and sole proprietorships, engaged in the performance of 
tank services. 

(9) 11 Grant 11 means reimbursement for costs incurred for UST tightness 
testing and soil assessment at a facility with underground storage tanks 
containing motor fuel. 

(10) "Guarantor" means any person other than the permittee who by 
guaranty, insurance, letter of credit or other acceptable device 1 provides 
financial responsibility for an underground storage tank as required under 
ORS 466.815. 

(11) 11 Investigation 11 means monitoring, surveying, testing or other 
information gathering. 

(12) "Licensed" means that a firm or an individual with supervisory 
responsibility for the performance of tank services has met the Department's 
experience and qualification requirements to offer or perform services related 
to underground storage tanks and has been issued a license by the Department 
to perform those services. 

(13) 11 Local unit of government 11 means a city, county, special service 
district, metropolitan service district created under ORS chapter 268 or 
political subdivision of the state. 

(14) "Motor fuel" means a petroleum or a petroleum-based substance that is 
a motor gasoline, aviation gasoline, No.l or No. 2 diesel fuel, or any grade 
of gasohol, and is typically used in the operation of a motor engine. 

(15) 11 0wner 11 means the owner of an underground storage tank. 
(16) "Permittee" means the owner or a person designated by the owner who 

is in control of or has responsibility for the daily operation or daily 
maintenance of an underground storage tank under a permit issued pursuant to 
these rules. 

(17) "Property owner" means the legal owner of the property where the 
underground storage tank resides. 

(18) "Release 11 means the discharge, deposit, injection, dumping, spilling, 
emitting, leaking or placing of a regulated substance from an underground 
storage tank into the air or into or on land or the waters of the state, other 
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than as authorized by a permit issued under state or federal law. 
(19) "Soil assessment" means evaluating the soil adjacent to the UST 

system for contamination from motor fuel. 
(20) "Soil remediation" means those _corrective actions taken to excavate, 

remove, treat or dispose of soil contaminated with motor fuel so as to bring 
a site containing underground storage tanks into compliance with the 
Department's Cleanup Rules for Leaking Petroleum UST System, OAR 340-122-205 
through OAR 340-122-360. 

Note: Soil remediation does not include cleanup or decontamination of 
contaminated groundwater or surface water, provisions for alternate 
water supplies or any related remediation work. 

(21) "Supervisor" means a licensed individual operating alone or employed 
by a contractor and charged with the responsibility to direct and oversee the 
performance of tank services at a underground storage tank facility. 

(22) "Tank Services 11 include but are not limited to tanl< installation, 
decommissioning, retrofitting, testing, and inspection. 

(23) "Tank Services Provider" is an individual or firm registered and, if 
required, licensed to offer or perform tank services on regulated underground 
storage tanks in Oregon. 

(24) "Tightness testing" means a procedure for testing the ability of a 
tank system to prevent an inadvertent release of any stored substance into 
the environment (or, in the case of an underground storage tank system, 
intrusion of groundwater into a tank system). 

(25) 11 Underground storage tank 11 or 11 UST" means an underground storage 
tank as defined in OAR 340-150-010 (11) and is not an exempted tank as defined 
in OAR 340-150-015. 

DISTRIBUTION PRIORITY OF FUNDS FOR LOAN GUARANTEE EXPENSES 

340-180-020 (1) A portion of the funds collected and deposited into the 
Underground Storage Tank Compliance and Corrective Action Fund during each 
individual month shall be assigned by the Department to pay for the expenses 
of providing loan guarantees to commercial lending institutions for loans that 
fund soil remediation, UST upgrading, and UST replacement at facilities that 
contain an accumulation of motor fuel. Loan guarantees shall be approved 
giving priority, in order of date of receipt of the complete application, in 
accordance with the numerical ranking system described in this section. 

(2) In order to determine the numerical ranking, the loan application 
must first be evaluated by: 

(a) Assigning a numerical score to each of the parameters in subsection 
340-180-020 (4); and 

(b) Totaling the parameter scores to arrive at the Total Score. 
(3) The Total Score shall then be used to establish priority categories 

for providing funds to loan guarantee applications. Priority categories shall 
be established where a Total Score of 30 points or greater is an 11 A11 category, 
a Total Score of 16 points but less than 30 points is a 11 B11 category, and a 
Total Score less than 16 points is a 11 C" category. 

(4) Numerical parameters are: 
(a) For construction work to upgrade or replace USTs containing motor 

fuel at a facility: 
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(A) Assign 10 points for total construction costs up to $40,000. 
(B) Assign 8 points for total construction costs of $40,000 to $60,000. 
(C) Assign 6 points for total construction costs of $60,000 to $80,000. 
(D) Assign 4 points for total construction costs of $80,000 to $100,000. 
(E) Assign 2 points for total construction costs of $100,000 or more. 
(b) For a facility that retails motor fuel: 
(A) Assign 10 points where no more than two facilities that retail motor 

fuel are within 30 road miles. 
(B) Assign 8 points where no more than two facilities that retail motor 

fuel are within 25 road miles. 
(C) Assign 6 points where no more than two facilities that retail motor 

fuel are within 20 road miles. 
(D) Assign 4 points where no more than two facilities that retail motor 

fuel are within 15 road miles. 
(E) Assign 2 points where no more than two facilities that retail motor 

fuel are within 10 road miles. 
(c) For facilities that retail motor fuel within an incorporated city: 
(A) Assign 10 points for a facility located within a city with a 

population under 2,000. 
(B) Assign 8 points for a facility located within a city with a population 

of 2,000 to 5,000. 
(C) Assign 6 points for a facility located within a city with a population 

of 5,000 to 10,000. 
(D) Assign 4 points for a facility located within a city with a population 

of 10,000 and 20,000. 
(E) Assign 2 points for a facility located within a city with a population 

of 20,000 and greater. 
(d) For facilities that retail motor fuel located outside an incorporated 

city: 
(A) Assign 10 points for a facility located outside of an incorporated 

city and east of the Cascade mountain range summit including all of Hood River 
and Klamath counties. 

(B) Assign 8 points for a facility located outside of an incorporated city 
and west of the Coast mountain range summit including all of Columbia county. 

(C) Assign 6 points for a facility located outside of an incorporated 
city, east of the Coast mountain range summit, and west of the Cascade 
mountain range summit within Benton, Douglas, Jackson, Josephine, Lane, Linn, 
Marion, Polk, and Yamhill counties. 

(D) Assign 4 points for a facility located outside of an incorporated 
city, east of the Coast mountain range summit, west of the Cascade mountain 
range summit, and outside of the Portland Metropolitan Service District 
within Clackamas, Multnomah and Washington counties. 

(E) Assign 2 points for a facility located outside of an incorporated 
city and within the Portland Metropolitan Service District. 

(e) Annual motor fuel throughput at a facility in gallons: 
(A) Assign 10 points where the throughput is less than 100,000 gallons. 
(B) Assign 8 points where the throughput is 100,000 to 200,000 gallons. 
(C) Assign 6 points where the throughput is 200,000 to 300,000 gallons. 
(D) Assign 4 points where the throughput is 300,000 to 400,000 gallons. 
(E) Assign 2 points where the throughput is 400,000 gallons and greater. 
(f) For a retail motor fuel facility: 
(A) Assign 10 points where the previous two year average annual gross 

sales receipts are less than $250,000. 
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(B) Assign 8 points where the previous two year average annual gross sales 
receipts are $250,000 to $500,000. 

(C) Assign 6 points where the previous two year average annual gross sales 
receipts are $500,000 to $750,000. 

(D) Assign 4 points where the previous two year average annual gross sales 
receipts are $750,000 to $1,000,000. 

(E) Assign 2 points where the previous two year average annual gross sales 
receipts are $1,000,000 or greater. 

Note: Provide documentation for the gross sales receipts from all income 
sources at the facility. If the facility is less than two years old 
or the business records are not available for the past two years, 
the applicant may provide other documentation to establish the two 
year average annual gross sales receipts. 

GENERAL PROVISIONS, GUARANTEED UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK FACILITY LOAN 

340-180-030 (1) Property owners, tank owners, and permitees of a UST 
facility that contains motor fuel may qualify to receive a guaranteed loan for 
soil remediation, UST upgrading, and UST replacement. 

(2) The guaranteed loan must be issued by a commercial lending 
institution. 

(3) The Department may provide a loan guarantee of up to 64 percent of the 
costs of soil remediation, upgrading or replacement of underground storage 
tanks systems, not to exceed $64,000 maximum at any facility location, on a 
loan provided by a commercial lending institution. 

(4) The loan guarantee provided by the Department may be up to eighty 
percent of the loan principal, not to exceed $64,000 at any facility location. 

(5) Loan guarantees shall be issued in a priority order, in accordance 
with OAR 340-180-020 and OAR 340-180-020. 

(6) Only one loan guarantee may be issued to each facility. 
(7) The loan guarantee is limited to work for soil remediation at a 

facility where USTs contain motor fuel and work to upgrade or replace the 
underground storage tank systems containing an accumulation of motor fuel 
located at a facility where: 

(a) the USTs are regulated by OAR 340-150-010 through -150, 40CFR 280, and 
40CFR 281, 

(b) UST system upgrading, retrofitting and replacement is performed by 
registered or licensed service providers in accordance with OAR 340-160-005 
through -150, 

(c) UST tightness .testing and/or soil assessment was performed prior to 
issuance of a loan guarantee, 

(d) performance of UST tightness testing and/or soil assessment was in 
accordance with OAR 340-170-010 through -080, and 

(e) each regulated underground storage tank has a valid UST permit. 
(f) work has started after September 1, 1989 and is completed before 

August 31, 1992. 

APPLICATION FOR UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK LOAN GUARANTEE CERTIFICATE 

340-180-040 (1) Any person wishing to apply for a loan guarantee 
certificate for an underground storage tank loan shall submit a written 
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application on a form provided by the Department. Applications shall be 
submitted within 180 days after completion of the UST tightness testing and/or 
soil assessment. All applications must be complete. 

(2) Application which are obviously incomplete, unsigned, or which do not 
contain the required exhibits (clearly identified) will not be accepted by the 
Department for filing and will be returned to the applicant for completion. 

(3) Applications which appear complete will be accepted by the Department. 
(4) Within 30 days after filing, the Department will determine the 

completeness of the application. If the Department determines that the 
application is not complete, it will promptly request the needed information 
from the applicant. The application will not be considered complete for 
processing until the requested information is received. The application will 
be considered to be withdrawn if the applicant fails to submit the requested 
information within 180 days of the request. 

(5) Within 30 days after the application is complete for processing, the 
Department will: 

(a) assign a priority category, and 
(b) establish a loan guarantee amount. 
(6) If, upon review of an application, the Department determines that the 

loan guarantee application does not meet the requirements of the statutes and 
rules, the Department shall notify the applicant in writing of this 
determination. Such notification shall constitute final action by the 
Department on this application. 

INFORMATION REQUIRED ON THE UST LOAN GUARANTEE CERTIFICATE APPLICATION 

340-180-050 (1) The underground storage tank loan guarantee certificate 
application shall include: 

(a) name, mailing address and 
(b) name, mailing address and 

owner, and the permittee, 

telephone 
telephone 

number of the applicant, 
number of the property owner, UST 

(c) signatures of the applicant, the property owner, the UST owner, and the 
perrnittee, 

(d) UST facility name and location, 
(e) UST permit numbers, 
(f) date of the application, 
(g) description of work at the UST facility including: 
(A) Description of the work area including a sketch showing, but not 

limited to, property boundaries, location of structures, location and 
identification of the underground storage tanks containing an accumulation of 
motor fuel, 

(B) Description of tank upgrade or replacement items and 
including those items and activities that are not incidental 
but are required because of construction interference, and 

activities, 
to a UST s:Ystem 

Note: Work qualifying for the loan guarantee certificate includes: 

1. Modification, replacement, and installation of any portion of the an 
UST system containing motor fuel including replacement of paving and 
structures located immediately over the UST systems and are required 
to be removed and replaced due to work on the UST systems. 

2. Replacement of an underground storage tank system with an above ground 
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storage tank system that meets existing state and local codes. 
3. Installation of the underground portion of any required Stage I vapor 

recovery system or anticipated future Stage II vapor recovery system. 
4. Soil remediation for soil contaminated with motor fuel including 

replacing excavated soil, paving and structures that are required to be 
removed during soil remediation. 

(h) total project cost in the form of a bid or estimate from a licensed 
UST service provider, identifying those items that qualify for the loan 
guarantee certification described by these rules, 

Note: The total project cost will affect the priority for the loan 
guarantee application and the amount of the guarantee. The 
Department recommends that the applicant obtain three bids or 
estimates to identify an accurate total project cost. 

(i) a copy of the soil assessment and UST tightness testing Notice of 
Compliance from the Department, and 

(j) the information required to determine the priority category for the 
facility: 

(A) County, 
(B) Location of the facility east or west of the summits of the Coast and 

Cascade mountain ranges, 
(C) City and city population as shown in the current Oregon Blue Book, if 

the facility is located within an incorporated city, 
(D) Location of the facility inside or outside of the Portland 

Metropolitan Service District, 
(E) Distance to nearest two facilities that retail motor fuel, in the 

shortest highway miles, 
(F) Motor fuel throughput during the last 12 months in gallons, 
(G) Annual gross sales receipts for previous two years for the business 

conducted at the facility, and 
(H) Type of business at the facility including SIC code. 
(2) The Department shall have access to books, documents, papers and 

records of the applicant which are directly pertinent to qualifying for the 
loan guarantee for the purpose of making audit, examination, excerpts and 
transcripts. 

LOAN GUARANTEE CERTIFICATE 

340-180-060 (1) In accordance with this part, the Department shall issue a 
loan guarantee certificate to an applicant who has filed a complete 
application. 

(2) At the beginning of each month the Department shall determine the 
portion of the funds collected and deposited into the Underground Storage Tank 
Compliance and Corrective Action Fund that shall be used for the expenses of 
approved loan guarantee applications during the month. The portion dedicated 
to the loan guarantee expenses shall be distributed in the following manner. 

(a) Sixty percent (60%) of the month funds shall be set aside for the 
expenses of category 11 A11 loan guarantees. 

(b) Thirty percent (30%) of the month funds shall be set aside for the 
expenses of category 11 B11 loan guarantees. 
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(c) Ten percent (10%) of the month funds shall be set aside for the 
expenses of category 11 C11 loan guarantees. 

(d) Funds set aside within a category during any month shall be used to 
provide loan guarantee certificates for loan applications received during the 
previous month, first providing loan guarantee certificates to applications 
with the highest numerical ranking within the category, then to applications 
with the next highest numerical ranking within the category, and so on in 
numerical order, except: 

(A) Within a category, any loan guarantee application not receiving a 
loan guarantee certificate during a month shall receive a loan guarantee 
certificate before any new application received during any subsequent month. 

(B) Where loan applications have the same numerical ranking, the loan 
application with the earliest filing date shall receive a loan guarantee 
certificate first, 

(e) At the end of the month, funds not used to provide loan guarantee 
certificates shall be added to the funds the Department makes available during 
the next month. 

(f) Loan guarantee applications within a category that do not receive a 
loan guarantee certificate within the current month shall be funded first in 
time and in priority order within that category during the following month, 
and so on in subsequent months. 

(3) The loan applicant may not assign any right, title, and interest in 
the loan guarantee certificate or the loan guarantee to any person other than 
a subsequent owner of the underground storage tank fac'ility. 

(4) Loan guarantee certificates shall be valid for 180 days or the 
termination date shown on the loan guarantee certificate. 

LOAN GUARANTEE 

340-180-070 (1) The Department shall issue a loan guarantee, not to exceed 
the lesser of sixty four percent (64%) of the approved project or $64,000, to 
a commercial lending institution for a loan to provide soil remediation, UST 
upgrading, and replacement of USTs at a facility containing motor fuel where: 

(a) a loan guarantee certificate has been issued to the loan applicant, 
(b) the loan guarantee does not provide a guarantee for work other than 

approved work authorized in 340-180-050, 
(c) the loan has a fixed or variable interest rate, 
(d) the loan is amortized with equal payments over the term of the loan, 
(e) the loan maturity date of the loan does not exceed 10 years from the 

initial closing date, 
(f) the commercial lending institution has approved the loan, subject to 

receiving the loan guarantee from the Department, and 
(g) the loan applicant has provided the terms of the loan to the 

Department. The terms of the loan include but are not limited to: 
(A) Amount of loan, 
(B) Down Payment, 
(C) Interest rate, and 
(D) Loan maturity date. 
(2) The loan guarantee shall terminate: 
(a) thirty (30) days after loan maturity date, including all extensions or 

renewals, 
(b) upon payment of the loan guarantee to the commercial lending 
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institution, or 
(c) when the loan guarantee provided by the Department is replaced by a 

loan guarantee provided by the SBA (U.S. Small Business Administration). 
(3) The commercial lending institution shall notify the Department 

promptly when a loan guaranteed by the Department is paid in full or replaced 
with a S.B.A. loan guarantee. 

(4) The payment of the loan guarantee is subject to monies being allocated 
and being available from the Underground Storage Tank Compliance and 
Corrective Action Fund. 

Note: The funds available for payment of loan guarantees upon loan default 
is estimated to be $687,600, where 10% of the loans default during 
the life of the program. The Department expects to provide 
$13,752,000 in loan guarantees for approximately 245 loans, where 
the Department provides the guarantee throughout the life of the 
loan. It is expected that the SBA (U.S. Small Business 
Administration) will agree to provide their loan guarantee (takeout 
the loan) after the soil cleanup and UST construction work is 
complete, approximately six months after the Department issued the 
original loan guarantee. The Department encourages transfer of 
loan guarantees to the SBA or to conventional financing in order to 
increase the number of loan guarantees provided by the Department. 

NOTICE OF DEFAULT ON A GUARANTEED LOAN 

340-180-080 (1) Any commercial leading institution wishing to obtain 
payment from the Department under the Department's loan guarantee shall 
provide the following: 

(a) Written notice from the commercial lending institution in the form of 
a demand for payment of the loan guarantee, stating: 

(A) the guaranteed loan to the borrower is in default, 
(B) the commercial lending institution has made a good faith effort to 

work with the borrower 1 using the institution's established procedures, to 
bring the loan back into good standing, 

(C) demand for payment in full has been made to the borrower by the 
commercial lending institution, and 

(D) the borrower has not paid the loan in full. 
(b) The demand for payment of the loan guarantee shall include: 
(A) a copy of the demand letter to the borrower from the commercial 

lending institution, and 
(B) a statement showing the principal balance outstanding on the demand 

letter sent to the borrower. 
(2) Subject to the availability of funds from the Underground Storage Tank 

Compliance and Corrective Action Fund ,the Department shall, within 30 days 
after receipt of the default notice, 

or 

(a) pay to the commercial lending institution the lesser of: 
(A) the amount guaranteed by the Department, or 
(B) the principal balance outstanding on the date of the default notice, 

(b) where agreed upon by the commercial lending institution and where the 
borrower is unable to pay, the Department may make partial payments of the 
loan guarantee equal to the monthly loan payment for up to twelve monthly loan 
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payments. If the loan is still in default after the Department has made 
twelve monthly payments, the Department will pay the loan guarantee, pursuant 
to subsection (2)(a) of this section. 

(3) If the commercial lending institution receives payment of the loan, in 
whole or in part, after the date of the default notice, the commercial lending 
institution shall promptly notify the Department in writing of such payment. 

(4) Once the Department has paid the loan guarantee certificate in whole 
or in part, the commercial lending institution shall reimburse the Department 
eighty percent (80%) of any collection on the unpaid loan. The reimbursement 
shall be in legal tender. The expenses of collection may be deducted from the 
reimbursement paid to the Department. 

Note: The Department understands that collection may consist of cash, 
securities, notes, personal property, real property or any other 
form of payment accepted by the commercial lending institution. The 
reimbursement to the Department shall be in legal tender and 
represent 80% of the true cash value of any such collected asset. 

(5) Payment to the Department by the commercial lending institution shall 
be made within thirty days after any collection is converted into a negotiable 
financial instrument or note. 

GENERAL PROVISIONS, INTEREST RATE SUBSIDY AND TAX CREDIT CERTIFICATE 

340-180-090 (1) Commercial lending institutions making loans for soil 
remediation, UST upgrading, and replacement of UST systems containing· motor 
fuel may qualify to receive an interest rate subsidy in the form of a tax 
credit. 

(2) The Department may approve an Oregon income tax credit not to exceed 
the difference between seven and one half percent (7.5%) and the annual 
interest rate, either fixed or variable rate, charged by the commercial 
lending institution for a nonsubsidized loan made under like terms and 
conditions. The determination of what interest rate is charged on a 
nonsubsidized loan made under like terms and conditions shall be established 
by a written agreement executed between the Department and each lending 
institution intending to make use of the interest rate subsidy and tax credit 
programs. Such income tax credits may be approved where: 

(a) the borrower pays a maximum of seven and one half percent (7.5%) 
interest, 

(b) funds to provide the interest rate subsidy have been allocated by the 
Department and are available from the Underground Storage Tank Compliance and 
Corrective Action Fund, 

(c) the loan is not default, 
(d) the loan has a maximum interest rate not to exceed fifteen percent 

(15%) per annum, 
(e) the loan is amortized with equal payments over the term of the loan, 
(f) the loan maturity date of the loan does not exceed 10 years from the 

initial closing date, 
(g) the applicant has received a Category A priority ranking under OAR 

340-180-020, and 
(h) the borrower has received a tax credit certificate for an interest 

rate subsidy. 
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(3) Only one interest rate subsidy may be issued to each facility. 
(4) Interest rate subsidies shall be issued on the same priority basis as 

the loan guarantee certificates, in accordance with OAR 340-180-020, OAR 
340-180-110 and OAR 340-180-120. 

(5) The interest rate subsidy is limited to loans for work for soil 
remediation at a facility where USTs contain motor fuel and work to upgrade or 
replace the underground storage tank systems containing an accumulation of 
motor fuel located at a facility where: 

(a) the USTs are regulated by OAR 340-150-010 through -150, 40CFR 280, and 
40CFR 281, 

(b) UST system upgrading, retrofitting and replacement is performed by 
registered or licensed service providers in accordance with OAR 340-160-005 
through -150, 

(c) UST tightness testing and/or soil assessment was performed prior to 
application for a loan, 

(d) UST tightness testing and soil assessment was performed in accordance 
with Department regulations, and 

(e) each regulated underground storage tank has a valid UST permit. 
(f) the loan is provided by a commercial lending institution. 
(6) An interest rate subsidy may be paid on loans provided by a commercial 

lending institution that are not guaranteed by the Department where the 
borrower has received a tax credit certificate from the Department. 

(7) The commercial lending institution shall apply for the Oregon income 
tax credit during their regular state income tax filing. 

(8) Payment of tax credits are subject to money being available in the 
Underground Storage Tank Compliance Fund. 

APPLICATION FOR TAX CREDIT CERTIFICATE 

340-180-100 (1) Any person wishing to obtain a Tax Credit Certificate for 
an interest rate subsidy on a loan for soil remediation, UST upgrading, and 
replacement of UST systems containing motor fuel shall submit a written 
application on a form provided by the Department. 

(2) The underground storage tank loan interest rate subsidy application 
shall include all information required under Section 340-180-050 of these 
rules shall be provided with the application for the Tax Credit Certificate 
for an interest subsidy. 

(3) Applications which are obviously incomplete, unsigned, or which do not 
contain the required exhibits will not be accepted by the Department for 
filing and will be returned to applicant. 

(4) Applications which appear complete will be accepted by the Department. 
If the Department determines that the application is not complete, it will 
promptly request the needed information from the applicant. The application 
will not be considered complete for processing until the requested information 
is received. The application will be considered to be withdrawn if the 
applicant fails to submit the requested information within 180 days of the 
request. 

(5) Within 30 days after filing, the Department will determine the 
completeness of the application. 

(6) Within 30 days after the application is complete for processing, the 
Department will: 

(a) assign a priority category in accordance with OAR 340-180-020, and 
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(b) approve or deny the issuance of a Tax Credit Certificate. 
(7) If, upon review of an application, the Department determines that the 

application does not meet the requirements of the statutes and rules, the 
Department shall notify the applicant in writing of this determination. Such 
notification shall constitute final action by the Department on this 
application. 

Note: Work qualifying for the Tax Credit Certificate includes: 

1. Modification, replacement, and installation of any portion of the an 
UST system containing motor fuel including replacement of paving and 
structures located immediately over the UST systems. 

2. Replacement of an underground storage tank system with an above ground 
storage tank system that meets existing state and local codes. 

3. Installation of the underground portion of any required Stage I vapor 
recovery system or anticipated future Stage II vapor recovery system. 

4. Soil remediation for soil contaminated with motor fuel including 
replacing excavated soil, paving and structures that are required to be 
removed during soil remediation. 

(9) The Department shall have access to books, documents, papers and 
records of the applicant which are directly pertinent to qualifying for the 
loan guarantee for the purpose of making audit, examination, excerpts and 
transcripts. 

TAX CREDIT CERTIFICATE 

340-180-110 (1) In accordance with this part, the Department shall issue a 
tax credit certificate to an applicant who has filed a complete application 
where the facility receives a numerical ranking of 30 points or greater when 
ranked in accordance with OAR 340-180-020. 

(2) At the beginning of each month the Department shall determine the 
portion of the funds collected and deposited into the Underground Storage Tank 
Compliance and Corrective Action Fund that shall be used for the expenses of 
approved tax credit applications during the month. 

(3) Funds set aside during any month shall be used to provide funds for 
tax credit certificate applications received during a month, first providing 
certificates to those applications with the highest numerical ranking, then to 
applications with the next highest numerical ranking, and so on in numerical 
order, except: 

(a) Any tax credit application not receiving a tax credit certificate 
during a month shall receive a tax credit certificate before any application 
received during the next month. 

(b) Where applications have the same numerical ranking, the application 
with the earliest filing date shall receive a tax credit certificate first. 

(4) At the end of the month, 'funds not used to provide tax credit 
certificates shall be added to the funds the Department makes available for 
tax credit certificates during the following month. 

(5) Applications that do not receive a tax credit certificate within that 
month shall be funded first in time and in priority order during the following 
month, and so on in subsequent months. 
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(6) The applicant may not assign any right, title, and interest in the tax 
credit certificate to any person other than a subsequent owner of the 
underground storage tank facility. 

(7) Tax credit certificates shall be valid for 180 days or the termination 
date shown on the tax credit certificate. 

LOAN INTEREST RATE SUBSIDY 

340-180-120 (1) The Department may approve an interest rate subsidy in the 
form of an Oregon income tax credit equal to the difference between seven and 
one half percent (7.5%) and the annual interest rate, either fixed or variable 
rate, charged by the commercial lending institution for a nonsubsidized loan 
made under like terms and conditions where: 

(a) the loan provides for soil remediation, UST upgrading, and replacement 
of USTs at a facility containing motor fuel, 

(b) a tax credit certificate has been issued to the loan applicant, 
(c) the tax credit certificate does not provide an interest rate subsidy 

for work other than approved work authorized in 340-180-100, 
(d) the loan has a fixed or variable interest rate not to exceed fifteen 

percent (15%) and is amortized with equal payments over the term of the loan, 
(e) the maturity date of the loan does not exceed 10 years from the 

initial loan closing date, 
(f) the commercial lending institution has approved the loan, subject to 

receiving approval of the interest rate subsidy from the Department, and 
(g) the loan applicant has provided the terms of the loan to the 

Department. The terms of the loan include but are not limited to: 
(A) Amount of loan, 
(B) Down Payment, 
(C) Interest rate, and 
(D) Loan maturity date. 
(2) The interest rate subsidy shall terminate at the loan maturity date, 

including all extensions or renewals, but not later than ten years after 
issuance of the loan. 

(3) The payment of the interest rate subsidy is subject to monies being 
allocated and being available from the Underground Storage Tank Compliance and 
Corrective Actioil Fund. 

Note: The funds available for interest rate subsidies are estimated to 
total $3,874,000 over the life of the program, providing tax credits 
for approximately 245 loans. These 245 loans may be the same as or 
different from the 245 loans guaranteed under OAR 340-180-070. 

NOTICE OF COMPLIANCE FOR SOIL REMEDIATION 
340-180-110 (1) A person wishing to obtain a written notice of compliance 

for soil remediation shall submit a written application on a form provided by 
the Department. The application shall include: 

(a) The name and mailing address of the applicant, 
(b) The signature of the applicant, 
(c) The UST facility name and location, 
(d) The UST permit numbers, 
(e) The date o.f the application, 
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(f) The completion date of the soil remediation, 
(g) Description, including a sketch showing, but not limited to, property 

boundaries, location of structures 1 location and identification of tanks 
including tank contents, and identification of soil assessment sites 1 and 

(h) Findings including, but not limited to, results of laboratory tests, 
soil matrix calculations, and tank tightness tests. 

(2) Applications which are obviously incomplete, unsigned, or which do not 
contain the required exhibits (clearly identified) will not be accepted by the 
department for filing and will be returned to the applicant for completion. 

(3) Applications which appear complete will be accepted by the department 
:!;or filing. 

(4) Within 30 days after filing,. the Department will determine if the 
facility meets the Departments cleanup standards and will provide a written 
determination of compliance. 
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Attachment B 
Agenda Item 
10-20-89 EQC Meeting 

STATE OF OREGON 
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

811 S. W. 4th AVENUE 
PORTLAND, OREGON 97204 

STATEMENT OF NEED AND EMERGENCY JUSTIFICATION STATEMENT 
TEMPORARY RULE ESTABLISHING UNDERGROUND STORAGE LOAN GUARANTEE PROGRAM 

FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS: 

(a) ORS 466.705 through 466.995, as amended by Chapter 1071, Oregon Law 
1989, authorizes the Commission to adopt rules establishing a loan 
guarantee and interest rate subsidy program for commercial lending 
institutions who provide loans for soil remediation and upgrading or 
replacing underground storage tanks that contain an accumulation of 
motor fuel. The loan guarantee is limited to sixty four percent 
(64%) of the project cost, up to a maximum of $64,000. The interest 
subsidy is provided to the cornniercial lending institution as an 
income tax credit and is limited to the difference in loan expenses 
on a seven and one half percent (7.5%) loan and a nonsubsidized loan 
made under like terms and conditions at the same institution. 

(b) ORS 466.705 through 466.995, as amended by Chapter 1071, Oregon Law 
1989, directs the Department of Environmental Quality to conduct a 
loan guarantee and interest rate subsidy program for underground 
storage tank containing an accumulation of motor fuel beginning 
September l, 1989. 

(c) Funding for the loan guarantee and interest rate subsidy program is 
provided by an UST regulatory fee of $10 on import or withdrawal of 
petroleum products from a bulk loading facility. 

(d) Early adoption of the loan guarantee and interest rate subsidy 
program rules is necessary to start the program with little delay. 

(e) Failure to establish a loan guarantee and interest rate subsidy 
program for soil remediation and upgrading and replacement of 
underground storage tanks containing an accumulation of motor fuel 
will result in seriOus prejudice to the public interest, and 
particularly to persons responsible for underground storage tanks 
containing motor fuel, because reduced financial aid could cause 
significant financial hardship to the tank owner, resulting in 
closure of businesses retailing motor fuel. Closure of retail motor 
fuel facilities would reduce fuel supplies to the motoring public, 
particularly in the rural and remote areas of Oregon. 

October 4, 1989 
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Attachment C 
Agenda Item M 
10-20-89 EQC Meeting 

BEFORE THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY COMMISSION 

IN THE MATTER OF ADOPTING 
OAR Chapter 340 
Division 170 
and Modifying Portions of 
Division 150 

Statutory Authority 

OF THE STATE OF OREGON 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

STATEMENT OF NEED FOR RULES 

ORS 466.705 through ORS 466.995 authorizes rule adoption for the purpose of 
regulating underground storage tanks. Chapter 1071, Oregon Law 1989 
(HB3080) authorizes the Commission to adopt rules establishing a 
reimbursement grant, loan guarantee, and interest subsidy program to 
provide financial assistance to persons responsible for underground storage 
tanks, containing an accumulation of motor fuel, so that they may meet 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) requirements and obtain financial 
responsibility coverage. 

Need for the Rules 

The proposed rules are needed to carry out the authority given to the 
Commission to adopt rules for establishing the loan guarantee and interest 
rate subsidy program for commercial lending institutions who provide loans 
for soil remediation and upgrading or replacing underground storage tanks 
that contain an accumulation of motor fuel. The loan guarantee is limited 
to sixty four percent (64%) of the project cost, up to a maximum of $64,000. 
The interest subsidy is provided to the commercial lending institution as an 
income tax credit and is limited to the difference in loan expenses on a 
seven and one half percent (7.5%) loan and a nonsubsidized loan made under 
like terms and conditions at the same institution. 

Failure to adopt the rules will result in serious prejudice to the public 
interest, and particularly to persons responsible for underground storage 
tanks containing motor rule, because reduced financial -could cause 
significant financial hardship to the tank owner resulting in closure of 
businesses retailing motor fuel. Closure of retail motor fuel facilities 
would reduce fuel supplies to the motoring public, particularly in the rural 
and remote areas of Oregon. 
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Principal Documents Relied Upon 

Chapter 1071, Oregon Law, 1989 (HB 3080) 

Fiscal and Economic Impact 

Fiscal Impact 

The revenue for the reimbursement grant and loan guarantee program is 
generated by a regulatory fee on petroleum products of $10 per withdrawal 
from a bulk loading facility. The revenue is expected to total $3,000,000 
per year. Failure to adopt the rules would allow the Department to use the 
revenue set aside for the loan guarantee and interest rate reimbursement 
program for other expenses of the underground storage tank program. 

Small Business Impact 

The majority of businesses owning and operating underground storage tanks 
(USTs) are classified as small business. Federal regulations require owners 
and operators of underground storage tanks to demonstrate financial 
responsibility of up to $1,000,000 by October 26, 1990 for cleanup and third 
party damages resulting from a release from an underground storage tank. 
Underwriters will likely require a contamination free facility plus 
requiring that the tanks be upgraded to federal standards for new tanks. 
The proposed loan guarantee and interest rate subsidy program will 
encourage commercial lending institutions to provide loans for upgrading 
underground storage tanks to businesses that would not otherwise qualify 
because of the environmental risk associated with underground storage tanks. 
The program allows the Department to guarantee up to sixty four percent of 
the project cost to a maximum of $64,000 on a loan made by a commercial 
lending institution for soil remediation and upgrading or replacement of 
USTs. Additionally, the program may provide interest rate an subsidy for 
the difference between seven and one half percent interest rate and the 
interest rate that would be charged for a nonsubsidized loan made under 
like terms and conditions at the same institution. This program will allow 
qualified persons to upgrade their facility and qualifying for insurance to 
meet the financial responsibility requirements of the EPA regulations. The 
program will be able to provide loan guarantees and interest rate subsidies 
for 245 facilities, an expenditure of $4,462,000. 

October 4, 1989 
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Attachment D 

Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 
Agenda Item M 
10-20-89 EQC Meeting 

A CHANCE TO COMMENT ON ... 
Proposed Temporary Rules, Underground Storage Tank Loan Guarantee Program 

WHO IS 
AFFECI'ED: 

BACKGROUND: 

WHAT IS 
PROfDSED: 

WHAT ARE THE 
HIGHLIGHTS: 

811S.W.6th Avenue 
Portland, OR 97204 

11/1/86 

Persons who own or are in control of underground storage tanks 
used to store motor fuel. Persons affected may be tank owners 
or operators or owners of land in which the tanks are located 
and commercial lending institutions who make loans to these 
persons. Underground storage tanks are found at gasoline 
stations, marinas, automobile dealerships, nurseries, 
corrnnercial fleets, manufacturing firms, and farming operations. 
Federal military and non-military facilities, state agencies, 
school districts, port districts, and local governments are 
also included within this regulatory program. 

Chapter 1071, Oregon law 1989 (HB 3080 1989 Legislature) 
requires the Environmental Quality Commission to adopt rules 
establishing a loan guarantee and interest rate subsidy program 
for soil remediation, UST upgrading and UST replacement at 
facilities where underground storage tanks contain an 
accumulation of motor fuel. Commercial lending institutions 
may qualify for loan guarantees up to 64% of the project cost, 
up to a maxirm:nn of $64, 000, and an interest rate subsidy in the 
form of an income tax credit. The interest rate subsidy is 
limited to the difference in loan expenses on a 7.5% loan and a 
nonsubsidized loan made under like terms and conditions at the 
same institution. 

The purpose of the temporary rules is to establish loan 
guarantee and interest rate subsidy programs for corrnnercial 
lending institutions who provide loans for soil remediation and 
upgrading and replacement of USTs containing an accumulation of 
motor fuel. 

Underground Storage Tank Loan Guarantee Program 

1. The loan applicant must apply for a loan guarantee 
certificate and a tax credit certificate prior to applying for 
a loan from a financial lending institution. Granting of the 
certificates will give priority to the financial condition of 
the applicant, the availability of motor fuel to rural 
population centers, small businesses, and facilities retailing 
motor fuel. 
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: 
Contact the person or division identified in the public notice by calling 229~5696 In the Portland area. To avoid long 
distance charges from other parts of the state, cal! 1 ~800~452~4011. 



HOW TO COMMENT: 

Bend 

2. I.Dan guarantee certificates will be issued, as funds are 
available, to guarantee up to 64% of the qualified project 
expenses up to a maximum of $64, 000 in the event of loan 
default. 

3. Tax credit certificates will be issued, as funds are 
available, to allow a commercial lending institution to recover 
the difference in interest income for a 7.5% loan and a 
nonsubsidized loan made under like terns and conditions at the 
same institution. 

5. Pr=edures and standards are defined for the purpose of 
obtaining loan guarantees and interest rate subsidies. · 

Public Hearings Schedule 

December 11, 1989 
3:00 to 5:00 P.M. 
cascade Natural Gas 
334 N.E. Hawthorne 
Bend, Oregon 

Pendleton 
December 12, 1989 
3:00 to 5:00 P.M. 
Blue Mountain Community College 
Room P12, Pioneer Hall 
2411 N.W. Garden 
Pendleton, Oregon 

Portland Medford Eugene 
December 12, 1989 
3:00 to 5:00 P.M. 
DEQ Headquarters 
Fourth Floor 

December 14, 1989 
3:00 to 5:00 P.M. 
city Council Chambers 
Medford city Hall 
Medford, Oregon 

December 15, 1989 
3:00 to 5:00 P.M. 
Lane Community College 
Room 308, 'Ihe Forum 
4000 E. 30th Ave. 
Eugene, Oregon 

811 s.w. Sixth Ave. 
Portland, Oregon 

WHAT IS THE 
NIDCT STEP:. 

A Department staff member will be appointed to preside over 
and conduct the hearings. Written comments should be sent 
to: 

Department of Environmental Quality 
811 S.W. Sixth Avenue 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

· 'Ihe comment period will end December 29, 1989. All comments 
should be received at the Department by 5:00 P.M. 

For more infonnation or copies of the proposed rules, 
contact Iarry Frost at (502) 229-5769 or toll-free at 
1-800-452-4011 

After public testimony has been received and evaluated, the 
proposed rules will be revised as appropriate and presented to 
the Environmental Quality Commission in February 1990. 'Ihe 
Commission may adopt the Department's recommendation, amend the 
Department's recommendation, or take no action. 
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Environmental Quality Commission 
NEIL GOLDSCHMIDT 

GOVERNOR 
811 SW SIXTH AVENUE, PORTLAND, OR 97204 PHONE (503) 229-5696 

OEQ-46 

II REQUEST FOR EQC ACTION II 

Meeting Date: October 20. 1989 
Agenda Item: N (1) 

Division: HSW 
Section: SW/WTP 

SUBJECT: 

Waste Tire Pile Cleanup - Use of funds for Cleanup of the 
DuBois Auto Recycling site, st. Helens, Oregon 

PURPOSE: 

The purpose is to allow use of funds from the Waste Tire 
Recycling Account to expedite cleanup of approximately so,ooo 
waste tires at a permitted site. 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

Work Session Discussion 
General Program Background 
Potential strategy, Policy, or Rules 
Agenda Item ~- for Current Meeting 
Other: (specify) 

Authorize Rulemaking Hearing 
Adopt Rules 

Proposed Rules 
Rulemaking statements 
Fiscal and Economic Impact Statement 
Public Notice 

Issue a Contested Case Order 
Approve a stipulated Order 
Enter an Order 

Proposed order 

_x_ Approve Department Recommendation 
Variance Request 
Exception to Rule 
Informational Report 

_x_ Other: (specify) 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 



Meeting Date: 
Agenda Item: 
Page 2 

October 20, 1989 
N (1) 

Allow Waste Tire Recycling Account cleanup funds to be 
made available to partially pay for immediate cleanup of 
.approximately 50,000 waste tires from the DuBois Auto 
Recycling permitted waste tire storage site, pursuant to 
OAR 340-62-160(1). 

DESCRIPTION OF REQUESTED ACTION: 

The Waste Tire Recycling Account is funded by a $1 fee on new 
replacement tires. The purpose of the account is to enhance 
the market for waste tires by giving a subsidy for their 
reuse, and to help clean up waste tire piles. 

The statute requires the Environmental Quality Commission to 
make a finding before the Department may use funds to assist 
a permittee in removing tires. The Commission must find that 
special circumstances allow for use of the funds, or that 
strict compliance with a tire removal date set by the 
Department would result in "substantial cu~tailment or 
closing of the permittee's business or operation or the 
bankruptcy of the permittee. 11 (ORS 459.780 (2) (b) and 
OAR 340-62-150.) 

The DuBois auto wrecking yard accumulated waste tires over 
time through the auto salvage business. Charles DuBois 
(deceased on September 27, 1988) and his nephew, Gary Rauch, 
were partners in the business, DuBois Auto Recycling & 
Towing, an Oregon corporation. The corporation applied for 
and obtained Waste Tire storage site Permit WTSII12 on 
August 3, 1989. The permit requires removal of half of the 
waste tires by January 1, 1990, and of all waste tires by 
January 1, 1991. The corporation has applied for financial 
assistance to remove the tires by the permit deadline. 
Strict compliance with permit requirements for removal would 
result in substantial curtailment or closing of the 
permittee's business. 

The permittee has obtained three bids for tire removal 
and has selected the bid of RMAC International, Inc. 
RMAC's bid is $39,500 for removal of all waste tires 
from the site. This is the lowest of the three bids and 
is considered by staff to be a reasonable amount for 
tire removal. It would take several years to remove 
the tires at the rate that the corporation could afford. 
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The Department's rule (OAR 340-62-155) specifies in part 
that: 

1. The Department shall base its recommendations on use of 
cleanup funds on potential degree of environmental risk 
created by the tire pile; The following special 
circumstances shall serve as criteria in determining the 
degree of environmental risk. The criteria, listed in 
priority order, include but are not limited to: 

a. susceptibility of the tire pile to fire ... 

b. Other characteristics of the site contributing to 
environmental risk, including susceptibility to 
mosquito infestation. 

2. In determining the degree of environmental risk involved 
in the two criteria above, the Department shall 
consider: 

a. Size of the tire pile ... [and] 

b. How close the tire pile is to population centers ... 

The Waste Tire Program developed a point system to 
quantify the environmental risk created by each waste 
tire site. The DuBois Auto Recycling site ranks 
moderately high in environmental risk, based on the 
Waste Tire Program point system (42 out of a potential 
94 points, or fifth among permittees who have indicated 
they will request financial help). A tire fire at this 
site could substantially impact the air quality of 
st. Helens, and pyrolytic oil flows could potentially 
enter surface or ground waters of the state. 

The rule (OAR 340-62-155(3)) further states that: 

Financial hardship on the part of the permittee shall be 
an additional criterion in the Department's 
determination. Financial hardship means that strict 
compliance with OAR 340-62-005 through 340-62-045 would 
result in substantial curtailment or closing of the 
permittee's business or operation, or the bankruptcy of 
the permittee ••. 

The Department developed guidelines (Attachment C) to ensure 
equitable evaluation of a permittee's ability to pay for 
cleanup without causing "substantial curtailment" of the 
permittee's business or operation. The financial guidelines 
for corporations are based on Multnomah County's "safety net" 



Meeting Date: 
Agenda Item: 
Page 4 

October 20, 1989 
N (1) 

sewer program. The criteria for assistance are a household 
income below 80 percent of the Housing and Urban Development 
median area income, and $20,000 in corporate assets. A 
permittee must spend his or her own funds up to the 
threshold; the Department will partially assist with expenses 
above the threshold. Following the guidelines, the 
Department assistance would be 80 percent of the cost of the 
cleanup. If the cleanup costs $39,500, the assistance given 
would be $31,600. ·Gary Rauch believes that he will be able 
to obtain financing for the remaining 20 percent of the cost. 

AUTHORITY/NEED FOR ACTION: 

_x_ Required by Statute: ~4~5=9~·~7~8~0~~~~~~~
Enactment Date: _,,1~9~8~7'--~~~~~~~~~ 

statutory Authority: 
_x_ Pursuant to Rule: OAR 340-62-150 to 160 

Pursuant to Federal Law/Rule: 

Attachment -11_ 

Attachment 
Attachment __!L 
Attachment 

Other: Attachment 

Time Constraints: (explain) 

The permit allows the permittee until January 1, 1991, 
to remove the waste tires. It is environmentally 
desirable, however, to have the permittee remove the 
tires as quickly as possible. 

DEVELOPMENTAL BACKGROUND: 

Advisory Committee Report/Recommendation 
Hearing Officer's Report/Recommendations 
Response to Testimony/Comments 
Prior EQC Agenda Items: (list) 

Other Related Reports/Rules/Statutes: 

Supplemental Background Information 
- Guidelines, Financial Assistance 
- Analysis: How permittee fits guidelines 
- Permittee's request for financial assistance 
- CPA Letter of Certification 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
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REGULATED/AFFECTED COMMUNITY CONSTRAINTS/CONSIDERATIONS: 

During summer 1989, the Waste Tire Advisory Committee 
developed and adopted a position formally supporting program 
guidelines for determining the amount of financial assistance 
available to an applicant who is an individual, sole 
proprietorship or partnership. At their September 6 1 1989 
meeting, the Committee recommended similar guidelines to be 
used for corporations. DuBois Auto Recycling is a 
corporation, so guidelines for corporations must be used. 

There are nearly 20 permitted waste tire storage sites, and 
at least 10 are expected to request financial assistance. 
The Commission approved the first request for financial 
assistance at its September 8, 1989 meeting. Some sites rank 
higher in environmental risk than DuBois Auto Recycling, 
but have not yet submitted complete financial information and 
cleanup plans to the Department. 

PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS: 

Piles of waste tires represent potential environmental 
hazards from mosquitoes and fire. One of the Waste Tire 
Program directives is to use Waste Tire Recycling Account 
money to clean up existing tire piles. There are two methods 
to do this (the "carrot and stick"): 

a. The Department can assist a permittee in removing or 
processing the waste tires. The cleanup occurs in a 
spirit of cooperation, because the permittee has 
requested the help, has found a contractor to remove the 
tires and has agreed to pay part of the cost. The 
Department and the permittee work together to rid the 
community of a potential environmental problem; or 

b. The Department can follow legal procedures and abate the 
site. This involves serving an order and notice of 
intent to abate on the responsible parties, requesting 
bids through the Department of General Services, 
selecting the bidder, authorizing removal and contractor 
payment, and finally collecting abatement and legal 
costs from the responsible parties. The respondents can 
appeal the process and delay removal of the tires for 
months, perhaps years. 

The preferable method is to assist the permittee. 
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The program currently has about $1.5 million available for 
reimbursement to users of waste tires, and for site cleanup. 
By June 30, 1990, the Department estimates that this figure 
will increase to $2.1 million. Thus, we anticipate having 
adequate funds to meet permittees' requests for financial 
assistance to remove tires. 

The permittee has submitted all financial documents requested 
by the Department and a waste tire removal plan describing 
the proposed action, time schedule and cost estimate, as 
required by rule. 

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BY THE DEPARTMENT: 

1. Removal of the tires over a 5-year or longer period by the 
permittee without financial assistance from the Waste Tire 
Recycling Account. 

2 Removal of the tires by January 1, 1991, or earlier with 
assistance from the Waste Tire Recycling Account, basing 
assistance on the existing rule and Department guidelines. 

3. Postponement of this request for financial assistance until 
early in 1990, when guidelines for all categories of 
permittee (including corporations and municipalities) could 
be adopted as rule. 

DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION FOR ACTION, WITH RATIONALE: 

Alternative 2. We recommend proceeding immediately with 
financial assistance for the following reasons: 

1. The site is located close to populated areas 
(St. Helens); a tire fire would negatively impact the 
air quality for this community, and resulting pyrolytic 
oils could also enter surface and ground waters. 

2. The statute gives us the legal authority to provide the 
assistance. 

3. The permittee's financial situation meets the statutory 
requirement, as interpreted by Department guidelines, 
that strict compliance with the Department's cleanup 
schedule would cause substantial curtailment or closing 
of the permittee's business or the bankruptcy of the 
permittee. 
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4. The Waste Tire Advisory Committee has recommended 
guidelines for use of the funds by corporations. 

5. Budget is not an issue; the Waste Tire Recycling Account 
has an adequate fund balance. Use of funds now would 
fulfill a legislative intent to clean up tire piles as 
quickly as possible. 

CONSISTENCY WITH STRATEGIC PLAN. AGENCY POLICY. LEGISLATIVE 
POLICY: 

The permittee meets statutory and regulatory criteria for 
receiving financial assistance to clean up the waste tires. 
The action would follow agency policy and legislative intent 
in getting the site cleaned of tires as quickly as possible, 
thus eliminating the potential environmental problems 
associated with tire piles. 

ISSUES FOR COMMISSION TO RESOLVE: 

1. Should approval of funding await adoption of the financial 
assistance guidelines as rule? (The Attorney General has 
advised the Department that financial assistance can be given 
based on the statute.) 

INTENDED FOLLOWUP ACTIONS: 

If the request for financial assistance is approved, the 
Department will notify the permittee to proceed with the 
cleanup, and will prepare a repayment agreement with the 
permittee. 

The permittee will arrange for cleanup; the Department will 
inspect and approve the cleanup operation, and then issue a 
check for the Department's f.inancial share of the cleanup 
costs. 

Cox:k 
WT\SK2271 
October 4, 1989 

Approved: 

Section: 

Division: 

Director: 

Report Prepared By: Anne Cox 

Phone: 229-6912 

Date Prepared: October 4, 1989 



A'ITAOJMENr A 

SOLID WASTE C0!'1TROL 459.780 

459. 780 Tire remqval or processing 
plan; financial assistance; department 
abatement. (1) The department, as a condition 
of a waste tire storage site permit issued under 
ORS 459. 715 to 459. 760, may require the permit
tee to remove or process the waste tires according 
to a plan approved by the department. 

(2) The department may use moneys from 
the Waste Tire Recycling Account to assist a 
permittee in removing or processing the waste 
tires. :Vtoneys may be used only after the co=is
sion tlnds that: 

(a) Special circumstances make such 
assistance appropriate; or 

(bl Strict compliance with the pro,;sions· ol 
ORS 459.705 to 459.790 would result in substan
tial curtailment or closing of the permittee ·s 
business or operation or the bankruptcv of the 
permittee. · 

(3) The department may use subsections (4) 
to (7) of this section if: 

(a) A person fails to apply for or obtain a 
waste tire storage site ·permit under ORS 459. 715 
to 459.760; or 

(b) A permittee fails to meet the conditions of 
such permit. 

(4) The department may abate any danger or 
nuisance created by waste tires by removing or 
processing the tires. Before taking any action to 
abate .the danger or nuisance. the department 
shall give any persons having the care. custody or 
control of the waste tires. or owning the proper!)" 
upon which the tires are located, notice of the 
department's intentions and order the person to 
abate the danger or nuisance in a manner 
approved by the department. Any order issued by 
the department under this subsection shall be 
subject to appeal to the commission and judicial 
review of a final order under the applicable provi· 
sions of ORS 183.310 to 183.550. 

(5) Ifa person fails to take action as required 
under subsection (4) of this section within the 
time specified the director may abate the danger 
or nuisance. The order issued under subsection 
(4) of this section may include entering the prop· 
erty where the danger or nuisance is located. 
taking the tires into public custody and providing 
for their processing or removal. 

(6) The department may request the 
Attorney General to bring an action to recover 
any reasonable and necessary expenses incurred 
by the department for abatement costs, including 
administrative and legal expenses. The depart· 
ment's certification of expenses shall be prima 
facie evidence that the expenses are reasonable 
and necessary. 

(7) Nothing in ORS 459. 705 to 459.790 shill 
affect the right of any person or local government 
unit to abate a danger or nuisance or to recover 
for damages to real property or personal injury 
related to the transportation, storage or disposal 
of waste tires. The department may reimburse a 
person or local government unit for the cost of 
abatement. [1987 c.i06 §!SJ · 

!'fote: See note under 459.705. 
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ATTAalMENT B 

Use of Yast:e Tire Sit:e Cleanup Funds 

340-62-150 (1) The Department may use .cleanup funds in the Yaste Tire 
Recycling Account to: 

(a) Partially pay to remove or process waste tires from a permitted 
waste tire storage site, if the Commission finds that such use is 
appropriate pursuant to OAR 340-62-160. 

(b) Pay for abating a danger or nuisance created by a waste tire pile, 
subject to cost recovery by the attorney general pursuant to OAR 340-62-165. 

(c) Part:ially reimburse a· local government: unit for the cost it 
incurred in abating a waste tire danger or nuisance. 

(2) Priority in use of cleanup funds shall go to sites ranking high in 
criteria making them an environmental risk, pursuant to OAR 340-62-155 .. 

(3) For the Department to reimburse a local government for waste tire 
danger or nuisance abatement. the following must happen: 

(a) The Department must determine that the site ranks high in priority 
criteria for· use of cleanup funds, OAR 340-62-155. 

(b} The local government and the Depart:ment niust have an agreement on 
how the waste tires shall be properly disposed of. 

B - p. l 
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Criteria for Use of Funds to Clean Up Permitted Waste Tire Sites 

340-62-155 (1) The Department shall base its recommendations on use 
of cleanup funds on potential degree of environmental risk created by the 
tire pile. The following special circumstances shall serve as criteria in 
determining the degree of environmental risk. The criteria, listed in 
priority order, include but are not limited to: 

(a) Susceptibility of the tire pile to fire. In this, the Department 
shall consider: ' 

(A) The characteristics of the pile that might make it susceptible to 
fire, such as how the tires are stored (height and bulk of piles), the 
absence of fire lanes, lack of emergency equipment, presence of easily 

·compustible materials, and lack of site access control;· 

(B) How a fire would impact the local air quality; and 

(C) How close the pile is to natural resources or property owned by 
third persons that woul.d be affected by a fire at the tire pile. 

(b) Other characteristics of the site contributing to environmental 
risk, including susceptibili.ty to mosquito infestation. 

(2) In determining the degree of environmental risk involved in the 
two criteria above, the Department shall. consider: 

(a) Size of ·the tire pile (number of waste tires). 

(b) How close the tire· pile is to population centeri;. The Department 
shall especially consider the population density within five miles of the 
pile, and location of any particularly susceptible populations such as 
hospitals. 

(3)· Financial hardship on the part of the permittee shall b~ an 
additional criterion in the Department's determination. Financial hardship 
means that strict compliance with OAR 340-62-005 through 340-62-045 would 
result in substantial curtailment or closing of the permittee's business or 
operation, or the bankruptcy of the permittee .. The burden of proof of such 
financial hardship is on the permittee. 

Procedure for Use of Cleanup Funds for a Permitted Waste Tire Storage Site 

340-62,160 .· (1) The Department ·may rec'ommend to the Commission that 
cleanup funds be made available to partially pay for cleanup of a permitted 
waste tire storage site, if all of the following are met: 

(a) The site ranks high in the criteria making it an environmental 
risk, pursuant to OAR 340-62-155. 

(b) The permittee submits to the Department a compliance plan to 
remove or process the waste tires. The plan shall include: 

·sF3178 (11/4/88) - 11 B - p. 2 



(A) A detailed description of the permittee's proposed actions; 

(B) A time schedule for the removal and or processing, including 
interim dates by when part of the tires will be removed or processed. 

(C) An estimate of the net cost of removing or processing the waste 
tires using the most cost-effective alternative. This estimate muse be 
documented, 

(c) The plan receives approval from the·Department. 

(2) A permittee claiming financial hardship under OAR 340-62-155 (3) 
must document such claim through submittal of the permittee's state and 
federal tax returns for the past three years, business statement of net 
worth, and similar materials. If the permictee is a business, cite income 
and nee worth of other· business enterprises in which the principals of the 
permittee' s business have a legal 'interest must also be submitt:ed. 

(3) If the Commission finds that use of cleanup funds is appropriate, 
the Department shall agree to pay part of the Department-appravP.d coses 
incurred by the permittee to remove or process the waste tires. Final 
payment shall be withheld until the Department's final inspection and 
confirmation that the tires have been removed or processed pursuant to the 
compliance plan. 
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Attachment c 

WASTE TIRE PROGRAM 

GUIDELINES FOR USE OF CLEANUP FUNDS 

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

Incorporating recommendations made 
by the waste Tire Advisory Committee 
at their April 19 and September 6, 
1989 meetings 

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

September 15, 1989 

Contact Person: Deanna Mueller-Crispin 
Waste Tire Program Coordinator 
229-5808 
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I. Purpose 

Help persons comply with the waste tire program statute while 
avoiding "substantial curtailment or closing" of the person's 
business, and avoiding bankruptcy of the person or business. 

II. Program Summary 

This program may partially reimburse waste tire storage site 
permittees tor costs incurred in waste tire removal. It also 
provides funds to contract to abate (clean up) unpermitted 
tire piles, subject to cost recovery from the responsible 
person. It may partially reimburse the tire removal costs 
incurred by a local government in abating a waste tire pile. 

III. Eligibility Criteria 

a. In General. The law provides that cleanup funds may be 
used to assist in removing or processing waste tires from a 
permittee's site if special circumstances make such 
assistance appropriate, or if strict compliance with the 
waste tire law would: 

Result in substantial curtailment or closing of a waste 
tire permittee's business or operation; or 

Result in t.Qe bankruptcy of the permittee. 

b. The "Applicant" must be the permittee holding a waste 
tire storage site permit from the Department. 

c. For Individuals. DEQ will assume that waste tire removal 
would result in "substantial curtailment" of the 
individual's "operation," or in his/her bankruptcy, and thus 
financial assistance would be provided, if costs of such 
removal would: 

Result in the reduction of the individual's gross 
household income to below 80 percent of the area median 
income (as determined by HUD); and/or 

Result in the reduction of the net household assets 
(excluding the primary residence, its contents, and one car) 
to below $20,000. 

c. For Sole Proprietorships & Partnerships. DEQ will assume 
that waste tire removal would result in "substantial 
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curtailment or closing" of the business's operation, or in 
its bankruptcy, and thus financial assistance would be 
provided, if costs of such removal would: 

Result in the reduction of the gross household income 
(including all sources of income) of the owner(s) or officers 
to below 80 percent of the area median income (for sole 
proprietorships and partnerships only, based on "net income" 
to the owners from the business excluding depreciation); 
and/or 

Result in the reduction of the assets of the business to 
below $20,000 (excluding basic assets of building, equipment 
and inventory. Cash, investments, stock, real property and 
accounts receivable will be decreased by any outstanding 
liabilities [loans, wages payable to others than owner(s), 
and accounts payable]). 

Partners in a partnership will be held accountable for 
tire cleanup costs ("paydown" requirement) in proportion to 
their partnership share in the business. 

d. Corporations. DEQ will assume that waste tire removal 
would result in "substantial curtailment" of the 
corporation's business, or in its bankruptcy, and thus 
financial assistance would be provided, if costs of such 
removal would: 

Result in the reduction of the corporate officers' and 
corporate owners' gross household income to below 80 percent 
of the area median income (as determined by HUD); and/or 

Result in the reduction of the net corporate assets to 
below $20,000 (excluding basic assets of building, equipment 
and inventory. cash, investments, stock, real property and 
accounts receivable will be decreased by any outstanding 
liabilities [loans, wages payable to others than officers 
and officers' household members, and accounts payable]); and 

If the corporation's accountant or attorney submits a 
certified statement that the cost would cause substantial 
curtailment or closing of the corporation, or bankruptcy. 

Corporate officers and owners will be held accountable for 
tire cleanup costs ("paydown" requirement) in proportion to 
their share in the corporation. 

e. Municipalities. DEQ will assume that the following 
special circumstances make it appropriate to provide 
financial assistance to municipalities: 

The tire pile to be cleaned up existed before January 1, 
1988; 
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The tires collected were from the public, and the 
municipality did not charge to collect them for disposal. 

Summary: 

Class: 

Individuals 

Sole proprietor, 
partnership 

Corporation 

Municipalities 

IV. Definitions 

Income 
Threshold 

gross household: 
80% median 

modified gross 
(net from bus.) 
household: 80% med. 

gross household, all 
corporate officers: 
80% median 

NA (see above) 

Asset 
Threshold 

household $20,000 
(excl. homestead & 
family car) 

business $20,000 
(excl. building, 
equip. & invent'y) 

corporation $20,000 
(excl. building, 
equip. & invent'y) 

NA (see above) 

a. Gross Income: Before tax income for the preceding 12 
months from all sources of all occupants of the 
household unless verified as a paying boarder, including 
but not limited to wages, commissions, bonus, overtime, 
Social Security and retirement benefits, Veteran's 
benefits, public assistance, child support and alimony, 
interest and dividends, rental or boarder rent income, 
support from a non-member of the household, unemployment 
compensation and disability payments, net profits from 
sole or joint proprietorship or home businesses, and the 
living expenses portion of student grants for those 
students residing in the home for the 12 months 
preceding the date of application. 

An exception to the prior 12 month rule is allowed if 
the applicant or co-applicant is 65 or over and has 
retired during the prior 12 month period. In these 
cases, income is from the date of retirement and 
projected forward 12 months. If this information is not 
available, the Department shall use the best and most 
recent information available, including averaging income 
from the most recent three years of tax returns. 

b. Allowable Deductions to Gross Income: All non
reimbursed medical, dental, optical expenses, including 
nursing home costs, home nursing costs; child support 
and alimony. 
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c. Net Assets: Resources that can be liquidated or used as 
collateral for a private loan i.n order to fund waste 
tire removal, such as: real property, stocks and bonds, 
savings accounts, credit union shares, cash on hand, 
vehicles, equipment, less the principal balance of 
outstanding loans, excluding the mortgage(s) on the 
primary residence. Value of real property should be 
county assessor's appraisal; for the cleanup/abatement 
site, value should be the property's value with tires 
removed. 

d. 80 Percent of Area Median Income: The current level of 
80 percent of the median income of the county or SMSA in 
which the applicant lives, as determined annually by the 
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). 
Income is based on household size. 

e. Household Members: All persons, regardless of 
relationship or age, who are considered dependents of 
the applicant as defined by the Internal Revenue 
Service. Those persons not determined to be dependents 
but who reside permanently in the household may be 
counted. Under these circumstances their gross annual 
income from all sources will be added to that of the 
applicant. 

V. Application Process 

1. DEQ·assigns points to all sites on our list for cleanup 
or abatement funds. Sites with highest number of 
points are acted upon first. (Points are based on 
"Cleanup/Abatement of Waste Tire Piles Point system" 
paper, 12/28/88) 

2. Permittee fills out application form for financial 
assistance. Application includes detailed description 
of proposed tire removal actions, time schedule, cleanup 
bids, etc. Application requires three years of Federal 
and State income tax returns. 

3. DEQ approves plan (or returns to permittee for changes). 
DEQ determines amount of cleanup funds site would be 
allowed. 

4. staff prepares staff report to EQC for approval of 
determined amount of cleanup funds. 

5. Permittee cleans up site; DEQ verifies cleanup; DEQ 
issues voucher for agreed-on amount. 

VI. Amount of Financial Help to be Given 
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1. No financial help shall be given unless the applicant 
meets the "financial hardship". criteria. 

2. "Paydown" requirement: The applicant is required to 
first contribute his or her own funds to the tire 
cleanup up to the point at which household income (on an 
annual basis) and/or net assets would be reduced below 
the thresholds listed under III, Eligibility Criteria. 

3. For individuals. sole uronrietorships and partnerships: 

a. On the remaining cost of the cleanup, the 
Department's contribution will be based on the following 
criteria: 

Criteria "' 0 Cost 

A. Financial hardship 

B. "Cooperative" 

c. Unknowingly dumped on 

Maximum assistance: 

to be Forgiven 

70% 

10% (or max. $1000 1 ) 

10% (or max. ~10001.1 

90% (+ permit fees, bond, 
but not to exceed 100%Y 

4. For corporations and municipalities: up to 80% of the 
cost. 

5. The applicant's own in-kind contribution (such as labor) 
to the cleanup of his site may be considered by DEQ as 
part of applicant's required cost contribution. 
However, previous costs incurred by a permittee in 
removing tires from his si~e before January 1 1 1989, 
should not be considered part of the permittee's own 
"financial contribution.~ 

5. No applicant may receive financial assistance to clean 
up waste tires more t!1an once under this program. 

guidelin.per 
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Attachment D 

STATE OF OREGON 
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 

TO: Financial Assistance File DATE: September 15, 1989 

,,.u '-' 
FROM: Anne Cox, Waste Tire Specialist 

SUBJECT: Review of DuBois Auto Recycling's Application for Financial 
Assistance to Remove Tires 

Situation 

Dubois Auto Recycling & Towing is an auto wrecking yard and a waste tire 
storage site permittee who has requested financial assistance from the 
Department to remove about 50,000 waste tires from the site. The site ranks 
moderately high in °environmental risk" criteria under the Department's 
point system, making it potentially eligible to receive financial 
assistance. Gary Rauch, corporation officer, has submitted a document which 
contains the following: application for financial assistance, three bids, 
financial statement by a CPA, profit and loss statements for three years, 
corporate and personal tax returns for three years, death certificate of the 
other corporate officer (Charles DuBois). 

Gary Rauch is the surviving corporate officer of DuBois Auto Recycling & 
Towing, and he is the only person in his household. 

Guidelines 

Following guidelines recommended by the Waste Tire Advisory Committee, the 
Department is drafting rules for determining financial hardship and for 
determining the amount of financial aid to be given to permittees who apply 
for help. The proposed wording is: 

340-62-155(4)(b) In the case of a permittee which is a corporation, the 
cost of complying with the tire removal schedule required by the Department: 

(A) Would cause the annual gross household income of each of the 
corporate officers and owners to fall below 80 percent of the area 
median income as determined by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development; and 
(B) Would reduce the net assets (excluding basic assets of building, 
equipment and inventory) of the corporation to below $20,000; and 
(C) Would, as certified in a statement from the corporation's 
accountant or attorney, cause substantial curtailment or closing of the 
corporation, or bankruptcy. 
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(5) The permittee is required· to contribute its own funds to the cost of 
tire removal up to the point where "financial hardship, " as specified in ( 4) 
above, would ensue; the Department may assist the permittee with the 
remaining cost of tire removal to the following extent: 

(a) For a permittee who is not a corporation or a local government: 
up to 90 percent of the cost (plus any cost of waste tire storage 
permit fees paid by the permittee); 
(b) For a corporat.ion: up to 80 percent of the cost. 

Discussion 

The death of Charles DuBois on September 28, 1988, caused unusual, but 
temporary, changes in the financial situation of both the corporation and of 
Gary Rauch. 

The corporation's income for 1988 is unusually inflated due to proceeds 
received from a life insurance policy on Charles DuBois. The funds, 
however, are being held in trust pending closure of the corporation's buy
out of Mr. DuBois' stock, and are not available for any other purpose, 
according to the corporation's attorney. Staff recommends that the life 
insurance proceeds be disregarded in reviewing the corporation's financial 
situation. 

Gary Rauch's income from wages and rent (a negative figure), excluding 
interest income was $8,942 for 1986, $14,475 for 1987, and $14,515 for 1988. 
He listed $1 interest for 1986, no interest for 1987, and $9,622 for 1988. 

I called Gary Rauch to ask about the unusual interest income shown for 1988 
to see if it reflected a permanent change in his financial status. Schedule 
A shows that he received $9,428 in interest from a U.S. Government bond. 
Mr. Rauch explained that in 1972 a friend made a gift to him and to his 
uncle of two $10,000 bonds. His uncle insisted on having both names on both 
bonds. When his uncle became very ill in 1988, it became necessary to turn 
in both bonds while the uncle was still living and able to sign. The aunt 
and uncle kept proceeds from one bond, Mr. Rauch received the other. This 
interest income caused a temporary increase.of $9,428 in Mr. Rauch's 1988 
income. It does not reflect a permanent increase or change in his income. 

Guidelines state that the Department is to consider the personal income of 
the applicant from the previous 12 months. The Department asks for three 
years of tax returns to see if the most recent return is comparable to 
recent tax returns. 

If the Department adheres strictly to guidelines and considers only the 1988 
tax return of Gary Rauch, he would be required to spend down an additional 
$6,000 to reach the point pf "financial hardship," at which point the 
Department would begin assistance. 
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The review of the past three years of tax returns indicates that Gary 
Rauch's recent average wage income is about $14,000. Even if the incomes 
from 1986, 1987 and 1988 are averaged with the 16 years of interest from the 
bond included, the resulting average income for the three years is $15,852 
and below the Housing and Urban Development (HUD) income threshold of 
$18,050 established for Columbia County. If Gary Rauch's income is below 
the threshold, he would still be required to pay 20 percent of the cost of 
cleanup or $7,900. 

Staff recommends that the bond interest be distributed over the 16-year 
period it was accruing and that the interest fraction be used in determining 
Mr. Rauch's 1988 income level. This will take into account the unique 
circumstances of 1988. 

Analysis 

Gary Rauch 3-Year Income 

Wages 
Interest 
U.S. Government Bond 

interest 
Business income 
Capital gain 
Pension 
Rents 
Unemployment 
Schedule C 

Adj. Depreciation 
Medical 
Child care 

14,820 
194 

9,428 

<305> 

24,137 

3-year Income Average: $15,852 

1988 Income with U.S. Government Bond 
interest spread over 16 years: $15,298 

14,820 

<345> 

14,475 

9,247 
1 

<305> 

8,943 
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DuBois Auto Recycling 

Current Assets 

Cash in Bank 
Cash in Money Mkt. 
Prepaid taxes 

Total assets: 

Liabilities 

Notes payable 
Federal tax 
Oregon Excise tax 
Interest due on stock re-buy 
Payroll tax 

Total liabilities: 

Amount of Assistance 

$8,750.09 
21,628.05 
1,230.00 

$31,608.14 

$21,392.06 
4,121.36 
1,614.42 
9,787.50 
6,676.58 

$43,591.92 

The recommended level of assistance for corporations after the required 
"paydown" is 80 percent. 

Conclusions 

HUD's 80 percent of median household income for a one-person family in 
Columbia County is $18,050. Mr. Rauch'.s adjusted household income for 1988 
is $15,298. 

Excluding the buildings, equipment and inventory, the balance sheet for the 
business shows assets of $31,608.14 and liabilities of $43,591.92. 

Under the proposed rule, Mr. Rauch and the corporation are eligible 
financial assistance with tire removal based on financial hardship. 
recommendation is to proceed with a request for EQC approval of the 
of financial assistance determined below. 

for 
My 

amount 
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Amount of Financial Assistance Recommended 

The financial assistance guidelines apply to this case in the following 
manner: 

Applicant: corporation and one-person household in Columbia County 

HUD income threshold: $18,050 

1988 adjusted gross household income: 
Assets of corporation: 

Estimated cost of tire cleanup: 

$15,298 
<$11,983.78> 

$39,500 

Required applicant contribution to reach "financial hardship": 

Income: 
Corporation Officer 
$15,298 

Corporation Balance sheet: 

Assets: 
Liabilities: 

$31,608.14 
43 '591. 92 

Net assets: <$11,983.78> 

Threshold 
$18,050 (80% of median) 

$20,000 (base) 

Cost eligible for DEQ assistance: $39,500 - 0 

DEQ contribution: to base of 39,500 ~@ 80% 

Summary 

Total est. cleanup cost: 

AC:k 
WT\SK2278 

DEQ contribution: 
Applicant contribution: 

$39,500 
31,600 
7,900 

0 

0 

$39,500 

$31,600 
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Attachment E 

(Revised 4/28/89) 

OREGON DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
Application for 

WASTE TIRE CLEANUP FUNDS/REDUCTION OF ABATEMENT COST RECOVERY 
Authority: Oregon Revised Statutes 459.780 

Please fill out the application completely. Place n/a for those 
answers that are not applicable. 

I. CHECK ONE: 

II. 

xx I hold a Stage II Waste Tire Storage Site Permit. I 
hereby apply for waste tire cleanup funds from the Waste 
Tire Recycling Account to partially pay to remove or 
process waste tires stored under my permit. 

I am submitting a plan to remove or process the waste 
tires on my site, including a proposed time schedule and 
estimated net cost of removal or processing. 

The Department of Environmental . .Quality (DEQ) has 
notified me of its intent to abate, or I believe that 
DEQ may wish to abate, the danger or nuisance caused by 
waste tires of which I have the care, custody or 
control, and/or which are stored on property which I 
own. I hereby request that DEQ reduce the amount of 
abatement costs which it could otherwise bring an 
action to recover. 

TIRE SITE INFORMATION 

1. Site name (if any) DuBoia Auto Recycling & Towing 
2. Site Location717 North Columbia River Hy. St Helens, Dr. 

street, Road, or Junction 
3. Legal Description 1 4 

4. 

5. 

6. 

TWP Range Section Tax Lot# Tax Acct# 
County Col um bi a 
Site operator (if any)~~G"'-"a•r~y~Au•L....JR~a....,,.u~c~b'--~~~~~~~~~ 
Address 14 DuBois J,n. St, Helens. Oregon 

street City 
97051 

ZIP 
Telephone SOJ-397-0626 
Property owner's name__,G~·a~r._,,y_..,A~·.....1.Rua~u~c~hu~~~~~~~~~~~-
Address 14 DuBois Ln· St. Helens 

Street City 
Telephone 503-397-9626 
Description of WASTE TIRES to be removed: 
a. Approximate number of -

Car tires (off-rim): 50,000 
" (on rim): 1 000 

Truck tires (off-rim) : 300 

P. 1 
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September 19, 1989 

ATI'ACHMENT F 
MICHAEL J. EMERT 

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT 

1430 S.E. 35TH AVENUE 
PORTLAND, OREGON 97214 

233-5931 

Department of Environmental Quality 
Attn: Annie Cox 
811 S.W. 6th Ave. 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

Re: DuBois Auto Recycling and Towing, Inc. I 
'.;_ 

Dear Ms. Cox: 

'""!_ t~ :-..- . ;_; 
""- ., '· 

I am writing at the request of Gary Rauch, President of DuBois Auto 
Recycling and Towing, Inc. There are several reasons why complying with 
the tire removal program over two years could cause the substantial 
curtailment of the business with the potential of closing the business with 
a resulting bankruptcy. 

The business last year benefited from an approximate five year 
accumulation of scrap that resulted in approximately $20,000.00 of net 
revenue. This is not available for the next fiscal year. 

The corporation is obligated to purchase Charles DuBois 50% stock 
ownership for approximately $150,000.00 from his estate. This obligation 
has been planned but stretches the business financial capacity to the 
maximum. 

Banks are not favorable to business loans on an auto wrecking venture. 

Gary Rauch does not have assets outside of the business sufficient to 
borrow any substantial funds. 

The land has contamination problems, the extent of which are unknown 
and which also require corrective measures. Financial institutions are 
unwilling to make loans against such property as they can not ascertain the 
equity. 

Gary Rauch has been unable to hire a key person to replace Charles 
DuBois. The salary needed for such key person will reduce short term 
profits. Gary cannot run the business operations and the office 
without assistance. 

The best estimate of tire removal costs is $40,000. A seven year 
program would appear to be feasible but still would appear to stretch 
the financial strength of the business. 

I have been the company's accountant for many years and am available to 
explain any financial questions you may have. 

Very Truly Yours, 

~J.w 
Michael J. Emert 
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Environmental Quality Commission 
NEIL GOLDSCHMIDT 

GOVERNOR 
811 SW SIXTH AVENUE, PORTLAND, OR 97204 PHONE (503) 229-5696 

DEQ-46 

II REQUEST FOR EQC ACTION 
11 

Meeting Date: October 20. 1989 
Agenda Item: ~N'-'C-=2,...l~-------

Division: -'"H~S~W,__ ________ ~ 
Section: ~S~W~/~W~T=P~-------~ 

SUBJECT: 
.. 
'•. 

Waste Tire Pile Cleanup - Use of' funds for Cleanup of the 
Mishler Wreckers site, Willamina, Oregon 

PURPOSE: 

The purpose is to allow use of funds from the Waste Tire 
Recycling Account to expedite cleanup of approximately 
200,000 waste tires at a permitted site. The permittee is 
Ed Flater, lessee of the waste tire storage site. 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

Work Session Discussion 
General Program Background 
Potential Strategy, Policy, or Rules 
Agenda Item __ for Current Meeting 
Other: (specify) 

Authorize Rulemaking Hearing 
Adopt Rules 

Proposed Rules 
Rulemaking statements 
Fiscal and Economic Impact Statement 
Public Notice 

Issue a Contested Case Order 
Approve a Stipulated Order 
Enter an Order 

Proposed Order 

_x_ Approve Department Recommendation 
Variance Request 
Exception to Rule 
Informational Report 

_x_ Other: (specify) 

Attachment. 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
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October 20, 1989 
N (2) 

Allow Waste Tire Recycling Account cleanup funds to be 
made available to partially pay for immediate cleanup of 
approximately 200,000 waste tires from Mishler Wreckers 
permitted waste tire storage site, pursuant to OAR 340-
62-160 (1). 

DESCRIPTION OF REQUESTED ACTION: 

The Waste Tire Recycling Account is funded by a $1 fee on new 
replacement tires. The purpose of the account is to enhance 
the market for waste tires by giving a subsidy for their 
reuse, and to help clean up waste tire piles. 

The statute requires the Environmental Quality Commission to 
make a finding before the Department may use funds to assist 
a permittee in removing tires. The Commission must find that 
special circumstances allow for use of the funds, or that 
strict compliance with a tire removal date set by the 
Department would result in "substantial curtailment or 
closing of the permittee's business or operation or the 
bankruptcy of the permittee. 11 (ORS 459.780(2) (b) and 
OAR 340-62-150.) 

The site is a wrecking yard owned by Rick Mishler. In 1988, 
Mr. Mishler entered a lease agreement with Mr. Flater and 
another individual, Pierre Renaud, and their corporation, 
North West Tire Disposal Services Inc., for part of the 
wrecking yard to operate a waste tire processing site. The 
lease agreement transfers ownership of all waste tires at the 
site to the lessees. There were an estimated 50,000 waste 
tires at the site at the time. The corporation added an 
estimated 150,000 waste tires during 1988. The corporation 
is now inactive and Mr. Renaud has shown no interest in 
helping to clean up the site. Mr. Flater has been forced by 
personal financial difficulties to relocate to Alaska where 
he is working to get out of debt. He applied as one of the 
lessees of the site for a Waste Tire storage site Permit. 
The permit requires all tires to be chipped by June 30, 1990, 
and removal of all waste tires by January 1, 1991. Mr. 
Flater has applied for financial assistance to process the 
tires by the permit deadline. Mr. Flater is not financially 
able to com.ply with permit requirements for removal. 

The permittee has obtained three bids for tire removal 
or processing and has selected the bid of Franz Rotter. 
Mr. Rotter's bid is $150,000 for removal of all waste 
tires from the site. This bid is considered by staff to 
be a reasonable amount for tire processing. Mr. Flater 
cannot afford to remove the tires, as his finances are 
severely limited. 
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The Department's rule (OAR 340-62-155) specifies in part 
that: 

1. The Department shall base its recommendations on use of 
cleanup funds on potential degree of environmental risk 
created by the tire pile. The following special 
circumstances shall serve as criteria in determining the 
degree of environmental risk. The criteria, listed in 
priority order, include but are not limited to: 

a. Susceptibility of the tire pile to fire ... 

b. Other characteristics of the site contributing to 
environmental risk, including. susceptibility to 
mosquito infestation. 

2. In determining the degree of environmental risk involved 
in the two criteria above, the Department shall 
consider: 

a. Size of the tire pile ... [and] 

b. How close the tire pile is to population centers ... 

The Waste Tire Program developed a point system to 
quantify the environmental risk created by each waste 
tire site. The Mishler Wreckers site ranks very high 
in environmental risk, based on the Waste Tire Program 
point system (49.2 out of a potential 94 points, or 
second among permittees who have indicated they will 
request financial help). A tire fire at this site could 
substantially impact the air quality of Willamina, and 
pyrolytic oil flows could potentially enter surface or 
ground waters of the state. A fire at this site would 
be especially difficult to control or extinguish because 
of the size of the pile. 

The rule (OAR 340-62-155(3)) further states that: 

Financial hardship on the part of the permittee shall be 
an additional criterion in the Department's 
determination. Financial hardship means that strict 
compliance with OAR 340-62-005 through 340-62-045 would 
result in substantial curtailment or closing of the 
permittee's business or operation, or the bankruptcy of 
the permi ttee ... 

The Department developed guidelines (Attachment C) to 
ensure equitable evaluation of a permittee's ability to 
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pay for cleanup without causing "substantial 
curtailment" of the permittee's business or operation. 
The financial guidelines are based on Multnomah· 
County's "safety net" sewer program. The criteria for 
assistance are a household income below 80 percent of 
the Housing and Urban Development median area income, 
and $20,000 in assets. A permittee must spend his or 
her own funds up to the threshold; the Department will 
partially assist with expenses above the threshold. The 
Department assistance would be 80 percent of the cost of 
the cleanup. The Department's share of the $150,000 
cleanup costs would be $120,000. 

Franz Rotter, the selected bidder, has agreed to carry 
Mr. Flater on a contract for his share of $30, 000 for .. 
cleanup. 

AUTHORITY/NEED FOR ACTION: 

_x_ Required by Statute: ~4=5~9~·~7~8~0~~~~~~~~ 
Enactment Date: ~1~9~8~7~~~~~~~~~

statutory Authority: 
_x_ Pursuant to Rule: OAR 340-62-150 to 160 

Pursuant to Federal Law/Rule: 

Other: 

Time Constraints: (explain) 

Attachment _A_ 

Attachment 
Attachment _!L 
Attachment 

Attachment 

The permit allows the permittee until December 31, 1990, 
to process or remove the waste tires. It is 
environmentally desirable, however, to have the 
permittee process or remove the tires as quickly as 
possible. 

DEVELOPMENTAL BACKGROUND: 

Advisory Committee Report/Recommendation 
Hearing Officer's Report/Recommendations 
Response to Testimony/Comments 
Prior EQC Agenda Items: (list) 

Other Related Reports/Rules/Statutes: 

_x_ Supplemental Background Information 
- Guidelines, Financial Assistance 
- Analysis: How permittee fits guidelines 
- Applicant's request for financial assistance 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
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REGULATED/AFFECTED COMMUNITY CONSTRAINTS/CONSIDERATIONS: 

During summer 1989, the Waste Tire Advisory Committee 
developed and adopted a position formally supporting program 
guidelines for determining the amount of financial assistance 
available to an applicant who is an individual, sole 
proprietorship or partnership. Mr. Flater is applying as an 
individual. 

There are nearly 20 permitted waste tire storage sites, and 
at least 10 are expected to request financial assistance. 
The Commission approved the first request for financial 
assistance at the September 8, 1989 meeting. This site ranks 
second highest in environmental risk of all sites, both 
permitted and nonpermitted. 

PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS: 

Piles of waste tires represent potential environmental 
hazards from mosquitoes and fire. One of the Waste Tire 
Program directives is to use Waste Tire Recycling Account 
money to clean up existing tire piles. There are two methods 
to do this (the "carrot and stick"): 

a. The Department can assist a permittee in removing or 
processing the waste tires. The cleanup occurs in a 
spirit of cooperation, because the permittee has 
requested the help, has found a contractor to remove the 
tires and has agreed to pay part of the cost. The 
Department and the permittee work together to rid the 
community of a potential environmental problem; or 

b. The Department can follow legal procedures and abate the 
site. This involves serving an order and notice of 
intent to abate on the responsible parties, requesting 
bids through the Department of General Services, 
selecting the bidder, authorizing removal and contractor 
payment, and finally collecting abatement and legal 
costs from the responsible parties. The respondents can 
appeal the process and delay removal of the tires for 
months, perhaps years. 

The preferable method is to assist the permittee. 

The program currently has about $1.5 million available for 
reimbursement to users of waste tires, and for site cleanup. 
By June 30, 1990, the Department estimates that this figure 
will increase to $2.1 million. Thus, we anticipate having 
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adequate funds to meet permittees' requests for financial 
assistance to remove tires. 

The permittee has not submitted all financial documents 
requested by the Department. He needs to supply one item 
that was omitted on the application for financial assistance. 

As required by rule, the permittee has submitted to the 
Department a waste tire removal plan describing the proposed 
action, time schedule and cost estimate. 

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BY THE DEPARTMENT: 

1. Removal of the tires over a 5-year or longer period by the 
permittee without financial assistance from the waste Tire 
Recycling Account. 

2 Removal/processing of the tires by December 31, 1990, or 
earlier with assistance from the Waste Tire Recycling 
Account, basing assistance on the existing rule and 
Department guidelines, but conditioned on receipt of the 
missing item on the financial assistance application. 
Department to pay 80 percent ($120,000) of cleanup costs; 
permittee to pay 20 percent ($30,000). 

3. Postponement of this request for financial assistance until 
early in 1990, when guidelines could be developed for all 
categories of permittee (including corporations and 
municipalities) and their essentials adopted as rules. 

DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION FOR ACTION, WITH RATIONALE: 

Alternative 2. We recommend proceeding immediately with 
financial assistance for the following reasons: 

1. The site is located close to populated areas 
(Willamina) ; a tire fire would negatively impact the air 
quality for this community, and resulting pyrolytic oils 
could also enter surface and ground waters. A tire fire 
at this site would be difficult to control. 

2. The statute gives us the legal authority to provide the 
assistance. 
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3. The permittee's financial situation (subject to 
verification upon receipt of omitted item) meets the 
statutory requirement, as interpreted by Department 
guidelines, that strict compliance with the Department's 
cleanup schedule would cause substantial curtailment or 
closing of the permittee's operation or the bankruptcy 
of the permittee. 

4. The Waste Tire Advisory Committee has approved 
guidelines for use of the funds. 

5. Budget is not an issue; the Waste Tire Recycling Account 
has an adequate fund balance. Use of funds now would 
fulfill a legislative intent to clean up tire piles as 
quickly as possible. 

CONSISTENCY WITH STRATEGIC PLAN. AGENCY POLICY, LEGISLATIVE 
POLICY: 

The permittee meets statutory and regulatory criteria for 
receiving financial assistance to clean up the waste tires. 
The action.would follow agency policy and iegislative intent 
in getting the site cleaned of tires as quickly as possible, 
thus eliminating the potential environmental problems 
associated with tire piles. 

ISSUES FOR COMMISSION TO RESOLVE: 

1. Should the guidelines for financial assistance be put in rule 
form? (The Attorney General has advised the Department that 
financial assistance can be given based on the statute.) 

INTENDED FOLLOWUP ACTIONS: 

If the request for financial assistance is approved, the 
Department will notify the permittee to proceed with the 
cleanup. 
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The permittee will arrange for cleanup; the Department will 
inspect and approve the cleanup operation, and then issue a 
check for the Department's portion of the cost of cleanup. 

Cox:k 
WT\SK2270 
October 4, 1989 

Approved: 

section: 

Division: 

Director: 

Report Prepared By: Anne Cox 

Phone: 229-6912 

Date Prepared: October 4, 1989 



ATI'ACHMEN.r A 

SOLID WASTE CONTROL 459.780 

459. 780 Tire remqval or processing 
plan; financial assistance; department 
abatement. (l) The department, as a condition 
o( a waste tire storage site permit issued under 
ORS 459. 715 to 459. 760, may require the permit· 
tee to remove or process the waste tires accordlllg 
to a plan approved by the department. 

(2) The department may use moneys from 
the Waste Tire Recycling Account to assist a 
permittee in removing or processing the waste 
tires. Moneys may be used only after the co=is· 
sion finds that: 

(a) Special circumstances make such 
assistance appropriate; or 

(b) Smet compliance with the pro,;sions.ol 
ORS 459.705 to 459.i90 would result in substan· 
tial curtailment or closing of the permiti:ee 's 
business or operation or the ban.kruptcv of the 
permittee. · 

(3) The department may use subsections (4) 
to (7) of this section if: 

(a) A person fails to apply for or obtain a 
waste tire storage site ·permit under ORS 459. 715 
to 459. 760; or 

(b) A permittee fails to meet the conditions of 
such permit. 

(4) The department may abate any danger or 
nuisance created by waste tires by removing or 
processing the tires. Before taking any action to 
abate .the danger or nuisance. the department 
shall give any persons having the care. custody or 
control of the waste tires. or owning the property 
upon which the tires are located, notice of the 
department's intentions and order the person to 
abate the danger or nuisance in a manner 
approved by the department. Any order issued by 
the department under this subsection shall be 
subject to appeal to the commission and judicial 
review of a final order under the applicable provi· 
sions of ORS 183.310 to 183.550. 

(5) Ifa person fails to take action as required 
under subsection (4) of this section within the 
time specified the director may abate the danger 
or nuisance. The order issued under subsection 
(4) of this section may include entering the prop· 
erty where the danger or nuisance is located. 
taking the tires into public custody and providing 
for their processing or removal. 

(6) The department may request the 
Attorney General to bring an action to recover 
any reasonable and necessary expenses incurred 
by the department for abatement costs. including 
administrative and legal expenses. The depart· 
ment's certification of expenses shall be prima 
fade evidence that the expenses are reasonable 
and necessary. 

(7) Nothing in ORS 459.705 to 459.790 sh3.il 
affect the right of any person or local government 
unit to abate a danger or nuisance or to recover 
for damages to real property or personal injury 
related to the transportation, storage or disposal 
of waste tires. The department may reimburse a 
person or local government unit for the cost of 
abatement. [1987 c. i06 §!SJ · · 

!'rote: Site note under 459.705. 
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ATI1\CHMENT B 

Use of llast:e Tire Sit:e Cleanup Funds 

340-62-150 (l) The Department may use .cleanup funds in the Waste Tire 
Recycling Account to: 

(a) Partially pay to remove or process waste tires from a permi.tted 
waste tire storage site, if the Commission finds that such use is 
appropriate pursuant to OAR 340-62-160. 

(b) Pay for abating a danger or nuisance created by a waste tire pile, 
subject to cost recovery by the attorney general pursuant to OAR 340-62-165. 

(c) Partially reimburse a· local government unit for the cost it 
incurred in abating a waste tire danger or nuisance. 

(2) Priority in use of cleanup funds shall go to sites ranking high in 
criteria making them an environmental risk, pursuant to OAR 340-62-155 .. 

(3) For the Department to reimburse a local government for waste tire 
danger or nuisance abatement. the following must happen: 

(a) The Department must determine that the site ranks high in priority 
criteria for· use of cleanup funds, OAR 340-62-155. 

(b} The local government and the Department must have an agreement on 
how the waste tires shall be properly disposed of. 

B - p. 1 
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Criteria for Use of Funds to Clean Up Permitted Yaste Tire Sites 

340-62-155 (1) The Department shall base its recommendations on use 
of cleanup funds on potential degree of environmental risk created by the 
tire pile. The following special circumstances shall serve as criteria in 
determining the degree of environmental risk. The criteria, listed in 
priority order, include but are not limited to: 

(a) Susceptibility of the tire pile to fire. In this, the Department 
shall consider: . 

(A) The characteristics of the pile that might make it susceptible to 
fire, such as how the tires are stored (height and bulk of piles), the 
absence of fire lanes, lack of emergency equipment, presence of easily 
combustible materials, and lack of site access control;· 

(B) How a fire would impact the local air quality; and 

(C) How close the pile is to natural resources or property owned by 
third persons that would be affected by a fire at the tire pile. 

(b) Other characteristics of the site contributing to environmental 
risk, including susceptibili.ty to mosquito infestation. 

(2) In determining the degree of environmental risk involved in the 
two criteria above, the Department shall consider: 

(a) Size of ·the tire pile (number of waste tires). 

(b) How close the tire· pile is to population centers. The Department 
shall especially consider the population density within five miles of the 
pile, and location of any particularly susceptible populations such as 
hospitals. 

(3)· Financial hardship on the part of the permittee shall be an 
additional criterion in the Department's determination. Financial hardship 
means that strict compliance with OAR 340-62-005 through 340-62-045 would 
result in substantial curtailment or closing of the permittee's business or 
operation, or the bankruptcy of the permittee. . The burden of proof of such 
financial hardship is on the permittee. 

Procedure for Use of Cleanup Funds for a Permitted Yaste Tire Storage Site 

340-62,160. (1) The Department ·may recommend to the Commission that 
cleanup funds be made available to partially pay for cleanup of a permitted 
waste tire storage site, if all of the following are met: 

(a) The site ranks high in the criteria making it an environmental 
risk, pursuant to OAR 340-62-155. 

(b) The permittee submits to the Department a compliance plan to 
remove or process the waste tires. The plan shall include: 
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(A) A detailed description of the permittee's proposed actions; 

(B) A time schedule for the removal and or processing, including 
interim dates by when part of the tires will be removed or processed. 

(C) An estimate. of the net cost of removing or processing the waste 
tires using the most cost-effective alternative. This estimate must be 
documen.ted. 

(c) The plan receives approval from the·Oepartment. 

(2) A permittee claiming financial hardship under OAR 340-62-155 (3) 
must document such claim through submittal of the permittee's state and 
federal tax returns for the past three years, business statement of net 
•.iorth, and similar materials. If the permittee is a business, tlte income 
and net worth of other· business enterprises in which the principals of the 
permittee's business have a legal ·interest must also be submitted. 

(3) If the Commission finds that use of cleanup funds is appropriate, 
the Department shall agree to pay part of the Department-approvP.d costs 
incurred by the permittee to remove or process the waste tires. Final 
payment shall be withheld until the Department's final inspection and 
confirmation that the tires have been removed or processed pursuant to the 
compliance plan. 

B - ?· 3 
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Attachment c 

WASTE TIRE PROGRAM 

GUIDELINES FOR USE OF CLEANUP FUNDS 

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

Incorporating recommendations made 
by the waste Tire Advisory Committee 
at their April 19 and September 6, 
1989 meetings 

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

September 15, 1989 

Contact Person: Deanna Mueller-Crispin 
Waste Tire Program Coordinator 
229-5808 
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I. Purpose 

Help persons comply with the waste tire program statute while 
avoiding "substantial curtailment or closing" of the person's 
business, and avoiding bankruptcy of the person or business. 

II. Program Summary 

This program may partially reimburse waste tire storage site 
permi ttees _for costs incurred in waste tire removal. It also 
provides funds to contract to abate (clean up) unpermitted 
tire piles, subject to cost recovery from the responsible 
person. It may partially reimburse the tire removal costs 
incurred by a local government in abating a waste tire pile. 

III. Eligibility Criteria 

a. In General. The law provides that cleanup funds may be 
used to assist in removing or processing waste tires from a 
permittee's site if special circumstances make such 
assistance appropriate, or if strict compliance with the 
waste tire law would: 

Result in substantial curtailment or closing of a waste 
tire permittee's business or operation; or 

Result in t.Qe bankruptcy of the permittee. 

b. The "Applicant" must be the permittee holding a waste 
tire storage site permit from the Department. 

c. For Individuals. DEQ will assume that waste tire removal 
would result in "substantial curtailment" of the 
individual's "operation," or in his/her bankruptcy, and thus 
financial assistance would be provided, if costs of such 
removal would: 

Result in the reduction of the individual's gross 
household income to below 80 percent of the area median 
income (as determined by HUD); and/or 

Result in the reduction of the net household assets 
(excluding the primary residence, its contents, and one car) 
to below $20,000. 

c. For Sole Proprietorships & Partnerships. DEQ will assume 
that waste tire removal would result in "substantial 
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curtailment or closing" of the business's operation, or in 
its bankruptcy, and thus financial assistance would be 
provided, if costs of such removal would: 

Result in the reduction of the gross household income 
(including all sources of income) of the owner(s) or officers 
to below 80 percent of the area median income (for sole 
proprietorships and partnerships only, based on "net income" 
to the owners from the business excluding depreciation); 
and/or 

Result in the reduction of the assets of the business to 
below $20,000 (excluding basic assets of building, equipment 
and inventory. Cash, investments, stock, real property and 
accounts receivable will be decreased by any outstanding 
liabilities [loans, wages payable to others than owner(s), 
and accounts payable]). 

Partners in a partnership will be held accountable for 
tire cleanup costs ("paydown" requirement) in proportion to 
their partnership share in the business. 

d. Corporations. DEQ will assume that waste tire removal 
would result in "substantial curtailment" of the 
corporation's business, or in its bankruptcy, and thus 
financial assistance would be provided, if costs of such 
removal would: 

Result in the reduction of the corporate officers' and 
corporate owners' gross household income to below 80 percent 
of the area median income (as determined by HUD); and/or 

Result in the reduction of the net corporate assets to 
below $20,000 (excluding basic assets of building, equipment 
and inventory. cash, investments, stock, real property and 
accounts receivable will be decreased by any outstanding 
liabilities [loans, wages payable to others than officers 
and officers' household members, and accounts payable]); and 

If the corporation's accountant or attorney submits a 
certified statement that the cost would cause substantial 
curtailment or closing of the corporation, or bankruptcy. 

Corporate officers and owners will be held accountable for 
tire cleanup costs ("paydown" requirement) in proportion to 
their share in the corporation. 

e. Municipalities. DEQ will assume that the following 
special circumstances make it appropriate to provide 
financial assistance to municipalities: 

The tire pile to be cleaned up existed before January 1, 
1988; 
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The tires c.ollected were from the public, and the 
municipality did not charge to collect them for disposal. 

Summary: 

Class: 

Individuals 

Sole proprietor, 
partnership 

Corporation 

Municipalities 

IV. Definitions 

Income 
Threshold 

gross household: 
80% median 

modified gross 
(net from bus . ) 
household: 80% med. 

gross household, all 
corporate officers: 
80% median 

NA (see above) 

Asset 
Threshold 

household $20,000 
(excl. homestead & 
family car) 

business $20,000 
(excl. building, 
equip. & invent'y) 

corporation $20,000 
(excl. building, 
equip. & invent'y) 

NA (see above) 

a. Gross Income: Before tax income for the preceding 12 
months from all sources of all occupants of the 
household unless verified as a paying boarder, including 
but not limited to wages, commissions, bonus, overtime, 
Social Security and retirement benefits, Veteran's 
benefits, public assistance, child support and alimony, 
interest and dividends, rental or boarder rent income, 
support from a non-member of the household, unemployment 
compensation and disability payments, net profits from 
sole or joint proprietorship or home businesses, and the 
living expenses portion of student grants for those 
students residing in the home for the 12 months 
preceding the date of application. 

An exception to the prior 12 month rule is allowed if 
the applicant or co-applicant is 65 or over and has 
retired during the prior 12 month period. In these 
cases, income is from the date of retirement and 
projected forward 12 months. If this information is not 
available, the Department shall use the best and most 
recent information available, including averaging income 
from the most recent three years of tax returns. 

b. Allowable Deductions to Gross Income: All non
reimbursed medical, dental, optical expenses, including 
nursing home costs, home nursing costs; child support 
and alimony. 
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c. Net Assets: Resources that can be liquidated or used as 
collateral for a private loan i.n order to fund waste 
tire removal, such as: real property, stocks and bonds, 
savings accounts, credit union shares, cash on hand, 
vehicles, equipment, less the principal balance of 
outstanding loans, excluding the mortgage(s) on the 
primary residence. Value of real property should be 
county assessor's appraisal; for the cleanup/abatement 
site, value should be the property's value with tires 
removed. 

d. 80 Percent of Area Median Income: The current level of 
80 percent of the median income of the county or SMSA in 
which the applicant lives, as determined annually by the 
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). 
Income is based on household size. 

e. Household Members: All persons, regardless of 
relationship or age, who are considered dependents of 
the applicant as defined by the Internal Revenue 
service. Those persons not determined to be dependents 
but who reside permanently in the household may be 
counted. Under these circumstances their gross annual 
income from all sources will be added to that of the 
applicant. 

V. Application Process 

1. DEQ ·assigns points to all sites on our list for cleanup 
or abatement funds. Sites with highest number of 
points are acted upon first. (Points are based on 
"Cleanup/Abatement of Waste Tire Piles Point System" 
paper, 12/28/88) 

2. Permittee fills out application form for financial 
assistance. Application includes detailed description 
of proposed tire removal actions, time schedule, cleanup 
bids, etc. Application requires three years of Federal 
and State income tax returns. 

3. DEQ approves plan (or returns to permittee for changes). 
DEQ determines amount of cleanup funds site would be 
allowed. 

4. staff prepares staff report to EQC for approval of 
determined amount of cleanup funds. 

5. Permittee cleans up site; DEQ verifies cleanup; DEQ 
issues voucher for agreed-on amount. 

VI. Amount of Financial Help to be Given 
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1. No financial help shall be given unless the applicant 
meets the "financial hardship". criteria. 

2. "Paydown" requirement: The applicant is required to 
first contribute his or her own funds to the tire 
cleanup up to the point at which household income (on an 
annual basis) and/or net assets would be reduced below 
the thresholds listed under III, Eligibility Criteria. 

3. For individuals, sole proorietorshios and partnerships: 

a. on the remaining cost of the cleanup, the 
Department's contribution will be based on the following 
criteria: 

Criteria "' 0 Cost 

A. Financial hardship 

B. "Cooperative" 

c. Unknowingly dumped on 

Maximum assistance: 

to be Forgiven 

70% 

1090 ( oi:: max. $10001 ) 

10% (or max. ~10001.1 

90% (+ permit fees, bond, 
but not to exceed 100%). 

4. For corporations and municipalities: up to 80% of the 
cost. 

5. The applicant's own in-kind contribution (such as labor) 
to the cleanup of his site may be considered by DEQ as 
part of applicant's required cost contribution. 
However, previous costs incurred by a permittee in 
removing tires from his si~e before January 1, 1989, 
should not be considered part of the permittee's own 
"financial contribution.'' 

5. No applicant may receive financial assistance to clean 
up waste tires more t~an once under this program. 

guidelin.per 
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ATTACHMENT D 

STATE OF OREGON 
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 

TO: Financial Assistance File DATE: September 15, 1989 

FROM: Anne Cox, Waste Tire Specialist 

SUBJECT: Review of Ed Flater's Application for Financial Assistance to 
Remove Tires 

Situation 

Ed Flater is an individual and a waste tire storage site permittee who has 
requested financial assistance from the Department to remove about 200,000 
waste tires from a site in Willamina, Oregon. The site ranks very high in 
"environmental risk11 criteria under the Department's point system, making it 
potentially eligible to receive financial assistance. Ed Flater has 
submitted an application for financial assistance and a compliance/closure 
plan for removal of the tires, and tax returns for three years. 

The site is a wrecking yard owned by Rick Mishler. In 1988 Mishler entered 
a lease agreement with Mr. Flater and another individual, Pierre Renaud, and 
their corporation, North West Tire Disposal Co. Inc. The lease allowed 
operation of a waste tire processing business. The lease agreement 
transfers ownership of all waste tires at the site to the lessees. There 
were an estimated 50,000 waste tires at the site at the time. The 
corporation added an estimated 150,000 waste tires during 1988. Mr. Flater 
is applying as one of the lessees for financial assistance. The corporation 
is inactive and Pierre Renaud has shown no interest in helping to clean up 
the site. 

Guidelines 

Following the guidelines of the Waste Tire Advisory Committee, the 
Department is drafting rules for determining financial hardship and for 
determining the amount of financial aid to be given. The proposed wording 
is: 

340-62-155(4)(a) In the case of a permittee who is not a corporation or a 
local government, the cost of cleaning up the tires: 

(A) would cause the permittee's annual gross income to fall below 80 
percent of the area median income as determined by the U.S. Department 
of Housing and Urban Development; and/or 
(B) would reduce the permittee's net assets (excluding one automobile 
and homestead) to below $20,000. 
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Memo to: Financial Assistance File 
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(b) In the case of a permittee which is a corporation, the cost of 
complying with the tire removal schedule required by the Department: 
(A) Would cause the annual gross household income of each of the 
corporate officers and owners to fall below 80 percent of the area 
median income as determined by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development; and 
(B) Would reduce the net assets (excluding basic assets of building, 
equipment and inventory) of the corporation to below $20,000; and 
(C) Would, as certified in a statement from the corporation's 
accountant or attorney, cause substantial curtailment or closing of the 
corporation, or bankruptcy. 

(5) The permittee is required to contribute its own funds to the cost of 
tire removal up to the point where "financial hardship, " as specified in ( 4) 
above, would ensue; the Department may assist the permittee with the 
remaining cost of tire removal to the following extent: 

(a) For a permittee who is not a corporation or a local government: 
up to 90 percent of the cost (plus any cost of waste tire storage 
permit fees paid by the permittee); 
(b) For a corporation: up to 80 percent of the cost. 

Discussion 

Guidelines state that the Department is to consider the personal income of 
the applicant from the previous 12 months. The Department asks for three 
years of tax returns to determine if the most recent return is comparable to 
other recent tax returns. 

Mr. Flater says that he invested heavily in North West Tire Disposal 
Services Inc. and that he lost virtually everything when the corporation, a 
proposed waste tire processing business, failed. His income, as adjusted by 
the Department, was $51,730 in 1986, $24,047 in 1987 and $11,597 in 1988. 
He has obtained a waste tire storage site permit and has applied for 
financial assistance in order to remove the pre-existing waste tires and the 
tires that were brought to the site in 1988 by the corporation. 

Mr. Flater has selected the bid of Franz Rotter, who proposes to chip all of 
the tires by June 30, 1990, for $100,000 and to gasify the chips by 
December 31, 1990, for an additional $50,000. Total bid: $150,000. 
Mr. Rotter has agreed to carry Mr. Flater on contract for Mr. Plater's share 
of the cost. 

Because of financial losses, Mr. Flater has been forced to relocate to 
Alaska where he is working to get out of debt. He is not actively operating 
the waste tire storage site at Willamina; however, he feels responsible for 
the tires he brought there in 1988. He applied for the storage site permit 
and for financial assistance in order to clean up the site. 
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Analysis 

Flater - Sole Proprietorship - Financial Analysis 

Wages 
Interest 
Business income 
Capital gain 
Pensions 
Rents 
Unemployment 
Schedule C 

Subtotal: 

Adjustinents: 
Depreciation 
Medical 

Total: 

Assets: (?) -0-

Amount of Assistance 

Financial Hardship 
Cooperative 

Applicant's share: 

Conclusions 

1,165 
<1,418> 
13 ,461 

<l, 611> 

11,597 

$11,597 

70% 
10% 

1987 

14,436 
10 

<l,518> 

<1,460> 
2,273 

13,741 

10,306 

$24,047 

Cost: $150,000 

$105,000 
15.000 

$120,000 

$ 30,000 

1986 

44,676 
191 

<9,238> 

4,123 
<1,917> 

708 

40,269 

11,461 

$51, 730 

HUD's 80% of median household income for a two person family in Clackamas 
County is $23,150. Mr. Flater's average household income for the 86-88 
period was $29,124. His financial aid application shows that he has no 
assets. His 1988 income was $11,597. 

Under the proposed rule, Mr. Flater is eligible for financial assistance 
for tire removal based on financial hardship. My recommendation is to 
proceed with a request for EQC approval of the amount of financial 
assistance determined below. 
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Amount of Financial Assistance Recommended 

The financial assistance guidelines apply to this case in the following 
manner: 

Applicant: Two-person household most recently in Clackamas County. 

HUD income threshold: $23,150 

1988 Annual gross household income: $11,597 

Estimated cost of tire cleanup: $150,000 

Required applicant contribution to reach "financial hardship": 

Income: 
Assets: 

$11,597 
0 

$23,150 (80% of median) 
$20,000 

Cost eligible for DEQ assistance: $150, 000 - O· 

DEQ contribution: to base of 
a. Financial hardship: 
b. Cooperative: 

Summary 

Total est. cleanup cost: 
DEQ contribution: 

$150,000 
70% 
10% 
80% 

Applicant contribution: 

AC:k 
WT\SK2280 

0 
0 

$150,000 

$105,000 
$ 15.000 
$120,000 

$150,000 
120,000 

30,000 
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' Attachment E 

' .~i<r: Ol'·''-' .,,_, '·' - ··. "· -

(Revised 4/28/89) 

OREGON DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
Application for 

WASTE TIRE CLEANUP FUNDS/REDUCTION OF ABATEMENT COST RECOVERY 
Authority: Oregon Revised Statutes 459.780 

Please fill out the application completely. Place n/a for those 
answers that are not applicable. 

I . CHECK ONE: 

___L_ I hold a Stage II Waste Tire Storage site Permit. I 
hereby apply for waste tire cleanup funds from the Waste 
Tire Recycling Account to partially pay to remove or 
process waste tires stored under my permit. 

I am submitting a plan to remove or process the waste 
tires on my site, including a proposed time schedule and 
estimated net cost of removal or processing. 

The Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) has 
notified me of its intent to abate, or I believe that 
DEQ may wish to abate, the danger or nuisance caused by 
waste tires of which I have the care, custody or 
control, and/or which are stored on property which I 
own. I hereby request that DEQ reduce the amount of 
abatement costs which it could otherwise bring an 
action to recover. 

II. TIRE SITE INFORMATION 

1. 
2 . 

3 . 

4 . 

5. 

6. 

Site name (if any)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Site Location ,)::( 7.:;·:; 7,., .('f. /y= !i·11/" •n ,, · l'·.i.e <'I' ;•·r 

street Road, or Junction 
Legal Description{;{ 7 / :1, ;c:cr~ · 

D _ I TWP Range Section Tax Lot# Tax Acct# 
County fr 'C'1 k 
Site operator (if any)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Address 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Street City ZIP 
Telephone~~~,.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Property owner's name~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Address 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Street City ZIP 
Telephone~~--=--,..,.,..-~~~-=~.,----,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Description of WASTE TIRES to be removed: 
a. Approximate number of -

Car tires (off-rim): /'fl' Ct'Lc,.,~ f-c>#·;(.~,,, 
" (on rim): 1 

• 

Truck tires . (off-rim) : !l/t'CC ,,,.... 1-c<FI:/?, m . 

JS(.? T/•.:"!.<~'"'l !Z·/c.I 
P. 1 
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Environmental Quality Commission 
NEIL GOLDSCHMIDT 

GOVERNOR 
811 SW SIXTH AVENUE, PORTLAND, OR 97204 PHONE (503) 229-5696 

DEQ-46 

II REQUEST FOR EQC ACTION 
11 

Meeting Date: October 20,1989 
Agenda Item: 0-1 

Division: HSW 
Section: Solid Waste 

SUBJECT: 

Request for variance from solid waste composting rules for 
Riedel Environmental Technologies Compost Facility. 

PURPOSE: 

To allow storage of finished compost product for up to five 
years during the first five years of facility operation, 
enabling Riedel to demonstrate product quality and establish 
permanent markets for the finished compost product. 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

Work Session Discussion 
General Program Background 
Potential Strategy, Policy, or Rules 
Agenda Item ~- for Current Meeting 
Other: (specify) 

Authorize Rulemaking Hearing 
Adopt Rules 

Proposed Rules 
Rulemaking Statements 
Fiscal and Economic Impact Statement 
Public Notice 

Issue a Contested Case Order 
Approve a stipulated Order 
Enter an Order 

Proposed Order 

_x_ Approve Department Recommendation 
~X~ Variance Request 

Exception to Rule 
Informational Report 

~- Other: (specify) 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Attachment 

Attachment _"A_ 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
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~- Other: (specify) 

DESCRIPTION OF REQUESTED ACTION: 

Attachment 

The Department has issued a solid waste disposal permit to 
Riedel Environmental Technologies, Inc. for a solid waste 
composting facility at 5437 NE Columbia Boulevard in 
Portland. 

The compost facility is a significant part of the Metro waste 
reduction program, and was selected from five proposals for 
alternative technology that were received by Metro in January 
1987. Metro negotiated and signed a detailed service 
agreement with Riedel Environmental Technologies, Inc. in 
July 1989. 

The facility is designed to receive 185,000 tons of municipal 
solid waste per year. Material will be mechanically and hand 
separated to annually recover 8,ooo tons of recyclable 
material, produce marketable compost from 96,000 tons of 
waste, and dispose of 48,000 tons of non-compostable 
material. The compost product will be suitable for land 
application as a soil amendment, and will be required to meet 
product specifications listed in the DEQ disposal permit and 
the service agreement with Metro. 

During both the DEQ permitting process and the service 
agreement negotiations with Metro, marketing of the compost 
product has.been a significant issue. For the Department, 
the issue is environmental protection; ensuring that the 
compost material not simply be stockpiled and create a 
leachate problem for surface or groundwaters. For Metro, 
marketing is an issue of cost and compatibility with other 
components of its waste reduction program, notably the 
marketing of yard debris compost. The Metro agreement 
requires that Riedel Environmental secure markets for 100 
percent of the first year's compost production, and that the 
markets be outside the tri-county area so as to not impinge 
upon local yard debris or sewage sludge compost markets. 

The DEQ solid waste permit covers both the composting 
facility itself and any offsite storage areas. The 
Department's administrative rules for composting (OAR 340-61-
050) require plans to be approved for the compost plant and 
related storage areas. to ensure environmental protection. 
These plans must include odor controls, drainage control, 
public access control, and fire protection. The rules also 
require that storage of finished compost material be limited 
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to no more than one year after treatment is completed (OAR 
340-61-050(3)(b) ). 

The compost facility will be financed through the sale of 
bonds issued by Metro, conditional upon Riedel Environmental 
securing a Letter of credit from Credit Suisse to enable a 
AAA bond rating. In order to achieve that bond rating, 
Riedel Environmental has been required to demonstrate that it 
has initial storage capacity of up to five years worth of 
compost product, in case marketing of the product is slow to 
develop. 

Because this storage capacity required for the bond sale 
exceeds the one-year limitation included in the Department's 
administrative rules for composting plants, Riedel 
Environmental Technologies, Inc. has requested a variance 
from this limitation for the first five years of plant 
operation. 

The Department supports the request for a variance from our 
administrative rule for the following reasons: 

The composting plant is a significant part of the 
Metro waste reduction plan required by state law 
and approved by the Department. Denying the 
request may jeopardize the project. 

Compost made from municipal solid wa·ste is a new 
product without a proven track record. It will 
take some time to demonstrate the quality of the 
product and its reliability. Five years should 
certainly be enough time to demonstrate the quality 
of the product and establish stable markets. 

storage of the compost product is not likely to 
present an environmental problem, given the storage 
requirements to control odor, drainage, access, and 
fire. 

The five-year storage capacity is a requirement for 
the financing of the composting plan and Riedel 
Environmental does not anticipate requiring more 
than the one year allowed by the Department's 
present administrative rules. Riedel has already 
secured marketing agreements for the first year's 
production of compost. 

The variance, if granted, should be conditioned 
upon provision of a performance bond or some other 
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form of financial assurance for removal of excess 
compost at the end of year five. The financial 
assurance requirement should be triggered at any 
point that the amount of stored compost exceeds 
one year's accumulation. 

AUTHORITY/NEED FOR ACTION: 

Required by Statute: 
Enactment Date: 

~ Statutory Authority: ORS 459.225 
~ Pursuant to Rule: OAR 340-61-080 

Pursuant to Federal Law/Rule: 

Attachment 

Attachment _!L_ 
Attachment __Q_ 
Attachment 

Other: Attachment 

~ Time Constraints: (explain) 

Financing of the project involves the sale of bonds, which is 
scheduled in November. A decision is needed on the variance 
request prior to the bond sale. 

DEVELOPMENTAL BACKGROUND: 

Advisory Committee Report/Recommendation 
Hearing Officer's Report/Recommendations 
Response to Testimony/Comments 
Prior EQC Agenda Items: (list) 

~ Other Related Reports/Rules/Statutes: 
OAR 340-61-050 

~ Supplemental Background Information 

Permit Review Report 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Attachment 

Attachment _!2_ 
Attachment _]!__ 

REGULATED/AFFECTED COMMUNITY CONSTRAINTS/CONSIDERATIONS: 

This facility is a significant part of the waste reduction 
plan that DEQ has required Metro to implement. If a variance 
is not granted, other financing would have to be arranged, 
and the entire project could be jeopardized. 
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The service agreement with Metro has placed significant 
constraints on the marketing of the compost product, by 
requiring the markets to be outside the metropolitan area, in 
order to protect existing markets for yard debris and other 
compost materials. 

PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS: 

The major consideration for the Department is ensuring that 
the storage of compost does not become an environmental 
problem. This has been addressed by the permit conditions 
that require an approved plan for any off-site storage of 
compost material, to include controls for drainage, odor, 
public access, and fire prevention. 

A second consideration for the Department is waste reduction; 
ensuring that the compost material is actually used. 
Granting a variance which would allow initial storage of up 
to five years' production of compost material provides a 
sufficient time period for a market to be established, and 
will allow the facility to be financed and constructed. If 
the facility were not to be constructed, at least an 
additional 100,000 tons per year of solid waste will require 
disposal in a solid waste landfill. 

A third program consideration is ensuring that compost being 
stored at the end of the initial five-year period be removed, 
either to a site where it will be utilized or to a landfill. 

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BY THE DEPARTMENT: 

1. Grant a variance to Riedel Environmental Technologies, Inc. 
from the Department's special rules for composting plants, 
under the condition that financial assurance would be 
provided for disposal of excess compost material stored at 
the end of five years. This variance would only apply during 
the initial five years of plant operation. By year six, the 
compost would have to be removed from all storage sites 
within one year, as per OAR 340-61-050 (3) (b). 

2. Do not grant a variance. 
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DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION FOR ACTION, WITH RATIONALE: 

The Department recommends granting a variance from the 
composting rule requiring the removal of all compost product 
from storage areas within one year, conditioned upon the 
acceptable demonstration of financial assurance for removal 
of excess compost at the end of year five. Financial 
assurance would be triggered at any point that the amount of 
stored compost exceeded one year's accumulation, and would be 
adjusted annually. 

By granting the variance, the Commission recognizes that 
special conditions exist that are beyond the control of the 
applicant, and that strict compliance with the rule may 
result in the composting plant not being built. 

The five-year storage allowance is a requirement for the 
financing of the facility, and the applicant does not 
anticipate needing this much storage. To the contrary, the 
service agreement with Metro requires that markets be secured 
for the first year of production (they have been) and it 
includes significant financial incentives for the applicant 
to sell rather than store or dispose of the compost product. 

CONSISTENCY WITH STRATEGIC PLAN, AGENCY POLICY, LEGISLATIVE 
POLICY: 

Granting the variance would likely result in greater waste 
reduction, and in the implementation of the Metro waste 
reduction plan approved by the Department. 

The variance can be granted without creating significant 
environmental risks, since all storage areas will be required 
to have approved plans for control of odors, drainage, 
access, and fires. 

ISSUES FOR COMMISSION TO RESOLVE: 

1. Is the Riedel Environmental Technologies, Inc. composting 
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plant likely to be financed and constructed without granting 
a variance from the compost storage rule? 

2. Will the purpose and intent of the solid waste composting 
rules be achieved without strict adherence to the one-year 
limitation on storage of compost during the initial five 
years of operation? 

3. Will storage of compost material for up to five years result 
in significant environmental degradation? 

INTENDED FOLLOWUP ACTIONS: 

Amend the permit for the Riedel Environmental Technologies, 
Inc. composting plant. 

Approved: 

Director: 

Report Prepared By: Steve Greenwood 

Phone: 229-5782 

Date Prepared: 10/5/89 



"/MAG/NEERING A CLEANER WORLD" 
A 

Corporate: 

RIEDEL WASTE 
DISPOSAL SYSTEMS, INC. 

P.O. Box 5007 
Portland, Oregon 97208-5007 

(503) 286-4656 
FAX (503) 283-2602 

October 4, 1989 

Mr. Fred Hansen 
Director 

I ( 
l i · ... 

•. 
Department of Environmental Quality 
811 S.W. Sixth Avenue 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

Subject: 

Dear Mr. Hansen: 

Request for Variance to OAR 340-61-050(3)(B)(b) 
Riedel Portland Compost Facility - Permit Number 404 

Please accept this letter as a formal request for variance to OAR 340-6!-050(3)(B)(b) 
"Removal of Compost. Compost shall be removed from the composting plant site as 
frequently as possible, but not later than one year after treatment is completed." 

We request that for purposes of this facility only, that the rule be varied to allow for up to 
five years' storage on or off site after treatment is completed. This variation would be 
applied as an administrative change to Permit Number 404, Schedule A-6. 

Due to the timetable of financing and construction for this facility, we request your support 
in bringing this before the Environmental Quality Commission (if required) at its scheduled 
October 20, 1989 meeting. 

Sincerely yours, 

/,' / 

/frr,J((/ 

W. Alex Cross 
President 

WAC:jak 

4611 N. Channel Ave., Portland, Oregon 97217 

A Subsidiary of RIEDEL ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 

I+- I 
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PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY -

ties operated under a. permit issued' under .ORS '.. no alternative. facilify. 07: :alt.emati\i.e; method' of 
468.740 are not required to obtain a permit from solid waste-management laoavailableo. i- ':!-'(.;-
the depart"!ent pursuant to O~S 45~.205, How- -( 4) A variance or conditioiial j>erinit 'may lie 
ever, exclumoii from the permit requllel!lents of revoked or mildified··by' thii"coinmiSsion 'after'-a 
ORS ~59.205 ~loes not reliev~_any person .from public heill'iilg'held·upoil riot less•thaii)O'days' 
compliance __ with other reguirements _ of .. ORS -notice~-Stich;noticeilfutll-be'seryed-Upon all~r- : _ 
459.005 to 459.105, _ 459.205 to..45!}.~5 .i~nd soils who thecc:immiSsion-kilow8will'l1e subj~ 
459.255 .to 459:285 an~ the rules_ !Uld regµlati<>,ns 'to greater restrictions if stich-variance qr condi
adopted pursuant ~ere~·- - -- -' . - ' - -. ' .- . ; tional permit ~· rev6ked ormOdified,,~r'wlio'are 

(2) By rule and after public heliring, the likely to be affected or'who:have ruea-With'the 
commission may _delay the date 'after that i>re· - eommission ai-.writt.en1reqrie8t- tQl',euch:notific;a, . 
scribedby'ORS459.205oriwhichpermit8sha!Jbe -tion.::,-:- ._,. -, :_, "'·''""•·"'·:.,._._,;t~·.,11:r-,· .. \· ,;_ 
required for s class. or· clasees 'of disposal sites. (5)"'. The·_ establisfunent;°··~raliion,,'ri!allite· 
However, a date ·-after which a permit shall be nilnce, exJ)ansion,. :alte~atiOn;.Jmp~'liement or 
required shall not be delayed later than July 1, othe~ change of a disposai site:in acco,rdance with 
1975. In ·making- its determination, tlie commis· a variance or a conditional-permit is. not; a:·vio· 
sion shall consider the nature, type and volume· of . -lat.ion -l>f -ORS .. 459,005 -to -459•105.-459;201i!;io_ 
solid waste handled at such sites, the threat of air 459.245 ·and 459.255 tci- 459.285- or· :any: rule" or _
or water-pollution, the potential.for creati()n of a regulationadopted.purstiant.theretci. [l911ic.648:18; 
public.or private-nuisance or health hazard; and - 1973c.835.§141)' .• _, -' , ,_.,,, .-,: ,-_,,, __ , :_.-,.,"', _ -"';,..,:-

the co~t and. funding.of the program for carrying 4119~230 (1969 c.90 §3i ~by 1911 c.648.§33] :: 
out :thlS section. . 459 235· A- Ii ._._ ,, · - · ;. -- : " · . _ _ . . _ -- - · , pp ca .... m.i .. ol"permitt!l;--.ees; 

. ~3) By rule· and ~r pubbc hem:rig the ~m- .bond; (1) Applicatioru! -for permit$.:sluill be -ori 
m1Ssion i_nay establlS~ classes o~ disposal ~ites . forms prescribed· by the department>An-applica· 
that qua!ify fo~ ex<:{usion or for time extensions 'tion shall contaiil: a description cf_ the ·._existing 
under thlB section. (1971 c.648§7;1973 c.835_ §140) . ·· _ _, and. proposed _ opexation: and! the eidsting • ~ _ 

- 4119.220 [1969 c.9() §1; repealed by 1971 _c.648 §33] proposed facilities at the site;· with.detailed plans - · 
459.225 Variances or conditional per- · and specification& for•aiiy:,·.facilities ti> .-be':oon~ 

mits authorized. (1) If tJie ,commission find& -atructed.-The application' sba!J!inclu'dli a:reooni.~ - -- -
that a disposal site cannot meet_ one op:tiore. of -mendation by the local '!l()VernmentlJ?!it or1uriih! · --
the_ requirements of ORS 459".005 tq 459.105, · hBvingjlirisdicti?n and such othe~':lnfO~iori > 
459.205 to 459.245. and 459,255 'to' 459.285 or any the ·department -deems -:necesllllly'in ·order ,-.to 
rule or regulation'adopted pursuant thereto, it determine whether.the:S!ite i!nd-solki"wallte dis;_ 
may issue -a variance from such requirement -posal.fli,cilitles.locatecl.the'.n!OD;andrt!!e operatiQII 
either for a limited' or 'unlimited· time or it may -· wi!l comply with -applicabJ,e, ~immepts.:. 'Y·' <r -
issue a conditional permit containing a. schedule ' '(l!)· -Subject.to the 'l'li?iew: of' the :Ex00uttve 
of compliance specifying the time or times per- Department and the priol' approval of the appro· 
mitted to bring the disposal site into compliance priate legislative· review:agency.;-pemiit fees may 
with such requirements, or it may do both. . _ be charged- in accordance ,With QRS• 468.065 (2). 

(2) In carrying out the provisions ofsubsec, ·(3)1fthe aJ)pljcatfoij la for ii regionai disp<i~ -
tion (1) of this secition, the commission may grant facility, the applicant sli8n file with· the depart· 
specific variances -from "particular requirements ment. a-. surety. bond· in -the -fonri • and ainount 
or may grant a conditional-permit. to an applicant established by rule by the1 commisaiOn. The bond 
or to a class of applicants or to a specific disposal or financial assurance· shall. be executed. in favor 
site, and specify conditions it considers necessary -of the State of Ore!l()n ·and shall be in· an •amount 
to protect the ~ublic l\ealth. , . as determined by the department to be reasona-

(3) The commission shall grant a-variance or bly-necessary,to Pl'9te\)tthe.~'(,4'onm'!nt. and the 
conditional permit only if: : , ' -- ., .. .l\tialth, 88fety "an9, welfal:e i>f.,~e. ~pie :!If t!te 

state. _The .comD?-issioll may a.Ji'l>r-~' appljcant ti> 
_ substitute other financiill assur1µ1c11.fQr"th;e botld; (a) Conditions exist that ·are beyond the 

control of the applicant. - : · _ _ _ · 

(b) Speciai conditio~~ exist t!U.t render strict 
compliance unreasonable, burdensome or 
impractical. _ - · · · · 

(c) Strict compliance .;_,ould result in substan· 
tial curtailment .or closing of a disposal .site and 

hi.the form and ani11unt.the-coniinissiol!-consid· 
ei:s satisfactoi:y. [197} c,648 ¥?: _1_977:"!,37,§1: 19$$-c.144 

_ .§1; 1987 c.876 §.18) · , -- _, .:. :· -, -,-, _, : ' • ii':- · -:i-
4119.240 [1969 c.90 §4; repealed by-1971 q.648-133] 

459_.245.Issuance of permits; tenns. (1) 
If the disposal site meets' the requirements of 
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OREGON ADMIN'ISTRATIVE RULES 

CHAPTER 340, DIVISION 61 - DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

(B) Containers, storage blns or siorage vehicles shall. be 
readily washable or have liners of paper, plastic or Similar 
materials, or both. 

(c) Storage Area: 
(A) Storage houses, rooms or areas shall be. of rodent 

proof construction which is readily cleanable with proper 
drainage, . 

(B) Storage rooms or buildings, if not refrigerated, shall 
be adequately vented and all openings shall be screened. 

(d) Unconfined Waste. Unless special servi~ or special 
equipment is provided by the collector for handling uncon
fined waste materials such as rubbish and refuse, brush, 
leaves, tree ::Uttings, and other debris for manual pickup and 
collection shall be in securely tied bundles or in boxes, sacks, 
or other receptacles and solid waste so bundled shall not 
exce<:d 60 pounds in weight. 

(3) Removal Frequency. Putrescible solid waste shall be 
removed from the premises at regular intervals not to exceed 
seven days. All solid waste shall be remo:ved at regular 
intervals so as not to create the conditions cited in section ( 1) 
of this rule. 

(4) Cleaning of Storage Area. Areas around storage 
containers sball be cleaned regularly so as not to create the 
conditions cited in section ( 1) of this rule. 

(S) Storage of Specified Wastes: 
(a) Industrial Solid Wastes. Storage of industrial solid 

wastes sball be in accordance with these rules. Open storage 
areas shall not be closer than 100 feet horizontal distance 
from the normal highwater mark of any public waters u.nless 
special provision is made which prevents wastes, or drainage 
therefrom, from entering public waters; . 

(b) Agriculture Wastes. Storage of agricultural ~tes 
shall not create vector production or sustenance, conditions 
for transmission of diseases to man or animals, water or air 
pollution and shall be in ~ m~er to reduce and minimize 
objectionable odors, uns1ghtlmess, aestheucally obJectton
able and other nuisance conditions; 

(c) Hazardous Wastes. Containers for hazaroous ~tes 
shall be marked to designate the content as tOXIC, explosive, 
or otherwise hazardous in a manner designed to give ade
quate protection to the collector and storage site operator. 

Siar. A.O.. ORS Ch. 459 
HID,, DEQ 41, f. 4-5· 72, ef. 4-15-72 

Transportlltlon 
340-61--075 (1) Collection and Transfer Vehicles Con

struction and Operation: 
(a) Solid waste collection and transfer vehicles and 

devices shall be constructed, loaded and operated so as to 
prevent dropping, leaking, sifting, or blowing or other 
escapement of solid waste from the. vehicle; . . 

(b) Collection and transfer vehicles and devices ~ng 
loads which are likely to blow or fall shall have a cover which 
is either an integral part of the vehicle or device or which is a 
separate cover of suitable materials with fasteners designed 
to secure all sides of the cover to the vehicle or device and 
shall be used while in transit. 

(2) Cleaning Collection Vehicles. Collection and transfer 
vehicles or other devices used in transporting solid waste 
shall be cleanable and shall be cleaned at weekly intervals or 
more often as necessary, to prevent odors, insects, rodents, or 

·other nuisance conditions. 

. (3) Waste Water. Waste water from the cleanii:g process 
of containers of non-hazardous waste shall be d1Sposed of m 
a manner approved by the Department or state or local 
health department having jurisdiction. 

Siar. Audi.: ORS Ch. 459 
Hlsu DEQ 41, f. 4-5-72, ef. 4-15·72 

Variances 
J<le.61--080 The Commission may by specific written · 

variance or conditional permit waive certain requirements of 
these rules when circumstances of the solid waste disposal 
site location, operating procedures, and/or other conditions 
indicate that the purpose and intent of these rules can be 
achieved without strict adherence to all of the requirements. 

Siar. Audi.: ORS Ch. 459 
Hlsu DEQ 41. f. 4-5-72, ef. 4-15-72 

Violations 
J<le.61--085 Violations of these rules shall be punish•· 

ble upon conviction as provided in ORS Chapter 459. 
Siar. Aadl.: ORS Ch. 459 
lllsl.o DEQ 41, f. 4-5·72, ef. 4-15·72. 

~1-100 (1) It is the intent of the Commission that 
where a local government requests funding, technical or 
landfill assistance under ORS 459.047 through 459.057 or 
468.220, that the local government shall make a good faith 
effort toWard development, implementation and evaluation 
of waste reduction programs. 

(2) These rules define the criteria set out in .ORS 
459.0SS(2). The Commission intends that these same cntena 
and rules apply to solid waste reduction under ORS 468:220. 
A waste reduction plan acceptable to the Department will be 
required before issuance of a permit for a landfill under this 
act or before the issuance of Pollution Control Bond Fund 
monies to local government. 

(3) These rules are meant to be used to: . 
(a) Assist local government and other persons m devel

opment, implementation and evaluation of waste reducuon 
programs; . . . 

(b) Assist the Department and Comm1sS1on m evalua· 
lion of local government waste reduction programs; 

(c) Serve as a basis for the Department's report to the 
Legislature on: . 

(A) The level of compliance with waste reduction pro-
gram~ . 

(B) The number of programs accepted and reiected and 
why, and . . 

(C) The recommendations for further leg1slat1on. 
( 4) These rules are developed on the premise that the 

Department's shall base acceptance or nonacceptance of a 
waste reduction program on criteria (a) through (e) of ORS 
459.055(2) as further defined by these rules. 

Slat. Audi• ORS Ch. 459 
HID,, DEQ 25·1980, f, & ef. 10-2·80: DEQ 30-1980. f. & ef. I 1·10-80 

Submittals 
J<le.61·110 Each criteria shall be addressed with a 

written submittal to the Department with the following 
materials included in or attached thereto. The following rules 
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D -OREGON ADMINISTRATIVE RULES 

CHAPTER 340, DIVISION 61 - DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

(d) Drainage. An incinerator site shall be designed such 
that surface drainage will be diverted around or away from 
the operational area of the site; . · 

( e) Fire Protection. Fire protection shall be provided in 
accordance with plans approved in writing by the Depart
ment and in compliance with pertinent state and local fire 

· regulations; 
(0 Fences. Access to the incinerator site shall be con

trolled by means of a complete perimeter fence and gates 
which may be locked; 

(g) Sewage Disposal. Sanitary waste disposal shall be 
. accomplished in a manner approved by the Department or 
state or local health agency having jurisdiction; 

(h) Truck Washing Facilities. Truck washing areas. if 
provided, shall be hard surfaced and all wash waters shall be 
conveyed to a catch basin, drainage and disposal system 
approved by the Department or state or local health agency 
having jurisdiction. 

(3) Incinerator Operations: 
(a) Storage: 
(A) All solid waste deposited at the site shall be confined 

to the designated dumping area, 
(B) Accumulation of solid wast.:s and undisposed ash 

residues shall be kept to ntinimum practical quantities. 
(b) Salvage: 
(A) Salvaging shall be controlled so all to not interfere 

with optimum disposal operation and to not create unsightly 
conditions or vector harborage, 

(B) All salvaged material shall be stored in a building or 
enclosure until it is removed from the disposal site in 
accordance with a recycling program authorized in the opera
tional plan approved in writing by the Department, 

(C) Food products, hazardous materials, containers used 
for hazardous materials. or furniture and bedding with 
concealed filling shall not be salvaged from a disposal site. 

(c) Nuisance Conditions: 
(A) Blowing debris shall be controlled such that the 

entire disposal site is maintained free oflitter, 
(B) Dust, malodors and noise shall be controlled to 

prevent air pollution or excessive noise as defined by ORS 
Chapters 467 and 468 and rules and regulations adopted 
pursuant thereto. · 

(d) Health Hazards. Rodent and insect control measures 
shall be provided. sufficient to prevent vector production 
and sustenance. Any other conditions which may result in 
transmission of disease to man and animals shall be con
trolled; 

( e) Records. The Department may require such records 
and report as it considers are reasonably necessary to ensure 
compliance with conditions of a permit or these rules. 

Smt Auth.: ORS Ch. 459 
Hlst.: DEQ 41, f. 4-5-72, of. 4-15·72· 

Special Rules Pertaining to Composting Plants 
340-61-050 (I) Detailed Plans and Specifications shall 

include but not be limited to: 
(a) Location and design of the physical features of the 

site and composting plant, surface drainage control, waste 
water facilities, fences, residue disposal, odor control and 
design and performance specifications of the composting 
equipment and detailed description of methods to be used; 

(b) A proposed plan for utilization of the processed 
compost including copies of signed contracts for utilization 
or other evidence of assured utilization of composted solid 
waste. 

(2) Compost Plan Design and Construction: 
(a) Non-<:ompostable Wastes. Facilities and procedures 

shall be provided for handling, recycling or disposing of solid 
waste that is non-biodegradable by composting; 

(b) Odors. The design and operational plan shall give 
consideration to keeping odors to lowest practicable levels. 
Composting operations, generally, shall not be localed in 
odor sensitive areas; 

(c) Drainage Control. Provisioos shall be made to effec
tively collect, treat. and dispose ofleachate or drainage from' 
stored compost.and the composting operation; -

(d) Waste Water Discharges. There shall be no discharge 
of waste water to public waters, except in accordance with a 
perntit from the Department, issued under ORS 468. 740; 

( e) Access Roads. All-weather roads shall be provided 
from the public highway or roads to and within the disposal 
site and shall be designed and maintained to prevent traffic 
congestion, traffic ha:t.ards and dust and noise pollution; 

(0 Drainage. A composting site shall be designed such 
that surface drainage will be diverted around or away from 
the operational area of the site; 

(g) Ftre Protection. Fire protection shall be provided in 
accordance with plans approved in writing by the Depart
ment in compliance with pertinent state and local fire regula
tions; 

· (h) Fences. Access to the composting site shall be con
trolled by means of a complete perimeter fence and gates 
which may be locked; 

(i) Sewage Disposal. Sanitary waste disposal shall be 
accomplished in a manner approved by the Department or 
state or local health agency havingjurisdiction; 
· (j) T111ck Washing Facilities. Truck washing areas, if 
provided, shall be hard surfaced and all wash waters shall be 
conveyed to a catch basin, drainage and disposal system 
approved by the Department or state or local health agency 
having jurisdiction. 

(3) Composting Plant Operation: 
(a) Supervision of Operation: 
(A) A composting plan shall be operated under the 

supervision of a responsible individual who is thoroughly 
familiar with the operating procedures established by the 
designer, 

(B) All compostable waste shall be subjected to complete 
processing in accordance with the equipment manufacturer's 
operating instructions or patented process being utilized. 

(b) Removal of Compost. Compost shall be removed 
from the composting plan site as frequently as possible, but 
not later than one year after treatment is completed; 

(c) Use of Composted Solid Waste. Composted solid 
waste offered for use by the general public shall contain no 
pathogenic organisms. shall be relatively odor free and shall 
not endanger the public health or safety; 

(d) Storage: 
(A) All solid waste deposited at the site shall be confined 

to the designated dumping area. 
(B) Accumulation of solid wastes and undisposed resi

dues shall be kept to minimum practical quantities. 
( e) Salvage: 
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OREGON ADMINISTRATIVE KULES 

CHAPTER 340, DIVISION 61 - DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

(A) Salvaging shall be controlled so as to not interfere 
with optimum disposal operation. and not create unsightly 
conditions or vector harborage, · 

(B) All salvaged material shall be stored in.a building or 
enclosure until it is removed from the disposal site in 
accordance with a recycling program aulhorized in the opera
tiol)ai plan approved in writing by the Department. 

Slot. Aalll.: ORS Ch. 4,9 
H..,_ DEQ 41, f. 4-S-72. cf. 4-15-72 

Special Knies Pertaining to Sludge Disposal Sites 
340-61-005 ( 1) Permit Required: 
(a) Land used for the spreading, deposit, lagooning or 

disposal of sewage sludge, septic tank pumpings and other 
sludges is defined as a disposal site by ORS Chapter 459 and 
is subject to the requirements of these rules, including the 
requirements for obtaining a permit from the Department in 
accordance with rules 340-61-020 and 340-61-025; 

(b) Disposal of sewage sludges resulting from a sewage 
treatment facility that is operating under a cummt and valid 
Waste Discharge Permit, issued under ORS 468.140, is 
exempted from obtaining a solid W3$te disposal permit, 
provided that said sewage sludge disposal is adequately 
covered by specific conditions of the Waste Discharge Per
mit. Such sewage sludge disposal operations and sites shall 
comply with all other provisions of these rules and other 
laws, rules and regulations pertaining to solid waste disposal. 

(2) Plans and Specifications for Sludge Disposal Sites: 
· (a). Detailed. plans and specifications for sludge disposal 

lagoons shall include, but no1 be limited to, location and 
design of the physical features of the site, such as berms, 
dikes, swmce drainage contra~ access and on-site roads, 
waste water facilities, inl:t and emergency overflow struc
tures; fences, utilities and truck washing facilities, topogra
phy with contours not to exceed 5-foot contour intervals, 
elevations, legal boundaries and property lines, and land use; 

(b) Plans and specifications for land spreading of sludge 
shall include, but not be limited to, physical features of the 
site, such as, surface drainage, access and on-site roads, 
fences, truck washing facilities, topography with ·contours 
not to exceed 5-foot contour intervals, rates and frequency of 
sludge application, legal boundaries and property lines and 
land use. 

(3) Prohibited Methods of Sludge Disposal: 
(a) Septic tank pwnpings and raw sewage sludge shall 

not be pemtined to be disposed of by land spreading, unless 
it is specifically determined and approved in writing by the 
Department or state or local health agency having jurisdic
tion, that such disposal can be conducted with assured, 
adequate protection of public health and safety and the 
environment; 

(b) Except for "heat-treated" sewage sludges, sewage 
sludges including septic tank pwnpings, raw, non-digested 
and digested sewage sludges, shall not be: 

(A) Used as fertimer on root crops, vegetables, low 
growing berries or fruits that may be eaten raw, 

(B) Applied to land later than one year prior to planting 
where vegetables are to be grown, · 

(C) Used on grass in public parks or other areas at a time 
or in such a way that persons could unknowingly come in 
contact with it, 

(D) Given or sold to the public without their knowledge 
as to its origin. . 

(c) Sludges shall not be deposited in landfills except in 
accordance with operational plans that have been submitted 
to and approved by the Department in accordance with rule 
340-61-040( 1 )(d). 

(4) Sludge Lagoon and Sludge Spreading Area Design, 
Construction and Operation: 

(a) Location: 
(A) Sludge lagoons shall be located a minimum of 1/4 

mile from the nearest residence other than that of the lagoon 
operator or attendant, · 

(B) Sludge shall not be spread on land where natural run· 
off could carry a residue into public waters, 

(C) If non-digested sludge is spread on land within 1/4 
mile ofa residence .• community or public use area, it shall be 
plowed under the ground, buried or otherwise incorporated 
into the soil within five (5) days after application. 

(b) Fences: 
(A) Public access to a lagoon site shall be controlled by 

man-proof fencing and gates which shall be locked at all 
times that an attendant is not on duty, 

(B) Public access to sludge spreading areas shall be 
controlled by complete perimeter fencing and gates capable 
ofbeing locked as necessary. 

(c) Signs. Signs shall be posted at a sludge spreading area 
as required. Signs which are clearly legible and visible shall 
be posted on all sides of a sludge lagoon, stating the contents 
of the lagoon and warning of potential hazard to health; 

(d) Drainage. A sludge disposal site shall be so located, 
sloped or protected such that surface drainage will be diver
ted around or away from the operational area of the site; 

(e) Type of Sludge Lagoon. Lagoons shall be designed 
and constructed to be nonoverflow and watertight; 

(I) Lagoon Freeboard. A minimum of 3.Q.feet of dike 
freeboard shall be maintained above the maximum water 
level within a sludge lagoon unless some other minimum 
freeboard is specifically approved by the Department; 

(g) Lagoon Emergency Spillway. A sludge lagoon shall be 
provided with an emergency spillway adequate. to prevent 
cutting-out of the dike, should the water elevation overtop 
the dike for any reason; 

(h) Sludge Removal from Lagoon. Water or sludge shall 
not be pumped or otherwise removed from a lagoon, except 
in accordance with a plan approved in writing by the Depart
ment; 

(i) Monitoring Wells. Lagoon sites located in areas 
having high groundwater tables or potential for contaminat
ing usable groundwater resources may be required to provide 
groundwater monitoring wells in acco.rdance with plans 
approved in writing by the Department. Said monitoring 
wells shall be sufficient to detect the movement of ground
water and easily capable of being pumped to obtain water 
samples; 

(j) Truck Washing. Truck washing areas, if provided. 
shall be hard surfaced and all wash waters shall be conveyed 
to a catch basin, drainage and disposal system approved by 
the Department or state or local health agency having juris
diction; 

(k) Records. The Department may require such records 
and reports as it considers are reasonably necessary to ensure 
compliance with conditions of a permit or these rules. 
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Facility Name: 
Owner: 
Operator: 
County: 

£ 

PERMIT REVIE'll REPORT 

Riedel Environmental Technologies Compost Facility 
Riedel Environmental Technologies, Inc. 
Riedel Waste Disposal Systems, Inc. 
Multnomah 

Solid Waste Permit No.: 404 

Background 

In response to the requirements imposed upon the Me.tropolitan Service 
District (Metro) by Senate Bill 662, Metro developed a waste reduction 
program. This program,' which was adopted by the Metro Council in 
April, 1986, resulted in the issuance of request for proposal (RFPl on 
October 24, 1986 for a waste-to-energy facility and for a mass compost 
facility. Five proposals (for mass burning energy recovery facilities 
(ERF), for refuse derived fuel and for mixed waste composting) were received 
on January 30, 1987. Metro staff evaluated the five proposals and submitted 
a recommendation to the council that Metro negotiate a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) with Riedel/DANO for a mass composting facility capable 
of processing 160,000 tons of solid waste per year. The MOU was completed 
and approved by the Metro Council on June 23, 1988. The Metro Council also 
adopted the Solid Waste Management Plan, which included the Waste Reduction 
Program in October, 1988. 

On April 26, 1988, Riedel Environmental Technologies, Inc. submitted an 
application for a solid waste disposal permit to the Department of 
Environmental Quality (Department) to construct and operate a solid waste 
compost facility in northeast Portland. The Department reviewed the 
application and notified Riedel in a letter dated June 1, 1988 that the 
application was incomplete. 

On August 17, 1988, Riedel Waste Disposal Systems, Inc. submitted a letter 
responding to the Department's June 1 letter. The response letter included 
answers to the specific questions that the Department had raised, as well as 
detailed engineering plans and specifications for the compost facility. The 
compost facility is designed to process a minimum of 160,000 tons of solid 
waste per year. The plant will process the solid waste to recover a minimum 
of 8,000 tons per year of recyclable materials, convert a minimum of 96,000 
tons per year of solid waste into a compost product and dispose of a maximum 
of 48,000 tons of solid waste into the region's solid waste landfill. The 
recyclable materials will be sold to local secondary materials markets. 
The compost product will be suitable for land application as a soil 
amendment. 

Location 

The compost facility 
of Portland, Oregon. 
49, 82, 104, 249 and 

SB8705 (6/89) 

is located at 5437 N.E. Columbia Boulevard in the city 
The legal description of the property is Tax Lots 24, 

289, Section 18, Township 1 North, Range 2 East, 
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Riedel Compost Facility 
Multnomah County 

Willamette Meridian, Multnomah County, Oregon. The property is located on 
the north side of Columbia Boulevard between the boulevard and the Columbia 
Slough which forms the north boundary of the site. The property consists of 
approximately 20 acres of land. 

This property was annexed into the city of Portland in July, 1985. The 
property is zoned GM (general manufacturing). 

In response to an application from Riedel Environmental Technologies, Inc. 
for a conditional use permit to develop the site with a solid waste resource 
recovery facility, a public hearing was held in the city of Portland on 
June 23, 1987. The hearings officer rendered a decision on ·June 23, 1987 to 
approve a community service designation for a recycling center, subject to a 
nwnber of conditions. 

Topography 

Site elevations vary from an elevation of 50 feet above mean sea level at 
the southwest corner of the L-shaped piece of property to an elevation of 16 
feet above mean sea level at the southwest corner on Columbia Slough. A 
small hill with a maximum elevation of approximately 40 feet above mean sea 
level is located in the northwest corner of the property. This hillside 
slopes downward to the .south at about 33% and to the east at about 8%. The 
overall slope of the property is approximately 4.6% from the south side1down' 
to the north side along a distance of about 730 feet. 

A slough about 100 feet wide is located just to the north of this hill and 
extends eastward from the western boundary of the property to just past the 
middle of the property. 

Access 

Access to the compost facility from northeast Columbia Boulevard will be 
provided by one entrance along the east side of the property line. 

Access Control and Site Security 

Control of access to the property is p'rovided by a fence around the 
perimeter of the property and by a locking gate across. the entrance road. 

Sight Screening 

The site is located in a heavy industrial area along the Columbia corridor. 
Some residential and commercial or service uses still remain in the area. 
Nearby businesses include tool and heavy equipment sales services and rental 
agencies, such as Anderson Oregon Rental, Trail Equipment Company, and 
Perkins Power West. 
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Riedel Compost Facility 
Multnomah County 

The city of Portland has required a 20 foot wide landscaped buffer zone 
along Columbia Boulevard street frontage and a 25 foot wide landscaped 
buffer zone along the Columbia Slough. 

The proposed development will confine. all activities inside structures. 
All vehicles delivering waste to the facility and transporting finished 
compost or reject ma.terials will be loaded and unloaded inside a building. 
The Department has concluded that no further sight screening is required for. 
this facility. 

Facility Description 

The compost facility consists of a scale house with two scales, a waste 
receiving and processing building, composting buildings, a public recycling 
center, a truck wash rack and an office and reception building. The 
facility is designed to receive 185,000 tons of municipal solid waste per 
year. The facility will operate 6 days per week and 52 weeks per year. 
The allowable waste storage depth within the receiving building is 12 feet. 
The surface area required for each day's waste reception is 7,059 square 
feet. Storage capacity in the building for solid waste is approximately 
four days. The facility is described as follows: 

1. Waste Receiving 

The waste receiving facility will receive municipal solid waste 
delivered to the site in waste compaction trucks, drop-box trucks and 
pickup.s. All operations are conducted under cover in a clean 
environment. The average vehicle stay inside the facility property 
will be less then ten minutes. There is space for vehicle queuing for 
15 vehicles before the entry scale, an additional 25 vehicles between 
the scale and the unloading area, and a capacity for simultaneous 
unloading of 17 vehicles. The facility will be open for incoming 
vehicles from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Monday through Sunday except for 
Thanksgiving; Christmas and New Years. 

An automatic scale with a minimum capacity of 60 tons will weigh all 
incoming vehicles. The recorded· weights will be the basis for the 
service fees. 

2. Facility Lay-out 

One building contains all the processing equipment including an 
enclosed receiving area, tipping floor, materials processing area and 
picking lines. The scale house and office are in another building. 
All access roads and traffic areas will be paved either with asphalt or 
concrete depending on the wear anticipated, with adequate provisions 
for drainage. 
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Riedel Compost Facility 
Multnomah County 

Storage facilities for all source separated and facility sorted 
recyclable materials and compost have an on-site capacity for at least 
10 days of accumulated materials. The storage area for residues will 
accommodate over four days of material. The areas will be screened 
from all surrounding properties. 

The facility also conta;ins a separate enclosed area for each of the two 
stages of compost curing. Dedicated dust and odor control systems 
will not be needed since the DANO system of aeration and moisture 
control provides odor and particulate control. Ventilation will 
provide sufficient air circulation to minimize condensation and high 
room temperatures; 

The building design and material type are compatible with surrounding 
uses. All buildings will be painted in neutral or earth tones, and the 
facility will utilize landscaping to provide perimeter screening around 
the property and to enhance the attractiveness of the facility. 

Ample parking will be provided for buses for visitors and for 
personnel. A separate area will accommodate parking for haulers. 

In the materials-recovery area, manual labor on a picking belt will be 
used instead of mechanized equipment. It is expected that a 
significantly higher percentage of theo wastestream can be recovered 
using manual labor than by using mechanized equipment. Materials from 
the tipping floor will be moved by a loader onto elevated conveyors 
which move it toward the tipping conveyors which move it to the DANO 
drums. The receiving or unloading area is totally enclosed, except for 
doors which are raised to allow vehicles to enter and to depart. 
Negative air pressure is maintained inside the building to prevent 

.odors from escaping. Fans in the interior of the ·buildings remove air, 
thereby inducing fresh outside air into the pit. Removed air is then 
pumped under the compost area as its air supply. 

The floors of the unloading area, the tipping floor and the materials 
recovery.area are constructed of reinfoX-ced concrete. Drains are 
provided in the loading area and in the tipping floor for periodic 
cleaning with water. This water will be pumped into the compost area 
to help mature the compost. 

3. Des.ign of the Compost System 

Since composting occurs on a 24-hour per day basis, and the DANO drums 
can efficiently operate at 16 hours per day or more, it is necessary to 
charge the two drums for 16 hours per day. The facility provides 
adequate space ahd volume to .handle the 593 tons of waste received each 
day. The DANO drums will be loaded with 18.75 tons of waste per drum 
per hour. This will require operation of the picking belt and tipping 
floor for 16 hours. 
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Riedel Compost Facility 
Multnomah County 

The elevating conveyors and the picking conveyors have capacities of 40 
tons per hour each to handle surge loading and to prevent overloading 
of the conveyors. 

The rate of loading of the DANO drums are automatically controlled by 
the operating cycle of the charging rams. Recovery of all recyclable 
materials, except for ferrous metals, will be accomplished by manual 
picking from a moving belt. Eight picking stations will be provided. 
Each picking stati.on will pick a specific material which will be 
dropped into containers located below the picking stations. Human 
needs will be carefully considered in the design of the picking line to 
assure safe and efficient operation. The proposal guarantees a 
recyclable material recovery rate of 5 percent. The proposed system is 
flexible enough to assure the maximum practicable amount of recyclable 
materials to be recovered. 

The picking conveyors discharge the acceptable waste to the charging 
hoppers for the DANO bio-stabilizer drums. ·A sensor will signal the 
filling of the hopper, and the charging ram of the drum will force the 
material from its hopper into the DANO drum at the same time it closes 
the bottom of the hopper. This will allow a metered volume of 
acceptable waste b~ing loaded into each drum with each stroke. The 
rate of admission of waste to the drum can be controlled to the rate at 
which the drum can satisfactorily operate. In the event that the 
picking conveyors load the charging hoppers more rapidly than the 
charging rams can move the acceptable waste into the drum, an automatic 
control will stop the picking conveyor. The other in-feed conveyors 
will also be stopped until the charging hoppers and the drums are ready 
to receive additional waste. The design of the charging mechanism 
precludes spillage from the hoppers in normal operations. Water is 
added into the drum to ensure that the moisture content of acceptable 
waste is high enough to promote efficient composting. 

4. Mechanical Processing Systems 

All.equipment is designed to permit rapid and economic maintenance. In 
addition, conveyor systems are designed to allow higher than the 
expected waste volumes to be handled. The raw compost conveyors will 
have a capacity of twice the through-put capacity of the DANO drums 
which discharge on them. Reject conveyors will also have a capacity of 
twice the probable course fraction of the acceptable waste. The 
vibrating screens which separate the finished .compost into the market 
specification size will be built with.a continuous rating of 50 tons 
per hour. This is substantially in excess of the anticipated steady 
rate of 30.6 tons per hour. 
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5 • DANO Drums 

The DANO drums provide the primary function of maceration of the 
acceptable wastes, thoroughly mixing the added water and homogenizing 
the finer components in the acceptable waste. Minor bacteriological 
digestion occurs in the drums, though the process does get started 
within the drums. 

The discharge of each drum is provided with a hydraulic-operated gate 
which opens and closes to permit or prevent the discharge of materials 
from the drum. This is useful in start-up operations where minimum 
content in the drum is necessary to properly initiate the process. The 
gate is also closed during periods when the drum is rotating and 
transfer of raw compost to the aeration beds is stopped as during 
nonoperating shifts. The drum will continue to be rotating and air 
added during nonoperating shifts to maintain aerobic conditions within 
the drums. This is designed to prevent odors. Operators will be able 
to control how much material is charged and how much is removed from 
the drums. The normal rate for charging a drum with acceptable waste 
is 18.75 tons per hour. The average retention time is 6 to 8 hours. 

It is anticipated that the coarser fraction from the drum discharge 
screens will be as high as 3Q% and as low as 5%, and that the finer 
fraction will be as low as 70% and as high as 95% of the waste weight 
charged into the drum. The conveyors which conduct the material away 
from the drum are thus necessarily oversized. 

Material is moved onto the aeration (primary maturation) area by 
conveyor and deposited in an orderly fashion by overhead conveyors 
within the building. Materials are moved from the aeration area into 
the secondary maturation area by front loaders. These materials will 
be moved into specific areas enabling the operator to identify and 
track each batch of compost. Air is forced into the building through 
the underground air ducts and through the compost, which acts as a 
filter. Riedel does not believe that the exhaust air will require 
collection or treatment before being vented to ambient air. 

Process Flow 

All incoming waste is received at the entry scale. Vehicles with source 
separated, recyclable materials are directed to the recycling area. 
Recyclable materials are placed in drop boxes for temporary storage. 
Vehicles without source separated recyclable materials will proceed 
directly to the receiving area and unload the municipal waste onto the lower 
level tipping floor. 

A rubber-tire loader on the tipping floor is used to remove large objects. 
Large recyclable items are segregated (if possible) and transported by the 
loader to the recycling materials storage area. Reject materials too big or 
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impractical to process through the DANO system also are segregated if 
possible and transported to the reject material storage area. The balance 
of the material is pushed by the loader.onto the floor in the adjacent 
material recovery area. While the material is on the floor, additional 
large recyclable or other reject materials are removed by operating 
personnel with the assistance of rubber-tire loaders. These items are 
periodically moved to the appropriate recycle or reject areas. Remaining 
materials on the tipping floor is loading on an elevating conveyor which 
conveys the material to the level of the recyclable material picking line. 
The remaining material moves on belt conveyors past manual picking stations, 
where glass,.plastics, paper, cardboard, aluminum, and nonferrous metals are 
removed. These materials are dropped into the appropriate drop boxes below 
the picking conveyors. Full boxes are exchanged as needed and delivered to 
the appropriate material purchaser. All belts are designed for movement of 
40 tons per hour. 

The picking belt discharges to the charging chamber of each of the three 
DANO bio-stabilizer drums. Redundancy is provided in charging the drums 
since the charging conveyors for each drum are independent. Each drum can 
process 80,000 tons per year, based on operating 80 hours per week. Water 
is added to bring the moisture content up to the 40 to 60% required for 
fermentation. Convection air to the bio-stabilizers ensures that aerobic 
conditions prevail. 

The drums discharge through 
unsuitable for composting. 
through magnetic separators 
oversize materials. 

a screen which separates coarser material 
The coarse material is transferred by conveyors 
which separate ferrous materials from the other 

The raw compost or finer materials discharged from the drums are conveyed 
through a magnetic separator (which extracts fer.rous material) and then to 
distributor bridges which pile the material to a height of approximately six 
feet. Air is drawn from the unloading and recycling areas and forced upward 
through the aeration beds to maintain aerobic conditions within the compost. 
Temperature and moisture content of the fermenting raw compost is monitored 

' and water added as needed to maintain the desired moisture content. The 
chemistry of the raw compost moving to the aeration beds is monitored 
periodically and the materials deposited on the aeration and maturation beds 
is identified by day or by week of deposit. Compost that does not meet 
standards will be transferred to a landfill for disposal. 

After three weeks a front-end loader moves the fermented compost from the 
aeration beds to static maturation piles up to ten feet high where it will 
continue to mature for additional three weeks. Moisture content and the 
temperature of the maturing compost is also monitored and water added as 
needed. 
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Mature compost is moved from the static piles by front-end loader to hoppers 
on conveyors which transfer the mature compost through another magnetic 
separator. The ferrous material is removed and recycled. Mature compost 
undergoes a final screening where excessively coarse material is rejected. 
Any rejected material is loaded into transfer trucks for disposal at a 
landfill. 

The finished compost is loaded by front-end loader into trucks for transfer 
to users. During periods when compost cannot be applied to the soil (when 
the soil is excessively wet), finished comp.ost may be stored on farm land 
prior to being spread on the fields. 

Environmental Protection Features 

The facility is designed to be operated such that odors will not be 
released to the environment. Air used in the composting process will be 
drawn from the waste unloading area to prevent odors from the waste 
unloading and storage area from being released. In addition, waste 
receiving, storage and processing operations occur in an enclosed building, 
with the doors opened only for vehicle entry and exit. 

Sewage will be disposed of in an on-site subsurface sanitary sewage system. 

Fugitive emissions of fine particulate material will be controlled by 
having waste unloading and storage and material processing operations 
occurring i.n enclosed buildings. 

The fire protection system will consist of an underground pipe connected to 
the city of Portland's water main along Columbia Boulevard. Fire hydrants 
will be provided on-site and automatic sprinkling systems, manual hose 
stations and portable fire extinguishers will be installed throughout all 
important structures. 

Wastewater will be collected from various areas of the facility and stored 
in a reservoir on-site. This water, supplemented by water from the adjacent 
pond, will be used to maintain the required moisture content in the compost 
process. 

Vehicles bringing acceptable. waste to the compost plant 
potential source of litter that blow off the vehicles. 
wind blown or spilled material on the facility property 
property and roads will be done when necessary to avoid 
conditions. 

do represent a 
Manual removal of 
and on nearby 
creating nuisance 

Uncontaminated water will be routed away from areas used for storage of 
·waste or of compost. 
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Conclusions 

The design and proposed operation of the facility appear capable of 
complying with environmental statutes and rules. The proposed solid waste 
disposal facility permit includes conditions which are designed to ensure 
that the facility will be operated at all times to prevent creating adverse 
impacts upon public health and safety and upon the environment. 

Recommendations 

The Department should issue the draft solid waste disposal permit for review 
by the public. The Department should also schedule a public hearing to 
allow members of the public to offer their comments and suggestions for 
changes to the permit. The public hearing should be scheduled in an area 
adjacent to the proposed compost facility site; 
~ti .. ~ 
E.T. Davison 
Solid Waste Section 
Hazardous and Solid Waste Division 
June 30, 1989 
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Environmental Quality Commission 
NEIL GOLDSCHMIDT 

GOVERNOR 811 SW SIXTH AVENUE, PORTLAND, OR 97204 PHONE (503) 229-5696 

DEQ-46 

REQUEST FOR EQC ACTION 

Meeting Date: October 20. 1989 
Agenda Item: 0-2 

Division: Air Quality 
Section: Planning & Development 

SUBJECT: 

Adoption of New Federal Rules - New Source Performance 
standards (NSPS) and New National Emission Standards for 
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPS) 

PURPOSE: 

To adopt, by reference, new and pertinent federal air 
regulations regarding New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) 
and National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants 
(NESHAPS) in order to maintain delegation of authority to 
administer these rules in Oregon. 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

Work Session Discussion 
General· Program Background 
Potential Strategy, Policy, or Rules 
Agenda Item ~- for Current Meeting 
Other: (specify) 

Authorize Rulemaking Hearing 

_x_ Adopt Rules 
Proposed Rules 
Rulemaking Statements 
Fiscal and Economic Impact Statement 
Public Notice 

Issue a Contested Case Order 
Approve a stipulated Order 
Enter an Order 

Proposed Order 

Attachment _!L 
Attachment _lL 
Attachment _lL 
Attachment _Q_ 

Attachment 
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Approve Department Recommendation 
Variance Request 
Exception to Rule 

~- Informational Report 
~- Other: (specify) 

DESCRIPrION OF REQUESTED ACTION: 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

The Environmental Protection Agency regularly adopts and 
amends NSPS and NESHAPS rules. The Department of 
Environmental Quality (DEQ, Department) has historically 
committed to seek delegation to enforce each of these new 
rules in Oregon by bringing its rules up to date with EPA 
rules, when the Department believes those rules are 
applicable and appropriate in Oregon. "Applicable" means the 
existence of affected sources located in the state, or likely 
to move into the state. "Appropriate" means the federal 
rules are reasonable and enforceable within DEQ resources and 
enforcement policies. By retaining delegation to administer 
these federal rules in Oregon, the Department believes it can 
provide a more efficient implementation of the rules and 
reduce the confusion of industry having to deal with two 
agencies (DEQ and EPA). 

AUTHORITY/NEED FOR ACTION: 

Required by Statute: 
Enactment Date: 

_x_ Statutory Authority: ORS 468.020/468.295(3) 
_x_ Pursuant to Rule: OAR 340-25-450 to -805 
_x_ Pursuant to Federal Law/Rule: 40 CFR Parts 

60 and 61 
Other: 
Time Constraints: (explain) 

DEVELOPMENTAL BACKGROUND: 

Advisory Committee Report/Recommendation 
Hearing Officer's Report/Recommendations 
Response to Testimony/Comments 

_x_ Prior EQC Agenda Items: 

Attached is the EQC report (agenda item F) 
for the July 21, 1989 meeting only. 
Attachments to agenda item F are exactly the 
same as in this current report. 

Other Related Reports/Rules/Statutes: 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attacl1n1e11t 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment __lL 

Attachment 
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_x_ Supplemental Background Information Attachment -1!,_ 

The Environmental Quality Commission (EQC, Commission) 
authorized a public hearing for these rule amendments at its 
July 21, 1989 meeting. Legal public notice requirements were 
met by publication of the hearing notice in the ,Secretary of 
State's Bulletin and in the Oregonian. Hearing notices were 
sent out to the Department's mailing lists, and to those who 
called in response to the hearing advertisements. 

No one attended the August 25, 1989 public hearing in· 
Portland. The Department received no written comments 
regarding the adoption of these proposed rule amendments. 
Hence, there is no Hearing Officer's Report attachment. 

REGULATED/AFFECTED COMMUNITY CONSTRAINTS/CONSIDERATIONS: 

These federal rules are already promulgated by EPA, and 
therefore the sources affected are already subject to the 
costs of control and compliance. Adoption by and delegation 
to DEQ simplifies environmental administration, and may save 
industry time and cost in dealing with just one agency. 

Since the last time Oregon's NSPS and NESHAP rules were 
updated, USEPA has adopted five new NSPS rules and twenty-six 
amendments to existing federal NSPS and NESHAP rules. After 
reviewing these federal adoptions for applicability and 
appropriateness in Oregon, the department has concluded that 
two new NSPS and twenty amendments to existing state NSPS and 
NESHAP requirements should be adopted by reference. These 
rules/rule amendments are applicable to new or substantially 
modified industrial/commercial sources. A brief description 
of the rules and amendments recommended for adoption follows: 

40 CFR Subpart 
{register date) 

Ka, 60.llla to 
60.1114a 
( 4/08/87) 

Title 

Volatile Liquid 
Storage Vessels 

Description 

New NSPS establishing record 
keeping and emission control 
requirements for Volatile 
Liquid (VOL) storage vessels 
based upon vessel capacity 
and VOL true vapor pressure. 
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TTT,60.720 to 
60.726 
(1/29/88) 

HH,60.343 (b) 
and 60.344 (c) 
(2/17/87) 

Appendix A, 
Method 18 
(2/19/87) 

A, 60. 8 
(3/26/87) 

Kb, 60.llOb to 
60.117b 
(4/08/87) 

Appendix A, 
Method 15A 
(6/01/87) 

Appendix F 
Procedure 1 
(6/04/87) 

Appendix A, 
Method lOA 
(8/17/87) 

October 20, 1989 
0-2 

Industrial 
surface Coating: 
Plastic Parts 
for Business 
Machines 

Amendment 

Amendment 

Amendment 

Amendment 

Amendment 

Amendment 

Amendment 

New NSPS which requires 
facilities which surface 
coat plastic parts for 
business machines to control 
solvent emissions. 

Amends NSPS for lime 
manufacturing plants to 
allow Method 9 opacity 
observations in lieu of 
continuous emission 
monitoring (CEM). 

Amends current gas 
chromatography Test Method 
18. 

Amends current opacity 
provisions to allow 
continuous opacity 
monitoring (COM) in lieu of 
Method 9 during compliance 
determinations. 

Amends current performance 
standards for VOL storage 
vessels by requiring use of 
the best demonstrated system 
of continuous emission 
reduction. 

Amends Appendix A to allow 
sulfur recovery plants to 
use Method 15A as an 
alternative to Method 15, to 
determine total reduced 
sulfur emissions. 

Establishes quality control 
and quality assurance 
requirements for gaseous 
continuous emission 
monitors. 

Allows Method lOA to be used 
to evaluate carbon monoxide 
continuous emissions 
monitors at petroleum 
refineries. 
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Appendix A, 
Methods 16A 
and 16B 
(9/29/87) 

Appendix A 
Method 6 
(10/28/87) 

DD, 60.300 
GG, 60.330 
(11/05/87) 

Db,60.42b,60.45b 
60.47b Appendix A 
Method 19 
(12/16/87) 

Appendix A 
Method 25 
(2/12/88) 

Appendix A 
Method 5F 
(8/08/88) 

0,60.153 & 60.154 
( 10/06/88) 

Amendment 

Amendment 

Amendment 

Amendment 

Amendment 

Amendment 

Amendment 

Amends procedure for 
certifying recovery gas used 
in Method 16A, and adds 
Method 16B as an alternative 
method to determine total 
reduced sulfur emissions 
from Kraft pulp mills. 

Adds procedure using 
critical orifices for 
volume ·and flow rate 
measurements. 

Clarifies applicability 
dates for standards of 
performance for grain 
elevators and stationary gas 
turbines. 

Adds standards limiting 
emissions of sulfur dioxide 
and particulate matter from 
industrial-commercial
institutional steam
generating units, and 
revises emissions testing 
procedures under Method 19. 

Amends Method 25 to improve 
the reliability of 
determining total gaseous 
nonmethane organic 
emissions. 

Allows the use of lower cost 
alternative to current ion 
chromatograph analysis 
procedure related to Method 
5F. 

Adds performance test 
measurements and revises the 
monitoring, recording, and 
reporting requirements 
associated with performance 
standards for sewage 
treatment plants. 
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Appendix A, Amendment 
Methods 10 and lOB 
Appendix B, PS 4 
(10/21/88) 

F,60.63 to 60.64 
(12/14/88) 

Appendix A 
Methods lA, 2C, 
and 2D 
(3/28/89) 

E,61.53 to 61.56 
(3/19/87) 

A, 61.01 
(10/08/87) 

61.54, 61.60, 
61.64, 61.65, 
61 .. 70, 61 .. 153, 
61.245, Appendix B 
(9/23/88) 

Amendment 

Amendment 

Amendment 

Amendment 

Amendment 

PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS: 

Amends Method 10 and adds 
Method lOB, for determining 
carbon monoxide emissions 
from stationary sources. 

Requires monitoring of 
visible emissions from all 
kilns and clinker coolers at 
portland cement plants. 

Adds 3 test methods for 
sampling small stacks and 
ducts to determine leaks of 
volatile organic compounds 
in the manufacturing of 
synthetic organic chemicals. 

Adds monitoring, reporting 
and testing requirements to 
the standards for mercury
cel l chlor-alkal.i plants. 

Amends the list of hazardous 
substances which EPA has 
indicated may cause serious 
health effects from ambient 
air exposure. 

Corrections to errors made 
in various subparts and test 
methods, related to 
reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements. 

In acquiring the delegation to administer these federal rules 
in Oregon, the Department assumes responsibility of enforcing 
these rules. Currently the Department oversees 42 NSPS 
performance standards and 5 NESHAPS emissions standards. 
This proposed action adds only two new NSPS performance 
standards, with the remainder being amendments to current 
standards and test methods. The adoption of these rules is 
not expected to add significantly to the resource burden. 
The Department believes it can effectively administer and 
enforce these rules. 
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ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BY THE DEPARTMENT: 

1. Recommend to the commission not to adopt any of the new 
and amended federal standards. The Department would 
lose its delegation of authority to administer these 
rules in Oregon, leaving administration and enforcement 
to EPA. 

2. Recommend to the Commission adoption of all new and 
amended federal standards (in Oregon rule form), as 
listed in Attachment A - Supplemental Background 
Information. 

3. Recommend to the Commission adoption of only those 
standards applicable to existing sources in Oregon, or 
to sources which could likely locate in Oregon in the 
future. This follows past practices and is acceptable 
to EPA. Following this course of action would mean that 
the following NSPS and NESHAPS standards listed in 
Attachment A - Supplemental Background Information, 
would not be added: 

a. Item 8, Fossil Fuel-Fired Steam Generators. Not 
applicable. This applies only to two boilers at a 
plant in Illinois. 

b. Item 10, Rubber Tire Manufacturing. Not 
applicable. There are currently no such plants in 
Oregon, nor any reasonable expectation of such 
facilities being located in Oregon. 

c. Item 17, Residential Wood Heaters. This rule will 
be addressed separately, at a later date, as part 
of an overall update of DEQ's Woodstove 
Certification rules. The aim of the Department is 
to align them as much as possible with EPA's rules. 
DEQ will need to maintain its efficiency labelling 
program per statutory and EQC requirements, at 
least until EPA develops an equivalent program. 
DEQ should be able to defer to EPA the 
manufacturer's emission certification and 
labelling program to provide for more efficient 
administration on a national basis. At the same 
time DEQ will be retaining the authority to enforce 
at retail outlets, since EPA resources will not be 
able to adequately address this. The issue of 
improving the durability of stoves to insure 
maintaining peak in-home emission control will also 
need to be addressed by the EQC. 
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d. 

e. 

f. 

Item 18, PS 6 for Continuous Emission Rate 
Monitoring systems (CERMS). Not applicable. After 
review with EPA, this was seen as not applicable to 
existing Oregon sources. 

Item 19, Extension to Kraft Pulp Mill. Not 
applicable. This applies only to a specific plant 
in Georgia. 

Item 21, Magnetic Tape Manufacturing. Not 
applicable. No current or expected manufacturing 
in Oregon. 

g. Item 24, Petroleum Refinery Wastewater Systems. 
Not applicable. No current or expected petroleum 
refineries in Oregon. 

h. Item 25, Magnetic Tape Manufacturing. Same as 
above f., Item 21. 

i. Item 29, Radionuclides. After review with EPA, 
seen as not applicable to Oregon. An emission 
primarily from elemental phosphorus plants; none 
currently located, nor any expected to locate in 
Oregon. 

DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION FOR ACTION. WITH RATIONALE: 

The Department prefers Alternative 3 because it would avoid 
adding unnecessary standards for sources which do not exist 
or are lil<:ely to exist in Oregon. If at some tin1e in the 
future, a new source locates in Oregon for which there are no 
applicable state standards, the new source could be issued a 
permit by the Department, but would be covered under the 
applicable federal rules until which time state rules are 
adopted. Therefore, the Department recommends adoption of 
the rule amendments as proposed. 

CONSISTENCY WITH STRATEGIC PLAN. AGENCY POLICY. LEGISLATIVE 
POLICY: 

The proposed action is consistent with the Fiscal Year 1989 
State and EPA Agreement to bring its rules up to date with 
federal NSPS and NESHAPS rules changes. The Department is 
not aware of any conflicts involving these federal rules and 
agency or legislative policies. 
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ISSUES FOR COMMISSION TO RESOLVE: 

No major issues. This is relatively straightforward 
updating of administrative rules. 

INTENDED FOLLOWUP ACTIONS: 

File adopted rules with the Secretary of State 

Approved: 

Section: 

Division: 

Report Prepared By: Brian R. Finneran 

Phone: 229-6278 

Date Prepared: September 20, 1989 

BRF:r 
PLAN\AR1339 (9/89) 
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!Xlring 1987 and 1988, 5 new and 26 amended rules were published in the 
Federal Register by EPA. 'Ihese federal rules covered the following source 
cate;iories. 

NATictlAL SOORCE PERFl'.HfANCE S'I2INDARI:6 

New (N) 
or (A) 
Amemed Register 

40 CFR f?l1l'p!rt Rule SUbject of Rule Qiame Date 

1. HH, 60. 343 (b) A Rule Revisions, 2/17/87 
and 60.344 (c) Lime Manufacturing Plants 

2. Appendix A, A Changes Gas Chromatography 2/19/87 
Method 18 Test Method 

3. A, 60.8 A Amendments to Opacity 3/26/87 
ProVisions 

4. Ka, 60.llla to N Standards For 4/08/87 
60.114a VOL Storage Vessels 

5. Kb, 60.llOb to A Rule Revisions-Petroleum 4/08/87 
60.117b Liquid Storage Vessels 

6. Appendix A, A Add Test Method for 6/01/87 
Method 15A Petroleum Refineries 

7. Appendix F A Q.A Requirements for 6/04/87 
Procedure 1 Gaseous ·CEM's 

*8. D,60.43a A Rule Revisions, Fossil - 8/04/87 
Fuel-Fired Steam Generators 

9. Appendix A A Add Test Method for 8/17/87 
Method lOA Petroleum Refineries 

*10. BBB, 60.540 N Add Standard for Rubber 9/15/87 
to 548 Tire Manufacturing Industry 

11. Appendix A A Add Test Method, SUlfur 9/29/87 
Methods 16A Emissions 
and 16B 

12. Appendix A A C1anges 802 Test Method 10/28/87 
Method 6 

A-1 
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13. DD, 60.300 A Applicability elates for 11/05/87 

GG, 60.330 Grain Elevators, 
Stationary Gas Turl:>ines 

14. Db, 60.42b, 60.45b A Add 802 Standard for 12/16/87 
60.47b Appendix A Irxlustrial-conunercial-
Method 19 Institutional steam 

Gene:tat:ing Units 

15. TIT, 60. 720 to N Add Standard for 1/29/88 
60.726 Irxiustrial SUrface coating-

Plastic Parts for Business 
Machines 

16. Appendix A A Cllanges Flame Ionization 2/12/88 
Method 25 Test Method 

*17. AAA, 60.530 N Standards for New 2/26/88 
to 539b Residential Wood Heaters 

*18. Appendix B, PS 6 A Add Performance Standard 3/09/88 
for CERMS 

*19. BB, 60.286 A Extension to IT Waiver for 4/12/88 
Kraft Pulp Mills 

20. Appendix A A Add Alternative 8/08/88 
Method SF Procedure to Test Method 

*21. SSS, 60.710 to 718 N Standards for Magnetic 10/03/88 
Tape Manufacturing Ilxlustry 

22. o, 60.153 & 60.154 A Rule Revisions, Sewage 10/06/88 
Trea"bnent Plants 

23. Appendix A, A Cllanges Test Method and 10/21/88 
Metl-ior:ls 10 and. lOB CEMS's for m 
Appendix B, PS 4 

*24. J, 60.106b A voc Emissions from 11/23/88 
Petrole\llll Refinery 
Wastewater Systems 

*25. SSS, 60.711 to 718 A Corrections, Magnetic 11/29/88 
Tape Industry 

26. F, 60.63 & 60.64 A Rule Revisions, Portland 12/14/88 
Cement Plants 

27. Appendix A A Adds New Test Methods 3/28/89 
Methods lA, 2C, 
and 2D 
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28. E, 61. 53 to 61. 56 A Rule ReVisions to Me=W:y 3/19/87 
stan:1ards 

*29. K, 61.123 to 126 A Technical Amendments, 7/28/87 
61.07 to 13 Radionuclides 

30. A, 61.01 A Rule ReVisions, General 10/08/87 
Provisions 

31. 61.54, 61.60, A Rule ReVisions, General 9/23/88 
61.64, 61.65, Provisions and Test 
61. 70, 61.153, Methods 
61.245, Appendix B 

* Items not being considered for adoption in Oregon because of non
applicability or appropriateness at this time. 

PUIN\AR455 
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• 
ATTACHMENT B 

STATEMENT OF NEED FOR RULEMAKING 

Pursuant to ORS 183.335(2), this statement provides information on the 
intended action to amend rules. 

1. Legal Authority 

This proposal amends Oregon Administrative Rules 340-25-450 to 340-25-
805. It is proposed under authority of Oregon Revised Statutes 
468.020(1) and 468.295(3) where the Environmental Quality Commission is 
authorized to establish different rules for different sources of air 
pollution. 

2. Need for the Rule 

The proposed changes bring the Oregon rules up-to-date with changes and 
additions to the federal "Standards of Performance for New Stationary 
Sources", 40 CFR 60, and "National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air 
Pollutants", 40 CFR 61. As Oregon rules are kept up-to-date with the 
federal rules, then the federal Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
delegates authority to enforce their rules to the Department, allowing 
Oregon industry and commerce to be regulated by only one environmental 
agency. 

3. Principal Documents Relied Upon in this Rulemaking 

Title 40 Code of Federal Regulations, as amended in recent Federal 
Registers. 

New (N) 
or (A) 
Amended 

40 CFR Subpart Rule Subiect of Rule Cbange 
Register 
Date 

1. HH, 60.343 
and 60.344 

2. Appendix A, 
Method 18 

3. A, 60.8 

4. Ka, 60. llla 
60.114a 

(b) 
(c) 

to 

A Rule Revisions, 
Lime Manufacturing Plants 

A Changes Gas Chromatography 
Test Method 

A Amendments to Opacity 
Provisions 

N Standards For 
VOL Storage Vessels 

2/17/87 

2/19/87 

3/26/87 

4/08/87 
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5. Kb, 60.llOb to A Rule Revisions-Petroleum 4/08/87 
60.117b Liquid Storage Vessels 

6. Appendix A, A Add Test Method for 6/01/87 
Method lSA Petroleum Refineries 

7. Appendix F A QA Requirements for 6/04/87 
Procedure 1 Gaseous CEM's 

8. Appendix A, A Add Test Method for 8/17/87 
Method lOA Petroleum Refineries 

9. Appendix A A Add Test Method, Sulfur 9/29/87 
Methods 16A Emissions 
and 16B 

10. Appendix A A Changes S02 Test Method 10/28/87 
Method 6 

11. DD, 60.300 A Applicability dates for 11/05/87 
GG, 60.330 Grain Elevators, 

Stationary Gas Turbines 

12. Db,60.42b,60.45b A Add S02 Standard for 12/16/87 
60.47b Appendix A Industrial-Commercial-
Method 19 Institutional Steam 

Generating Units 

13. TTT ,60. 720 to N Add Standard for 1/29/88 
60. 726 Industrial Surf ace Coating-

Plastic Parts for Business 
Machines 

14. Appendix A A Changes Flame Ionization 2/12/88 
Method 25 Test Method 

15. .c1 .... ppen.dix Ii f';. 1\dd Alternative 8/08/BS 
Method SF Procedure to Test Method 

16. 0,60.153 & 60.154 A Rule Revisions, Sewage 10/06/88 
Treatment Plants 

17. Appendix A, A Changes Test Method and 10/21/88 
Methods 10 and lOB GEMS' s for CO 
Appendix B, PS 4 

18. F,60.63 & 60.64 A Rule Revisions, Portland 12/14/88 
Cement Plants 

19. Appendix A A Adds New Test Methods 3/28/89 
Methods lA, 2C, 
and 2D 
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20. E,61.53 to 61.56 A Rule Revisions to Mercury 
Standards 

3/19/87 

21. A, 61.01 A Rule Revisions, General 
Provisions 

10/08/87 

22. 61.54, 61.60, 
61.64, 61.65, 
61.70, 61.153, 
61.245, Appendix B 

A Rule Revisions, General 
Provisions and Test 
Methods 

9/23/88 

LAND USE COMPATIBILITY STATEMENT 

The Department has concluded that the proposed rules appear to affect land 
use and will be consistent with Statewide Planning Goals and Guidelines. 

Goal 6: (Air, Water and.Land Resources Quality): The proposal is designed 
to improve and maintain air quality in the affected area and is 
therefore consistent with the goal. 

Goal 11: (Public Facilities and Services): The proposal is deemed 
unaffected by the rules. 

Public comment on any land use issue involved is welcome and may be 
submitted in the same manner as indicated for testimony in this notice. 

FISCAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACT 

These federal rules are already promulgated by EPA, therefore sources 
affected are already subject to the costs of control and compliance. 
Adoption by and delegation to DEQ simplifies environmental administration 
generally at less cost. 

Small businesses will incur less cost and processing time if these rules are 
administered by only one agency. 

PLAN\AR437 
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Oregon Department of Environmental Quality ATTACHMENT C 

A CHANCE TO COMMENT ON ... 

New Federal Air Quality Rules To Be Adopted as State Standards 

WHO IS 
AFFECTED: 

WHAT IS 
PROPOSED: 

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 

Hearing Date: August 25, 1989 
Comments Due: August 30, 1989 

Industry which may build new, reconstruct, or modify air 
pollution sources in the categories listed below. 

The Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) is proposing 
to amend OAR 340-25-450 to 340-25-805 to add two new and 20 
modified rules already in force under the federal 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA): 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

40 CFR Subpart 

HH, 60.343 
and 60.344 

Appendix A, 
Method 18 

A, 60.8 

Ka, 60.llla 
60.114a 

Kb, 60.llOb 
60 .117b 

Appendix A, 
Method 15A 

D,60.43a 

Appendix A 
Method lOA 

Appendix A 
Methods 16A 
and 16B 

Appendix A 
Method 6 

(b) 
(c) 

to 

to 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: 

Industry Affected 

Rule Revisions, 
Lime Manufacturing Plants 

Changes Gas Chromatography 
Test Method 

Amendments to Opacity 
Provisions 

Standards For VOL Storage 
Vessels 

Rule Revisions-Petroleum 
Liquid Storage Vessels 

Add Test Method for 
Petroleum Refineries 

Rule Revisions, Fossil
Fuel-Fired Stearn Generators 

Add Test Method for 
Petroleum Refineries 

Add Test Method, Sulfur 
Emissions 

Changes S02 Test Method 

811S.W.6th Avenue 
Portland, OR 97204 

c - 1 
Contact the person or division identified in the public notice by calling 229w5696 in the Portland area. To avoid long 
distance charges from other parts of the state, call 1 w8QQw452w4011. 
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11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

DD, 60.300A 
GG, 60.330 

Db, 60.42b, 60.45b 
60.47b Appendix A 
Method 19 

TTT, 60. 720 to 
60. 726 

Appendix A 
Method 25 

Appendix A 
Method SF 

0, 60.153 & 60.154 

Appendix A, 
Methods 10 and lOB 
Appendix B, PS 4 

F, 60.63 & 60.64 

Appendix A 
Methods lA, 2C, 
and 2D 

E, 61.53 to 61.56 

A, 61.01 

61.54, 61.60, 
61.64, 61.65, 
61. 70, 61.153, 
61.245, Appendix B 

Applicability dates for 
Grain Elevators, 
Stationary Gas Turbines 

Add S02 Standard for 
Industrial-Comrnercial
Institutional Steam 
Generating Units 

Add Standard for 
Industrial Surface Coating
Plastic Parts for Business 
Machines 

Changes Flame Ionization 
Test Method 

Add Alternative 
Procedure to Test Method 

Rule Revisions, Sewage 
Treatment Plants 

Changes Test Methods and 
GEMS' s for CO 

Rule Revisions, Portland 
Cement Plants 

Adds New Test Methods 

Rule Revisions to Mercury 
Star1dards 

Rule Revisions, General 
Provisions 

Rule Revisions, General 
Provisions and Test 
Methods 
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WHAT ARE THE 
HIGHLIGHTS: 

HOW TO 
COMMENT: 

WHAT IS THE 
NEXT STEP: 

PLAN\AR438 

The Department proposes to adopt these federal rules and to 
request EPA to delegate authority to enforce over those 
sources in Oregon to DEQ. This is considered a routine 
rulemaking action, since the sources must abide by an 
identical federal rule, already in force. 

Copies of the complete proposed rule package may be obtained 
from the Air Quality Division in Portland, 811 S.W. Sixth 
Avenue, or the regional office nearest you. For further 
information contact Brian Finneran at (503) 229-6278. 

A public hearing will be held before a hearings officer at: 

10 A.M. 
Friday, August 25, ·1989 
Room 4a, 4th floor, Executive Building 
811 S.W. 6th, Portland, OR 97204 

Oral and written comments will be accepted at the public 
hearing. Written comments may be sent to the DEQ, but must 
be received by no later than August 30. 1989 

After public hearing, the Environmental Quality Commission 
may adopt .rule amendments identical to the proposed 
amendments, adopt modified rule amendments on the same 
subject matter, or decline to act. The adopted rules will be 
submitted to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for 
delegation. The Commission's deliberation should come on 
September 8. 1989, as part of the agenda of a regularly 
scheduled Commission meeting. 

A Statement of Need, Fiscal and Economic Impact Statement, 
and Land Use Consistency Statement are attached to this 
notice. 
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ATTACHMENT D 

PROPOSED RULE REVISIONS 

Emission Standards and Procedural 
Requirements for Hazardous Air Contaminants 

General Provisions 
OAR 340-25-460 

(1) Applicability. The provisions of these rules shall apply to any source 
which emits air contaminants for which a hazardous air contaminant standard 
is prescribed. Compliance with the provisions of these rules shall not 
relieve the source from compliance with other applicable rules of the Oregon 
Administrative Rules, Chapter 340, or with applicable provisions of the 
Oregon Clean Air Act Implementation Plan. 

(2) Prohibited activities: 
(a) No person shall operate any source of emissions subject to these 

rules without first registering such source with the Department following 
procedures established by ORS 468.320 and OAR 340-20-005 through 340-20-015. 
Such registration shall be accomplished within ninety (90) days following 
the effective date of these rules. 

(b) After the effective date of these rules, no person shall construct 
a new source or modify any existing source so as to cause or increase 
emissions of contaminants subject to these rules without first obtaining 
written approval from the Department. 

(c) No person subject to the provisions of these emission standards 
shall fail to provide reports or report revisions as required in these 
rules. 

(3) Application for approval of construction or modification. All 
applications for construction or modification shall comply with the 
requirements of rules 340-20-020 through 340-20-030 and the requirements of 
the standards set forth in these rules. 

(4) Notification of startup. Notwithstanding the requirements of rules 
340-20-020 through 340-20-030, any person owning or operating a new source 
of emissions subject to these emission standards shall furnish the 
Department written notification as follows: 

(a) Notification of the anticipated date of startup of the source not 
more than sixty (60) days nor less than thirty (30) days prior to the 
anticipated date. 

(b) Notification of the actual startup date of the source within 
fifteen (15) days after the actual date. 
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(5) Source reporting and approval request. Any person operating any 
existing source, or any new source for which a standard is prescribed in 
these rules which had an initial startup which preceded the effective date 
of these rules shall provide the following information to the Department 
within ninety (90) days of the effective date of these rules: 

(a) Name and address of the owner or operator. 
(b) Location of the source. 
(c) A brief description of the source, including nature, size, design, 

method of operations, design capacity, and identification of emission points 
of hazardous contaminants. 

(d} The average weight per month of materials being processed by the 
source and percentage by weight of hazardous contaminants contained in the 
processed materials, including yearly information as available. 

(e) A description of existing control equipment for each emission 
point, including primary and secondary control devices and estimated control 
efficiency of each control device. 

(6) Source emission tests and ambient air monitoring. 
(a) Emission tests and monitoring shall be conducted using methods set 

forth in 40 CFR, Part 61, Appendix B, as published in the Code of Federal 
Regulations last amended by the Federal Register, [November 7, 1985, pages 
46290 to 46295] November 21. 1988, page 46976. The methods described in 40 
CFR, Part 61, Appendix B, are adopted by reference and made a part of these 
rules. Copies of these methods are on file at the Department of 
Environmental Quality. 

(b) At the request of the Department, any source subject to standards 
set forth in these rules may be required to provide emission testing, 
facilities as follows: 

(A) Sampling ports, safe sampling platforms, and access to 
sampling platforms adequate for test methods applicable to such source. 

(B) Utilities for sampling and testing equipment. 
(c) Emission tests may be deferred if the Department determines that 

the source is meeting the standard as proposed in these rules. If such a 
deferral of emission tests is requested, information supporting the request 
shall be submitted with the request for written approval of operation. 
Approval of deferral of emission tests shall not in any way prohibit the 
Department from ca.r1celing th.a deferral if furtl-H3r ir1forrn.atior1 indicates tl1at 
such testing may be necessary to insure compliance with these rules. 

(7) Delegation of authority. The commission may, when any regional 
authority requests and provides evidence demonstrating its capability to 
carry out the provisions of these rules relating to hazardous contaminants, 
authorize and confer jurisdiction within its boundary until such authority 
and jurisdiction shall be withdrawn for cause by the Commission. 
Emission Standard For Mercury 

OAR 340-25-480 

(1) Applicability. The provisions of this rule are applicable to sources 
which process mercury ore to recover mercury, sources using mercury chlor
alkali cells to produce chlorine gas and alkali metal hydroxide, and to any 
other source, the operation of which results or may result in the emission 
of mercury to the ambient air. 
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(2) Emission Standard. No person shall cause to be discharged into the 
atmosphere emissions from any source exceeding 2,300 grams of mercury during 
any 24 hour period, except that mercury emissions to the atmosphere from 
sludge incineration plants, sludge drying plants, or a combination of these 
that process wastewater treatment plant sludges shall not exceed 3200 grams 
of mercury per 24 hour period. 

(3) Stack sampling: 
(a) Mercury ore processing facility: 

(A) Unless a deferral of emission testing is obtained under 
subsection 340-25-460(6)(c) of these rules, each person operating source 
processing mercury ore shall test emissions from his source, subject to the 
following: 

(i) Within ninety (90) days of the effective date of these 
rules for existing sources or for new sources having startup dates prior to 
the effective date of this standard. 

(ii) Within ninety (90) days of startup in the case of a new 
source having a startup date after the effective date of this standard. 

(B) The Department shall be notified at least thirty (30) days 
prior to an emission test so that they may, at their option, observe the 
test. 

(C) Samples shall be taken over such periods and frequencies as 
necessary to determine the maximum emissions occurring during any 24 hour 
period. Calculations of maximum 24 hour emissions shall be based on that 
combination of process operating hours and any variation in capacities or 
processes that will result in maximum emissions. No changes in operation 
which may be expected to increase total emissions over those determined by 
the most recent stack test shall be made until estimates of the increased 
emissions have been calculated, and have been reported to and approved in 
writing by the Department. 

(D) All samples shall be analyzed and mercury emissions shall be 
determined and reported to the Department within thirty (30) days following 
the stack test. Records of emission test results and other data needed to 
determine mercury emissions shall be retained at the source and made 
available for inspection by the Department for a minimum of two (2) years 
following such determination. 

(b) Mercury Chlor-alkali plant: 
(A) Hydrogen and end-box ventilation gas streams. Unless a 

deferral of emission testing is obtained under subsection 340-25-460(6)(c), 
each person operating a source of this type shall test emissions from his 
source following the provisions of subsection (3)(a) of this rule. 

(B) Room ventilation system: 
(i) Unless a deferral of emission testing is obtained under 

subsection 340-25-460(6)(c), all persons operating mercury chlor-alkali 
plants shall pass all cell room air in forced gas streams through stacks 
suitable for testing. 

(ii) emissions from cell rooms may be tested in accordance 
with provisions of paragraph (3)(b)(a) of this rule or may demonstrate 
compliance with paragraph (3)(b)(B)(iii) of this rule and assume ventilation 
emissions of 1,300 grams/day of mercury. 

(iii) If no deferral of emission testing is requested, each 
person testing emissions shall follow the provisions of subsection (3)(a) of 
this rule. 
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(c) Any person operating a mercury chlor-alkali plant may elect to 
comply with room ventilation sampling requirements by carrying out approved 
design, maintenance, and housekeeping practices. A summary of these 
approved practices shall be available from the Department. 

(d) Stack sampling and sludge sampling at wastewater treatment plants 
shall be performed in accordance with 40 CFR 61.53(d) or 40 CFR 61.54, last 
amended by Federal Register [November 7, 1985, pages 46290 to 46295] 2!! 
March 19. 1987. pages 8724 to 8728. 

Definitions 
OAR 340-25-510 

Standards of Performance for 
New Stationary Sources 

(1) "Administrator" herein and in Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations, 
Part 60, means the Director of the Department or appropriate regional 
authority. 

(2) "Federal Regulation• means Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 
60, as promulgated prior to (January 15, 1987] March 29. 1989. 

(3) "CFR" means Code of Federal Regulations. 

(4) "Regional authority" means a regional air quality control authority 
established under provisions of ORS 468.505. 

General Provisions 
OAR 340-25-530 

Title 40, CFR, Part 60, Subpart A, as promulgated prior. to [January 15, 
1987] March 29, 1989. is by this reference adopted and incorporated herein. 
Subpart A includes paragraphs 60.1 to 60.18 which address, among other 
things, definitions, performance tests, monitoring requirements, and 
modifications. 

Perforwa11ce S ta11dards 

Federal Regulations Adopted by Reference 
OAR 340-25-535 

Title 40, CFR, Parts 60.40 through 60.154, and 60.250 through 60.648, and 
60.680 through 60.685, as established as final rules prior to [January 15, 
1987] March 29. 1989. is by this reference adopted and incorporated herein, 
with the exception of the December 27, 1985 federal register revision to 40 
CFR 60.ll(b). As of [January 15, 1987] March 29. 1989, the Federal 
Regulations adopted by reference set the emission standards for the new 
stationary source categories set out in rules 340-25-550 through [340-25-
715] 340-25-725 (these are summarized for easy screening, but testing 
conditions, the actual standards, and other details will be found in the 
Code of Federal Regulations). 
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Standards of Performance for Industrial-Commercial-Institutional Steam 
Generating Units 

OAR 340-25-553 

The pertinent federal rules are 40 CFR 60.40b to 60.49b, also known as 
Subpart Db. The following emission standards, swnmarizing the federal 
standard set forth in Subpart Db, apply to each steam generating unit of 
more than 29 MW (100 million BTU/hr) heat input capacity, which commenced 
construction, modification, or reconstruction after June 19, 1984: 

(1) Standards for Particulate Matter. No owner or operator subject to the 
provisions of this rule shall cause to be discharged into the atmosphere 
from any affected facility any gases which: 

(a) Contain particulate matter in excess of 22 to 86 nanograms per 
joule (0.05 to 0.20 lb/million BTU) heat input from firing the fuels as 
specified in 40 CFR 60.43b. 

(b) Exhibit opacity greater than 20 percent (6-minute average), except 
for one 6-minute period per hour of not more than 27 percent opacity. 

(2) Standards for Nitrogen Oxides. No owner or operator subject to the 
provisions of this rule shall cause to be discharged into the atmosphere 
from any affected facility any gases which contain nitrogen oxides in excess 
of 43 to 340 nanograms per joule (0.10 to 0.80 lb/million BTU) heat input, 
as specified in table in 40 CFR 60.44b(a). 

(3) Standards for Sulfur Dioxide. No owner or operator subiect to the 
provisions of this rule shall cause to be discharged into the atmosphere 
from any affected facility any gases which contain sulfur dioxide in excess 
of the amounts specified in 40 CFR 60.42b: 

(a) 10 to 50 percent of the potential sulfur dioxide emission rate: 
(b) 520 nanograms per ioule (1.2 lb/million BTU) of heat innut: 
(c) amount determined according to the formula in 40 CFR 60.42b. 

Standards of Performance for Portland Cement Plants 
OAR 340-25-560 

The pertinent 
as Subpart F. 
standards set 
plant: 

federal rules are 40 CFR 60.60 to (60.64] 60.65, also known 
The following emission standards, swnmarizing the federal 

forth in Subpart F, shall apply to each Portland cement 

(1) Standards for Particulate Matter from Kiln. No owner or operator 
subject to the provisions of this rule shall cause to be discharged into the 
atmosphere from any kiln any gases which: 

(a) Contain particulate matter in excess of 0.15 Kg. per metric ton 
(0.30 lb. per ton) of feed (dry basis) to the kiln. 

(b) Exhibit greater than 20 percent opacity. 

(2) Standards for Particulate Matter from Clinker Cooler. No owner or 
operator subject to the provisions of.this rule shall cause to be discharged 
into the atmosphere from any clinker cooler any gasses which: 

(a) Contain particulate matter in excess of 0.050 Kg. per metric ton 
(0.10 lb. per ton) of feed (dry basis) to the kiln. 
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(b) Exhibit 10 percent opacity or greater. 

(3) Standards for Particulate Matter for Other Facilities. No owner or 
operator subject to the provisions of this rule shall cause to be discharged 
into the atmosphere from any affected facility other than the kiln and 
clinker cooler any gases which exhibit 10 percent opacity or greater. 

Standards of Performance for Volatile Organic Liquid Storage Vessels 
OAR 340-25-587 

The pertinent federal rules are 40 GFR 60.llOb to 60.116b. also known as 
Subpart Kb. The following requirements. summarizing the federal 
requirements set forth in Subpart Kb. apply to each storage vessel for 
volatile organic liquids (VOL's) which has a storage capacity greater than 
or equal to 40 cubic meters cmi!>. for which construction. reconstruction. or 
modification is commenced after July 23. 1984. "Volatile organic liquid" 
(VOL) means any organic liquid which can emit volatile organic compounds 
into the atmosphere. These compounds are identified in EPA statements on 
ozone abatement policy for SIP revisions (42 FR 35314. 44 FR 32042. 45 FR 
32424. and 45 FR 48941). Each storage vessel with a design capacity greater 
than or equal to 40 mi! and less than 75 mi! sball have readily accessible 
records showing the dimension of the vessel and an analysis showing the 
capacity of the'vessel. The owner or operator of any storage vessel to 
which this section applies shall store a VOL as follows: 

(1) If the storage capacity is greater than or equal to 151 ml and the 
true vapor pressure of the VOL as stored is equal to or greater than 
5.2 kPa but less than 76.6 kPa. or the storage capacity is greater than 
or equal to 75 mi! but less than 151 mi! and the true vapor pressure is 
equal to or greater than 27.6 kPa but less than 76.6 kPa. the storage 
vessel shall be equipped with either a fixed-internal roof combination. 
an external floating roof. closed vent system and control devise, or an 
equivalent. 

(2) If the storage capacity is greater than or equal to 75 ml and the 

76.6 kPa. the storage vessel shall be equipped with either a closed 
vent system and control devise. or an equivalent. 

Standards of Performance for Gas Turbines 
OAR 340-25-645 

The pertinent federal rules are 40 GFR 60.330 to 60.335, also known as 
Subpart GG. The following emission standards, summarizing the federal 
standards set forth in Subpart GG, apply to any stationary gas turbine with 
a heat input at peak load equal to or greater than 10.7 gigajoules per hour 
(1,000 HP) for which construction. modification, or reconstruction was 
commenced after October 3, 1977: 

(1) Standard for Nitrogen Oxides. No owner or operator subject to the 
provisions of this rule shall cause to by discharged into the atmosphere 
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from any stationary gas turbine, nitrogen oxides in excess of the rates 
specified in 40 CFR 60.332. 

(2) Standard for Sulfur Dioxide. Owners or operators shall: 
(a) Not cause to be discharged into the atmosphere form any gas 

turbine any gases which contain sulfur dioxide in excess of 150 ppm by 
volume at 15 percent oxygen, on a dry basis; or 

(b) Not burn in any gas turbine any fuel which contains sulfur in 
excess of 0.80 percent by weight. 

Standards of Performance for Surface Coating of Plastic Parts for Business 
Machines 

OAR 340-25-725 

The pertinent federal rules are 40 CFR 60.720 to 60.725. also known as 
Subpart TIT. The following emission standard. summarizing the federal 
standard set forth in Subpart TIT. applies to each spray booth in which 
plastic parts for use in the manufacture of business machines receive prime 
coats. color coats. texture coats, or touch-up coats. The standard applies 
to any affected facility which commenced construction. modification. or 
reconstruction after January 8. 1986. 

Standards for Volatile Organic Compounds: No owner or operator shall cause 
to be discharged into the atmosphere Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) that 
exceed the following: 

(1) 1.5 kilograms of VOC per liter of coating solids applied from prime 
coating and color coating: 

(2) 2.3 kilograms of VOC per liter of coating solids applied from 
texture coating and ·touch-up coating. 

PLAN\AR470 
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VICTOR ATIVEH --

ATTACHMENT E 

Environmental Quality Commission 
Mailing Address: BOX 1760, PORTLAND, OR 97207 

522 SOUTHWEST 5th AVENUE, PORTLAND, OR 97204 PHONE (503) 229-5696 

Ii REQUEST FOR EQC ACTION II 

Meeting Date: July 21. 1989 
Agenda Item: _,_F~~~~~~~~~~

Di vision: Air Quality 
Section: Planning & Development 

SUBJECT: 

Request for authorization to conduct a public hearing to 
amend Standards of Performance for New Stationary Sources 
(OAR 340-25-505 to -805) , and to amend Emission Standards and 
Procedural Requirements for Hazardous Air Contaminants (OAR 
340-25-450 to -485). 

PURPOSE: 

To keep Department rules current with federal air regulations 
regarding New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) and the 
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants 
(NESHAPS), so as to maintain delegation of authority to 
administer all appropriate aspects of these rules in Oregon. 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

Work Session Discussion 
General Program Background 
Potential Strategy, Policy, or Rules 

~-Agenda Item~- for current Meeting. 
~- Other: (specify) 

..1L Authorize Rulemaking Hearing 
Adopt Rules 

Proposed Rules 
Rulemaking Statements 
Fiscal and Economic Impact Statement 
Public Notice 

Issue a Contested Case Order 
Approve a Stipulated Order 
Enter an Order· 

Proposed Order 
Approve Department Recommendation 

Variance Request 
Exception to Rule 
Informational Report 
Other: (specify) 

Attachment _Q_ 
Attachment _fl_ 
Attachment _fl_ 
Attachment _s;;__ 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
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DESCRIPTION OF REQUESTED ACTION: 

EPA regularly adopts and amends New Source Performance 
Standards (Part 60 of federal protection of environment 
rules) and emission standards for hazardous air pollutants 
(Part 61 of federal protection of environment rules) • The 
Department of Environmental Quality has historically 
committed to seek delegation to enforce each of these new 
rules in Oregon by bringing its rules up to date with EPA 
rules, when the Department believes those rules are 
applicable and appropriate in Oregon. "Applicable" means the 
existence of affected sources located in· the state, or likely 
to move into the state. "Appropriate" means the federal 
rules are.reasonable and enforceable within DEQ resources and 
enforcement policies. By maintaining delegation to 
administer these federal rules in Oregon, the Department 
believes it can provide a more efficient implementation of 
the rules and reduce the confusion of industry having to deal 
with two agencies (DEQ and EPA). 

AUTHORITY/NEED FOR ACTION: 

Required by Statute: 
_Enactment Date: 

_x_ Statutory Authority: ORS 468.020/468.295(3) 
_x_ Pursuant to Rule: OAR 340-25-450 to -805 
_x_ Pursuant to Federal Law/Rule: 40 CFR Parts 

60 and 61 
Other: 
Time Constraints: (explain) 

DEVELOPMENTAL.BACKGROUND: 

Advisory Committee Report/Recommendation 
Hearing Officer's Report/Recommendations 
Response to Testimony/Comments 
Prior EQC Agenda Items: (list) 
Other Related Reports/Rules/Statutes: 

_x_ Supplemental Background Information 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment _h,_ 

REGULATED/AFFECTED COMMUNITY CONSTRAINTS/CONSIDERATIONS: 

The Department proposes to amend its administrative rules to 
adopt two new standards, modify 4 existing standards, and 
adopt by reference 16 other changes to standards and test 
methods, in order bring the State rules up to date with EPA's 
NSPS and NESHAP9 rule changes, where appropriate and 
applicable. ',_ 
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These proposed rules affect only industry which may build 
new, reconstruct, or modify air pollution sources. Of the 
two new standards·, one may affect approximately 5 to 10 
existing facilities in Oregon where volatile organic liquid 
storage vessels are in use, while the other may affect 
approximately the same number of facilities which operate 
relatively small-scale paint spray booths for plastic parts 
for business machines. 

These federal rules are already promulgated by EPA, and 
therefore the sources affected are already subject to the 
costs of control and compliance. Adoption by and delegation 
to DEQ simplifies environmental administration, and may save 
industry time and cost in dealing with just one agency. 

PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS: 

In acquiring the delegation to administer these federal rules 
in Oregon, the Department assumes responsibility of enforcing 
these rules. currently the Department oversees 42 NSPS 
performance standards and 5 NESHAPS emissions standards. 
This proposed action adds only two new NSPS performance 
standards, with the remainder being amendments to current 
standards and test methods~ .The adoption of these rules is 
not expected to add significantly to the resource burden. 
The Department believes it can effectively administer and 
enforce these rules. 

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BY THE DEPARTMENT: 

The Department has considered two alternatives: 

1. Recommend to the Commission adoption of all new and amended 
federal standards (in Oregon rule form), as listed in 
Attachment A - Supplemental Background Information. 

2. Recommend to the Commission adoption of only those standards 
applicable to existing sources in Oregon, or to sources which· 
could likely locate in Oregon in the future. This follows 
past practices and is acceptable to EPA. This would mean 
that the following NSPS and NESHAPS standards listed in 
Attachment A - Supplemental Background Information, would not 
be added: 

a. Item 8, Fossil Fuel-Fired steam Generators. This 
applies only to two boilers at a plant in Illinois. 

b. Item 10, Rubber Tire Manufacturing. Not 
applicable. There are currently no such plants in 
Oregon. 
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c. Item 17, Residential Wood Heate.rs. This rule will 
be addressed separately later as part of an overall 
update of DEQ's Woodstove certification rules, to 
align them as much as possible with EPA's rules. 
DEQ will need to maintain its efficiency labelling 
program per statutory requirements, at least until 
EPA develops an equivalent program. DEQ should be 
able to defer to EPA the manufacturer's emission 
certification and labelling program, to provide for 
more efficient administration on a national basis, 
while retaining the authority to enforce at retail 
outlets, since EPA resources will not be able to 
adequately address this. The issue of improving 
the durability of stoves to insure maintaining peak 
inhome emission control may also need to be 
addressed, as results of EPA/DEQ inhome studies 
become available later this year. 

d. Item 18, PS 6 for Continuous Emission Rate 
Monitoring Systems (CERMS). After review with EPA, 
this was seen as not applicable to existing Oregon 
sources. 

e. Item 19, p;xtension to Kraft Pulp Mill. This 
applies only to a specific plant in Georgia. 

f. Item 21, Magnetic Tape Manufacturing. Not 
applicable. No current manufacturing in Oregon. 

g. Item 24, Petroleum Refinery Wastewater Systems. No 
current \·:·aste1:.rater s::tst.sms in Oregon (no petrcle1Jnl 
refineries). 

h. Item 25, Magnetic Tape Manufacturing. Same as 
above f., Item 21. 

i. Item 29, Radionuclides. After review with EPA, 
seen as not applicable to Oregon. An emission 
primarily from elemental phosphorus plants; none 
currently in Oregon. 

DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION FOR ACTION. WITH RATIONALE: 

The Department prefers Alternative 2 because it would avoid 
adding unnecessary standards for sources which do not exist 
or are likely to exist in Oregon. If, at some time in the 
future, a new source locates in Oregon for which there are no 
applicable standards, the Department could then recommend ' 
adoption of new rules on a case-by-case basis. The 
Department recommends that the Commission authorize public 
hearings to take place concerning only the adoption of 
applicable standards. 
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hearings to take place concerning only the adoption of 
applicable standards. 

CONSISTENCY WITH STRATEGIC PLAN. AGENCY POLICY. LEGISLATIVE 
POLICY: 

The proposed action is consistent with the Fiscal Year 1989 
State and EPA Agreement to bring its rules up to date with 
federal NSPS and NESHAPS rules changes. The Department is 
not aware of any conflicts involving these federal rules and 
agency or legislative policies. 

ISSUES FOR COMMISSION TO RESOLVE: 

No major issues. This is relatively straightforward 
updating of administrative rules. 

INTENDED FOLLOWUP ACTIONS: 

o File hearing notice with the Secretary of State 

o Hold public hearing 

o Review oral and written testimony and revise proposed 
rules and amendments as appropriate 

o Return to Commission for final rule adoption 

BR:r 
PLAN\AR453 
(7/6/89) 

Approved: 

Section: 

Division: 

Director: 

Report Prepared By: Brian Finneran 

Phone: 229-6278 

Date Prepared: July 6, 1989 
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NEIL GOLDSCHMIDT 
GOVERNOR 

Environmental Quality Commission 
811 SW SIXTH AVENUE, PORTLAND, OR 97204 PHONE (503) 229-5696 

II REQUEST FOR EQC ACTION II 

Meeting Date: 
Agenda Item: 

October 20. 1989 
:iP 

Division: HSW 
Section: SW/WTP 

SUBJECT: 

Adoption of Waste Tire Rules -- Addition of Provisions 
Relating to Denial of Waste Tire Carrier Permits 

PURPOSE: 

Establish criteria to be applied by the Department of 
Environmental Quality (DEQ or Department) when denying an 
application for a waste tire carrier permit; establish 
criteria for suspension, revocation or refusal to renew a 
waste tire storage site permit or waste tire carrier permit; 
add criteria for denial of waste tire storage site permits. 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

Work Session Discussion 
General Program Background 
Potential strategy, Policy, or Rules 
Agenda Item ~- for Current Meeting 
Other: (specify) 

Authorize Rulemaking Hearing 
_x_ Adopt Rules 

Proposed Rules 
Rulemaking Statements 
Fiscal and Economic Impact Statement 
Public Notice 

Issue a Contested Case Order 
Approve a stipulated Order 
Enter an Order 

Proposed Order 

Approve Department Recommendation 
~- Variance Request 

Attachment -11_ 
Attachment _lL 
Attachment _Q_ 
Attachment _IL 

Attachment 

Attachment 
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Exception to Rule 
Informational Report 
Other: .(specify) 

DESCRIPTION OF REQUESTED ACTION: 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

The Commission is requested to adopt proposed rule revisions 
incorporating criteria for waste tire carrier permit denial, 
revocation of permits under the Waste Tire Program, and 
additional criteria for denial of waste tire storage permits. 

AUTHORITY/NEED FOR ACTION: 

_x_ Required by Statute: ORS 459.785 
Enactment Date: 1987 CHB 2022) 

_x_ Statutory Authority: ORS 459.745 
Pursuant to Rule: 
Pursuant to Federal Law/Rule: 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Other: Attachment 

_x_ Time Constraints: (explain) 

No permit denials or revocations are pending; but the rule 
should be in place as soon as possible, as the need to deny 
or revoke a permit could arise at any time. 

DEVELOPMENTAL BACKGROUND: 

Advisory Committee Report/Recommendation Attachment 
_x_ Hearing Officer's Report/Recommendations Attachment _E_ 

Response to Testimony/Comments Attachment 
Prior EQC Agenda Items: 

Agenda Item G, 7/21/89 EQC Meeting -
Authorization to hold public hearing 

Agenda Item K, 4/14/89 EQC Meeting -
Amendments to Permitting Requirements 
for Waste Tire storage Sites and Waste 
Tire Carriers 

Agenda Item G, 7/8/88 EQC Meeting -
Waste Tire Program Permitting Requirements 

Attachment 
Other Related Reports/Rules/Statutes: 

supplemental Background Information 
Attachment 
Attachment 
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October 20, 1989 
p 

REGULATED/AFFECTED COMMUNITY CONSTRAINTS/CONSIDERATIONS: 

Applications for waste tire carrier permits may be denied if 
applicants do not comply with Department rules. Thus, an 
applicant who is or was storing waste tire illegally could be 
denied a waste tire carrier permit. 

A permittee's site or carrier permit may be revoked if the 
permittee does not maintain financial assurance. Maintaining 
financial assurance is a statutory requirement. 

On June 2, 1989, the Waste Tire Advisory Committee reviewed a 
preliminary draft of the rule revisions and made some 
suggestions. They were not asked to make a formal 
recommendation. 

At its July 21, 1989 meeting, the Commission authorized a 
public hearing to take comments on the proposed rule changes. 
A hearing was held on August 31, 1989. One person gave 
general testimony on the waste tire program, but no comments 
were received on the proposed rule. 

PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS: 

The Department Hearings Officer recently supported a denial 
of a waste tire carrier permit, in the absence of specific 
denial criteria in the rule. While the Hearings Officer 
ruled that the Department had sufficient grounds to deny the 
permit in question based on general statutory authority, she 
indicated that a rule needs to be adopted to clarify grounds 
on which denial of a carrier permit may be based. 

The present rule also lacks criteria for revoking waste tire 
storage site permits and carrier permits. These criteria 
need to be established. 

Similar rules exist for permit denials and revocations in 
most programs. Criteria for storage permit denial are 
included in the waste tire storage site permit rules, but one 
additional criterion is being added for consistency with the 
proposed carrier permit denial criteria. 

These rule additions are needed in order to properly 
administer the waste tire permitting program, providing the 
rationale for the Department to deny or revoke permits when 
warranted. 
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ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BY THE DEPARTMENT: 

1. Adopt the proposed rule revisions. 

2. Change the law. 

DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION FOR ACTION. WITH RATIONALE: 

The Department recommends approval of Alternative 1. 

Changing the law is not practical. Rule adoption is the 
appropriate way to handle the need. 

CONSISTENCY WITH STRATEGIC PLAN. AGENCY POLICY. LEGISLATIVE 
POLICY: 

The proposed rule is consistent with similar rules in other 
programs, and will carry out legislative intent to regulate 
the transportation and storage of waste tires. 

ISSUES FOR COMMISSION TO RESOLVE: 

None. 

INTENDED FOLLOWUP ACTIONS: 

File Final Revised Rule with Secretary of State (October 25 
or 26, 1989). 
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Within three weeks notify waste tire storage permittees and 
waste tire carriers of the rule revisions. Notify other 
interested parties of rule changes. 

dmc 
EQC.109 
9/29/89 

Approved: 

Section: 

Division: 

Report Prepared By: Deanna Mueller-Crispin 

Phone: 229-5808 

Date Prepared: September 29, 1989 



Attachment A 

Proposed Revisions 

OREGON DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
ADMINISTRATIVE RULES 

DIVISION 62 - WASTE TIRES 

WASTE TIRE PERMITS 
9/29/89 

Proposed additions to rule are underlined. 
Proposed deletions are in brackets []. 

Department Review of Applications for Waste Tire Storage Sites 

340-62-030 (1) Applications for waste tire storage permits 
shall be processed in accordance with the Procedures for Issuance, 
Denial, Modification and Revocation of Permits as set forth in OAR 
Chapter 340, Division 14, except as otherwise provided in OAR 
Chapter 340, Division 62. 

(2) Applications for permits shall be complete only if 
they: 

(a) Are submitted on forms provided by the Department, 
accompanied by all required exhibits, and the forms are completed 
in full and are signed by the applicant and the property owner or 
person in control of the premises; 

(b) Include plans and specifications as required by OAR 340-
62-018 and 340-62-020; 

(c) Include the appropriate application fee pursuant to OAR 
340-62-020(1) (c). 

(3) An application may be accepted as complete for 
processing if all required materials have been received with the 
exception of the financial assurance required under OAR 340-62-
020 ( 1) (b) and 340-62-022, and the written statement of 
compatibility of the proposed site with the acknowledged local 
comprehensive plan and zoning requirements from the local 
government unit(s) having jurisdiction. However, the Department 
shall not issue a "second-stage" waste tire storage permit unless 
required financial assurance and land use compatibility have been 
received. 

(4) Following the submittal of a complete waste tire storage 
permit application, the director shall cause notice to be given in 
the county where the proposed site is located in a manner 
reasonably calculated to notify interested and affected persons of 
the permit application. 

A - p. 1 



(5) The notice shall contain information regarding the 
location of the site and the type and amount of waste tires 
intended for storage at the site. In addition, the notice shall 
give any person substantially affected by the proposed site an 
opportunity to comment on the permit application. 

(6) The Department may conduct a public hearing in the 
county where a proposed waste tire storage site is located. 

· (7) Upon receipt of a completed application, the Department 
may deny the permit if: 

(a) The application contains a material misrepresentation 
or false information[.] or fails to disclose fully all relevant 
facts; or 

(b) The application was wrongfully accepted by the 
Department[.]; or 

(c) The proposed waste tire storage site would not comply 
with these rules or the waste tire statutes or any other 
applicable rules or statutes of the Department[.]; or 

ldl The applicant has not complied with these rules or other 
applicable rules of the Department or rules of other governmental 
agencies which relate to waste tires; or 

[(d)] i.!tl_ There is no clearly demonstrated need for the 
proposed new, modified or expanded waste tire storage site. 

(8) Based on the Department's review of the waste tire 
storage [site] application, and any public comments received by 
the Department, the director shall issue or deny the permit. The 
director's decision shall be subject to appeal to the Commission 
and judicial review under ORS 183.310 to 183.550. 

Department Review of Waste Tire Carrier Permit Applications 

340-62-070 ..L!J.. Applications for waste tire carrier permits 
shall be processed in accordance with the Procedures for Issuance, 
Denial, Modification and Revocation of Permits as set forth in OAR 
Chapter 340, Division 14, except as otherwise provided in OAR 
Chapter 340, Division 62. 

12) Applications for waste tire carrier permits shall be 
complete only if they: 

(al Are submitted on forms provided by the Department. 
accompanied by all required exhibits. and the forms are completed 
in full and are signed by the applicantlsl; 
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lbl Include the appropriate application fee pursuant to OAR 
340-62-055 and 340-62-063; and 

lcl Include acceptable financial assurance pursuant to OAR 
340-62-055. 

13) Upon receipt of a completed application. the Department 
may deny the permit if: 

lal The application contains a material misrepresentation or 
false information or fails to disclose fully all relevant facts; 
or 

lb) The application was wrongfully accepted by the 
Department; or 

lcl The applicant has not comolied with these rules or other 
applicable rules of the Department or rules of other governmental 
agencies which relate to waste tires. 

14) Based on the Department's review of the waste tire 
carrier application. the director shall issue or deny the permit. 
The director's decision shall be subject to appeal to the 
Commission and judicial review under ORS 183.310 to 183.550. 

Permit suspension or Revocation 

340-62-075 Ill The Department may suspend, revoke or refuse 
to renew any permit issued under OAR 340-62-005 through 340-62-070 
if it finds: 

(a) Failure to comolv with anv conditions of the permit, 
provisions of ORS 459.710 through 459.780, the rules of the 
Commission or an order of the Commission or Department; or 

lbl Failure to maintain in effect at all times the reauired 
bond or other approved equivalent financial assurance in the 
amount specified in ORS 459.720 and ORS 459.730 or in the permit; 

(c) The permit was obtained by misrepresentation or failure 
to disclose fully all relevant facts; 

(d) A significant change in the quantity or character of 
waste tires received or in the method of waste tire storage site 
operation; or 

(el Failure to timely remit the annual compliance fee, or 
nonoavment by drawee of any instrument tendered by applicant as 
payment of the permit fee. 
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(2\ suspension or revocation of a permit shall be processed 
in accordance with the Procedures for Issuance. Denial. 
Modification and Revocation of Permits as set forth in OAR 340-14-
045. except as otherwise provided in OAR Chapter 340. Division 62. 

carrule.rev 
9/29/89 
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RULEMAKING STATEMENTS 
for 

Attachment B 

Proposed New Rule and Revisions to Existing Rule 
Pertaining to Storage and Hauling of Waste Tires 

OAR Chapter 340, Division 62 

Pursuant to ORS 183.335, these statements provide information on 
the intended action to adopt a rule. 

STATEMENT OF NEED: 

Legal Authority 

The 1987 Oregon Legislature passed the Waste Tire Act regulating 
the disposal, storage and transportation of waste tires. ORS 
459.785 requires the Commission to adopt rules and regulations 
necessary to carry out the provisions of ORS 459.705 to 459.790. 
The Commission is adopting a new rule and revisions to an existing 
rule which are necessary to carry out the provisions of the Waste 
Tire Act. 

Need for the Rule 

Improper storage, disposal and hauling of waste tires represents a 
significant problem throughout the state. The Waste Tire Act 
establishes a comprehensive program to regulate the disposal, 
storage and transportation of waste tires. The new rule and the 
rule revision are needed to adopt criteria needed in administering 
the permitting parts of the program. 

Principal Documents Relied Upon 

a. Oregon Revised Statutes, Chapter 459. 
b. Oregon Administrative Rules, Chapter 340, Division 62. 

LAND USE CONSISTENCY STATEMENT: 

The proposed rules appear to affect land use to a minimum extent, 
and appear to be consistent with Statewide Planning Goals and 
Guidelines. 

With regard to Goal 6 (Air, Water and Land Resources Quality), the 
rules pertain to issuing permits for proper storage and 
transportation of waste tires. The rules establish criteria for 
denial of an application for a waste tire carrier or storage site 
permit, and for revocation of a waste tire storage site permit or 
waste tire carrier permit. One of the grounds for denial or 
revocation is non-compliance with the Department's waste tire 
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! 
' ' storage site rule9·. This is another tool for the Depar'tment to 

use in/promoting proper storage of waste tires. 

The ry1es do not appear to· conflict with other Goals. 

Publlc c9mment.on any land use issue involvEld is welcomEl and may 
be submitted in the manner deiscribed in th.El accompanyiI1g NOTICE OF 
PUJ:l•LIC ;HEARING. 

It i9'requested that local, state and federal agenc~a's.review the 
proposed action a,nd comment on possiblEl conflicts with their .· 
programs affecting land qse and with Statewide planning goals ·· 
~i,thin their· expertise a!'ld jurisdiction. i ' 
I.,_,/ ,-. ' ,, ' 

The Department of Envir.6nmental Quality ·intends to ask the 
Department of Land Con¢ervation and Development to mediate any 
apparent COtlflicts bro,ught,.to our attention by local, state O;t" 
federal·authorities. / 

ecf sstm 
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storage site rules. This is another tool for the Department to 
use in promoting proper storage of waste tires. 

The rules do not appear to conflict with other Goals. 

Public comment on any land use issue involved is welcome and may 
be submitted in the manner described in the accompanying NOTICE OF 
PUBLIC HEARING. 

It is requested that local, state and federal agencies.review the 
proposed action and comment on possible conflicts with their 
programs affecting land use and with statewide planning goals 
within their expertise and jurisdiction. 

The Department of Environmental Quality intends to ask the 
Department of Land Conservation and Development to mediate any 
apparent conflicts brought to our attention by local, state or 
federal authorities. 

ecfsstm 
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Attachment B 
J 

//RUIJl)MAKING STATEMENTS 
/ for 

Proposed Jl!ew Rule and Revisions to Existing Rule 
Pertaini~g to Storage and Hauling of Waste Tires 

I l 

./' OAR Chapter 340 ,· D~Vision 62 

Pursuant to qR~ 183.335, these stat/ments 
the intended/ action to adopt a rule{. 

provide information on 

i 

STATEMENT .Of NEED: 

Legal Authority/ 
_/" 

.{' ,, ' . " . 
The 19870regon Legislature passed the Waste Tire Act regulating 
the di,Sposal; storage. and transportation of waste tires. ORS 
459. 7Jl5 reqi,iires the' commissiion to adopt rules and regulations 
neceiii;ary to carry .out the provisions of ORS 459. 705 to 459. 790. 
The .Commission is adopting a new rule and reyisions to an existing 
rule,•which are necessary to carry out ttie pi;bvisions of the Waste 
Tire Act. · · · 

Ne~d for the Rule 

Improper storage, dispo!'lal and hauling of waste tires represents a 
significant problem throughout the State. The Waste Tire Act 
establishes a comprehensive program to 'regulate the disposal, 
storage and'transportation of ,waste tires. The new rule and the 
rule revision are needed to adopt criteria needed iiy administering 
the permitting parts of the program. 

Principal Documents Relied Upon 

a. Oregon Revised Statut,es, Chapt$r 459. 
b. Oregon Administrativ~ Rules, Chapter.340, Di.vision 62. 

LAND USE CONSISTENCY STATEMENT: 

The proposed rules ap,pear to affect land use to a minimum extent, 
and appear to be consistent with Statewide Planning Goals and 
Guidelines. :' 

J ,r: 

With regard to Goal 6 (Air, Water,/find Land Resourc~s Quality), the 
rules pertain to issuing permits for proper stor;:i'ge and .· 
transportation of waste tires. The rules establish criteria for 
denial of an application for a waste tire carrier or storage site 
permit, and for revocation of a waste tire storage site permit or 
waste tire carrier permit. One of the grounds for denial or 
revocation is non-compliance with the Department's waste tire 
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Attachment C 

FISCAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT 

I. Introduction 

The statute (ORS 459.745) requires the Director to issue or deny 
an application for a waste tire carrier permit or a waste tire 
storage permit based on the Department's review of the 
application. The new rule and the rule revisions establish 
criteria for denial of waste tire carrier permit applications, arid 
for revocation of storage and carrier permits. The existing rule 
already has criteria for denial of a waste tire storage site 
application, but one criterion is added for consistency with the 
proposed new rule. The criteria mainly require that a permittee 
or applicant comply with existing waste tire statutes and rules. 

II. General Public 

The general public may use waste tire carriers to remove their 
waste tires for proper disposal. The public may also deliver 
their own waste tires to permitted waste tire storage sites. A 
permitted waste tire carrier will likely charge between $.75 and 
$1.00 to pick up and properly dispose of waste passenger tires. 
In the past, "tire jockeys" have been willing to accept tires for 
less, perhaps $.25 each, but proper disposal was not assured. A 
waste tire storage site permitted by DEQ will likely charge around 
$.65 per passenger tire for proper disposal. The public may have 
been able in the past to dispose of tires in illegal tire piles 
for half that amount. 

However, these changes in waste tire disposal costs are not 
brought about by the present rule, but rather by the Waste Tire 
Act of 1987 which attempts to eliminate illegal disposal. The 
present rule has no financial impact on the general public beyond 
the impact of the waste tire statute itself; the rule is another 
tool for the Department to enforce the statute. 

III. Small Business 

Many small businesses, ·such as retail tire dealers, must 
for disposal of waste tires generated by their business. 
comments apply to them as to the general public under II 

arrange 
The same 

above. 

Many, if not most, waste tire carriers are small businesses. This 
proposed rule revision does not impose- any additional financial 
burden on them beyond the statute and existing rule. It simply 
clarifies that they must operate within the statute and program 
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rules in order to be issued and retain a waste tire carrier 
permit. 

IV. Large Business 

\ 

Some large businesses'must dispose of waste tires. This rule 
would have the same impact on them as on small businesses with 
tires to dispose of. · 

v. Local Governments 

Some local·governments generate waste tires w~ii:;h they hav~ to 
dispose of. The rul.e would have the same impact on them as onl the 
general public. ·, 

VI. State Agencies 

A few state agencies may need to dispose of waste tir~s. This 
rule would have the same impact on them as on the genera],. public. 
Otherwise, the Department is the only agency impacted'. Permit 
review processes are handled by existing Department staff. The 
Proposed rule will have no appreciable fiscal impact on the 
Department. 
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rules in order to be issued and retain a waste tire carrier 
permit. 

IV. Large Business 

Some large businesses must dispose of waste tires. This rule 
would have the same impact on them as on small businesses with 
tires t9 dispose of. 

V. Local Governments 

Some local governments generate waste tires which they have to 
dispose of. The rule would have the same impact on them as on the 
general public. 

VI. state Agencies 

A few state agencies may need to dispose of waste tires. This 
rule would have the same impact on them as on the general public. 
Otherwise, the Department is the only agency impacted. Permit 
review processes are handled by existing Department staff. The 
Proposed rule will have no appreciable fiscal impact on the 
Department. 
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Attachment c 

FISCAL AND ECONowtc IMPACT STATEMENT 
11"· 

I. Introduction 

The statute (ORS 459.745).·fequires the Director to issue or deny 
an application for a was"j::e tire carrie:i:permit or a waste tire 
storage permit_ based on,>the Departmemt'.' i;i review of the 
ap~lic;;i.tion ... · Th7 new rule and. the, :i:ul~j!' revisic;ins est;;i.blif'.lh 
criteria for denial off waste tire car:i;-ier permit applications, and 
for/revocation of storage and carrie;rt permits. The existing rule 
aljieady has criteri_a for denial of /i. waste tire storage site 
aJ?plication,, but ope criterion is

1
added for consistency with the 

p,roposed new rulei The criteria.mainly require that a permittee 

1
6r applicant comply with existif19' waste tire statutes and rules. 

· II. General Public 
•' . 

The general p)iblic may use waste tire carriers to)remove their 
waste tires #or pro'Per disposal. The public inay )lso deliver 
their own waste t:l:res to permitted waste tire st.orage sites. A 
permitted wfiste "j::ire carr;i'er will likely,,. charge"between $. 75 and 
$1.00 to p.jick up and properly dispose _or waste passenger tires. 
In the past, "tire jockeys" have beej1willing'/to accept tires for 
less, perhaps $.25 each,.; but proper-disposal was not assured. A 
waste tire storage site permitted by DEQ w~.11 likely charge around 
$. 65 per/passenger tii;:'e for proper disposa.l. The public may have 
been able i)'I the past,to dispose of tires/in illegal tire piles 
for half tl;lat amounti · 

However, t
0

hese changes in waste tire disposal costs are not 
brought J:ibout by the present rule, bui;' rather by the ;Waste Tire 
Act of i.987 wl1icl1 <)tt.ernpt.s -to elimi:r1a«Ee illegal __ , .disp.'Osal. Tl1e 
present rule has no financial impact/on the general/public beyond 
the impact of the 'waste tire statute itself;/the rule is another 
tool for the Department to enforce .the stat.lite. / 

! 
L ( 

III. Small Busir{_es~1/ / 

.. / ,, /:· / 
Many small businesses, ·such as retail _tire dea,Iers, must 
for disposal of waste tires generated' ·by thei:if business. 
comments apply to them as to the general pub~ric unde;>II 

arrange 
The same 

above. 
: f I ,/ 

Many, if not most, waste tire caxrlers are $
1

kall .J:J~sinesses. This 
proposed rule revision does not impose· any ,.ii.dd}.rlonal financial 
burden on them beyond the statute and existii,,p,g rule. It simply 
clarifies that they must operate within the statute and program 

c - p. 1 
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ATTACHMENT D 

' 

Oregon Department of Environmental Quality. 

A CHANCE TO COMMENT ON ••• 

WHO IS 
AFFECTED: 

WHAT IS 
PROPOSED: 

WHAT ARE THE 
HIGHLIGHTS: 

HOW TO 
COMMENT: 

811 S.W. 6th Avenue 
Portland, OR 97204 

11/1/05 

Proposed Rules Related to Denying and Revoking 
Waste Tire Carrier and Storage Site Permits 

Hearing Date; 8/31/89 
Comments Due: 9/6/89 

Applicants for waste tire carrier permits. Permitted waste tire 
carriers and waste tire storage site operators. The public who dispose 
of waste tires. 

The Department proposes to revise existing administrative rule OAR 
340-62-070 governing review of waste tire carrier permit applications, 
an4 OAR 340-62-030, regulating review of waste tire storage applications. 
The Department also proposes to adopt a new administrative rule, OAR 340-
62·075, governing revocation of waste tire carrier and waste tire storage 
site permits. 

The rule revision would add criteria for denial of applications for 
waste tire carrier permits and one additional criterion for denial of 
waste tire storage site applications. The new rule would establish 
criteria for revocation and suspension of waste tire carrier and waste 
tire storage site permits. In general, failure to comply with 
applicable Department statutes or rules would be grounds for denial or 
revocation of a permit. 

A public hearing will be held before a hearings officer at: 

7:00 - 8:30 p.m. 
Thursday, August 31, 1989 
Old Shriners Hospi.tal Building 
Board Room 
8200 N.E. Sandy Boulevard 
Portland, OR 

Written or oral comments may be presented at the 11earing. Writte~ 

comments may also be sent to the Department of environmental Quality, 
Waste Tire Program, Hazardous and Solid Waste Division, 811 S.W. 6th 
Avenue, Portland, OR 97204, and must be received no later than 
5:00 p.m., Wednesday, September 6, 1989. 

(over) 

FOR FURTHER INF0.9MA TION: 
Contact the person or div1s1on identified in the public notice by calling 229-5696 in the Portland area. To avoid long 
distance charges from other parts of the state. call 1-800-452-4011. 

D - p. 1 



I 
! 

WHAT IS 'n\E 
NEXT STEP;': 

! 

SB8635 

) 
! . ' 

Cdpirs of the complete proposed ,rule package may be obtained from the 
DEQ Hazardous and Solid Waste Division. For further inform:ltion, 
cont~ct Deanna Mueller-Crispin at 229-5808, or .toll-free at/ 
1-800-452-.4011. ! 

The! Envj'ronmental Qu~iit;y Commtssion m8.Y adopt new )i~les ~denti'cal to 
th~ on~s propo$ed, ~tlopt modif;ied ru1es as a resul¢ of telitim6ny 
receiv:l.d, or mJy d'ltline to aqopt r~les. The' Conunission wil;l cons der 

! I ,· ; • , • • .. ! • ·~,,: 
the P.roposed n'lw r:ule and rule reviinons at its 'l'eeting on October 20, 

/ / ' ' 1989., ~/ / 
j 



WHAT IS THE 
NEXT STEP: 

SB8635 

Copies of the complete proposed rule package may be obtained from the 
DEQ Hazardous and Solid Waste Division. For further information, 
contact Deanna Mueller-Crispin at 229-5808, or toll-free at 
1-800-452-4011. 

The Environmental Quality Commission may adopt new rules identical to 
the ones proposed, adopt modified rules as a result of testimony 
received, or may decline to adopt rules. The Commission will consider 
the proposed new rule and rule revisions at its meeting on October 20, 
1989. 

' ( 
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ATTACHMENT D 

Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 

A CHANCE ~O COMMENT ON • • • 

YHO IS 
AFFECTED: 

YHAT IS 
PROPOSED: 

\J!lAT ARE THE 
... HIGHLIGHTS : 

HOY TO 
CDMNF?IT: 

811 S.W. 6th Avenue 
Portland. OR 97204 

11/1/66 

Proposed Rule.i Related to Denying and Revoking 
Waste.Tire Carrier and Storage Site Permits 

Hearing Date: 8/31/89 
Comments Due: 9/6/89 

! 

Applicants for waste ti~e carrier permits. Permitted waste tire 
carriers and waste tire.storage site operators. The public who dispose 
of waste tires. 

/ 
The Department proposes to revise .eX:istlng administrative rule OAR 
340-62-070 governing review of waste tire carrier permit applications, 

.,and. OAR 3'40-62-030, regulating.review of waste tire storage applications. 
The Department also proposes. t'o adopt a new administrative rule, OAR 340-
62-075,, governing revocation of waste tire carrier and waste tire storage 
site permits. 

Thi) rule revision would add critieria for denial of applications for 
waste tire carrier permits and .one additional criterion for denial of 
waste tire storage site applications. The new rule would establish 
Criteria for revoca:Cion and s:uspension of was~.e-.,·-,fire carrier and waste 

;;tire storage site permits. ~n general, failtfre to comply with 
applicable Department statutes or rules wquld be grounds for denial or 
revocation of a permit. · ' 

A public hearing will be held before a hearii;igs officer at: 
. ' 

7:00 - .8:30 p.m. 
Thursday, August 3]., 1989 . 
Old Shriners Hospital Buil<fing 
lioard1 Room ' 
?200 ,N. E. Sandy Boulevard· 
Portland, OR 
'· ' : ~ ; 

Writt¢n pr oral commeHts may be present§!d at tne hear}ng. Written 
commentJi may also be ~ent t'o the Department of environmental Qcia~li ty, 
Waste.)fire Program, Hazard,bus and Soli<;l Waste• Division, 811 S. W} 6th 
Avenue, Portland, OR 97204, and must he rec~ived no' later ,thanf 
5: 00 p. m. , Wednesday, Se1/tember 6, 19~9. 

/ 
(over) 

/ 
i 

l 
FOR FURTHER INFO.''iMA TION: . . . ;J ; 
Contact the person or d1v1s1on identified in the public not1ce by calling 229~5696 in the Portland area. To avoid long 
distance charges from other parts of the state. call 1-800-452-4011. 
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ATTACHMENT h 

STATE OF OREGON 

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 

DATE: September 13, 1989 

TO: Environmental Quality Commission 

FROM: Deanna Mueller-Crispin, Hearing Officer 

SUBJECT: Public Hearing, Proposed Amendments to Waste Tire 
Program Rules, Portland, 7:00 p.m., 8/31/89 

On August 31, 1989 a Public Hearing regarding proposed addition of 
provisions relating to denial of waste tire carrier permits and 
for suspension, revocation or refusal to renew carrier and waste 
tire storage permits was held in Portland, Oregon. One person 
attended and testified. 

I 

The testimony was .from Franz Rotter, a tire processor, and 
concerned the waste tire program in general and the need to 
process rather than landfill tires; no comments were made on the 
proposed rule revisions. 

No written comments were received on the proposed rule revisions. 

hrpt.pdx 
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ATTACHMENT i;. 

STATE OF OREGON 

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 

DATE: September 13, 1989 

TO: Environmental Quality Commission 

FROM: Deanna Mueller-Crispin, Hearing Officer 

SUBJECT: Public Hearing, Proposed Amendments to Waste Tire 
Program Rules, Portland, 7:00 p.m., 8/31/89 

On August 31, 1989 a Public Hearing regarding proposed addition of 
provisions relating to denial of waste tire carrier permits and 
for suspension, revocation or refusal to renew carrier and waste 
tire storage permits was held in Portland, Oregon. one person 
attended and testified. 

I 
The testimony was .from Franz Rotter, a tire processor, and 
concerned the waste tire program in general and the need to 
process rather than landfill tires; no comments were made on the 
proposed rule revisions. 

No written comments were received on the proposed rule revisions. 

hrpt.pdx 

E - 1 



Environmental Quality Commission 
NEIL GOLDSCHl\·llDT 

,;c)VEfl"ILlf1 
811 SW SIXTH AVENUE, PORTLAND, OR 97204 PHONE (503) 229-5696 

DE0-46 

II REQUEST FOR EQC ACTION 
11 

Meeting Date: October 20, 1989 
Agenda Item: Q 

Division: Air Quality 
Section: Asbestos Program 

SUBJECT: 

Public Hearing Authorization: Asbestos Abatement Program -
Rule Amendments 

PURPOSE: 

The Asbestos Control Program is submitting draft rules 
previously announced at the Environmental Quality Commission 
(EQC, Commission) meeting on June 2, 1989, and requests 
Commission authorization to hold rulemaking hearings. The 
purpose of the rulemaking hearing authorization is to move 
forward an eight month effort to fine tune the asbestos 
rules after almost two years of experience under the present 
rules. 

The Section is also reporting on the June 2, 1989, Variance 
for Workers Who Disturb or Remove Asbestos in Residential 
Facilities, as well as the impact of the temporary rule 
authorized at the same meeting allowing certain additional 
experience requirements to qualify for supervisor's 
training. 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

Work Session Discussion 
General Program Background 
Potential Strategy, Policy, or Rules 
Agenda Item ~- for Current Meeting 
Other: (specify) 

_x_ Authorize Rulemaking Hearing 
Adopt Rules 

Proposed Rules 
Rulemaking Statements 
Fiscal and Economic Impact Statement 
Public Notice 

Attachment _}>;_ 
Attachment _lL 
Attachment ~ 
Attachment _Q_ 



Meeting Date: October 20, 1989 
Q Agenda Item: 

Page 2 

Issue a Contested Case Order 
Approve a Stipulated Order 
Enter an Order 

Proposed Order 

Approve Department Recommendation 
Variance Request 
Exception to Rule 

_K_ Informational Report 
Other: (specify) 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Asbestos program and Residential Advisory C9mmittee will give 
an oral informational report concerning progress toward 
resolving asbestos abatement problems in the residential 
industry. 

DESCRIPTION OF REQUESTED ACTION: 

A public hearing is proposed to receive comments on 
amendments to the asbestos rules. These amendments would: 

Create a definition of interim storage of asbestos
containing material 

Apply work practices to potentially friable asbestos
containing material 

Provide practical adjustments to asbestos abatement 
project notification and filing rules 

Require air clearance monitoring upon completion of 
abatement projects 

Provide practical adjustments to training and 
certification rules 

Make permanent the temporary rules concerning 
prerequisites for supervisor Training 

AUTHORITY/NEED FOR ACTION: 

Required by Statute: 
Enactment Date: 

_K_ Statutory Authority: ORS 468.893, 468.020 
Pursuant to Rule: 
Pursuant to Federal Law/Rule: 
Other: 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 



Meeting Date: 
Agenda Item: 
Page 3 

October 20, 1989 
Q 

Time Constraints: 

As the full-scale supervisor's temporary rules expire 
December 5, 1989, the permanent rules should be adopted as 
soon as possible. 

DEVELOPMENTAL BACKGROUND: 

Advisory Committee Report/Recommendation 
Hearing Officer's Report/Recommendations 
Response to Testimony/Comments 
Prior EQC Agenda Items: (list) 

Other Related Reports/Rules/Statutes: 

_lL Supplemental Background Information 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment _lL 

REGULATED/AFFECTED'COMMUNITY CONSTRAINTS/CONSIDERATIONS: 

1. The general public probably will not react to these 
draft rules. However, there is a growing awareness 
among home owners and potential buyers who are concerned 
about the presence of asbestos in residences. These 
people have a vital interest in the outcome of the 
residential rule revisions contemplated by the Asbestos 
Advisory Committee and its Residential Subcommittee. 

2. There is a mixed reaction to the Variance allowing 
unlicensed contractors and uncertified workers to remove 
residential asbestos. The industry believes the 
Variance is necessary until the problems of asbestos 
removal size limitations and work practices are 
resolved. However, at least two environmental 
consultants have stated that the Variance represents a 
dereliction of the Department of Environmental Quality's 
(DEQ, Department) duty to protect public health and the 
environment. 

3. The asbestos training providers have discussed a number 
of the amendments in Division 33 including the proposal 
to change the course scheduling requirements giving 
consideration to emergency situations. The training 
providers support the proposed licensing and 
accreditation rule changes. 



Meeting Date: 
Agenda Item: 
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October 20, 1989 
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4. When consulted about air clearance monitoring, 80 
percent of Oregon-based abatement contractors favored 
state specified air clearance monitoring. In fact, most 
of these contractors were already conducting some form 
of post abatement sampling. 

5. The Oregon Asbestos Advisory Board, the DEQ Advisory 
Panel created by statute with state agency and public 
representatives, has undertaken careful review, 
evaluation and final acceptance of the rules contained 
in Attachment A. These rules represent the total effort 
of the Board's five most recent meetings beginning 
February 17, 1989. The Board recommends that the 
Environmental Quality Commission authorize public 
hearings to receive comments on the amendments. 

PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS: 

The proposed rules will not have significant effect on the 
program's resources or personnel. The rules, in general, 
will reduce paperwork, increase protection of the environment 
and increase program flexibility. The proposed new 
requirements for air clearance monitoring will generate some 
additional paperwork such as written air quality test 
results. This additional work will be handled by the 
section's new clerical specialist. The Department expects to 
have improved confidence in the results of asbestos abatement 
projects. 

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED CHANGES AND ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED: 

Interim Storage Definition 

OAR 340-25-455(20): The Department has witnessed improper 
storage of asbestos-containing waste materials outside 
containment areas. A new rule (OAR 340-25-465(13) (b)) was 
created establishing an interim storage definition to 
protect public health and the environment from asbestos 
spread by improper storage after removal. The rule allows 
for flexibility by specifying performance requirements. 

Clarification of Friable Materials 

OAR 340-25-465(4) (b) and (6): The asbestos industry in 
Oregon and throughout the country has misunderstood the term 
"friable". The term generally means a solid material which 
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can be reduced to dust by hand pressure. Some abatement 
contractors have utilized work practices which transform 
nonfriable materials to dust creating the same hazardous 
condition as with friable materials. Allowing such work 
practices would cause public exposure to a known carcinogen. 
The proposed rule will prevent unnecessary human exposure by 
requiring protective practices when contractors create 
friable asbestos from originally nonfriable materials. 

Non-Refundable $75.00 Notification Fee 

OAR 340-25-465(5): This proposed rule is intended to 
recover costs associated with processing Notifications for 
Asbestos Removal. Instituting this fee would not affect the 
current fee schedule, but would cause the first $75 of any 
notification fee to be non-refundable. The asbestos industry 
is very active with numerous project cancellations, re-starts 
and change orders. Although the current rules do not 
specify a refund policy, the Department has been allowing for 
refunds. This constitutes significant cost to the Department 
without the possibility of monetary recovery for servicing 
these changes. Without a non-refundable application fee, the 
industry will continue to drain economic resources intended 
to support the program. The $75 fee would be equivalent to 
the non-refundable portion of the Air Contaminant Discharge 
Permit fees. The Department may need to appear before the 
legislative Emergency Board to gain authorization for this 
fee. Emergency Board approval would be sought after hearing 
authorization and before final rule adoption. 

No Prior Notification Exception 

OAR 340-25-465(5)(a) (C): Industry has complained to the 
Department that it is unable to utilize advantageous asbestos 
abatement situations due to the ten day notification period 
prior to commencement. The Department presently allows 
emergency abatement work to protect life and property. The 
proposed rule will also allow abatement work to begin 
whenever unexpected events create an opportunity to remove 
asbestos (i.e when steam plants go down allowing work on hot 
pipes, or when ships arrive unexpectedly and need abatement). 
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Air Cleaning Monitoring 

OAR 340-25-465(6)(i): In considering whether to require air 
clearance sampling, staff members conducted a survey of full
scale contractors to learn about their usual post abatement 
air sampling practices. In almost every case, air clearance 
sampling was required by either contract specifications, 
insurance requirements, or as quality control. These same 
contractors indicated they would accept, if not welcome, 
state air clearance requirements. 

In considering alternatives the staff examined various 
acceptable asbestos levels, what size jobs should be sampled, 
and whether these regulations should be passively 
administered (only requiring copies of test results), or 
actively administered (conducting side-by-side air clearance 
sampling to ensure compliance with sampling and analytic 
methods). 

Repeal of Time Limited Rules and Redundant Rules 

OAR 340-33-030(9), & (12) Created special provisions in the 
rules which expired January 1, 1989. such time bounded rules 
become irrelevant upon expiration and should be repealed. 
OAR 340-33-030(12) reiterates OAR 468.345, this is redundant, 
adds nothing to the rules that does not already exist and 
should be repealed. 

OAR 340-33-050(3) (b): It was a clear recommendation of the 
Asbestos Advisory Board that there should be more avenues by 
which qualified persons could become supervisors. A 
temporary ru·le was authorized June 2, 1989, allowing persons 
with six months of maintenance or construction experience and 
a worker's card to qualify for the supervisor's course. Many 
people, including numerous school personnel, have availed 
themselves of this opportunity. Others could be expected to 
do so in the future with the adoption of this rule. 

Limitation on Transferable Prior Training 

OAR 340-33-080(2): The existing rule allows training 
completed before January 1, 1987 to be accepted as prior 
training, provided the applicant has maintained proficiency. 
When accepted, the applicant is eligible to take refresher 
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training and be certified in Oregon. As such, this provision 
allows anyone who was trained before the date to apply for 
refresher training any time in the future, which when 
exercised will cause administrative difficulties verifying 
the necessary information and could allow for certification 
of workers based on obsolete training. In its place staff 
have created new provisions which limit prior training 
consideration to the two years prior to application. Other 
state and federal Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act 
(regarding schools) certifications are either one or two 
years. The Department believes this is a reasonable time 
frame during which prior training could be accepted. 

DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION FOR ACTION, WITH RATIONALE: 

After due consideration of the rules approved by the Asbestos 
Advisory Board (and Residential Subcommittee), the Department 
joins the Advisory Board in recommending public hearing 
authorization. 

CONSISTENCY WITH STRATEGIC PLAN. AGENCY POLICY. LEGISLATIVE 
POLICY: 

The Advisory Board also recommended the size limitations for 
small-scale abatement projects be expanded so that a greater 
number of residential projects would be classified as "small 
scale" and subject to less rigorous containment requirements. 
The Department is not supporting this recommendation in order 
to be consistent with both agency policy and state statute 
which require asbestos regulations to be compatible with the 
Accident Prevention Division standards. 

ISSUES FOR COMMISSION TO RESOLVE: 

None 

INTENDED FOLLOWuP ACTIONS: 

10/29/89 Provide hearing notice to Secretary of State 

11/01/89 Secretary of State bulletin publishes notice 

11/16/89 Portland hearing 
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12/11/89 

01/12/90 
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Eugene hearing 

Prepare final staff report and Hearing Officer's 
report 

Submit final rules to EQC for adoption 

Approved: 

Section: 

Division: 

Report Prepared By: Bruce E. Arnold 

Phone: 229-5506 

Date Prepared: September 20, 1989 

ASB\AR1334 (9/89) 



ATTACHMENT A 

POLICY 

340-25-450 

OREGON ADMINISTRATIVE RULES 
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

CHAPTER 340 DIVISION 25 
ASBESTOS ABATEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

The Commission finds and declares that certain air contaminants for which 
there is no ambient air standard may cause or contribute to an identifiable 
and significant increase in mortality or to an increase in serious 
irreversible or incapacitating reversible illness, and are therefore 
cohsidered to be hazardous air contaminants. Air contaminants currently 
considered to be in this category are asbestos, beryllium, and mercury. 
Additional air contaminants may be added to this category provided that no 
ambient air standard exists for the contaminant, and evidence is presented 
which demonstrates that the particular contaminant may be considered as 
hazardous. It is hereby declared the policy of the Department that the 
standards contained herein and applicable to operators are to be minimum 
standards, and as technology advances, conditions warrant, and Department or 
regional authority rules require or permit, more stringent standards shall 
be applied. 

DEFINITIONS 

340-25-455 

As used in this rule, and unless otherwise required by context: 

(1) "Asbestos" means ... the asbestiform varieties of serpentine 
(chrysotile), riebeckite (crocidolite), cummingtonite-grunerite 
(amosite), anthophyllite, actinolite and tremolite." 

(2) "Asbestos-containing waste material" means any waste which 
contains commercial asbestos and is generated by a source subject 
to the provisions of this subpart, or friable asbestos material 
including, but not limited to, asbestos mill tailings, control 
device asbestos waste, friable asbestos waste material, asbestos 
abatement project waste, and bags or containers that previously 
contained commercial asbestos. 

(3) "Asbestos abatement project" means any demolition, renovation 1 

repair, construction or maintenance activity of any public or 
private facility that involves the repair, enclosure, 
encapsulation, removal, salvage, handling or disposal of any 
material with the potential of releasing asbestos fibers from 
asbestos-containing material into the air. 11 

A-1 



NOTE: An asbestos abatement project 
under OAR 340-25-460(2) through (6). 
asbestos abatement project. 

is not considered to be a source 
Emergency fire fighting is not an 

(5) nAsbestos-containing materialn means asbestos or any material 
containing at least 1% asbestos by weight, including particulate 
asbestos material. 

(12) "Commercial asbestos" means any variety of asbestos which is 
produced by extracting asbestos from asbestos ore. 

(13) "Commission" means the Environmental Quality Commission. 

(14) "Demolition" means the wrecking or removal of any structural 
member of a facility together with related handling operations. 

(15) "Department" means the Department of Environmental Quality. 

(16) "Director" means the Director of the Department or regional 
authority and authorized deputies or officers. 

(17) "Facility" means all or part of any public or private building, 
structure, installation, equipment, or vehicle or vessel, 
including but not limited to ships. 

(18) "Friable asbestos material" means any asbestos-containing material 
that hand pressure can crumble, pulverize or reduce to powder when 
dry. 11 

(19) "HEPA filter" means a high efficiency particulate air filter 
capable of filtering 0.3 micron particles with 99.97 percent 
efficiency. 

1.2.Ql "Interim storage of asbestos containing waste materialn means the 
storage of asbestos containing waste material which has been 
placed in a container outside a regulated area until transported 
tc .:r.n. a:ut1:1crized landfill. 

(21) "Hazardous air contaminant" means any air contaminant considered 
by the Department or Commission to cause or contribute to an 
identifiable and significant increase in mortality or to an 
increase in serious irreversible or incapacitating reversible 
illness and for which no ambient air standard exists. 

(25) "Particulate asbestos material" means any finely divided particles 
of asbestos material. 

(26) nperson" means any individual, corporation, association, firm, 
partnership, joint stock company, public and municipal 
corporation, political sub-division, the state and agency 
thereof, and the federal government and any agency thereof. 

(29) "Regional authority" means any regional air quality control 
authority established under the provisions of ORS 468.505. 
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(30) "Renovation" means altering in any way one or more facility 
components. Operations in which load-supporting structural 
members are wrecked or removed are excluded. 

(31) "Small-scale asbestos abatement project" means any asbestos 
abatement project which meets the definition given in OAR 340-33-
020(17). 

(33) "Structural member" means any load-supporting member of a 
facility, such as beams and load-supporting walls; or any non
supporting member, such as ceilings and non-load-supporting walls. 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

340-25-460 

(1) Applicability. The provisions of these rules shall apply to any 
source which -emits air contaminants for which a hazardous air 
contaminant standard is prescribed. Compliance with the 
provisions of these rules shall not relieve the source from 
compliance with other applicable rules of the Oregon 
Administrative Rules, Chapter 340, or with applicable provisions 
of the Oregon Clean Air Implementation Plan. 

(7) Delegation of authority. The Commission may, when any regional 
authority requests and provides evidence demonstrating its 
capability to carry out the provisions of these rules relating to 
hazardous contaminants, authorize and confer jurisdiction within 
its boundary until such authority and jurisdiction shall be 
withdrawn for cause by the Commission. 

EMISSION STANDARDS AND PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ASBESTOS 

340-25-465 

(4) Asbestos abatement projects. fA11-persons-intending-eo-eondaeE-o< 
provide-Eor-the-eondaet-oE1 Any person who conducts an asbestos 
abatement project shall comply with fthe-reqaireraenes-see-Eoreh 
in1 OAR 340-25-465(5), (6), and (7). The following asbestos 
abatement projects are exempt from these requirements: 
(a) Asbestos abatement conducted in a private residence which is 

occupied by the owner and the owner-occupant performs the 
asbestos abatement. 

(b) fReraova1-of-viny1-asbeseos-E1oor-Ei1e-ehae-is-noe-aeeaehed-by 
asbesEes-eeRBaining-eeraenBi-exteFieF-asbestes-rooEing 
shing1es;-exEerier-asbestes-siding;-asbesEes-eentaining 
eeraent-pipes-and-sheet9;-and-oeher-raateria1s-approved-by-ehe 
Bepartraent-provided-ehat-the-raateria1s-are-not-eaased-ee 
beeorae-Eriab1e-or-to-re1ease-asbestos-Eibers,--Freeaaeions 
Eaken-Be-ensure-Ehat-Ehis-e~ernptien-is-maintained-raay-ine1ade 

bae-are-noe-1iraieed-eo,-J 
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Removal of nonfriable asbestos-containing materials that are 
not broken. crumbled. pulverized or reduced to dust until 
disposed of in an authorized disposal site. This exemption 
shall end whenever the asbestos containing material becomes 
friable or releases asbestos fibers into the environment. 

fEA) Asbesees-eeaeaiaiag-raaeeria1s-are-aee-saaded;-er-pewer 
sawa-er-dri11edt 

EB) Asbesees-eeaeaiaiag-raaeeria1s-are-reraeved-ia-eae-1argesE 
seeeieas-praeeieab1e-aad-earefu11y-1ewered-ee-eae 
greandt 

EG) Asbesees-eeaeaiaiag-raaeeria1s-are-aand1ed-earefu11y-ee 
raiaimiae-breakage-eareugaeue-Feraeva1;-aaad1iag;-aaa 
eranspere-ee-aa-aueaeriaed-dispesa1-siee, 

ED) Asbes~es-eeneaiaiag-raaeeria1s-are-weeeed-prieF-Ee 
reraeva1-aad-duriRg-subsequene-aaad1ing;-Ee-eae-e~EenE 
praeeieable,j 

(c) Removal of less than fG,Sj three square feet or three linear 
feet of friable asbestos-containing material provided that 
the removal of asbestos is not the primary objective and fEae 
fe11ewing-eendieieas-are-raee~j Methods of removal are in 
compliance with OAR 437 Division 3 Construction 29/CFR 1926 
Appendix G to 1926.58. An asbestos abatement project shall 
not be subdivided into smaller sized units in order to 
qualify for this exemption. 

fEA) 'l'Ae-geaeraeien-ef-pareieu1aEe-asbesees-raaEeria1-is 
minimiaed, 

EB) Ne-vaeuuraiag-er-1eea1-e~aause-veaei1aeien-and-ee11eeeien 
is-eeadueeed-wiea-equipraeae-aaviag-a-ee11eeeiea 
effieieney-1ewer-EAaR-Eaae-ef-a-HBPA-fi1eer, 

EG) A11-asbesees-eeaeaining-wasee-raaEeria1s-saa11-be-e1eanea 
up-using-HBPA-fi1eers-er-wes-raeeaeds, 

ED) Asbesees-eensaiaiag-raaEeria1s-is-weeeed-prieF-Ee-reraeval 
and-during-subsequene-aandling;-Ee-eae-e~eenE 

praeeieab1e,j 

(d) Removal of asbestos-containing materials which are 
sealed from the atmosphere by a rigid casing, provided 
that the casing is not broken or otherwise altered such 
that asbestos fibers could be released during removal, 
handling, and transport to an authorized disposal site. 

NOTE: The requirements and jurisdiction of the Department of 
Insurance and Finance, Accident Prevention Division and any other 
state agency are not affected by these rules. 
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(5) Notification Requirements. Written notification of any asbestos 
abatement project shall be provided to the Department on a 
Department form. The notification must be submitted by the 
facility owner or operator or by the contractor in accordance with 
one of the procedures specified in subsection'(a) Q.t: (b), f-eF-Ee!l 
below except as provided in subsections fEe!J i£1._fEE}J_.U!l and 
fEg!l ..(fl below. 

The fees listed below include a $75 nonrefundable filing fee. If 
an asbestos abatement project is cancelled during the ten day 
notification period the filing fee is forfeit and if the 
notification fee was less than $75. the entire fee is forfeit. 

(a) Submit the notifications as specified in subsection (d) below 
and the project notification fee to the Department at least 
ten days before beginning any asbestos abatement project. 

(A) The project notification fee shall be: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

Twenty-five dollars ($25) for each small-scale 
asbestos abatement project except for small
scale projects in residential buildings 
described in OAR 340-25-465(5)(d). 

Fifty dollars ($50) for each project greater 
than a small-scale asbestos abatement project 
and less than 260 linear feet or 160 square 
feet. 

Two-hundred dollars ($200) for each project 
greater than 260 linear feet or 160 square 
feet, and less than 2600 linear feet or 1600 
square feet. 

Five hundred dollars ($500) for each project 
greater than 2600 linear feet or 1600 square 
feet. 

(B) Project notification fees shall be payable with the 
completed project notification form. No notification 
will be considered to have occurred until the 
notification fee is submitted. 

(G) Notification of less than ten days is permitted in case 
of an emergency involving protection of life, health or 
property or where an unscheduled or unexpected event 
creates the opportunity to conduct an asbestos abatement 
project. Notification shall include the information 
contained in subsection (d) below, and the date of the 
contract if applicable. If original notification is 
provided by phone, written notification and the project 
notification fee shall be submitted within three (3) 
days after the start of the emergency abatement. 
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(D) The Department must be notified prior to any changes in 
the scheduled starting or completion dates or other 
substantial changes or the notification will be void. 

(b) For small-scale asbestos abatement projects conducted faE-ene 
Eaei1iEy;] by a single contractor or a single facility owner 
with centrally controlled asbestos operations and maintenance 
the notification may be submitted as follows: 

(A) Establish eligibility for use of this notification 
procedure with the Department prior to use; 

(B) Maintain on file with the Department a general asbestos 
abatement plan. The plan shall contain the information 
specified in subsections (d)(A).through (d)(I) below, to 
the extent possible; 

(C) Provide to the Department a summary report of all small
scale asbestos abatement projects conducted at the 
facility in the previous three months by the 15th day of 
the month following the end of the calendar quarter. 
The summary report shall include the information 
specified in subsections (d)(J) through (d)(M) below for 
each project, a description of any significant 
variations from the general asbestos abatement plan; and 
a description of asbestos abatement projects anticipated 
for the next quarter; 

1.!U. Provide to the Department. upon request. a list of 
asbestos abatement projects which are scheduled or are 
being conducted at the time of the request. 

tED}J..QU. Submit a project notification fee of two-hundred 
dollars per year ($200/year) prior to use of this 
notification procedure and annually thereafter 
while this procedure is in use. 

tEE}J.!.Il Failure to provide payment for use of this 
notification procedure shall void the general 
asbestos abatement plan and each subsequent 
abatement project shall be individually assessed a 
project notification fee. 

tfej FeF-sma11-sea1e-asbesEes-abaEemenE-pFejeeEs-eendueEed-by-a 
eenEFaeEeF-aE-ene-eF-meFe-Eaei1ieiesJ,..:1neEiEieaeien-may-be 
submieEed-as-Ee11ewscl 

EA) EsEab1ish-e1igibi1iEy-EeF-use-eE-ehis-pFeeeduFe-wiEh-ehe 
BepaFEmeaE-pF~0r-E0-liset 

EB) MainEain-en-Ei1e-wiEh-ehe-BepaFEmenE-a-geneFa1-asbesees 
abaEemene-p1an-eenEaining-ehe-inEeFmaEien-speeiEied-in 
subseeEiens-fd}fA}-EhFeugh-fd}fG};-Ee-ehe-e~EenE 

pessib1et 
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EG) PFevide-ee-ehe-BepaFemeae-a-meaeh1y-sUIBillaFy-ef-a1l 
sma11-sea1e-pFejeees-peFfeFmed-by-ehe-15eh-day-ef-ehe 
fe11ewiag-meaeh-iae1adiag-ehe-iafeFmaeiea-speeified-iR 
sabseeeieas-Ed}EH}-ehFeagh-Ed}EM}-be1ew-aad-a 
deseFipeiea-ef-aay-sigaifieaae-vaFiaeieas-fFem-ehe 
geaeFa1-asbesees-abaeemeae-p1aa-feF-eaeh-pFejeeEt 

EB) PFevide-ee-ehe-BepaFEmeRE;-apeR-FeqaesE;-a-1ise-ef 
asbesees-abaeemeae-pFejeees-whieh-aFe-seheda1ed-eF-aFe 
beiag-eeadaeeed-ae-ehe-eime-ef-ehe-Feqaesec-aaa 

EE) Sabmie-a-aeeifieaeiea-fee-ef-$~5-peF-meaeh1y-sammaFy 

pFieF-Ee-ehe-ase-ef-ehis-aeeifieaeieR-pFeeedaFe~ 

EF) Fai1aFe-ee-pFevide-paymeae-feF-ase-ef-ehis-aeeifieaeieR 
pFeeedaFe-sha11-veid-ehe-geReFa1-asbesees-abaeemeae-p1aR 
aad-eaeh-sabseqaeae-abaeemeae-pFejeee-sha11-be 
iadividaa11y-assessed-a-pFejeee-aeeifieaeiea-feecJ 

~Ed)j.!£1 The following information shall be provided for each 
notification: 

(A) Name and address of person ~iaeeadiag-ee-eagage-iaJ 
conducting asbestos abatement. 

(B) Contractor's Oregon asbestos abatement license number, 
if applicable, and certification number of the 
supervisor for full~scale asbestos abatement or 
certification number of the trained worker for a project 
which does. not have a certified supervisor. 

(C) Method of asbestos abatement to be employed. 

(D) Procedures to be employed to insure compliance with OAR 
340-25-465. 

(E) Names, addresses, and phone numbers of waste 
transporters. 

(F) Name and address or location of the waste disposal site 
where the asbestos-containing waste material will be 
deposited. 

(G) Description of asbestos disposal procedure. 

(H) Description of building, structure, facility, 
installation, vehicle, or vessel to be demolished or 
renovated, including address or location where the 
asbestos abatement project is to be accomplished. 

(I) Facility owner's or operator's name, address and phone 
number. 

(J) Scheduled starting and completion dates of asbestos 
abatement work. 
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(K) Description of the asbestos type, approximate asbestos 
content (percent), and location of the asbestos
containing material. 

(L) Amount of asbestos to be abated: linear feet, square 
feet, thickness. 

(M) Any other information requested on the Department form. 

tEe}J.u!l No project notification fee shall be assessed for 
asbestos abatement projects conducted in the following 
residential buildings: site-built homes, modular homes 
constructed off site, condominium units, mobile homes, 
and duplexes or other multi-unit residential buildings 
consisting of four units or less. Project notification 
for a full-scale asbestos abatement project, as defined 
in OAR 340-33-020(14), in any of these residential 
buildings shall otherwise be in accordance with 
subsection (5)(a) of this section. Project 
notification for a small-scale asbestos abatement 
project, as defined in OAR 340-33-020(17), in any of 
these residential buildings is not required. 

tEE}ji.!U. The project notification fees specified in this section 
shall be increased by 50% when an asbestos abatement 
project is commenced without filing of a project 
notification and/or submittal of a notification fee and 
when notification of less than ten days is provided 
under subsection (5)(a) (C) of this section. 

tEg}ji.fl The Director may waive part or all of a project 
notification fee. Requests for waiver of fees shall be 
made in writing to the Director, on a case-by-case 
basis, and be based upon financial hardship. Applicants 
for waivers must describe the reason for the request and 
certify financial hardship. 

tEk}J..L&l Pursuant to ORS 468.535, a regional authority may adopt 
project notification fees for asbestos abatement 
projects in different amounts than are set forth in this 
rule. The fees shall be based upon the costs of the 
regional authority in carrying out the delegated 
asbestos program. The regional authority may collect, 
retain, and expend such project notification fees for 
asbestos abatement projects within its jurisdiction. 

(6) Work practices and procedures. For purposes of this section. 
"asbestos-containing material" means friable asbestos materials 
and nonfriable asbestos materials that are broken. crumbled, 
pulverized. or reduced to dust in the course of work practices and 
procedures regulated by this section. The following procedures 
shall be employed during an asbestos abatement project to prevent 
emissions of particulate asbestos material into the ambient air: 
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(a) Remove fEriab}ej asbestos-containing materials before any 
wrecking or dismantling that would break up the materials or 
preclude access to the materials for subsequent removal. 
However, fEriab}ej asbestos-containing materials need not be 

·removed before demolition if: 

(A) They are on a facility component that is encased in 
concrete or other similar material; and 

(B) These materials are adequately wetted whenever exposed 
during demolition. 

(b) Adequately wet fEriab}ej asbestos-containing materials when 
they are being removed. In renovation, maintenance, repair, 
and cqnstruction operations, wetting that would unavoidably 
damage equipment is not required if the owner or operator: 

(A) Demonstrates to the Department that wetting would 
unavoidably damage equipment, and 

.LJil Adequately wraps or encloses any asbestos-containing 
material during handling to avoid releasing fibers. 

Uses a local exhaust ventilation and 
collection system designed and operated to 
capture the particulate asbestos material 
produced by the asbestos abatement project. 

(c) When a facility component covered or coated with fEriab}ej 
asbestos·-containing materials is being taken out of the 
facility as units or in sections: 

(A) Adequately wet any fEriab}ej asbestos-containing 
materials exposed during cutting or disjointing 
operation; and 

(B) Carefully lower the units or sections to ground level, 
not dropping them or throwing them. 

(d) For fEriab}ej asbestos-containing materials being removed or 
stripped: 

.(A) Adequately wet the materials to ensure that they remain 
wet until they are disposed of in accordance with OAR 
340-25-465(13); and 

(B) Carefully lower the materials to the floor, not dropping 
or throwing them; and 

(C) Transport the materials to the ground via dust-tight 
chutes or containers if they have been removed or 
stripped above ground level and were not removed as 
units or in sections. 
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(e) If a facility is being demolished under an order of the State 
or a local governmental agency, issued because the facility 
is structurally unsound and in danger of imminent collapse, 
the requirements of subsections (a), (b), (c), (d), and (f) 
of this section shall not apply, provided that the portion of 
the facility that contains rf~iab1el asbestos-containing 
materials is adequately wetted during the wrecking operation. 

(f) None of the operations in subsections (a) through (d) of this 
section shall cause any visible emissions. Any local exhaust 
ventilation and collection system or other vacuuming 
equipment used during an asbestos abatement project, shall be 
equipped with a HEPA filter or other filter of equal or 
greater collection efficiency. 

(g) Contractors licensed and workers certified to conduct only 
small-scale asbestos abatement projects under OAR 340-33 may 
use only those work practices and engineering controls 
specified by OAR 437 rAppendiR-S3-G-tAsbesees}-t9/1}/S}}j 
Division 3 Construction 29/CFR 1926 Appendix G to 1926.58 
unless the Department authorizes other methods on a case-by
case basis. 

(h) The Director may approve, on a case-by-case basis, requests 
to use an alternative to a specific worker or public health 
protection requirement as provided by these rules for an 
asbestos abatement project. The contractor or facility owner 
or operator must submit in advance a written description of 
the alternative procedure which demonstrates to the 
Director's satisfaction that the proposed alternative 
procedure provides worker and public health protection 
equivalent to the protection that would be provided by the 
specific provision, or that such level of protection cannot 
be obtained for the asbestos abatement project . 

.!.il Final Air Clearance Sampling Requirements apply to negative 
air contair-,,ments of 1000 cUOic. feet or wore. Before s11c1i a1l 

area is dismantled. the contractor must document that the air 
inside the containment has no more than 0.01 fibers per cubic 
centimeter of air. The Department may grant an exception to 
this requirement upon written request when all practicable 
measures have been taken to reach the standard of 0.01 fibers 
per cubic centimeter inside the containment. 

A. Before final air clearance sampling is performed the 
following shall be completed: 

.!.il All visible asbestos-containing debris shall be 
removed according to the requirements of this 
section~ 

(ii) The air and surfaces within the containment shall 
be sprayed with an EPA approved encapsulant. 
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(iii) Air sampling may commence thirty minutes after 
spraying encapsulant or when surfaces are dry 
inside containment. 

Jl.... Air clearance sampling inside containment areas shall be 
aggressive and comply with the following procedures: 

.!.il Immediately prior to starting the sampling pumps. 
direct exhaust from forced air equipment against 
all walls. ceilings. floors. ledges. and other 
surfaces in the containment. at the rate of 
approximately five minutes per 1.000 square feet of 
floor area. 

(ii) Then a 20 inch fan operating on low speed is 
placed in the center of the containment area and 
pointed toward the ceiling. Use one fan per 10.000 
cubic feet of room space. 

(iii) Start sampling pumps and sample an adequate volume 
of air to detect concentrations of 0.01 fibers of 
asbestos per cubic centimeter according to the U.S. 
National Institute of Occupational Safety and 
Health. (NIOSH) 7400 method. 

When sampling is completed turn off the pump and 
then the fan(s). 

_{yl As an alternative to meeting the requirements of 
(i) through (iv) of this section. air clearance 
sample analySis may be performed according to 
Transmission Electron Microscopy Analytical Methods 
prescribed by 40 GFRS 763.99. Appendix A to Subpart 
L 

(7) Related Work Practices and Controls Work practices and 
engineering controls employed for asbestos abatement projects by 
contractors and/or workers who are not otherwise subject:to the 
requirements of the Oregon Department of Insurance and Finance, 
Accident Prevention Division shall comply with the subsections of 
OAR Chapter 437 fBiv~s~oR-8JJ which limit the release of asbestos
containing material or exposure of other persons. As used in this 
subsection the term employer shall mean the operator of the 
asbestos abatement project and the term employee shall mean any 
other person. 

(13) Work Practices for storage. transport. and disposal of asbestos
containing waste material: The owner or operator of any source 
covered under the provisions of sections (3), (4), (8) or (11) of 
this rule or any other source of friable asbestos-containing waste 
material shall meet the following standards. 

(a) There shall be no visible emissions to the outside air, 
except as provided in subsection (13)(c) of this section, 
during the collection; processing, including incineration; 
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packaging; transporting; or deposition of any asbestos
containing waste material which is generated by such source. 

iQl The interim storage of asbestos-containing waste material 
shall protect the waste from dispersal into the environment 
and provide physical security from tampering by unauthorized 
persons. The interim storage of asbestos-containing waste 
material is the sole responsibility of the person or persons 
responsible for the asbestos abatement project. 

hl rfsH All asbestos-containing waste material shall be 
wetted and stored and transported to fBhej i!!l 
authorized disposal site in leak-tight containers 
such as two plastic bags each with a minimum of a 
thickness of 6 mil._, or fiber or metal drums. 

fEb)}..L!!). All asbestos-containing waste material shall be disposed 
of at a disposal site authorized by the Department . .!.El 
Records of disposal at an authorized landfill shall be 
maintained by the source for a minimum of three years 
and shall be made available upon request to the 
Department. For an asbestos abatement project conducted 
by a contractor licensed under OAR 340-33-040, the 
records shall be retained by the licensed contractor. 
For any other asbestos abatement project, the records 
shall be retained by the facility owner. 

(A) Persons intending to dispose of asbestos-containing 
waste material shall notify the landfill operator of the 
type and volume of the waste material and obtain the 
approval of the landfill operator prior to bringing the 
waste to the disposal site. 

ill f-EG}J 

ill fEK>J 

ill f-EF>J 

The waste transporter shall immediately notify the 
landfill operator upon arrival of the waste at the 
disposal site. Off-loading of asbestos-containing 
vrctste material shall be done u.nder t1:1e direc.tior1 
and supervision of the landfill operator. 

Off-loading of asbestos-containing waste material 
shall occur at the immediate location where the 
waste is to be buried. The waste burial site shall 
be selected in an area of minimal work activity 
that is not subject to future excavation. 
Off-loading of asbestos-containing waste material 
shall be accomplished in a manner that prevents the 
leak-tight transfer containers from rupturing and 
prevents visible emissions to the air. 

Asbestos-containing waste material deposited at a 
disposal site shall be covered with at least 2 
feet of soil or 1 foot of soil plus 1 foot of other 
waste before compacting equipment runs over it but 
not later than the end of the operating day. 
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.!!U.f EA)J All asbestos-containing waste materiai shall be sealed . 
into containers labeled with a warning label that 
states: 

fEB)J 

DANGER 

Contains Asbestos Fibers 
Avoid Creating Dust 

Cancer and Lung Disease Hazard 
Avoid Breathing Airborne 

Asbestos Fibers 

Alternatively, warning labels specified by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency under 40 CFR 
61.152(b)(l)(iv) (3/10/86) may be used. 

fEe)j.Lfl Rather than meet the requirements of this section, an 
owner or operator may elect to use an alternative 
storage. transport. or disposal method which has 
received prior written approval by the Department fiR 
WFiBingJ. 

(14) Any waste which contains nonfriable asbestos-containing material 
and which is not subject to subsection (13) of this rule shall be 
handled and disposed of using methods that will prevent the 
release of airborne asbestos-containing material. 

(15) Open storage or accumulation of friable asbestos material or 
asbestos-containing waste material is prohibited. 

Editor's Note - This is a reprint of all sections and subsections of Oregon 
Administrative Rules Chapter 340, Division 25, which pertain to asbestos 
abatement. Deleted sections pertain to other asbestos and hazardous air 
pollutant sources. 
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OREGON ADMINISTRATIVE RULES 
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

CHAPTER 340 DIVISION 33 
ASBESTOS CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 

ASBESTOS REQUIREMENTS 

340-33-010 AUTHORITY, PURPOSE, & SCOPE 

(1) Authority. These rules are promulgated in accordance with and 
under the authority of ORS 468.893. 

(2) Purpose. The purpose of these rules is to provide reasonable 
standards for: 

(a) training and licensing of asbestos abatement project 
contractors, 

(b) training and certification of asbestos abatement project 
supervisors and workers, 

(c) accreditation of providers of training of asbestos 
contractors, supervisors, and workers, 

(d) administration and enforcement of these rules by the 
Department. 

(3) Scope 

(a) OAR 340-33-000 through -100 is applicable to all work, 
including demolition, renovation, repair, construction, or 
maintenance activity of any public or private facility that 
involves the repair, enclosure, encapsulation, removal, 
salvage, handling, or disposal of any material which could 
potentially release asbestos fibers into the air; except as 
pro·vidcd ir1 (b) and (c) below. 

(b) OAR 340-33-000 through -100 do not apply to an asbestos 
abatement project which is exempt from OAR 340-25-465(4). 

(c) OAR 340-33-010 through -100 do not apply to persons 
performing vehicle brake and clutch maintenance or repair. 

(d) Full-scale asbestos abatement projects are differentiated 
from smaller projects. Small-scale asbestos abatement 
projects as defined by OAR 340-33-020(17) 

(A) where the primary intent is to disturb the asbestos
containing material and prescribed work practices are 
used, and 

(B) where the primary intent is not to disturb the asbestos
containing 
material. 
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(e) OAR 340-33-000 through -100 provide training, licensing, and 
certification standards for implementation of OAR 340-25-465, 
Emission Standards and Procedural Requirements for Asbestos. 

340-33~020 DEFINITIONS 

As used in these rules, 

(1) "Accredited" means a provider of asbestos abatement training 
courses is authorized by the Department to offer training courses 
that satisfy requirements for contractor licensing and worker 
training. 

(2) "Agent" means an individual who works on an asbestos abatement 
project for a contractor but is not an employe of the contractor. 

(3) "Asbestos" means the asbestiform varieties of serpentine 
(chrysotile), riebeckite (crocidolite), cummingtonite-grunerite 
(amosite), anthophyllite, actinolite and tremolite. 

(4) "Asbestos abatement project" means any demolition, renovation, 
repair, construction or maintenance activity of any public or 
private facility that involves the repair, enclosure, 
encapsulation, removal, salvage, handling or disposal of any 
asbestos-containing material with the potential of releasing 
asbestos fibers from asbestos containing material into the air. 

Note: Emergency fire fighting is not an asbestos abatement 
project. 

(5) "Asbestos-containing m~terial 11 means any material containing more 
than one percent asbestos by weight, including particulate 
asbestos material. 

(6) "Certified" means a worker has met the Department's training, 
experience, and/or quality control requirements and has a current 
certification card. 

(7) "Contractor" means a person that undertakes for compensation an 
asbestos abatement project for another person. As used in this 
subsection, "compensation" means wages, salaries, commissions and 
any other form of remuneration paid to a person for personal 
services. 

(8) "Com.mission" means the Environmental Quality Commission. 

(9) "Department" means the Department of Environmental Quality. 

(10) "Director" means the Director of the Department of Environmental 
Quality. 

(11) "EPA" means the United States Environmental Protection Agency. 
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(12) "Facility" means all or part of any public or private building, 
structure, installation, equipment, or vehicle or vessel, 
including but not limited to ships. 

(13) "Friable asbestos material" means any asbestos-containing material 
that hand pressure can crumble, pulverize or reduce to powder when 
dry. 

(14) "Full-scale asbestos abatement project" means any removal, 
renovation, encapsulation, repair or maintenance of any asbestos
containing material which could potentially release asbestos 
fibers into the air, and which is not classified as a small-scale 
project as defined by (17) below . 

. (15) "Licensed" means a contracting entity has met the Department's 
training, experience, and/or quality control requirements to offer 
and perform asbestos abatement projects and has a current asbestos 
abatement contractor license. 

(16) "Persons" means an individual, public or private corporation, 
nonprofit corporation, association, firm, partnership, joint 
venture, business trust, joint stock company, municipal 
corporation, political subdivision, the state and any agency of 
the state or any other entity, public or private, however 
organized. 

(17) "Small-scale asbestos abatement project" means small-scale, short
duration projects as defined by (18) below, and/or removal, 
renovation, encapsulation, repair, or maintenance procedures 
intended to prevent asbestos containing material from releasing 
fibers into the air and which: 

(a) Remove, encapsulate, repair or maintain less than 40 linear 
feet or 80 square feet of asbestos-containing material; 

(b) Do not subdivide an otherwise full-scale asbestos abatement 
project ir1to srnaller sized u.11its irl order to ccvoid t1:1e 
requirements of these rules; 

(c) Utilize all practical worker isolation techniques and other 
control measures; and 

(d) Do not result in worker exposure to an airborne concentration 
of asbestos in excess of 0.1 fibers per cubic centimeter of 
air calculated as an eight (8) hour time weighted average. 

(18) "Small-scale, short-duration renovating and maintenance activity" 
means a task for which the removal of asbestos is not the primary 
objective of the job, including, but not limited to: 
(a) Removal of quantities of asbestos-containing insulation on 

pipes; 

(b) Removal o.f small quantities of asbestos-containing insulation 
on beams or above ceilings; 
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(c) Replacement of an asbestos-containing gasket on a valve; 

{d} Installation or removal of a small section of drywall; or 

(e) Installation of electrical conduits through or proximate to 
asbestos 
-containing materials. 

Small-scale, short duration activities shall be limited to no more than 40 
linear feet or 80 square feet of asbestos containing material. An asbestos 
abatement activity that would otherwise qualify as a full-scale abatement 
project shall not be subdivided into smaller units in order to avoid the 
requirements of these rules.] 

(19) "Trained worker" means a person who has successfully completed 
specified training and can demonstrate knowledge of the health and 
safety aspects of working with asbestos. 

(20) "Worker" means an employe or agent of a contractor or facility 
owner or operator. 

r34Q-33-Q1QE3}j 340-33-030 GENERAL PROVISIONS 

(1) Persons engaged in the removal, encapsulation, repair, or 
enclosure of any asbestos-containing material which has the 
potential of releasing asbestos fibers into the air must be 
licensed or certified, unless exempted by OAR 340-33-010(3). 

(2) An owner or operator of a facility shall not allow any persons 
other than those employees of the facility owner or operator who 
are appropriately certified or a licensed asbestos abatement 
contractor to perform an asbestos abatement project in or on that 
facility. Facility owners and operators are not required to be 
licensed to perform asbestos abatement projects in or on their own 
facilities. 

(3) Any contractor engaged in a full-scale asbestos abatement project 
must be licensed by the Department under the provisions of OAR 
340-33-040. 

(4) Any person acting as the supervisor of any full-scale asbestos 
abatement project must be certified by the Department as a 
Supervisor for Full-Scale Asbestos Abatement under the provisions 
of OAR 340-33-050. 

(5) Any worker engaged in or working on any full-scale asbestos 
abatement project must be certified by the Department as a Worker 
for Full-Scale Asbestos Abatement under the provisions of OAR 340-
33-050, or as a Supervisor for Full-Scale Asbestos Abatement. 

(6) Any contractor or worker engaged in any small-scale asbestos 
abatement project but not licensed or certified to perform 
full-scale asbestos abatement projects, must be licensed or 
certified by the Department as a Small-Scale Asbestos Abatement 
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Contractor or.a Worker for Small-Scale Asbestos Abatement, 
respectively under the provisions of OAR 340-33-040 and -050. 

(7) Any provider of training which is intended to satisfy the 
licensing and certification training requirements of these rules 
must be accredited by the Department under the provisions of OAR 
340-33-060. 

(8) Any person licensed, certified, or accredited by the Department 
under the provisions of these rules shall comply with the 
appropriate provisions of OAR 340-25-465 and OAR 340-33-000 
through -100 and maintain a current address on file with the 
Department, or be subject to suspension or revocation of license, 
or certification, or accreditation. 

r f9)- Ashes1'es -aha1'emen1'-een1'i=ae1'ei=s -and-wei=kei=s -may -pei=:foi=m 
ashes1'es-aha1'eraen1'-pi=e}ee1's-wi1'hea1'-a-lieense-ei=-eei=1'iEieaee 
an1'il-Janaai=y-l;-l989,--thei=eaE1'e1';-any-een1'i=ae1'ei=-ei=-wei=keE 
engaged-in-an-ashes1'es-aha1'emen1'-pi=e}ee1'-raas1'-he-lieensed-eE 
eei=1'iEied-hy-1'he-Bepai=1'raent;,j 

.!..2.lrflG}} The Department may accept evidence of violations of these 
rules from representatives of other federal, state, ·or local 
agencies. 

il.QlHll}J A regional air pollution authority which has been delegated 
authority under OAR 340-25-460(7) may inspect for and enforce 
against violations of licensing and certification 
regulations. A regional air pollution authority may not 
approve, deny, suspend or revoke a training provider 
accreditation, contractor license, or worker certification, 
but may refer violations to the Department and recommend 
denials, suspensions, or revocations. 

Aa-e~1'easiea-eE-1'irae-heyoad-Jaaaai=y-l;-l989;-E<>1'-maadaeei=y 

eeaEEaeEor-1ieensing 1 -sape:r:visoP-eerEiEieaEioa-or-wor*eF 

rfa)- Adeqaaee-aeei=edi1'ed-1'i=aiaiag-as-i=eqaii=ed-Eei=-aay-<>E-1'ae 
ea1'egei=ies-eE-lieeasiag-ei=-eei=EiEiea1'iea-is-aet 
availahle-ia-Ehe-SEaEe;-and-J 

tfb) 1aei=e-is-a-pahlie-aealeh-ei=-wei=kei=-daagei=-ei=eat;ed-dae-Ee 
inadeqaaee-narabei=s-eE-appi=epi=iaeely-lieensed-ei=-eei=eiEied 
pei=sens-ee-pi=epei=ly-pei=Eei=ra-ashesees-ahaeeraen1'-aeeivi1'ies,J 

rfl3)Vai=ianees-Ei=era-ehese-i=ales-raay-he-gi=aneed-hy-ehe-Geraraissien-andeE 
GRS -468 ,343 d 

340-33-040 CONTRACTOR LICENSING 

(1) Contractors may be licensed to perform either of the following 
categories of asbestos abatement projects: 
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(a) Full-Scale Asbestos Abatement Contractors: All asbestos 
abatement projects, regardless of project size or duration, 
or 

(b) Small-Scale Asbestos Abatement Contractor: Small-scale 
asbestos abatement projects. 

(2) Application for licenses shall be submitted on forms prescribed by 
the Department and shall be accompanied by: 

(a) Documentation that the contractor, or contractor's employee 
representative, is certified at the appropriate level by the 
Department: 

(A) Full-scale Asbestos Abatement Contractor license: 
Certified Supervisor for Full-Scale Asbestos Abatement. 

(B) Small-Scale Asbestos Abatement Contractor: Certified 
Worker for Small-Scale Asbestos Abatement. 

(b) Certification that the contractor has read and understands 
the applicable Oregon and federal rules and regulations on 
asbestos abatement and agrees to comply with the rules and 
regulations. 

(c) A list of all certificates or licenses, issued to the 
contractor by any other jurisdiction, that have been 
suspended or revoked during the past one (1) year, and a list 
of any asbestos-related enforcement actions taken against the 
contractor during the past one (1) year. 

(d) List any additional project supervisors for full-scale 
projects and their certification numbers as Supervisors for 
Full-Scale Asbestos Abatement. 

(e) Summary of asbestos abatement projects conducted by, the 
contractor during the past 12 months. 

(f) A license application fee. 

(3) The Department will review the application for completeness. If 
the application is incomplete, the Department shall notify the 
applicant in writing of the deficiencies. 

(4) The Department shall deny, in writing, a license to a contractor 
who has not satisfied the license application requirements. 

(5) The Department shall issue a license to the applicant after the 
license is approved. 

(6) The Department shall grant a license for a period of 12 months. 
Licenses may be extended during Department review of a renewal 
application. 
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(7) Renewals: 

(a) License renewals must be applied for in the same manner as is 
required for an initial license. 

(b) For renewal, the contractor or employee representative must 
have completed at least the appropriate annual refresher 
course. 

(c) The complete renewal application shall be submitted no later 
than 60 days prior to the expiration date. 

(8) The Department may suspend or revoke a license if the licensee: 

(a) Fraudulently obtains or attempts to obtain a license. 

(b) Fails at any time to satisfy the qualifications for a license 
or comply with the rules adopted by the Commission. 

(c) Fails to meet any applicable state or federal standard 
relating to asbestos abatement. 

(d) Permits an untrained or uncertified worker to work on an 
asbestos abatement project. 

(e) Employs a worker who fails to comply with applicable state or 
federal rules or regulations relating to asbestos abatement. 

(9) A contractor who has a license revoked may reapply for a license 
after demonstrating to the Department that the cause of the 
revocation has been resolved. 

340-33-050 CERTIFICATION 

(1) Workers on asbestos abatement projects shall be certified at one 
or more of the following levels: 

(a) Certified Supervisor for Full-Scale Asbestos Abatement. 

(b) Certified Worker for Full-Scale Asbestos Abatement. 

(c) Certified Worker for Small-Scale Asbestos Abatement. 

(2) Application for Certification-General Requirements. 

(a) Applications shall be submitted to the provider of the 
accredited training course within thirty (30) days of 
completion of the course. 

(b) Applications shall be submitted on forms prescribed by the 
Department and shall be accompanied by the certification fee. 

(3) Application to be a Certified Supervisor for Full-Scale Asbestos 
Abatement shall include: 
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(a) Documentation that the applicant has successfully completed 
the Supervisor for Full-Scale Asbestos Abatement level 
training and examination as specified in OAR 340-33-070 and 
the Department guidance document, and 

(b) Documentation that the applicant has been certified as a 
Worker for Full-Scale Asbestos Abatement and has at least 3 
months of full-scale asbestos abatement experience, including 
time on powered air purifying respirators and experience on 
at least five separate asbestos abatement projects: or 
certified as worker for Full-Scale asbestos abatement and six 
months of general construction, environmental or maintenance 
supervisory experience demonstrating skills to independently 
plan, organize and direct persoilllel in conducting an asbestos 
abatement project. The Department shall have the authority 
to determine if any applicant's experience satisfies those 
requirements. fApp1ieaeieas-feF-1ieeases-sabraieeea-pFieF-Ee 
JaaaaFy-1;-19S9-sha11-aee-be-Fequipea-ee-iae1aae 
aeearaeaeaeiea-ef-eeFEifieaeiea-as-a-WeFkeF,j 

(4) Application to be a Certified Worker for Asbestos Abatement shall 
include: 

(a) Documentation that the applicant to be a Certified Worker for 
Full-Scale Asbestos Abatement has successfully completed the 
Worker for Full-Scale Asbestos Abatement level training and 
examination as specified in OAR 340-33-070 and the Department 
guidance document. 

(b) Documentation that the applicant to be a Certified Worker for 
Small-Scale Asbestos Abatement has successfully completed the 
Worker for Small-Scale Asbestos Abatement level training and 
examination as specified in OAR 340-33-070 and the Department 
guidance document. 

(5) Training course providers shall issue certification to an 
applicant who has fulfilled the requirements of certification. 

(6) Certification at all levels is valid for a period of twenty-four 
(24) months after the date of issue. 

(7) Renewals 

(a) Certification renewals must be applied for in the same manner 
as application for origin~l certification. 

(b) To gain renewal of certification, a Worker for Full-Scale 
Asbestos Abatement and a Supervisor for Full-Scale Asbestos 
Abatement must complete the appropriate annual refresher 
course no sooner than nine (9) months and no later than 
twelve (12) months after the issuance date of the 
certificate, and again no sooner than three (3) months prior 
to the expiration date of the certificate. A worker may 
apply in writing to the Department for taking refresher 
training at some other time than as specified by this 
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paragraph for reasons of work requirements or hardship. The 
Department shall accept or reject the application in 
writing. 

(c) To gain renewal of certification, a Worker for Small-Scale 
Asbestos Abatement must comply with the regulations on 
refresher training which are in effect at the time of 
renewal. Completion of an accredited asbestos abatement 
review class may be required if the Environmental Quality 
Commission determines that there is a need to update the 
workers' training in order to meet new or changed conditions. 

(8) The Department may suspend or revoke a worker's certificate for 
failure to comply with any state or federal asbestos abatement 
rule or regulation. 

(9) If a certification is revoked, the worker may reapply for another 
initial certification only after twelve (12) months from the 
revocation date. 

(10) A current worker certification card shall be available for 
inspection at each asbestos abatement project site for each worker 
conducting asbestos abatement activities on the site. 

340-33-060 '.mAINING PROVIDEll AaIDIDill'JICN 

(1) General 

(a) Asbestos training courses required for licensing or 
certification under these rules may be provided by any 
person. 

(b) Any training provider offering training in Oregon to satisfy 
these certification and licensing requirements must be 
accredited by the Department. 

(c) Each of the different training courses which are to be used 
to fulfill training requirements shall be individually 
accredited by the Department. 

(d) The training provider must satisfactorily demonstrate through 
application and submission of course agenda, faculty resumes, 
training manuals, examination materials, equipment inventory, 
and performance during on-site course audits by Department 
representatives that the provider meets the minimum 
requirements established by the Department. 

(e) The training course sponsor shall limit each class to a 
maximum of thirty participants unless granted an exception in 
writing by the Department. The student to instructor ratio 
for hands-on training shall be equal to or less than ten to 
one (10:1). To apply for an exception allowing class size to 
exceed thirty, the course sponsor must submit the following 
information in writing to the Department for evaluation and 
approval prior to expanding the class size. 
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(A) The new class size limit, 

(B) The teaching methods and techniques for training the 
proposed larger class, 

(C) The protocol for conducting the written examination, and 

(D) Justification for a larger class size. 

(f) Course instructors must have academic credentials, 
demonstrated knowledge, prior training, or field experience 
in their respective training roles. 

(g) The Department may require any accredited training provider 
to use examinations developed by the Department in lieu of 
the examinations offered by the training provider. 

tEh~ ~raining-previders-seeking-aeeredisasien-Eer-eeurses 

eenduesed-sinee-January-1;-1987;-may-app1y-Eer-aeeredisasieR 
eE-shese-eeurse-eEEerings-as-sheugh-shey-were-app1ying-Eer 
inisia1-aeeredisasieR;·-Gensraesers-and-werkers-srained-by 
shese-previders-sinee-January-1;-1987-may-be-e1igib1e-se-use 
shis-prier-Eraining-as-sasisEaesien-eE-she-inisia1-sraifiing 
required-by-shese-1ieensing-and-eersiEieasien-ru1es;1 

1hltEi}1 The Department may require accredited training providers to 
pay a fee equivalent to reasonable travel expenses for one 
Department representative to audit any accredited course 
which is not offered in the State of Oregon for compliance 
with these regulations. This condition shall be an addition 
to the standard accreditation application fee. 

(2) Application for Accreditation. 

(a) Application for accreditation shall be submitted to the 
Department in writing on forms provided by the Department and 
attachments. Such applications shall, as a minimum, contain 
the following information: 

(A) Name, address, telephone number of the firm, 
individual(s), or sponsors conducting the course, 
including the name under which the training provider 
intends to conduct the training. 

(B) The type of course(s) for which approval is requested. 

(C) A detailed course outline showing topics covered and the 
amount of time given to each topic, including the 
hands-on skill training. 

(D) A copy of the course manual, including all printed 
material to be distributed in the course. 
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(E) A description of teaching methods to be employed, 
including description of audio-visual materials to be 
used. The Department may, at its discretion, request 
that copies of the materials be provided for review. 
Any audio-visual materials provided to the Department 
will be returned to the applicant. 

(F) A description of the hands-on facility to be utilized 
including protocol for instruction, number of students 
to be accommodated, the number of instructors, and the 
amount of time for hands-on skill training. 

(G) A description of the equipment that will be used during 
both classroom lectures and hands-on training. 

(H) A list of all personnel involved in course preparation 
and presentation and a description of the background, 
special training and qualification of each, as well as 
the subject matter covered by each. 

(I) A copy of each written examination to be given including 
the scoring methodology to be used in grading the 
examination; and a detailed statement about the 
development and validation of the examination. 

(J) A list of the tuition or other fees required. 

(K) A sample of the certificate of completion and 
certification card label. 

(L) A description of the procedures and policies for re
examination of students who do not successfully 
complete the training course examination. 

(M) A list of any states or accrediting systems that approve 
the training course. 

(N) A description of student evaluation methods (other than 
written examination to be used) associated with the 
hands-on skill training, as applicable. 

(O) A description of course evaluation methods used by 
students. 

(P) Any restriction on attendance such as class size, 
language, affiliation, and/or target audience of class. 

(Q) A description of the procedure for issuing replacement 
certification cards to workers who were issued a 
certification card or certification card label by the 
training provider within the previous 12 months and 
whose cards have been lost or destroyed. 
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(R) Any additional information or documentation as may be 
required by the Department to evaluate the adequacy of 
the application. 

(S) Accreditation application fee. 

(b) Application for initial training course accreditation and 
course materials shall be submitted to the Department at 
least 45 days prior to the requested approval date. 

(c) Upon approval of an initial or refresher asbestos training 
course, the Department will issue a certificate of 
accreditation. The certificate is valid for one year from 
the date of issuance. 

(d) Application for renewal of accreditation must follow the 
procedures described for the initial accreditation. In 
addition, course instructors must demonstrate that they have 
maintained proficiency in their instructional specialty and 
adult training methods during the twelve (12) months prior to 
renewal. 

(3) Denial, Suspension or Revocation of Certificate of Accreditation. 

(4) 

The Director may deny, revoke or suspend an application or current 
accreditation upon finding of sufficient cause. Applicants and 
certificate holders shall also be advised of the duration of 
suspension or revocation and any conditions that must be met 
before certificate reinstatement. Applicants shall have the right 
to appeal the Director's determination through an administrative 
hearing in accordartce with the provisions of OAR Chapter 340 
Division 11. The following may be considered grounds for denial, 
revocation or suspension: 

(a) False statements in the application, omission of required 
docrnnentation or the omission of information. 

(b) Failure to provide or maintain the standards of training 
required by these regulations. 

(c) Failure to provide minimum instruction required by these 
regulations. 

(d) Failure to report to the Department any change in staff or 
program which substantially deviates from the information 
contained in the application. 

(e) Failure to comply with the administrative tasks and any other 
requirement of these regulations. 

Training Provider Administrative Tasks. 
providers shall perform the following as 
accreditation: 

Accredited training 
a condition of 

(a) Administer the training course examination only to those 
students who successfully complete the training course. 
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(b) Issue a numbered certificate to each students who 
successfully passes the training course examination. Each 
certificate shall include the name of the student, name of 
the course completed, the dates of the course and the 
examination, name of the training provider, a unique 
certificate number, and a statement that the student passed 
the examination. 

(c) Issue a photo identification card to each student seeking 
initial or renewal certification who successfully completes 
the training course examination and meets all other 
requirements for certification. The photo identification 
card shall meet the Department specifications. 

(d) Place a label on the back of the photo identification card of 
each student who successfully completes a refresher training 
course and examination as required to maintain certification. 
The label shall meet Department specifications. 

(e) Provide to the Department within ten (10) calendar days of 
the conclusion of each course offering the name, address, 
telephone number, Social Security Number, course title and 
dates given, attendance record, exam scores·, and course 
evaluation form of each student attending the course and the 
certification number, certification fee, and a photograph for 
each student certified. Record of the information shall be 
retained by the training provider for a period of three (3) 
years. 

(f) Obtain advance approval from the Department for any changes 
in the course instructional staff, content, training aids 
used, facility utilized or other matters which would alter 
the instruction from that described in the approval 
app lica ti on. 

(g) Utilize and distribute as part of the course information or 
tra.inin.g aides furnished by the Department. 

(h) fNeeiEy-ehe-9epaPemene-in-wPieing-ae-1ease-ene-wee~-beEePe-a 

EPaining-eeaPse-is-seheda1ed-ee-begin,--'.fhe-neeiEieaeieR 
mase-ine1ade-ehe-daee;-eime-and-addrese-whePe-ehe-ePaining 
wi11-be-eendaeeed,j Provide the Department with a monthly 
class schedule at least one week before the schedule begins. 
Notification shall include time and location of each course. 
Training providers shall promptly notify the Department 
within three days whenever any unscheduled class is given. 

(i) Establish and maintain course records and documents relating 
to course accreditation application. Accredited training 
providers shall make records and documents available to the 
Department upon request. Training providers whose principle 
place of business is outside of the State of Oregon shall 
provide a copy of such records or documents within ten (10) 
business days of receipt of such a written request from the 
Department. 
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(h) Notify the Department prior to issuing a replacement 
certification card. 

(i) Accredited training providers must have their current 
accreditation certificates at the location where they are 
conducting training. 

340-33-070 GENERAL TRAINING STANDARDS 

(1) Courses of instruction required for certification shall be 
specific for each of the certificate categories and shall be in 
accordance with Department guidelines. The topics or subjects of 
instruction which a person must receive to meet the training 
requirements must be presented through a combination of lectures, 
demonstrations, and hands-on practice. 

(2) Courses requiring hands-on training must be presented in an 
environment suitable to permit participants to have actual 
experience performing tasks associated with asbestos abatement. 
Demonstrations not involving individual participation shall not 
substitute for hands-on training. 

I 
(3) Persons seeking certification as a Supervisor for Full-Scale 

Asbestos Abatement shall successfully complete an accredited 
training course of at least four days as outlined in the DEQ 
Asbestos Training Guidance Document. The training course shall 
include lectures, demonstrations, at least six hours of hands-on 
training, individual respirator fit testing, course review, and a 
written examination consisting of multiple choice questions. 
Successful completion of the training shall be demonstrated by 
achieving a passing score on the examination, course attendance, 
and full participation in the hands-on training. 

(4) Any person seeking certification as a Worker for Full-Scale 
Asbestos Abatement shall successfully complete an accredited 
training course of at least three days duration as outlined in the 
DEQ Asbestos Training Guidance Document. The training course 
shall include lectures, demonstrations, at least six hours of 
actual hands-on training, individual respirator fit testing, 
course review, and an examination of multiple choice questions. 
Successful completion of the course shall be demonstrated by 
achieving a passing score on the examination, course attendance, 
and full participation in the hands-on training. The course shall 
adequately address the following topics: 

(5) Any person seeking certification as a Worker for Small-Scale 
Asbestos Abatement shall complete at least a two day approved 
training course as outlined in the DEQ Asbestos Training Guidance 
Document. The small-scale asbestos abatement worker course shall 
include lectures, demonstrations, at least six hours of hands-on 
training, individual respirator fit testing, course review, and an 
examination of multiple choice questions. Successful completion 
of the course shall be demonstrated by achieving a passing score 
on the examination, course attendance, and full participation in 
the hands-on training. 
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(6) Refresher training shall be at least one day duration for 
Certified Supervisors and Workers for Full-Scale Asbestos 
Abatement and at least three hours duration for Certified Workers 
for Small-Scale Asbestos Abatement. The refresher courses shall 
include a review of key areas of initial training, updates, and an 
examination of multiple choice questions as outlined in the DEQ 
Asbestos Training Guidance Document. Successful completion of the 
course shall be demonstrated by achieving a passing score on the 
examination, course attendance, and full participation in any 
hands-on training. 

(7) One training day shall consist of at least seven hours, of actual 
classroom instruction and hands-on practice. 

340-33-080 PRIOR TRAINING 

Successful completion of an initial training course fReEj accredited by 2 
governmental agency other than the Department may be used to satisfy the 
training and examination requirements of OAR 340-33-050 and OAR 340-33-060 
provided that all of the following conditions are met. 

(1) The Department determines that the course and examination 
requirements are equivalent to or exceed the requirements of OAR 
340-33-050 and 340-33-060 and the asbestos training guidance 
document, for the level of certification sought. State and local 
requirements may vary. 

(2) f1E-Ehe-EFaiaiag-was-eernpleEed-pFieF-Ee-JaauaFy-1,-19S7;-Ehe 
applieaae-rnuse-derneasEFaee-ee-ehe-DepaFErneae-shae-addisieaal 
expeFieaee-suffieieae-ee-rnaiaeaia-kaew1edge-aad-ski11s-ia-asbesses 
abaeerneae-has-beea-ebeaiaed-ia-ehe-iREeFirn,j For an applicant to 
qualify for a refresher course and certification. prior training 
must have occurred within two years of the application to the 
Department. Applicants must be in good standing in all states 
where they are certified. 

{3) Tl1e applicant. v1l10 11as recei-ved recogn.itior1 front tl1e Depart1ner1t for 
alternate initial training successfully completes an Oregon 
accredited refresher course and refresher course examination for 
the level of certification sought. 

340-33-090 RECIPROCITY 

The Department may develop agreements with other jurisdictions for the 
purposes of establishing reciprocity in training, licensing, and/or 
certification if the Department finds that the training, licensing and/or 
certification standards of the other jurisdiction are at least as stringent 
as those required by these rules. 
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340-33-100 FEES 

(1) Fees shall be assessed to provide revenues to operate the asbestos 
control program. Fees are assessed for the following: 

(a) Contractor Licenses 
(b) Worker Certifications 

(c) Training Provider Accreditation 

(d) Asbestos Abatement Project Notifications 

(2) Contractors shall pay a non-refundable license application fee of: 

(a) Three hundred dollars ($300) for a one year Full-Scale 
Asbestos Abatement Contractor license. 

(b) Two hundred dollars ($200) for a one year Small-Scale 
Asbestos Abatement Contractor license. 

(3) Workers shall pay a non-refundable certification fee of: 

(a) One hundred dollars ($100) for a two year certification as a 
certified Supervisor for Full-Scale Asbestos Abatement. 

(b) Eighty dollars ($80) for a two year certification as a 
Certified Worker for Full-Scale Asbestos Abatement. 

(c) Fifty dollars ($50) for a two year certification as a 
Certified Worker for Small-Scale Asbestos Abatement. 

(4) Training Providers shall pay a non-refundable accreditation 
application fee of: 

(a) One thousand dollars ($1000) for a one year accreditation to 
provide a course for training supervisors on Full-Scale 
projects. 

(b) Eight hundred dollars ($800) for a one year accreditation to 
provide a course for training workers on Full-Scale 
projects. 

(c) Five hundred dollars ($500) for a one year accreditation to 
provide a course for training workers on Small-Scale 
projects. 

(d) Two hundred and fifty dollars ($250) for a one year 
accreditation to provide a course for refresher training for 
any level of certification. 

(5) Requests for waiver of fees shall be made in writing to the 
Director, oll a case-by-case basis, and be based upon financial 
hardship. Applicants for waivers must describe the reason for the 
request and certify financial hardship. The Director may waive 
part or all of a fee. 
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Note: The requirements and jurisdiction of the Department of Insurance 
and Finance, Accident Prevention Division and any other state 
agency are not affected by these rules. 

(Adopted May 17, 1987; effective January 1, 1989) 

ASB\AR1356 
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ATTACHMENT B 

STATEMENT OF NEED FOR RULEMAKING 

Pursuant to ORS 183.335(2), this statement provides information on the 
intended action to amend rules. 

Legal Authority 

1. Oregon Revised Statute 468.020 requires the Commission to 
adopt rules and standards as necessary to perform its vested 
functions. 

2. Oregon Revised Statute 468.893 allows the Commission to 
establish standards and procedures for asbestos 
training providers and abatement workers, determine 
procedures for abatement project notification, and to 
establish asbestos abatement, handling and disposal work 
practice standards. 

Need for the Rule 

The proposed amendments are the result of a long-term effort to 
delete outdated or irrelevant regulations, render procedures 
more efficient and practical, respond to current industrial 
practices, and generally fine-tune the Department's asbestos 
regulations. 

Principal Documents Relied Upon 

ORS 468.020, 468.893 

Existing Oregon Administrative Rules: 

OAR 340-25-465, Hazardous Air Contaminant Rules for Asbestos 

OAR 340-33-010 et seq., Asbestos Licensing and Certification 
Requirements 

Land Use Compatibility Statement 

The Department has concluded that the proposed rules do not 
appear to affect land use, and will be consistent with Statewide 
Planning Goals and Guidelines. 
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ATTACHMENT C 

FISCAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT 

Proposed rule amendments fall into three categories: 1) Housekeeping changes 
that have no fiscal impact, 2) procedural changes that economically impact 
the regulated community, and 3) changes in standards or requirements that 
economically impact the regulated community. 

1) Housekeeping Amendments 

The Department has projected no fiscal impact for the following 
rule amendments: 

OAR 340-33-030(9) & (12) - Repeal of sections creating special licensing or 
certification provisions until January 1, 1989, a deadline that has already 
passed. 

OAR 340-33-030(13) Repeal of section that repeats variance authority 
already contained in ORS 468.345. 

OAR 340-33-060(l)(h) - Repeal of accreditation grandfathering provision for 
asbestos training courses taught since January 1, 1987. The Department has 
received only one request under this provision, and no other requests are 
expected in the future. 

2) Procedural Amendments 

OAR 340-25-465(5) - Creation of $75 non-refundable fee to be retained by DEQ 
when asbestos notifications are withdrawn. This fee covers the Department's 
cost of processing paperwork associated with withdrawn asbestos 
notifications. It has a direct economic impact on all persons who withdraw 
notifications. 

OAR 340-25-465(5)(a) - Allows asbestos abatement projects to commence 
without prior notification when unexpected event creates opportunity to 
work. This amendment is expected to allow an economic savings to facilities 
able to perform abatement projects only under certain circumstances (ie: 
production line down time). The Department is not able to quantify the 
savings. 

OAR 340-25-465(5)(b) - Deletion of more costly month to month project 
notification option, amendment allowing single owner/operator of centrally 
controlled facilities to file one notice for multiple abatement projects. 
These amendments also represent a currently unquantifiable savings to 
persons performing asbestos abatement projects by decreasing the amount of 
notification fees to be paid. 
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OAR 340-33-050(3)(b) - Amendment allowing persons with six months 
experience as maintenance or construction supervisors and full-scale worker 
certification to take supervisor's training course. This amendment allows 
economic savings to the regulated community by allowing the previous 
prerequisite of hands-on training, and by also allowing supervisory 
experience to quality for the supervisors training course. 

OAR 340-33-060(4)(h) - Amendment requiring a written monthly training 
schedule instead of written notice one week before each class . .This 
amendment helps trainers plan their courses in advance and thereby reduce 
training course marketing costs. 

OAR 340-33-080 - Limits transferability of out-of-state asbestos training to 
training received within two years of application with the Department. The 
Department projects no fiscal impact. 

Amendments to Standards and Requirements 

OAR 340-25-455(20) - New definition of "interim storage of asbestos
containing waste material". This amendment will economically impact the 
regulated community by requiring prevention of asbestos dispersal physical 
tampering. The costs associated with these requirements are unknown 
because they may be achieved in a number of ways. This amendment should 
also help to prevent cleanup costs associated with accidental contamination 
between the source and the disposal site. 

OAR 340-25-465(4)(b) & (6) - Amendments clarify that normally nonfriable 
materials can be made friable, and as a result hazardous, by certain work 
practices. These amendments could increase costs to contractors removing or 
disturbing asbestos-containing materials in a manner that makes them 
friable, and subject to further regulation. Cost increases would be offset 
by current Accident Prevention Division regulations for worker protection. 

OAR 340-25-465(6)(i) - New rule requiring air clearance monitoring by an 
independent third party prior to removal of negative air containment. The 
Departm.ent estim.ates tJ:-1e cost of a.ir clearance monitoring by a third party 
to be approximately $150 per abatement project. Many contractors contacted 
in an informal telephone survey already voluntarily perform air clearance 
monitoring. 

ASB\AR1355 
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ATTACHMENT D 

Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 

A CHANCE TO COMMENT ON • • • 

WHO IS 
AFFECTED: 

WHAT IS 
PROPOSED: 

WHAT ARE THE 
HIGHLIGHTS: 

HOW TO 
COMMENT: 

Amendments to Asbestos Work Practice and Training Rules 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 

Hearing Date: 
Comments Due: 

November 16 & 17, 1989 
December 1, 1989 

All persons performing asbestos abatement projects, and 
asbestos training providers. 

The Department of Environmental Quality is proposing to amend OAR 
340-25-455(20); -25-455(4), (5) and (6); -33-030(9), (12) and (13); 
-33-060(l)(h), (4)(g); and -33-080 

Proposed amendments would: 

add a definition of interim storage of asbestos containing 
material 

apply existing work practices to potentially friable asbestos 
containing material 

make practical adjustments to asbestos abatement project 
notification and filing rules 

require air clearance monitoring upon completion of abatement 
projects 

make practical adjustments to training and certification rules 

make permanent existing temporary rules on prerequisites for 
supervisor training 

Copies of the complete proposed rule package may be obtained from the 
Air Quality Division in Portland 811 S.W. Sixth Avenue or the 
regional office nearest you. For further information contact 
Bruce Arnold at 229-5506. 

A public hearing will be held before a hearings officer at: 

Department of Environmental 
Quality, Conference Room 4 
811 SW 6th Ave., Portland, OR 
November 16, 1989 
2:00 pm to 5:00 pm 

FOR FURTHER IN FORMATION: 

Harris Hall, Lane Co. Courthouse 
125 E 8th St., Eugene, OR 
November 17, 1989 
1:00 pm to 4:00 pm 

D-1 

811S.W.6th Avenue 
Portland, OR 97204 

Contact the person or division identified in the public notice by calling 229-5696 in the Portland area. To avoid long 
distance charges from other parts of the state, call 1 ~800-452-4011. 
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WHAT IS THE 
NEXT STEP: 

ASB\AR1340 

Oral and written comments will be accepted at the public hearing. 
Written comments may be sent to the DEQ, but must be received by no 
later than December 1, 1989. 

After public hearing the Environmental Quality Commission may adopt 
rule amendments identical to the proposed amendments, adopt modified 
rule amendments on the same subject matter, or decline to act. 
The Commission's deliberation should come January 11, 1990 as part of 
the agenda of a regularly scheduled Commission meeting. 

A Statement of Need, Fiscal and Economic Impact Statement, and Land 
Use Consistency Statement are attached to this notice. 
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ATTACHMENT E 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON ISSUES 

In the Commission's June 1, 1989 work session the Asbestos Control Section 
announced that draft rule revisions would be forthcoming along with a 
hearing authorization request. These draft rules have been reviewed and 
approved by Asbestos Advisory Board and are recommended for action according 
to ORS 468.899(15)(a). 

The most notable change in these draft rules is the omission of amendments 
to assist the residential industry, which previously was benefited by the 
June 2, 1989 Variance for workers who disturb or remove asbestos in 
residential facilities. ·The Residential subcommittee has worked diligently 
in the past several months in developing rules to enlarge the space 
limitations of asbestos removal where the risk is minimized; and developing 
an asbestos hazard disclosure statement and accompanying educational 
materials. These draft rules are not part of this hearing authorization 
request because recent discussions with the Accident Prevention Division of 
the Department of Insurance and Finance (APD) revealed conflicts with 
related APD regulations and interpretations based on Federal Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requirements. The Commission is 
required under ORS 468.893(8) to establish asbestos abatement rules 
compatible statutory language with APD standards. Pursuant to advice from 
the Asbestos Advisory Committee, the Department will consult further with 
APD before proposing amendments to small-scale and residential abatement 
rules. 

SUMMARY OF CONCEPTS FEATURED IN THE CURRENT DRAFT RULES 

OAR 340 DIVISION 25 

OAR 340-25-455(20): "Interim storage of asbestos-containing waste 
material" was created to regulate such waste from the source to the 
disposal site which was previously unregulated. 

OAR 340-25-465(4)(b) and (6): clarifies that normally nonfriable 
materials can be made friable, and therefore hazardous by 
inappropriate work practices. 

OAR 340-25-465(5) creates a $75 non-refundable fee to be retained by 
DEQ when asbestos notifications are withdrawn. 

OAR 340-25-465(5)(a) allows asbestos abatement projects t 0 commence 
without prior notification when an unexpected event creates the 
opportunity to conduct an asbestos abatement project. 

OAR 340-25-465(5)(b) reduces the number of notification options 
three to two; i.e: project by project and annual notification. 
will result in less paper work and net savings to the regulated 
asbestos abatement industry. 

from 
This 
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OAR 340-25-465(6)(i) the proposed air clearance monitoring rules are 
the product of asbestos section efforts to bring Oregon into league 
with twenty-six other states which have similar requirements. Air 
clearance monitoring is done to ensure the asbestos abatement 
contractor has achieved a minimum acceptable levels of air quality, 
namely 0.01 fibers per cubic centimeter within the containment. 

OAR 340-33-030(9)(12) these sections which originally created special 
licensing or certification provisions until January 1, 1989 are now 
irrelevant as the deadline has passed. These sections are to be 
repealed. 

OAR 340-33-030(13) this section reiterates OAR 468.345 concerning 
Variances from air contamination rules. As such, it is redundant and 
should be repealed. 

OAR 340-33-050(3)(b) these amendments make permanent changes that were 
approved by the Commission as a temporary rule June 2, 1989. The rule 
allows persons who have six months experience as maintenance or 
construction supervisors and certification as full-scale workers, to 
take the supervisors training course. 

OAR 340-33-060(h) the current rule allows courses taught since January 
1, 1987 up to the present time to apply for and receive accreditation. 
Students taking such courses could be certified. At least one course 
was accredited on this basis with extraordinary hardship on the 
Department, Training Provider and students. Furthermore, as the 
accreditation process is now fully operational and accepted by the 
training community this regressive rule is no longer needed and should 
be repealed. 

OAR 340-33-060(4)(g) The scheduling requirements of the present rule 
create an unnecessary burden upon the training providers by impeding 
schedule development and prompt response to legitimate but unexpected 
training needs. The amendment requires a monthly training schedule, 
which is standard in the industry, and requires prompt notice of 
unscheduled courses. 

OAR 340-33-080 Prior training is a unique feature in the Oregon 
asbestos training rules which allows persons trained elsewhere to be 
certified in Oregon upon completing a one day refresher course instead 
of taking the full three day course. The proposed amendment would 
limit this window of opportunity to persons who were trained no more 
than two years before making application with DEQ. This renders OAR 
340-33-080(2) unnecessary as workers will no longer have to make a 
showing as to their current knowledge since training prior to January 
1, 1987. 

ASB\AR1336 
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NEIL GOLDSCHMIDT 
GOVERNOR 

Environmental Quality Commission 
811 SW SIXTH AVENUE, PORTLAND, OR 97204 PHONE (503) 229-5696 

REQUEST FOR EQC ACTION 

Meeting Date: October 20, 1989 
Agenda Item: R 

Division: Air Quality 
Section: Planning & Development 

SUBJECT: 

Emission Exceedances - Rule Revisions on Reporting 
Requirements and Actions for Sources Which Experience Excess 
Emissions Due to startup, Shutdown, Scheduled Maintenance and 
Breakdowns 

PURPOSE: 

Rule revisions on reporting requirements and actions for 
sources which experience excess emissions due to startup, 
shutdown, scheduled maintenance and breakdowns, to bring 
state rules in agreement with current federal policy on 
excess emissions. 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

Work Session Discussion 
General Program Background 
Potential Strategy, Policy, or Rules 
Agenda Item __ for current Meeting 
Other: (specify) 

...lL Authorize Rulemaking Hearing 
Adopt Rules 

Proposed Rules 
Rulemaking Statements 
Fiscal and Economic Impact Statement 
Public Notice 

Issue Contested Case Order 
Approve a Stipulated Order 
Enter an Order 

Proposed Order 

Approve Department Recommendation 
Variance Request 
Exception to Rule 
Informational Report 
Other: (specify) 

Attachment _B_ 
Attachment _c_ 
Attachment _c_ 
Attachment _D_ 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
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October 20, 1989 
R 

DESCRIPTION OF REQUESTED ACTION: 

Authorization to conduct a public hearing to receive public 
comment on the Department of Environmental Quality's (DEQ, 
Department) proposed upset rule amendments regarding 
temporary excess emissions of air contaminants. 

AUTHORITY/NEED FOR ACTION: 

Required by Statute: 
Enactment Date: 

_x_ Statutory Authority: ,.o,,.R,,..S'---"4'-'6'-'8"-' . ...,2..,8"-'0"-------

_x_ Amendment of 
Existing Rule: OAR 340-21-065 thru 075 
Implement Delegated Federal Program: 

Attachment 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 

Other: Attachment 

Time Constraints: (explain) 

DEVELOPMENTAL BACKGROUND: 

Advisory Committee Report/Recommendation 
Hearing Officer's Report/Recommendations 
Response to Testimony/Comments 
Prior EQC Agenda Items: (list) 
Other Related Reports/Rules/Statutes: 

_lL Supplemental Background Information 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment __ A_ 

li't. t.l1e Septe1nber 7, 1989 Envi:t::on1nental Quality Coruruission 
(EQC, Commission) meeting, a work session was held on the 
Department's proposed revisions to its upset rules. 
Department staff explained how the current upset rules can 
excuse industries which cause emissions of excess air 
contaminants from enforcement action, providing the event is 
reported in a timely manner to the Department and the reasons 
are justified. Staff also explained that this is contrary 
to the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) policy on 
excess emissions, which considers all excess emissions to be 
in noncompliance. Also described was EPA's policy directing 
states to determine if excess emissions are "unavoidable" and 
to establish clear criteria for sources to follow when 
reporting excess emissions. The Commission indicated they 
agreed with EPA's approach to excess emissions and with 
Department staff that amendments to its current rules should 
be considered. Staff indicated that it would draft a request 
for Hearing Authorization to be submitted at the next 
regularly scheduled EQC meeting. 
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REGULATED/AFFECTED COMMUNITY CONSTRAINTS/CONSIDERATIONS: 

The Department's current air quality "upset rules" require 
industry to promptly report all air contaminant emissions in 
excess of applicable standards. However, these rules state 
that if the owner/operator reports the upset to the 
Department and the reasons are considered justified, the 
upset is automatically considered not to be a violation of 
applicable standards. 

As a result of federal court actions, state implementation 
plan rules must consider all excess emissions as potential 
violations of standards. Regulation must place the burden of 
proof on the source to demonstrate to the appropriate control 
agency whether the period of excess emissions should be 
excused from any enforcement action as a result of an 
unavoidable condition. The source must demonstrate that 
prompt notification and remedial action occurred, that 
control equipment was properly maintained and operated, and 
that the excess emissions were not a recurring problem. 

A similar approach must be taken for scheduled maintenance, 
in that the industry would have to show that the excess 
emissions could not have been avoided through better 
operation and maintenance practices. Justification would 
also be required in cases of emergency shutdown and 
maintenance. 

PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS: 

Amending the Department's air quality excess emission rules 
to be consistent with federal policy and the Department's new 
enforcement policy could result in increased workload for 
staff and sources, depending on 1) the extent that written 
reports are required, 2) the procedure for issuance of a 
Notice of Noncompliance, 3) the requirements for proving that 
excess emissions were unavoidable, and 4) the process by 
which excess emissions are excused. 

It is possible that the other proposed rule revisions 
discussed here, such as the inclusion of criteria to guide 
sources when reporting excess emissions, could be applicable 
to other DEQ programs and lead to a more uniform approach in 
dealing with all types of emissions. 

This rule amendment would represent a revision to the State 
Implementation Plan (SIP). 
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ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BY THE DEPARTMENT: 

1. Provide criteria in rules which identify the necessary 
information to be submitted by the source on the cause 
of the excess emissions. This approach would aid both 
Department staff and sources in determining whether 
excess emissions are "unavoidable" and thereby excused 
by the Department. Such criteria would include 1) 
immediate notification, 2) complete description of the 
nature of the excess emission, 3) description of 
remedial action, 4) demonstration that negligence was 
not involved, and 5) the event was not a recurring 
problem. 

2. Issue a Notice of Noncompliance (NON) for every reported 
excess emission. This approach is not reasonable due to 
the many releases which are of short duration and do not 
constitute a threat to public health, safety, or result 
in a nuisance. 

3. Allow excess emissions to be excused upon telephone 
notification. Although this represents a streamlined 
approach in dealing with low risk or minor cases, it 
does not allow for the full consideration of 
circumstances related to excess emissions which can be 
documented in a written report, and is therefore not 
recommended. 

4. Require written documentation on all excess emissions, 
except allow written reports for low risk or minor 
excess e1uissicr1s to be acc-i.11nulatsd by scu:cce and 
submitted with annual permit reports at the discretion 
of regional staff. Submittal of all excess emission 
written reports immediately to the Department would 
create significant workload increases for staff and 
source alike. This approach would streamline the 
reporting process and allow continued flexibility in 
dealing with the higher risk excess emissions on a more 
immediate basis. This approach would also provide a 
documented record for all excess emissions which are 
reported. 

5. Identify by rule a limit for the frequency of low risk 
or minor excess emissions over which a source must 
install backup pollution control measures/equipment to 
minimize emissions, or make a rule change permitting the 
excess emissions to occur as part of normal operations. 
This approach could be addressed better by permit on a 
case-by-case evaluation of each excess emission rather 
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than by rule, due to difficulty in specifying an 
appropriate or reasonable technology-based excess 
emission limit for sources. 

DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION FOR ACTION. WITH RATIONALE: 

The Department agrees with EPA that the current provision 
which automatically excuses excess emissions should be 
changed to read that all excess emissions are subject to 
possible enforcement action, unless the source can 
demonstrate to the Department's satisfaction that the 
emissions were unavoidable. The Department supports 
Alternative 1, or the idea of adding criteria in the rules 
which would guide sources when reporting these events to the 
Department. Such criteria would indicate to sources 
information the Department would consider in determining when 
to issue a Notice of Noncompliance or take other enforcement 
action. The Department also supports Alternative 4, or the 
submittal of written documentation by the source for all 
excess emissions, with reports on minor exceedances 
submitted in a manner and time frame specified by regional 
staff. 

CONSISTENCY WITH STRATEGIC PLAN. AGENCY POLICY. LEGISLATIVE 
POLICY: 

The Department is not aware of any conflicts with any 
agencies or legislative policies. 

ISSUES FOR COMMISSION TO RESOLVE: 

The Commission needs to consider: 

1. Should criteria be established in rule form that 
specifies what the Department will consider to be an 
unavoidable excess emission, to guide sources in 
their actions and reporting requirements, in order to 
avoid being assessed penalties for upsets? 

2. Should sources reporting minor upsets (determined by 
Department staff to be of low risk to the public and 
environment) be allowed to submit upset logs on a 
deferred reporting basis? 

3. How frequently do excess emissions have to occur to 
require backup control and should this be addressed on a 
case-by-case basis or by rule change? 
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INTENDED FOLLOWUP ACTIONS: 

BRF:r 

1. File hearing notice with the Secretary of State 

2. Hold a public hearing 

3. Review orai and written testimony and revise proposed 
rules as appropriate 

4. Return to Commission for final rule adoption 

Approved: 

Section: 

Division: 

Director: 

Report Prepared By: Brian R. Finneran 

Phone: 229-6278 

Date Prepared: September 20, 1989 
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ATTACHMENT A 

TEMPORARY EXCESS EMISSIONS 

Temporary excess emissions, frequently referred to as "upset conditions", 
occur when an industry's air pollution control equipment malfunctions, 
fails, or is bypassed, resulting in air-contaminant emissions in excess of 
state standards or permit limits. In 1972 the EQC adopted rules which 
required industries to report excess emissions or upsets. These rules 
stated that if the owner/operators reported the upset and took appropriate 
action, the Department would not consider the upset to be a violation. They 
also required prompt notification to the Department, taking all practical 
steps to correct such conditions, and the cessation of operation within 48 
hours unless specific authority is given by the Department to extend this 
time limit. For scheduled maintenance the rule required prior notice, and 
for lengthy excess emissions (greater than 48 hours), prior approval of a 
maintenance plan could be required. 

As any one air pollution source is not that large of a contributor to an air 
shed, temporary excess emissions generally do not have the same potential 
environmental/health impact associated with water pollution, such as when 
sewage treatment plants are bypassed. Of the 500 or so air quality 
complaints that are received each year by the Department, many are 
associated with very short term excess emissions such as plugged wooddust 
cyclones, and bursts of black smoke from combustion sources such as wood 
fired powerboilers. Of the large sources in the state, pulp and paper mills 
account for about 5-6 upsets per month. These sources, as do some others in 
the state, have been required to operate continuous emission monitors and 
report results to the Department. Excess emissions in these cases are very 
readily known to the source as well as to the Department. In cases where 
excess emissions are occurring frequently and/or causing adverse 
environmental impact, the Department can require backup control systems to 
reduce or eliminate such occurrences in the future. Continuous emission 
monitoring can be required in sensitive areas such as Medford, where 
continuous monitoring is proposed to be expanded to major sources of PM10· 
Such· a requirement will aid in detecting and minimizing the occurrences of 
excess emissions in an air shed that needs every possible means of insuring 
that emissions are controlled to the highest level possible. 

In the early 1980's, federal lawsuits regarding excess air emissions 
resulted in a court ruling that all excess emissions must be considered as 
violations subject to possible enforcement action. In addition, the court 
ruled that in cases where excess emissions were truly unavoidable, the 
violation could be excused from any enforcement action. These rulings lead 
EPA to ask several states, including Oregon, to revise their rules 
accordingly. EPA also advised states that while enforcement action could be 
determined on a case-by-case basis, state upset rules should specify the 
criteria to be used by the state for determining when excess emissions will 
be considered excusable in order to guide sources when submitting 
information on the cause of the excess emission. Such criteria would 
include: 
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1) inunediate notification;· 2) complete details of the equipment involved, 
the type of malfunction, and the estimated time in returning to normal 
operation; 3) description of remedial action; 4) demonstration that no 
negligence was involved in the incident; and 5) a reoccurring problem does 
not exist. A similar approach would be taken for start-up and shut-down 
annual scheduled maintenance, in that the industry would have to show that 
the excess emissions could not have been avoided through better operation 
and maintenance practices and they would have to provide an approvable 
written procedure that insures excess emissions are minimized to the extent 
practical. Justification would also be required in cases of emergency 
maintenance. 

Pl.AN\AR917 (8/89) 
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DRAFT 

fYpsee-Gondieionsj Temoorary Excess Emissions 

FEnei;odaeeionj 

Purpose and Applicability 

ATTACHMENT B 

340-21-065 Emission§ of air contaminants in excess of applicable 

standards or permit conditions fas-a-Fesa1e-oE-seheda1ed-maineenanee;-oF 

eqaipmene-bi;eakdewn-shall-nee-be-e0nsidei;ed-a-vielaeion-oE-said-seandaFds 

pFovided-ehe-eondieions-oE-Falesj are considered unauthorized and subiect to 

enforcement action. pursuant to f34G-21-G1G-andj 340-21-075 and 340-21-080 

faFe-meej. These rules apply to any source which emits contaminants in 

violation of applicable air quality regulation or permit conditions as a 

result of equipment breakdown. process upset. start up. shut down. or 

scheduled maintenance. The purpose of these rules is to (1) require that 

all excess emissions be reported to the Department immediately or as soon as 

possible, (2) require sources to submit information and data regarding 

conditions which resulted or could result in excess emissions. and (3) 

identify criteria to be used by the Department for determining whether 

enforcement action will be taken against an excess emission. 

fSeheda1ed-Main£enaneej 

f34G-2l-G1G--t1}-ln-ehe-ease-oE-shaedown-oE-aiF-polla£ion-eoneFol 

eqaipmene-EoF-neeessai;y-sehedaled-maineenanee;-ehe-ineene-eo-shaedown-saeb 

eqaipmene-shal1-be-Fepoi;eed-eo-ehe-9epai;emene-ae-1ease-eweney-EoaF·t241 

hoaFs-pFioi;-eo-ehe-p1anned-shaedown,--Saeh-pFioF-noeiee-sha11-ine1ade;-bat 

is-noe-1imieed-eo-ehe-Ee1lowing+ 
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seFv:i:eet 

tbt '.fhe-e~peeeed-1eRgeh-eE-eirae-EhaE-Ehe-air-pe11aeieR-eeRerel 

eqaipraeRe-wi11-be-pae-eae-eE-sei;vieet 

tet the-RaEare-aRd-qaaReiey-0E-eraissi0Rs-0E-air-e0REaraiRaRes-1ike1y-ee 

eeear-dariRg-ehe-shaedeWR-periedt 

tdt Measares;-saeh-as-ehe-ase-eE-eEEshiEe-1aber-aRd-eqaipraeRE;-ehaE 

wi11-be-eakeR-e0-rai~irai2e-ehe-1eHgeh-eE-Ehe-shaedeWR-peried;-aRd 

wheFe-pFaeE:i:eal;-ra:i:n:i:m:i:2e-aiF-eenEam:i:naRE-emiss:i:enst 

te1 the-reaseHs-ehae-ie-wea1d-be-irapraeeiea1-ee-shae-deWR-ehe-searee 

epeFaE:i:GR-daFing-Ehe-mainEenanee-peFied~ 

t2) AddieieHa11y;-iH-ehe-ease-eE-raaiHEeRaHee-seheda1ed-raere-EreqaeHe1y-ehaR 

GHe-eirae-iR-a-~G-day-peried;-reqairiRg-shaedeWR-eE-air-pe11aeieR 

eeHEre1-equipraeHE;-er-Eer-aRy-raaiHEeHaRee-reqairiRg-shaedeWR-eE-ai< 

pe11aeieH-eGREre1-eqaipraeHE-EGr-a-eirae-peried-1eRger-EhaR-48-hears; 

prier-appreva1-eE-ehe-raaiREeRaRee-pregrara-raay-be-reqaired-by-ehe 

BepareraeREc--App1ieaeieH-Eer-appreva1-sha11-be-sabraieeed-iR-wriEiRg 

wiEhiR-lG-days-aEeer-a-reqaesE-by-ehe-BepareraeRE-aHd-sha11-iRe1ade;-iR 

speeiEie-iREGrraaeieH-as-ee-Ehe-EreqaeHey-aHd-ehe-Reeessiey-eE-ehe 

seheda1ed-raaiREeHaHeec--Appreva1-eE-Ehe-pregrara-by-ehe-BepareraeRE-sha1l 

be-based-apeH-a-deeerraiRaEieH-ehae-ehe-prepesed-maiHEeHaHee-seheda1e-is 

Heeessary-aHd-ehae-a11-reaseRab1e-preeaaeieHs-have-beeR-eakeR-ee 

minimiae-Ehe-e~EenE-ancl-EFeqaeney-eE-aiF-eenEaminanE-emissiens-iR 

e~eess-eE-app1ieab1e-s6aHdards, 
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t3) Ne-seheda1ed-maiREeRaRee-Fesa1EiRg-iR-ehe-emissieR-e~-aiF-eeReamiRaRES 

iR-vie1aeieR-e~-app1ieab1e-sEaRdaFds-sha11-be-peF~eFmed-daFiag-aRy 

peFied-iR-whieh-AiF-Pe11aEk0R-A1eFE;-AiF-Pe11aeieR-WaFRiRg;-0F-Ai< 

Pe11aeieR-BmeFgeRey-has-beeR-dee1aFed,1 

Definitions 

340-21-071 As used in this rule. unless otherwise required by context: 

ill "Event" means any period of excess emissions. 

1.21 "Excess emissions" means emissions which are in excess of an Air 

Contaminant Discharge Permit limit. a State rule. or any applicable air 

quality regulation. 

1.11 "Large Source" means any stationary- source whose actual emissions or 

potential controlled emissions while operating full-time at the design 

capacity are equal to or exceed 100 tons per year of any regulated 

pollutant. or which is subiect to a National Emissions Standard for 

Hazardous Air Pollutants. Where plant site emission limits (PSEL) have 

been incorporated into the Air Contaminant Discharge Permit. the PSEL 

shall be used to determine actual emissions 

_{!!J. "Permittee" means the owner or operator of the facility. in whose name 

the operation of the source is authorized by the Air Contaminant 

Discharge Permit. 

1..2.l "Process Upset• means a failure of a production process or system to 

operate in a normal and usual manner. 

1.Ql "Small Source" means any stationary source with a regular Air 

Contaminant Discharge Permit (not a letter perm.it or a minimal source 

permit) whose actual emissions or potential controlled emissions are 

less than 100 tons per year of any regulated pollutant. 
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.!21 "Startup" and" shutdown• mean that time during which an air 

contaminant source or emission-control equipment is brought into 

normal operation or normal operation is terminated, respectively . 

.!J!l •unavoidable" means events which are not caused entirely or in part by 

poor or inadequate design, operation, Dla.intenance, or any other 

preventable condition in either process or control equipment. Such 

events must not be of a recurring nature . 

.L2l "Upset" or "Breakdown" mean any unforeseeable failure or malfunction of 

any pollution control equipment or process equipment which is.not the 

result of (a) intent. neglect. or disregard of any applicable standard 

or permit condition. (b) improper maintenance. or (c) improper design 

or a recurring pattern of malfunction of the same equipment. 

fMalfanesiea-ef-Equipmeas} 

f34Q-2l-Q75-ln-she-evene-ehae-any-emissien-seuPee;-aiP-pellueieR 

eenePel-equipmene-eP-Pelaeed-faeilisy-malfunesiens-eP-bPeaks-dewn-in-sueh-a 

applieable-seandaPds;-ehe-pepsen-Pespensible-feP-sueh-equipmene-shallf 

bPeakdewn-wishin-ene-tl}-heuP-ef-ehe-eeeuPPenee;-eP-as-seen-as-is 

Peasenably-pessible;-giving-all-pePEinens-faees-ineluding-ehe-eseimaeed 

t2) Wieh-all-pPaeeieable-speed;-inisiase-and-eempleee-appPepPiaee-aeeien-ee 

eePPeee-ehe-eendieiens;-and-ee-Pedueecehe-fPequeney-ef-sueh 

eeeaPl?ea.ees, 
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t3t Gease-eF-Giseeaeiaae-epeFaeiea-eE-ehe-eqaipmeae-eF-Eaei1iey-ae-1aeeE 

ehaa-4S-heaFS-aEEeF-Ehe-begiaaiag-eE-Ehe-bFeakaewa-GF-apsee-peFiea-if 

ehe-ma1EaReEieR-iS-RGE-eGFFeeeea-wiehia-ehaE-Eime,--~he-BiFeeEGF-may; 

EGF-geea-eaase-shewa;-whieh-sha11-iae1aae-bae-aee-be-1imieea-ee; 

eqaipmeae-avai1abi1iey,-aiEEiea1ey-eE-FepaiF-eF-iasea11aeiea,-aaa 

aaeaFe-aaa-ameaae-eE-ehe-emissiea,-aaeheFi3e-ehe-e~eeasiea-eE-ehe 

epeFaeiea-peFiea-beyeaa-4S-heaFs-aaaeF-Ehis-seeeiea-EGF-a-Feasenab1e 

peFiea-eE-eime-as-aeeeFmiaea-by-him-ee-be-aeeessaFy-ee-eeFFeee-ehe 

ma1Eaaeeiea-eF-bFeakaewa, 

t4i 1a-Ehe-eveae-aa-AiF-Pe11aeiea-A1eFE;-AiF-Pe11aeiea-WaFaiag;-GF-AiE 

Pe11aeiea-SmeFgeaey-is-aee1aFeG;-eF-ia-ehe-eveae-ehe-aaeaFe-eE 

magaieaae-eE-emissieas-EFGm-ma1Eaaeeieaiag-eqaipmeae-is-aeemea-by-ehe 

BepaFEmeae-ee-pFeseae-aa-immiaeae-aaa-sabseaaeia1-eaaaageFmeae-ee 

hea1eh,-immeaiaee1y-pFeeeea-ee-eease-eF-aiseeaeiaae-epeFaeiea-eE-ehe 

eqaipmeae-eF-Eaei1iey, 

t5t NeeiEy-ehe-BepaFemeae-whea-ehe-eeaaieiea-eaasiag-ehe-Eai1aFe-eE 

bFeakaewa-has-beea-eeFFeeeea,-aaa-apea-Feqaese;-sabmie-a-wFieeeR 

seaeemeae-eE-ehe-eaases-aaa-ehe-aeeiea-eakea-ee-pFeveae-EaEaFe-simi1aE 

apsee-eF-bFeakaewa-eeaaieieas,j 

Startup. Shutdown. and Scheduled Maintenance 

340-21-076 (1) In cases where startup and shutdown of a production 

process or system may result in excess emissions. prior Department 

authorization may be obtained upon approval of startup/shutdown procedures 

and determination that the excess emissions are unavoidable and would not 

endanger public health. Application for approval shall be submitted in 

writing. and shall include the following: 
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.(Al The reasons why the excess emissions during startup and shutdown 

could not be avoided: 

il!l Identification of the specific production process or system 

causing the excess emissions: 

L!;,l The amount and duration of the excess emissions or a best estimate 

(supported by operating data and calculations if requested by the 

Department) . 

!.Z.l Approval of the startup/shutdown procedures by the Department shall be 

based upon determination that the procedures will minimize emissions 

during such period to the extent practicable. and that no adverse 

health impact on the public will occur. The permittee shall record 

each excess emission in the upset log as specified in OAR 340-21-

080(7). Approval of the startup/shutdown procedures shall not absolve 

the permittee from enforcement action if the approved procedures are 

not followed. In addition. no routine startups or shutdowns associated 

with the approved procedures shall occur during any period in which an 

Air Pollution Alert. Air Pollution Warning. or Air Pollution Emergency 

has been declared. 

condition in which excess emissions are likely to occur and prior 

notification of the Department is not possible. the permittee shall 

notify the Department as soon as reasonably possible following the 

event. giving all pertinent facts related to the event. Based on the 

severity of the event. the Department will either require submittal of 

a written report pursuant to OAR 340-21-080(4) and (6). or a recording 

of the event in the upset log as required in OAR 340-21-080(7). 
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.!!tl In cases where shutdown by-pass or operation at reduced efficiency of 

air pollution control equipment for necessary scheduled maintenance may 

result in excess emissions, the intent to perform such maintenance at a 

regular permitted source shall be reported to the Department at least 

seventy-two {72) hours prior to the planned maintenance. Such prior 

notice shall include. but is not limited to the following: 

.!;tl. Identification of the specific production or emission-control 

equipment or system to be maintained: 

ihl The expected length of time that air pollution control equipment 

will be out of service or operated at reduced efficiency: 

.!£1 The nature and quantity of air contaminants likely to be emitted 

during the maintenance period: 

.i4). Measures. such as the use of overtime labor and contract services 

and equipment. that will be taken to minimize the length of the 

maintenance period. and where practical, to minimize air 

contaminant emissions: 

.(gl The reasons that it would be impractical to shut down the source 

operation during the period: and 

.LJJ. The reasons why the by-pass or reduced efficiency could not be 

avoided through better scheduling for maintenance or through 

better operation and maintenance practices. 

L2.l Additionally. in the case of maintenance which is scheduled more 

frequently than one time in any 90-day period and which requires by

pass or reduced efficiency of air pollution control equipment. or for 

any maintenance which requires by-pass or operation at reduced 

efficiency of air pollution control equipment for more than 48 hours. 

prior approval of the maintenance program is required by the 

Department. Application for approval shall be submitted in writing 
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(or orally if so specified by the Department) and shall include. in 

addition to subsections (a) through (f) in section (1) of this rule. 

specific information as to the frequency and the necessity of the 

scheduled maintenance. Approval of the program by the Department shall 

be based upon a determination that temporary excess emissions could 

not be avoided through better operation and maintenance practices. or 

installation of additional. practicable control equipment. Approval of 

the program does not absolve the permittee from enforcement action if 

the conditions of the approval are not followed . 

.!..21 In cases of necessary emergency maintenance. characterized by discovery 

of a condition requiring corrective action within 24 hours. requiring 

equipment repairs and/or replacement which could cause excess emissions 

until the maintenance is complete and normal operation resumed. the 

oermittee shall: 

1.;ll Immediately notify the Department of the situation and intended 

correction. and confirm that no Air Pollution Alert. Warning. or 

Emergency is in effect or has been predicted for the period of 

excess emissions. 

submittal of a written report pursuant to OAR 340-21-080(4) and 

(6). In all cases the event shall be recorded in the upset log as 

required in OAR 340-21-080(7). 

J.J.j_ No startup/shutdown associated with scheduled maintenance resulting in 

the emission of air contaminants in violation· of applicable refilllations 

or permit conditions shall be performed during any period in which an 

Air Pollution Alert. Air Pollution Warning. or Air Pollution Emergency 

has been declared. 
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Upsets and Breakdowns 

340-21-080 (1) For large sources. as defined by 340-21-070(3). 

emissions in excess of applicable standard or permit conditions must be 

reported to the Department immediately. 

i2l Small sources. as defined by 340-21-070(6). need not report excess 

emissions immediately unless required to do so by the Department. or 

unless the excess emission is of a nature that could endanger public 

health. Small sources are subject to the reporting requirements in (5) 

and (7) . 

.!l.l During a period of excess emissions. the Department may require that a 

source immediately proceed to cease or discontinue operation of the 

equipment or facility until such time as the condition causing the 

excess emissions has been corrected or brought under control. Such 

action by the Department would be taken upon consideration of the 

magnitude of the emissions and risk to public health. whether any Air 

Pollution Alert. Warning. or Emergency exists. and whether continued 

excess emissions are deemed by the Department to be avoidable . 

..(!!l The source shall submit a written report to the Department within 

fifteen (15) days of the date of the excess emissions. which includes 

complete details of the nature. magnitude. and duration of the 

emissions. known causes. remedial actions taken, and preventative 

measures to be taken to minimize or eliminate the chance of 

reoccurrence. 

L'U. Based on the severity of event. the Department may waive the 15 day 

reporting requirement, and specify either a shorter or longer time 

period for report submittal. The Department may also waive the 

submittal of the written report. if in the judgement of the Department. 

the period of excess emissions was minor. In such cases the source 
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shall record the event in the upset log pursuant to section (6) of this 

rule . 

..(§.1 In determining if a period of excess emissions is unavoidable. and 

whether enforcement action is warranted. the Department shall consider 

the following information submitted by the source: 

.!JU. Whether notification occurred immediately or as soon as reasonably 

possible: 

ihl Whether the event occurred during startup. shutdown. maintenance. 

or as a result of a breakdown or malfunction: 

_(£1 Whether the Department was furnished with complete details of the 

event. i~e .. the equipment involved. the duration or best estimate 

of ·the time until return to normal operation. the magnitude of 

emissions and the increase over normal rates or concentrations as 

detennined by continuous monitoring or a best estimate (supported 

by operating data and calculations); 

iJll. Whether the amount and duration of the excess emission (including 

any bypass) were limited to the maximum extent practicable during 

the period of excess emissions: 

,(fl Whether the event was due to negligent operation by the source. 

For the Department to find that an incident of excess emissions is 

not due to negligent operation of the source. the permittee must 

demonstrate. upon Department request. that all of the following 

conditions were met: 

..(Al The process or handling equipment and the air pollution 

control equipment were at all times maintained and operated 

in a manner consistent with good practice for minimizing 

emissions. 
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.!.Jll. Repairs or corrections were made in an expeditious manner 

when the operator(s) knew or should have known that emission 

limits were being or were likely to be exceeded. Expeditious 

manner may include such activities as use of overtime labor 

or contract labor and equipment that would reduce the amount 

and duration of excess emissions . 

.!.!!.}. The event was not one in a recurring pattern of incidents 

which indicate inadequate design. operation, or maintenance . 

.f.J.J. The permittee of all sources shall keep a log of all excess emissions. 

The log shall include the following as a minimum: 

.!..1!J. The date and time each event was reported to the Department. 

fl1.l Information as described in (6)(b). {6)(c). (6)(d) and (6)(e) 

above. 

i£.l The final resolution of the cause of the excess emissions. 

i.!ll. The remedial action taken. 

~ At each reporting period specified in a permit. or sooner if required 

by the Department. the permittee shall submit a copy of the log 

entries for the reporting period. Upset logs shall be kept by the 

permittee for three (3) calendar years. 

PLAN\AR1335 
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ATTACHMENT C 

RULEMAKING STATEMENTS FOR 
TEMPORARY EXCESS EMISSIONS 

STATEMENT OF NEED FOR RULEMAKING 

Pursuant to ORS 183.335(7), this statement provides information on the 
intended action.to amend a rule. 

(1) Legal Authority 

This proposal amends Oregon Administrative Rules (OAR) 340-21-065 to 
340-21-080. It is proposed under authority of Oregon Revised Statutes 
(ORS) Chapter 468.020, 468.280, and 468.295. 

(2) Need for these rules 

The proposed rule revisions are necessary to make Department's Air 
Quality "Upset Condition" rules consistent with federal policy related 
to temporary excess emissions of air contaminants. Federal guidelines 
place the responsibility on the source to demons.trate to the 
appropriate control agency that a period of excess emission was the 
result of an unavoidable condition, for which prompt agency 
notification and remedial action occurred. 

(3) Principal Documents Relied Upon 

OAR 340, Division 21, General Emission Standards for Particulate Matter 

EPA Region 10: Guidance for the Preparation of SIP Excess Emissions 
Regulation 

LAND USE CONSISTENCY STATEMENT 

The Department has concluded that the proposed rule amendments do not appear 
to affect land use and will be consistent with Statewide Planning Goals and 
Guidelines. 

With regard to Goal 6, (air, water, and land resources quality), the 
proposed changes are designed to enhance and preserve air quality in the 
state and are considered consistent with the goal. The proposed rule 
changes do not appear to conflict with the other goals. 

Public comment on any land use issue involved is welcome and may be 
submitted in the same fashion as indicated for other testimony on these 
rules. 
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It is requested that local, state, and federal agencies review the proposed 
action and comment on possible conflicts with their programs affecting land 
use and with Statewide Planning Goals within their expertise and 
jurisdiction. 

FISCAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT 

Sources affected by these rules are also required by OAR 340-20-140 to 
obtain an Air Contaminant Discharge Permit, and to comply with the permit 
conditions and all other applicable air quality regulations. Therefore, 
sources affected by these rules are already subject to the costs of control 
and compliance. 

PLAN\AR1370 
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WHO IS 
AFFECTED: 

WHAT IS 
PROPOSED: 

WHAT ARE THE 
HIGHLIGHTS: 

HOW TO 
COMMENT: 

ATTACHMENT D 

Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 

A CHANCE TO COMMENT ON • • • 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 

Hearing Date: 
Comments Due: 

Any source which emits air contaminants in excess of an Air Contaminant 
Discharge Permit, a State rule, or a Federal emission regulation. 

The Department of Environmental Quality is proposing to amend OAR 340-
21-065 to 080 relating to the Department's Air Quality "Upset 
Conditionn Rules. 

The Department is proposing to amend its "Upset Condition" Rules by 
adding criteria which tightens reporting and documentation procedures 
for all excess emissions, and which indicated enforcement action may be 
taken for excess emissions which occur during startup, shutdown, 
maintenance and breakdown, if the Department finds such excess emission 
to be avoidable. 

Copies of the complete proposed rule package may be obtained from the 
Air Quality Division in Portland 811 S.W. Sixth Avenue or the 
regional office nearest you. For further information contact 
Br.ian R. Finneran at (503) 229-6278. 

A public hearing will be held before a hearings officer at: 

10:00 AM 
Wednesday, December 6, 1989 
Room 4A, 4th Floor, Executive Building 
Department of Environmental Quality 
811 SW Sixth Avenue 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

Oral and written comments will be accepted at the public hearing. 
Written comments may be sent to the DEQ, but must be received by no 
later than Friday, December 8, 1989. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMA T/ON: 
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811S.W.6th Avenue 
Portland, OR 97204 Contact the person or division identified in the public notice by calling 229-5696 in the Portland area. To avoid long 

distance charges from other parts of the state, call 1-800-452-4011. 
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WHAT IS THE 
NEXT STEP: 

After public hearing the Environmental Quality Commission may adopt 
rule amendments identical to the proposed amendments, adopt modified 
rule amendments on the same subject matter, or decline to act. The 
adopted rules will be submitted to the U. S. Environmental Protection 
Agency as part of the State Clean Air Act Implementation Plan. The 
Commission's deliberation should come in January 11, 1990 as part 
of the agenda of a regularly scheduled Commission meeting. 

A Statement of Need, Fiscal and Economic Impact Statement, and Land 
Use Consistency Statement are attached to this notice. 

PLAN\AR1341 
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OEQ-46 

Environmental Quality Commission 
NEIL GOLDSCHMIDT 811 SW SIXTH AVENUE, PORTLAND, OR 97204 PHONE (503) 229-5696 

II REQUEST FOR EQC ACTION II 

Meeting Date: October 20. 1989 
Agenda Item: s 

Division: Air Quality 
Section: Planning & Development 

SUBJECT: 

Incinerator Rule - Amendments to Better Address Municipal and 
ijospital Units 

PURPOSE: 

" New rules for incinerators will serve to better protect the 
public from particulates, acid gases and toxics, by 
providing a uniform basis for evaluating proposed 
installations and comparative risks, and providing uniform 
performance standards for both incineration equipment and 
monitoring systems. · 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

Work Session Discussion 
General Program Background 
Potential Strategy, Policy, or Rules 
Agenda Item for current Meeting 
Other: (specify) 

_x_ Authorize Rulemaking Hearing 
Adopt Rules 

Proposed Rules 
Rulemaking Statements 
Fiscal and Economic Impact Statement 
Public Notice 

Issue a Contested Case Order 
Approve a stipulated Order 
Enter an Order 

Proposed Order 

Approve Department Recommendation 
Variance Request 
Exception to Rule 
Informational Report 
Other: (specify) 

Attachment _A__ 
Attachment _JL 
Attachment _JL 
Attachment _Q_ 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 



Meeting Date: 
Agenda Item: 
Page 2 

October 20, 1989 
s 

DESCRIPTION OF REQUESTED ACTION: 

The proposed incinerator rules would: 

1. Apply to all existing, new or modified solid waste, 
infectious waste and crematory facilities in Oregon; 

2. Set uniform emission standards for particulate based on 
capacity (over 50 tons/day - 0.02 grains/standard cubic 
foot (scf), under 50 tons/day - 0.03 grains/scf)), 
hydrogen chloride (50 parts per million (ppm)), sulfur 
dioxide (50 ppm), and carbon monoxide (100 ppm); 

3. Set design and operation requirements for temperature 
(l800°F in final combustion zone), residence time (1-2 
seconds), combustion efficiency (99.9 percent), opacity 
(10 percent), and control equipment (BACT). 

4. Require continuous emission monitoring (CEMS) and 
testing requirements; 

5. Develop a procedure for retrofitting existing 
facilities, allowing up to five years for installation 
of new equipment. 

AUTHORITY/NEED FOR ACTION: 

Required by Statute: 
Enactment Date: 

_x_ statutory Authority: ORS 468.020/468.295 
_lL Pursuant to Rule: OAR 340-21-025 to -027 

_lL Other: OAR 340-25-055 (NSPS), 
OAR 340-20-220 to -275 

Time Constraints: (explain) 

DEVELOPMENTAL BACKGROUND: 

Advisory Committee Report/Recommendation 
Hearing Officer's Report/Recommendations 
Response to Testimony/Comments 
Prior EQC Agenda Items: (list) 

Other Related Reports/Rules/Statutes: 

Supplemental Background Information 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attctchment 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
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Existing rules pertaining to incinerators are focused solely 
on particulate emissions from refuse burning (OAR 340-21-
025), municipal waste incinerators in coastal areas (OAR 340-
21-027 and OAR 340-20-220 to -275), and new or modified 
incinerators (Federal new source standards adopted and 
enforced by the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ, 
Department)) of more than 50 tons per day (OAR 340-25-555). 
Various p·articulate and opacity standards exist in the 
current rules, along with temperature and residence time 
requirements. Air Contaminant Discharge Permits set other 
limits (CO, NOx, S02, etc.) on a case-by-case basis. 

currently in the state there are two coastal municipal refuse 
incinerator facilities, one mass burn municipal incinerator 
facility, one commercial infectious waste incinerator 
facility, and approximately 31 hospital incinerators and 37 
crematoriums. 

REGULATED/AFFECTED COMMUNITY CONSTRAINTS/CONSIDERATIONS: 

The growing concern about the toxicity of incinerator 
pollutants, given the increasing trend of waste incineration 
as an alternative to landfilling, has lead to numerous 
studies which have shown potential health risks associated 
with exposure to the fine particulates, acid gases, and 
toxics (such as dioxin) emitted from incinerators. In 
response to this, many states have revised their waste 
incinerator regulations based on state of the art pollution 
control equipment and high efficiency combustion technology, 
to establish emission standards and operational controls 
which better protect the public and environment. 

The proposed rules will require new and existing sources to 
utilize particulate and gaseous pollution control equipment 
(scrubbers, baghouses, electrostatic precipitators, and 
auxiliary burners). In addition, the proposed rules will 
require continuous monitoring equipment systems (CEMS) in 
order to meet tighter particulate emission levels than 
current state standards, set uniform standards for hydrogen 
chloride (HCl), sulfur dioxide (S02), carbon monoxide (CO), 
design and operation requirements, and performance testing 
requirements. Existing sources will be given up to five 
years to retrofit with the necessary equipment. Cost 
estimates vary greatly depending on the needs of each 
facility. However, it is likely the capital investment 
required to build/retrofit and operate incinerators in 

.compliance with the proposed rules will be high, perhaps as 
much as double the cost of the facility on an annual basis 
for smaller facilities. Additional costs may be incurred in 
providing operator training if sources are to ensure that 
proper startup, operation, and shutdown procedures are 
followed in order to minimize emissions. 
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PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS: 

The Department currently reviews and permits incinerators on 
a case-by-case basis, with respect to the contaminants 
emitted, and estimates public health risk and environmental 
effects. Current incinerator rules are fragmented and 
incomplete, and do not uniformly cover all existing and new 
facilities in the state, nor uniformly address all air 
contaminants emitted from incinerator facilities. The issue 
of health effects has prompted much study on the need for 
more stringent emission standards for incinerators, with many 
states recently adopting standards as stringent as those 
proposed. 

These incinerator rules would serve to better protect the 
public from particulates, acid gases, and toxics, and in 
addition provide a uniform basis for evaluating proposed 
installations and comparative risks, and provide uniform 
performance standards for both incineration equipment and 
monitoring systems. 

It is anticipated that these new operating, monitoring, and 
reporting requirements will place greater workload demands 
related to compliance and enforcement on the Department's 
Regional Operations, and the Air Quality and Hazardous & 
Solid waste Divisions. 

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BY THE DEPARTMENT: 

1. Do not consider new incinerator rules. The Commission 
can choose to continue to follow current rules and 
proced.ures a 

requirements 
tailored for 

l'J'lho 1"\.,,..""' ..... ~l"!'e" ,..,.p .,,..~~J'~ ~T.T ~.,.,~ ,......,.,.....,_'°' 1 
"'"'''- ''°""·"-.....,"~''--'-~·--" ~-•- -"---"''°" ~"'°"''~ "-"-.l-t'J ·~--·~•l.~.'c.-·,L'-'•L 

for new installations would continue to be 
each permit application. 

2. Develop new rules to address new or modified sources 
only. Many states have recently revised their 
incineration rules for new or modified sources only, due 
to the growing number of new facilities being proposed. 
Existing facilities could continue to operate under 
current rules. 

3. Develop rules for new facilities and include existing 
incinerators, allowing such sources a reasonable period 
(up to five years) for retrofit. 

· 4. Establish a cut-off level for small capacity 
incinerators under which certain emission standards or 
monitoring equipment would not apply. The smaller 
capacity incinerator will have greater difficulty in 
meeting the costs associated with the more stringent 
emission standards than the larger units. 
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DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION FOR ACTION. WITH RATIONALE: 

The Department recommends alternative 3, as it believes that 
more stringent and uniform limits and controls are needed for 
all existing and future incinerator facilities in Oregon. 
The Department recognizes that while smaller incinerator 
units will be more adversely affected by the costs associated 
with the proposed limits and controls, establishing less 
stringent requirements for these units, as proposed in 
alternative 4, would not be consistent with the overall goal 
of protecting the public from incinerator pollution. The 
proposed rules will limit emissions of particulate matter, 
HCl, 802, and co to the levels achievable using best 
available control technology (BACT). An accompanying benefit 
of these stringent levels would be the toxic constituents 
associated with particulate and acid gas emissions. Other 
parts of the proposed rules, such as design and operating 
requirements, as well as continuous emission monitoring, are 
expected to improve operation and thereby limit occurrences 
of excess emissions. 

CONSISTENCY WITH STRATEGIC PLAN. AGENCY POLICY. LEGISLATIVE 
POLICY: 

The proposed rules are consistent with House Bill 2865 passed 
in the last legislative session and recently filed with the 
Secretary of state's Office (related to the incineration of 
hospital or infectious wastes). Specifically, this 
legislation authorizes the Environmental Quality Commission, 
Health Division, and Public Utility Commission to establish 
requirements for the collection, transportation, storage, 
treatment and disposal of infectious waste in amanner that 
protects public health, safety and welfare. The Department 
of has also been given responsibility to assist in 
coordinating rule development and implementation. The 
effective date of legislation is July 1, 1990. 

ISSUES FOR COMMISSION TO RESOLVE: 

1. Should new incinerator rules be developed which better 
protect the public from incineration emissions, or 
should the present situation, rules, and procedures 
continue to be followed? 

2. Should rules be developed which apply only to new or 
modified facilities, with existing facilities 
unaffected? If so, should efforts be made to recommend 
retrofit of recently permitted incineration facilities, 
and to phase out and eliminate older, poor efficiency 
incinerators? 
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3. Should less stringent emission standards and monitoring 
requirements be developed for existing facilities than 
for new facilities if the costs to retrofit are higher 
than to build a new facility? 

4. Should a cutoff level be established for small capacity 
incinerator facilities (2.5 tons/day), under which 
certain emission standards or monitoring equipment do 
not apply? 

INTENDED FOLLOWUP ACTIONS: 

1. File public hearing notice with the Secretary of State 

2. Hold a public hearing 

3. Review oral and written testimony and revise proposed 
rules as appropriate 

4. Return to Commission for final rule adoption 

BRF:r 
PLAN\AR1353 
(9/89) 

Approved: 

Section: 

Division: 

Director: 

R.~port 

Phone: 

Date Prepared: 

Finn-a ran 

229-6278 

September 21, 1989 



ATTACHMENT A 

Incinerator Regulation 

OAR 340-25-850 to -910 

Purposes and Application 

340-25-850 The purpose of these rules is to establish state of the art 

emission standards. design requirements. and performance standards for all 

waste incinerators in order to minimize air contaminant emissiOns and 

provide adequate protection of public health. The rules apply to all 

existing waste incinerators and to all that will be built and/or installed 

in the State of Oregon. 

Definitions 

340-25-855 

ill "Acid Gases• means any exhaust gas which includes hydrogen 

chloride and sulfur dioxide. 

i2.l "Best Available Control Technology (BACT)" means an emission 

limitation (including a visible emission standard) based on the 

maximum degree of reduction of each air contaminant subject to 

regulation under the Clean Air Act which would be emitted from any 

source. and which is achievable through application of production 

processes or available methods. systems. and techniques: including 

fuel cleaning or treatment. or innovative fuel combustion 

techniques for control of such air contaminant. In no event 

shall the application of BACT result in emissions of any air 

contaminant which would exceed the emissions allowed by any 

applicable new source performance standard or any standard for 
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hazardous air pollutants. If an emission limitation is not 

feasible, a design. equipment, work practice, or operational 

standard. or combination thereof. may be required. Such standard~ 

shall. to the degree possible. set forth the emission reduction 

achievable and shall provide for comoliance by prescribing 

appropriate permit conditions. 

111 ncontinuous Emission Monitoringn means continuously and 

simultaneously determining the concentration of a substance or 

substances. and continuously indicating and/or recording the 

concentration. For the purpose of these rules. withdrawing a 

discrete sample. analyzing it. and reporting the results at least 

once every five minutes shall be considered frequent enough to 

constitute continuous emission monitoring . 

.!!!:l "Department• means the Department of Environmental Quality. 

~ "Dry Standard Cubic Foot" means the amount of gas that would 

occupy a volume of one cubic foot. if the gas were free of 

uncombined water at standard conditions. When applied tO 

combustion flue gases from waste or refuse burning, "Standard 

Cubic Foot (scf)~ implies adjustment cf gas volume to that which 

would result at a concentration of 12% carbon dioxide or 50% 

excess air. 

_{Ql "Emission" means a release into the atmosphere of air 

contaminants . 

.1J..l "Fugitive Emissions" means dust. fumes. gases. mist. odorous 

matter. vapors or any combination thereof not easily given to 

measurement, collection, and treatment by conventional pollution 

control methods. 
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1.!ll "Hazardous Air Contaminant" means any air contaminant considered 

by the Department or Commission to cause or contribute to an 

identifiable and significant increase in mortality. or to an 

increase in serious irreversible or incapacitating reversible 

illness and for which no ambient air standard exists. 

12.l "Incinerator" means a device or system in which waste material is 

destroyed by combustion . 

.!.1Ql "Infectious Waste• means and includes the following: 

i.!!l "Biological waste.• which includes blood and blood products. 

excretions. exudates. secretions. suctionings and other body 

fluids that cannot be directly discarded into a municipal 

sewer system. and waste materials saturated with blood or 

body fluids. but does not include diapers soiled with urine 

or feces . 

.(hl "Cultures and stocks.• which includes etiologic agents and 

associated biologicals: including specimen cultures and 

dishes. devices used to transfer. inoculate and mix 

cultures. wastes from production of biologicals. and serums 

and discarded live and attenuated vaccines. ncultures" does 

not include throat and urine cultures . 

.!.£1 "Pathological waste.• which includes biopsy materials and all 

human tissues. anatomical parts that emanate from surgery. 

obstetrical procedures. autopsy and laboratory procedures and 

animal carcasses exposed to pathogens in research and the 

bedding and other waste from such animals. "Pathological 

wastes• does not include teeth or formaldehyde or other 

preservative agents. 
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.L!!J. "Sharps.• which includes needles. IV tubing with needles 

attached. scalpel blades. lancets. glass tubes that could be 

broken during handling and syringes that have been removed 

from their original sterile containers . 

.!.lll "Infectious Waste Facility" means an incinerator which is operated 

or utilized for the disposal or treatment of infectious waste. 

including combustion for the recovery of heat. and which utilizes 

high temperature thermal destruction technologies . 

.Ll2l "Opacity" means the degree to which an emission reduces 

transmission of light and obscures the view of an object in the 

background . 

.!1ll "Particulate Matter• means any matter. except uncombined water. 

which exists as a liquid or solid at standard conditions . 

.!.l!l "Parts Per Million (ppm)• means parts of a contaminant per million 

parts of gas by volume on a dry-gas basis Cl ppm equals 0.0001% by 

volume) . 

.!..1.21 "Person• means individuals. corporations. associations. firms. 

partnerships. joint stock companies, public and municipal 

cornora:cions. political sUudivisions. tl1e state a11d any· age·11cies 

thereof. and the federal government and any agencies thereof . 

.!121 "Refuse• means all waste material. including but not limited to. 

garbage. rubbish. incinerator residue. street cleanings. dead 

animals. and offal. 

ilZl "Secondary Chamber• or "Final Chamber• means the discrete 

equipment. chamber, or space in which the products of pyrolysis 

are combusted in the presence of excess air such that essentially 

all carbon is burned to carbon dioxide. 
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lll!l "Solid Waste" means all putrescible and nonputrescible materials 

or substances that are discarded or rejected as being spent. 

useless. worthless or in excess to the owners at the time of such 

discard or rejection. including but not limited to garbage. 

refuse. industrial and commercial waste, rubbish. tires. ashes. 

contained gaseous material. construction and demolition debris. 

and discarded automobiles or parts thereof. 

il2.l "Solid Waste Facility" means an incinerator which is operated or 

utilized for the disposal or treatment of solid waste including 

combustion for the recovery of heat. and which utilizes high 

temperature thermal destruction technologies . 

.!2Ql "Standard Conditions" means temperature of 60 degrees fahrenheit 

(15.6 degrees Celsius) and a pressure of 14.7 pounds per square 

inch absolute (1.03 kilograms per square centimeter) . 

.!.Z1l "Startup/Shutdown" means the time during which an air contaminant 

source of emission control equipment is brought into normal 

operation and normal operation is terminated. respectively. 

122.l nTransmissometer" means a device that measures opacity and 

conforms to EPA Specification Number 1 in Title 40 Code of Federal 

Regulations. Part 60. Appendix B. 

Best Available Control Technology 

340-25-860 

lll No waste incinerator facility shall cause or permit air 

contaminant emissions in excess of the limits described in OAR 

340-25-865. In order to maintain the lowest possible emissions. 

all incinerator facilities are required to use best available 

control technology (BACT) as defined at the time of construction 
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which may be determined for some facilities to be more stringent 

than the emissions limitations in this rule and may include waste 

cleaning or separation. 

121 Whenever more than one regulation applies to the control of air 

contaminants from a waste incineration facility. the more 

stringent regulations. control. or emission limit shall apply. 

Emission Standards 

340-25-865 

ill No person shall cause. suffer. allow. or permit the operation of 

any waste incinerator in a manner which violates the following 

emission limits and requirements: 

~ Particulate Emissions: 

Lill Incinerator facilities capable of processing up to 50 

tons/day of wastes. emissions from each stack shall not 

exceed 0.03 grains per standard cubic foot of exhaust 

gases corrected to 12 percent C02 at standard 

conditions. 

Incin.erat:or 

50 tons/day of wastes. emissions from each stack shall 

not exceed 0.02 grains per standard cubic foot of 

exhaust gases corrected to 12 percent COz at standard 

conditions . 

.!hl Hydrogen Chloride (HCl): 

Lill Emissions of hydrogen chloride from each stack shall not 

exceed 50 ppm corrected to 12 percent COz over any 

continuous three hour period. except if the permittee 
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demonstrates that uncontrolled emissions of hydrogen 

chloride are reduced by at least eighty (80) percent. 

i£l Sulfur Dioxide CSOzl.;. 

.!Al Emissions of sulfur dioxide from each stack shall not 

exceed 50 ppm corrected to 12 percent COz over any 

continuous three hour period. except if the permittee 

demonstrates that uncontrolled emissions of sulfur 

dioxide are reduced by at least eighty (80) percent . 

.(4l Carbon Monoxide (CO): 

.!Al Emission of carbon monoxide from each stack shall not 

exceed 100 ppm corrected to 12 percent C02 over any 

continuous three hour period. 

i.!U. Opacity: 

.!Al The opacity as measured visually or by a 

transmissometer shall not exceed an average of 10 

percent for more than six consecutive minutes in any one 

hour period . 

.LJJ. Fugitive Emissions. Municipal waste facilities shall be 

operated in a manner which prevents or minimizes fugitive 

emissions. including the paving of all normally traveled 

roadways within the plant boundary and enclosing all material 

transfer points . 

.!gl Odors. Any person who shall cause or allow the generation of 

any odor from any source which may unreasonably interfere 

with any other property owner's use and enioyment of his 

property shall use good practices and procedures to reduce 

those odors. 
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1hl Other Contaminants. No person shall cause or permit other 

contaminants whose emissions are likely to be iniurious to 

human health. plant. animal life. or property. or which 

unreasonably interferes with use or enjoyment of property. or 

may cause public safety hazard. 

ill Hazardous Air Pollutants: 

_(fil The Department at any time after the effective date of this 

rule. may conduct or require source tests and require access 

to information specific to the control. recovery. or release 

of hazardous air contaminants, as specified by the 

Environmental Protection Agency in Title 40 Code of Federal 

Regulations. Part 61. Air Contaminants currently considered 

to be in this category are asbestos. beryllium. mercury. 

vinyl chloride. benzene. radionuclides and arsenic. 

Additional air contaminants may be added to this category. 

and as technology advances and conditions warrant, more 

stringent standards may be applied. 

Desig-r1 and Operation 

340-25-870 

ill Combustion Temperature: The temperature at the final combustion 

chamber of waste shall be 1800"F for one second or 1700"F for two 

seconds, or a temperature and corresponding residence time 

linearly interpolated between the aforementioned two points. At 

no time shall the temperature in the final chamber fall below 

1600°F. 
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i.21 Control Systems: 

i.i!l Infectious waste incinerators must incoroorate a lockout 

control system which will prevent the charging of waste if 

carbon monoxide levels exceed 150 ppm . 

.!]l.l For infectious waste facilities with mechanically fed 

incinerators. an air lock control system to prevent opening 

the incinerator to the room environm.ent must be incorporated. 

The volume of the loading system must be designed so as to 

prevent overcharging to assure complete combustion of the 

waste. 

111. Control Equipment Outlet Temperature: Control equipment for 

reducing emissions of hydrogen chloride must be operated such that 

the flue gas temperature at the outlet from the control device 

does not exceed 300°F. unless it can be demonstrated that a 

greater collection of condensible matter can be achieved at a 

higher outlet temperature. 

1!tl Combustion efficiency: Except during periods of startup and 

shutdown, all waste incinerators shall achieve a combustion 

efficiency of 99.9 percent based on a running eight-hour average. 
"I 

and 99J5 percent based on a running seven-day average. Combustion 

efficiency shall be based on the following equation: 

CE - COz x 100 
CCOz + CO) 

CO - Carbon monoxide 

volume Cdry) 

co2 - carbon dioxide 

volume (dry) 

in 

in 

the exhaust gas, parts per million by 

the exhaust gas. parts per million by 
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i2.l Stack Height: All incinerator stacks shall be located and of 

sufficient height to assure compliance with applicable air 

standards. and to avoid the flow of stack pollutants into any 
/ 

building ventilation intake plenum . 

.!.l!l An independently trained incinerator operator shall be present at 

the facility in which an incinerator is located whenever waste is 

being burned. 

Continuous Emission Monitoring 

340-25-875 

!ll All solid waste incinerators shall operate and maintain continuous 

monitoring for the following emission and operating parameters: 

Hydrogen chloride: 

Sulfur dioxide: 

Carbon monoxide: 

Ooacity; 

Final Combustion Chamber Exit Temperature: 

ill Control Equipment Outlet Temperature: and 

.(ll All infectious waste incinerators shall operate and maintain 

continuous monitoring for the following emission and operating 

parameters: 

li!l Carbon monoxide: 

.!hl Either Hydrogen Chloride or Sulfur Dioxide: 

,(£1 Ouacity; 

,(g). Final Combustion Chamber Exit Temperature: and 

i.!l1 Control Equipment Outlet Temperature 
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..L!.l The monitors for hydrogen chloride. carbon monoxide. opacity and 

oxygen shall comply with EPA performance specifications in Title 

40. Code of Federal Regulations. Part 60. Appendix B. 

Reporting and Testing 

340-25-880 

ill Reporting· 

..L;!l. Stack test results shall be reported to the Department within 

thirty (30) days of completion. 

il!l All records associated with continuous monitoring data 

including. but not limited to. original data sheets. charts, 

calculations. calibration data. production records and final 

reports shall be maintained for a continuous period of at 

least 365 days and shall be furnished to the Department upon 

request . 

.!.21 Emissions Testing: 

..L;!l. Each waste incinerator facility must conduct testing to 

demonstrate compliance with the standards in these rules. 

Unless otherwise specified by the Department. the facility 

must be tested annually thereafter for particulate. hydrogen 

chloride. and carbon monoxide emissions. These tests may be 

used to help determine acceptable operating parameters. and 

the presence of any hazardous or toxic emissions. such as 

arsenic. cadmium. lead. nickel. etc. 
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Compliance 

340-25-885 

i!!l All existing waste incinerators must demonstrate compliance 

with the applicable provisions of these rules within five (5) 

years of the effective date of these rules. Existing data 

such as that collected in accordance with the requirements of 

an Air Contaminant Discharge Permit may be used to 

demonstrate compliance . 

.!hl All existing waste incinerators shall be subiect to the 

provisions of OAR 340-21-025 and OAR 340-21-027 for a period 

not to exceed five (5) years from the effective date of these 

rules . 

..(£1 New waste incinerators must demonstrate compliance with the 

emission limits and operating requirements of these rules in 

accordance with a schedule established by the Department 

before commencing regular operation8 

Crematory Incinerator Regulation 

Definitions 

340-25-890 

.!ll "Acid Gases• means any exhaust gas which includes hydrogen 

chloride and sulfur dioxide . 

.!.21 ncontinuous Emission Monitoring• means continuously and 

simultaneously determining the concentration of a substance or 

substances. and continuously indicating and/or recording the 

concentration. For the purpose of these rules. withdrawing a 

discrete sample. analyzing it. and reporting the results at least 
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once every five minutes shall be considered frequent enough to 

constitute cont~nuous emission monitoring. 

ill •crematory Facility" means an incinerator used for the cremation 

of human and animal bodies. 

i!U. "Department• means the Department of Environmental Quality. 

121 "Dry Standard Cubic Foot• means the amount of gas that would 

occupy a volume of one cubic foot. if the gas were free of 

uncombined water at standard conditions. When applied to 

combustion f~ue gases from waste or refuse burning. "Standard 

Cubic Foot (scf)• implies adjustment of gas volume to that which 

would result at a concentration of 12% carbon dioxide or 50% 

excess air . 

.!..21 "Emission" means a release into the atmosphere of air 

contaminants. 

1..11 "Opacity" means the degree to which an emission reduces 

transmission of light and obscures the view of an obiect in the 

background . 

..UU. "Particulate Matter" means any matter. except uncombined water. 

which exists as a liquid or solid at standard conditions . 

.!..21 "Person" means individuals. corporations. associations. firms. 

partnerships. ioint stock companies. public and municipal 

corporations. political subdivisions. the state and any agencies 

thereof. and the federal government and any agencies thereof. 

l1Ql •secondary Chamber• or "Final Chamber• means the discrete 

equipment. chamber. or space in which the products of pyrolysis 

are combusted in the presence of excess air such that essentially 

all carbon is burned to carbon dioxide. 
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.!.1ll "Standard Conditions• means temperature of 60 degrees fahrenheit 

(15.6 degrees Celsius) and a pressure of 14.7 pounds per square 

inch absolute (1.03 kilograms per square centimeter). 

ilZ.l "Startup/Shutdown• means the time during which an air contaminant 

source of emission control equipment is brought into normal 

operation and normal operation is terminated. respectively. 

Emission Standards 

340-25-895 

.!.11 No person shall cause to be emitted particulate matter from any 

crematory incinerator in excess of 0.08 grains per standard cubic 

foot of exhaust gases corrected to 12 percent C02 at standard 

conditions. 

ill Opacity: 

.!Al The opacity as measured visually shall not exceed an average 

of 10 percent for more than six consecutive minutes in any 

one hour period. 

idl Odors. Any person who shall cause or allow the generation of any 

other property owner's use and enioyment of his property shall use 

good practices and procedures to reduce those odors to a 

reasonable minimum. 

i!!J. Other Contaminants. No person shall cause or permit other 

contaminants whose emissions are likely to be injurious to human 

health. plant. animal life. or property. or which unreasonably 

interferes with use or enjoyment of property. or may cause public 

safety hazard. 
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Design and Operation 

340-25-900 

ill Combustion Temperature: The temperature at the final combustion 

chamber of shall be 1800°F for one second or 1700°F for two 

seconds. or a temoerature and corresponding residence time 

linearly interpolated between the aforementioned two points. At 

no time shall the temperature in the final chamber fall below 

1600°F . 

.!2l Control System: For crematory facilities with mechanically fed 

incinerators. an air lock control system to prevent opening the 

incinerator to the room environment must be incorporated. 

111 An independently trained incinerator operator shall be present at 

the facility in which a crematory is being operated. 

Monitoring and Reporting 

340-25-905 

ill All crematory incinerators shall operate and maintain continuous 

monitoring for final combustion chamber exit temperature . 

.!2l All records associated with continuous monitoring data including. 

but not limited to. original data sheets. charts. calculations. 

calibration data. production records and final reports shall be 

maintained for a continuous period of at least 365 days and shall 

be furnished to the Department upon request. 

111 Each crematory incinerator facility must conduct testing to 

demonstrate compliance with these rules in accordance with a 

schedule specified by the Department. 
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Compliance 

340-25-910 

.L!!l All existing crematory incinerators must demonstrate 

compliance with the applicable provisions of these rules 

within five {5) years of the effective date of these rules. 

Existing data such as that collected in accordance with the 

requirements of an Air Contaminant Discharge Permit may be 

used to demonstrate compliance. 

!hl All existing crematory incinerators shall be subiect to the 

provisions of OAR 340-21-030 for a period not to exceed five 

(5) years from the effective date of these rules . 

.!.£1 New crematory incinerators must demonstrate compliance with 

the emission limits and operating requirements of these rules 

in accordance with a schedule established by the Department. 

PLAN\AR1387 
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ATTACHMENT B 

RULEMAKING STATEMENTS FOR 
PROPOSED INCINERATOR RULES 

STATEMENT OF NEED FOR RULEMAKING 

Pursuant to ORS 183.335(7), this statement provides information on the 
intended action to develop rules. 

(1) Legal Authority 

This proposal creates Oregon Administrative Rules (OAR) 340-25-850 to 
340-25-910. It is proposed under authority of Oregon Revised Statutes 
(ORS) Chapter 468.020, 468.280, and 468.295. 

(2) Need for these rules 

The proposed rules are necessary to better protect the public from 
particulates, acid gases, and toxics emitted by incinerators, by 
providing a uniform basis for evaluating proposed installations and 
comparative risks, and providing uniform performance standards for both 
incineration equipment and monitoring systems. 

(3) Principal Docwnents Relied Upon 

New York Department of Environmental Conservation: Revised 6 NYCRR 
Part 219, Incinerators, April 1988 

EPA Office of Research and Development, Municipal Waste Combustion 
Study: Combustion Control of Organic Emissions, May 1987 

Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources: Guidelines for Infectious 
Waste Incinerators, April 1988 

LAND USE CONSISTENCY STATEMENT 

The Department has concluded that the proposed rule amendments do not appear 
to affect land use and will be consistent with Statewide Planning Goals and 
Guidelines. 

With regard to Goal 6, (air, water, and land resources quality), the 
proposed changes are designed to enhance and preserve air quality in the 
state and are considered consistent with the goal. The proposed rule 
changes do not appear to conflict with the other goals. 
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Public comment on any land use issue involved is welcome and may be 
submitted in the same fashion as indicated for other testimony on these 
rules. 

It is requested that local, state, and federal agencies review the proposed 
action and comment on possible conflicts with their programs affecting land 
use and with Statewide Planning Goals within their expertise and 
jurisdiction. 

FISCAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT 

Sources affected by these proposed rules are waste incinerators which, as 
required by OAR 340-20-140, must obtain an Air Contaminant Discharge Permit 
and comply with the permit conditions and current applicable air quality 
regulations. As a result, sources are already subject to the costs of 
control and compliance for incinerator emissions. The proposed rules may 
significantly increase these costs by requiring new and existing sources to 
utilize additional particulate and gaseous pollution control equipment 
(scrubbers, baghouses, ESP's), auxiliary burners, and install continuous 
monitoring equipment systems (GEMS) in order to meet tighter particulate 
emission levels than current standards, and meet more stringent standards 
for HCl, S02, and CO, as well as operation and performance testing 
requirements. Existing sources will be given up to five years to retrofit 
with the necessary equipment. Estimates of the additional pollution control 
costs for new and existing incinerators vary from 50 to 500 percent, 
depending on the type and size of incinerator and the equipment needed to 
meet the proposed emission levels. Additional costs could be incurred in 
providing operator training if sources are to ensure that proper startup, 
operation and shutdown procedures are followed in order to minimize 
emissions. 

PLAN\AR1423 
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ATTACHMENT C 

Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 

A CHANCE TO COMMENT ON • • • 

WHO IS 
AFFECTED: 

WHAT IS 
PROPOSED: 

WHAT ARE THE 
HIGHLIGHTS: 

HOW TO 
COMMENT: 

811 S.W. 6th Avenue 
Portland, OR 97204 

11/1/86 

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 

Hearing Date: 
Comments Due: 

December 13 and 15, 1989 
December 19, 1989 

Any municipal or infectious waste incinerator facility subject to 
requirements and provisions of an Air Contaminant Discharge Permit in 
Oregon. 

The Department of Environmental Quality is proposing new waste 
incinerator rules OAR 340-25-850 to 885. 

The Department is proposing new waste incinerator rules which will 
serve to better protect the public from particulates, acid gases, and 
toxics, provide a uniform basis for evaluating proposed installations 
and comparative risks, and provide uniform performance standards for 
both incineration equipment and monitoring systems, and allow existing 
installations up to five years to comply. 

Copies of the complete proposed rule package may be obtained from the 
Air Quality Division in Portland 811 S.W. Sixth Avenue or the 
regional office nearest you. For further information contact 
Brian R. Finneran at (503) 229-6278. 

Public hearings will be held before a hearings officer at: 

10:00 AM 
Wednesday, December 13, 1989 
Rm 4A, 4th Fl, Executive Bldg. 
Dept. of Environmental Quality 
811 SW 6th Ave 
Portland, OR 97204 

10:00 AM 
Friday, December 15, 1989 

Oral and written comments will be accepted at the public hearings. 
Written comments may be sent to the DEQ, but must be received by no 
later than Tuesday, December 19, 1989. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMA T/ON: 

C-1 

Contact the person or division identified in the public notice by calling 229-5696 in the Portland area. To avoid long 
distance charges from other parts of the state, call 1-800-452-4011. 



lll!AT IS THE 
NEXT STEP: 

PLAN\AR1424 

After the public hearings, the Environmental Quality Commission may 
adopt rule amendments identical to the proposed amendments, adopt 
modified rule amendments on the same subject matter, or decline t'o act. 
The adopted rules will be submitted to the U. S. Environmental 
Protection Agency as part of the State Clean Air Act Implementation 
Plan. The Commission's deliberation should come in January 11, 1990 as 
part of the agenda of a regularly scheduled Commission meeting. 

A Statement of Need, Fiscal and Economic Impact Statement, and Land 
Use Consistency Statement are attached to this notice. 
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OEQ-46 

Environmental Quality Commission 
NEIL GOLDSCHMIDT 

GOVERNOR 811 SW SIXTH AVENUE, PORTLAND, OR 97204 PHONE (503) 229-5696 

Ii REQUEST FOR EQC ACTION ii 

Meeting Date: October 20, 1989 
Agenda Item: T 

Division: Haz. & Solid Waste 
Section: Solid Waste 

SUBJECT: 

Special Waste Regulation -- Request for authorization to 
conduct public hearing on proposed rules addressing disposal 
of cleanup materials contaminated by hazardous substances; 
amendments to fee schedule. 

PURPOSE: 

The proposed new regulation establishes standards for the 
permitting of solid waste landfills to receive cleanup 
materials which are contaminated by hazardous substances, and 
establishes a permit fee to fund the Department of 
Environmental Quality (Department, DEQ} implementation of the 
new permitting requirements. 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

Work Session Discussion 
General Program Background 
Potential strategy, Policy, or Rules 
Agenda Item ~- for Current Meeting 
other: (specify) 

-1L Authorize Rulemaking Hearing 
Proposed Rules 
Statement of Need for Rulemaking 
Fiscal and Economic Impact Statement 
Public Notice 

Adopt Rules 
Proposed Rules 
Rulemaking Statements 
Fiscal and Economic Impact Statement 
Public Notice 

Attachment _A_ 
Attachment __!L 
Attachment __Q__ 
Attachment _!L 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

/ 



Meeting Date: October 20, 1989 
T Agenda Item: 
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Issue a Contested Case Order 
Approve a Stipulated Order 
Enter an Order 

Proposed Order 

Approve Department Recommendation 
Variance Request 
Exception to Rule 
Informational Report 
Other: (specify) 

DESCRIPTION OF REQUESTED ACTION: 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

A hearing authorization is requested to receive comment on 
proposed changes in the solid waste regulations. Notice of 
the public comment period will be mailed to known interested 
persons and published in newspapers of general circulation in 
Oregon. 

The proposed amendments: 

1. establish standards for permitting solid waste landfills 
to receive cleanup materials contaminated by hazardous 
substances (new OAR 340-61-061(1)); 

2. establish a new permit fee to fund implementation of the 
new permitting criteria for disposal of contaminated 
cleanup materials (new OAR 340-61-120(i)); 

3. restructure OAR 340-61-060 into two sections to 
separately address rules for (a) wastes which require 
specific management controls because of their hazardous 
constituents (new special waste section, OAR 340-61-061) 
and (b) wastes which do not contain hazardous 
constituents but have other characteristics warranting 
unique rules (existing specified waste section, OAR 340-
61-060). 

4. update existing provisions in OAR 340, Division 61, 
regulating disposal of waste tires and hazardous solid 
wastes, to make them consistent with changes in related 
statutes, ORS 459.705 (Waste Tires) and ORS 466.005 
(Hazardous Waste). 
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AUTHORITY/NEED FOR ACTION: 

Required by Statute: 
Enactment Date: 

_1L_ Statutory Authority: ORS 459.045(1) and IJl; 
459.235(2); 468.065 

Pursuant to Rule: 
Pursuant to Federal Law/Rule: 

Other: 

Time Constraints: (explain) 

DEVELOPMENTAL BACKGROUND: 

Advisory Committee Report/Recommendation 
Hearing Officer's Report/Recommendations 
Response to Testimony/Comments 
Prior EQC Agenda Items: (list) 

Other Related Reports/Rules/Statutes: 

_x_ Supplemental Background Information 
Municipal Landfills with Liners and 
Leachate Collection Systems 

Attachment 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment __E_ 

REGULATED/AFFECTED COMMUNITY CONSTRAINTS/CONSIDERATIONS: 

owners and operators of land disposal facilities, generators 
of contaminated cleanup materials, and local and state 
governments may be affected by the proposed regulation. 

1. Fiscal and Economic Impacts are anticipated. See Fiscal 
and Economic Impact Statement, Attachment c. 

2. Only two solid waste landfills in the state, the Oregon 
Waste Systems regional landfill in Gilliam County, and 
the Coffin Butte Landfill in Benton County, presently 
have liner and leachate collection systems which meet 
the performance standards in the proposed regulation. A 
few other facilities have liner and leachate collection 
systems either proposed or under construction that 
probably could be permitted for disposal of some cleanup 
materials under the proposed rule. Landfills with 
liners and leachate collection systems are identified in 
Attachment E. (Even if facilities are authorized to 
accept cleanup materials, operators may elect not to.) 
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New municipal solid waste landfills and expansion of 
existing landfills will be required to meet new design 
standards that approach or exceed those standards 
proposed for special wastes, so that capacity is 
expected to increase over time. The proposed special 
waste standards do not become effective until September 
of 1990, allowing time for development of new capacity 
and alternatives for management of cleanup materials. 
The Department intends to research existing information 
regarding these alternatives and technical guidelines 
for their applications during this interim. 

Nevertheless, at least in the near term, disposal 
facilities may not be available in all geographic areas 
of the state for some of the cleanup materials generated 
in those areas. Limited availability of land disposal 
alternatives may be an issue for some local governments 
and generators, as well as landfill owners or operators 
denied authority to accept certain wastes. 

3. Owners and operators of landfills are becoming more· 
aware of the environmental risks and potential 
liabilities associated with disposal of wastes 
containing hazardous constituents, and are imposing 
their own restrictions on the types of wastes accepted 
for disposal. Only a limited number of landfill 
operators currently accept cleanup materials containing 
hazardous substances for disposal. Part of the intent 
of the proposed rule is to identify "special wastes" as 
a separate category of waste, enabling landfill 
operators to charge additional disposal fees to cover 
the added risk of increased liability. 

The Solid Waste Advisory Committee has actively 
participated in the development of the proposed rule, 
and has discussed the issue of "special wastes" over a 
period of six months. Over that period, the Department 
has shaped and revised the proposed rules to reflect a 
number of recommendations from the Advisory Committee. 
The Advisory Committee has recommended that the 
Commission adopt a rule on special wastes which: 

o creates a category of "special wastes" which would 
fall somewhere between "municipal solid waste" and 
"hazardous waste" with respect to environmental 
risk. This category should be kept separate from 
"specified wastes" or "select wastes," which are 
perceived to create less environmental risk than 
municipal solid waste. 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

focuses initially on criteria for disposal of 
cleanup materials contaminated by hazardous 
substances, with other wastes to be added to the 
list of "special wastes" as necessary. 

defines waste categories to be included as "special 
wastes" by source, rather than by numerical 
thresholds or separate risk analysis. This 
definition is seen as simpler and allows the rule 
to be adopted without lengthy delays. 

promotes development of treatment and waste 
reduction alternatives. 

establishes minimum criteria for landfills 
accepting these wastes, to include composite liners 
and leachate collection. 

allows the Department to grant a variance from the 
design criteria when total concentration of 
hazardous substances either does not exceed cleanup 
standards approved by the Department, or does not 
present a threat to public health at the disposal 
facilities. 

establishes a fee schedule for landfills accepting 
special wastes that would provide enough funding to 
pay for a full-time staff person to implement 
special waste regulations state-wide. 

Some owners and operators in the state may differ, 
however, with respect to the appropriateness of the 
standards proposed in the draft regulation, particularly 
regarding: a) stringency vis-a-vis the risks posed by 
the contaminated cleanup materials; (b) adaptability to 
the varying geographic and demographic regions of the 
state; and (c) effect on the availability of cost
effective disposal options for all regions of the state. 

In addition, some owners or operators may object to the 
additional recordkeeping and reporting requirements 
included in the regulation. 

4. The generators of cleanup materials (e.g., public and 
private entities responsible for Superfund, leaking 
underground storage tank or drug lab cleanups) would 
potentially pay higher costs for disposal of 
contaminated materials under this regulation and might 
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object to the stringency of the proposed standards or 
the fee, both of which may contribute to disposal cost 
increases. 

On the other hand, many generators, along with the 
general public, which ultimately bears much of these 
cleanup costs, may support more stringent landfill 
permitting requirements as one step toward lessening 
their liability for future costs of cleanup at 
landfills. 

PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS: 

1. The Department estimates that the equivalent of one full time 
professional technical staff person (1 FTE) will be needed 
during the first and subsequent fiscal years to complete 
required permit actions on applications to landfill 
contaminated cleanup materials in accordance with the new 
standards. 

The number of applications for disposal of cleanup wastes is 
expected to continue to increase over the next few years 
(with or without the proposed standards) as the Department's 
cleanup programs progress. 

The proposed fee schedule is designed to raise approximately 
$65,000 per year to fund the 1 FTE needed for permitting 
activities. The fee schedule is based on the resources 
required to permit various categories of waste volumes, and 
attempts to spread costs so that after the baseline 
$250/permit action, costs for disposal do not exceed 50 cents 
per ton of special wastes in any category. 

The proposed rule establishes standards for permitting only 
land disposal of cleanup materials. However, the Department 
also expects an increase in permit applications for solid 
waste facilities to treat contaminated materials prior to or 
in lieu of land disposal. ("Solid waste disposal facility" 
is defined broadly in ORS 45.9. 005 to subject virtually all 
management of solid wastes to the Department's solid waste 
permitting requirements, except as specifically exempted.) 
Additional staff will also be needed to process permit 
applications for these treatment facilities and to develop 
guidelines for permitting. 

2. The proposed rule addresses one category of wastes 
(contaminated cleanup materials) which because of their 
hazardous constituents require additional management 
standards. The Department and the Solid Waste Advisory 
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Committee have identified other waste streams which similarly 
require more stringent regulation. Examples include 
asbestos, municipal solid waste incinerator ash, infectious 
wastes, hazardous wastes generated by conditionally exempt 
small quantity generators, and industrial waste streams 
containing hazardous substances. The Department will 
evaluate with the Solid Waste Advisory Committee, amendment 
of the rule to include these additional categories of special 
wastes. 

3. The Department does not have extensive data on the types, 
quantities, characteristics, or behavior of the contaminated 
cleanup materials that have been or will be disposed of in 
solid waste landfills in Oregon, or the potential risks those 
materials pose in these landfills. The permitting standards 
proposed in the draft regulation are supported by more 
general evidence that releases of hazardous substances from 
improper disposal may present a significant threat to public 
health and the environment. (In fact, hazardous substances 
have been found in leachate from municipal solid waste 
landfills in Oregon, and releases from these facilities have 
required remedial action. ;Nationwide, a number of landfills 
have been placed on EPA's National Priorities List for 
Superfund cleanup.) 

The limited availability of specific information on the 
problems associated with landfilling of contaminated cleanup 
materials was an important factor in the Department's 
determination of the type of standard to propose. Moreover, 
any standards adopted may need to be revised as more 
information is developed on the management of cleanup 
materials. The recordkeeping and reporting requirements in 
the proposed regulation will provide some of this additional 
information. 

4. Cleanup actions undertaken pursuant to various programs 
within the Department will generate many, although not all, 
of the cleanup materials that are addressed by the proposed 
regulation. Standards for land disposal of these cleanup 
materials will help ensure that the final disposal of 
cleanup materials is appropriately considered during the 
evaluation of remedial action alternatives prior to cleanup. 

5. If approved by the Commission, the Department will present 
proposed amendments to the permitting fee schedule to the 
Executive Department for review and to the Emergency Board 
for approval at its December meeting. Prior approval of the 
Emergency Board is necessary for the Commission to adopt the 
proposed fees. ORS 459.235(2). 
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ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BY THE DEPARTMENT: 

1. Submit for public comment the draft regulation proposing to 
establish minimum criteria for permitting the land disposal 
of cleanup materials contaminated by hazardous substances, 
and to create permit fees to fund Department permit actions 
to implement the new standards. 

The draft regulation follows the recommendation of the Solid 
waste Advisory Committee and provides initial standards for 
permitting the disposal of contaminated cleanup materials, 
and funding to implement those standards. The proposed 
standards are consistent with information available on the 
environmental risks these wastes pose in landfills. The 
specific landfill performance standards are consistent with 
industry standards for new landfills. The regulation does 
not address criteria for permitting facilities to treat 
cleanup materials, nor does it require treatment to reduce 
volume, toxicity, or mobility of wastes prior to land 
disposal. However, more stringent regulation of land 
disposal is expected to help stimulate demand and 
availability of treatment alternatives. 

2. Submit for public comment a regulation which establishes 
maximum concentration levels for specific hazardous 
constituents that would be allowed in solid waste landfills. 
This approach would be adopted in lieu of or in conjunction 
with minimum performance standards for landfills, 
Alternative 1. 

Defining allowable concentration levels for identified 
hazardous substances might provide more specific guidance to 
the regulated community and the Department in permitting 
landfills. However, considerable additional technical 
resources would be required to establish and update an 
appropriate list of regulated substances and corresponding 
concentration levels allowable in various landfills, 
particularly if synergistic effects were considered. 
Existing standards developed for other purposes (e.g., 
drinking water standards) might provide guidance, but could 
not be routinely incorporated. The resulting regulation 
would probably also be more complex for the regulated 
community. 

3. Request the Department to draft for public comment a 
regulation which requires treatment to reduce volume, 
toxicity, or mobility of hazardous substances as a 
prerequisite to land disposal. This approach could be 
adopted in conjunction with Alternative 1 or Alternative 2. 
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Such a requirement supports the policies of the Department, 
as set forth in ORS 459.015, which give preference to waste 
reduction alternatives over land disposal. However, 
treatment alternatives may not be available. In addition, 
establishing minimum but meaningful and enforceable treatment 
standards for the variety of cleanup materials generated 
requires considerable technical support. 

4. Refer the regulation proposed in Alternative 1 back to the 
Department for adoption as a guideline, rather than a 
regulation. Postpone any regulatory changes until standards 
are developed for the additional categories of special wastes 
such as incinerator ash, industrial, medical, etc. 

Delaying the adoption of standards for permitting landfills 
to accept contaminated cleanup materials consolidates 
rulemaking. However, this option also postpones clear 
direction to the regulated communities regarding their 
disposal alternatives for cleanup materials and leaves the 
Department without regulatory standards to support its permit 
actions. This Alternative does not provide resources to 
fund the Department's permitting activities for disposal of 
cleanup materials, or development of standards for the other 
categories of special wastes. 

5. Propose Alternative 1 (or Alternatives 2-4) for public 
comment without the permit fees. 

The resulting regulation establishes performance standards 
for permitting disposal of cleanup materials in landfills, 
but does not fund the Department to implement these new 
standards or to address other categories of special wastes. 

DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION FOR ACTION, WITH RATIONALE: 

The Department recommends Alternative 1. This alternative 
provides needed standards for permitting land disposal of 
contaminated cleanup materials consistent with available 
information regarding the risks associated with such 
disposal. It also provides resources to support required 
permit actions to implement these standards and to develop 
criteria for permitting treatment of cleanup materials and, 
more broadly, solid waste management of other categories of 
wastes containing hazardous constituents. 

Alternatives 2 and 3 both require extensive technical 
resources to implement. Development of allowable 
concentration levels (Alternative 2) appears to be 
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impractical. Imposing minimum treatment requirements 
(Alternative 3) is premature, pending development of more 
treatment alternatives and guidelines for permitting 
treatment facilities. Alternative 4 would not provide the 
needed regulatory support, and neither Alternative 4 nor 5 
would fund the Department's permit actions. 

CONSISTENCY WITH STRATEGIC PLAN. AGENCY POLICY. LEGISLATIVE 
POLICY: 

The proposed regulation and rule changes are consistent with 
Agency and legislative policy. Specifically, the proposed 
rules support policy goals to establish minimum performance 
standards necessary for environmentally sound solid waste 
management. They also support policy decisions supporting 
the hazardous waste and environmental cleanup programs that 
in most instances, hazardous substances pose less risk to 
public health or the environment if concentrated in one 
location for management rather than spread throughout the 
environment in many locations. 

ISSUES FOR COMMISSION TO RESOLVE: 

1. Do the permitting standards incorporated in the draft 
regulation proposed (Alternative 1, Department 
recommendation) appropriately address the risks associated 

.with land disposal of contaminated cleanup materials? 

The Department believes the standards are necessary and are 
supported by available information regarding the risks 
associated with land disposal of materials containing 
hazardous substances and recommends that public comment be 
sought on the standards as proposed. 

2. Should fees be assessed on permit applications for disposal 
of contaminated cleanup materials (Alternative 1, Department 
recommendation) or should standards be adopted without such 
fees (Alternative 5)? 

The Department recommends that public comment be sought on 
the proposal to establish permit fees as well as the 
proposed standards. The Department believes that permit fees 
are critical to the successful permitting of cleanup 
materials. 
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INTENDED FOLLOWUP ACTIONS: 

LP:b 

Publish notice of intent to conduct a hearing in the 
Secretary of State's Bulletin and in newspapers of general 
circulation in Oregon in mid-November. Mail the notice to 
known interested persons. 

Conduct a public hearing in Bend, Medford, and Portland on 
December 5, 6, and 7, respectively; accept public comment 
through December 15, 1989. 

Submit the proposed rule to the Executive Department for 
review during the public comment period and submit the 
proposed fee schedule, as required by the 1989 Legislature, 
to the Emergency Board for approval at its December meeting. 

Prepare a hearings officer's report for final rule adoption 
by the Commission at its February meeting. 

Approved: 

Section: 

Division: 

Director: 

Report Prepared By: Loretta Pickerell 

Phone: 229-6790 

Date Prepared: October 4, 1989 

SW\SB8951 
October 4, 1989 
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Agenda Item: T 
Meeting Date: October 20, 1989 

Before the Environmental Quality Commission of the State of Oregon 

In the Matter of Amending 
OAR 340, Division 61 

) 
) 
) 

Proposed Amendments 

Unless otherwise indicated, material enclosed in brackets [ ] is proposed to 
be deleted and material that is underlined is proposed to be added. 

1. Rule OAR 340-61-060 is proposed to be amended as follows: 

General Rules Pertaining to Specified Wastes 

340-61-060 (1) Agricultural Wastes. Residues from agricultural 
practices shall be recycled, utilized for productive purposes or disposed of 
in a manner not to cause vector creation or sustenance, air or water 
pollution, public health hazards, odors, or nuisance conditions. 

[(2) Hazardous Solid Wastes. No hazardous solid waste shall be 
deposited at any disposal site without prior written approval of the 
Department or state or local health department having jurisdiction.] 

Comment: Hazardous wastes addressed in new Special Waste Section OAR 
340-61-061(2). 

[(3)]1 Waste Vehicle Tires: 

[(a) Open Dumping. Disposal of loose waste tires by open dumping into 
ravines, canyons, gullies, and trenches, is prohibited; 

(b) Tire Landfill. Bulk quantities of tires which are disposed by 
landfilling and which are not incorporated with other wastes in a general 
landfill, must be baled, chipped, split, stacked by hand ricking or 
otherwise handled in a manner provided for by an operational plan submitted 
to and approved by the Department; 

(c) General Landfill. Bulk quantities of tires if incorporated in a 
general landfill with other wastes, shall be placed on the ground surface on 
the bottom of the fill and covered with earth before other wastes are placed 
over them.] 

Waste tires shall be managed in accordance with ORS 459.705 through 459.790, 
and applicable regulations. 

Comment: Provision updated to be consistent with new Waste Tires statute. 

[(4) Waste Oils. Large quantities of waste oils, greases, oil 
sludges, or oil soaked wastes shall not be placed in any disposal site 
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unless special provisions for handling and other special precautions are 
included in the approved plans and specifications and operational plan to 
prevent fires and pollution of surface or groundwaters.] 

Comment: Moved to new Special Waste section OAR 340-61-061(4). 

[(5)]1 Demolition Materials. Due to the unusually combustible nature 
of demolition materials, demolition landfills or landfills incorporating 
large quantities of combustible materials shall be cross-sectioned into 
cells by earth dikes sufficient to prevent the spread of fire between cells, 
in accordance with engineering plans required by these rules. Equipment 
shall be provided of sufficient size and design to densely compact the 
material to be included in the landfill. 

[(6) Hazardous Wastes from Other States. Wastes which are hazardous 
under the law of the state of origin shall not be managed at a solid waste 
disposal site when transported to Oregon. Such wastes may be managed at a 
hazardous waste facility in Oregon if the facility is authorized to accept 
the wastes pursuant to ORS 466.005 et seq. and applicable regulations.] 

Comment: Moved to new Special Waste section OAR 340-61-061(3). 

2. Rule OAR 340-61-010 is proposed to be amended as follows:. 

340-61-010(21) ["Hazardous Waste" means discarded, useless or unwanted 
materials or residues in solid, liquid or gaseous state and their empty 
containers which are classified as hazardous pursuant to ORS 459.410.] 
"Hazardous waste" means discarded. useless or unwanted materials or residues 
and other wastes which are defined as hazardous waste pursuant to ORS 
466.005. 

Comment: Definition updated to be consistent with current Hazardous Waste 
statute: 

340-61-010(49) "Cleanuu materials contaminated by hazardous substances" 
means contaminated materials from the cleanup of releases of hazardous 
substances into the environment. 

340-61-010(50) "Hazardous substance" means any substance defined as a 
hazardous substance pursuant to section 101(14) of the federal Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act. as amended. 42 
U.S.C. 9601 et seq.: oil. as defined in ORS 466.540: and any substance 
designated by the Commission under ORS 466.553. 

340-61-010(51) "Release" has the meaning given in ORS 466.540(14). 

3. Rule OAR 340-61-061 is proposed to be added as follows: 

Rules pertaining to Special Wastes. 
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340-61-061 (1) Cleanup materials contaminated by hazardous substances. 

(a) The land and facilities used for disposal. treatment or other 
handling or transfer of. or use or other resource recovery from cleanup 
materials contaminated by hazardous substances are defined as a disposal 
site under ORS 459.005 and are subject to the requirements of these rules. 
including permit requirements. and other applicable Department regulations. 

(b) After September 1. 1990. cleanup materials contaminated by 
hazardous substances may not be landfilled except in accordance with a 
permit issued pursuant to these rules which specifically authorizes disposal 
of such materials. 

(c) The Deuartment may authorize an owner or operator of a landfill to 
receive cleanuu materials contaminated by hazardous substances for disposal 
after September 1. 1990. if the following criteria are met: 

(i) The disposal facility has a liner system which performs equivalent 
to a composite liner consisting of a geomembrane comoonent and two feet of 
soil achieving a maximum saturated hydraulic conductivity of 1 x io-6 
centimeters per second: 

(ii) The facility has a blanket leachate collection system: 

(iii) The facility is in compliance with the operating requirements of 
the permit: 

(iv) A waste management plan for the facility is approved by the 
Deuartment which specifically addresses the management of the cleanup 
materials and requires. at a minimum. the following practices: 

(a) The owner or operator of the landfill maintains for the facility a 
coov of the. analytical results of one or more representative composite 
samples from the contaminated materials received for disposal: 

(b) The owner or operator maintains for the facility a record of the 
source. types. volumes. treatment prior to disposal. and disposal location 
of the contaminated materials received for disposal. and reports the 
sources. types. and volumes received to the Department in a monthly or 
quarterly waste report: 

(c) Contaminated cleanup materials are treated to eliminate free 
liquids: and 

(d) Contaminated soils. except sludges. are incorporated into the 
interim cover material for disposal unless such practice would increase 
risks to public health or the environment: and 

(v) Any other requirements which the Department determines are 
necessary to protect public health and the environment. 
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(d) The Department may authorize an owner or operator of a landfill to 
receive cleanup materials contaminated by hazardous substances for disposal 
after September 1. 1990. at a facility which does not meet the nerformance 
criteria in subparagraph (c)(i)-(c)(iii) of this subsection if: 

(i) the cleanup materials contain concentrations of hazardous 
substances which do not exceed the cleanun levels approved by the Department 
for the site from which the materials were removed: or 

(ii) the Department determines that the total concentrations and the 
hazardous characteristics of the hazardous substances in the cleanup 
materials will not present a threat to public health or the environment at 
the disposal facility. after considering the following factors: 

(a) the compatibility of the contaminated materials with the volumes 
and characteristics of other wastes in the landfill; 

(b) the adequacy of barriers to nrevent release of hazardous 
constituents to the environment. including air. ground and surface water. 
soils. and direct contact: 

(c) the populations or sensitive areas. such as aquifers. wetlands. or 
endangered species. potentially threatened by release of the hazardous 
substances: 

(d) the demonstrated ability of the owner or operator of the facility 
to properly manage the wastes: 

(e) relevant state and federal policies. guidelines and standards; and 

(f) the availability of treatment and disposal alternatives. 

(2) Hazardous Wastes. Wastes defined as hazardous wastes must be 
managed in accordance with ORS 466.005 et seq. and applicable regulations. 

(3) Hazardous Wastes from Other States. Wastes which are hazardous 
under the law of the state of origin shall not be managed at a solid waste 
disposal site when transported to Oregon. Such wastes may be managed at a 
hazardous waste facility in Oregon if the facility is authorized to accept 
the wastes pursuant to ORS 466.005 et seq. and applicable regulations. 

Comment: Moved from Specified Waste section, OAR 340-61-060(6). 

(4) Waste Oils. Large quantities of waste oils, greases, oil sludges, 
or oil soaked wastes shall not be placed in any disposal site unless special 
provisions for handling and other special precautions are included in the 
approved plans and specifications and operational plan to prevent fires and 
pollution of surface or groundwaters. 

Comment: Moved from Specified Waste section, OAR 340-61-060(4). 
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4. Revise OAR 340-61-120 to add new subparagraph (2)(i). 

Permit Fee Schedule 
340-61-120. 

(2) Application Processing Fee. An application processing 
between $50 and $2,000 shall be submitted with each application. 
of the fee shall depend on the type of facility and the required 
follows: 

fee varying 
The amount 

action as 

(a) A new facility (including substantial expansion of an existing 
facility): 

(A) Maj or facility1 ......................................... $2, 000 
(B) Intermediate facility2 .................................. $1,000 
(C) Minor facility3 ......................................... $ 300 

(b) Preliminary feasibility only (Note: the amount of this fee may be 
from the complete application fee listed above): deducted 

(A) 
(B) 
(C) 

Maj or facility .......................................... $1, 200 
Intermediate facility ................................... $ 600 
Minor facility .......................................... $ 200 

(c) Permit renewal (including new operational plan, closure plan or 
improvements): 

(A) Maj or facility ......................................... . 
(B) Intermediate facility .................................. . 
(C) Minor facility .......................................... $ 125 

(d) Permit renewal (without significant changes): 
(A) Maj or facility .......................................... $ 250 
(B) Intermediate facility ................................... $ 150 
(C) Minor facility .......................................... $ 100 

(e) Permit modification (including new operational plan, closure plan 
or improvements: 

(A) Major facility .......................................... $ 500 
(B) Intermediate facility ................................... $ 250 
(C) Minor facility .......................................... $ 100 

(f) Permit modification (without significant change in facility design 
or operation): All categories .................................... $ 50 

(g) Permit modification (Department initiated) All categories 
No fee 

(h) Letter authorizations, new or renewal ................... $ 100 

(i) Special waste authorization (Any permit or plan review 
application which seeks new, renewed, or significant modification in 
authorization to landfill cleanup materials contaminated by hazardous 
substances): 
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(A) Authorization to receive 100.000 tons or more of designated 
cleanup up waste per year: $ 50.000: 

(B) Authorization to receive at least 50.000 but less than 100.000 
tons of designated cleanup material per year: $ 25.000: 

(Cl Authorization to receive at least 25,000 but less than 50,000 tons 
of designated cleanup material per year: $ 12,500: 

(Dl Authorization to receive at least 10,000 but less than 25,000 tons 
of designated cleanup material per year: ~ 5,000; 

(El Authorization to receive at least 5,000 but less than 10,000 tons 
of designated cleanup material per year: $ 2,500; 

(Fl Authorization to receive at least 1,000 but less than 5,000 tons 
of designated cleanup material per year: $ 500. 

(Gl Authorization to receive less than 1,000 tons of designated 
cleanup material per year: $ 250. 
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ATTACHMENT B 

Agenda Item __:r_, October 20, 1989 EQC Meeting. 

STATEMENT OF NEED FOR RULEMAKING 

Pursuant to ORS 183.335(7), this statement provides information on 
the Environmental Quality Commission's intended action to adopt a 
rule. 

(1) Legal Authority 

ORS 459.045(1) and (3) require the Commission to adopt reasonable 
and necessary rules governing the management of solid wastes to 
prevent pollution of the air, ground and surface waters. The 
Commission is authorized specifically to establish design and 
operational standards for land disposal facilities and to define 
"wastes" subject to solid waste regulation. 

ORS 459.235(2) and ORS 468.065 authorize the Commission to 
establish solid waste permit fees, subject to review of the 
Executive Department and prior approval of the appropriate 
legislative review body. 

(2) Need for the Rule 

a) Disposal standards: 

Hazardous substances are a group of substances (primarily 
chemicals) designated pursuant to the major federal environmental 
statutes and the Oregon Environmental Cleanup Law, ORS 466.547, 
as presenting a significant threat to public health and the 
environment if released into the environment. These environmental 
statutes provide authorities and processes for identifying and 
cleaning up releases of hazardous substances. 

Oregon's solid waste statute and regulations allow materials from 
cleanup actions which are contaminated by hazardous substances but 
are not defined as "hazardous wastes" s~bject to hazardous waste 
management authorities to be disposed of in any solid waste 
disposal facility which is permitted by the Department to accept 
such wastes. These regulations broadly require that such permits 
include operational plans for the facility which specifically 
address these hazardous materials, and prohibit the release of any 
substance from a facility which would degrade the environment. 
However, the regulations do not provide any specific criteria for 
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determining when disposal of hazardous substances may be 
authorized. 

The development of the Department's environmental cleanup programs 
(e.g., its state "Superfund", leaking underground storage tank, 
and drug lab cleanup programs) has created an increasing demand on 
the Department for information and action on requests to dispose 
of contaminated cleanup material in solid waste landfills. 
Standards for permitting the disposal of these materials in solid 
waste landfills are needed to support the Department's 
decisionmaking and to guide the public in planning cleanup 
actions. The proposed rule would provide these standards. 

b) Fees: 

The Department estimates that the equivalent of one full time 
professional technical staff person (1 FTE) would be needed during 
the initial and subsequent fiscal years to complete required 
permit actions on applications to landfill contaminated cleanup 
materials in accordance with the new standards. The proposed rule 
would establish a permit fee to fund the additional FTE. 

c) Restructuring of regulation: 

The existing "General Rules for Specified Wastes" section in the 
solid waste regulations, OAR 340-61-060, addresses both (a) 
categories of wastes which require additional management controls 
because they contain hazardous constituents and (b) categories of 
wastes which do not contain hazardous constituents but require 
specific management controls to address other characteristics. 
Combining these two distinct, hazardous vs. nonhazardous 
categories of wa._ste streams :tn the same section in the rule may be 
confusing or misleading to the public. The proposed rule changes 
would establish a separate section for each of these categories of 
wastes. 

d) Updating the regulation: 

The Waste Tire statute, ORS 459.705 et seq., has been enacted and 
the definition of "hazardous waste" in ORS 466.005 has been 
revised since the adoption of OAR 340-61-060. OAR 340-61-060 
needs to be updated to be consistent with relevant provisions of 
these statutes. The proposed rule would make the changes needed. 

Principal Documents Relied Upon 

ORS 459.045, 459.235(2), and 466.547 et seq. 
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Federal Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act, 
42 u.s.c. 9601 et seq., and legislative history. 

Solid Waste files, Oregon Waste Systems permit file re: landfill 
performance standards. 

LAND USE COMPATIBILITY STATEMENT 

Land Use consistency 

The Department has concluded that the proposal conforms with the 
statewide Planning Goals and Guidelines. 

Goal 6 (Air, Water and Land Resources Quality): This proposed 
rule is designed to protect surface and groundwater quality in the 
affected are and is consistent with this Goal. 

Goal 11 (Public Facilities and Services): 
would allow for solid waste disposable in 
manner and is consistent with this Goal. 

This proposed rule 
an environmentally sound 

This proposed rule does not appear to conflict with other Goals. 

Public comment on any land use issue involved is welcome and may 
be submitted in the same manner as indicated for testimony in this 
notice. 

The Department requests that local, state, and federal agencies 
review the proposed action and comment on possible conflicts with 
their programs affecting land use and with Statewide Planning 
goals within their expertise and jurisdiction. 

The Department of Environmental Quality intends to ask the 
Department of Land Conservation and Development to mediate any 
appropriate conflicts brought to its attention by local, state or 
federal authorities. 
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ATTACHMENT C 

FISCAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT 

I. Introduction: 

Proposed Actions: 

Oregon's solid waste statute and regulations (ORS 459.005 et seq. ·and OAR 
340, Division 61) allow materials from cleanup actions which are 
contaminated by hazardous substances but are not defined as "hazardous 
wastes" subject to hazardous waste management authorities to be disposed of 
in any solid waste disposal facility which is permitted by the Department to 
accept such wastes. Current regulations broadly require that such permits 
include operational plans for the facility which specifically address these 
hazardous materials, and prohibit the release of any substance from a 
facility which would degrade the environment. However, the current 
regulations do not presently provide any specific criteria for determining 
when disposal of hazardous substances may be authorized. 

The proposed rules establish standards for permitting disposal of cleanup 
materials and create a permit fee to fund the Department's implementation of 
the proposed standards. With respect to some landfills, these standards 
may be more restrictive than those the Department might presently impose. 
The fee would be assessed on applicants for new, renewed, or modified 
permit authorization to receive contaminated cleanup materials for disposal 
in a solid waste landfill. 

Overall Economic Impacts: 

Owners and operators of landfills are imposing their own restriction on the 
types of wastes accepted for disposal. Only a limited number of operators 
currently do or are likely in the future to accept cleanup materials 
contaminated by hazardous substances for disposal. Nevertheless, the new 
permitting standards may limit the ability of some of these owners or 
operators to accept contaminated cleanup materials for disposal at some 
landfills in the state which otherwise would have received such wastes, or 
may require additional investment to upgrade facilities. 

A reduction in the availability of landfills to accept cleanup materials may 
result in increased costs for cleanup and disposal of these materials. Some 
wastes will need to be transported further for disposal at increased 
transportation costs. In addition, landfills that can accept the wastes 
may, in some instances, charge more for disposal. Restrictions on 
landfilling may also result in a shift toward treatment of cleanup materials 
prior to or in lieu of disposal, possibly with higher net cleanup costs. 
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The permit fee would increase costs of disposal at most 50 cents per ton of 
cleanup materials. In most instances, owners or operators would pass the 
fee onto generators of cleanup materials or, more broadly, to all landfill 
users as part of their charges for disposal. 

The recordkeeping and reporting requirements in the proposed regulation are 
not expected to require significant additional resources. 

II. General Public: 

To the extent that the general public is financially responsible (directly 
or through fees and taxes) for the costs of cleanup of releases of hazardous 
substances, the economic impacts described above would affect the general 
public. 

III. Small Business: 

Small businesses would be affected in the same way as the general public. 
Small businesses with major liability for cleanup costs could be 
significantly impacted. 

Few small businesses are expected to own or operate landfills which 
currently do or will in the future accept contaminated cleanup materials for 
disposal. 

IV. Large Business: 

Large businesses would also be affected in the same way as the general 
public. In addition, a few landfill owners or operators which would 
otherwise accept contaminated cleanup materials for disposal may not be 
authorized to do so under the proposed permitting standards. 

V. Local Governments: 

Local governments would be affected in the same way as the general public 
and as large businesses which own or operate landfills. 

VI. Other State Agencies: 

Other state agencies would be affected in the same way as the general public 
if responsible for the costs of cleanup of hazardous substances. 

SW\SK2287 
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Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 

A CHANCE TO COMMENT ON • • • 

WHO IS 
AFFECTED: 

WHAT IS 
PROPOSED: 

WHAT ARE THE 
HIGHLIGHTS: 

J"""' 811 S.W. 6th Avenue 
Portland, OR 97204 

11/1/86 

Proposed Rules Relating to the Solid Waste 
Management of Contaminated Cleanup Materials 

Attachment D 

Hearing Dates: December 5, 1989 
December 6, 1989 
December 7, 1989 

Comments Due: December 15, 1989 

Owners and operators of solid waste landfills having or seeking permit 
authorization to dispose of contaminated materials from the cleanup of 
releases of hazardous substances. Generators and other persons, 
including public and private entities, responsible for cleanup of 
releases of hazardous substances. 

The Department proposes to add new administrative rules to establish 
standards for permitting the solid waste disposal of cleanup materials 
contaminated by hazardous substances, OAR 340-61-061, and to establish 
a new permit fee to fund the Department to implement the new 
standards, OAR 340-61-120(2)(i). The Department also proposes to 
restructure OAR 340-61-060, governing management of specified wastes, 
and update this section to be consistent with related statutes. 

The proposed amendments would: 

o establish standards for permitting solid waste landfills to 
receive cleanup materials contaminated by hazardous substances for 
disposal (new OAR 340-61-061(1)); 

o establish a new permit fee to fund the Department's 
implementation of the new criteria for permitting disposal of 
contaminated cleanup materials (new OAR 340-61-120(i)); 

o restructure OAR 340-61-060 into two sections to address separately 
rules for (a) wastes which require specific management controls 
because of their hazardous constituents (new special waste 
section, OAR 340-61-061) and (b) wastes which do not contain 
hazardous constituents but have other characteristics warranting 
unique rules (existing specific waste section, OAR 340-61-060). 

0 update prov1s1ons in OAR 340, Division 61, to make them consistent 
with changes in related statutes, ORS 459.705 (Waste Tires) and 
ORS 466.005 (Hazardous Waste). 

(over) 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: D-1 
Contact the person or division identified in the public notice by calling 229-5696 in the Portland area. To avoid long 
distance charges from other parts of the state, call 1-800-452-4011. 



HOW TO 
COMMENT: 

WHAT IS THE 
NEXT STEP: 

A public hearing will be held before a hearings officer at: 

9:30 a.m. 
December 5, 1989 
School Administration Building 
Room 330 
520 NW Wall Street 
Bend, OR 

9:30 a.m. 
December 7, 1989 
DEQ Headquarters 
Conference Room 4A 
811 SW Sixth Avenue 
Portland, OR 

9:30 a.m. 
December 6, 1989 
Jackson Education Service District 
Boardroom 
101 North Grape 
Medford, OR 

Written or oral comments may be presented at the hearing. Written 
comments may also be sent to the Department of Environmental Quality, 
Solid Waste Section, Hazardous and Solid Waste Division, 811 S.W. 6th 
Avenue, Portland, OR 97204, and must be received no later than 
5:00 p.m., December 15, 1989. 

Copies of the complete proposed rule package may be obtained from the 
DEQ Hazardous and Solid Waste Division. For further information, 
contact Steve Greenwood at 229-5782, or toll-free at 1-800-452-4011. 

The Environmental Quality Commission may adopt new rules identical to 
the ones proposed, adopt modified rules as a result of testimony 
received, or may decline to adopt rules. The Commission will consider 
the proposed new rule and rule revisions at its meeting on February 23, 
1990. 

SB8951. D 
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ATTACHMENT E 

MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE LANDFILLS 
WITH LINERS AND LEACHATE COLLECTION SYSTEMS 

Only two facilities in Oregon presently have liner and leachate collection 
systems which meet the performance standards proposed in OAR 340-61-
061(1) (c). A few other facilities have liner and leachate collection 
systems that could probably be permitted for disposal of a range of cleanup 
materials under the proposed permitting standards. These facilities are 
listed below. Additional new and expanded facilities with liner and 
leachate collection systems are expected to be proposed over the next few 
years. The operator of any facilities may refuse to accept cleanup 
materials. 

Facility County 

Coffin Butte Landfill Benton 

Oregon Waste Systems Gilliam 

Finley Buttes Landfill Morrow 

Hillsboro Landfill Washington 

Riverbend Sanitary Landfill Yamhill 

Woodburn Landfill Marion 

SW\SK2286 

Comments 

One area complies with proposed 
performance standards 

Fully complies with proposed 
performance standards 

Proposed, not yet under 
construction 

Proposed expansion area, fall 
1990 

Proposed expansion area, end of 
1990 

Backup landfill for 
incinerator bypass material and 
ash monofill only 

E-1 
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NEIL GOLDSCHMIOT 
GOVERNOR 

Environmental Quality Commission 
811 SW SIXTH AVENUE, PORTLAND, OR 97204 PHONE (503) 229-5696 

Ii REQUEST FOR EQC ACTION ii 

Meeting Date: October 20, 1989 
Agenda Item: u 

Division: HSW 
Section: SW/WTP 

SUBJECT: 

Waste Tire Rules -- Deleting reimbursement eligibility of 
ocean reefs. Establishing Waste Tire Beneficial Use storage 
Permit. Establishing criteria for financial assistance. 
Allowing use of reimbursement funds in excess of one cent per 
pound for waste tire recycling Demonstration Projects. 
Other housekeeping changes in waste tire storage and carrier 
permitting, reimbursement and cleanup rules. 

PURPOSE: 

The purpose of the deletion of ocean reefs made of waste 
tires from reimbursement eligibility is to comply with 
legislation passed by the 1989 Legislature. 

The purpose of establishing a Waste Tire Beneficial use 
Storage Permit category is to regulate storage of tires which 
are used for a beneficial purpose, such as tire fences. 

The purpose of establishing criteria for financial 
assistance to waste tire storage permittees is to 
incorporate Department guidelines into rule clarifying 
circumstances under which permittees may be assisted in 
removing waste tires. 

The purpose of allowing use of reimbursement funds in 
excess of the one cent per pound for waste tire recycling 
Demonstrations Projects is to give such projects an 
additional incentive and to show that recycling uses are 
feasible. 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

Work Session Discussion 
General Program Background 
Potential Strategy, Policy, or Rules 
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~- Agenda Item ~- for Current Meeting 
~- Other: (specify) 

_x_ Authorize Rulemaking Hearing 
Adopt Rules 

Proposed Rules 
Rulemaking Statements 
Fiscal and Economic Impact statement 
Public Notice 

Issue a Contested Case Order 
Approve a stipulated Order 
Enter an Order 

Proposed Order 

Approve Department Recommendation 
Variance Request 
Exception to Rule 
Informational Report 
Other: (specify) 

DESCRIPTION OF REQUESTED ACTION: 

Attachment _Ji__ 
Attachment _!L 
Attachment _s;;_ 
Attachment _!L 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

A public hearing is requested to receive public comment on 
the proposed rule changes listed above, and on the proposed 
new rules establishing procedures, storage standards and fees 
for Waste Tire Beneficial Use Storage Permits. Notice of the 
public hearing will be mailed to known interested persons, 
including waste tire permittees, and will be published in 
newspapers of general circulation in Oregon. 

AUTHORITY/NEED FOR ACTION: 

_x_ Required by Statute: ORS 459.785; 1989 SB 482 
Enactment Date: 1987 (HB 2022); 1989 

_x_ statutory Authority: ORS 459.750, .770 .. 785 
Pursuant to Rule: 
Pursuant to Federal Law/Rule: 

Other: 

_x_ Time Constraints: (explain) 

Attachment 

Attachment 
Attachment 
Attachment 

Attachment 

Senate Bill 482 excluding waste tires in ocean reefs from 
the waste tire reimbursement becomes effective on October 3, 
1989. The rule needs to be amended to reflect that change. 
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The Department has several applications from persons 
wanting an exemption from the waste tire storage permit 
requirement for their "beneficial use" of stored waste tires. 
These need to be acted on. 

Several waste tire storage permittees have requested 
financial assistance from the Department to remove waste 
tires. The Department has recommended approval of some 
requests to the commission based on Department guidelines; we 
would like to adopt the essentials of the guidelines as rule 
to clarify eligibilities and level of assistance. 

DEVELOPMENTAL BACKGROUND: 

Advisory Committee Report/Recommendation Attachment 
Hearing Officer's Report/Recommendations Attachment 
Response to Testimony/Comments Attachment 

_x_ Prior EQC Agenda Items: 
Agenda Item K, 4/14/89 EQC Meeting -

Amendments to Permitting Requirements 
for Waste Tire storage sites and Waste 
Tire Carriers 

Agenda Item G, 7/8/88 EQC Meeting -
Waste Tire Program Permitting Requirements 

Attachment 
Other Related Reports/Rules/Statutes: Attachment 

_x_ Supplemental Background Information Attachment 
Guidelines, Financial Assistance Attachment _E__ 

REGULATED/AFFECTED COMMUNITY CONSTRAINTS/CONSIDERATIONS: 

1. Ocean reef exclusion. No one has applied for a 
reimbursement for use of waste tires in ocean reefs, 
although a few persons have expressed interested in this 
use. Use of tires for reefs in nonocean waters, 
estuaries and bays is still allowed. 

2. Waste Tire Beneficial Use storage Permit. A number of 
persons either are using or would like to use waste 
tires for beneficial purposes such as tire fences, or 
for holding down tarps. The proposed Beneficial Use 
storage Permit has a lower fee schedule than regular 
storage permits, and more flexible storage standards for 
these "beneficial uses." Legislative committees have 
indicated that standard waste tire storage permits 
should not be required for beneficial uses. 
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3. criteria for financial assistance to waste tire storage 
permittees. The current rule requires all sites 
receiving financial assistance to rank high in 
environmental risk and to demonstrate financial 
hardship. The proposed rule would add the following 
criteria defining financial hardship for individuals and 
corporate officers: a household income below 80 percent 
of the U. s. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development's (HUD) median area income, and $20,000 in 
assets. 

The proposed rules would require permittees who are 
individuals or corporations to spend their own funds up 
to the threshold; the Department would assist with up to 
90 percent (for individuals) or 80 percent (for 
corporations) of expenses above the threshold. At its 
September 6, 1989 meeting, the Waste Tire Advisory 
Committee considered and reached consensus supporting 
the proposed levels of reimbursement for the several 
categories of permittee. The Committee felt strongly 
that all persons should contribute something toward the 
removal of waste tires from their site. In addition, 
the statute states that the Department may "assist" a 
permittee with tire removal. The Department has 
interpreted that to mean that no person should receive 
total funding. 

For a permittee which is a municipality, no financial 
hardship test is proposed. Rather, the Department would 
pay 80 percent of the cleanup cost if the following 
special circumstances exist: the tire pile existed 
before January 1, 1988; and the municipality did not 
charge to accept the tires for disposal. 

4. A higher rate of reimbursement for "demonstration 
projects" involving waste tire recycling. The rate 
would be based on the cost difference between using 
material from waste tires, and using regular materials. 
The Department recommends that up to $100,000 per 
demonstration project be allowed a~ the higher rate. 
This should encourage recycling projects by providing an 
extra incentive over the regular reimbursement level of 
one cent per pound of rubber used from waste tires. For 
example, the reimbursement could assist a local 
government with a rubber-modified paving project, which 
is more expensive than conventional paving. 

The Waste Tire Advisory Committee considered these 
proposed rule revisions at their September 6, 1989 
meeting. The Department's proposed revisions 
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incorporate all the Committee's recommendations, except 
the recommendation that demonstration projects be 
limited to a maximum of $20,000 each. The Department 
finds that too restrictive, since the purpose of the 
demonstration project is to add flexibility to the 
reimbursement to encourage recycling uses of waste 
tires. 

PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS: 

1. Ocean reef exclusion. This meshes well with the 
Department's rule allowing exclusion of environmentally 
detrimental uses from the reimbursement. 

2. 
Waste Tire Beneficial Use Storage Permit. The statute provides an 
exemption to the waste tire storage permit requirement for tire 
retailers storing under 1,500 tires, and for retreaders storing 
under 3,000. No other exemptions are foreseen in the statute. 
However, legislative intent as expressed by various Legislative 
committees was that persons using tires beneficially, such as for 
holding down tarps or in a fence, should not have the same 
requirements as persons simply storing tires. They should, to the 
extent possible, be relieved from storage and fee requirements. 

The statutory definition of "store" is broad: "the 
placing of waste tires in a manner that does not 
constitute disposal of the waste tires." The Attorney 
General has advised us that the definition includes 
storage of waste tires even when such "storage" may be 
serving a useful purpose for the person storing tires. 

The current rule attempted to meet the legislative 
intent by establishing a "beneficial use exemption" 
provision to provide regulation of these uses without 
requiring a full-blown permit (which would include a 
$250 application fee, $250 annual compliance fee, and 
compliance with storage standards which could prevent 
applicants from using the tires in the way they desire.) 

The current rule allows the Department to grant an 
exemption to the waste tire storage permit requirement 
for persons storing whole waste tires but using them 
beneficially "if the applicant can demonstrate to the 
Department's satisfaction that: 

(a) The applicant is using the tires for a permanent 
useful purpose with a documented economic value; 
and 
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(b) The waste tires used in this way will meet state 
and local government requirements for vector 
control, health, fire control, safety and other 
environmental concerns; and 

(c) The use otherwise is not in conflict with local 
ordinances and state and Federal laws and 
administrative rules." (OAR 340-62-015(7)) 

Some problems have emerged in administering the current 
rule. Reviewing applications for beneficial use 
exemptions has taken more time than expected. The 

Department has required sign-offs from local governments on land 
use compatibility and health concerns. We have required 
applicants to submit sketches and maps showing how tires are being 
used. We have found it necessary to require certain actions (such 
as drilling holes in tires for drainage) to address environmental 
concerns. In many cases we will have to revisit a site to make 
sure it is not violating the terms of the exemption, and we would 
take action if it is. In fact, this procedure has been a 
permitting procedure in all but name. It has become clear that it 
is more appropriate to handle these uses under permit. 

The Department's proposed solution is to establish a 
Waste Tire Beneficial Use storage Permit, with a 
separate fee schedule and separate storage standards. 
The proposed fee schedule is lower than that for regular 
waste tire storage permits, which is appropriate since 
both the initial level of review and especially the 
annual compliance review will require less staff effort. 

Additionally, most applicants are expected to be private 
citizens who cannot easily afford permit fees, rather 
than businesses. The regular permit storage standards 
were.designed for large numbers of tires stored in a 
pile, and are not easily applied to "beneficial uses," 
which most often have individual configurations 
requiring variances to the standards. The proposed rule 
establishes standards applicable to most beneficial 
uses, and has a section specifically for tire fences. 

3. Criteria for financial assistance to waste tire storage 
permittees. The statute allows use of the Waste Tire 
Recycling Account to assist a permittee with processing 
or removal of tires. The Commission must make a finding 
that special circumstances allow for use of the funds, 
or that strict compliance with a tire removal date set 
by the Department would result in "substantial 
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curtailment or closing of the permittee's business or 
operation or the bankruptcy of the permittee." (ORS 
459.780 (2) (b) and OAR 340-62-150) Existing rules 
define "special circumstances" of a tire pile as those 
creating an environmental risk, and state that 
"financial hardship on the part of the permittee shall 
be an additional criterion in the Department's 
determination" of whether financial assistance for 
cleanup is warranted. 

The Department developed guidelines to ensure equitable 
evaluation of a permittee's ability to pay for cleanup 
without causing "substantial curtailment" of the 
permittee's business or operation (Attachment E). The 
Attorney General advised us that the Department could 
give financial assistance on the basis of the statute 
and the existing rule. However, providing financial 
assistance is a public benefit, and the public needs to 
know the basis for granting or denying aid. The issue 
is to what extent details laid out in the guidelines 
should be adopted in rule. Adopting very detailed rules 
could limit the Department's ability to deal with 
unforeseen special circumstances as they arise. The 
Department proposes to adopt major points of the 
guidelines as rule. 

No financial hardship criterion is proposed for 
municipalities on the advice of the Attorney General; 
rather, special circumstances are defined under which 
partial financial assistance to a municipality would be 
appropriate. 

4. A higher rate of reimbursement for "demonstration 
projects" involving waste tire recycling. A 
reimbursement rate of one cent per pound was established 
by rule on November 8, 1988, for persons using rubber 
from waste tires. So far the reimbursement program has 
not substantially increased the use of waste tires, and 
94 percent of the $121,000 in reimbursement funds 
distributed has been for energy recovery. 

The one cent per pound constitutes a substantial subsidy 
for energy-recovery uses. However, for other uses one 
cent per pound is not high enough to overcome such 
barriers as concerns about product reliability and lack 
of experience with the use. In order to encourage uses 
which are considered higher in the Solid Waste 
hierarchy, such as road paving, the Department would 
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like the authority to provide a higher reimbursement 
rate for rubber recycling demonstration projects. 

A limit of $100,000 per project would be set for such 
projects. The level of reimbursement would be based on 
the difference in cost between using rubber from waste 
tires and the cost of standard materials. It might 
differ from project to project, but the Department would 
not approve a rate which exceeded the state median cost 
of tire disposal ($1 per tire, or about five cents per 
gross pound). If the per-project limit were spent on 
one paving project using rubber-modified asphalt 
concrete, and if the Department offered five cents per 
pound of recycled rubber used, 14 miles of two-lane 
highway could be paved using the rubber from 165,000 
tires. A demonstration project would be unlikely to 
involve more than 10 miles of paving. 

A demonstration project would have to occur within the 
state. It would have to demonstrate a use of waste 
tires which does not yet have an established market in 
Oregon. The Department would allow one demonstration 
project per "use." However, if varying climatic or 
other conditions were a major concern in demonstrating 
the feasibility of the use, demonstration projects for 
one "use" might be approved in various geographic areas 
of the state, or where different conditions (such as 
traffic levels) prevail. No more than one project per 
applicant would be considered, unless the second project 
were for a different use. 

This higher reimbursement rate should not pose a problem 
with respect to availability of funds for other 
purposes. The Department currently has about $1.5 
million available for reimbursement and tire pile 
cleanups, and we expect that amount to grow to about 
$2.1 million by June 30, 1990. 

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BY THE DEPARTMENT: 

1. Request public hearings to take testimony on the draft rules 
as proposed in Attachment A, including: 

a. Exclusion of waste tires in ocean reefs from 
reimbursement eligibility. 

b. Establishing a waste tire beneficial use storage 
permit. 
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c. Establishing general criteria for financial assistance 
to waste tire storage permittees. 

d. Allowing increased rate of reimbursement for 
demonstration projects recycling tires. 

2. Two other alternatives were considered to deal with 
"beneficial uses" of waste tires: 

a. Modify the draft rule to exclude "beneficial uses" of 
waste tires from the definition of tire "storage," thus 
excluding them from Department regulation. 

b. Modify the draft rule to remove the Beneficial Use 
Storage Permit option, and require all persons storing 
tires, even if they are used for a beneficial purpose, 
to obtain a "second-stage" waste tire storage permit. 

4. One other alternative was considered for handling financial 
assistance for permittees: modify the draft rule to exclude 
specific references to criteria used to determine "financial 
hardship" of a permittee, and use the guidelines developed by 
the Department and the Advisory Committee to determine 
assistance eligibilities and levels. 

5. Two other alternatives were considered for the level of 
reimbursement: 

a. Modify the draft rule to allow a higher reimbursement 
amount (such as two or three cents per pound) for uses 
other than energy recovery. 

b. Modify the draft rule to set a limit of $20,000 for each 
demonstration project, as recommended by the Waste Tire 
Advisory Committee. 

DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION FOR ACTION. WITH RATIONALE: 

The Department recommends that the Commission ·adopt 
Alternative 1. 

The proposed rule has the support of the Advisory Committee 
(with the exception noted on page 4). It corresponds better 
to the statute in establishing a special permit category with 
appropriate provisions to regulate "beneficial uses" of waste 
tires rather than regulating them by exemption. Adopting 
essential parts of the financial assistance guidelines as 
rule will clarify for the public the criteria the Department 
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will use in granting public benefits. Allowing a higher 
level of reimbursement for recycling demonstration projects 
will encourage such projects without changing the basic 
structure of the reimbursement which has not been in place 
long enough to test its effectiveness in stimulating 
new/expanded uses of waste tires. Allowing the Department to 
spend up to $100,000 per year per project for demonstration 
projects will give the Department flexibility to work with 
existing larger tire piles on projects large enough to 
demonstrate the viability of a given recycling use. Other 
housekeeping changes will improve administration of the 
waste tire program. 

CONSISTENCY WITH STRATEGIC PLAN. AGENCY POLICY. LEGISLATIVE 
POLICY: 

The rule incorporates the change made by the 1989 Legislature 
excluding tires used in ocean reefs from eligibility for the 
reimbursement. 

The proposed rule is consistent with legislative intent to 
regulate all storage of waste tires, but make appropriate 
provisions to allow legitimate "beneficial uses" of tires. 

The rule follows agency policy on specifying by rule what 
criteria are to be used in determining benefits. 

The rule takes the Solid Waste hierarchy into account by 
offering a bonus for waste rubber recycling demonstration 
projects. 

ISSUES FOR COMMISSION TO RESOLVE: 

1. Is the proposed Beneficial Use storage Permit the 
appropriate way to regulate persons who are storing over 100 
waste tires and using them for a beneficial purpose? 

2. Should the Department adopt the major elements of its 
guidelines on financial assistance to permittees as rule? Or 
should the rule remain more general, leaving the Department 
more flexibility in dealing with individual cases? 

3. In providing financial assistance to remove tires, should the 
Department give assistance for only part (80 or 90 percent) 
of the remaining costs of cleanup after the permittee has 
been required to contribute their own funds up to the 
threshold set by the Department? 
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4. Is allowing use of a higher reimbursement rate for tire 
recycling demonstration projects the proper way to give an 
extra push to uses higher on the Solid waste hierarchy? 

INTENDED FOLtpWUP ACTIONS: 

Publication of intent to hold a hearing in the Secretary of 
State's Bulletin on November 1, 1989, and publication of 
notice of public hearing in newspapers. 

Hold hearings on November 15, 1989 in Bend and Salem, and on 
November 16 in Pendleton and Medford. 

Receive public comment until November 27, 1989. 

Prepare a hearing officer's report for final rule adoption by 
the Commission in January, 1990. 

dmc 
reefrev.eqc 
10/4/89 

Approved: 

Section: 

Division: 

Director: 

Report Prepared By: Deanna Mueller-Crispin 

Phone: 229-5808 

Date Prepared: October 4, 1989 



ATrACllMENT A 

Proposed Revisions: 10/3/89 

OREGON DEPARIMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
AIJ.ITNISTRATIVE ROLFS 

DIVISION 62 - SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT: WASTE TIRES 

Proposed additions to :rule are underlined. 
Proposed deletions are in brackets [] . 

340-62-005 The purpose of these :rules is to prescribe requirements, 
limitations and procedures for storage, collection, transportation, and 
disposal of waste tires; and to prescribe procedures for using the Waste 
Tire Recycling A=ount to re:iinburse users of waste tires. and to clean up 
tire piles. 

Definitions 

340-62-010 As used in these :rules unless otherwise specified: 
(1) "Abatement" -- the processing or removing to an approved storage 

site of waste tires which are creating a danger or nuisance, following a 
legal nuisance abatement procedure. 

(2) "Beneficial use" -- storage of waste tires in a way that creates an 
on-site economic benefit. other than from processing or recycling. to the 
owner of the tires. such as in certain agricultural uses. 

ill [ (2)] "Buffings" -- a product of mechanically scarifying a tire 
surface, removing all trace of the surface tread, to prepare 
the casing to be retreaded. 

ill [ (3)] "Conunission" -- the Environmental Quality commission. 
ill [ (4)] "Common carrier" -- any person who transports persons or 

property for hire or who publicly purports to be willing to transport 
persons or property for hire by motor vehicle; or any person who leases, 
rents, or otherwise provides a motor vehicle to the public and who in 
connection therewith in the regular course of business provides, procures, 
or arranges for, directly, indirectly, or by course of dealing, a driver or 
operator therefor. 

ill [ (5)] "Deparbnent" -- the Deparbnent of Environmental Quality. 
ill [ (6)] "Director" -- the Director of the Deparbnent of 

Environmental Quality. 
ill [ (7)] "Dispose" -- to deposit, dump, spill or place any waste tire 

on any land or into any water as defined by ORS 468. 700. 
(9) "I:MV" -- Oregon Department of Motor Vehicles . 
.ilQl [ ( 8) ] "End user" : 
(a) For energy recovery: the person who utilizes the heat content or 

other fonns of energy from the incineration or pyrolysis of waste tires, 
chips or similar materials. 

(b) For other eligible uses of waste tires: the last person who uses 
the tires, chips, or similar materials to make a product with economic 
value. If the waste tire is processed by more than one person in becoming a 
product, the "end user" is the last person to use the tire as a tire, as 



tire chips, or as similar materials. A person who produces tire chips or 
similar materials and gives or sells them to another person to use is not an 
end user. 

1.lll [ (9)] "Energy recovery" -- recovery in which all or a part of the 
waste tire is processed to utilize the heat content, or other fonns of 
energy, of or from the waste tire. 

ml [ (10)] "Financial assurance" -- a perfonnance bond, letter of 
credit, cash deposit, insurance policy or other instrument acceptable to the 
Department. 

iUl [ (11)] "I.and disposal site" -- a disposal site in which the method 
of disposing of solid waste is by landfill, dump, pit, pond or lagoon. 

(14) "Nonocean waters" -- fresh waters. tidal and nontidal bays and 
estuaries as defined in ORS 541.605. 

flfil. [(12)] "oversize waste tire" -- a waste tire exceeding a 24.5-
inch rim diameter, or which is excluded from Federal excise tax (except a 
passenger tire). 

llli [ (13)) "Passenger tire" -- a tire with less than an 18-inch rim 
diameter. 

(17) "Passenger tire equivalent" -- a measure of :mixed passenger and 
truck tires, where five passenger tires are considered to equal one truck 
tire. 

1.lfil. [ (14)) "Person" -- the United states, the state or a public or 
private corporation, local government unit, public agency, individual, 
partnership, association, firm, trust, estate or any other legal entity. 

Jill [ (15)) "Private carrier" -- any person who operates a motor 
vehicle over the public highways of this state for the purpose of 
transporting persons or property when the transportation is incidental to a 
primary business enterprise, other than transportation, in which such person 
is engaged. 

QQl [ (16) ) "RJC" -- the Public Utility Commission of Oregon. 
(21) "Recycle" or "recycling" -- any process by which solid waste 

materials are transformed into new products in such a manner that the 
original products may lose their identity. 
~ [ (17)) "Retreader" -- a person engaged in the business of 

recapping tire casings to produce recapped tires for sale to the public. 
ml [ (18)) "Rick" -- to horizontally stack tires securely by 

overlapping so that the center of a tire fits over the edge of the tire 
below it. 

nil [ (19) J "Store" or "storage" -- the placing of waste tires in a 
manner that does not constitute disposal of the waste tires. 

nfil_ [ (20) ) "Tire" -- a continuous solid or pneumatic rubber covering 
encircling the wheel of a vehicle in which a person or property is 
transported, or by which they may be drawn, on a highway. This does not 
include tires on the following: 

(a) A device moved only by human power. 
(b) A device used only upon fixed rails or tracks. 
(c) A motorcycle. 
(d) An all-terrain vehicle, including but not limited to, three-wheel 

and four-wheel KNs, dune buggies and other similar vehicles. All -terrain 
vehicles do not include jeeps, pick-ups and other four-wheel drive vehicles 
that may be registered, licensed and driven on public roads in Oregon. 

(e) A device used only for farming, except a farm truck. 
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nfil [ (21) ] "Tire ca=ier" -- a person who picks up or transports waste 
tires for the purpose of storage or disposal. This does not include the 
following: 

(a) Solid waste collectors operating under a license or franchise from 
a local government unit and who transport fewer than 10 tires at a time. 

(b) Persons who transport fewer than five tires with their own solid 
waste for disposal. 

nn_ [ (22)] "Tire processor" -- a person engaged in the processing of 
waste tires. 

lm [ (23)] "Tire retailer" -- a person in the business of selling new 
replacement tires at retail, whose local business license or permit (if 
required) specifically allows such sale. 

nfil. [ (24)] "Tire derived products" -- tire chips or other usable 
materials produced from the physical processing of a waste tire. 

QQ1_ [ (25) ] "Truck tire" -- a tire with a rim diameter of between 18 
and 24.5 inches. 

Jlll [ (26)] "Waste tire" -- a tire that is no longer suitable for its 
original intended purpose because of wear, damage or defect, and is fit only 
for: 

(a) Remanufacture into something else, including a recapped tire; or 
(b) Some other use which differs substantially from its original use . 

.Q2l [ (27)] "Waste Tire8 Generated in Oregon" -- Oregon is the place at 
which the tire first becomes a waste tire. A tire casing inported into 
Oregon for potential recapping, but which proves unusable for that purpose, 
is not a waste tire generated in Oregon. Examples of waste tires generated 
in Oregon include but are not limited to: 

(a) Tires accepted by an Oregon tire retailer in exchange for new 
replacement tires. 

(b) Tires removed from a junked auto at an auto wrecking yard in 
Oregon. 

Waste Tire storage Permit Required 

340-62-015 (1) After July 1, 1988, a person who stores more than 100 
waste tires in this state is required to have a waste tire storage permit 
from the Department. The following are exempt from the permit requirement: 

(a) A tire retailer who stores not more than 1,500 waste tires for 
each retail business location. 

(b) A tire retreader who stores not more than 3, 000 waste tires 
outside for each individual retread operation. 

(2) Piles of tire derived products are not subject to regulation as 
waste tire storage sites if they have an economic value. 

(3) If tire derived products have been stored for over six months, the 
Department shall assume they have no economic value, and the site operator 
nrust either: 

(a) Apply for a waste tire storage site permit and comply with storage 
standards and other requirements of OAR 340-62-005 through 340-62-045; or 

(b) Demonstrate to the Department's satisfaction that the tire derived 
products do have an economic value by presenting receipts, orders, or other 
documentation acceptable to the Department for the tire derived products. 
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(4) After July 1, 1988, a pennitted solid waste disposal site which 
stores more than 100 waste tires, is required to have a pennit modification 
addressing the storage of tires from the Department. 

(5) The Department may issue a waste tire storage pennit in two stages 
to persons required to have such a pennit by July 1, 1988. The two stages 
are a "first-stage" or l:i.roited duration pennit, and a "second-stage" or 
regular pennit. 

(6) OWners or operators of existing sites not exempt from the waste 
tire storage site pennit requirement shall apply to the Department by June 

· 1, 1988 for a "first-stage" pennit to store waste tires. A person who wants 
to establish a new waste tire storage site shall apply to the Department at 
least 90 days before the planned date of facility construction. A person 
applying for a waste tire storage pennit on or after September 1, 1988 shall 
apply for a "second-stage" or regular pennit. 

[ (7) The Department may grant an exemption to the requirement to obtain 
a waste tire storage pennit for whole waste tires if the applicant can 
demonstrate to the Department's satisfaction that: 

[(a) The applicant is using the tires for a permanent useful purpose 
with a dOCl.Illlel1ted economic value; and 

[ (b) The waste tires used in this way will meet state and local 
government requirements for vector control, health, fire control, safety and 
other environmental concerns; and 

( (c) The use otherwise is not in conflict with local ordinances and 
state and Federal laws and administrative rules.) 

(7) Persons who store more than 100 waste tires but utilize them for a 
beneficial use may apply to the Department for a waste tire beneficial use 
storage pennit rather than a "second stage" or regular permit. 

(8) Use of waste tires which is regulated under ORS 468. 750 and for 
which a pennit has been acquired is not subject to additional regulation by 
this rule. 

ill [ (8) ) Failure to conduct storage of waste tires according to the 
conditions, l:i.roitations, or ternlS of a pennit or these rules, or failure to 
obtain a pennit, is a violation of these rules and shall be subject to civil 
penalties as provided in OAR Chapter 340, Division 12 or to any other 
enforcement action provided by law. Each day that a violation occurs is a 
separate violation and may be the subject of separate penalties. 

ilQl [ (9)] After July 1, 1988 no person shall advertise or represent 
hllnselfjherself as being in the business of accepting waste tires for 
storage without first obtaining a waste tire storage pennit from the 
Department. 

l.lll [ (10)) Failure to apply for or to obtain a waste tire storage 
pennit, or failure to meet the conditions of such pennit constitutes a 
nuisance. 

"Seoorrl-stage" or Regular Permit 

340-62-020 (1) An application for a "second-stage" or regular 
waste tire storage pennit shall: 

(a) Include such infonnation as shall be required by the Department, 
including but not l:i.roited to: 
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(A) A description of the need for the waste tire storage site; 
(B) The zoning designation of the site, and a written statement of 

compatibility of the proposed waste tire storage site with the acknowledged 
local comprehensive plan and zoning requirements from the local government 
unit(s) having jurisdiction. 

(C) A description of the land uses within a one-quarter mile radius of 
the facility, identifying any buildings and surface waters. 

(D) A management program for operation of the site, which includes but 
is not limited to: 

(i) Anticipated maximum number of passenger and/or truck tires to be 
stored at the site for any given one year period. 

(ii) Present and proposed method of disposal, and timetable. 
(iii) How the facility will meet the technical tire storage standards 

in OAR 340-62-035 for both tires cu=ently stored on the site, and tires to 
be accepted. 

(iv) How the applicant proposes to control mosquitoes and rodents, 
considering the likelihood of the site becoming a public nuisance or health 
hazard, proximity to residential areas, etc. 

(E) A proposed contingency plan to minimize damage from fire or other 
a=idental or intentional emergencies at the site. It shall include but not 
be limited to procedures to be followed by facility personnel, including 
measures to be taken to minimize the occu=ence or spread of fires and 
explosions. 

(F) The following maps: 
(i) A site location map showing section, township, range and site 

boundaries. 
(ii) A site layout drawing, showing size and location of all 

pertinent man-made and natural features of the site (including roads, fire 
lanes, ditches, benns, waste tire storage areas, structures, wetlands, 
floodways and surface waters). 

(iii) A topographic map using a scale of no less than one inch equals 
200 feet, with 40 foot inteJ:Vals on 7 .5 minute series. 

(b) SUbmit proof that the applicant holds financial assurance 
acceptable to the Department in an amount determined by the Department to be 
necessary for waste tire removal processing, fire suppression or other 
measures to protect the environment and the health, safety and welfare, 
pursuant to OAR 340-62-025 and 340-62-035. 

(c) submit an application fee of $250. Fifty dollars ($50) of the 
application fee shall be non-refundable. The rest of the application fee 
may be refunded in whole or in part when submitted with an application if 
either of the following conditions exists: 

(A) The Department determines that no permit will be required; 
(B) The applicant withdraws the application before the Department has 

granted or denied the application. 
(2) A "second-stage" permit may be issued for up to five years. 

"Second-stage" storage permits and combined tire carrier/storage permits 
shall expire on January 1. 

(3) The Department may waive any of the requirements in subsections 
(l)(a)(E) (contingency plan), (l)(a)(F) (maps) or (l)(b) (financial 
assurance) of this rule for a waste tire storage site in existence on or 
before January 1, 1988, if it is determined by the Department that the site 
is not likely to =eate a public nuisance, health hazard, air or water 
pollution or other envirornnental problem. This waiver shall be considered 
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for storage sites which are no longer receiving additional tires, and are 
under a closure schedule approved by the Department. The site nrust still 
meet operational standards in OAR 340-62-035. 

(4) A pe:nnittee who wants to renew hisjher "second-stage" storage 
pe:nnit or combined tire carrier/storage pe:nnit shall apply to the Department 
for pe:nnit renewal at least 90 days before the pe:nnit expiration date. The 
renewal shall include such information as required by the Deparbnent. It 
shall include a pe:nnit renewal fee of $125. 

(5) A pe:nnittee may request from the Department a pe:nnit modification 
to modify its operations as allowed in an unexpired pe:nnit. A pe:nnit 
modification initiated by the pe:nnittee shall include a pe:nnit modification 
fee of $25. 

waste Tire Beneficial use storage Pennit 

340-62-021 (ll An application for a waste tire beneficial use 
storage permit shall: 

Cal Include such information as shall be required by the Department, 
including but not limited to: 

(Al A des=iotion of the need for this beneficial use of waste tires. 
(Bl The zoning designation of the site, and a written statement of 

compatibility of the proposed beneficial use of waste tires on this site 
with the acknowledged local comprehensive plan and zoning requirements from 
the local government unitCsl having iurisdiction. 

(Cl A des=iption of the land uses within a one-quarter mile radius of 
the location of the waste tires, identifying any buildings and surface 
waters. 

(D) A management program for operation of the site, which includes but 
is not limited to: 

(i) Number of passenger and/or truck tires to be stored on the site 
upon issuance of the permit, and anticipated maxinn.nn number of tires to be 
stored at the site in the future. 

Iii) ProlXlsed method of ultimate disposal of the tires, and date when 
all tires will be removed. 

liiil How the applicant will meet the technical tire storage 
standards for beneficial uses in OAR 340-62-036 for both tires currently 
stored on the site, and tires to be accepted. 

Civl How the applicant proposes to control mosquitoes and rodents, 
considering the likelihood of the site becoming a public nuisance or health 
hazard, proximity to residential areas, etc. 

(E) A proposed contingency plan to minimize damage from fire or other 
a=idental or intentional emergencies at the site. It shall include but not 
be limited to procedures to be followed by applicant. including measures to 
be taken to minimize the occurrence or spread of fires and explosions. 

(Fl The following maps: 
Cil A site location map showing section, township, range and site 

boundaries. 
liil A site layout drawing, showing size and location of all 

pertinent man-made and natural features of the site (including roads, fire 
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lanes. ditches, berms, waste tire storage areas, structures. wetlands. 
floo:iways and surface waters> . 

Ciiil A tooographic map using a scale of no less than one inch equals 
200 feet, with 40 foot intervals on 7 .5 minute series. 

(bl SUbrnit proof that the applicant holds financial assurance 
acceptable to the Department in an amount determined by the Department to be 
necessary for waste tire removal processing, fire suppression or other 
measures to protect the envirornnent and the health, safety and welfare, 
pursuant to OAR 340-62-025 and 340-62-035. 

(cl For applications submitted to the Department after the effective 
date of this rule. submit a non-refundable application fee of $100. or $40 
in the case of seasonal agricultural beneficial uses. 

(2) A beneficial use permit may be issued for up to five years. A 
beneficial use permit shall expire on January 1. A beneficial use permit 
may be issued in perpetuity for a beneficial use in which all the tires are 
oonnanently buried or otherwise covered with pennanent materials so that 
the tires cannot reasonably be removed. 

(3l The Department may waive any of the requirements in subsections 
CllCal CE) (contingency plan), (l)(alCFl (maps) or (l)(bl (financial 
assurance) of this rule for a site storing tires for a beneficial use which 
was in existence on or before January 1. 1988, if it is detennined by the 
Department that the site is not likely to =eate a public nuisance, health 
hazard. air or water oollution or other envirornnental problem. This waiver 
shall be considered for beneficial use storage sites which are no longer 
receiving additional tires. The site must still meet operational standards 
in OAR 340-62-036. 

(4) A oo:rmittee who wants to renew his/her beneficial use storage 
permit shall apply to the Department· for permit renewal at least 90 days 
before the permit expiration date. The renewal shall include such 
information as required by the Department. It shall include a permit 
renewal fee of $25. 

(5) A permittee may request from the Department a permit modification 
to modify its operations as allowed in an unexpired permit. A permit 
modification initiated by the permittee shall include a permit modification 
fee of $25. 

Financial Assuran:::e 

340-62-022 (1) The Department shall dete:rmine for each applicant the 
amount of financial assurance required under ORS 459. 720(c) and OAR 340-62-
020 (1) (b) and 340-62-021 Cll (bl. The Department shall base the amount on 
the estimated cost of cleanup for the maximum mnnber of waste passenger 
tire[s] equivalents allowed by the pennit to be stored at the storage site 
or the estimated cost of fire suppression. 

(2) The Department will accept as financial assurance only those 
instnnnents listed in and complying with requirements in OAR 340-61-
034(3) (c) (A) through (G) or OAR 340-71-600(5)(a) through (c). 

(3) The financial assurance shall be filed with the Department. 
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(4) The Department shall :make any claim on the financial assurance 
within one year of any notice of proposed cancellation of the financial 
assurance. 

fur:mittee Ci>ligatians 

340-62-025 (1) Fach person who is required by ORS 459. 715 and 
459.725, and OAR 340-62-015 and 340-62-055, to obtain a pennit shall: 

(a) Comply with the provisions of ORS 459.705 to 459.790, these rules 
and any other pertinent Deparbnent requirements. 

(b) Infonn the Department in writing within 30 days of company changes 
that affect the pennit, such as business name change, change from individual 
to partnership and change in ownership. 

(c) Allow to the Department, after reasonable notice, necessary access 
to the site and to its records, including those required by other public 
agencies, in order for the monitoring, inspection and SUl:Veillance program 
developed by the Department to operate. 

(2) Fach person who is required by ORS 459. 715 and OAR 340-62-015 to 
obtain a pennit shall submit to the Department by February 1 of each year an 
annual compliance fee for the coming calendar year in the amount of $250, 
except as provided in section (3) of this rule. effective February 1, 1989. 
The pennittee shall submit evidence of required financial assurance when the 
annual compliance fee is submitted. 

(3) The holder of a waste tire beneficial use permit shall submit to 
the Department by February 1 of each year, effective February 1. 1990, an 
annual compliance fee for the coming calendar year in the following amounts: 

Cal Sites storing fewer than 1. 000 waste passenger car or 200 truck 
tires. or where all tires are at least partially covered with oonnanent 
cover such as soil or rock, or for which a beneficial use permit has been 
issued in perpetuity: $0. 

(bl Sites storing more than 1.000 waste passenger car or 200 truck 
tires: $50. 

ill [ (3)] Fach waste tire storage site pennittee whose site accepts 
waste tires after the effective date of these rules shall also do the 
following as a condition to holding the pennit: 

(a) Maintain records on approximate numbers of waste tires received 
and shipped, and tire carriers transporting the tires so as to be able to 
fulfill the reporting requirements in subsection [ (3)] ill (c) of this rule. 
The pennittee shall issue written receipts upon receiving loads of waste 
tires. Quantities may be measured by aggregate loads or cubic yards, if the 
pennittee documents the approximate mnnber of tires included in each. These 
records shall be maintained for a period of three years, and shall be 
available for inspection by the Department after reasonable notice. 

(b) Maintain a record of the name (and the carrier pennit number, if 
applicable) of the tire carriers not exempted by OAR 340-62-055(4) who 
deliver waste tires to the site and ship waste tires from the site, together 
with the quantity of waste tires shipped with those carriers. 

(c) Submit a report containing the following infonnation annually by 
February 1 of 1990 and each year thereafter:· 
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(A) Number of waste tires received at the site during the year covered 
by the report; 

(B) Number of waste tires shipped from the site during the year 
covered by the report; 

(C) A list (and tire carrier pennit number, if applicable) of the tire 
carriers not exenpt:ed by OAR 340-62-055(4) delivering waste tires to the 
site and shipping waste tires from the site. 

(D) The number of waste tires lcx::ated at the site at the time of the 
report. 

(d) Notify the Department within one [working day] month of the name 
of any unpennitted tire carrier (who is not exempt under OAR 340-62-055(4)) 
who delivers waste tires to the site after January 1, 1989. 

(e) If required by the Department, prepare for approval by the 
Department and then :i.ntJlement: 

(A) A plan to remove some or all of the waste tires stored at the 
site. The plan shall follow standards for site closure pursuant to OAR 340-
62-045. The plan may be phased in, with Department approval. 

(B) A plan to process some or all of the waste tires stored at the 
site. The plan shall comply with ORS 459. 705 through 459. 790 and OAR 340-
62-035. 

(f) Maintain the financial assurance required under OAR 340-62-
020(1) (b) and 340-62-022. 

(g) Maintain any other plans and exhibits pertaining to the site and 
its operation as determined by the Department to be reasonably necessary to 
protect the public health, welfare or safety or the environment. 

ill [ (4)] The Department may waive any of the requirements of 
subsections ill [ (3)] (a) through ill [ (3)] (c) (D) of this rule for a waste 
tire storage site in existence on or before January 1, 1988. 'This waiver 
shall be considered for storage sites which are no longer receiving 
additional tires and are under a closure schedule approved by the 
Department. 

Department ReView of AWlications for waste Tire storage Sites 

340-62-030 (1) Applications for waste tire storage pennits and waste 
tire beneficial use storage permits shall be processed in accordance with 
the Procedures for Issuance, Denial, Modification and Revcx::ation of Permits 
as set forth in OAR Chapter 340, Division 14, except as otherwise provided 
in OAR Chapter 340, Division 62. 

(2) Applications for pennits shall be complete only if they: 
(a) Are submitted on forms provided by the Department, accompanied by 

all required exhibits, and the forms are completed in full and are signed by 
the applicant and the property owner or person in control of the premises; 

(b) Include plans and specifications as required by OAR 340-62-018L 
[and] 340-62-020 and 340-62-021. 

(c) Include the appropriate application fee pursuant to OAR 340-62-
020(1) (c) or 340-62-021(1llcl. 

(3) An application may be accepted as complete for processing if all 
required materials have been receivaj with the exception of the financial 
assurance required under OAR 340-62-020(1)(b), 340-62-021(1) (bl and 340-62-
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022, and the written statement of conpatibility of the proposed site with 
the acknowledged local comprehensive plan and zoning requirements from the 
local government unit(s) having jurisdiction. However, the Department shall 
not issue a "second-stage" waste tire storage permit or waste tire 
beneficial use storage pennit unless required financial assurance and land 
use conpatibility have been received. 

(4) Following the submittal of a complete waste tire storage permit 
application, the director shall cause notice to be given in the county where 
the proposed site is located in a manner reasonably calculated to notify 
interested and affected persons of the permit application. 

(5) The notice shall contain infonnation regarding the location of the 
site and the type and amount of waste tires intended for storage at the 
site. In addition, the notice shall give any person substantially affected 
by the proposed site an opportunity to comment on the permit application. 

(6) The Department may conduct a public hearing in the county where a 
proposed waste tire storage site is located. 

(7) Upon receipt of a completed application, the Deparbnent may deny 
the pennit if: 

(a) The application contains false infonnation. 
(b) The application was wrongfully accepted by the Deparbnent. 
(c) The proposed waste tire storage site would not comply with these 

rules or other applicable rules of the Deparbnent. 
(d) There is no clearly demonstrated need for the proposed new, 

modified or expanded waste tire storage site. 
(8) Based on the Deparbnent's review of the waste tire storage site 

application, and any public comments received by the Deparbnent, the 
director shall issue or deny the permit. The director's decision shall be 
subject to appeal to the Commission and judicial review under ORS 183. 310 to 
183.550. 

starrlards far Waste Tire storage sites 

340-62-035 (1) All permitted waste tire storage sites must comply 
with the technical and operational standards in this part, except that a 
waste tire beneficial use storage oennittee shall instead comply with OAR 
340-62-036, Standards for Waste Tire Beneficial Use storage Sites. 

(2) The holder of a "first-stage" waste tire storage permit shall 
comply with the technical and operational standards in this part if the site 
receives any waste tires after the effective date of these rules. 

(3) A waste tire storage site shall not be constructed or operated in 
a wetland, waterway, floodway, 25-year floodplain, or any area where it may 
be subjected to submersion in water. 

(4) Operation. A waste tire storage site shall be operated in 
compliance with the following standards: 

(a) An outdoor waste tire pile shall have no greater than the 
following maxllm.nn dimensions: 

(A) Width: 50 feet. 
(B) Area: 15,000 square feet. 
(C) Height: 6 feet. 
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(b) A 50-foot fire lane shall be placed around the perilneter of each 
waste tire pile. Access to the fire lane for emergency vehicles nrust be 
unobstructed at all tilnes. 

lcl Waste tire piles shall be located at least 60 feet from buildings. 
ill [ (c)] Waste tires to be stored for one month or longer shall be 

ricked, unless the Deparbnent waives this requirement. 
lfil [ (d)] 'Ille pennittee shall operate and maintain the site in a 

manner which controls mosquitoes and rodents if the site is likely to become 
a public nuisance or health hazard and is close to residential areas. 

ill [ (e)] A sign shall be posted at the entrance of the storage site 
stating operating hours, cost of disposal and site rules if the site 
receives tires from persons other than the operator of the site . 

..{g)_ [ ( f) ] No operations involving the use of open flames or blow 
torches shall be conducted within 25 feet of a waste tire pile . 

..(!ll [ (g)] An approach and access road to the waste tire storage site 
shall be maintained passable for any vehicle at all tilnes. Access to the 
site shall be controlled through the use of fences, gates, or other means of 
controlling access. 

ill [ (h)] If required by the Deparbnent, the site shall be screened 
from public view. 

ill [ (i)] An attendant shall be present at all tilnes the waste tire 
storage site is open for business, if the site receives tires from persons 
other than the operator of the site. 

m [ (j) l 'Ille site shall be bermed or given other adequate protection 
if necessary to keep any liquid runoff from potential tire fires from 
entering waterways. 

fil [ (k)] If pyrolytic oil is released at the waste tire storage site, 
the pennittee shall remove contaminated soil in accordance with applicable 
rules governing the removal, transportation and disposal of the material. 

(5) Waste tires stored indoors shall be stored under conditions that 
meet those in The Standard for Storage of Rubber Tires, NFPA 2310-1986 
edition, adopted by the National Fire Protection Association, San Diego, 
california. 

(6) The Deparbnent may approve exceptions to the preceding technical 
and operational standards for a company processing waste tires if: 

(a) The average tilne of storage for a waste tire on that site is one 
month or less; and 

(b) The Department and the local fire authority are satisfied that the 
pennittee has sufficient fire suppression equipment andjor materials on site 
to extinguish any potential tire fire within an acceptable length of tilne. 

(7) Tire-derived products subject to regulation under OAR 340-62-015 
(3) shall be subject to standards in this rule except that piles of such 
products may be up to 12 feet high if approved by local fire officials. 

(8) A pennittee may petition the [Commission] director to grant a 
variance to the technical and operational standards in this part for a waste 
tire storage site in existence on or before January 1, 1988. The 
[Commission] director may by specific written variance waive certain 
requirements of these technical and operational standards when circumstances 
of the waste tire storage site location, operating procedures, and fire 
control protection indicate that the purpose and intent of these rules can 
be achieved without strict adherence to all of the requirements. 
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st:arrlards far waste Tire Beneficial Use storage Sites 

34C>-62-036 (1) All pennitted waste tire beneficial use storage sites 
must comply with the technical and operational standards in this rule. 

(2) Qooration. A waste tire beneficial use storage site shall be 
operated in compliance with the following standards: 

(al A waste tire beneficial use shall be located at least 60 feet from 
a structure on adioining property. 

(bl The pennittee shall operate and maintain the site in a manner 
which controls mosquitoes and rodents. 

(cl In the case of tire fences, the following are also required: 
(Al For vector control: 
Cil Drilling a two-inch hole into each quadrant of the downside of 

each tire used in the fence; or 
liil Filling each individual waste tire with dirt; or 
liiil Another treabnent approved in advance by the Department. 
!Bl A 50-foot fire lane shall be maintained on land under control of 

the oormittee along the entire length of the tire fence. Access to the 
fire lane for emergency vehicles must be unobstructed and clear of 
vegetation at all times. 

ICl A tire fence shall not be constructed wider than one tire width. 
ldl No operations involving the use of open flames or blow torches 

shall be conducted within 25 feet of waste tires stored for a beneficial 

(el An approach and access road to the waste tire beneficial use 
storage site shall be maintained passable for any vehicle at all times. 
Access to the site shall be controlled through the use of fences, gates, or 
other means of controlling access. 

lfl The site shall be benned or given other adequate protection if 
necessary to keep any liquid runoff from potential tire fires from entering 
waterways. 

lgl If pyrolvtic oil is released at the waste tire storage site, the 
pennittee shall remove contaminated soil in a=rdance with applicable rules 
governing the removal, transportation and disposal of the material. 

(3l A pennittee may ootition the director to grant a variance to the 
technical and operational standards in this part for a waste tire storage 
site in existence on or before January L 1988. The director may by 
specific written variance waive certain requirements of these technical and 
operational standards when circumstances of the waste tire storage site 
location, operating procedures. and fire control protection indicate that 
the purpose and intent of these rules can be achieved without strict 
adherence to all of the requirements. 

M.:xlification of Solid waste Di SJ.XFill Site Permit Required 
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340-62-050 (1) After July 1, 1988, a solid waste disposal site 
permitted by the Deparbnent shall not store over 100 waste tires unless the 
permit has been modified by the Deparbnent to authorize the storage of waste 
tires. 

(2) A solid waste disposal site permittee who accumulates fewer than 
[1,500] 2.000 waste tires at any given time and has a contract with a tire 
carrier to transport for proper disposal all such tires whenever sufficient 
tires have been accumulated to make up a truckload of not more than [1,500] 
1.800 tires from that site, is not subject to the permit modification 
required by section (1) or the requirements of section (5) of this rule. 
However, such permittee 1 s solid waste operating plan shall be modified to 
include such activity. Nevertheless, if such permittee stores over 100 
tires on-site for more than six months, permit modification pursuant to 
section (3) shall be required to allow such storage. 

(3) A solid waste disposal site permittee currently storing over 100 
waste tires at its site shall apply to the Deparbnent by June 1, 1988, for a 
permit modification to store over 100 waste tires. A solid waste disposal 
site permittee who wants to begin storing over 100 waste tires at its site 
shall apply to the Deparbnent for a permit modification at least 90 days 
before the planned date of such storage. 

(4) llle permittee shall apply to store a maximum mnnber of waste tires 
which shall not be exceeded in one year. 

(5) In storing waste tires, the permittee shall comply with all rules 
for waste tire storage sites in OAR 340-62-015 through 340-62-025, and 340-
62-035 through 340-62-045, including a management plan for the waste tires, 
record keeping for waste tires received and sent, contingency plan for 
emergencies, and·financial assurance requirements. 

(6) Modification of an existing solid waste permit to allow waste tire 
storage does not require submission of a solid waste permit filing fee or 
application processing fee under OAR 340-61-115. 

(7) llle solid waste permittee should consider storing the waste tires 
or tire-derived products in a manner that will not preclude their future 
recovery and use, should that become economically feasible. 

Chipping stamards for Solid Waste Dispxsal Sites 

340-62-052 (1) After July 1, 1989, a person may not dispose of waste 
tires in a land disposal site permitted by the Deparbnent unless: 

(a) llle waste tires are processed in accordance with the standards in 
section (2) of this rule; or 

(b) llle waste tires were located for disposal at that site before July 
1, 1989; or 

(c) llle Commission finds that the reuse or recycling of waste tires is 
not economically feasible pursuant to OAR 340-62-053; or 

(d) llle waste tires are received from a person exenq:>t from the 
requirement to obtain a waste tire carrier permit under OAR 340-62-055 (4) 
(a) and (b). 

(2) To be landfilled under subsection (1) (a) of this rule, waste tires 
Il11.1St be processed to meet the following =iteria: 
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(a) The volume of 100 unprepared randomly selected whole tires in one 
continuous test period must be reduced by at least 65 percent of the 
original volume. No single void space greater than 125 cubic inches may 
remain in the randomly placed processed tires; or 

(b) The tires shall be reduced to an average chip size of no greater 
than 64 square inches in any randomly selected sample of 10 tires or more. 
No more than 40 percent of the chips may exceed 64 square inches. 

(3) The test to comply with (2) (a) shall be as follows: 
(a) Unprocessed whole tire volume shall be calculated by [multiplying 

the circular area, with a diameter equal to the outside diameter of the 
tire, by the maximum perpendicular width of the tire. The total test volume 
shall be the sum of the individual, unprocessed tire volumes] randomly 
placing the 100 unprepared randomly selected whole tires in a rectangular 
container and multiplying the depth of unprocessed tires by the bottom area 
of the container; 

(b) Processed tire volume shall be detennined by randomly placing the 
processed tire test quantity in a rectangular container and leveling the 
surface. It shall be calculated by multiplying the depth of processed tires 
by the bottom area of the container. 

Economic Feasibility of Reuse or Recyclin;J Waste Tires 

340-62-053 (1) Reuse or recycling of oversize waste tires and solid 
rubber tires is not economically feasible, and they are thus exempt from the 
chipping requirement under OAR 340-62-052 (2). 

(2) The standard for "economic feasibility" of tire reuse or 
recycling shall be based on the following: 

(a) The Deparbnent shall conduct a survey at least once every biennium 
of the charges for accepting waste passenger and tnlck tires at each 
permitted land disposal site in the state. 

(b) The Deparbnent shall use the survey results to determine the mean 
and modal charges for passenger and tnlck tire disposal in the state. 

(c) Either the mean or the modal charge, whichever is greater, shall 
be used as the base for the standard. 

(d) The standard for passenger tires shall be the base plus ten 
percent. 

(e) The standard for tnlck tires shall be the base plus 25 percent. 
(3) Reuse or recycling of a waste tire shall be deemed economically 

feasible if the cost to reuse or recycle the tire is not more than the 
standard. 

( 4) If the charge for waste tire disposal at the local land disposal 
site is more than the standard: 

(a) The local per tire disposal charge shall be the standard used to 
detennine whether the cost of reuse or recycling is economically feasible; 
and 

(b) Reuse or recycling shall be deemed economically feasible if the 
cost to reuse or recycle the passenger or tnlck tire is equal to or less 
than the charge for tire disposal at the local land disposal site. 
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(5) The director shall detennine whether it is economically feasible 
to reuse or recycle waste tires in the se:rvice area of a land disposal site 
permittee. 

(6) Only a land disposal site permittee may apply to the director to 
make that detennination. such application may be made after the effective 
date of this rule. Application shall be made on a fo:an provided by the 
Deparbnent. 

(7) An applicant shall submit written documentation such as bids from 
contractors of the cost of at least two of the best available options to 
reuse or recycle waste tires in quantities which could reasonably be 
expected to be generated in the applicant's se:rvice area. Cost shall be 
detennined for waste tires collected at the applicant's land disposal site. 
The applicant may also submit documentation for costs of reuse or recycling 
from one or more other locations within its service area where quantities of 
waste tires are generated. 

(8) Reuse or recycling options whose costs should be considered 
include transporting the waste tires to: 

(a) The nearest permitted waste tire storage site accepting waste 
tires. 

(b) A waste tire processing site. 
(9) If the Deparbnent knows of a reasonable alternative for reuse or 

recycling of waste tires that the applicant did not consider, it may require 
the applicant to document costs of that option. 

(10) The Department may require any additional info:anation necessary 
to act upon the application. 

(11) If the Deparbnent requires additional info:anation, the 
application shall not be considered complete until such inf o:anation is 
received. 

(12) The director shall approve or deny a complete application within 
90 days of its receipt. 

( 13) Application for this exemption shall not be made more often than 
once a year. 

(14) The Department may review biennially whether any exemption 
granted under this part should continue in force. 

waste Tire carrier Pennit Required 

340-62-055 (1) After Jarruary 1, 1989, any person engaged in picking 
up. collecting or transporting waste tires for the purpose of storage or 
disposal is required to obtain a waste tire carrier permit from the 
Deparbnent. 

(2) After January 1, 1989, no person shall collect or haul waste tires 
or advertise or represent himself/herself as being in the business of a 
waste tire carrier without first obtaining a waste tire carrier permit from 
the Deparbnent. 

(3) After Jarruary 1, 1989, any person who gives, contracts or arranges 
with another person to collect or transport waste tires for storage or 
disposal shall only deal with a person holding a waste tire carrier permit 
from the Deparbnent, unless the person is exempted by (4) (a) or (b). 
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( 4) The following persons are exempt from the requirement to obtain a 
waste tire carrier pennit: 

(a) Solid waste collectors operating under a license or franchise from 
any local government unit and who transport fewer than 10 tires at any one 
time. 

(b) Persons transporting fewer than five tires. 
(c) Persons transporting tire-derived products to a market. 
(d) Persons who use corrpany-owned vehicles to transport tire casings 

for the purposes of retreading between corrpany-owned or corrpany-franchised 
retail tire outlets and =ipany-owned or corrpany-franchised retread 
facilities while transporting casings between those retail tire outlets and 
those retread facilities. 

(e) Tire retailers or retreaders who transport used tires between 
their retail tire outlet or retread operation and their customers, after 
taking them from customers in exchange for other tires, or for repair or 
retreading while transporting used tires between their retail tire outlet or 
retread operation and their customers. 

(f) The United states, the state of Oregon, any county, city, town or 
nrunicipality in this state, or any department of any of them except when 
vehicles they own or operate are used as a waste tire carrier for hire. 

(5) Persons exempt from the waste tire carrier pennit requirement 
under subsection (4) (d) of this rule shall nevertheless notify the 
Department of this practice on a fonn provided by the Department. 

(6) A combined tire carrier/storage pennit may be applied for by tire 
carriers: 

(a) Who are subject to the carrier pennit requirement; and 
(b) Whose business includes a site which is subject to the waste tire 

storage pennit requirement. 
(7) The Department shall supply a combined tire carrier/storage pennit 

application to such persons. Persons applying for the combined tire 
carrier/storage pennit shall comply with all other regulations concerning 
storage sites and tire carriers established in these rules. 

(8) Persons who transport waste tires for the purpose of storage or 
disposal nrust apply to the Department for a waste tire carrier pennit within 
90 days of the effective date of this rule. Persons who want to begin 
transporting waste tires for the purpose of storage or disposal nrust apply 
to the Department for a waste tire carrier pennit at least 90 days before 
beginning to transport the tires. 

(9) Applications shall be made on a fonn provided by the Department. 
The application shall include such information as required by the 
Department. It shall include but not be limited to: 

(a) A description, license number and registered vehicle owner for 
each truck used for transporting waste tires. 

(b) The roe authority number under which each truck is registered. 
(c) Where the waste tires will be stored or disposed of. 
(d) Any additional information required by the Department. 
(10) A corporation which has more than one separate business location 

may submit one waste tire carrier pennit application which includes all the 
locations. All the information required in section (9) of this rule shall 
be supplied by location for each individual location. The corporation shall 
be responsible for amending the corporate application whenever any of the 
required information changes at any of the covered locations. 
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(11) An application for a tire carrier permit shall include a $25 non
refundable application fee. 

(12) . An application for a combined tire carrier/storage permit shall 
include a $250 application fee, $50 of which shall be non-refundable. The 
rest of the application fee may be refunded in whole or in part when 
submitted with an application if either of the following =nditions exists: 

(a) The Deparbnent detennines that no permit will be required; 
(b) The applicant withdraws the application before the Deparbnent has 

granted or denied the application. 
(13) The application for a waste tire carrier permit shall also include 

a bond in the stnn of $5, ooo in favor of the State of Oregon. In lieu of the 
bond, the applicant may submit financial assurance acceptable to the 
Deparbnent. The Deparbnent will accept as financial assurance only those 
instruments listed in and complying with requirements in OAR 340-61-
034(3) (c) (A) through (G) and OAR 340-71-600(5) (a) through (c). 

(14) The bond or other financial assurance shall be filed with the 
Deparbnent and shall provide that: 

(a) In performing services as a waste tire carrier, the applicant 
shall comply with the provisions of ORS 459. 705 through 459. 790 and of this 
rule; and 

(b) Pury person injured by the failure of the applicant to comply with 
the provisions of ORS 459.705 through 459.790 or this rule shall have a 
right of action on the bond or other financial assurance in the name of the 
person. such right of action shall be made to the principal or the surety 
company within two years after the injmy. 

(15) Any type of financial assurance submitted under section (13) of 
this rule shall remain in effect for not less than two years following 
termination of the waste tire storage permit. 

lill [ (15)] A waste tire carrier pennit or combined tire 
carrier/storage permit shall be valid for up to three years. 

1111 [ (16)] Waste tire carrier pennits shall expire on March 1. Waste 
tire carrier pennittees who want to renew their pennit must apply to the 
Deparbnent for permit renewal by February 1 of the year the pennit expires. 
The application for renewal Shall include all information required by the 
Deparbnent, and a pennit renewal fee . 

.ilfil. [ (17)] A waste tire carrier pennittee may add another vehicle to 
its pennitted waste tire carrier fleet if it does the following before using 
the vehicle to transport waste tires: 

(a) SUbmits to the Deparbnent: 
(A) The information required in OAR 340-62-055 (9); and 
(B) A fee of $25 for each vehicle added. 
(b) Displays on each additional vehicle decals from the Deparbnent 

pursuant to OAR 340-62-063 (l)(b). 
ilfil. [ (18)] A waste tire carrier pennittee may lease additional 

vehicles to use under its waste tire carrier permit without adding that 
vehicle to its fleet pursuant to section .ilfil. [ (17)] of this rule, under the 
following =nditions: 

(a) The vehicle may not transport waste tires when under lease for a 
period of time exceeding 30 days ("short-term leased vehicles"). If the 
lease is for a longer period of time, the vehicle must be added to the 
pennittee•s permanent fleet pursuant to section .ilfil. [ (17)] of this rule. 

(b) The pennittee must give previous written notice to the Deparbnent 
that it will use short-term leased vehicles. 
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(c) The pennittee shall pay a $25 annual compliance fee in advance to 
allow use of short-term leased vehicles, in addition to any other fees 
required by OAR 340-62-055 (11), (12) and ilJD.[(17)], and 340-62-063 (7) 
and (9). 

(e) Every pennittee shall keep a daily record of all vehicles leased 
on short term, with beginning and ending dates used, license numbers, :rue 
authority, :rue temporary pass or :rue plate/marker, and person from whom the 
vehicles were leased. The daily record nrust be kept current at all times, 
subject to verification by the Department. The daily record shall be 
maintained at the principal Oregon office of the pennittee. The daily 
record shall be submitted to the Department each year as part of the 
pennittee•s annual report required by OAR 340-62-063(5). 

(f) The pennittee•s bond or other financial assurance required under 
OAR 340-62-055 (13) must provide that, in performing services as a waste 
tire carrier, the operator of a vehicle leased by the pennittee shall comply 
with the provisions of ORS 459.705 through 459.790 and of this rule. 

(g) The pennittee is responsible for ensuring that a leased vehicle 
complies with OAR 340-62-055 through 340-62-063, except that the leased 
vehicle does not have to obtain a separate waste tire carrier pennit 
pursuant to OAR 340-62-055 (1) while operating under lease to the pennittee. 

nm_ (19) A holder of a combined tire carrier/storage pennit may 
purchase special block passes from the Department. The block passes will 
allow the pennittee to use a common carrier or private carrier which does 
not have a waste tire carrier pennit. Use of a block pass will allow the 
unpennitted common carrier or private carrier to haul waste tires under the 
pennittee•s waste tire carrier pennit. 

(a) Special block passes shall be available in sets of at least five, 
for a fee of $5 per block pass. only a holder of a combined tire 
carrier/storage pennit may purchase block passes. Any unused block passes 
shall be returned to the Department when the pennittee's waste tire pennit 
expires or is revoked. 

(b) The pennittee is responsible for ensuring that a common carrier or 
private carrier operating under a block pass from the pennittee complies 
with OAR 340-62-055 through 340-62-063, except that the common carrier or 
private carrier does not have to obtain a separate waste tire carrier pennit 
pursuant to OAR 340-62-055(1) while operating under the pennittee's block 
pass. 

(c) A block pass may be valid for a maximum of ten days and may only 
be used to haul waste tires between the origin(s) and destination(s) listed 
on the block pass. 

( d) A separate block pass shall be used for each trip hauling waste 
tires made by the unpennitted common carrier or private carrier under the 
pennittee's waste tire pennit. (A "trip" begins when waste tires are picked 
up at an origin, and ends when they are delivered to a proper disposal 
site(s) pursuant to OAR 340-62-063(4) .) 

(e) The pennittee shall fill in all infornation required on the block 
pass, including name of the common carrier or private carrier, license 
mnnber, :rue authority if applicable, :rue temporary pass or :rue plate/marker 
if applicable, beginning and ending dates of the trip, address(es) of where 
the waste tires are to be picked up and where they are to be delivered, and 
approximate numbers of waste tires to be transported. 

(f) Each block pass shall be in triplicate. The pennittee shall send 
the original to the Department within five days of the pass's beginning 
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date, one copy to the common carrier or private carrier which shall keep it 
in the cab during the trip, and shall keep one copy. 

(g) The pennittee shall be responsible for ensuring that any common 
carrier or private carrier hauling waste tires under the pennittee•s waste 
tire pennit has a properly corrpleted block pass. 

(h) While transporting waste tires, the common carrier or private 
carrier shall keep a block pass properly filled out for the current trip in 
the cab of the vehicle. 

(i) An unpennitted common carrier or private carrier may operate as a 
waste tire carrier using a block pass no more than three times in any 
calendar quarter. Before a common carrier or private carrier may operate as 
a waste tire carrier more than three times a quarter, he or she must first 
apply for and obtain a waste tire carrier pennit from the Deparbnent. 

[(20) For the purposes of ORS 459.995(1), the transportation of waste 
tires under OAR 340-62-055 through 340-62-063 is deemed to be collection of 
solid waste, and violations of these rules are subject to a civil penalty 
under the Solid Waste Management Schedule of civil Penalties, OAR 340-12-
065.] 

waste Tire carrier Pellnittee Obligations 

340-62-063 (1) Each person required to obtain a waste tire carrier 
pennit shall: 

(a) Comply with OAR 340-62-025(1). 
(b) Display cu=ent decals with his or her waste tire carrier 

identification number issued by the Deparbnent when transporting waste 
tires. The decals shall be displayed on the sides of the front doors of 
each truck used to transport tires. 

(c) Maintain the financial assurance required under ORS 
459.730(2)(d). 

(2) When a waste tire carrier pennit expires or is revoked, the fo:rmer 
pennittee shall :ilmnediately remove all waste tire pennit decals from its 
vehicles. 

(3) Leasing, loaning or renting of pennits is prohibited. No pennit 
holder shall engage in any conduct which falsely tends to create the 
appearance that services are being ful:nished by the holder when in fact they 
are not. 

(4) A waste tire carrier shall leave waste tires for storage or 
dispose of them only in a pennitted waste tire storage site, at a land 
disposal site pennitted by the Deparbnent, or at another site approved by 
the Deparbnent. 

(5) Waste tire carrier pennittees shall record and maintain for three 
years the following info:anation regarding their activities for each month of 
operation: 

(a) The approximate quantity of waste tires collected. Quantities may 
be measured by aggregate loads or cubic yards, if the carrier documents the 
approximate number included in each load; 

(b) Where or from whom the waste tires were collected; 
(c) Where the waste tires were deposited. The waste tire carrier 
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shall keep receipts or other written materials doa.nnenting where all tires 
were stored or disposed of. 

(6) Waste tire ca=ier permittees shall submit to the Department an 
annual report that summarizes the infonnation collected under section (5) of 
this rule. 'lhe infonnation shall be broken down by quarters. 'lhis report 
shall be submitted to the Department annually as a condition of holding a 
permit together with the annual compliance fee or permit renewal 
application. 

(7) A holder of a waste tire ca=ier permit shall pay to the 
Department an annual fee in the following amount: 

Annual compliance fee (per company or 
corporation) $175 

Plus annual fee per vehicle used for haul- 25 
ing waste tires 

(8) (a) A holder of a waste tire ca=ier permit who is a private 
ca=ier meeting requirements of subsection (8) (b) of this rule shall, 
instead of the fees under section (7) of this rule, pay to the Deparbnent an 
annual fee in the following amount: 

Annual compliance fee $25 

(b) To qualify for the fee structure under subsection (8) (a) of this 
rule, a private ca=ier must: 

(A) Use a vehicle with a combined weight not exceeding [8,000] 26.000 
lbs; 

(B) Transport only such waste tires as are generated incidentally to 
his business; and 

(C) use the vehicle to transport the waste tires to a proper disposal 
site. 

(c) If a vehicle owned or operated by a private ca=ier is used for 
hire in hauling waste tires, the annual fee structure under section (7) of 
this rule shall apply. 

(9) A holder of a combined tire ca=ier/storage permit shall pay to 
the Deparbnent by February 1 of each year an annual compliance fee for the 
coming calendar year in the following amount: 

Annual compliance fee (per company or 
corporation) $250 

Plus annual fee per vehicle used for haul -
ing waste tires $ 25 

(10) A holder of a waste tire ca=ier permit shall pay to the 
Department by February 15 of each year an annual compliance fee for the 
coming year (March 1 through February 28) as required by sections (7) 
through (9) of this rule. 'lhe permittee shall provide evidence of required 
financial assurance when the annual compliance fee is submitted. 

(11) 'lhe fee is $10 for a decal to replace one that was lost or 
destroyed. · 

(12) The fee for a waste tire ca=ier permit renewal is $25. 
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(13) ihe fee for a pennit modification of an une}Q?ired waste tire 
carrier pennit, initiated by the pennittee, is $15. Adding a vehicle to the 
pennittee's fleet pursuant to OAR 340-63-055 1.1fil_ [ (17)] does not constitute 
a pennit modification. 

(14) A waste tire carrier pennittee should check with the PUC and rnv 
to ensure that he or she complies with all PUC and rnv regulations. 

Uses of Waste Tires Eligible for Re:illiJursemen 

340-62-110 (1) Uses of waste tires which may be eligible for the 
reimbursement include: 

(a) Energy recovery. Energy recovery shall include: 
(A) Burning of whole or chipped tires as tire-derived fuel. ihe tire

derived fuel shall be burned only in boilers which have submitted test burn 
data to the Department and whose air quality pennits are not violated by 
burning tire-derived fuel in the quantities for which reimbursement is 
requested. 

(B) Incineration or pyrolysis of whole tires or tire chips to produce 
electricity or process heat or steam, either for use on-site, or for sale. 

(b) Other eligible uses. Other eligible uses shall include: 
(A) Pyrolysis of tires to produce combustible hydrocarbons and other 

salable products. 
(B) Use of tire chips as road bed base[, driveway cover,] and the 

like. 
(C) Recycling of waste tire strips, chips, shreds, or crumbs to 

manufacture a new product. ihe new product may be produced by physical or 
chemical processes such as: 

(i) Weaving from strips of waste tires. 
(ii) Stamping out products from the tire casing. 
(iii) Ihysically blending tire chips with another material such as 

asphalt. 
(iv) Ihysically or chemically bonding tire chips or crumbs with 

another material to fo:rm a new product such as tire chocks. 
(D) Use of whole tires: 
(i) In artificial fishing reefs in nonocean waters of this state, 

pursuant to OAR 340-46. 
(ii) For the manufacture of new products which have a market value 

such as buoys. 
(2) If a proposed use of waste tires would in the Deparbnent's opinion 

cause environmental, safety or health hazards, the Deparbnent may disallow 
the partial reimbursement. An exaJl\Ple of a health hazard would be use of 
tire chips for playground cover without removing the steel shreds. 

(3) ihe following uses are not considered appropriate for use of the 
reimbursement, and shall not be eligible for the reimbursement: 

(a) Reuse as a vehicle tire. 
(b) Retreading. 
(c) Use of tires as riprap. 
(d) Use of whole or split tires for erosion control. 
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(e) Use of whole or split tires for tire fences, barriers, dcx::k and 
racetrack~, ornamental planters, agricultural uses such as raised 
beds, or other uses in which the user incurs little or no cost, the use is 
of limited economic value, and the use does not take place within a market. 

(f) Use of tire buffings. 

J\Iplication for Reinhn:sement 

340-62-120 (1) Application for reimbursement for use of waste tires 
shall be made on a form provided by the Deparbnent. 

(2) An applicant may apply in advance for certification ("advance 
certification") from the Department that his or her proposed use of waste 
tires shall be eligible for reimbursement. · 

(a) such advance certification may be issued by the Department if the 
applicant proves to the Department's satisfaction that: 

(A) The use being proposed is an eligible use under OAR 340-62-110; 
(B) The applicant is an eligible end user under OAR 340-62-010.ilQl 

[(6)] and OAR 340-62-115; 
(C) The applicant will be able to document that the waste tires used 

were generated in Oregon; and 
(D) The applicant will be able to document the number of net pounds of 

waste tires used. 
(b) The applicant must still apply to the Department for 

reimbursement for waste tires actually used, and document the amount of that 
use, pursuant to sections (3) and (4) of this rule. 

(c) Advance certification issued by the Department to an applicant 
shall not guarantee that the applicant shall receive any reimbursement 
funds. The burden of proof shall be on the applicant to document that the 
use for which reimbursement is requested actually took place, and 
co=esponds to the use described in the advance certification. 

(3) An applicant may apply to the Deparbnent directly for the 
reimbursement each quarter without applying for advance certification. The 
application shall be on a form provided by the Department. 

(4) To apply for reimbursement for the use of waste tires an 
applicant shall: 

(a) Apply to the Department no later than thirty (30) days after the 
end of the quarter in which the waste tires were used. 

(b) Unless the applicant holds an advance certification for the use of 
waste tires for which they are applying, prove to the Department's 
satisfaction that: 

(A) The use being proposed is an eligible use under OAR 340-62-010; 
and 

(B) The applicant is an eligible end user under OAR 340-62-010.ilQl 
[(6)] and OAR 340-62-115. 

(c) Provide documentation acceptable to the Department, such as bills 
of lading, that the tires, chips or similar materials used were from waste 
tires generated in Oregon. 

(d) Provide documentation acceptable to the Department of the net 
amount of pounds of waste tires used (including embedded energy from waste 
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tires) in the quantity of product sold, purchased or used. Examples of 
acceptable doa.nnentation are: 

{A) For tire-derived fuel: receipts showing tons of tire-derived fuel 
purchased. 

(B) For incineration of whole tires producing process heat, steam or 
electricity: records showing net tons of rubber burned. 

(C) For pyrolysis plants producing electricity or process heat or 
steam: billings showing sales of kilowatt hours or tons of steam produced 
by the tire pyrolysis, calculations certified by a professional engineer 
showing how many net pounds of tires were required to generate that amount 
of energy, and receipts or bills of lading for the number of waste tires 
actually used to produce the energy. 

(D) For pyrolysis technologies producing combustible hydrocartJons and 
other salable products: billings to customers showing amounts of pyrolysis
derived products sold {gallons, pounds, etc.) with calculations certified by 
a professional engineer showing the number of net pounds of waste tires, 
including embedded energy, used to produce those products. 

(E) For end users of tire strips, chunks, rubber chips, crumbs and the 
like in the manufacture of another product: billings to purchasers for the 
product sold, showing net pounds of rubber used to manufacture the amount of 
product sold. 

(F) For end users of tire chips in rubberized asphalt, or as road bed 
material[, driveway cover] and the like: billings or receipts showing the 
net pounds of rubber used. 

{G) For end users of whole tires: doa.nnentation of the weight of the 
tires used, exclusive of any added materials such as ballast or ties. 

( 5) 'Ihe Deparbnent may require any other information necessary to 
detennine whether the proposed use is in accordance with Deparbnent statutes 
and rules. 

(6) An applicant for a rellnbursement for use of waste tires, and the 
person supplying the waste tires, tire chips or similar materials to the 
applicant, for which the rellnbursement is requested, are subject to audit by 
the Deparbnent (or Secretary of state) and shall allow the Deparbnent access 
to all records during normal business hours for the purpose of determining 
compliance with this rule. 

(7) In order to apply for a re:llnbursement, an applicant =t have used 
an equivalent of at least 10,000 pounds of waste tires or 500 passenger 
tires after the effective date of this rule. Waste tires may be used in 
more than one quarter to reach this threshold amount. 

Basis of Reimbursement 

340-62-130 (1) In order to be eligible for rellnbursement, the use of 
waste tires =t occur after the effective date of this rule. 

{2) Any one waste tire shall be subject to only one request for 
rellnbursement. 

(3) 'Ihe amount of the rellnbursement shall be based on $.01 per pound 
for rubber derived from waste tires which is used by an applicant. 

( 4 l 'Ihe Department may authorize rellnbursement funds for demonstration 
proiects at a rate exceeding the above per round amount if: 
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Cal The waste tires are recycled or reused. rat.her than processed for 
energy recovery; 

lb l There is no established market in Oregon for the use which is to 
be demonstrated; 

lcl The total funds spent on any given project does not exceed 
$100.000 per proiect; and 

ldl The project is located in Oregon. 
1fil ( ( 4) ] The amount of rubber used shall be based on sales of product 

containing the rubber; or if the applicant is an end user who consumes and 
does not further sell the tires, chips or similar materials, the 
reimbursement shall be based on net pounds of materials purchased or used. 

(6) Notwithstanding (3) above. the amount of reimbursement to an end 
user for an eligible use of tires shall not exceed the cost to the end user 
of using the tires. 

Criteria for Use of Fums to Clean Up Pennitted waste Tire sites 

340-62-155 (1) The Department shall base its recommendations on use 
of cleanup funds on potential degree of environmental risk created by the 
tire pile. The following special circumstances shall serve as =iteria in 
determining the degree of envirornnental risk. The criteria, listed in 
priority order, include but are not limited to: 

(a) Susceptibility of the tire pile to fire. In this, the Department 
shall consider: 

(A) The characteristics of the pile that might make it susceptible to 
fire, such as how the tires are stored (height and bulk of piles), the 
absence of fire lanes, lack of emergency equipment, presence of easily 
combustible materials, and lack of site access control; 

(B) How a fire would in\pact the local air quality; and 
(C) How close the pile is to natural resources or property owned by 

third persons that would be affected by a fire at the tire pile. 
(b) Other characteristics of the site contributing to envirornnental 

risk, including susceptibility to mosquito infestation. 
(c) Other special conditions which justify :innnediate cleanup of the 

site. 
ldl A local fire district or a local gove:rnment deems the site to be a 

danger or nuisance, or an envirornnental concern that warrants :innnediate 
removal of all waste tires. 

(2) In determining the degree of envirornnental risk involved in the 
two =iteria above, the Deparbnent shall consider: 

(a) Size of the tire pile (mnnber of waste tires). 
(b) How close the tire pile is to population centers. The Department 

shall especially consider the population density within five miles of the 
pile, and location of any particularly susceptible populations such as 
hospitals. 

(3) In the case of a waste tire storage pe:rmittee which is also a 
local goverrnnent: 

Cal The following special circumstances may also be considered by the 
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Deparbnent in detennining whether financial assistance to remove waste tires 
is appropriate: 

CAl The tire pile was in existence before January 1. 1988. 
CBl The waste tires were collected from the public. and the local 

government did not charge a fee to collect the tires for disposal. 
Cbl If both the above conditions are present. the Deparbnent may 

assist the local government with up to 80 percent of the net cost of tire 
removal. 

ill [ (3)] Financial hardship on the part of the permittee or 
responsible party shall be an additional =iterion in the Department's 
detennination of the amount of cleanup funds appropriate to be spent on a 
site. Financial hardship means that strict compliance with OAR 340-62-005 
through 340-62-045 would result in substantial curtailment or closing of the 
permittee•s business or operation, or the bankruptcy of the permittee. The 
burden of proof of such financial hardship is on the permittee. In 
interpreting when "financial hardship" may result. the Deparbnent may use 
the following as guidelines: 

Cal In the case of a permittee who is not a corporation or a local 
government. the cost of cleaning up the tires: 

CAl Would cause the permittee•s annual gross household income to fall 
below 80 percent of the area median income as dete:rmined by the U.S. 
Deparbnent of Housing and Urban DeVelopment; and/or 

(B) Would reduce the permittee•s net assets (excluding one automobile 
and homestead) to below $20.000. 

(bl In the case of a permittee which is a corporation, the cost of 
complying with the tire removal schedule required by the Deparbnent: 

(Al Would cause the annual gross household income of each of the 
corporate officers and owners to fall below 80 percent of the area median 
income as deternined by the U. s. Deparbnent of Housing and Urban 
Development; and 

(B) Would reduce the net assets (excluding basic assets of building, 
equipment and inventory) of the corporation to below $20,000; and 

(Cl Would. as certified in a statement from the corporation's 
accountant or attorney. cause substantial curtailment or closing of the 
corporation. or bankruptcy. 

(5) The permittee is required to contribute its own funds to the cost 
of tire removal up to the ooint where "financial hardship." as specified in 
(4) above, would ensue; the Deparbnent may assist the permittee with the 
remaining cost of tire removal to the following extent: 

Cal For a permittee who is not a corporation or a local gove:rrnnent: 
up to 90 percent of the cost (plus any cost of waste tire storage permit 
fees paid by the permitteel ; 

Cbl For a corporation: up to 80 percent of the cost. 
(6) A permittee may receive financial assistance for no more than one 

complete waste tire removal or processing iob. 

Procedure for Use of Cleanup FUOOs for a Permitted waste Tire storage Site 

340-62-160. (1) The Department may recommend to the Commission that 
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cleanup funds be made available to partially pay for cleanup of a pennitted 
waste tire storage site, if all of the following are met: 

(a) The site ranks high in the criteria malting it an envirornnental 
risk, pursuant to OAR 340-62-155. 

(b) The pennittee submits to the Deparbnent a compliance plan to 
remove or process the waste tires. The plan shall include: 

(A) A detailed description of the pennittee•s proposed actions; 
(B) A time schedule for the removal and or processing, including 

interim dates by when part of the tires will be removed or processed. 
(C) An estimate of the net cost of removing or processing the waste 

tires using the most cost-effective alternative. This estimate must be 
documented. 

(c) The plan receives approval from the Deparbnent. 
(2) A pennittee claiming financial hardship under OAR 340-62-155fil 

( (3)) must document such claim through submittal of the pennittee's state 
and federal tax returns for the past three years, business statement of net 
worth, and similar materials. If the pennittee is a business, the income 
and net worth of other business enterprises in which the principals of the 
pennittee's business have a legal interest must also be submitted. 

(3) If the Commission finds that use of cleanup funds is appropriate, 
the Department shall agree to pay part of the Department-approved costs 
incurred by the pennittee to remove or process the waste tires. Final 
payment shall be withheld until the Department's final inspection and 
confirmation that the tires have been removed or processed pursuant to the 
compliance plan. 

oar62.889 
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ATTACHMENT B 

RULEMAKING STATEMENTS 
for 

Proposed New Rules and Revisions to Existing Rules 
Pertaining to Storage and Transportation of Waste Tires, 

Cleanup of Tire Piles, 
and Eligibility for Reimbursement for Use of Waste Tires 

OAR Chapter 340,- Division 62 

Pursuant to ORS 183.335, these statements provide information on 
the intended action to adopt a rule. 

STATEMENT OF NEED: 

Legal Authority 

The 1987 Oregon Legislature passed the Waste Tire Act regulating 
the disposal, storage and transportation of waste tires, and 
establishing a fund to clean up waste tire piles and reimburse 
persons who use waste tires. ORS 459.785 requires the Commission 
to adopt rules and regulations necessary to carry out the 
provisions of ORS 459.705 to 459.790. ORS 459.770 requires the 
Commission to adopt rules to carry out the provision of that 
section pertaining to reimbursement for use of waste tires. The 
Commission is adopting two new rules, and revisions to existing 
rules which are necessary to carry out the provisions of the Waste 
Tire Act. 

Need for the Rule 

Improper storage and disposal of waste tires represents a 
significant problem throughout the state. The Waste Tire Act 
establishes a comprehensive program to regulate the disposal, 
storage and transportation of waste tires. The purpose of the 
reimbursement is to stimulate the market for waste tires, 
providing an alternative to landfill disposal. The new rule is 
needed to properly regulate storage of tires. The rule revisions 
are needed to make changes the Department has found necessary in 
administering this program. 

Principal Documents Relied Upon 

a. Oregon Revised Statutes, Chapter 459. 
b. Oregon Administrative Rules, Chapter 340, Division 62. 

LAND USE CONSISTENCY STATEMENT: 

The proposed rules appear to affect land use and appear to be 
consistent with statewide Planning Goals and Guidelines. 
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With regard to Goal 6 (Air, Water and Land Resources Quality), the 
rules provide for the proper storage and disposal of waste tires. 
The law provides that anyone storing 100 waste tires after July 
1, 1988 must obtain ~ waste tire storage permit from the 
Department of Envir.onment?1.l, Quality. The new rule creates a new 
category of storage permit,/ Waste Tire Beneficial Use storage 
Permit, for persqhs who a~e storing tires but using them for a 
beneficial purp9'se .. storage standards are established for this 
permit category. The rule also incorporates a prohibition, passed 
by the 1989 ~egislature/ for ocean reefs made of waste tires to 
receive the .waste tire program reimbursement. This use of waste 
tires can ~e problemat;ic in turbulent waters\ The rule also 
establishe.s criteria .for financial assistance to waste tire 
storage s,ite .permittees to help remove the~r waste tires. This 
will prol!iote.proper cleanup and disposal of waste tires. 

/ _,' ' , 
i ; i .' 

With re,gard to Goal 11 (Public Facilities and Services), criteria 
are also establish.ad for financial assistance for municipalities 
which ;have waste t;ire storage permits .. 'This would assist local 
goverflments to pr,operly dispose of was~e tires. 

/ 
'rhe ;rul!es do not appear to conflict with other Goals. 

' ' i ,· 

Publip comment on any land use issue involved is wEilcome and may 
be \;~ubmitted in/ the manner described; in the accompiinying NOTICE OF 
PUBLIC HEARING .. : 

It is requested that local, state a.'nd federal agencies review the 
proposed action and ccimment on possible conflicts with their 
programs affecting l\i'nd use and with s17atewide P,lanning Gqals 
within their e~pertifse and jurisdi•ctio.n. 1 • .· 

;' // ;: / / / '_; 

The Department •,of,1Environmental Qi;i.al:\ky intends:I to ?(sk the 
Department of Land Conservation aJld 1Developmentf. to /Inedi<\'te any 
apparent conflicts brought to our attention J::y i 109·al, state or' 
federal authorities. •. / I 

rmkgst.ref 
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With regard to Goal 6 (Air, Water and Land Resources Quality), the 
rules provide for the proper storage and disposal of waste tires. 
The law provides that anyone storing 100 wast~ tires after July 
1, 1988 must obtain a waste tire storage permit from the 
Department of Environmental Quality. The new rule creates a new 
category of storage permit, Waste Tire Beneficial Use Storage 
Permit, for persons who are storing tires rut using them for a 
beneficial purpose. storage standards are established for this 
permit category. The rule also incorporates a prohibition, passed 
by the 1989 Legislature, for ocean reefs made of waste tires to 
receive the waste tire program reimbursement. This use of waste 
tires can be problematic in turbulent waters. The rule also 
establishes criteria for financial assistance to waste tire 
storage site permittees to help remove their waste tires. This 
will promote proper cleanup and disposal of waste tires. 

With regard to Goal +1 (Public Facilities and Services), criteria 
are also established for financial assistance for municipalities 
which have waste tire storage permits. This would assist local 
governments to properly dispose of waste tires. 

The rules do not appear to conflict with other Goals. 

Public comment on any land use issue involved is welcome and may 
be submitted in the manner described in the accompanying NOTICE OF 
PUBLIC HEARING. 

It is requested that local, state and fed~ral agencies review the 
proposed action and comment on possible conflicts with their 
programs affecting land use and with Statewide Planning Goals 
within their expertise and jurisdiction. 

The Department of Environmental Quality intends to ask the 
Department of Land Conservation and Development to mediate any 
apparent conflicts brought to our attention by local, state or 
federal authorities. 

rmkgst.ref 
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ATTACHMENT B 

RUtEMAKING STATEMENTS 
for 

Proposed New Rules and Revisions to Existing Rules 
Pertaining to storage and Transportation of Waste Tires, 

.· · Cleanup of .Tire Piles, 
and Eligibili,ty for Reimbursement for Use of Waste Tires 

OAR Chapter 340, Division 62 

Pursuant to ORS 183.335, these statements provide information on 
the intended .action to adopt: a rul;~. 

STATEMENT Of NEED: 
' 

Legal Auth:6rity 
/ 

I 
The 1987/0regon ,Legislature p'assed the Waste Tire Act regulating 
the disposal, storage and transportation of waste tires, and 
establ~shing ?'/fund to c;:lec,tn up waste tire pil7s and reimbu7se. 
persons who :Use waste tire;s. ORS 459. 785 requires the Commission 
to adqpt rules and regula,tions necessary,to cafry out the 
provisions/ of ORS 459. 10:; to 459. 790. .··ORS 45~i- 770 requires the 
Commissi9h to adopt rul~s to carry out the p:r;bvision of that 
sectio11/pertaining to :i;eimbursement for use .of waste tires. The 
Commiss.ion is adopting/two new ru.).es, and r~visions to existing 
rules which are necess'ary to carry out the /provisions of the Waste 
Tire Act. f · / 

' I ' 

Need for the Rule 
.,· r 

Improper storage and disp?'iial of waste tires represents ~ 
significant problem thrq,U:ghout the sta¥e. The Waste TiVe Act 
establishes a comprehen~ive program tc:f regulatE1; the di~posal, 
storag~ ar:i.d t:r.~a11sportat1on of ;;vaste t1res. T!:le purpos:f of the 
reimbursement is to stimulate the marjtet for,>waste tiites, 
providing an alternative to landfill pisI;>Ofjlal. The npw rul7 ~s 
needed to properly regulate storage oit tl)"es. The ry:le revisions 
are needed to make changes the Department: has found ~ecessary in 
administering this program. l 

!" l 
Principal Documents Relied Upon ff 

'I ' 

a. Oregon Revised Statutes, Chapter 459. ~/ 
b. Oregon Administrative Rules, Chapter 340, Division 62. 

LAND USE CONSISTENCY STATEMENT: 

The proposed rules appear to affect land use and appear to be 
consistent with Statewide Planning Goals and Guidelines. 
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ATTACHMENT C 

FISCAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT 

I. Introduction 

The rule establishes a new permit category of waste tire storage 
permit, waste Tire Beneficial Use Storage Permit. ORS 459.715 
requires persons storing over 100 waste tires after July 1, 1988 
to obtain a storage permit from the Department of Environmental 
Quality. This new permit category would apply to persons who 
store tires but use them for a beneficial purpose. It establishes 
lower permit fees than for "regular" waste tire storage permits, 
and sets appropriate standards for storage. 

The rule also establishes criteria for granting financial 
assistance to waste tire storage permittees (individuals, 
corporations and municipalities) to assist in removal or 
processing of waste tires. Demonstration of financial hardship is 
required. 

The rule also would allow the Department to reimburse persons 
using waste tires in recycling· demonstration projects at a higher 
rate than that already established by rule for other uses of waste 
tires. 

II. General Public 

The general public is not directly affected economically by these 
rule changes. In cases where the Department assists a 
municipality to remove waste tires, the taxpayers in that 
municipality may benefit indirectly by not having to pay 
additional rates to clean up the tires. 

Members of the public who are storing or want to store over 100 
tires as a "beneficial use" will be required to obtain a Waste 
Tire Beneficial Use Storage Permit, while under the existing rule 
they could possibly have obtained an exemption to the permit 
requirement. They will be required to submit an application fee 
($40 - $100, depending on the use), and annual compliance fees, 
ranging from $0 to $50. They may also be required to present 
financial assurance (a bond, for example) to the Department that 
the tires will be properly removed when the beneficial use is 
ended. Some additional expense will be required to submit plans, 
maps, proof of land use compatibility, and other materials to the 
Department. Time required could range from four to 10 hours to 
prepare these materials. Total first-year cost of obtaining the 
beneficial use permit (including administrative time) could be 
from $80 to $350. Annual costs thereafter could run from $0 to 
$175. There may be 50 to 100 potentially affected persons in the 
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State; the Department currently has 21 applications on file. 
Persons may also choose to remove or not collect the tires rather 
than· apply for a permit·. 

Me:ml;Jers of the public who also hold regular Waste Tire Storage 
Permits may be.eligible for financial assistance in removing tires 
under the new criteria. The statute provides that such financial 
assistance may be given if tire cleanup as required of a permittee 
by the Department would cause substantial curtailment of the 
permittee's business or operation, or bankruptcy. The rule would 
allow the/Department to pay for up to 90% of the cost of tire 
cleanup ~f the permittee's income is below 80% of the U.S. 
Departm¢nt of Housing and Urban Development's median area income; 
and has less thari $20,000 in assets. 'If the permittee's income 
and assets are higher, financial assistance would be 
correspondingly less. The permitteewould remain responsible for 
the.portion of the cleanup costs not paid by the Department. The 
Department estimates that there may be from five to 20 potentially 
eligible persons (not all of whom·are currently permittees) in the 
State. Cleamip costs for their tire piles range from 
approximately $5,000 to $200,000. 

III. Small eusiness 

Some farmers who store waste tires to use them for agricultural 
purposes may need to apply for the Waste Tire Beneficial Use 
Storage Permit. The/same economic analysis applies to them as to 
the General Public ('above). Some small businesses may want to use 
tires for fences; they would· be subject to the same requirement 
and analysis. 

Small businesses /which are .also waste tire s;torage permittees may 
also receive financial assistance to remove:tires under the 
criteria in this rule. Very similar criteria apply to a sole 
proprietor asthose for individuals (see General Public, above). 
If the small business is a corporation, slightly different 
criteria apply. The corporate officers• inoome and the 
corporation's net assets are taken into account.. If ifinancial 
hardship criteria are met,'the,Department could/pay 80% of th~ 

• ' • . ' , ~ '·. I- ' ' ; remaining cost of the tire:cle;inup. The Depart,ment 19stimates;that 
there may be from five to i.o )11otentially el(igijille sm?tlllbusin~sses 
in the State (not all of whom are now waste', t.ilre sto):'ag;ka 1 

perm~t~ees). ·The small business would be required f: .. ~/pay for the 
remaining cost of cleanup. • 

A small business supplying or using waste tires in a recycling 
demonstration project approved by the Department could be eligible 
for the increased amount of reimbursement (over $.01 per pound of 
rubber used). The magnitude of the subsidy would depend on the 
amount of rubber used, and the increased level of reimbursement 
deemed appropriate by the Department. The Department would 
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State; the Department currently has 21 applications on file. 
Persons may also choose to remove or not collect the tires rather 
than apply for a permit. 

Members of the public who also hold regular Waste Tire Storage 
Permits may be eligible for financial assistance in removing tires 
under the new criteria. The statute provides that such financial 
assistance may be given if tire cleanup as required of a permittee 
by the Department would cause substantial curtailment of the 
permittee's business or operation, or bankruptcy. The rule would 
allow the Department to pay for up to 90% of the cost of tire 
cleanup if the permittee's income is below 80% of the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development's median area income; 
and has less than $20,000 in assets. If the permittee's income 
and assets are higher, financial assistance would be 
correspondingly less. The permittee would remain responsible for 
the portion of the cleanup costs not paid by the Department. The 
Department estimates that there may be from five to 20 potentially 
eligible persons (not all of whom are currently permittees) in the 
state. Cleanup costs for their tire piles range from 
approximately $5,000 to $200,000. 

III. Small Business 

Some farmers who store waste tires to use them for agricultural 
purposes may need to apply for the Waste Tire Beneficial Use 
storage Permit. The same economic analysis applies to them as to 
the General Public (above). some small businesses may want to use 
tires for fences; they would be subject to the same requirement 
and analysis. 

Small businesses which are also waste tire storage permittees may 
also receive financial assistance to remove tires under the 
criteria in this rule. Very similar criteria apply to a sole 
proprietor as those for individuals (see General Public, above). 
If the small business is a corporation, slightly different 
criteria apply. The corporate officers' income and the 
corporation's net assets are taken into account. If financial 
hardship criteria are met, the Department could pay 80% of the 
remaining cost of the tire cleanup. The Department estimates that 
there may be from five to 10 potentially eligible small businesses 
in the State (not all of whom are now waste tire storage 
permittees). The small business would be required to pay for the 
remaining cost of cleanup. 

A small business supplying or using waste tires in a recycling 
demonstration project approved by the Department could be eligible 
for the increased amount of reimbursement (over $.01 per pound of 
rubber used). The magnitude of the subsidy would depend on the 
amount of rubber used, and the increased level of reimbursement 
deemed appropriate by the Department. The Department would 
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ATTACHMENT C 

FISCAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT 

I. Introd~ction 
. -·'_,,.,.-,-''" ~---" ".-,, - ._,) . 

The r'l}le establish§S ·a new pe:r;nut category of waste tire storage 
permj:t, Waste TJre BeneficiaV'use Storage Permit. ORS 459. 715 
reqµ:ires per;;;.ons storing ovrfr 100 waste tires after July 1, 1988 
to/obtain .«'storage permi~/from the Department of Environmental 
Qjialit:i,rr··/This new permip• category would apply to persons who 
1j1't.ore./cirei;; but use th7rri for a beneficial pu:i;-pose. It estab~ishes 
lowef permit fees thazy' for "regular" waste ti·re storage permits, 
and sets appropriat~~tandards for storage. 

/' 
,J 

The rule also est9blishes criteria for granting financial 
assistance to waste tire storage permittees (individuals, 
corporations a.nil municipalities) to assist. in removal or 
processing of }'laste tires. Demonstratio~of financial hardship is 
required. / 

.i 
f .·· / 

The rule also would .allow the Departmel)it to reimburse persons 
using wastef tires .. in recycling demonstfation projects at a higher 
rate than jha. t .9:r'ready established bv' rule for other uses of waste 
tires. 'G·/ / 

II. General Public ~ 
The general public is not dire¢tly affected economically by these 
rule changes. In cases where/the Department assists a 
municipality to remove waste/tires, the taxpayers in that 
municipality may benefit inqdrectly by not having to p~y 
additional rates to clean uJ? the tires. · ! 

-~ I: 
% ,./ / 

i"lentl:u:rs of tl-ie public wf10 ai·e.._s.to:i.1:r1g or want t.o sto,,!e ovei.~ 100 
tires as a "beneficial use" will be required to ob~ain a Waste 
Tire Beneficial Use storage Permit, while under t~e existing rule 
they could possil;>ly have obtained an exemption tpf the permit 
requirement. They will be required to submit ~P application fee 
($40 - $100, depending on the use}, and annual/compliance fees, 
ranging from $0 to $50. They may also be reqtlired to present 
financial assurance (a bond, for example) tqlthe Department that 
the tires will be properly removed when th~beneficial use is 
ended. Some additional expense will be rec;[uired to submit plans, 
maps, proof of land use compatibility, andlother materials to the 
Department. Time required could range from\ four to 10 hours to 
prepare these materials. Total first-year c'os:t;_gj;.~obtaining the 
beneficial use permit (including administrative time) could be 
from $80 to $350. Annual costs thereafter could run from $0 to 
$175. There may be 50 to 100 potentially affected persons in the 
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anticipate reimbursement levels of $.02 to $.04 per net pound of 
rubber used. 

IV. Large Business 

The criteria for financial assistance to waste tire storage 
permittees are also applicable to large businesses. Criteria are 
as outlined for corporations (see Small Business, above). The 
Department is not aware of any large businesses that may be 
eligible for assistance as a permittee for tire pile cleanup. 

A large business could also receive the increased subsidy (over 
$.01 per pound of rubber used) in a waste tire recycling 
demonstration project. 

v. Local Governments 

The rule also establishes criteria for financial assistance to 
waste tire storage permittees which are also municipalities. If a 
municipality has a waste tire pile that was in existence before 
January 1, 1988, and for which the municipality charged no fee to 
the public to accept waste tires, the Department could provide up 
to 80% of the cost of removing the tires. 

Currently there are two such potentially eligible permittees, one 
with about 15,000 tires and one with over 600,000. Cost of tire 
removal from these sites could be up to $25,000 and $700,000 
respectively. The local government would have to cover the 
remaining costs of tire removal. 

Local governments would also be eligible for the increased subsidy 
(over $.Ol per pound of rubber used) in waste tire recycling 
demonstration projects. 

VI. State Agencies 

A state agency involved in a waste tire recycling demonstration 
project would be eligible for the increased subsidy, either 
directly or indirectly. For example, if the Department of 
Transportation were involved in a demonstration paving project 
using rubber-modified paving, the subsidy would go to the paving 
contractor, but would presumably be passed through at least in 
part to ODOT. 

fsecimpst.ref 
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Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 

A CHANCE TO COMMENT ON ... 

WHO IS 
AFFECTED: 

WHAT IS 
PROPOSED: 

WHAT ARE THE 
HIGHLIGHTS: 

HOW TO 
COMMENT: 

Proposed Rules Relating to Regulating Storing, Transportation 
and Disposal of Waste Tires; Cleanup of Waste Tire Piles; 

and Reimbursement of Persons Using Waste Tires 

Hearing Dates: 9/15/89 
9/16/89 

Comments Due: 9/27/89 

Persons storing over 100 waste tires, including when the storage of 
such tires creates a benefit for the person storing them. Persons 
hauling waste tires. Waste tire storage permittees. Persons using 
waste tires for recycling. Solid waste disposal site operators. 

The Department proposes to adopt two new administrative rules, OAR 
340-62-021 and 340-62-036 to establish Waste Tire Beneficial Use 
Storage Permits. The Department also proposes to revise existing 
administrative rules OAR 340-62-005, 340-62-010, 340-62-015, 340-62-
020, 340-62-022, 340-62-025, 340-62-030, 340-62-035, 340-62-050, 340-
62-052, 340-62-053, 340-62-055, 340-62-063, 340-62-110, 340-62-120, 
340-62-130, 340-62-155, and 340-62-160, which establish procedures and 
standards governing waste tire storage site permits and waste tire 
carrier permits, and procedures for tire pile cleanup and reimbursement 
to persons using waste tires. 

The new rules would establish a new waste tire storage permit category 
for persons storing over 100 tires when the storage of such tires 
constitutes a "beneficial use. 11 A separate fee schedule and storage 
standards would be established for this Waste Tire Beneficial Use 
Storage Permit. Rule revisions would add eligibility criteria for 
waste tire storage permittees to receive financial assistance from the 
Department to clean up tire piles. They would remove waste tires used 
in ocean reefs from eligibility for the reimbursement for use of waste 
tires. They would also allow the Department to reimburse persons using 
waste tires in recycling demonstration projects at a rate higher than 
the established $.01 per pound of rubber used. They would raise the 
combined weight for a waste tire carrier who is a "private carrier" 
from 8,000 to 27,000 lbs. 

Public hearings will be held before a hearings officer at: 

4:00 - 7:30 p.m. 
Wed., November 15, 1989 
School Administration Bldg. 
Bond St. Conf. Room, 330 
520 N.W. Wall St. 
Bend, OR 

(over) 

FOR FURTHER INFORMA T/ON: 

4:00 - 7:30 p.m. 
Wed., November 15, 1989 
Marion Co. Courthouse 
Court Administrator's Off. 
1st Floor Conference Room 
148 High St. NE 

Salem, OR 

811 S.W. 6th Avenue 
Portland, OR 97204 Contact the person or division identified in the public notice by calling 229-5696 in the Portland area. To avoid long 

distance charges from other parts of the state, call 1-800-452-4011. D-1 
11/1/86 



WHAT IS THE 
NEXT STEP: 

GB8935 

Public hearings (continued) 

4:00 - 7:30 p.m. 
Thurs., November 16, 1989 
Blue Mountain Com. College 
Pioneer Bldg., Room 12 
N.W. Carden St. 
Pendleton, OR 

4:00 - 7:30 p.m. 
Thurs., November 16, 1989 
Jackson Co. Education 

Serv. Boardroom, 1st Fl. 
Jackson ESD 
101 N. Grape 
Medford, OR 

Written or oral comments on the proposed rule changes may be presented 
at the hearings. Written comments may also be sent to the Department 
of Environmental Quality, Waste Tire Program, Hazardous and Solid Waste 
Division, 811 S. W. 6th Avenue, Portland, OR 97402, and must be 
received no later than 5:00 p.m., Monday, November 27, 1989. 

Copies of the complete proposed rule package may be obtained from the 
DEQ Hazardous and Solid Waste Division. For further information, 
contact Deanna Mueller-Crispin at 229-5808, or toll-free at 
1-800-452-4011. 

The Environmental Quality Commission may adopt new rules identical to 
the ones proposed, adopt modified rules as a result of testimony 
received, or may decline to adopt rules. The Commission wil1 consider 
the proposed new rule and rule revisions at its January, 1990 meeting . 
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Attachment E 

WASTE TIRE PROGRAM 

GUIDELINES FOR USE OF CLEANUP FUNDS 

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

Incorporating recommendations made 
by the Waste Tire Advisory Committee 
at their April 19 and September 6, 
1989 meetings 

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

September 15, 1989 

Contact Person: Deanna Mueller-Crispin 
Waste Tire Program Coordinator 
229-5808 
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I. Purpose 

Help persons co~ply with the waste tire program statute while 
avoiding "subs,tantial curtailment or closing" of the person's 
business, and/avoiding bankruptcy of the person or business. 

/ 
II. Program Sumfuary 

/ 

This program may partially reimburse waste tire storage site 
permitt¢es for costs incurred in waste tire removal. It also 
provid,es funds to contract to abate (clean up) unpermitted 
tire piles, subject to cost recovery from the responsible 
pers¢n. It may partially reimburse the tire removal costs 
inci,lrred by a local government in abating a waste tire pile. 

I , 
/ ,' i 

III. Ed.igibility Criteria 
i 

~· In General. The law provides that cleanup funds may be 
.used to assist in removing or processing waste tires from a 
'permittee's site if special' circumstances make such 
assist.ance appropriate, 0!)

1 if strict compliance with the 
waste tire law would: , 

j 
i 

- /Result in substantial,/ curtailment or closing of a waste 
t.:i'.re permittee's business or operation; or 
,' ; 

Result in the bankruptcy of the permittee. 
I 

b. The "Applicant" must be the permittee holding a waste 
tire storage site pe~it from the Department. 

c. For Individuals. DEQ will assume that waste tire removal 
would result in "substantial curtailment" of the 
individual's "operation," OJ:'. in his/her bankruptcy, and thus 
financial assistance WO\lld be provided, if costs of such 
removal would: · 

Result in the reduction of the individual's gross 
household income to below 80 percent of the area media~ 
income (as determined by HUD); and/or / 

Result in the reduction of the net household 
(excluding the primary residence, its contents, 
to below $20,000. 

/ 
asset,,s 
and ¢ne car) 

c. For Sole Proprietorships & Partnerships. DEQ will assume 
that waste tire removal would result in "substantial 
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I. Purpose 

Help persons comply with the waste tire program statute while 
avoiding "substantial curtailment or closing" of the person's 
business, and avoiding bankruptcy of the person or business. 

II. Program summary 

This program may partially reimburse waste tire storage site 
permittees for costs incurred in waste tire removal. It also 
provides funds to contract to abate (clean up) unpermitted 
tire piles, subject to cost recovery from the responsible 
person. It may partially reimburse the tire removal costs 
incurred by a local government in abating a waste tire pile. 

III. Eligibility Criteria 

a. In General. The law provides that cleanup funds may be 
used to assist in removing or processing waste tires from a 
permittee•s site if special circumstances make such 
assistance appropriate, or if strict compliance with the 
waste tire law would: 

Result in substantial curtailment or closing of a waste 
tire permittee's business or operation; or 

Result in the bankruptcy of the permittee. 

b. The "Applicant" must be the permittee holding a waste 
tire storage site permit from the Department. 

c. For Individuals. DEQ will assume that waste tire removal 
would result in "substantial curtailment" of the 
individual's "operation," or in his/her bankruptcy, and thus 
financial assistance would be provided, if costs of such 
removal would: 

Result in the reduction of the individual's gross 
household income to below 80 percent of the area median 
income (as determined by HUD); and/or 

Result in the reduction of the net household assets 
(excluding the primary residence, its contents, and one car) 
to below $20,000. 

c. For Sole Proprietorships & Partnerships. DEQ will assume 
that waste tire removal would result in "substantial 
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Attachment E 

WASTE TIRE PROGRAM 

GUIDELINES FOR USE OF CLEANUP FUNDS 

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

Incorporating recommendations made 
by the Waste Tire Advisory Committee 
at their April 19 and September 6, 
1989 meetings 

j 

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

September 15, 1989 

) 

Contact\ Persori\: Deanna Mueller-Crispin 
\ Waste Tire Program Coordinator 
\ 229-5808 
\ 
\ 
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curtailment or closing" of the business's operation, or in 
its bankruptcy, and thus financial assistance would be 
provided, if costs of such removal would: 

Result in the reduction of the gross household income 
(including all sources of income) of the owner(s) or officers 
to below 80 percent of the area median income (for sole 
proprietorships and partnerships only, based on "net income" 
to the owners from the business excluding depreciation); 
and/or 

Result in the reduction of the assets of the business to 
below $20,000 (excluding basic assets of building, equipment 
and inventory. Cash, investments, stock, real property and 
accounts receivable will be decreased by any outstanding 
liabilities (loans, wages payable to others than owner(s), 
and accounts payable]). 

Partners in a partnership will be held accountable for 
tire cleanup costs ("paydown" requirement) in proportion to 
their partnership share in the business. 

d. Corporations. DEQ will assume that waste tire removal 
would result in "substantial curtailment" of the 
corporation's business, or in its bankruptcy, and thus 
financial assistance would be provided, if costs of such 
removal would: 

Result in the reduction of the corporate officers' and 
corporate owners• gross household income to below 80 percent 
of the area median income (as determined by HUD); and/or 

Result in the reduction of the net corporate assets to 
below $20,000 (excluding basic assets of building, equipment 
and inventory. Cash, investments, stock, real property and 
accounts receivable will be decreased by any outstanding 
liabilities (loans, wages payable to others than officers 
and officers' household members, and accounts payable]); and 

If the corporation's accountant or attorney submits a 
certified statement that the cost would cause substantial 
curtailment or closing of the corporation, or bankruptcy. 

Corporate officers and owners will be held accountable for 
tire cleanup costs ("paydown" requirement) in proportion to 
their share in the corporation. 

e. Municipalities. DEQ will assume that the following 
special circumstances make it appropriate to provide 
financial assistance to municipalities: 

The tire pile to be cleaned up existed before January 1, 
1988; 
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The tires collected were from the public, and the 
municipality did not charge to collect them for disposal. 

Summary: 

Class: 
Income 
Threshold 

Asset 
Threshold 

Individuals gross household: 
80% median 

household $20,000 
(excl. homestead & 
family car) 

So:j;e proprietor, 
partnership 

modified gross 
(net from bus.) 
household: .80% med. 

business $20,000 
(excl. building, 
equip. & invent'y) 

icorporatio.n gross household, all 
corporate officers: 
80% mec;lian 

corporation $20,000 
(excl. building, 
equip. & invent'y) 

\. ... Municipalities N~ i( see above) NA (see above) 

IV. Definitions 
/ 

a. Gross Income: /Before tax income for the preceding 12 
months from alli sources of all occupants of the 
household unl,ess verified as a paying bbarder, including 
but not limilied to wages, commHisions, ibonus, overtime, 
Social Secui;d .. ty and retirem~nt benef i 1;:s, Veteran's 
benefits, p)iblic assistanpe, child sqpport and alimony, 
interest arid dividends, .. rental or boarder rent income, 
support frpm a non-m~mJJer of the hq\J.sehold, unemployment 
compensatipn and disability paymen.ts, net profits from 
sole or jo'int proprietorship or h6me businesses, and the 
living exp~nses/portion of student grants for those 
students residing in the home f ¢r the 12 months 
preceding the date of applicat~on • 

b. 

. · 
/ 

An exception to the prior 12 month rule is all'owed if 
the applicant or co-applicani is 65 or'over a,nd has 
retired during the prior 12 .month period. Ii;f these 
cases, income is from the date of,,,retirementi and 
projected forward 12 months:\~J·f/this inforylation is not 
available, the Department shall use the bes~ and most 
recent information available, including avkraging income 
from the most recent three years of tax r4turns. 

Allowable Deductions to Gross Income: Alf non
reimbursed medical, dental, optical expen~es, including 
nursing home costs, home nursing costs; ch.l:ldsupport 
and alimony. 
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The tires collected were from the public, and the 
municipality did not charge to collect them for disposal. 

summary: 

Class: 

Individuals 

Sole proprietor, 
partnership 

Corporation 

Municipalities 

IV. Definitions 

Income 
Threshold 

gross household: 
80% median 

modified gross 
(net from bus.) 
household: 80% med. 

gross household, all 
corporate officers: 
80% median 

NA (see above) 

Asset 
Threshold 

household $20,000 
(excl. homestead & 
family car) 

business $20,000 
(excl. building, 
equip. & invent'y) 

corporation $20,000 
(excl. building, 
equip. & invent'y) 

NA (see above) 

a. Gross Income: Before tax income for the preceding 12 
months from all sources of all occupants of the 
household unless verified as a paying boarder, including 
but not limited to wages, commissions, bonus, overtime, 
Social Security and retirement benefits, Veteran's 
benefits, public assistance, child support and alimony, 
interest and dividends, rental or boarder rent income, 
support from a non-member of the household, unemployment 
compensation and disability payments, net profits from 
sole or joint proprietorship or home businesses, and the 
living expenses portion of student grants for those 
students residing in the home for the 12 months 
preceding the date of application. 

An exception to the prior 12 month rule is allowed if 
the applicant or co-applicant is 65 or over and has 
retired during the prior 12 month period. In these 
cases, income is from the date of retirement and 
projected forward 12 months. If this information is not 
available, the Department shall use the best and most 
recent information available, including averaging income 
from the most recent three years of tax returns. 

b. Allowable Deductions to Gross Income: All non
reimbursed medical, dental, optical expenses, including 
nursing home costs, home nursing costs; child support 
and alimony. 
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curtailment or closing" of the business's operation, or in 
its bankruptcy, and thus financial assistance would be 
provided, if costs of such removal would: 

Result in the reduction of the gross household income 
(including all sources of income) of the owner(s) or officers 
to below 80 percent of the\ area median income (for sole 
proprietorships and pfirtne,'rships only, based on "net income" 
to the owners from the business excluding depreciation); 
and/or ·· .! 

Result in the .. reductfon of the assets of the business to 
below $20,000 (excludi119- basic assets of building, equipment 
and inventory. Cash, investments, stock, real property and 
accounts receivable w:i,:il be decreased by any outstanding 
liabilities (loans, w<:lges payable to others than owner(s), 
and accounts payablet}. 

. . 
Partners in a partnership will be held accountable for 

tire clea'nup costs ("paydown" requirement) in proportion to 
their partnership share in the business. 

d. Corporations. DEQ will assume t~at waste tire removal 
would/result in "substantial curtailment" of the 
corpofation's business, or in its bankruptcy, and thus 
finar,icial .assistar).ce would be provided, if costs of such 
remopal would: .: 

' ) - •' 

- Result in the .reduction of the dorporateio)eficers' and 
co7/porate owners'' gross household income t,¢' rJelow 80 percent of the area median income (as determined,py tUD) ; and/or 

-/ Result in the reduction of the 1 net cqrpo:r;;ate assets to 
jiielow $2 o, 000 (excluding basic aspets o.f building, equipment 

~/and inventory. Cash, investments:, stock, r~al property and 
accounts receivable will be decreased )Jy ari!y outstanding 
liabilities [loans, wag~s payable to Other~ than officers 
and officers' hol).sehold members, and accou~1ts payable]) ; and 

. , . f 
,. ;- ·- L 

If the corporation' P accountant o,r atto)r'ney submits a 
certified statement t:Q•at the cost wc;luld ca,IUse substantial 
curtailment or closing of the corporation,! or bankruptcy. . ~ ' 

Corporate officerp and owners will be held accountable for 
tire cleanup costs (l1paydown" requirement) in proportion to 
their share in the corporation. 

e. Municipalities. DEQ will assume that the following 
special circumstances make it appropriate to provide 
financial assistance to municipalities: 

The tire pile to be cleaned up existed before January 1, 
1988; 
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c. Net Assets: Resources that can be liquidated or used as 
collateral for a private loan in order to fund waste 
tire removal, such as: real property, stocks and bonds, 
savings accounts, credit union shares, cash on hand, 
vehicles, equipment, less the principal balance of 
outstanding loans, excluding the mortgage(s) on the 
primary residence. Value of real property should be 
county assessor's appraisal; for the cleanup/abatement 
site, value should be the property's value with tires 
removed. 

d. 80 Percent of Area Median Income: The current level of 
80 percent of the median income of the county or SMSA in 
which the applicant lives, as determined annually by the 
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). 
Income is based on household size. 

e. Household Members: All persons, regardless of 
relationship or age, who are considered dependents of 
the applicant as defined by the Internal Revenue 
Service. Those persons not determined to be dependents 
but who reside permanently in the household may be 
counted. Under t~ese circumstances their gross annual 
income from all sources will be added to that of the 
applicant. 

v. Application Process 

1. DEQ assigns points to all sites on our list for cleanup 
or abatement funds. sites with highest number of 
points are acted upon first. (Points are based on 
"Cleanup/Abatement of Waste Tire Piles Point System" 
paper, 12/28/88) 

2. Permittee fills out application form for financial 
assistance. Application includes detailed description 
of proposed tire removal actions, time schedule, cleanup 
bids, etc. Application requires three years of Federal 
and State income tax returns. 

3. DEQ approves plan (or returns to permittee for changes). 
DEQ determines amount of cleanup funds site would be 
allowed. 

4. Staff prepares staff report to EQC for approval of 
determined amount of cleanup funds. 

5. Permittee cleans up site; DEQ verifies cleanup; DEQ 
issues voucher for agreed-on amount. 

VI. Amount of Financial Help to be Given 
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1. No financial help i;;.hall be given unless the applicant 
meets the "financial hardship" criteria. 

2. "Paydown" requirement: The applicant is required to 
first contri9rite his or her own funds to the tire 
cleanup up .to the point at which household income (on an 
annual bafi,is) and/or net assets would be reduced below 
the thr~7nolds listed under III, Eligibility Criteria. 

3. For individuals. sole proprietorships and partnerships: 
j' 

a. ,,c:Sn the remaining cost of the cleanup, the 
Department's contribution will be based on the following 
ci;;iteria: 

• ! 
Criteria 

/ / 

A. F)inancial hardship 
/ ,.,·'·/' . 

B. "..Cg.operat:i. ve" 

c. Unknowingly dumped on 

Maximum assistance: 

% Cost to be Forgiven 

70% 

10% (or max. $10001) 

10% Cor max. S1oooi1 

90% (+ permit fees, bond, 
but not to exceed 100%) 

4. For corporations and municipalities:H u~ to 80% of the 
cost. 

5. The applicant's• own in-kip.d contributi.on (such as labor) 
to the cleanup.of his site may be coni;;idered by DEQ as 
part of applicant's required cost co~tribution. 
However, previous costs incurred by l1 permi ttee in 
removing tires from his site before/January 1, 1989, 
should not be considered part of tl:fe permittee's own 
"financial contribution." ! 

5. No applicant may receive financial\assi~tance to
0

clean 
up waste tires more than once under this program. 

guidelin.per 
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1. No financial help shall be given unless the applicant 
meets the "financial hardship" criteria. 

2. "Paydown" requirement: The applicant is required to 
first contribute his or her own funds to the tire 
cleanup up to the point at which household income (on an 
annual basis) and/or net assets would be reduced below 
the thresholds listed under III, Eligibility Criteria. 

3. For individuals. sole proprietorships and partnerships: 

a. On the remaining cost of the cleanup, the 
Department's contribution will be based on the following 
criteria: 

Criteria % 

A. Financial hardship 

B. "Cooperative" 

c. Unknowingly dumped on 

Maximum assistance: 

Cost to be Forgiven 

70% 

10% (or max. $10001 ) 

10% {or max. ~10001.1 

90% (+ permit fees, bond, 
but not to exceed 100%) 

4. For corporations and municipalities: up to 80% of the 
cost. 

5. The applicant's own in-kind contribution (such as labor) 
to the cleanup of his site may be considered by DEQ as 
part of applicant's required cost contribution. 
However, previous costs incurred by a permittee in 
removing tires from his site before January 1, 1989, 
should not be considered part of the permittee's own 
"financial contribution." 

5. No applicant may receive financial assistance to clean 
up waste tires more than once under this program. 

guidelin.per 
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c. Net Assets~ Resources that can be liquidated or used as 
collateral for a private loan in order to fund waste 
tire removal, such as: real property, stocks and bonds, 
savings accounts, credit union shares, cash on hand, 
vehicles, equipmEmt, less,the principal balance of 
outstanding loans, excluding the mortgage(s) on the 
primary residence. Value of real property should be 
county assessor's appraisal; for the cleanup/abatement 
site, value should be the property's value with tires 
removed. 

d. 80 Percent of Area Median Income: The current level of 
80 percent of the median income of the county or SMSA in 
which the applicant lives, as determined annually by the 
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). 
Income is based on household size. 

e. Household Members: All persons, regardless of 
relationship or age, who are considered dependents of 
the applicant as def i~ed by the Internal Revenue 
Service. Those persons not determined to be dependents 
but who reside permanently in the household may be 
counted. Under t~ese circumstances their gross annual 
income from all sources will be added to that of the 
applicant. 

v. Application Process 

1. DEQ assigns points to all sites on our list for cleanup 
or abatement funds. Sites with highest number of 
points are acted upon first. (Points are based on 
"Cl~anup/Abatement 'of waste Tire Piles 1 Point System" 
paper, 12/28/88) , ' 

2. Permittee fills out applicati9n form for financial 
assistance. Application includes detci)iled description 
of proposed tire r~moval ac·t.ior1s, ti1n~ schedule, cleanup 
bids, etc. Application reqµires thre~ years of Federal 
and State income tax returns. , 

3. DEQ approves plan (or returns to perm~ttee for changes). 
DEQ determines amount o,f/cleanup funds site would be 
allowed. _/ 

4. Staff prepares staff report to EQC for approval of 
determined amount of cleanup funds. 

5. Permittee cleans up site; DEQ verifies cleanup; DEQ 
issues voucher for agreed-on amount. 

VI. Amount of Financial Help to be Given 
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